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PREfACE

In 1974, the people at Yamaha
asked me to write some spec sheets for
a dozen or so new guitar amplifiers and
small mixers. As soon as that job was
done, they showed me a new product.
It was a console, one intended to be a
major departure - a leap into the
heart of the professional sound rein
forcement market - for a company
then known primarily as a musical in
strument manufacturer (or a motor
cycle manufacturer, if you were not a
musician). Yamaha said they wanted
to firmly establish themselves as a
leader, and they felt that a comprehen
sive instruction manual for the new
console would help do the job. We had
only a prototype board and some
sketchy specs, but no detailed draw
ings or data, so I contacted engineer
John Windt, and we measured the per
formance. Working with pencil and
portable typewriter, I created the first
draft ofthe PM-wOO Operating Man
ual.

The PM-WOO console did put
Yamaha on the map, insofar as the
professional sound reinforcement
business is concerned. The manual was
so popular that it had to be reprinted
many times (far exceeding the number
of consoles built). It became a standard
text in several college courses due to its
detailed discussions of the basics of
sound reinforcement.

During the ensuing decade, Yamaha
asked me to write manuals for a
variety of amps, signal processors,
mixers and so forth, and to maintain
the same standard of excellence we
began with the PM-WOO manual. Un
fortunately, it is very expensive to
produce and print 30 to 60 pages of
instructions for every product, and it is
difficult to justify - especially when
only 8 to 16 pages contain the "hard
core" operational data. For this reason,
both Yamaha and I had pondered the
concept of a generalized guide for
sound reinforcement, apart from any
individual operating manuals.

Finally, 10 years after the PM-WOO
manual was published, Yamaha
decided to move forward with this
project. We anticipated a book of 96 to
160 pages in length, and expected it
would take a year to complete. The
first edition of The Sound Reinforce
ment Handbook was comprised of 384
pages, some 256 illustrations, and took
three years to complete. The first
printing of 10,000 copies sold out in a
year, and while we were completing
this second edition, another two runs
totalling nearly 5,000 more copies had
to be printed. Clearly, the book has
been well received, and we're grateful.

The Sound Reinforcement Handbook
is the largest project I have ever
undertaken. It would not have been
possible without the support and
patience of the people at Yamaha
Corporation of America, and at their
parent company, Yamaha Corporation
of Japan. All of us were able to endure
the strain of gathering data, editing it,
and producing this book for one reason:
we had an important goal to achieve.

That goal was to create a useful
reference for anyone who is interested
in learning the basics of sound rein
forcement. In this second edition, we
have improved many ofthe illustra
tions, and added entirely new topics,
corrected a number of minor errors and
typos (perhaps created new ones). We
have made the book much easier to use
by completely reorganizing the chap
ters and creating an index.

We had originally planned the first
edition for looseleafbinding, with the
intent to publish updates periodically.
The cost, however, would have been
prohibitive, and so this soft cover
format was adopted, with the prospect
of a new edition when the need arises.
We all hope you enjoy and learn from
this one.

Gary D. Davis
Santa Monica, California

June, 1989
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SECTioN 1.
WI-tAT Is A Souxd SySTEM?

1.1 TI-tE Audio SiGNAL

I n today's technologically sophisti
cated world, audio systems of

various types are a part of alniost
everyone's daily life. Nearly every
home has a stereo or a simple radio.
Most businesses use some type of
intercom/paging system. Some auto
sound systems are more sophisticated
than many home stereos.

This handbook deals with a specific
class of audio system which is properly
referred to as a reinforcement system.
For the purposes of this handbook, the
term sound system is used exclusively
to refer to reinforcement systems. Re
inforcement systems of varying levels
of sophistication are used routinely by
amateurs and professionals for public
address and music performance.

Sound reinforcement systems are
not generally as simple as home
stereos. Although they operate on the
same principles, they require a higher
level of understanding from their
users.

This handbook is an introduction to
those principles. Its purpose is to give
you the understanding necessary to
design and operate moderate-scale re
inforcement systems. It can also serve
as a reference when questions concern
ing such systems arise. Section 1
introduces the basic concept of the
sound system.

TIME

Figure 1-1. Representation of a
sound wave (one cycle
of a sine wave in air)
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1.1.1 Sound Waves

What we hear as sound is 'a class of
physical kinetic energy called acousti
cal energy. Acoustical energy consists
of fluctuating waves of pressure in a
physical medium - usually air.

A single complete cycle of an acous
tical pressure wave consists of one
half-cycle of compression (higher
pressure) of the air molecules, followed
by one half-cycle of rarefaction (lower
pressure) of the molecules. Sounds of
higher amplitude (louder) compress
and rarefy the air molecules to a
greater extent than do lower amplitude
(softer) sounds.

The rate of air pressure fluctuation
is called the frequency of the wave. In
order to be classified as sound, waves
of pressure in air must fluctuate at a
rate between 20 and 20,000 complete
cycles per second (cps). Frequency
corresponds to the musical attribute of
pitch. Although pitch is a more com
plex attribute than frequency (it also
involves amplitude), generally speak
ing the higher the frequency, the
higher the perceived pitch of the sound.
The unit Hertz (Hz) is now used to
indicate frequency in cycles per second:

20Hz =20cps

The amount of time required for one
complete cycle of a sound wave is
called the period ofthe wave. A wave's
period is expressed in seconds per
cycle, and is found by using the equa
tion:

Period =1 + Frequency

Sound waves travel through air at
the speed of 1130 ftJsec (344 m/sec)... at
sea level on a standard temperature
day (which is 59 degrees Farenheit or
15 degrees Celsius). The speed of sound
is independent of frequency. The
physical distance covered by one
complete cycle of a given frequency
sound as it passes through air is called
the wavelength. Wavelength is
expressed by the equation:

Wavelength =-fu!-eec:lgfJIQund.
Frequency



1.1.2 The Electrical
Representation of Sound

SECTiON 1

An audio signal is an electrical rep
resentation of a sound, in the form of a
fluctuating voltage or current. Within
the limits of audio equipment, the
signal voltage or current fluctuates at
exactly the same rate as the acoustical
energy that it represents, and the
amplitudes of the acoustical sound
wave and the electrical audio signal
are scaled proportionately.

The amplitude, or strength, of an
audio signal is called the signal level.
Many different operating levels exist in
audio systems. Level (acoustical or
electrical) is specified in decibels.
Section 4 describes the decibel in
detail.

is expressed on the graph in relation~

ship to a time reference called To' This
happens to be the start time of the
wave, although it could be design~ted

at any time within the wave's penod.
The time reference may also be an

other signal. If it is, the reference
signal must resemble the signal whose
phase is being measured: we can mean
ingfully compare only objects that are
alike, or at least related. For example,
Figure 1-3 shows an audio signal
processor with one input (VIN) and one
output (VOUT ) ' The phase of the output
signal is expressed in relation to the
input signal.
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1.1.3 Phase

The time relationship of a sound
wave (or an audio signal) to a known
time reference is called the phase of
the signal. Phase is expressed in
degrees. One complete cycle of a sine
wave equals 360 degrees. .

The time reference may be an arbi
trarily chosen, fixed instant in time.
For example, Figure 1-2 shows a type
of audio signal called a sine wave. A
sine wave is a pure tone, a fundamen
tal frequency with no harmonics
(representing something like the sound
of a flute). The phase of the sine wave

Figure 1-2. Representation of an audio signal
(one cycle of a sine wave)

In Figure 1-3(b), the output is sai~

to be in phase with the input (both sme
waves cross zero at the same time,
going in the same direction). In (c), .the
output is 90 degrees out of phase WIth
the input (one sine wave crosses zero
when the other is at maximum, both
going in the same direction). In 1-3 (d),
the output is 180 degrees out of phase
with the input (both sine waves cross
zero at the same time, but going in
opposite directions). Note that these
phase relationships may change at .
different frequencies, and often do WIth
real-world audio circuits.
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WI-tAT Is A 1.1.4 Adding Sine Waves
SouNd SYSTEM?

Vin - Signal Processor t--Vout

Figure 1-3. Phase relationships
between input and output signals

Phase is very important in sound
systems. The main reason that phase
must be controlled is that it affects how
sounds add together.

When audio signals are mixed in a
console, or when sound waves mix in
the air, they add algebraically. Figure
1-4 shows the effect of phase on the
addition of two sine waves of equal
level and frequency, but at different
phase relationships.

In Figure 1-4 (a), the sine waves are
in phase; they add to form a sine wave
oftwice the level of either one. In (b),
the sine waves are 90 degrees out of
phase. They add to form a sine wave
that is 1.414 times higher in level than
either one. In (c), the sine waves are
180 degrees out of phase; they totally
cancel one another.

I (a) Input Signal
1

1

1

1(b) Output in Phase
I

I

I

I (d) Output 180 Degrees
lOut of Phase
I
I

•

-, I /1
~I/I

1 I

I I

To --TIME.--•

V out I----jl::.....--'--¥----J ( 0
~ 1 c) utput 90 Degrees
I "-lOut of Phase
I I

1 I
1 I

V
out

(a) 1+2 (b)

Signals 1 & 2
Are in Phase

Signals 1 & 2 are
90 0 Out of Phase

Both signals sum to
zero (cancellation)

(c)

Signals 1 & 2 are
180 0 Out of Phase

Figure 1-4. Phase affects the way two sine waves add together
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1.2 TI-tE BASic PlJRPOSE
of A SOlJNd SySTEM

A sound system is a functional
arrangement of electronic components
that is designed to amplify (increase
the strength of) sound. This may be
done for any of several reasons. The
three most common reasons are:
A) To help people hear something

better. For example, one person
speaking on a stage may not be
heard well at the back of a large
hall. A sound system may be used
to make the sound more clearly au
dible. In this case, the intention is
to make the voice at the back of the
hall sound as loud as (not louder
than) it is when heard up close.

B) To make sound louder for artistic
reasons. A vocal group in a small
club may be clearly audible but not
necessarily very exciting. A sound
system can give the group much
greater musical impact by making
it seem "larger than life."

C) To enable people to hear sound in
remote locations. Seminars or meet
ings sometimes draw larger crowds
than the meeting room will hold. A
sound system can bring the
speeches and discussion to a second
room, so that the overflow crowd
can hear them.

There are also sound systems which
are designed to reproduce recorded or
broadcast sound. In this case the
general requirements may be similar
to the live sound reinforcement system,
except that a tape reproducer, compact
disc player, phonograph, or radio tuner
will be substituted for the microphone
or electronic musical instrument, and
there will be less concern about feed
back.

1.~ A CONCEPTlJAl
ModEL of A SOlJNd
SySTEM

Sound systems amplify sound by
converting it into electrical energy, in
creasing the power of the electrical
energy by electronic means, and then
converting the more powerful electrical
energy back into sound.

In audio electronics, devices that
convert energy from one form into
another are called transducers. Devices
that change one or more aspects of an
audio signal are called signal proces
sors. Using these terms, we can model
a sound system in its simplest form, as
illustrated below in Figure 1-5.

The input transducer (i.e., mic or
pickup) converts sound into a fluctuat
ing electrical current or voltage which
is a precise representation of the
sound. The fluctuating current or
voltage is referred to as an audio
signal.

The signal processing alters one or
more characteristics of the audio
signal. In the simplest case, it in
creases the power ofthe signal (a
signal processor that does this is called
an amplifier). In practical sound
systems, this block of the diagram
represents a multitude of devices 
preamplifiers, mixers, effects units,
power amplifiers, and so on.

The output transducer (i.e., the
loudspeaker or headphones) converts
the amplified or otherwise processed
audio signal back into sound.

SECTiON 1

Input Transducer

Acoustical to
electrical energy

conversion Audio
Signal

Signal Processing

Electrical
manipulation of
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Signal
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1.4 INpUT TRANSduCERS

In a sound system, input transduc
ers convert sound into audio signals.
The types of input transducers most
commonly encountered in sound
reinforcement systems are:
A) Air Pressure or Velocity Micro

phones - convert sound waves
traveling in air into an audio signal
traveling in the mic cable.

B) Contact Pickups - convert sound
waves in a dense medium (wood,
metal, skin) into an audio signal.
Sometimes used on acoustic
stringed instruments such as
guitar, mandolin, violin, etc. Usu
ally of the crystal type, occasionally
capacitive.

C) Magnetic Pickups - convert fluc
tuating waves of induced magnet
ism into an audio signal. Found on
electric stringed instruments.

D) Tape Heads - convert fluctuating
magnetic fields (imprinted on
magnetic recording tape) into an
audio signal.

E) Phonograph Pickups (car
tridges) - convert physical move
ment of a stylus ("needle") into an
audio signal. In professional sys
tems, the moving-magnet type
cartridge is the most common.

F) Laser Pickups - convert im
printed patterns on a compact disc
into a digital data stream that is
then translated by a DAC (Digital
to-Analog Converter) into an analog
audio signal.

G) Optical Pickups - convert vari
ations in the density or transparent
area of a photographic film into an
audio signal. Used for most motion
picture sound tracks.

Each type of input transducer has
its own characteristics, which must be
understood if the transducer is to be
used properly. Section 10 of this hand
book deals with microphones in detail.

1.5 OUTpUT
TRANSdUCERS

In a sound system, output transduc
ers convert audio signals back into
sound. The types of output transducers
most commonly encountered in sound
reinforcement systems are:
A) Woofer loudspeakers - designed

specifically to reproduce low fre
quencies (usually below 500 Hz).
Woofers sometimes are used to
reproduce both low frequencies and
some mid frequencies (normally not
higher than 1.5 kHz). Typically,
cone-type drivers are used as woof
ers, measuring from 8 to 18 inches
in diameter.

B) Midrange loudspeakers
(formerly called "squawkers,"
though this is an archaic term from
the hi-fi world) - designed specifi
cally to reproduce mid frequencies
(typically above 500 Hz). The high
est frequency reproduced by a
midrange unit is usually not higher
than 6 kHz. If a cone-type driver is
used as a midrange loudspeaker, its
diameter typically ranges from 5 to
12 inches; if a compression driver is
used, its diaphragm diameter may
range from 2.5 inches to 4 inches
(with a few special units up to about
9 inches in diameter).

C) Tweeter loudspeakers - de
signed to reproduce the highest fre
quencies (normally higher than
1.5 kHz, and usually above 6 kHz).
If a cone-type driver is used, its dia
phragm diameter usually ranges
from 2 to 5 inches; compression
driver diaphragms range from
under 1.5 inches to about 4 inches.

D) Full-range loudspeakers - inte
grated systems incorporating
woofer and tweeter (and, if used,
midrange) drivers in a single enclo
sure. As the name implies, they are
designed to reproduce the full audio
range (more or less). In practical
terms, their range rarely extends
below about 60 Hz.

NOTE: A full-range driver is a
single loudspeaker which alone is
designed to reproduce the full audio
frequency range; this is not the
same as a full range multi-driver
system.



E) Subwoofer loudspeakers - used
to extend the low frequency range of
full-range systems to include fre
quencies down to 20 or 30 Hz. Their
range rarely extends above about
300 Hz. Cone-type drivers are used
nearly exclusively, and typically
measure from 15 to 24 inches in
diameter, although a few special
units are available with cone di
ameters approaching 5 feet.

F) Supertweeter loudspeakers 
used to extend the range of full
range systems in the highest fre
quencies (usually above 10 kHz).
Typically, these are either compres
sion drivers or piezoelectric drivers
in professional sound systems,
although hi-fi type systems use
some more esoteric technologies.

G) Monitor loudspeakers - full
range loudspeakers that are pointed
at the performer on stage, rather
than out into the audience. They
are used to return a portion of the
program to the performer, to help
him or her stay in tune and in time,
and are sometimes loosely referred
to as "foldback." In recording stu
dios, a studio monitor or control
room monitor loudspeaker is a full
range, high accuracy loudspeaker
system designed to permit evalu
ation of the sound being recorded.

H) Headphones - full-range
transducers designed to fit snugly
on the ears. Some designs block out
ambient (external) sound, while
others do not. Headphones are
sometimes used in sound systems
as monitors for click-tracks, and
may be used by engineers to check a
live mix or a recording during a per
formance. Headphones also appear
as components of intercom systems.

Each type of output transducer has
its own characteristics, which must be
understood if the transducer is to be
used properly. Section 13 of this man
ual deals with output transducers in
detail.

1.6 A PRACTiCAL ModEL
of A SOUNd SySTEM

Figure 1-6 (next page) shows a
simple practical sound system, such as
might be used for a panel discussion in
a lecture hall.

The system in Figure 1-6 is designed
to amplify the voice of three panelists
(or board members, etc). The system
can be conceptually analyzed as having
three sections: (a) the input transduc
ers, (b) signal processing, and (c) the
output transducers:
A) Input Transducers - Three

microphones convert the sound they
pick up from the panelists into
audio signals that travel down the
cables to the signal processing
equipment.

B) Signal Processing - The three
microphones are connected to indi
vidual inputs on the mixing console.
The console serves the following
functions:

1) Preamplification - The
console's microphone input
section amplifies the level of
the audio signal from each
microphone, bringing it up to
line level.

2) Equalization - The console
provides the means to adjust
the tonal balance of each
microphone individually. This
allows the console oprator to
achieve a more pleasing or
more intelligible sound
quality.

3) Mixing - The console adds
the equalized signals of the
microphones together to
produce a single line-level
output signal.

The output of the console is
connected to a power amplifier.
The power amplifier boosts the
console's line level (0.1 to 100 mil
liwatts) output signal to a level

suitable to drive the loudspeaker
(0.5 to 500 watts).

C) Output Transducer - The loud
speaker converts the power ampli
fier output signal back into sound.
The level of the sound is much
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higher than that of the three panel
ists speaking unaided.

There is another less obvious, but
equally important aspect of the sound
system: the environment. When the
sound output of the loudspeaker
propagates into the hall, it is altered
by the acoustical characteristics of the
space.

The room may have little effect on
the clarity of the sound if, for example,
the room is "dead" or nonreverberant.
If the room is highly reverberant, and
the sound system is not designed and
installed to deal with the acoustics of
the space, the effect on the sound may
be so severe as to render the sound

Input Transducers
I - - - - - -- - - - - --I

I Microphones 1
I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

I 1

system useless.

The environment is an integral part
of the sound system, and its effects
must be considered when the system is
installed. Sections 5 and 6 of this
manual deal in detail with the effects
of the environment on sound systems.

Every sound system, no matter how
large, is merely an extension of this
basic model. The same principles that
apply to this simple sound system also
apply to large-scale concert reinforce
ment systems.

Output Transducer
1

1

1

1

I

I

1
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Figure 1-6. A simple sound system
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SECTioN ,2.
. .FREQUENCY RESPONSE

2.1 :& I •
O ne of the most commonly-used

terms in audio is frequency
response. In Section 2, we define this
term, examine how it applies to various
types of audio equipment, and describe
the relationship between frequency re
sponse and program materiaL

, I ,/

C)
'\1/

-CJ-
/ "'

The frequency response of a device
describes the relationship between the
device's input and output with regard
to signal frequency and amplitude.
Another term for this is magnitude
response. In its most common usage,
the frequency response describes the
usable range of signal frequencies
which the device will pass from input
to output.

Consider the system shown in
Figure 2-1. An unknown signal proc
essing element (or black box) is fed
from a variable-frequency sine wave
generator, and a device for indicating
sine wave level in decibels is connected
to its output.

SINE WAVE
GENERATOR DEVICE UNDER TEST LEVEL

INDICATOR

Figure 2-1. Model for measuring frequency response

Figure 2-2. Plotted frequency response
(relative level versus frequency)
of "Black Box" in Figure 2-1
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The ideal oscillator produces the
same output level at all frequencies (in
reality the linearity is not always
perfect), so the input level to the black

box is constant. As we
sweep the oscillator fre
quency throughout the
audio range, however, we
may see that the output
level of the black box, as
registered by our meter,
changes. If we make note of
the level at each frequency
on a graph, we can produce
a chart like that shown in
Figure 2-2. Here, the output
level (vertical axis) is

5000 10000 20000 plotted against frequency
(horizontal axis).



The graph of Figure 2-2 is called a
frequency response plot. It shows us
the range of frequencies that the black
box will pass from input to output, and
what fluctuations in output level (if
any) occur within that range.

It is important to understand that
the frequency response plot assumes a
constant input level to the device
under test. For precisely this reason, it
gives us an indication of the fidelity
with which the device transfers a
signal from input to output. The less
deviation there is in output level across
the stated frequency band, the more
faithfully the signal at the output will
reflect the signal at the input.

NOTES:
1. If the input to a device under test
is not constant in level at all frequen
cies, a correction may be made to the
output plot (or the input level can be
intentionally varied to make it con
stant). The resulting plot is said to be
"normalized. "
2. The term "frequency response" is
used only to refer to signal process
ing devices and transducers - that
is, any devices through which a
signal passes. When referring to
signal generating devices (oscilla
tors, musical instruments, and so
on), the proper term to use is "fre
quency range. "

2.1.1 Basic Specification
Methods

In its simplest form, a typical fre
quency response specification might
read:

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
30 Hz to 18 kHz, ±3 dB

Note that the range (from 30 Hz
to 18 kHz) is accompanied by the quali
fier, «+ or - 3 dB." This is called the tol
erance ofthe specification. The toler
ance tells us the maximum deviation in
output level that we can expect over
the stated range if the input level
remains the same at all frequencies.

Without a stated tolerance, the fre
quency response specification is use
less, since we are left to guess the
unit's effect on the signal. There might,
in fact, be horrendous peaks and/or
dips in the response - and these could
alter the signal considerably. While a
tolerance of ±3 dB is often assumed if
not specified, such an assumption is at
your own risk... there is usually a
reason why such an important quali
fier is omitted from a specification!

Figure 2-3 shows how such a specifi
cation is derived from the frequency
response plot.

SECTiON 2
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Figure 2-3. Derivation of a frequency response specification from a plot
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RESPONSE

2.1.2 Octave Relationships
And Measurements

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
20 Hz to 30 kHz, +0, -3 dB.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
10 Hz to 40 kHz, +0, -3 dB.

Figure 2-5. A "flat" frequency
response plot of a device withl

very wide bandwidth

Frequency response measurements
and specifications are sometimes made
on an octave or lis-octave basis. Such
measurements are far lower in resolu
tion than those described above. They
are widely used with loudspeakers,
however, because they provide good
correlation with the characteristics of
human hearing (and can be adjusted
by corresponding one octave or l/s_
octave equalizers or filter sets).

The octave is a special musical
interval between two tones, formed
when the ratio between the frequencies
of the tones is 2:1. The ear hears an
equivalence between the tones when
this is the case (for this reason, pitches
at successive octaves in the musical
scale are named with the same letter).

With regard to frequency, the octave
interval is much wider at high frequen
cies than at low frequencies. For ex
ample, one octave above 40 Hz is 80 Hz
(a 40 cycle wide interval), but an octave
above 1,000 Hz is 2,000 Hz (a 1,000
cycle wide interval). Yet we hear both
of these intervals as musically similar!

This is because the ear's response to
frequency is logarithmic in character.
(Logarithms are discussed in the
Appendix of this handbook). Accord
ingly, audio response plots such as
those shown earlier in this section
employ a logarithmic scale to indicate
frequency. On this type of scale, the
divisions are packed closer and closer
together as the frequency increases ...
up to a decade (10, 100, 1000, etc.),
then the spacing interval repeats.
Octave and lis-octave measurements
are designed to divide the linear audio
frequency scale, which we do not
perceive to be linear, into perceptually
equal increments. In frequency re
sponse measurements and specifica
tions, then, the average level in each
incremental division is given - nor
mally in bar graph form, as shown in
Figure 2-6 (next page).

Here, the center frequencies of the
bands are spaced Ifs octave apart. The
specific frequencies given on the
horizontal axis are standard center
frequencies for lis-octave measure
ments: these same centers are also
used for the filters in lis-octave graphic
equalizers. The standard used is
known as "ISO" (International Stan
dards Organization), so you know if
you have an equalizer with ISO

,
20K 40K

20K :iOK
FREQUENCY (Hz)

FREQUENCY (Hz)

20

I I

1020

, Reference Level
I I I 1/

X ~-ldB- t- - - - - - - - - - - - t- - - -3dB
I I I I

I I I I

I I I I
I I I I

I I I I

tun uu_""\-=e--
I I

I
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If the frequency response of the
device in question greatly exceeds the
total range of human hearing (20 Hz to
20 kHz), the frequency response may
be specified by simply stating the total
response deviation within the audible
range. The specification for the device
whose response is shown in Figure 2--5,
for example, might read:

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
20 Hz to 20 kHz, +0, -1 dB.

Alternately, if one chooses the -3 dB
points as the frequency limits, the
specification would read:

Figure 2-4. A plot of
"flat" frequency response

In such cases, the frequency re
sponse limits are usually taken to be
those points where the unit's output is
3 dB below the average (reference)
level. The frequency response specifica
tion for the device plotted in Figure
2-4, then, would read:

Some audio devices exhibit extraor
dinarily flat frequency response, as
shown in Figure 2-4. Such a response
curve would be characteristic of a
power amplifier or line amplifier, for
example.
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SECTiON 2

A practical audio system is a net
work of many different types of devices
through which the signal must pass on
its way to the listeners' ears. Each
stage in the system will have specific
frequency response characteristics, and
will therefore modify the signal to

some degree. The
overall frequency
response of the system
is a function of the
combined responses of
all the various ele
ments in the chain.

The audio elements
that exhibit the flattest
frequency response
characteristics are
electronic circuits and
cables.

2.2 FREQUENCY

RESPONSE of PRACTiCAL

Audio DEVicES

Amplitude Response (1/3 octave bands)
10dB -1

~============================
l=============:::::=::::::=::

OdB

-10 dB

standard octave or l/a-octave spacing, it
will coincide with the bands measured
on an ISO standard Real Time
Analyzer.

Instead of a sine wave, the excita
tion signal used for measurements like
this is a special signal called pink
noise. Pink noise is a randomly
generated signal that excites all the
audio frequencies with equal energy
per octave. It sounds very much like a
rushing waterfall.

-20 dB

-30 dB

31.5 63 125 250 500 1K 2K 4K 8K 16K

Figure 2-6. Frequency response
measured In 1/3-octave bands

Since there are more frequencies
packed into each upper octave than
each lower octave, pink noise rolls off
at higher frequencies. This means
there is less energy at any single high
frequency than at any single low fre
quency so that when all the noise in an
octave is added up, it equals all the
noise in any other octave. When pink
noise is used as the excitation signal,
the output of the device under test is
filtered in octave or lf3-octave bands,
and the average energy in each band is
measured separately.

It is important to note that measure
ments like this can conceal as much as
they reveal. While they provide a good
picture of the general characteristic of
a device's frequency response, very
narrow peaks or dips may be com
pletely missed by the technique. In a
reverberant space, the measurement
may say more about the room than
about the loudspeaker under test.

2.2.1 Electronic Circuits
And Cables

Cables are electrically the simplest
possible elements in the audio system,
and this fact accounts for their gener
ally good response. Cables may intro
duce response problems at the fre
quency extremes, however, and the
extent of such problems is determined
by the design of the cable, its length,
and the type of circuitry to which it is
connected.

The typical audio cable consists of
one or two signal conductors sur
rounded by insulation and a shielding
conductor, as shown in Figure 2-7.

The audio signal is carried in the
central conductorfs). The shielding
conductor is connected to the electrical
ground point in the circuit, and serves
to catch most induced static or radio
interference signals, shunting them off
to ground. (Hum, which is often caused
by electromagnetic interference, is not
generally attenuated by shields unless
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Figure 2-8. Frequency response of
a typical audio power amplifier

Figure 2-8 shows a typical frequency
response plot of a high quality audio
power amplifier. Note that the re
sponse is absolutely flat throughout
the audio range, falling off only at the
frequency extremes.

(a) (b)

-\ ~/ -Reference Levelr--- --- --"\ ~,

I I

I I

FREQUENCY

RESPONSE

they are in the form of iron conduit;
instead, twisting the dual conductors
in a balanced circuit is the best means
to reduce hum. This is due to a
characteristic known as Common Mode
Rejection, which is explained in
Section 11.6.)

2-CONDUCTOR SHIELDED CABLE
(UNBALANCED LINE)

20 FREQUENCY 1Hz) 20K
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3-CONDUCTOR SHIELDED CABLE
(USUALLY BALANCED LINE)

Figure 2-7. Construction of
typical audio cables

NOTE: The next paragraph may be
a bit complex, but it does explain
why cables can affect frequency
response.

Frequency response problems associ
ated with cables are generally due to
capacitance between the signal
conductorfs) and shield in the cable,
and capacitance between the conduc
tors themselves. This capacitance, in
conjunction with the resistance of the
cable, can act like an R-C low pass
filter, cutting off high frequencies and
dulling the sound. The effect is propor
tional to the length of the cable, and is
worse over very long cable runs, but is
mostly dependent on the output imped
ance of the circuit that drives the cable.
Special line driver amplifiers are used
to send signals over long cables. Some
cables also exhibit considerable induc
tance between conductors, and depend
ing on the resistance (and impedance)
of the circuit, the result can be an R-L
high pass filter that cuts offlow
frequency response. This is why it is
important to use the right type of cable
for a given job.

Electronic circuits represent a
highly developed and controlled tech
nology. Unless they are specifically
designed to alter the frequency spec
trum (like tone controls, for example),
circuits can be and generally are made
very flat in frequency response.

The low-frequency roIloff indicated
in Figure 2-8(a) is sometimes called a
subsonic filter pole. Its effect is to
reject ultra-low frequencies that could
damage loudspeakers and/or modulate
the audio to produce undesirable
distortion.

The high-frequency rolloff(b) is
sometimes called a TIM (transient
intermodulation distortion) filter. This
intentional limiting of high-frequency
response serves to minimize TIM, and
also helps to reject supersonic frequen
cies that can damage tweeters.

Similar characteristics can be
expected of any professional audio
signal processor. An exception is the
digital delay or digital signal processor,
both of which use very steep input and
output low pass filters (so-called anti
aliasing and reconstruction filters) to
avoid problems associated with the
digital signal processing; in these
devices, there will be a significant roll
off above the cutoff frequency of the
device - as high as 150 dB per octave.
Unless the design intentionally limits
the response, however, analog audio
signal processors should be flat
throughout the audio range.



2.2.2 Microphones

Contemporary microphone technol
ogy i.s also highly developed, and it is
possible to make microphones with
very flat frequency response through
o~t the audio range. Because practical
microphones are used in part for their
musical or sonic characteristics
however, they may exhibit cert~n
types of controlled deviations from flat
response.

One such deviation is called a
presence peak. This is a broad peak in
response of 3 to 6 dB, centered in the
region between about 2 kHz and 5 kHz.
It has the effect of adding a bit of
crispness to the spoken voice and can. 'Increase the intelligibility of words.

Condenser type microphones often
exhibit a peak in the neighborhood of
8 kHz to 10 kHz. This is generally due
to diaphragm resonance and can lend
a slightly brittle or bright quality to
the sound.

Ribbon type microphones sometimes
exhibit both a presence peak and a
slight low-frequency rise, usually
around 200 Hz. This lends to them a
warm sound quality, making them
popular choices for both voice and
certain instruments.

Generally speaking, the response of
practical dynamic microphones used in
sound work falls off rapidly in the
octave above 10 kHz. Similarly, their
low-frequency response may fall off
gradually below about 100 Hz. Addi
tionally, the angle of sound incidence
upon the microphone may affect the
~equencyre~ponseso sounds coming
In from the SIdes may sound different
from those picked up on-axis' this is
particularly evident with dir~ctional
mics. A sound reinforcement mic that
is popular for solo vocals or individual
instruments may have a harsh re
sponse, with many resonances that
actually brighten the apparent sound
a~d help it to cut through a complex
mIX; these same characteristics may
make s?-ch ~ mic unsuitable for pickup
of multiple Instruments or voices, and
less-than-ideal for recording work. No
one mic is ideal for every application.

The exact characteristic of any
microphone is determined by a complex
set of design factors, and one is well
advised both to check the data sheet
and to try out the microphone. A new
series of microphones introduced by
Yamaha in 1986 utilizes unique
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Figure 2-9. On and off axis
frequency response of a typical

cardioid (unidirectional)
dynamic microphone

materials (beryllium laminated dia
phragms) and innovative manufactur
ing techniques (screen-etched precision
ports, for example) to achieve extended
response and very smooth off-axis
characteristics. In any case, some of
the most important characteristics of a
microphone may never be fully meas
ured and documented. The selection of
a microphone for a given application
remains a highly subjective task and
the ear is the best guide. '

2.2.3 Loudspeakers

Of all the elements in practical
sound systems, loudspeakers are
subject to the greatest variations in
frequency response. It is not uncom
mon to find narrow peaks and dips of
10 dB or more in a loudspeaker's
response. In fact, an overall response
tolerance of ±4 dB, measured on a
I/3- octave basis, is considered very
good.

This seemingly broad tolerance is
considered good partly because loud
speaker transducers are asked to
handle relatively large amounts of
power and produce fairly high sound
pressures, so their design must allow
compromises for durability and effi
ciency. Practical loudspeakers also
must use several transducers to
reproduce the full audio range; the
marrying of these transducers to form
a single functional unit is a complex
matter, and can drastically affect the
system frequency response.

Sound reinforcement loudspeakers
can be divided into two basic classes:
full-range loudspeakers, and special
units that cover limited ranges. The
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latter are used to augment the former,
extending their response.

Generally, full-range reinforcement
loudspeakers will have a frequency
response extending from about 100 Hz
to between 10 kHz and 15 kHz. In most
applications, this response is sufficient.
Some smaller loudspeakers, such as
those used for paging, may have more
limited response - but for voice, it is
generally true that the loudspeaker
response should extend from about
300 Hz to at least 3.5 kHz.

Of the special, limited-range units,
the most common are subwoofers and
tweeters. Subwoofers are loudspeakers
designed to operate only below 300 Hz
(typically below 100 Hz), and usually
perform down to about 30 Hz. They are
used to extend the bass response of
systems. Tweeters usually work above
5 to 8 kHz, and are used to extend the
system's high-frequency respo~se.

Practical loudspeakers are direc
tional - that is, they concentrate the
sound that they radiate in a specific
direction. As you move away from their
primary axis, the sound not only drops
in level, but the frequency response
gets rougher.

For further information on the
frequency response characteristics of
loudspeakers, see Section 13,
"Loudspeakers."

In order to relate the frequency re
sponse of a device or system to its sonic
characteristics, we need to get a sense
of the frequency ranges covered by
typical program sources.

2.~ VOiCE ANd

INSTRUMENT RANGES

2.3.1 The Speaking Voice

Compared with the full range of
human hearing, the speaking voice
covers a relatively narrow frequency
band - roughly from 100 Hz to 6 kHz.
Within that range, the power distribu
tion of speech is heavily weighted in
the frequencies below about 1 kHz,
with some 80 percent ofthe energy
concentrated in the range below
500 Hz.

While speech has very little high-fre
quency content, however, almost all of
the energy of consonants occurs above
1 kHz. Therefore, loss of high frequen
cies can drastically affect speech
intelligibility.

As a practical minimum, the band
width of a speech reproduction system
must extend from 300 Hz to 3.5 kHz.
This is the frequency response of a
typical telephone receiv~r, ~nd othe~

types of utility communications devices
exhibit similarly limited response.
Generally, intelligibility may be
improved by introducing a prese~ce

peak in the response of 3 to 6 dB In the
region between 2 kHz and 5 ~z:

Sound reinforcement applications
require somewhat higher fidelity than
a telephone, however. For this reason,
public address systems should be
reasonably flat from 100 Hz to at least
8 kHz. A presence peak can improve
intelligibility in such systems, too 
but it can also increase the likelihood
of feedback, so it must be approached
with care.

2.3.2 The Singing Voice
and Musical Instruments

Figure 2-10 (next page) is a very
useful graph which describes the fre
quency ranges of musical instruments
and trained singing voices.

Musical signals are much more diffi
cult to characterize than speech. The
frequency range and power spectrw;n of
a particular musical signal depend In

large part on stylistic matters - the
instrumental complement, the ar
rangement, the style of production, and
so on. Some styles of music, for ex
ample, depend heavily on energy



between 20 Hz and 100 Hz to achieve
their full intended impact, while those
frequencies may be entirely absent in
other styles.

The sound reinforcement profes
sional therefore must learn to use his
or her ears to carefully analyze musi
cal material and correlate the sonic
experience with system performance.
The ability to do this comes only with
long practice listening to a variety of
equipment with different sound
sources. In sound work it's very impor
tant to always listen carefully and
examine what you hear, gradually
building a mental catalog of experi
ences from which to draw.

2.3.3 Harmonics

Looking at Figure 2-10, we see that
it seems to show the frequency range
covered by musical instruments as
limited to about 4 kHz. Yet we know
that human hearing extends far
beyond this limit, and that a sound
system whose frequency response is

this limited will sound dull, lacking in
highs. The apparent discrepancy is due
to the fact that Figure 2-10 does not
take harmonics into account.

Every musical sound that we hear is
in fact a composite of sine waves at
different frequencies and amplitudes.
These sine waves combine to form the
sound, and their frequency and ampli
tude relationships determine the
quality, or timbre, of the sound. The
ultimate waveform may be more of a
triangle, squarewave or something not
easily described in a word.

When a musical note with a complex
waveform has a distinct pitch (as op
posed to noise), that waveform can
ultimately be created by combining a
set of precisely related sine waves.
These sine waves are called harmonics,
and their frequencies are related in
simple integer multiples. The sine
wave frequency at the pitch that we
hear as the note is the fundamental,
and it is usually (though not always)
the strongest (highest amplitude) of
the set of sine waves which comprises
the complex waveform.
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The frequency response of any sound
system is affected by the environment
in which it works.

Outdoors, the main factors affecting
the system's response are wind, tem
perature, and air absorption. Wind
tends to deflect sound very slightly as
it travels, and gusty wind can appear
to modulate the sound. Temperature
gradients can also deflect sound, and
to an even greater degree than wind
gradients. Air absorption affects
mainly high frequencies. As sound
travels through air, the energy of the
highs is lost more quickly than that of
the lows. That is why sounds heard at
a distance appear muffled. The degree
to which the air absorbs high frequency
energy is affected by the relative
humidity.

Indoors, the predominant factors
affecting a system's response are
reflections from wall, ceiling and floor
surfaces, and room resonances. Reflec
tions not only cause reverberation
effects, but also can cause cancellations
at specific frequencies which show up
as dips in the system response. Room
resonances can cause dips or, more
commonly, peaks in the response. All
these effects will color the sound of the
system.

The effect of environmental factors
on sound systems is dealt with in
detail in Section 5 ("SoWld Outdoors")
and Section 6 ("SoWld Indoors").

Figure 2-11. Harmonic content of
open strings of the violin. The
lower tones have more closely

packed harmonics.
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As the frequency multiplier in
creases, the amplitude (or strength) of
the harmonic usually decreases so the
upper harmonics are generally much
lower in level than the fundamental.
But this is not always the case. Some
times, individual harmonics are louder
than the fundamental. In such cases,
the sound quality becomes more
pinched or like that of a reed instru
ment (i.e., like an oboe, clarinet, and so
forth).

If the sine wave components ofa
sound are not related in simple integer
multiples, the sense of pitch is lost and
the sound quality approaches noise.
Drum sounds, for example, have very
complex sets of components with non
integral frequency relationships.

Regardless of whether the sine wave
components of sound occur at integral
multiples, their precise amplitude
relationships determine the sound
quality. For this reason, flat frequency
response is very important in a sound
system. If the response is very rough,
the quality of the sounds will be
altered.

Above the fundamental there are
additional sine wave components
whose frequencies are multiples of the
fundamental frequency. If the funda
mental is at 500 Hz, for example, the
harmonics will occur at 1 kHz, 1.5 kHz,
2 kHz, 2.5 kHz, and so on. Figure 2-11
is a graphical illustration ofthe har
monic spectrum of a musical sound,
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Numerous attempts have been made
to explain one of the most common, yet
confusing terms in audio, the "dB."
"dB" is an abbreviation for "decibel,"
and it need not be all that difficult to
grasp, if properly presented. Ifyou're
one of the many people who is "a little
fuzzy" about decibels, the following
explanations should clear things up for
you.

3.1.1 A Mathematical
Definition of the dB

The dB always describes a ratio of
two quantities ... quantities that are
most often related to power. The
reason that the dB is used is that it is
logarithmic*, and therefore smaller
numbers can be used to express values
that otherwise would require more
digits. Also, since our ears' sensitivity
is "logarithmic," dB values relate to
how we hear better than do absolute
numbers or simple ratios. Thus, the dB
was intended to simplify things, not to
complicate them.

The decibel is actual Yio of a Bel (a
unit named after Alexander Graham
Bell, which is why the "B" of dB is
upper case). What's a Bel?

A Bel is defined as the logarithm of
an electrical, acoustic, or other power
ratio. (We are describing the ratio of
watts - this ratio does not refer to
raising numbers to a power, although
that, too, is part of log math.) To ex
press the relationship of two power
values, Po watts and P l watts, in Bels:

Bel =log (P1+Po)

The decibel is more convenient to
use in sound systems, primarily
because the number scaling is more
natural. Since a decibel (dB) is Yio of a

* "Logarithmic" pertains to "logarithms,"
which are explained in the Appendix.

Bel, it can be mathematically ex
pressed by the equation:

To make it clear that the above is
10 times the log ofP/P2, we may some
times add a dot r-) to indicate multipli
cation... i.e.:

(This is the same as the previous
equation)

Ifyou are not familiar with logs, it
may not make much sense to you
that the right halfof the Bel equa
tion is multiplied by 10 to get a
value that's supposed to be
1;10 ofa Bel. This is correct, though.

It's not really important for you to
grasp the logarithm concept just now ...
it's simply important that you realize
that a logarithm describes the ratio of
two powers, not the power value them
selves. To demonstrate this, let's plug
in some real values in the dB equation.

PROBLEM: What is the ratio, in
dB, of2 watts to 1 watt?

dB = 10 • log (P1+P0)

=10 • log (2+ 1)
=10 • log 2
=10 • .301
=3.01
",,3

so the ratio of 2 watts to 1 watt is 3 dB.

NOTE: Ifyou don't have a calcula
tor that gives log values, or a book
with log tables, then you need to
know that the logarithm of2 is .301
in order to solve the above equation.
A calculator that can perform log
calculations helps a lot.



PROBLEM: What is the ratio, in
dB, of 100 watts to 10 watts?

dB = 10 • log (P1+PO
)

= 10 • log (100+10)
= 10 • log 10
= 10· 1
= 10

so the ratio of 100 watts to 10 watts is
10 dB.

The two previous problems point out
interesting aspects of using the dB to
express power ratios:
A) whenever one power is twice

another, it is 3 dB greater (or if it is
half the power, it is 3 dB less),

B) whenever one power is ten times
another, it is 10 dB greater (or ifit
is 1110 the power, it is 10 dB less).

One can begin to see the reason for
using dB by expressing a few other
power values. For instance, how much
greater than 100 watts is 1,000 watts?
That's a 10:1 ratio, so, again, it is
10 dB. What is the relationship of one
milliwatt to 1110 watt? One milliwatt is
111000 watt, and that's lf100 of 1110 watt,
which means it is 10 dB below 1110 watt.

The dB can be used to express
voltage ratios, as explained below. The
decibel relationship of power ratios is
not the same as that for voltage ratios.

Power is proportional to the square
of the voltage. Without going into
detail here, this means that where
voltage is concerned, the dB relation
ships are doubled relative to power.
That is ...

where Eo and El are the two voltage
values. Consider what this means.
While twice the power is a 3 dB in
crease, twice the voltage is a 6 dB
increase. Similarly while 10 times the
power is a 10 dB increase, 10 times the
voltage is a 20 dB increase. The follow
ing equations should clarify this
relationship:

What is the ratio of 100 watts to
10 watts, in dB?

dBwatts = 10 • log (P1+PO)

= 10 • log (100+10)
= 10 • log 10
= 10· 1
= 10 dB

What is the ratio of 100 volts to 10
volts, in dB?

dBvolts = 20 • log (E1+Eo)
= 20 • log (100+10)
= 20 • log 10
=20dB

Now, why is 10 times the power a
10 dB increase, but 10 times the
voltage a 20 dB increase? Let's calcu
late the actual power delivered into an
8 ohm load by the 10 volt and 100 volt
outputs. The equation for power is:

That is, power in watts = voltage
squared divided by the resistance in
ohms. We see that power is propor
tional to voltage squared; double the
voltage, you get four times the power.
Armed with this knowledge, let's plug
the two values for E (voltage) of 10 and
100 volts into the above equation:

P = 102 + 8
= 100 -s- 8
= 12.5 watts

P = 1002 + 8
= 10,000 + 8
= 1,250 watts

As you can see, using ten times the
voltage produces a power output that is
100 times as great. Now let's take the
power ratio of the two output powers
obtained using 10 and 100 volts (i.e.,
12.5 watts and 1,250 watts)...

dBwatts = 10 • log (P1+PO)

= 10 • log (1250 + 12.5)
= 10 • log (100)
= 10· 2
=20dB

As you can see, while 100 volts is ten
times 10 volts, when we refer back to
the power values from which the dB is
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derived, we find this represents a
20 dB power ratio. This is why voltages
have twice the multiplier before the log
in the dB equation. The same holds
true, by the way, for current relation
ships (i.e., dB in current uses the 20
log equation).

Ifwe use a reference value of 1 watt
for Po, then the dB = 10 log (P

1+PO
)

equation yields the following relation
ships:

Table 3-1. Large power ratios
(expressed in dB)

The value of using dB to express
relative levels should be apparent here,
since a mere 50 dB denotes a 100,000:1
ratio (one hundred thousand watts in
this case). For finding smaller dB
values (i.e., for power ratios between
1:1 and 10:1), the following chart may
be helpful:

3.1.2 Relative Versus
Absolute Levels

The key concept is that "dB," in
itself, has no absolute value. However,
when a standard reference value is
used for "0 dB," then any number of dB
above or below that implied or stated
zero reference may be used to describe
a specific quantity. Well give several
examples of "specifications" to illus
trate this concept.

EXAMPLE A: "The console's
maximum output level is +20 dB."

That statement is meaningless
because the zero reference for "dB" is
not specified. It's like telling a stranger
"I can only do 20," without providing a
clue as to what the 20 describes.

EXAMPLE B: "The console's
maximum output level is 20 dB
above 1 milliwatt."

Example B makes a specific claim. It
actually tells us that the console is
capable of delivering 100 milliwatts
(0.1 watt) into some load. How do we
know it can deliver 100 milliwatts? Of
the 20 dB expressed, the first 10 dB
represents a tenfold power increase
(from 1 mW to 10 m W), and the next
10 dB another tenfold increase (from
10 mW to 100 mW). Of course, the
above statement is awkward, so more
"compact" ways of expressing the same
idea have been developed, as explained
in the next subsection.

Table 3-2. Small power ratios
(expressed in dB)



~.2 RELATiNG TI-IE
DECibEL TO ELECTRiCAL
SiGNAL LEVELs

3.2.1 dBm

The term dBm expresses an electri
cal power level, and is always refer
enced to 1 milliwatt. That is, 0 dBm =
1 milliwatt. dBm has no direct rela
tionship to voltage or impedance.

The dBm was actually set forth as
an industry standard in the Proceed
ings of the Institute ofRadio Engineers,
Volume 28, in January 1940, in an
article by HA. Chinn, D.K. Gannett
and R.M. Moris titled "A New Stan
dard Volume Indicator and Reference
Level."

The typical circuit in which dBm
was measured when the term was first
devised was a 600 ohm telephone line.
In the IRE article, the reference level
was 0.001 watts, which is one mil
liwatt. It so happens that this amount
of power is dissipated when a voltage
of 0.775 VrIDS is applied to a 600 ohm
line.* For this reason, many people
mistakenly believe that 0 dBm means
"0.775 volts," but that is only the case
in a 600 ohm circuit. 0 dBm does,
however, always means one milliwatt.

EXAMPLE C: "The console's
maximum output level is +20 dEm."

Example C tells us exactly the same
thing as Example B, in Section 3.1.2,
but in fewer words. Instead of stating
"the maximum output level is 100
milliwatts," we say it is "+20 dBm."

EXAMPLE D: "The mixer's
maximum output level is +20 dEm
into 600 ohms."

Example D tells us that the output
is virtually the same as that expressed
in Examples Band C, but it gives us
the additional infonnation that the
load is 600 ohms. This allows us to
calculate that the maximum output
voltage into that load is 7.75 volts rms,
even though the output voltage is not
given in the specification.

*The term "RMS" is an abbreviation for
Root Mean Square, as explained in Section
3.4.

3.2.2 dBu

Most modern audio equipment
(consoles, tape decks, signal processors,
etc.) is sensitive to voltage levels.
Power output isn't really a considera
tion, except in the case of power
amplifiers driving loudspeakers, in
which case "watts," rather than any
"dB" quantity, is the most common
term.

The term "dBm" expresses a power
ratio so how does it relate to voltage?
Not directly, although the voltage can
be calculated if the impedance is
known.* That complicates things, and,
as we said earlier, the whole concept of
the dB is to simplify the numbers
involved. For that reason, another dB
term was devised... dBu.

dBu is a more appropriate term for
expressing output or input voltage.
This brings up a major source of
confusion with the dB... the dB is often
used with different zero references;
dBm implies one zero reference, and
dBu implies another. We11 go on to
explain these and show the relation
ship between several commonly used
"dB" terms.

The voltage represented by dBu is
equivalent to that represented by dBm
if, and only if, the dBm figure is
derived with a 600 ohm load. However,
the dBu value is not dependent on the
load: 0 dBu is always 0.775 volts.

The dBu was specified as a standard
unit in order to avoid confusion with
another voltage-related dB unit, the
dBV, as explained in Section 3.2.5.

EXAMPLE E: "The console's
maximum output level is +20 dEu
into a 10k ohm or higher impedance
load."

Example E tells us that the console's
maximum output voltage is 7.75 volts,
just as we calculated for Example D,
but there is a significant difference.
The output in Example D would drive
600 ohms, whereas Example E speci-

* In fact, about the only time that "dBm" is
appropriate these days is when th~ equip
ment is driving very long cables, hke those
used in large sound reinforcement systems
or multi-studio broadcast production
complexes, where true 600 ohm balanced
circuits are essential to reduce susceptibil
ity to induced noise and high frequency
losses.
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10,000 ohms; if this console were
connected to a 600 ohm termination,
its output would probably drop in
voltage, increase in distortion, and
might burn out.

How can we make these assump
tions? One learns to read between the
lines. Example D refers the output
level to power (dBm), so if a given
power level is to be delivered, and the
load impedance is higher, then a
higher voltage would have to be deliv
ered to equal that same power output.
Conversely, Example E states a mini
mum specified load impedance, and
connection to a lower impedance load
would tend to draw more power from
the output. Draining more power from
an output circuit that is not capable of
delivering the power (which we imply
from the dBu/voltage specification and
the minimum impedance) will result in
reduced output voltage and possible
distortion or component failure.

3.2.3 dBV and dBv

The dBu is a relatively recent
voltage-referenced term. For many
years, dBV denoted a voltage-refer
ence, with 0 dBV = 1 volt rms. During
that period, it became common practice
to use a lower case "v," as adopted by
the National Association of Broad
casters (NAB) and others, to denote the
voltage value corresponding to the
power indicated in dBm (that is, dBv
was a voltage-related term with 0 dBv
= 0.775 volts). "dBv" with the lower
case "v" was convenient because the dB
values would tend to be the same as
though "dBm" were used provided the
"dBm" output was specified to drive 600
ohm loads, making it easier to compare
dBu specs with products specified in
dBm. The convenience factor here only
makes sense where a voltage sensitive
(read "high impedance") input is
involved, and can lead to serious errors
elsewhere.

EXAMPLEF:
1) "The nominal output level is

+4 dBv."
2) "The nominal output level is

+4 dBV."

The above two statements, (1) and
(2), appear to be identical, but upon
closer scrutiny, you will notice the
former uses a lower case "v" and the
latter an upper case C<Vn after the "dB."
This means that the first output

-20
Level in dBu (or dBm across 600 ohms)

-10 0 +10 +20 +30
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Figure 3-1. Nomograph relating level in dBu
(or dBm across 600 ohms) to voltage
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specified will deliver a nominal output
of 1.23 volts TInS, whereas the second
mixer specified will deliver a nominal
output level of 1.6 volts TInS.

Unfortunately, people often did not
distinguish clearly between "dBv" (a
0.775 volt zero reference - if one
assumes a 600 ohm circuit) and "dBV"
(a 1 volt zero reference without regard
to circuit impedance). To avoid
confusion, the capital "V" was then
made the 1-volt zero reference
standard by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (lEC),
while the NAB agreed to use a small
"u" to denote the voltage value that
might be obtained when the customary
600 ohm load is used to measure the
dBm (although the load itself must be
minimal). The "u" in "dBu" thus stands
for "unloaded," a term engineers use to
describe an output which works into no
load (an open circuit) or an
insignificant load (such as the typical
high impedance inputs of modern
audio equipment).

EXAMPLEG:
1) "The nominal output level is

+4 dBv."
2) "The nominal output level is

+4 dBu."

The two statements, (1) and (2), are
identical, although the latter is the
preferable usage today. Both indicate
the nominal output level is 1.23 V TInS.

To recap, the only difference be
tween dBu (or dBv) and dBV is the
actual voltage chosen as the reference
for "0 dB." 0 dBV is 1 volt, whereas
odBu and 0 dBv are 0.775 volts.

NOTE: Ifyou are familiar with
older Yamaha manuals, you will
recognize the dBu as being the same
unit Yamaha formerly described
"dBv" (with a lower case "u") or just
as "dB."

3.2.4 Converting dBV to
dBu (or to dBm across 600
ohms)

So long as you're dealing with
voltage (not power), you can convert
dBV to dBu (or dBm across 600 ohms)
by adding 2.2 dB to whatever dBV
value you have. To convert dBu (dBm)
to dBV, it's just the other way around
- you subtract 2.2 dB from the dEu
value.

Table 3.3 (below) shows the relation
ship between common values of dBV
and dBu, and the voltages they repre
sent.

3.2.5 Relating dBV, dBu
and dBm to Specifications

In many products, you may see
phono jack inputs and outputs rated in
dBV (1 volt reference) because that is
the standard generally applied to such
equipment, while the XLR connector
output levels and some phone jack
output levels are rated in dBm (1 milli
watt reference) or dBu (0.775 volt
reference).

Typically, line level phono jack
inputs and outputs are intended for
use with high impedance equipment,
which is basically sensitive to voltage
rather than power, so their nominal
levels may be specified as "-10 dBV."

SECTiON "}
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This standard is the one which has
been used for many years in the
consumer audio equipment business.
Typical line level XLR connector inputs
and outputs are intended for use with
low or high impedance equipment.
Since older low impedance equipment
was sensitive to power, XLR connector
nominal levels were often specified as
"+4 dBm" or "+8 dBm," levels charac
teristic of sound reinforcement and
recording, or of broadcast, respectively.
(while dBu values would probably
suffice today, old practices linger and
the dBm is still used.) Phone jack
inputs and outputs are usually speci
fied at the higher levels and lower im
pedances characteristic ofXLRs,
though exceptions exist.

A low impedance line output gener
ally may be connected to higher imped
ance inputs, without much change in
level. Be aware that if a high imped
ance output is connected to a low
impedance input, that output may be
somewhat overloaded (which can
increase the distortion and lower the
signal level), and the frequency re
sponse may be adversely affected. In
some cases, the equipment could be
damaged, so check the specifications
carefully.

3.2.6 dBW

We have explained that the dBm is a
measure of electrical power, a ratio
referenced to 1 milliwatt. dBm is
handy when dealing with the miniscule
power (in the millionths of a watt)
output of microphones, and the modest
levels in signal processors (in the
milliwatts). One magazine wished to
express larger power numbers without
larger dB values... for example, the
multi-hundred watt output oflarge
power amplifiers. For this reason, that
magazine established another dB
power reference: dBW.

odBW is 1 watt. Therefore, a 100
watt power amplifier is a 20 dBW
amplifier (10 log (100+1) = 10 log (100)
= 10- 2 =20 dB). A 1000 watt ampli
fier is a 30 dBW amplifier, and so
forth. In fact, if we are referring to
amplifier power, the dB values in
Tables 3-1 and 3-2 can be considered
"dBW" (decibels, referenced to 1 watt of
electrical power).

} .} RElATiNG THE
DECibEL TO ACOlJSTiC
LEVELs

The term "sound level" generally
refers to the sound pressure level,
although it may refer to sound power.
While sound power is a rarely used
term, be sure you make the distinction.
The sound power is the total sound
energy radiated by a louspeaker (or
other device) in all directions. The
sound pressure is the level measured
per unit area at a particular location
relative to the sound source.

3.3.1 dB SPL

The dB may be used to describe
sound pressure levels. Another term
for voltage is electromotive Fforce
(EMF). The force of air pressing
against the resistance of an eardrum is
analogous to the force of a battery
pushing electrons against the resis
tance in a circuit. Therefore, when a dB
describes a sound pressure level ratio,
the "20 log" equation is used:

dBspL =20 log (p/po)

where Po and PI are the sound pres
sures, in dynes per square centimeter
or Newtons per square meter.

This equation tells us that if one
SPL is twice another, it is 6 dB greater;
if it is 10 times another, it is 20 dB
greater, and so forth.

How do we perceive SPL? It turns
out that a sound which is 3 dB higher
in level than another is barely per
ceived to be louder; a sound which is
10 dB higher in level is perceived to be
about twice as loud. (Loudness, by the
way, is a subjective quantity, and is
also greatly influenced by frequency
and absolute sound Ievel.)

Does SPL have an absolute refer
ence value, and therefore do "SPLs"
have quantifiable meaning? Yes,
generally 0 dB SPL is defined as the
threshold of hearing (of a young,
undamaged ear) in the ear's most
sensitive range, between 1 kHz and
4 kHz. It represents a pressure level of
0.0002 dynes/cm", which is the same as
0.000002 Newtons/me, Rather than
merely relate various SPLs to various
pressures, it is perhaps more meaning
ful to relate SPLs to common sources of



Typical Recording
Studio Control Room
Monitors for:

NOTE: Sound may be audible
below 0 dB SPL. This Value
was based on limited research.

.45 ACP Colt Pistol (25 feet)

50 HP Siren (100 feet)

Threshold of Pain

Rock Music (10 feet)

Film Scoring (20 feet)
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• Note that some anechoic chambers may be very external sounds from entering. Negative SPLs,
noisy; the fact that a chamber does not reflect while possible, are not given since, by definition,
sound internally does not mean it effectively blocks they are below the threshold of aUdibility.

Table 3-4. Typical sound pressure levels of various sources
(at indicated distances to ear, where appropriate to specify)

sound, as is done in the following
chart. Naturally, these figures are ap
proximations.

3.3.2 dB PWL

Acoustic power is expressed in
acoustic watts, and can be described
with a dB term, dB PWL. This term
shares the same "10 log" equation as
other power ratios:

Acoustic power and dB PWL come
into play when calculating the reverb
time of an enclosed space, or the
efficiency of a loudspeaker system, but
they are seldom seen on specification
sheets and seldom used by the average
sound system operator. It is much

more common to use dB SPL because
the sound pressure is more directly
related to perceived loudness (and is
easily measured).

If, instead of electrical watts, we use
acoustic watts in Tables 3-1 and 3-2,
then those dB values can be considered
"dB PWL" (decibels, sound power).

Incidentally, there is no set
relationship between dB PW Land
dBW; the former expresses acoustic
power, and the latter electrical power.
If a loudspeaker is fed 20 dBW, it
might generate as little as 10 dB PWL.
In English... feed 100 watts into a
loudspeaker, it might generate as little
as 10 watts acoustic power. This would
indicate a conversion efficiency of 10
percent, which is high for a cone
loudspeaker in a vented box!
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~.4 WI-tAT is RMS?

"RMS" is an abbreviation for Root
Mean Square. This is a mathematical
expression used in audio to describe
the level of a signal. RMS is particu
larly useful in describing the energy of
a complex waveform or a sine wave. It
is not the peak level, nor the average,
but rather it is obtained by squaring
all the instantaneous voltages along a
waveform, averaging the squared
values, and taking the square root of
that number. For a periodic signal,
such as a sine wave, the peak value
can be multiplied by a constant to
derive the rms value of that wave.
However, for an aperiodic signal such
as speech or music, the rms value can
only be measured using a specialized
meter or detector circuit.

The rms value of a sine wave is
0.707 times the peak value ofthe wave,
as indicated in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. The rms value
of a sine wave

You may recall that many power
amplifier manufacturers used to boast
their amps delivered "X.watts rms
Power," and that this was supposed to
be much better than "X.watts music
power." In this context, the rms value
of the audio signal was correlated to
the equivalent power that would be
dissipated by a DC signal. For ex
ample, consider an amplifier rated at
200 watts rms into 8 ohms. Such an
amp should deliver 40 volts rms into
an 8 ohm load. Remember that Edpz,
or Voltage = Square Root of Power x
Impedance (E =...J200 • 8 ohms =""1600
= 40 volts). If a 40 volt DC source were
dissipated by an 8 ohm resistive load,
it would produce the same amount of
heat in that load as the 40 volt rms
sine wave (or other audio signal).

Why is the rms value of a signal
used? For one thing, the rms value
correlates well with the real work
being done by the amplifier. When so
called "program" or "music" power
ratings are employed, the actual work
being done is highly subjective - it

depends largely on the nature of the
program source. The rms value of any
program will pretty much reflect the
energy content of that source. There is
just one minor problem: the term "rms
power" is meaningless.

Why? Power is the product of
voltage times current. Typically, in a
power amp, one is measuring the rms
value of the output voltage and multi
plying it by the rms value of the output
current. This does not result in the rms
power because the voltage and current
are not in phase, and hence the rms
values do not multiply to form a
mathematically valid value. The intent
of an rms power rating is valid, but not
the term itself. Manufacturers are still
driving amplifiers with sine wave test
signals and connecting the amp out
puts to dummy loads. They obtain the
rms value of the sine wave output
voltage, and calculate a value for the
power output based on that voltage
and the load resistance or impedance.
Those who wish to be technically
correct list this rating as "continuous
average sine wave power," rather than
"rms power."

RMS values are not the exclusive
domain of power amplifiers. In most
(but not all) cases, when you see a
voltage listed for input sensitivity on a
preamplifier or line amp, it is the rms
voltage. For example, you may recall
that 0 dBm is 1 milliwatt which equals
0.775 volts rms across a 600 ohm
circuit, and 0 dBV is 1 volt rms.

RMS values have another benefit in
audio measurements. They are similar
to, but not the same as, average values.
The average value of a signal does not
change much even when there are very
high level transient peaks. Conversely,
the peak level can vary wildly without
a major effect on average level. When
we wish to evaluate the loudness of a
signal (the perceived level by a human
listener), the rms value corresponds
more closely with the sensitivity of our
ears to audio energy. Hence, many
compressors, noise reduction systems,
and other signal processors employ rms
detector circuitry. One notable excep
tion is the broadcast limiter, where
even momentary transient peaks can
cause overmodulation and consequent
signal splatter (spurious emissions), so
peak detectors are often used in this
application.
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First, we calculate the input power:

Now, we calculate the ratio, in dB, of
the output power to the input power:

you need to know the power dissipated
at the input to the amplifier, and at the
loudspeaker. To know this, you need to
know the impedances.

P = E2
+ Z

=0.7752
+ 600

= 0.600625 + 600
=0.001
=1 milliwatt

= 10 log (PI + P)
=10 log (75 + 1)
= 10 log 75
= 10 • 1.875061263
'" 19 dB

dBpower

EXAMPLE: An amplifier having
600 ohms actual input impedance is
fed a 0.775 volt rms signal. It
delivers 0.775 volts rms to an 8 ohm
loudspeaker. What is the gain of the
amplifier?

You already knew this, because
0.775 volts across 600 ohms is 0 dBm,
or 1 milliwatt.

Next, we calculate the power deliv
ered to the loudspeaker load:

P = E2 + Z
=0.7752 + 8
= 0.600625 + 8
=0.075 watts
= 75 milliwatts

Three of the most often misused or
carelessly used terms in audio are
volume, level, and gain. It's important
to have a clear understanding of these
terms, and to agree on how they will be
used.

VOLUME is defined as power level.
In terms of audio equipment, then, if
you turn up the volume, you are
increasing the power. Unfortunately,
the term is loosely used to describe
sound intensity or the magnitude of an
electrical signal. Of course, volume also
refers to the cubic dimension of a
space. Our favorite approach is to
avoid the term altogether, since there
are better terms that are far less am
biguous.

LEVEL is defined as the magnitude
of a quantity in relation to an arbitrary
reference value. Sound Pressure Level,
for example, expresses level in dB
relative to 0.0002 dynes per square
centimeter. The audio level in a signal
processor, for example, may be ex
pressed in dBm, which is referenced to
1 milliwatt.

GAIN has several definitions. Ifnot
specified, it is usually assumed to be
transmission gain, which is the power
increase of a signal, usually expressed
in dB. Sometimes, the increase in
voltage is expressed as voltage gain,
but one must be careful here because a
voltage gain may represent a power
loss... depending on the relative imped
ances involved. A common area where
this very confusion reigns is with
voltage and power levels between
signal processors and loudspeakers.

EXAMPLE: The output voltage of a
given signal processor is measured
to be 0.775 volts rms. This signal is
fed to a power amplifier, and then
to a loudspeaker. The voltage
applied to the louspeaker is 0.775
volts rms. What is the gain of the
amplifier?

We now see that even though the
input and output voltages are the
same, the amplifier has a gain of
19 dB. In fact, since the reference value
at the input is 0 dBm, the 75 mW
output is, in fact, +19 dBm.

The answer... you don't have enough
information to give an answer. On
first glance, you might guess "0 dB" or
no gain, since the voltage is the same
at the amplifier's input and output. If
you specified "0 dB voltage gain," you'd
be safe, but that wouldn't really
express anything of meaning. Instead,
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described this phenomenon with a set
of so-called equal loudness contours
Others obtained more accurate repre
sentations, such as the Robinson &
Dodson curves shown in Figure 3-2.
They show how much sound pressure a
representative sample of people needs
at various frequencies in order to feel
that the sound is of the same intensity
they hear at 1 kHz. In general, it takes
more sound pressure at lower frequen
cies, and at very high frequencies, for
US to believe a sound is equally loud as
a sound at 1 kHz. The lower the
absolute sound levels involved (the
lower curves on the chart), the less
sensitive we are to low frequencies.

Another term, the phon, was
coined to specify loudness. As you can
see in Figure 3-3, the numerical value
of a phon is always identical to the
sound pressure level in dB SPL at
1kHz. At other frequencies, the scales
differ. Follow the top line, for example.
At 1 kHz, it coincides with the horizon
tal line representing 120 dB SPL (scale
on left side of chart). We call this the
120 phon contour. At about 3.5 k Hz,
the 120 phon contour dips to about
105 dB SPL. At the two extremes of the
line, 45 Hz and 9,500 Hz, it reaches
130 dB SPL. (There are a number of
different families of equal loudness
contours, measured under varying
conditions; all look something like this
one, however.)

What this tells us is that a loud
speaker must generate 130 dB SPL at
45 Hz or at 9.5 kHz in order for us to
perceive the sound to be as loud as a

120 dB SPL sound at 1 kHz;
our ears are less sensitive
at the extremes. However,
at 3.5 kHz, the same loud
speaker would have to
generate only 105 dB SPL
for us to perceive the sound
as being as loud as a 1 kHz
sound at 120 dB SPL; our
ears are more sensitive.

500 1K

FREQUENCY in Hz

50 lOO

Figure 3-3. Equal loudness contours
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3.6.1 Equal Loudness
Contours and Phons

One can use a sound level meter to
measure the sound pressure in dB
SPL. If a test signal with flat frequency
response across the audio bandwidth
(noise or sine wave), is fed through an
amplifier with flat response, and to a
theoretically ideal loudspeaker with
perfectly flat response, to a listener
outdoors, the result should be uniform
sound pressure at all frequencies. A
sound level meter set to flat response
(linear scale, or, lacking that, a "C"
weighted scale) would indicate the
same number of dB SPL as the test
signal is swept across the audio range
(or as the meter's filter is swept across
a broadband noise signal).

You can be certain, however, that
the listener will not perceive this theo
retically "flat" sound system to be so.
Indeed, over the years it has been dem
onstrated that human hearing itself
does not have flat frequency response.
Two scientists, Fletcher and Munson,

The concepts of sound pressure
level, the dB, and frequency response
have been treated in previous sections.
Loudness is related to these items.

Some people use the term "loudness"
interchangeably with "SPL" or "vol
ume." This is incorrect since "loudness"
has a very distinct, and not so simple,
meaning.
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3.6.2 What We Can Deduce
From Equal Loudness
Contours

Ifyou examine the whole set of
equal loudness contours, you'll see that
peak hearing sensitivity comes be
tween 3 and 4 kHz. It turns out that
this is the frequency range where the
outer ear's canal is resonant. Ifyou
realize how small the ear drum is, you
can also see why it has difficulty
responding to low frequency (long
wavelength) sound, which is why the
equal loudness contours sweep upward
at lower frequencies. The mass of the
eardrum and other constitutents of the
ear limit high frequency response,
which can be seen in the upward trend
of the contours at higher frequencies,
but here we see some anomalies 
perhaps due to physiologicallimita
tions in the cochlea (the inner ear) as
well as localized resonances. The fact
that all the contours have slightly
different curvatures simply tells us our
hearing is not linear... that is, the
sensitivity changes with absolute level.

The fact that the ear is not linear
guided the makers of sound level
meters to use a corrective filter - the
inverse of the typical equal loudness
contour - when measuring SPL. The
filter has a so-called "A weighting"
characteristic, as indicated in Figure
3-3. Notice that the"A curve" is down
30 dB at 50 Hz, and over 45 dB at
20 Hz relative to the 1 kHz reference,
then rises a few dB at between 1.5 and
3 kHz, and falls below the 1 kHz sensi-

tivity beyond 6 kHz. This is roughly
the inverse of the 40 phon equal
loudness curve illustrated in Figure
3-3.

Given the sensitivity characteristic
of the ear, the "A weighted" curve is
most suitable for low level sound
measurement (see Figure 3-4). Remem
ber that 40 dB SPL (at 1 kHz) is
equivalent to the sound of a very quiet
auditorium or of the average quiet
residence. In the presence of loud
sounds, such as rock concerts, the ear
has a "flatter" sensitivity characteris
tic. This can be seen by comparing the
100 or 110 phon equal loudness curves
(which are the typical loudness at such
concerts) to the 40 phon curve. In order
for the measured sound level to more
closely correspond to the perceived
sound level, one would want a flatter
response from the SPL meter. This is
the function of the Band C weighting
scales. In apparent conflict with this
common-sense approach, O.S.H.A. (Oc
cupational Safety & Health Admini
stration) and most government agen
cies that get involved with sound level
monitoring continue to use the A scale
for measuring loud noises. Since this
causes them to obtain lower readings
than they otherwise would, the inap
propriate use of the A scale works in
favor of those who don't want to be re
stricted.
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You may see weighting expressed in
many ways:

"dB (A)" means the same as
"dB SPL, A weighted."

"dB (A wtd.)" means the
same as above.

"dB SPL (A weighted)" ditto...
same as above.

Incidentally, when the loudness
exceeds 120 phons, most people become
uncomfortable. The threshold of pain
for most of us lies somewhere between
120 dB SPL and 130 dB SPL at 1 kHz.

Children and women tend to be
more sensitive than adult men, as a
group.

CAUTiON: The levels which
may cause permanent hear
ing damage vary with indi
viduals, and with the length
of exposure to the sound,
Sometimes a "temporary
threshold shift" will occur,
reducing one's sensitivity to
sound fot anywhere from a
few lTlinutes to many hours,
but without any long-term
damage. Repeated exposure
to a given level of sound,
however, may prodlice per
manent threshold shift (or
other physiological damage)
that would not be caused by
an isolated exposure to that
same level of sound. It is
beyond the scope of this
book to detail the "danger"
levels, but anyone respon
sible for sound reinforce
ment should be cautious
about delivering levels above
95 dB(C) SPLto an audience
for any prolonged period. 111
addition, g()vernment regula
tion in some locations may
stipulate the maximum peak
and/or average sound levels.

3.6.3 Loudness
Compensation

Many hi-fi preamplifiers and car
stereo systems are equipped with
loudness switches or controls. In
essence, such features are designed. for
use at low SPL listening levels. The
simple loudness switch will generally
insert a fixed amount of bass boost at
lower frequencies. More elaborate
circuits will also add some high fre
quency boost, and the most elaborate
circuits provide continuously variable
controls that simultaneously lower the
overall level while boosting lows and
highs (actually, they probably just dip
the midrange). You'll recognize this as
the creation of a response characteris
tic akin to the inverse of the equal
loudness contours in Figure 3-2. This
makes the music seem more natural at
less than earsplitting levels.

Use of the loudness feature on such
systems is probably not a good idea at
high levels, unless you like exagger
ated response. You can take a hint
from this approach and use corrective
equalization to boost low and high end
response in any sound system when
overall listening levels are low. If
you're setting up a system for rein
forcement of an all- acoustic instru
ment group in a small club, you may
wish to set the sound level meter on
the A scale (which will automatically
give you the desired contour when you
equalize for flat response on the
weighted meter)... or even a little extra
boost at the low and high ends. Just
watch out for feedback, and remember
to get rid of that EQ weighting if the
next act is a high energy rock group.
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DyNAMic RANGE

4.1.1 Definition

The difference, in decibels, between
the loudest and the quietest portion of
a program is known as its dynamic
range. Sometimes, the quietest portion
of a program will be obscured by
amb~entnoise. In this case, the dy
narmc range is the difference in dB
b

' ,
etween the loudest part of the pro-

gram and the noise floor. In other
words, dynamic range defines the
maximum change in audible program
levels.

Dynamic range also applies to sound
systems. Every sound system has an
inherent noise floor, which is the
residual electronic noise in the system.
!he dynamic range of a sound system
IS equal to the difference between the
peak output level of the system and the
electro-acoustic noise floor.

4.1.2 Dynamic Range of a
Typical Rock Concert

Well describe a concert with about
the widest dynamic range you're ever
likely to encounter. The sound levels at
the microphones (not in the audience)
may range from 40 dB SPL (the audi
ence, wind, and traffic noise at the mic
during a very quiet, momentary pause)
to 130 dB SPL (beyond the threshold of
pain... but then, the performer is
shouting into the mic, not into some
one's. ear). What is the dynamic range
of this concert? It is obtained by
subtracting the noise floor from the
peak levels:

Dynamic Range...
= (Peak Level) - (Noise Floor)
= 130 dB SPL - 40 dB SPL
=90dB

The concert has a 90 dB dynamic
range at the microphone.

NOTE: We specified the dynamic
range injust plain "dB," not in "dB
SPL." Remember, dB is a ratio and
~n this case we are simply des~b
mg the relationship of 130 dB SPL
to 40 dB SPL; the difference is
90 dB, but that has nothing at all
to do with a sound level of 90 dB
SPL referenced to 0.0002 dynes per

2 D . .cm. ynamic range IS nearly
always specified in dB, and should
never be expressed in dB SPL,
dBm, dBu or any other specifically
referenced dB value.

4.1.3 Electrical Dynamic
Range of the Sound
System

What is the dynamic range required
of the sound system for such a concert?
The electrical signal level in the sound
system (given in dBu) is proportional
to the original sound pressure level (in
dB SPL) at the microphone. The actual
electrical levels, of course, will depend
on the sensitivity of the microphones
the g?-in in the preamplifiers, power '
amplifiers, and so forth, but these
values, once established, remain fairly
constant so well assume they are
constant and look at the nominal level
(that is, the level specified and
designed for) in the electronics.

Thus, when the sound levels reach
130 dB SPL at the mic, the maximum
line levels (at the mixing console's
output) may reach +24 dBu
(12.3 volts), and maximum output
levels from each power amplifier may
peak at 250 watts (of course, there may
be dozens of such power amplifiers
each peaking at 250 watts, but let's
keep things simple for now). Similarly,
when the sound level falls to 40 dB
SPL, the minimum line level falls to 
66 dBu (388 microvolts) and power
amplifier output level falls to 250
nanowatts (250 billionths of a watt).

When the acoustical program from
the mic is converted to an electrical
signa.l at .the mixing console output,
does It still have the same dynamic
range?



Dynamic Range...
= (Peak Level) - (Noise Floor)
= +24 dBu- (-66 dBu)
=90dB

Yes, this program retains the same
dynamic range at the mixing console
output as at the mic, but how about at
the power amplifier output? We didn't
express any dB relationship for the 250
nanowatts or 250 watts, but it can be
calculated with the formulas given in
Part I, Section 3, as follows:

dB = 10 log (PI + Po)
= 10 log (250 + 0.000000250)
= 10 log (1,000,000,000)
= 10 log (1 x 109)

= 10· 9
=90dB

This dB SPL to dBu or dBm or dBW
correspondence is maintained through
out the sound system, from the original
source at the microphone, through the
electrical portion of the sound system,
to the speaker system output. The im
portant thing to understand is that a
dB is a dB. If the sound level changes
90 dB, so does the electrical power. We
realize this may seem odd, since we
described two different equations for
dB (10 log (Pt+Po)and 20 log (Vt+Vo»
in Part I, Section 3... but the 10 log and
20 log figures drop out when the ratios
themselves are described in dB. The
difference in dB between two sound
pressure levels will always correspond
directly to the difference in dBm
(power) or dBu (voltage) in the electri
cal circuit being excited by that
sound... assuming linear amplification
(i.e., no compression, EQ, limiting, or
clipping).

A similar relationship exists for any
type of sound reinforcement, recording
studio, disco, or broadcast system.

4.1.4 Acoustical Dynamic
Range of the System

We described the dynamic range of
the program going into the micro
phone, and of the electrical signal
through the console and power amps,
but what of the sound coming out of
the loudspeaker system? Ifyou haven't
already guessed, it also must have the
same dynamic range. If the speakers
aren't capable of this range, then
they're probably going to either distort
(or burn out) on the peaks, be inca
pable of responding to the lowest power
levels, or experience some combination
of these problems.

What are the actual sound levels
that must be reproduced? That all
depends on the distance between the
loudspeakers and the audience, and
how loud one wants the sound to be at
the audience. Let's assume that we
don't want to shatter eardrums... we
don't want people in the audience to
feel their ears are one inch from the
lead vocalist's tongue during a maxi
mum shout. The peak sound level we
might accept as a reasonable facsimile
ofthis excitement is 120 dB SPL. With
out going through the math (we cover
some of that in Part I, Section 5), take
our word for it that these particular
speakers must (cumulatively) generate
130 dB SPL in this particular environ
ment. Well, we know ifthey generate
130 dB SPL on peaks, they're going to
have to generate 40 dB SPL during the
quietest passages, and will have a
90 dB dynamic range.

From this, we also know that ifthe
sound reaching the audience during
peaks was attenuated by air and
distance by 10 dB from 130 dB SPL to
120 dB SPL, the 40 dB SPL generated
by the speakers during quiet passages
will also be attenuated. When the
40 dB drops to 30 dB, it will be below
the ambient noise level in the audi
ence. This means that the audience
may not hear the very quietest parts of
the show. This illustrates why some
electronic manipulation of dynamic
range is often called for. In this case,
compression of the loudest peaks would
allow the level to be turned up so the
quiet passages are louder. Such proc
essing is covered in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4-1. Dynamic range and headroom

4.2 HEAdROOM
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Headroom...
= (Peak Level) - (Nominal Level)
= +24 dBu - (+4 dBu)
=20dB

Again, 20 dB is the headroom, not
20 dBu. Provided the amplifier is
operated just below its clipping level at
maximum peaks of 250 watts, and at
nominal levels of2.5 watts, then it also
operates with 20 dB ofheadroom. How
do we know that? Calculate it, as
explained in Section 3.

dB = 10 log (PI + Po)
= 10 log (250 + 2.5 watts)
= 10 log (100)
=10· 2
=20dB

Headroom...
= (Peak Level) - (Nominal Level)
= 130 dB SPL - 110 dB SPL
=20dB

Figure 4-1 illustrates headroom and
dynamic range in a typical sound
system, both in acoustical and electri
cal terms. The SIN Ratio shown in this
illustration refers to Signal-To-Noise
Ratio, which represents the difference
between the nominal level and the
noise floor. It is shown so you can sfte
how this specification is related to
dynamic range and headroom. There
is, however, one tricky aspect to the
relationship between SIN, headroom
and dynamic range: you can't always
add the SIN ratio to the headroom and
come up with the dynamic range.

AUDIO
SOUND LEVEL AT SIGNAL

THE MICROPHONE MAXIMUM SOUND LEVEL LEVEL
(dB SPL) (THRESHOLD OF PAIN) (dBu) CLIPPING POINT

APPROX. 120 dB SPL +24 dBu
120 - +25
115 - -+20

20 dB
110 - Headroom -+15
105 - -+10

'§ 1"lOdBA_ogeSPL =J
80 - --15

75 - 70dB 90dB - -20 70dB
70 - SIN Dynamic - -25 SIN
65 - Ratio Range - -30 Ratio
60 - --35
55 - --40
50 - --45
45 - _-50
40 - _-55

35 - - 60 r ~56dBu =t

~ _i__li1j

4.2.1 Definition

The average electronic line level in
the concert sound system just de
scribed in Section 4.1 is +4 dBu (1.23
volts), corresponding to an average
sound level of 110 dB SPL at the
microphone. This average level is
usually called the nominal program
level. The difference between the
nominal and the highest (peak) levels
in a program is the headroom. Given
the levels at the microphone, let's
calculate the headroom required for
the concert sound system previously
described.

Once again, the headroom is always
expressed in just plain dB since it
merely describes a ratio, not an abso
lute level; 20 dB is the headroom, not
20 dB SPL. Similarly, the electrical
headroom is 20 dB, as calculated here:
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The last statement seems to contra
dict our definitions - but not ifyou
read between the lines. You see, dy
namic range is the difference between
the loudest and quietest portions of the
program signal. The program may be a
sine wave, voice, or some musically
recognizable signal. Such program
signals can often be audibly distin
guished even when their level is
several dB below the noise floor of the
sound system! After all, noise is pretty
much a random, wideband signal,
whereas program is structured and,
relatively speaking, a narrow band
signal.

The S / N Ratio, on the other hand,
begins at the noise floor and goes to
some arbitrary nominal level. If this is
added to the headroom, which goes
from that nominal level to the maxi
mum level, the number of dB can be
less than the dynamic range... if one
allows the possibility of a recognizable
signal which is below the noise floor.

The problem is how to decide how
many dB below the noise floor the
program may be distinguishing. It
depends a lot upon the specific
program, the nature of the noise, and
the listener. It's a safer bet, and
eminently easier to measure, to go with
our original assumption that the
dynamic range begins at the noise
floor ... even ifit is not technically
accurate all the time, it's repeatable.

4.2.2 Why Headroom is
Important

Headroom, as a specification, tells
us something about the ability of the
sound system to handle loud program
peaks. Given two sound systems that
both operate at the same nominal level,
the system with the greater headroom
will be able to handle louder peaks
before distorting or destroying itself.
Headroom requirements change with
the nature of the program material and
the purpose for which the sound
system is operated.

A sound system intended for paging
in a loud factory environment may
need to have a very high nominal
sound level (to overcome machinery
noise), but it need not have more than
a few dB of headroom... perhaps 6 dB
at most. This is because all it is doing
is reproducing speech, or warning

sounds, and they can be controlled to
remain within a very narrow sound
level range. In fact, if the paging
system operates at 110 dB SPL nomi
nallevel, 6 dB of headroom would yield
peaks of 116 dB SPL. This is only a few
dB below the threshold of pain. If the
20 dB of headroom found in the concert
system previously described were
applied here, peaks would reach
130 dB SPL, and the workers would
probably file a class action lawsuit for
hearing damage after the first few
paging announcements.

On the other hand, a sound system
intended to reinforce a symphony
orchestra concert may need to have
more than 20 dB of headroom. This is
because the average level of the orches
tra may be very low... say 90 dB, but on
loud peaks a given tympani or plucked
violin string, or some other instrument
may indeed reach 120 dB SPL (if only
momentarily). That represents 30 dB
headroom. If the sound system is
capable of only 20 dB of headroom,
those brief peaks will be distorted.
Perhaps this would be acceptable in a
dense, loud rock concert, but a classi
cally trained ear may recognize even
this momentary distortion as sounding
unnatural, and the sound system may
well be rejected by the performers,
conductor, and/or audience.

Does this mean that more power
amplifiers and speakers are needed for
a symphony concert than for a rock
concert? Not at all. The same amount
of equipment, or probably less, will
suffice and can be set up to provide the
extra 10 dB of headroom.

Remember, 10 dB is the equivalent
of 10 times more power, so how can you
get 10 dB more headroom from the
same system? Well, if you read care
fully, you'll see we described exactly
the same peak SPL requirement...
120 dB in this case. We simply need
more headroom. If we're not going to
turn up the maximum level, we can
reduce the nominal level... which is
exactly what has been done. We went
from 100 dB SPL to 90 dB SPL nomi
nal, which gave us the extra 10 dB of
headroom. Actually, we would un
doubtedly have an extraordinarily good
sound system with a peak capability of
just 117 dB SPL for the orchestra
(27 dB headroom), so we could get rid
of half the power amps and speakers
(3 dB is halfthe power).

SECTiON 4
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4.~ MANipulATiNG
DyNAMic RANGE iN A
PRACTiCAL SOUNd
SySTEM

Seldom are the dynamic range and
headroom exhibited by a program an
exact match to the capability of a given
sound system. Good sound system
design should take into account the
requirements of the typical program,
but even here there are practical and
financial constraints that sometimes
call for compromise. How can such
compromise be made? It happens all
the time. If one plans for it, the sonic
results will generally be much more
acceptable.

4.3.1 Why Not Build a
Sound System with Excess
Dynamic Range?

A sound system's dynamic range can
be increased by increasing the maxi
mum sound level capability, or by
making the environment quieter.
Sometimes acoustic treatment can be
applied, and this is a good approach in
concert halls (not only to increase
dynamic range, but to cut down on
excess reverberation). At other times,
particularly with portable sound
systems, there is virtually no practical
way to do much to the ambient noise
levels. That leaves the "increase the
sound level" option.

Increasing the maximum sound
level capability of a sound system runs
the costs of the system up very rapidly
(exponentially, in fact). That's because
every 3 dB increase in sound level
requires exactly twice the capability in
both power amplifiers and loudspeak
ers. One could keep the same amplifi
ers and obtain loudspeakers that are
more sensitive... which is not a bad
idea, but then it's a pretty good bet
that sensitive loudspeakers are already
in use. Besides, in many cases sensi
tive loudspeakers are larger and more
costly, and there may not be physical
space to mount (or travel with) such
loudspeakers. It may be possible to use
more highly directional loudspeakers
(horns with a narrower dispersion
angle, for example), which will focus

the available power into a smaller
area, and therefore deliver higher SPL
to that area. Otherwise, it's back to
more or larger power amplifiers.

It is not at all impossible to spend
thousands of dollars per dB SPL of
extra capability in very large sound
systems. For this reason it is often
essential to find ways to reduce the
dynamic range requirements. Except
for small systems, where a 3 dB
increase may mean one more amplifier
and loudspeaker, it's generally too
costly to build in more dynamic range
than is absoutely necessary.

4.3.2 What Happens When
the Sound System is
Inadequate?

When the dynamic range of the
program material exceeds the dynamic
range capability of the sound system,
some combination of the following will
result:
a) Program peaks will be distorted due

to clipping and/or loudspeaker
break-up, and/or

b) Quiet passages will not be heard
because they will be below the elec
trical and/or acoustic noise floor.

Let's explore how this might occur in
the same theoretical concert sound
setup we described in Section 4.1. As
you may recall, in that situation the
acoustic levels at the mic ranged from
40 dB SPL to 130 dB SPL, represent
ing a dynamic range of 90 dB. The
corresponding signal levels at the
mixing console output ranged from
--66 dBu (388 ~V) to +24 dBu (12.3 V),
again a 90 dB dynamic range. Finally,
the power amplifier output went from a
minimum of 0.25 ~W to 250 W, also a
90 dB dynamic range.

EXAMPLE: Suppose that the
sound system for the concert just
described is carried by two semi
trailer trucks, and the one with the
electronics become disabled on the
highway. A local sound system (less
loudspeakers) therefore has to be



be rented at the last minute. The
rental sound system is equipped
with a noisier mic preamplifier
circuit, and a less capable console
output line amplifier than the
equipment stuck on the highway.
We are lucky enough to rent the
same power amps, and we still have
our own loudspeakers. So we
measure the rented electronics and
find they have an electronic noise
floor of -56 dBu (1.23 millivolts),
and a peak output level of +18 dBu
(6.16 volts). What is the dynamic
range of this newly assembled
system?

To solve the problem:
1) The dynamic range is no better

than the weakest link. In this case,
we know the electronic circuitry is
the weak link.

dynamic range...
=(Peak Level) - (Noise Floor)
= +18 dBu - (-56 dBu)
=74dB

COMPRESSOR
INPUT LEVEL

(dBu)

The dynamic range of this system
would only be 74 dB.

2) Since the band has not changed its
act, we know the program still has
an acoustic dynamic range of 90 dB,
as shown in Figure 4-1. It is
apparent that 16 dB of the program
will be "lost" in the sound system
(90 dB - 74 dB = 16 dB).

How is the 16 dB of program lost?
There may be extreme clipping of
program peaks, where the console
output cannot rise high enough in level
to follow the highest program levels.
Quiet passages, corresponding to the
lowest signal levels, may be buried in
the noise. Typically, portions of that
16 dB difference in dynamic range
between the sound system capability
and the sound field at the microphone
will be lost in both ways. This illus
trates why, for high quality, high level
sound reinforcement or music repro
duction, it is necessary that the sound
system be capable oflow noise levels
and high output capability.

COMPRESSOR
OUTPUT LEVEL

(dBu)

SECTiON 4

Figure 4-2. 2:1 Compression of a 90 dB program
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4.3.3 How to Fit Wide
Program Dynamics Into a
Sound System with Limited
Dynamic Range

So far, we have described linear elec
tronics. That is, for every 2 dB change
of input level, the output level also
changes by 2 dB. This need not be the
case however. Suppose for every 2 dB
change of input level, the output would
change only 1 dB. What would then
happen to the dynamic range of the
program? It would be cut in half. The
90 dB dynamic range would become
45 dB, as shown in Figure 4-2.

In fact, this is exactly what can be
done with a simple signal processing
device known as a compressor. By
setting the compressor for a relatively
gentle compression ratio of2:1, every
dB of input level change will result in
half a dB of output level change. Such
compression can generally be tolerated
in all but the most critical musical
reproduction, and, in fact, often much
higher compression ratios are used.

In the example in Section 4.3.2, we
need only to get the program dynamics
from 90 dB down to 74 dB. .. only a
16 dB reduction in dynamic range. It is
possible to set the compressor for a
1.21:1 compression ratio, which would
squeeze 90 dB down to 74 dB as shown
in Figure 4-3. (Some adjustment of
actual levels may be required, also
illustrated in Figure 4-3.) This is
probably a much better idea than using
2:1 compression because it preserves as
much of the impact and natural sound
ofthe program as possible while still
allowing it to fit within the constraints
of the sound system.

It may be that we do not want any
compression because, after all, it can
have side effects, such as making quiet
breath sounds louder, creating a
pumping effect in some cases, and
increasing the distortion of low
frequency signals. Still, distorting on
peaks is not acceptable either, so we
may use another approach: apply
compression only above a given

+25

COMPRESSOR
INPUT

(From Console
Patch Out)

+24 dBu
:::::::::::::::::::::;&:'::::::::::::::::::~-~

LEVEL
JUST

BEFORE
COMPRESSOR

OUTPUT

COMPRESSOR
OUTPUT

(To Console
Patch In)

~1 R ,Ut"
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threshold. Below a given signal level,
no compression at all occurs. If the
threshold level is chosen to approxi
mate the nominal program level, this
ensures that most of the program
sounds completely natural. Above that
threshold we use whatever amount of
compression is necessary to prevent
clipping. This is illustrated in Figure
4-3, where 1.43:1 compression is
selected above a +4 dBu threshold.
This approach squeezes the headroom
requirement, but doesn't help with the
quieter portions of the program, as can
be seen from the fact that the dynamic
range is reduced to only 84 dB; 10 dB
of the program will still be lost in the
noise. If the threshold were set lower,
or the compression ratio to a higher
value, then more dynamic range would
be conserved, and the overall signal
level at the compressor output could be
increased to stay above the console's
noise floor.

Some devices permit compression to
be applied above a set threshold, and
the compression ratio to be very high
(anywhere from 8:1 to as high as 20:1
or even infinity:l). These devices are
known as limiters, and the effect is
known as limiting. The term is appro
priate, since such a device limits the
output level from rising any higher,
with infinite compression, or very
much higher, with 10:1 compression,
regardless of further increases in input
signal. For example, suppose the
threshold is set at +15 dBu, and the
compression ratio is 10:1. So long as
the input to the compressor is below
+15 dBu, the limiter's output level
exactly matches its input. When the
input rises above +15 dBu, the output
changes very little. How little? Well,
with a 10:1 ratio, 10 dB of input
change will produce 1 dB of output
change. That means a +25 dBu input
signal will cause the limiter output to

-66 dBu

COMPRESSOR
OUTPUT

+18 dBu

.;11°11.

~I

1.43:1 Compression
Only Above the
set Threshold

'...

-66 dBu

················_+4 dBu Threshold \i'
(ffj ~:}:{{{ ~.·.;.;..~.:;.·.~.·~.·.~.1.~.;.~.i.·:.;;.~.·;.·.;~..:·. (j@{}( ~}\)

':.::.:.............. :.~.~.~.~.~.~•.~.'~.~.~.'~.' ~.~.'~.~.:~.':.:.

.•~....••.•~......••..••....•~.:•.....••..~.......•:.••.......~.•......•~.:•....•:...•.......•~..••...~.•........•::.......•~..•.....•i. ::;::::::'\84::d8:!11~lli1!!:li

+24 dBu

COMPRESSOR
INPUT

+25
+20
+15

+10
+5

S 0
m -5:g.

-10
~ -15
.3 -20
"ffi
c:: -25
g -30

-35
-40
-45
-50
-55

-60
-65
-70
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rise just 1 dB, to +16 dBu. Since few, if
any, input sources will deliver as much
as +25 dBu under any circumstances,
the limiter essentially has restricted
all input signals above +16 dBu so they
cannot drive the output higher than
+16dBu.

Many devices can be set for compres
sion or limiting, and hence are known
as compressor / limiters.

We have made a broad assumption
here that the compressor is inserted
somewhere after the console's mic pre
amplifier and before the output stage,
and that all the noise and headroom
problems in the console occur after the
compressor. This is, of course, not
likely to be the case, since mic preamps
often are a source of noise. Still, the
summing amplifiers in consoles can be
the bottleneck in terms of headroom, so
using a compressor at the input stage
can help. It is also very often the case
that the console has plenty of head
room and dynamic range, and the real
constraint to dynamic range is the
power amplifierlloudspeaker system.
In this case, compression at any point
before the power amplifiers will help.

There is a special case where
compression and its opposite,
expansion, are used to overcome
limited dynamic range in one portion of
a sound system. That case occurs with
an analog audio tape recorder, where
the dynamic range often is limited by
the noise floor and distortion levels of
the tape oxide rather than the
electronics. There is a common method
used to avoid program losses due to
tape saturation and hiss. Many
professional and consumer tape
machines are equipped with a noise
reduction system, also known as a
compander (as designed by firms like
Dolby Laboratories, Inc. and dbx, Inc.).

A compander noise reduction system
allows the original program dynamics
to be maintained throughout the
recording and playback process by
compressing the program dynamic
range before it goes onto the tape, and
complementarily expanding the
dynamic range as the program is
retrieved from the tape. This type of
system is illustrated in Figure 4-5 on
the next page.
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A. Typical program of wide dynamic range (about 100 dB).
B. 2:1 compressed (encoded) program occupies half the dynamic range (50 dB).
C. 1:2 expanded (decoded) program restores original dynamic range (100 dB)

while keeping tape noise below the quietest program material.

Figure 4-5. How a compander tape noise reduction system
overcomes dynamic range limitations

4.3.4 How Much Headroom
is Adequate?

Recall that headroom is the amount
oflevel available above the average
(nominal) signal for peaks in the
program.

The choice of a headroom figure
depends on the type of program
material, the application, and the
available budget for amplifiers. For a
musical application where high fidelity
is the ultimate consideration, 15 dB to
20 dB of headroom is desirable. For
most sound reinforcement applications,
especially with large numbers of
amplifiers, where economics play an
important role, a 10 dB headroom
figure is usually adequate. In these
applications, a compressor or limiter

can help hold program peaks within
the chosen headroom value, and thus
avoid clipping problems. For the
extreme situation (as in a factory)
where background music and paging
must be heard over high continuous
noise levels, yet maximum levels must
be restricted to avoid dangerously high
sound pressure levels, a headroom
figure of as low as 5 dB or 6 dB is not
unusual. To achieve such a low
headroom figure, an extreme amount
of compression and/or limiting will be
necessary, causing the sound to be
somewhat unnatural, but allowing the
message to cut through.
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Section 5 discusses the behavior of
sound outdoors, and the effect of

that behavior on sound systems.
Outdoor environments are essen

tially free of reflecting surfaces or ob
structing objects, and the principles
presented in this chapter therefore as
sume "free field" conditions. The
behavior of sound indoors is presented
in Section 6.

Doubling the radius (a-b)
spreads the power over
four times the surface
area, so SPL falls off
by the inverse square
of the distance from
the source.

Figure 5-1. Acoustic power or
sound pressure:

the inverse square law

The inverse square law describes the
relationship between sound pressure
level and distance from the source. The
law assumes:
a) A point source of sound (omni

directional radiator)
b) Free field conditions (no reflective

boundaries).

The inverse square law states that
the intensity ofthe sound varies with
the square of the distance. In other
words:

for each doubling of the distance
from the source, the measured
sound pressure will drop by 6 dB.
For example, if a loudspeaker's con-

tinuous output measures 100 dB SPL
at 10 feet, then at 20 feet the sound
pressure level will be 94 dB
(100 - 6 = 94).

A 6 dB difference in SPL corre
sponds to a sound pressure ratio of two
to one. This is not a 2:1 loudness
difference, however; a 10 dB difference
represents about a 2:1 loudness change
(see Section 3.3). Therefore, if you are
twice as far from a point source as
another observer, the sound will be a
little more than half as loud for you as
it is for that observer. Figure 5-1
illustrates the reason for this 6 dB
decrease in SPL at twice the distance.

A point source of sound is located at
X. In Figure 5-1(a), a sphere with a
radius of 10 feet surrounds the point
source. The sphere represents an even
distribution of the acoustical energy of
the source in a free field. In (b), our
source is surrounded by a sphere with
a radius of 20 feet (double the dis
tance). The area of this sphere is four
times that of the sphere in (a).

Consider a window of equal area in
each sphere. Since the acoustical
energy of the point source X is spread
over four times as much area in (b) as
it is in (a), one fourth as much acousti
cal energy will pass through the
window in (b) as will pass through the
window in (a).

A 4:1 acoustical power ratio ex
pressed in decibels is 6 dB, correspond
ing to a 2:1 SPL ratio.



NOTE: The sound power in dB
does not change with distance
because the power emitted by a
source is a measure of the total
energy (over time) emitted in all
directions. A 100 watt light bulb's
candlepower output (analogous to a
speaker system's acoustic power
output) remains the same, regard
less of the distance from which one
observes it, but the light intensity
(analogous to BPL) does fall off
with distance. The brightness of
light falling on a given surface de
creases as distance increases from
the bulb, just as BEL falls offwith
distance.

5.1.1 Inverse Square law
Calculations

Calculations based on the inverse
square law are a routine part of sound
reinforcement. To see how they may be
used, consider the following examples.

EXAMPLE 1: A loudspeaker has a
sensitivity rating of 102 dB SPL,
1 watt, 1 meter. How loud will the
speaker be at 30 feet when driven
by a noise signal at 1 watt
continuous power? (Assume the
loudspeaker is outdoors in a free
field environment with no
reverberant field.)

To solve the problem:
1) First convert from feet to meters,

since that is the unit used in the
sensitivity specification:

30 feet + 3.28 feet/meter « 9 meters

2) Calculate the inverse square loss,
using the decibel equation for SPL:

20 - log (9meters:1meter) = 20 log (9)
20 - log (9) = 20 - .9542425094

= 19 dB

3) Subtract the loss (19 dB) from the
SPL at 1 meter (102 dB):

102 - 19 = 83 dB SPL

Answer:
The level at 30 feet will be 83 dB SPL.

EXAMPLE 2: You are asked to
provide sound reinforcement for a
parade grandstand. The depth of the
audience seating area is 100 feet.
You wish to place a full range
loudspeaker with a sensitivity rating
of 98 dB SPL (at 1 meter, 1 watt
input) at the front of the seating
area. The loudspeaker is stated to be
capable of handling 100 watts
continuous. What will the maximum
SPL be at the back of the audience?

The steps to solving the problem are:

1) Calculate the ratio between 1 watt
and 100 watts in dB, using the
decibel equation for power:

10 log (100 watts--I watt) =10 -log (100)
=10 - 2
=20 dB

2) Add this figure to the sensitivity of
98 dB (which is the SPL at 1 watt)
to obtain the SPL at 100 watts (at a
distance of 1 meter):

98 + 20 = 118 dB SPL

3) Calculate the inverse square loss,
using the decibel equation for SPL:

100 feet + 3.28 "'" 30 meters

20 log (30 meters) = 20 - 1.477121255
=29.542 dB

which we round off to 30 dB.

4) Subtract the loss from the SPL
obtained in step (2):

118 - 30 = 88 dB SPL

If the system is driven to its maxi
mum capabilities, the level at the back
of the audience will be 88 dB SPL.
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Sound
Source

Figure 5-2. Sound and wind
vectors (exaggerated)

5.2 EffECTS of
ENViRONMENTAL

FACTORS

Sound propagated outdoors is
subject to the influence of environ
mental factors that are not signifi
cantly present indoors. Such influences
can cause the behavior of sound sys
tems to deviate from that predicted by
inverse square calculations.

The principal factors affecting sound
outdoors are wind, temperature gradi
ents, and humidity. The effects ofthese
factors are most noticeable in large
scale outdoor events, such as sports
events or rock concerts.

Wind effects are divided into two
classes - velocity effects and gradient
effects.

The effect of wind velocity is illus
trated in Figure 5-2 (below, left). A
crosswind will add a velocity vector to
a propagating sound wave and can
shift the direction of propagation of the
sound, making it appear to come from
a different location.

Wind velocity gradient effects occur
when one air layer is moving at a dif
ferent speed than an adjacent layer;
usually one layer is above the other.
Such a gradient might be encountered
when the audience area is shielded
from the wind by a barrier, such as a
stand of trees or a wall. The effect of
velocity gradients on sound is shown in
Figure 5-3 below.

Since wind velocity adds a vector to
the propagating sound wave, refraction
occurs when sound passes through a
velocity gradient. Assuming horizon
tally stratified wind layers, when the
sound is propagating against the wind,
it is refracted upward. When it propa
gates with the wind, it is refracted
downward. With vertical propagation,
the sound will be refracted to the left
or right.

This said, the actual effect of wind is
minimal because (except in a hurri
cane) wind speed, relative to the speed
of sound, is negligible. Drastically
shifting wind, though, can destabilize a
stereo image. Wind appears to have a
greater effect because it often brings
temperature gradients with it, as
explained on the next page.

5.2.1 Wind

Resultant
Propagation
Vector

Crosswind

Sound
Vector

SOUNd

OUTdoORS
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Figure 5-3. Effect of wind velocity gradient on sound propagation



5.2.2 Temperature
Gradients

5.2.3 Humidity SECTioN ~

WARM AIR

SOUND
PROPAGATION

As sound propagates through air,
the air absorbs energy from the sound
wave, attenuating (weakening) it. The
effect is significant only at frequencies
above 2 kHz, and increases with
frequency. This is the reason why,
when we hear thunder in the distance,
it is only a low rumble. The high fre
quency "crack" has been attenuated
more rapidly than the low frequency
portion of the noise.

The attenuation of sound in air is af
fected by the relative humidity. Dry air
absorbs far more acoustical energy
than does moist air. This is because
moist air is less dense than dry air
(water vapor weighs less than air).

Figure 5-5 shows the absorption of
sound energy by the air, graphed in
relation to relative humidity.

~~:~:~::~~~~:~:~:~
(A) (B)

Figure 5-4. Effect of temperature gradients on sound propagation
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COLD AIR

WARM AIR

The speed of sound is also affected
by temperature. Sound passes through
hot air (because it is less dense) faster
than it passes through colder air. For
this reason, temperature gradients also
cause refraction effects.

Figure 5-4 illustrates the effects of
temperature gradients on sound out
doors. In (a), the upper air is warm
while the lower air is cold. Such
conditions may be found in the morn
ing, when the ground is still cool from
the previous night and the upper air is
warmed by the sun. Under these
conditions, sound tends to "bounce"
between the gradient and the ground,
forming regions of higher and lower
sound intensity.

In Figure 5-4(b), the opposite case is
shown. Such conditions may occur in
the evening, when the ground is still
warm. Sound in this case tends to
refract upward.

Figure 5-5.
Absorption of sound in air

vs. relative humidity
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CONTROL

Figure 5-6. Typical acoustical and electrical feedback path

Audience
~

i
~

~ v.$

70 dB - [20 log (Do + DB)]
= 70 - [20 log (20 + 1)]
= 70 - (20 log 20)
= 70 - (20 • 1.301)
= 70 - 26
=44dB

5.3.1 Maximum Gain
(Available Gain Before
Feedback)

As a rule of thumb, then, a sound
system should be operated about 6 dB
below the onset of feedback. This
practice will allow a reasonable safety
margin to control feedback, and assure
that the sound quality will be reasona
bly natural (or at least that it won't be
hollow or ringy due to feedback effects).

We are now ready to introduce the
important concept of maximum acous
tic gain.

Referring to Figure 5-7, assume that
both the loudspeaker and the micro
phone are omnidirectional. The micro
phone is one foot from the lecturer. The
level of the lecturer's speaking voice,
measured at the microphone, is 70 dB
SPL. To simplify our calculations, we
will assume that we are outdoors, so
we need not factor reverberation into
the equations.

With the system turned off, the level
of speech that the listener hears can be
found using a simple inverse square
calculation from the ratio of Do to DB'

Microphone

Mixer

Performer

Speaker
System

Power Amp

Consider a basic sound system con
sisting of a single loudspeaker, a micro
phone, and an amplifier (Figure 5-6). A
performer stands at the microphone,
and a listener sits in the audience.

With the system powered up, by ad
vancing the gain of the amplifier you
will reach a point where the system
starts to ring. This ringing is called
feedback. The bold arrows in the figure
indicate the feedback path. Some of the
sound from the loudspeaker is picked
up by the microphone and re-injected
into the system, forming a continuous
loop.

Feedback occurs when the gain in
the loop reaches unity (gain of 0 dB).
The feedback locks onto a frequency for
which the loop path is non-inverting (in
phase).

Ifwe turn the gain down so that the
feedback just stops (loop gain just
under unity), the system's frequency
response will still be erratic. This is
because when the loop gain is near
unity, the system still resonates at
those frequencies for which the loop
path is in phase.
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D 5 =1 foot

D 0 = 20 feet

D
1

= 10 feet

D 2=18feet

Maximum acoustic gain = :1

~02~~O~D(~ 1-)~02~~O~(~2) I
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Microphone

Performer;
1 D
~ 5-'1
I....
1

With the system off, the level that
the listener hears is 44 dB SPL.

Now we turn the sound system on
and bring up the amplifier gain.
Feedback will occur at unity loop gain
- that is, when the loudspeaker
produces the same level at the micro
phone as does the lecturer's voice
(70 dB SPL).

To find the level that the listener
hears from the system, we apply an
inverse square calculation to the ratio
between D 1 (the distance between the
loudspeaker and microphone) and D

2
(the distance between the loudspeaker
and the listener).

70 dB - [20 log (D
2

+ D
1

)] •••

= 70 - [20 log (18 + 10) ]
= 70 - (20 • .2552725)
= 70 - 5
=65dB

The acoustic gain of the system is
the difference between the level that
the listener hears with the system off,
and that which he hears with it on. In
this case, it is:

From this discussion, we can write a
general equation for maximum acous
tic gain:

Maxgain...
=ndB-20 log (D2+D) - ndB - 20 log (Do+D)

where ndB = the SPL of the lecturer's
voice.

Simplifying, and adding a 6 dB
margin, we get the standard equation:

Maxgain...
=20 log (Do) - 20 log (Ds) + 20 log (D

1
) -

20 log (D
2

) - 6

or, Max gain...
= 20 log(20) - 20 log(l) + 20 10g(1O)

- 20 log (18) - 6
= 26 - 0 + 20 - 25 - 6 = 15

Note that the factor ndB cancels out
and the gain is independent of the level
of the source. The equation also proves
that we can increase the system gain
by:

A) decreasing the distance between the
source and the microphone (Ds),
and/or...

65 dB - 44 dB = 21 dB

This figure is based on the feedback
point. Ifwe now allow a 6 dB margin
below feedback, the practical maxi
mum acoustic gain is reduced to 15 dB.

B) increasing the distance between the
loudspeaker and the microphone
(D/
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5.3.2 Using Directional
Microphones and
Loudspeakers

The calculations for acoustic gain
presented in the previous subsection
are based on the assumption that both
the microphone and the loudspeaker
are omnidirectional. In actual sound
reinforcement work, however, omnidi
rectional elements are not often used,
for reasons that will become clear as
you read the following text.

Figure 5-8 (next two pages) presents
a set of polar plots of (a) a typical
cardioid microphone and (b) a typical
reinforcement loudspeaker. Note that
each has distinct directional character
istics. These characteristics can be
used to increase the acoustic gain of a
sound system.



Figure 5-8 (A). Polar patterns for a cardioid microphone
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HORIZONTAL DISPERSION
POLAR PATTERNS

Figure 5-8 (8). Polar patterns for a sound reinforcement loudspeaker



Performer

Figure 5-9. Using directional elements in a sound system can
increase maximum available gain before feedback

Consider Figure 5-9, which presents
a situation similar to that which we
analyzed in Section 5.3.1.

Let's replace the omnidirectional
loudspeaker with the directional one
that is graphed in Figure 5-8. Ifwe
orient the loudspeaker such that the
microphone lies on the -6 dB angle of
the loudspeaker's polar response, then
the sound arriving at the microphone
from the loudspeaker will be 6 dB
lower in level, compared with the
omnidirectional loudspeaker. This 6 dB
advantage adds directly to the sound
system's maximum gain.

If we now replace the omnidirec
tional microphone with the cardioid
whose polar response is shown in
Figure 5-8, and orient the microphone
so that the loudspeaker lies on its
-6 dB angle, we obtain a similar ad
vantage.

Theoretically, we've just added
12 dB to our sound system's maximum
gain!

In practice, things are not quite
that simple. At low frequencies, full
range loudspeaker systems become
omnidirectional- no matter how
directional they may be at mid and
high frequencies. (The effect is
examined in greater detail in
Section 13.) Also, the directional
characteristics of a cardioid
microphone are not the same at all
frequencies (See Section 10). In fact, if
the cardioid microphone does not
have reasonably flat, smooth

response, a smooth omnidirectional
mic may provide the same practical
maximum gain.

You can test this effect by setting up
a simple reinforcement system with a
cardioid microphone and a full-range
loudspeaker. Ifyou place the micro
phone in front of the loudspeaker and
slowly bring up the gain, the system
will feed back at a high frequency.
Place the microphone behind the
loudspeaker and advance the gain, and
it will feed back at a lower frequency.

In practice, then, directional ele
ments will generally give you about a

6 dB gain advantage (twice as much
gain). By examining the equation for
maximum gain at the end of Section
5.3.1, you will see that decreasing Ds
(distance between the source and the
microphone) can dramatically affect
the available system gain before
feedback. Similarly, increasing Dl
(distance between the microphone and
the loudspeaker) also increases the
available gain.

The best approach to feedback
control, then, is:

A) Use directional elements (properly
placed and aimed);

B) Keep the loudspeaker as far away
from the microphone as practical
(which is one reason why many
loudspeaker systems are flown high
above the stage); and

C) Keep the microphone close to the
source (which is why many vocal
performers seem to be swallowing
their mics).

Audience
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Section 6 discusses the behavior of
sound indoors. The foundation for

this discussion was laid in Section 5
('Sound Outdoors").

In comparison with its behavior in
free field, sound indoors exhibits quite
complex behavior. Decades of acoustics
research have been spent attempting
to quantify the effects of a reverberant
field. These efforts have yielded a body
of equations that are used to describe
how sound behaves in a given room.

We make no effort to present those
calculations in detail here. Such effort
would not serve our present purpose.
Instead, this chapter presents the basic
principles of indoor acoustics, using
simple mathematics where necessary.

The walls, ceiling, and floor of a
room are, to some extent, both flexible
and porous to sound. Figure 6-1 shows
what happens when a sound wave
strikes such a boundary surface.

Part of the wave energy is reflected,
as shown in Figure 6-1(a). The percent
age of the energy that is reflected is
related to the stiffness of the surface.

Wave energy that is not reflected
enters the boundary. Part of this
energy is absorbed (b) by the boundary
material through conversion into heat.
The remainder (c) is transmitted
through the boundary. Both effects (a)
and (b) are related to the flexibility and
porosity of the boundary.

When sound strikes a smaller
obstacle (not a wall or ceiling, but
perhaps a podium or pulpit), it bends
around that object. This is known as
refraction, and is shown in Figure 6-2.

Refraction, reflection, transmission,
and absorption are all dependent on
the frequency of the sound wave and
the angle at which it strikes the
boundary. The percentages are not
generally dependent on the intensity of
the sound.

(A) REFLECTED SOUND

INCIDENT SOUND
(From Source)

BOUNDARY

6.1

(C) TRANSMITTED
SOUND

•

(B) SOUND ENERGY
CONVERTED TO

HEAT

Figure 6-1. Effect of
boundary surfaces on
sound transmission and
reflection
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Figure 6-2. Effect of boundary
surfaces on sound refraction

DIRECTION OF SOUND I
WAVE PROPAGATION

When object is
small relative to

the sound wave,
diffraction bends

the wave and it is



" # I Mount is cemented directly to plaster or concrete,
#2 Mount is fastened to nominal I" thick furring strips,
#7 Mount is suspended ceiling w/16" air space above.

Table 6-1 gives absorption coeffi
cients for a number of different typical
boundaries. The coefficients for each
material are given at different frequen
cies, since the effect varies with fre
quency.

Brick Wall (18" Thick, unpainted) .02 .04 .07
Brick Wall (18" Thick, painted) .01 .02 .02
Interior Plaster (On metal lath) .02 .06 .03
Poured Concrete .0 I .02 .03
Pine Flooring .09 .08 .10
Carpeting (With pad) .10 .30 .70
Drapes (Cotton, 2x fullness) .07 .80 .50
Drapes (Velour, 2x fullness) .15 .75 .65
Acoustic Tile (5/8", #1 Mount") .15 .70 .65
Acoustic Tile (5/8", #2 Mount") .25 .70 .65
Acoustic Tile (5/8", #7 Mount") .50 .75 .65
Tectum Panels (I", #2 Mount") .08 .55 .65
Tectum Panels (I", #7 Mount") .35 .35 .65
Plywood Panel (1/8", 2" Air space) .30.10 .07
Plywood Cylinders (2 Layers, 1/8") .35 .20 .18
Perforated Transite (w/pad, #7 Mount") .90 .95 .45
Occupied Audience Seating Area .50 .95 .85
Upholstered Theatre Seats (Hard Floor) .45 .90 .70

6.1.1 The Absorption
Coefficient

In architectural acoustics, a meas
ure of the energy lost when a sound
wave strikes a given material is
specified by the absorption coefficient
of the material. The concept ofthe
absorption coefficient was developed by
Dr. Wallace Sabine, who is regarded as
the father of modem architectural
acoustics.

Sabine defined an open window
which does not reflect any sound - as
the perfect absorber, assigning it a co
efficient of 1 (100%). Similarly, he gave
the perfect reflective surface a coeffi
cient ofO. The absorption coefficient of
any material is thus a number between
oand 1, which is readily converted into
a percentage.

The relationship between the ab
sorption coefficient of a boundary
material and the intensity of the
reflected sound wave is therefore a
simple one. For example, consider that
a given boundary material has an
absorption coefficient of 0.15. To
determine the effect of the boundary on
a sound wave:

MATERIAL
Frequency (Hz)
125 Ik 4k

SECTiON 6

1) Convert the coefficient into a
percentage

0.15 =15%

15% of the sound is absorbed by the
material.

2) To get the amount reflected, sub
tract from 100%

100 - 15 = 85%

85% of the sound is reflected.

3) Finally, the conversion to dB is a
10 log function

10 log 0.85 =-0.7 dB

The reflected sound pressure is 0.7 dB
lower than the incident sound pres
sure.

This computation can be reduced to
a single equation relating the reduction
in sound level to the absorption coeffi
cient:

ndB = 10 log (1 + (1- a»

where 'ndB' =the reduction in sound
level, and 'a' =the absorption coeffi
cient.

Table 6-1. Approximate
absorption coefficients
of common materials

Note that for mid and high frequen
cies an occupied audience area has an
absorption coefficient very close to 1
(complete absorption). This is why the
presence of an audience can have an
enormous effect on the acoustics of a
hall, and will provide a significant con
trast with unupholstered seats on a
hard floor. As we shall see in subse
quent chapters, this fact is very impor
tant to the design of indoor sound
systems.
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6.2 STANdiNG WAVES

One significant effect of hard bound
ary surfaces is the formation of what
are called standing waves.

Figure 6-3 shows what happens
when a continuous sound, at one
frequency, strikes a reflective bound
ary head-on. The reflected sound wave
combines with subsequent incoming
waves. Where the wave crests (maxi
mum pressure) coincide, they combine
and reinforce one another. The troughs
(minimum pressure) also combine.

The result is a stationary pattern in
the air, consisting of zones of low
pressure (called nodes), alternating
with zones of high pressure (called
antinodes). The phenomenon is known
as a standing wave.

Walking through such a standing
wave zone, you can easily identify
physical places where the sound is very
loud, and others where the sound is
very soft. Note that these alternate
maximal and minmal air pressure
zones are spaced at distances of 1/2
wavelength. Their position in space
depends on the frequency of the sound.

>1
Min.Max.Min.

~-----Pressure ------~

Max. Min.1

<
Max.

Reflection

t
Q)...
~
(J)
(J)
Q)...
c.

t

Nominal
---L---\----/----\------:f-------1k--.-- Atmosphere

-------3loll!'---- ---300iL-- -----'''I-_ Minimum --'-----
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Figure 6-3. Formation of a standing wave by reflection at a boundary



6.2.1 Standing Waves in a
Room

SECTiON 6
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Figure 6-5. Room modes at
harmonic frequencies

Suppose that the area between the
walls held an audience, and that the
100 Hz tone was a bass note in a
musical passage. Those audience
members seated at nodal points might
have trouble hearing the note, while
those seated at antinodes would hear it
as unnaturally loud! Obviously, stand
ing wave phenomena can drastically
affect the quality of sound in a room.

In rooms, the situation is much
more complicated than what we have
described here. There are three such
simple resonance systems (one between
each set of opposite walls, and one from
floor to ceiling), and two more compli
cated ones (one involving all four walls,
and one involving all six surfaces).
Consequently, a given room will
exhibit many such resonances at
different frequencies.

Good acoustical design takes room
resonances into account, and strives to
minimize them through use of non
parallel walls and various types of
absorptive treatments. One of the most
effective and simple treatments is to
hang drapes.

Notice in Figure 6-3 that the zone
spaced %wavelength from the reflect
ing surface is a node. In this zone, the
pressure is minimum but the air
particle velocity is maximum. Absorp
tive material hung at this point will
have far greater effect on the standing
wave than its absorption coefficient
would indicate.

)-I+----~11.3 Feet ---_

Figure 6-4. Formation of a
standing wave in a room

1130 flJsec. + 100 cycles/sec. =11.3 ft..Icycle

Now consider Figure 6-4, which
shows two parallel walls. The walls are
assumed to be highly reflective. In the
center, we place a point source of
sound.

Suppose our point source emits a
brief tone. The sound waves travel out
in all directions, with those propagated
to the sides eventually reaching the
walls. Some energy is absorbed by the
walls; most is reflected back. Reflected
waves from each wall travel to the
other wall, reflecting again. The
process continues until the energy of
the sound is completely dissipated by
absorption in the air and the walls.

In this situation, standing waves
will be formed if - and only if - the
wavelength of the sound "fits" the
distance between the walls. Such
standing waves are also called room
resonances, natural frequencies, or
modes.

For example, the wavelength of a
100 Hz tone is:

If the walls in Figure 6-4 are 11.3
feet apart, then successively reflected
waves will reinforce each other, form
ing stationary nodal and antinodal
points in the room. The same effect will
occur at frequencies that are integral
multiples of 100 (200 Hz, 300 Hz, etc.).
This is illustrated in Figure 6-5.
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6.~ REVERbERATioN

Another substantial and much
discussed effect of boundary reflection
is reverberation. Reverberation is
modeled as described below.

Imagine a point source of sound at
the center of an enclosed room. We
turn on the source, and sound radiates
outward in all directions, eventually
striking the boundaries of the room.
Some of its energy is absorbed, some is
transmitted through the boundary, and
most is reflected back into the room.

After a certain time, enough reflec
tions have occurred that the space is
essentially filled with a random field of
sound waves. If the source remains on,
the system reaches a state of equilib
rium such that the energy being intro
duced by the source exactly equals the
energy dissipated in boundary trans
mission and absorption.

Acousticians describe this equilib
rium in statistical terms. Ignoring for
the moment any standing-wave reso
nances or focused reflections, we can
say that the sound pressure is the
same at all points that are not too near
the source.

Let's say that we now turn off the
source. The remaining sound waves in

the room continue to ricochet from
boundary to boundary, losing energy
with each reflection. At some point, all
the remaining energy in the system
dissipates, and the sound ceases.

This decaying of the sound is what
we perceive as reverberation. The
amount of time that it takes for the
acoustical energy to drop by 60 dB is
called the decay time, or reverberation
time, abbreviated RT6o'

The length and spectral characteris
tic of the decay - together with any
resonances - form the acoustic signa
ture, or characteristic sound, of a room.
These factors are obviously determined
by the absorptive qualities of the room
boundaries, and by thevolume and
shape of the room.

NOTE: There are several related
equations, named after the people
who developed them, for calculat
ing the reverb time based on
absorptivity of a given environ
ment: Sabine, Norris-Eyring, and
Hopkins-Stryker. The unit of
absorption in Sabine's equation is
the Sabin. It is beyond the scope of
this book to go into details of these
equations, which are shown below.

Sabine
Gives best corres
pondence with
publlshsd absorp
tion coefficients
where a<O.2.

Eyring
Preferred formula
for well-behaved
rooms having a:>O.2.

MKS units: . 2
S = Surface area In m
V= Volume in m

3

T = 0.16V
Sa

T = O.16V
-S ~ (1 -a)

English units:
S = Surface area in ft2
V= Volume in ft3

T = 0.49V
Sa

T = 0.49V
-S ~ (1 -a)
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Fitzroy
For rectangular
rooms with poorly
distributed absorp
tion. u x, u y and U z
are average absorp
tion coefficients of
opposing pairs of
surfaces with total
areas of x, y and z.

T = Decay time (in seconds) for 60 dB level reduction.

Figure 6-6. Reverberation time equations



Relatively short to moderate rever
beration with a smooth spectral char
acteristic is perceived as pleasant,
natural, and musical. Excessive rever
beration makes it difficult to under
stand speech, and can destroy the
texture and impact of music. Most of us
have strained to understand an an
nouncement in a large, hard-surfaced
gymnasium, arena or transportation
terminal... not because it wasn't loud
enough, but because there was too
much reverberation. To be successful
with indoor sound systems we must be
careful in handling reverberation.

6.4 CRiTiCAL DiSTANCE

We have said that the reverberant
field in a room is the same intensity
everywhere in the space. What rele
vance does the inverse square law have
indoors, then?

In order to answer the question, we
must distinguish between the direct
sound (the initial sound emitted by the
source, before reflection), and the
reverberant sound.

For the direct sound, the inverse
square law is valid indoors just as it is
outdoors. In terms of pure sound
pressure once the reverberant field is
activated, it adds a second pressure
component.

Figure 6-7 shows an omnidirectional
loudspeaker radiating sound in a
reverberant field. The direct sound of
the loudspeaker propagates into the
space, diminishing in intensity accord
ing to the inverse square law. Initially,

SECTioN 6

Key
Stronger Direct Sound
Weaker Direct Sound
Stronger Reflected Sound
Weaker Reflected Sound

Figure 6-7. Development of a reverberant field from a theoretical
point source of sound in the center of an acoustic environment
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there is primarily direct sound all over,
as can be seen in Figure 6-7(a). At a
certain distance from the loudspeaker,
and after the sound has existed long
enough to reverberate, the intensity of
the direct sound equals that of the
diffuse reverberant sound (b). Ulti
mately, at a sufficient distance from
the loudspeaker, the reverberant sound
is predominant and swamps out the
direct sound (c).

The distance from the acoustic
center of the source to the point at
which the intensity of the direct sound
equals that of the reverberant field is
called the critical distance.

As we move further away, beyond
the critical distance, into the region
where the reverberant field predomi
nates, the intensity of the sound levels
off to a statistically constant value,
assuming the sound source continues
to excite the room at the same level.

It follows logically and intuitively
that we can increase the critical
distance by using a directional loud
speaker. Ifwe concentrate the power of
the system along a given axis which
corresponds to an absorptive area
(such as an audience), the direct sound

will predominate over a longer distance
along that axis. This is not only be
cause the sound energy is concentrated
more in a forward direction, but also
because there is less energy radiated
and reflected toward the sides, and
hence less energy to reflect from walls,
ceiling, floor, etc. so that the reverber
ant field does not receive as much of
the loudspeaker's energy. Since a
directional loudspeaker's power de
creases the farther we go off-axis, we
must be aware that we will gain
critical distance on-axis at the expense
of the off-axis critical distance. Figure
6-8 illustrates this situation.

The real benefit of the horn is that it
increases the direct level in a portion of
the environment.

Since the direct sound follows the
inverse square law, and we assume
that the reverberant field's intensity is
equal everywhere, it also follows that
the ratio of direct-to-reverberant sound
is an inverse square relationship. In
other words, given that the ratio of
direct to reverbant sound is 1:1 at the
critical distance, then at twice the
critical distance the direct sound will
be 6 dB below the reverberant sound
(half the level).
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Figure 6-8. Directional radiator in a reverberant field



6.4.1 Implications For
Sound Reinforcement

The preceding discussion reveals a
fundamental reason why directional
elements are the norm in sound rein
forcement. Obviously, we don't want
the direct sound ofthe system to be
swamped by the reverberant sound. If
we can increase a system's critical
distance, then we have a better chance
of maintaining clarity (or intelligibil
ity) over greater distances.

A theoretical structure - buttressed
by experimental evidence - has been
constructed by acousticians, relating
calculated critical distances and direct
to-reverberant ratios to intelligibility
in speech reinforcement. This area is
somewhat complex, and good modeling
requires a solid mathematical back
ground - and benefits from some help
in the form of a well-programmed com
puter. For this reason, we will not go
into detail in this basic handbook.

In any case, using such data, acous
ticians have developed methods for
calculating the behavior of speech
reinforcement systems in relation to
hall acoustics. These methods are used
routinely by consultants and contrac
tors to design such systems.

Once we get into the field of music
reinforcement, all bets are off, and
such quantitative judgments are much
more difficult to make. Here we enter a
realm in which individual taste and
subjective impressions reign.

Let us take it as given that we want
the sound our system delivers to be as
clear as possible, and that we wish to
have as much control over the sound as
we can. These two criteria imply that
we wish to maximize the system's
critical distance - that is, minimize
the extent to which we excite the
reverberant field - so that the audi
ence hears mostly direct sound. The
specific techniques for doing so are
presented in Sections 17 and 18.

SECTiON 6
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Section 7 describes the function and
symbolic conventions of block dia

grams. We have shown a number of
common variations of the symbols used
to identify various electronic compo
nents and functions. Since manufactur
ers seem to invent their own symbols
on a regular basis, some interpretation
will undoubtedly be required in order
to read any given block diagram. Still,
the majority of symbols and signal flow
indications are reasonably standard
ized so study of this material will be
valuable in gaining an understanding
of block diagrams.

7.1 GENERAL
DiSClJSSiON

In order to take full advantage ofthe
properties of any piece of equipment,
we must fully understand how that
equipment works - both in and of
itself, and also in relation to any
components to which it is connected.
One important tool for gaining that
understanding is the block diagram.

A block diagram is a graphic de
scription of the signal path through a
device. The block diagram treats the
device as a system constructed of
individual functional entities that are
connected in a specific way. It employs
simplified notation, representing the
various functions of the device as
single blocks.

The purpose of this method of
notation is to present the logical
structure of the equipment in a simple,
readily accessible form.

Most manufacturers of active signal
processing equipment (consoles, delay
lines, equalizers, and so on) provide
block diagrams of their products. A
block diagram may be found in the
product data sheet (this is usually the
case with complex equipment such as
consoles), or it may be published in the
instruction manual.

The block diagram is different, both
in appearance and function, from
another type of diagram called the
schematic. Schematics present the
component-level details of the actual
circuitry of a device. Manufacturers
mayor may not publish schematic
diagrams in instruction manuals
(depending upon internal corporate
policies and restrictions dictated by
Underwriter's Laboratories where U.L.
approvals are sought), but schematics
are always included in the service
manual.

The reason for this is that the infor
mation given in a schematic is neces
sary for servicing the unit, but not
normally necessary for operating it.
The method of organization and
notation used in schematics is tailored
to the needs of the service technician
- needs which are different from those
of the end user.



Figure 7-1 shows the symbols that
are commonly used in block diagrams.
Some of these symbols also appear in
schematics.

The following note applies to figure
7-1:

A looser attitude, which holds that
the symbol should be used for all
active functions (equalization
stages, for example), is also com
mon. In this case, the symbol is
accompanied by a label defining its
function.

NOTE 1: This symbol is subject to
the greatest variation in usage of
any of the common block diagram
symbols. The strict constructionist
philosophy ofblock diagrams holds
that this symbol is used to represent
only simple amplifier {unctions
(gain stages, drive amplifiers,
active summing amplifiers, and so
on). All other active (as distin
guished from passive) functions are
represented by a rectangle, appro
priately labeled.

Schematic diagrams are sometimes
organized according to component
location on various circuit boards (to
facilitate parts identification for
servicing). This can make the actual
signal flow difficult to follow. Block
diagrams may be organized to show
parts locations within modules, etc.,
but they are primarily organized to
make it easy to see the signal flow.
Schematics must show all connections,
including power and grounding,
whereas block diagrams often omit
these connections to avoid visual
clutter. Schematics must show all
components in a circuit, whereas block
diagrams show only the significant
functional items, for example, an am
plifier instead of a collection of transis
tors, diodes, capacitors, and resistors.

To the technically sophisticated
user, block diagrams and schematics
can be used as complementary tools.
The block diagram serves as an invalu
able aid in interpreting a schematic 
since it presents the logical organiza
tion ofthe device - and aids in identi
fying the functions of various sections
of the circuitry. Likewise, the sche
matic provides information that may
be useful, for example, in unusual
interfacing situations.

The needs of the end user are
generally best served by the block dia
gram, rather than the schematic. After
all, he or she needs first to know how
the equipment works, and how it can
be used - not how it is constructed at
the component level.

-k:- -G2: f2:rting =t?:npw
(Differential)

SECTioN 1

~~~Line Amp Buffer Amp Summing Amp

-G2=Head Amp
(a Preamp)

Figure 7-1.

Summing Point
(Alternate depiction
of summing amp
function)

Block diagram symbols: amplifiers
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Block
DiAGRAMS

7.2 SYMbolic
CONVENTioNS

0
SP3T

~o
~o-

OPST

(Standard Symbol)

®
(Simplified Symbol)

PAN POT

ELECTRIC
MOTOR

o

TOGGLE, ROTARY OR
SLIDE SWITCHES

~o-~
SPST

MICROPHONES

Trim Pot Fader or Fader or
Level Control Level Control

ROTARY CONTROLS (Note 2)

o
Fader or
Trim Pot

~I:=
SPOT

PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES

Q9
Bus (Crosspoint)
# of Poles Varies

--o-l..-o-~
SPST (N.O.) --0 0

OPAlt
Throw

db ",_Oddc;:;J
(Cone) Speaker Driver & Ham

HEADPHONES SPEAKER COMPONENTS

~ JW\r ffi ~
FIXED (Pictorial) (Block Symbol) 1

RESISTANCE LINEAR FADER

ILLUMINATED
SWITCHES

~g-
~

SPOT Relay f'T'\
o-!Xr-o !~-

Thermal Relay~0-

RELAYS

Figure 7-2. Block diagram symbols: miscellaneous components

Autoformer Generic Transformers
(See Note 3)

Transformer with
Multi-Tap Secondary

Transformer with
Faraday Shield

Figure 7-3. Block diagram symbols: transformers
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NOTE 2: On rare occasions,
symbols (2) and (3) are reserved for
internal trim controls that are not
normally accessible to the user. In
this case, symbol (4) may be used
for a screwdriver-adjustable trim
that is user-accessible. Symbols (2)
& (3) also may be used to denote a
linear fader.

NOTE 3: Symbol (1) indicates a
transformer without indicating the
polarity ofconnection. It is as
sumed to be connected in phase
unless otherwise explicitly stated.
The symbol (2) shows a common
way of indicating transformer
polarity. The dot corresponds to the
+ (in-phase) connection of the
windings. If one dot is on top and
the other below, the output is
reversed in polarity.



Figure 7-4. Block Diagram
Symbols: Grounds

NOTE 4: Some manufacturers do
not distinguish between circuit
ground and earth (or chassis)
ground in block diagrams. In such
a case, one or another of these
symbols might be used to indicate
simply ground. This practice is
confusing, at best.

~ ..L--
DC Audio

Ground Common

(See Note 4)

Earth
Ground

§
SECTiON 1

'6" ~"3
Conventional Meter 0" Incandescent

('Analog'Style) ~ LampT
:g , I /
12 -0-15

LED Meter 18
('Bar Graph' Style) ~

/ I '
Generic

4 Lamp~

--@/
LED Bi-color LED

Figure 7-5. Block Diagram
Symbols: Indicators

~ T=O I~
Tip/Sleeve Phone Plug

(~-=--=-=r+-= ~
'- IJ;s Phone Plug

(Pictorial)

R, ;:::=fI
;;-- T~ II~

Tip/Ring/Sleeve Phone Plug

c~-- -~ IIID
T/RlS Phone Plug
(Pictorial)

Tip/Sleeve
Phone Jack

Switching Type
Tip/Sleeve
Phone Jack

Tip/Ring/Sleeve

@ Phone Jacke Generic Phone Jack
(T/S or T/R/S)

I:: r"R-norm

T-norm

T-In

S
Switching Type
Tip/Ring/Sleeve

Phone Jack

0
--<

~ @ Jack (not
normalled)

< >(Pictorial) MaleXLR RCA Pin Jack Break-Jack

~~
(Phono Jack) (normalled)g ~ 1:SY

(Pictorial) Female XLR
RCA Pin Plug Listen-Jack
(Phono Plug) (normalled)

Figure 7-6. Block Diagram Symbols: Connectors
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L- LOW PASS RLTER L- LOW FREQUENCY SHELVING EQ ---.J

r--- HIGH FREQUENCY SHELVING EQ II

~~~
t t t

VARIABLE FIXED FREQUENCY, SWEEP FREQUENCY,
FREQUENCY VARIABLE BOOST/CUT VARIABLE BOOST/CUT

~ ~ ~

EJ~

/
FIXED

FREQUENCY

~

E5l

....---- HIGH PASS RLTER --------,Block
DiAGRAMS

QUASI-PARAMETRIC EQ

~~
t

SWEEP FREQUENCY

~ ( AlLLY PARAMETRIC EQ

I <3tI>

I PEAKING MID-FREQUENCY EQ (RXED Q)~

~
t

FIXED FREQUENCY

L- PEAKING MID-FREQUENCY EQ (VARIABLE Q)~

Figure 7-7. Block Diagram Symbols: Filters and Equalizers

D(FUNCTION)

(FUNCTION)
(See Note 5)

Figure 7-8. Block Diagram
Symbols: Other Functions

In some block diagrams, you may
see other symbols than those shown
here. This may be because there is no
convention for indicating what is
shown in the diagram, or simply
because the draftsman was feeling
creative. Generally speaking, a respon
sible technical draftsman will label his
drawings clearly, and provide a key to
any nonstandard symbols.
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NOTE 5: A simple rule regarding
symbols in block diagrams is,
"When in doubt, draw a box and
label it." This solution is becoming
increasingly common, particularly
in diagrams ofdigital signal proc
essors. Some block diagrams
consist of nothing but labeled boxes
interconnected with lines. This
purist approach has considerable
merit in that it avoids any potential
confusion arising from varying
standards ofsymbol usage.



7.~ NOTATioNAL
CONVENTioNS

SECTioN 1

Block diagrams are drawn to con
form to the way Western languages are
written: the signal flow is normally
left-to- right and, as necessary, top-to
bottom. This practice is only violated in
rare instances, and generally only for
reasons of clarity, aesthetics, or econ
omy of space.

Functional blocks, however they
may be drawn, are connected with
lines representing the signal path.
Arrows mayor may not be used to
indicate the direction of signal flow; if
the left-to-right rule is followed, they
are not necessary.

Figure 7-9 presents some standard
notational conventions.

« -+- --t- +(P..'erred)Female Male Unconnected Connected
Connector Connector Crossed Crossed r-<.... Paths Paths

11 III
11 If}

External Connections 2-Wire Circuit 3-Wire Circuit 'T' Connection

I-----=~---
I I

I Circuit
Board -- 0.",",-- -

'( (Off-Board
I j Connections)I -.---
---------

I'"
urces)

(Destinations)

(Destinations)

BUS

BUSSES

(So

(Sources)

BUS ~
~estinatiOn)

(Source)

CONNECTIONS & SIGNAL FLOW

(+_ +~:0C:fS

i/+- -i+-l/0 i r.v
I1 • /(J
I 1

"2-Gang (or Stereo) Level Controls ... or Faders
®
Pan Pots

Figure 7-9. Block diagram notation

rT\
I

~o-
: 0-
I

~o-

0-

rT\
I

~o-
I
I

~o-
Ganged Switches

-0

-0

rT\
I
I
I

0-
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Block
DiAGRAMS

7.4 ANALysis of SiMpLE
BLock DiAGRAMS

GAIN

MIC INPUT
LINE OUTPUT

Figure 7-10. Microphone preamplifier block diagram
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EXAMPLE 1. Figure 7-10 shows
the block diagram of a microphone
preamplifier. From it, we can
deduce a number of things about
the unit.

Beginning from the left (following
the convention for signal flow), we see
first that the unit has an XLR-type
input connector. While not specifically
labeled, we can assume pin 1 is the
ground connection.

We can also assume pins 2 and 3 of
the input connector are both signal
pins, as they are connected to the pri
mary winding of a transformer. The
input is shown to be transformer
isolated.

The transformer secondary is con
nected to a differential input amplifier
(as indicated by the '+' and '-' amplifier
connections... single-ended amplifiers
are normally shown with just a single
line going in and a single line going
out). A rotary gain control is shown,
and from the way that it is drawn we
surmise that it directly controls the
gain of the amplifier (rather than being
a level control that precedes or follows
a fixed-gain amplifier). From the
labeling beside the control, we see that
the gain is variable from 6 dB to 40 dB.

The amplifier stage has a balanced
output, and is not transformer-coupled,
but rather drives the output connector
directly.

This diagram gives us sufficient in
formation to determine the inputJ
output polarity of the preamp. Tracing
from pin 2 of the input, we note that it
is connected to the '+' side of the trans
former primary. The '+' side ofthe

secondary is connected to the '+' input
of the amplifier, and the '+' output of
the amplifier we can assume is con
nected to pin 2 of the output connector
(since this is the prevailing standard).
Likewise, pin 3 follows the '-' connec
tions from input to output.

For this preamplifier, therefore, pin
2 of the XLR-type connectors is the '+'
or non-inverting pin.

NOTE: In most single-ended, inter
stage amplifiers, the signal source
is actually connected to the '-'
(inverting) input of the amplifier.
This reverses the polarity of the
signal, but allows gain and distor
tion controlling feedback to be more
easily routed in the circuit. The
reason the output is not reversed in
polarity is that either (A) there are
an even number ofamplifier stages
so the polarity reversals cancel out,
or (B) the input or output terminals
are internally reversed in polarity.

EXAMPLE 2. Figure 7-11 (next
page) shows a block diagram of a
graphic equalizer.

This unit also uses XLR-type con
nectors, but the pins have not been la
beled. Knowing the pin arrangement of
such connectors, however, and knowing
that pin 1 is always ground, we can
deduce what the connections are.

Pins 2 and 3 are connected as the
inputs to a differential amplifier, and
no transformer is shown, so we know
that this is an electronically balanced
input. We do not know for certain that
pin 2 is "high" and pin 3 is "low," but it



Input Level SECTiON 1

r- 9 Bands of Peaking Equalization -----,

..~i~~
~~~:3

:.>:.>:<.>:".>>:.:.:.:.: .mm>:.>:"""".! :..: <.:•••:.•:.:.:•••:.:.:••w •••.•.:.>:.:.:.!

HPF
Frequency

LPF
Frequency

Band 1
Boost/Cut

Band 9
Boost/Cut

Figure 7-11. Graphic equalizer block diagram

appears so from the layout of the XLR.
The input amplifier appears to have a
fixed gain (although there is no indica
tion of what that gain is), and is
followed by a level control.

At this point, the signal path splits,
and one branch goes to the output
amplifier, while the other goes to a side
chain of filter stages. These are obvi
ously the equalization stages, and they
are shown connected in series.

The first is a high-pass filter with a
variable cutoff frequency. While its
frequency range is not shown, it seems
reasonable to conclude that this stage
is a variable low-cut acting on the
lowest frequencies. (This we can check
by looking at the data sheet.)

The high-pass filter is followed by a
variable-frequency low-pass filter. This
is undoubtedly acting on the highest
frequencies, functioning as a high-cut
filter. Again, the data sheet should give
us its frequency range.

The succeeding stages are the
familiar bandpass stages of the graphic
equalizer. Two are shown, with the
dotted connecting line and accompany
ing bracket and label telling us that
these are representative of nine stages,
all presumably identical except for fre
quency range. Each is shown to have a
single boost/cut control. While the
block diagram does not indicate this,
we might assume that the design uses
sliders for these controls. This is an
other question that the data sheet
should resolve.

The output of the last filter stage
connects to the other pole of the switch
that feeds the output amplifier. This is
labeled "EQlBypass." We can see the
logic of its operation. The wiper of the
switch connects to the output ampli
fier. In the BYPASS position (wiper
up), the output amplifier sees only the
signal coming from the input. It is
assumed that signals do not back up in
the signal path, so nothing from the
filter stages moves into the circuit
immediately after the level control.
With the EQlBYPASS switch in the EQ
position (wiper down), the output
amplifier sees the input signal after it
has passed through the filter and EQ
stages.

The output amplifier is shown using
the simple, general symbol for an
amplifier stage. We make the assump
tion that it is non-inverting, since there
is no indication to the contrary. (This
may be checked in the data sheet or
instruction manual to verify signal
polarity.)

The output amplifier drives a trans
former, which is connected across pins
2 and 3 of the output connector (again,
an XLR type), indicating the output is
balanced and transformer-coupled.

To trace polarity in this device, we
might make certain assumptions:

1) The output amplifier is non-invert
ing;

2) The transformer is wired in phase
(polarity is not indicated);
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Figure 7-12. Digital delay block diagram

Level." The buffer is followed by a low
pass stage, whose function presumably
is to reject hypersonic frequencies.

Mter the low-pass stage, the signal
path splits. One branch bypasses the
bulk ofthe circuitry, and is connected
to a controllabeled "Mix." The other
end of this control connects to the
output of the main signal processing
chain, and the wiper of the control
connects to the output block. We can
deduce that the control is used to vary
the mix between the dry (unprocessed)
signal derived just after the input high
pass filter and the wet (delayed) signal.

The other branch from the low-pass
filter output connects to a switch that
accepts a second input coming from
farther down the line. The switch is
labeled "Feedback In/Out." We see that
the second input to the switch is a
feedback path, and the switch allows
us to select feedback if we want it.

The next block we encounter is a
rectangle labeled "AID." We know that
this is a digital delay, so this must be
the analog-to-digital converter.
Hereafter, the audio signal is no longer
analog, but instead is in the digital
domain.

The output of the AID converter
(sometimes labeled "ADC") connects to
a block labeled "Memory." This is
where the actual delaying of the data
occurs. (For a more detailed description
of the theory of digital delays, see
Section 14.) Two switches connect to
the block at the top, and are labeled
"Delay Time Select." From this, we

BLock

DiAGRAMS
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3) The EQ path is non-inverting.

Given these three assumptions, we
could conclude that the unit is non
inverting and that pin 2 of the XLR
type connectors is the '+' pin.

Any of the three assumptions above
could be wrong. The fact is that this
block diagram gives little information
regarding polarity. For instance, many
output amplifiers are inverting (the
polarity is reversed as signal passes
through the amp)... and sometimes pin
3 is the + or high connection in an
XLR. Making assumptions can be mis
leading, and we should consult the
data sheet or manual in order to learn
what the input/output polarity of this
device really is.

EXAMPLE 3. Figure 7-12 shows
the block diagram of a digital delay
unit.

This is the most simplified (but not
the most simple) diagram that we have
dealt with. Neither the input nor
output connector is shown, and some of
the blocks represent fairly complex
functions. This block diagram clearly
concerns itself only with the logical
structure of the device. Details such as
connectors, input or output coupling,
and input/output polarity and gain all
must be obtained from the specifica
tions section ofthe data sheet or
instruction manual.

Nonetheless, we can learn a great
deal about the device from the block
diagram.

The input is
buffered by an
amplifier whose
gain is determined
by a control
marked "Input

~
PUT \

ANTI-ALlASING
FILTER

INPUT
LEVEL

MODULATION
RATE

DELAY
TIME

RECONSTRUCTION
FILTER

NOTE: Arrows on
signal path lines
show direction of
signal flow. The
poi nter on the
output 'mix' vottage
divider is an
exception to the
rule, since its arrow
head indicates the
point of vottage
division.



deduce that delay times are switched
in ranges by two front panel switches.

The output of the "Memory" block
connects to a block labeled "D/A." This
is obviously the digital-to-analog
converter (sometimes labeled "DAC")
from here on, the signal is once again
back in the analog domain.

At the output of the D/A converter,
the signal path again splits. One
branch connects to the "Mix" control,
analyzed earlier. The wiper ofthe
"Mix" control connects to another low
pass filter, whose function we assume
to be to remove the memory section's
digital clock frequency so that it does
not appear at the output. At this point,
we have completed the main signal
paths, but some branches remain to be
analyzed.

The second branch from the D/A
output splits once again, with one sub
branch connected to an inverting
amplifier that connects to a switch.
The other sub-branch is a feed forward
path around the inverter to the other
pole of the switch. The switch is
labeled "Feedback Polarity," and the
two positions are labeled + and -. This
is the feedback path that we're follow
ing, and the switch allows us to select
between in-phase and out-of-phase
(reversed polarity) feedback. The feed
back is used to generate multiple
echoes, reverberation effects, or flang
ing, depending on the delay time.

The wiper of the switch connects to a
controllabeled "Feedback Level,"
which connects back to the "Feedback
In/Out" switch. We know we can
control the amount of feedback, as well
as defeating the feedback function if
we so desire. We also know the signal
flows right-to-left due to the arrow on
the line exiting the "feedback level"
control.

All that remains for us to analyze is
a side chain at the bottom of the dia
gram. This side chain provides the
clock signal for the digital processing
section ofthe device. It is a control
signal path, not an audio signal path.

The clock signal for all three digital
blocks comes from a block labeled
"YCO." The letters stand for voltage
controlled oscillator. We know that the
clock rate of this device, which controls
the delay time, is voltage-controllable.

We also see that there is a panel
control associated with the VCO,

labeled "Delay Time." Within ranges
determined by the range switches, we
have continuous control of the delay
time.

Another signal path enters the VCO
at the side. Tracing this path back, we
see that it originates with a block
labeled "LFO." The letters stand for
low frequency oscillator. This designa
tion is normally reserved for oscillators
designed to work at sub-audio frequen
cies (from as low as .001 Hz up to
20 Hz ... or as high as 100 Hz), This
section is labeled "Modulation." The
LFO therefore provides a modulating
signal for the clock VCO, varying the
basic clock rate in a periodic pattern
(from experience, we assume the
modulation wave to be a triangle wave
form unless otherwise noted).

The LFO is connected to the clock
VCO through a controllabeled
"Depth." This controls the amplitude of
the modulating signal, and thus the
extent to which it affects the clock rate.
Finally, we see that the LFO frequency
is varied with a panel controllabeled
"Modulation Rate."

7.5 SUMMATION

Techniques similar to those used in
the previous examples can be used to
analyze far more complicated block
diagrams. The basic principles remain
the same in all cases: read the signal
flow left-to-right unless explicitly
notated otherwise, and proceed logi
cally through one path at a time.

Some detective work will occasion
ally be necessary to ferret out the
meaning of a symbol or a notation
method. This is the mark of a poorly
made block diagram. A little logical
thought is almost always rewarded.

The technique of block diagrams is
easily extended to the diagramming of
whole sound systems. Doing so often
reveals potential problem areas, and a
good system diagram can be a handy
aid in operating the system. Some
examples of system block diagrams
may be found in Sections 17 and 18,
which describe "putting it all together"
in terms of the electronics and the
loudspeakers.

SECTiON 1
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8.1 GENERAL
DiSClJSSiON

Specifications help us to understand
how an item works, be it a microphone,
mixing console, amplifier, loudspeaker
signal processor, or even a length of '
cable. Specifications provide insight
into the quality of design and construc
tion, and guide us as to the suitability
of the item for a given purpose. In a
legal sense, once a manufacturer
specifies a piece of equipment to
perform in a certain way, he is respon
sible to make sure it does, at least
when first sold. And the sound contrac
tor may be held liable if specified
system performance criteria are not
met. It is important to understand the
meaning of specifications.

8.1.1 Why Specs Are Not
Always What They Seem

Unfortunately, specifications are all
too often unclear themselves. We
suspect that if the design engineers
were responsible for publishing all
specifications and sales information,
without regard to product sales, specs
would be a lot easier to comprehend,
but the reality is that every manufac
turer wants his product to appear as
good as possible. For this reason, specs
are often listed in such a way as to
emphasize the strong points and
overlook the weaker points of a prod
uct.

If specifications are honestly meas
ured, you may think, and if the product
legally is supposed to meet those specs,
then can they really be twisted to favor
a product? Yes, because there are
many ways to measure a specification,
and many ways to present it, all of
which may be accurate but not neces
sarily useful at best, and misleading
at worst. Mind you, this is not always
intentional. .. some people in engineer
ing, sales, and marketing really don't
understand subtle aspects of product

design, performance, and specification.
We recall one prominent ad where the
console's output level was specified as
"±24 dBm." Giving the manufacturer
the benefit of the doubt, we assume the
ad agency slipped - or maybe there
really was a switch to toggle the
console's maximum output level
between 252 milliwatts (+24 dBm) and
about 4 microwatts {-24 dBm).We hope
you will take it upon yourself to learn
enough to avoid such pitfalls.

8.1.2 Examples of Specs
That Should Be Doubted

The following specifications describe
an imaginary piece of signal processing
equipment. They have been stated so
as to appear useful, yet every single
one is either misleading or completely
meaningless. Can you tell why?

Seems like this is a reasonably well
made item, whatever it does. Fairly
low distortion, typical professional

Frequency Response:
30 Hz to 20 kHz

Harmonic Distortion:
Less than 1%

lnterrnocutatlon Distortion:
Less than 1%

Output Noise:
Better than -90 dB

Input Impedance:
600 ohms

Input Sensitivity:
OdBV

Maximum Output Level:
+24 dBm

Output Impedance:
10k ohms

Crosstalk:
Under 60 dB

Dimensions:
19"Wx3-1h"Hx8"D

Weight:
10 pounds

Figure 8-1. An inadequate signal
processor specification



levels, low noise, standard rack mount
size. Nothing very special here... or is
there? The balance of Section 8 will
explain why a little healthy skepticism
is in order.

8.1.3 What to Look For

In general, a specification should
provide sufficient information to enable
any competent technician, using stan
dard test equipment, to measure the
equipment itself to verify the specifica
tion. Ifan elaborate test load was con
nected to the amplifier in order to
obtain a specification, that load should
also be explained in the spec. If the
amplifier was measured at -10 degrees
Fahrenheit, then that, too should be
stated (after all, it might do wonders
for the power rating to operate the
amplifier in a freezer). For input noise
specs, it makes a difference whether an
input is shorted or connected to a
specific impedance. For output level
specs, the load is significant. The
bandwidth is significant for impedance,
noise and level specs. You get the
idea... a very simple spec may be easier
to read, but it is also easier to fudge.

8.2 FREQlJENCY
RESPONSE

Section 2 goes into a fair amount of
detail with regard to the proper means
of measuring and evaluating the fre
quency response of various equipment,
and the power bandwidth of amplifiers.
Here we will quickly review the differ
ence between power bandwidth,
frequency response, and frequency
range, and then cite a few pitfalls in
their measurement and specification.

8.2.1 Distinguishing
Frequency Response,
Frequency Range, and
Power Bandwidth

The term frequency response is a
description of the ability of a device to
accurately reproduce, at its output, the
signals which appear at its input. With
microphones, this describes the rela
tionship between the acoustic pressure
at the diaphragm and the electrical
signal at the mic connector (i.e.,dB SPL
to dBV, dBu or dBm). With preamplifi
ers, mixers, and power amps, fre
quency response describes the power or
voltage waveform's amplitude relation
ship between input and output connec
tors, and so forth. There are at least
two important aspects to such a specifi
cation:
A) The extremes beyond which re

sponse falls off unacceptably or be
comes too erratic to be considered
useful; and

B) The degree of deviation (tolerance)
within those extremes.

There are instances where specify
ing a frequency response makes little
or no sense.

If a device is intended to alter the
spectral balance of a sound, then
specifying its frequency response, per
se, may be useless. For example, what
is the frequency response of an elec
tronic music synthesizer? We could
examine the keyboard and look up the
fundamental frequencies corresponding
to the notes... but then, there are har
monics and variable frequency oscilla
tors and so forth, so how can we really
know? Well, we could simply measure
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cies that could possibly be produced at
the most extreme settings of the
instrument for every note on the
keyboard. The real issue here is that
this is generating original sound, not
reproducing anything, so the whole
concept of frequency response goes out
the window. The term frequency range
is appropriate. Ifwe do, in fact, meas
ure the highest and lowest frequencies
that might be generated, we can then
specify these as follows:

Synthesizer Frequency Range:
16 Hz to 22 k.Hz

number of Hz between the points
where the output power drops by 3 dB
(halfthe power) relative to the
midband (typically 1 k.Hz) when the
amplifier is developing its maximum
rated power. The following examples
might be given for a properly specified,
real world amplifier.

Frequency Response:
10 Hz to 50 k.Hz, +0 dB, -1 dB (at
1 watt output into 8 ohms)

Power Bandwidth:
25 Hz to 28 kHz (@ 250 watts into
8 ohms, ~ 0.1% THD, both chan
nels driven)

In the special case of power amplifi
ers, frequency response may be ex
tremely flat, with wide bandwidth, at
low power levels, but may be substan
tially degraded at higher power levels.
In fact, this is usually the case. There
fore, the frequency response of an
amplifier is generally measured at
1 watt output (or some other low level).
In order to see what the amplifier does
at higher power, the power bandwidth
is described; this specification tells the

Observe that the power bandwidth
is considerably less than the frequency
response bandwidth. Also note that no
tolerance is required on the power
bandwidth spec because by definition
the spec merely tells us where the
power drops 3 dB relative to the
midband power of 250 watts (i.e., to
125 watts). Figure 8-2 illustrates the
actual response curves for these speci
fications.
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8.2.2 Graphic Versus
Printed Specs

As you can see from the preceding
examples, specifications may be pre
sented graphically, as well as in typed
form. In fact, most frequency response
specs are first plotted on a graph, and
then the written specs are generated
from the graph. Wherever possible, it
is better to see the graph, since this
provides far more information about
what is happening between, and even
beyond, the extreme ends of the stated
frequency response and power band
width.

Looking at Figure 8-2, for example,
notice that the low end frequency
response doesn't actually fall off one
bit at 10 Hz, although from the printed
spec, you might have guessed it was
down 1 dB. True, the high end re
sponse does drop by 1 dB at 50 kHz.
Why was this amp not specified to
below 10 Hz? Well, for one thing, it's
not a DC-coupled amplifier, so it's not
supposed to go down to DC (which is
the same as 0 Hz AC). Since 10 Hz is
well below the audio range, there
simply was no point in specifying it to,
say, 8 Hz (which may be where it was
down 1 dB). Besides, the graph paper
used did not go below 10 Hz, so re
sponse any lower would have been
difficult to document. In this case, the
printed spec did not hide anything, and
in fact was apparently more conserva
tive than the actual performance.

Even with graphic plots offrequency
response or power bandwidth, it is
important to know such things as the
load impedance and operating level.

Quiz:
Now, do you know why the fre
quency response spec in Figure 8-1
is meaningless? Ifyou said, "no tol
erance (no + or - so many dB) was
stated," you're correct. Ifyou said,
"no power level is given," you would
also be correct, assuming this was
a power amp. In the absence of a
stated output level, 1 watt is gener
ally assumed for measuring power
amplifier frequency response.

8.2.3 What is a Good
Frequency Response Spec?

With any spec, good must be judged
in the context of the application, the
balance of the system's performance,
and cost versus benefits. If this sounds
like hedging, it is. There is no one
answer.

Certainly, the flatter and wider a
frequency response spec, the more ac
curatelya system reproduces sounds.
But, it is pointless to have amplifiers
and loudspeakers that are flat to below
30 Hz when there is no program
material present below 40 Hz (which is
generally the case in a sound reinforce
ment system). In fact, it is often
desirable to restrict low frequency
response to block mic rumble and wind
noise, and to protect woofer cones in
the event a mic is dropped.

If the sound system is to be used for
paging, then the low frequency re
sponse need not go much below 200 Hz.
Similarly, it is pointless to have power
amplifiers and loudspeakers that are
capable of flat response to 18 kHz in
such a system. The human speaking
voice simply doesn't generate frequen
cies that high, so all the system would
do is to reproduce hiss and noise above
5 kHz or so. In this kind of application,
a frequency response spec of "150 Hz to
10 kHz, ± 6 dB" would be considered
excellent... and actually preferable to
the proverbial "20 Hz to 20 kHz"
idealized spec.

In fact, let's examine that "20 Hz to
20 kHz" syndrome. For many of us,
those numbers have been ingrained as
the gospel of required response in a
decent sound system. Where do they
come from? Well, a long time ago
research demonstrated that young ears
can detect sounds as low as 20 Hz and
as high as 20 kHz, and not much
beyond that. Below 20 Hz, we begin to
feel the sound instead of hearing it. In
fact, there is almost no musical signal
below 30 Hz except for the lowest
organ notes on large pipe organs, the
thump of a very large drum, or an
occasional synthesizer tuned down an
octave below the keyboard. While a few
very sensitive adult ears can hear a
few thousand cycles above 20 kHz
(characteristically recording engineers
or musicians playing non amplified
instruments), most adult humans in
today's civilized, western cultures
cannot hear much above 16 kHz - at
best. And the only natural sounds that
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go Up that high are the very highest
harmonics of high pitched musical
notes. Given this information, a system
exhibiting "flat" response from 25 Hz to
18 kHz would give most listeners a
breathtaking, very pleasing experience.
Even a 35 Hz to 16 kHz system would
sound very good to most people.

Ifwe examine recorded or broadcast
music, there are other considerations.
In records, high pass filters often
restrict the lowest recorded frequencies
to 40 Hz or 50 Hz (occasionally there is
some program with frequencies below
50 Hz, but records almost never go
below 20 Hz). In compact discs or
digital tapes, the highest frequencies
may "hit a brick wall" due to very steep
filters at 17 kHz to 20 kHz. The best
FM radio broadcasts seldom have any
energy below 30 Hz (because the
source material has no frequencies that
low), and since the stereo pilot tone is
at 19 kHz, their high frequency re
sponse is restricted to something below
18 kHz... often as low as 15 kHz. In
any case, flat response beyond these
limits is, in itself, no virtue. The only
real justification for extended fre
queney response is that it suggests
flatter phase response within the
desired audio passband, and that flat
phase response (if it exists) may
improve the sound quality of the
system.

This last point raises another issue.
Specs are often interrelated. If one spec
is terrible, then something else is
probably suffering, too, whether
apparent or not from the other specs
listed.

8.~ Noise

One definition of noise is akin to the
definition of a weed. What's a weed?
It's the flower you didn't plant and
don't want to grow. What's noise? It's
the sound you didn't intentionally
create, and don't want to hear.

While this definition is hardly tech
nical, it does get the point across. Noise
is important to quantify (and generally
to minimize) in electronic circuits
because it can mask portions of the
program, thus reducing available dy
namic range. High noise levels are very
annoying and fatiguing to the listener,
and actually color the sound. Noise
also wastes amplifier power, increases
effective distortion, and hastens loud
speaker failure by generating unneces
sary heat.

On the other hand, some types of
noise are very useful as test signals for
calibration of electronic equipment,
frequency response alignment of
speaker systems, or music synthesis.

8.3.1 What is Noise?

When the old man walks in on his
teenagers, who are listening to the
latest new-wave rock group at unnatu
rally high levels of distortion, and says
"What's that noise you're listening to?"
he's not discussing the kind of noise
we're concerned with just now. We're
more interested in the scientific as
pects of noise.

There are many kinds of signals that
qualify as noise, and these are given
convenient names like white noise,
pink noise, hum, buzz, static, popcorn
noise, and so forth. Of these, only the
first two types (white and pink) are
intentionally created - for use as test
signals (in this case, the noise is more
like the flowers). The other types of
noise are unwanted, of no practical
value (the weeds).

White and pink noise are both
comprised of a random signal, with all
audio frequencies present, over time,
and at various signal levels. Such noise
is generated by the random thermal
motion of electrons, and is therefore
called random noise. When this ther
mal noise is amplified, we perceive it
as hiss.
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Assuming one is listening to rela
tively good headphones or loudspeak
ers, the noise that one hears when a
high quality amplifier's gain (or level,
or volume) control is turned all the way
up, with no input signal present, is
known as white noise. White noise is
unfiltered, unaltered thermal noise.

When the energy content of a white
noise signal is averaged (integrated
over time), it will be found to contain
equal energy per Hz. What does this
mean?

Ifone measures a 100 Hz wide
window between 100 Hz and 200 Hz,
and then again between 1,500 Hz and
1,600 Hz, or 10,000 Hz and 10,100 Hz,
the amount of energy will be exactly
the same in each case. Plotting the
power of white noise, with respect to
frequency, will result in a 3 dB per
octave buildup in level as the fre
quency rises, as shown in Figure 8-3.
Why is this so? When we say the
energy rises 3 dB per octave, we have
to consider what an octave is. It is a
doubling of the frequency. From 20 Hz
to 40 Hz is one octave. From 100 Hz to
200 Hz is one octave. From 4,000 Hz to
8,000 Hz is one octave. Notice that as
the frequency rises, there are more
actual Hz in each octave: 20 Hz in the
octave between 20 Hz and 40 Hz,
compared to 4,000 Hz in the octave
between 4,000 Hz and 8,000 Hz, We

have stated that white noise has equal
energy per Hz. That means that if
there are more Hz in a given octave,
there will be more energy in that
octave. That's why white noise shows a
3 dB per octave increase.

There are noise generators that
produce white noise. Lacking one, you
can get a pretty good facsimile of it by
adjusting an FM radio so it is not
tuned to any station, and turning off
its muting circuit.The resulting hiss is
basically white noise.

White noise is used to calibrate
electronic equipment. It provides a
signal with which to measure levels,
and it drives the circuitry at all fre
quencies simultaneously. It is almost
never used for testing loudspeakers, as
explained in the following text.

8.3.3 Pink Noise

Pink noise is white noise that has
been modified with a pinking filter
(really). Such a filter is nothing more
than a 3 dB per octave roll-off that
commences at a sub-audio frequency
and continues to reduce the level as the
frequency goes higher and higher. In
essence, it nullifies the 3 dB per octave
rise in energy of the white noise signal
to create noise which has equal energy
per octave.
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per octave, it is more useful as a loud
speaker test and calibration signal. For
one thing, it makes it easier to get a
flat plot on a l/3-octave real time ana
lyzer, since the level will be uniform
with respect to the octave scaling. But,
there is a more important reason to use
pink noise.

Musical programs typically have
much more energy at low frequencies
than at higher frequencies. The very
highest octave in a sound system is
driven primarily by harmonics of
musical notes, and most of these are at
a considerably reduced level relative to
the fundamental. Were white noise to
be used as the test signal, it would be
delivering far more energy to the high
frequency drivers than to the midrange
or low frequency drivers. This would be
a very unrealistic test, and would tend
to burn up a lot oftweeters without
making the woofers work very hard at
all. Pink noise is balanced to more
closely simulate the kind of signals the
sound system will actually be required
to reproduce.

8.3.4 Shaping the Noise

This section of the manual is about
specifications, which means it's also
about testing. Ifyou read a loud
speaker power specification, and it
states that noise was used as a sound
source, that noise has probably been
shaped- that is, it has been filtered in
some way.

Pink noise itself is a shaped signal,
shaped by the pinking filter.True pink
noise (or white noise) will have unre
stricted bandwidth, and it really
doesn't make sense to feed a given
driver frequencies that are beyond its
intended range of operation... that only
causes excess heat (at higher frequen
cies) and excess diaphragm excursion
(at lower frequencies).

To create an appropriate signal, the
noise is subjected to further bandpass
filtering. If a woofer is being tested for
power handling or sensitivity, and is
intended for use in the 40 Hz to 500 Hz
range, then the noise source should be
shaped with a 40 Hz high pass and a
500 Hz low pass filter. It is important
to note not only the frequencies, but
also the slope rates of such filters (as
explained in Section 8.9) since this all
affects the specified performance.

Some manufacturers use specially
created filters to shape the noise, often
with reasonable justification. It is im
portant, when comparing specs, to
examine the filters that were used on
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the noise. (Unfortunately, some manu
facturers measure woofer sensitivity in
the 1 kHz to 2 kHz range,which makes
the numbers look better, but is worth
less since the units are beamy at those
frequencies and are used at much
lower frequencies.)

8.3.5 EIN: A Measure of Mic
Preamplifier Noise

Using noise as a test signal is one
thing. Finding it at the output of a
mixing console, a signal processor or a
power amplifier that is supposed to be
quiet is quite another matter.

In circuits that have microphone
inputs, one common specification is the
Equivalent Input Noise, abbreviated
EIN. This is a measure of how quiet
the mic preamp really is ... except it's
measured at the device's output,
typically at the output of a mixing
console. To determine the EIN, one
actually measures the noise at the
output, then subtracts the amount of
amplifier gain.The math is usually a
bit more complex than simply measur
ing so many dBm at the output and
then subtracting so many dB for the
gain. Typically, the measurement is
done with a resistor connected across
the input (usually 150 ohms) to repre
sent the microphone and to keep out
spurious signals. Calculations must
account for the actual impedance of the
input termination, as well as the tem
perature (remember, noise is thermally
generated, so heat will affect it). The
bandwidth of the circuit is also impor
tant, since the wider the bandwidth,
the more overall noise energy will be
present (as shown in Figures 8-3 and
8-4).

What is a good EIN spec for a mic
preamp? Here were are in luck. There
is a theoretically calculable minimum
noise (the thermal noise ofthe resistor)
below which no mic preamp will ever
go. Given a 20 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth
and a 150 ohm input resistor, at 59°F,
that resistor's theoretical minimum is
-131.9 dBm. Notice that EIN should
always be specified in dBm, since it
represents the noise power.

Ifyou see an EIN specified with the
input shorted, beware... such a specifi-

cation makes no sense. For one thing,
what good is a mic preamp if its input
has a dead short circuit across it? Wire,
which has very little resistance, will
generate much less thermal noise than
a 150 ohm resistor, so the EIN will
probably look a lot better than it
should. The chances are such a spec
was either measured by someone who
didn't know any better (not a good
omen in terms of the circuit design), or
by someone who felt the EIN spec was
necessary for shopping comparisons,
but who also felt it necessary to im
prove the numbers that describe a
noisy input.

NOTE: Some differential amplifi
ers are specified with regard to
"equivalent input wideband noise
voltage." In this measurement, the
input ofthe amp is shorted, and the
output voltage is then divided by
the DC gain of the amplifier. This
type ofmeasurement is not particu
larly applicable to audio equip
ment.

8.3.6 Specifyi ng Output
Noise

Output noise is a useful specification
for any electronic device. It accounts
for all the sources of noise within the
device: preamplifiers, filters, summing
amplifiers, buffer amplifiers, solid
state switches, power supply leakage,
and so forth. Particularly in mixing
consoles, it is one of the most easily
manipulated specifications... because
so many things affect the output noise.

Here are four typical output noise
specifications:
a) Output Noise:

Better than 90 dB below maxi
mum output.

b) Hum and Noise:
Less than -70 dBm.

c) Hum and Noise:
Less than -85 dBm (20 Hz to
20 kHz).

d) Hum and Noise:
Less than -70 dBm (20 Hz to
20 kHz, one input level and one
master level control at nominal
position, all other level controls at
minimum, input pad bypassed,
600 ohm input and output termi
nations).
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Did you guess that these four
specifications are all describing the
same mixing console? They are, but
why do they differ so much? The
answer lies (pun intended) in the level
of detail provided.

In (a), only output noise is cited, and
we don't know if power supply hum
was a component of that noise. A
skeptical reader might assume there
was considerable hum, and that a
notch filter was used to remove that
hum so the noise figure would look
better. This might hold up in court, but
it is not exactly ethical (if intentional),
and it certainly doesn't tell us much
about real-world performance. So let's
assume that it really is a hum and
noise spec. If so, why is the figure
90 dB? Well, it's spec'd at 90 dB (or
more) below the maximum output
level. If the maximum output level is
+24 dBm, this spec could be inter
preted to be "Better than -66 dBm,"
which is really not as good as spec (b).

We really don't like spec (b) either,
because it lacks essential information...
like the bandwidth of the noise. If a
100 Hz to 10 kHz shaping filter were
used ahead of the noise meter, a lot of
hum and/or high frequency hiss pres
ent in the actual output would go
unrevealed by this specification. Once
again, let's assume the manufacturer is
not hiding something, and a reasonable
bandwidth of 20 Hz to 20 kHz were
used. There's still some important
information missing, as illustrated by
specs (c) and (d).

Remember, these specs all describe
the same console. Why, then, does spec
(c) claim to be 15 dB quieter than spec
(b)? Here the bandwidth is given, and
it is reasonably wide. Was it that spec
(b) had a miniscule bandwidth? Not
likely. No, a look at spec (d) suggests
the answer. It has to do with where the
console's level controls are set. You
know that when you turn up the level,
the noise generally increases... and
usually the more channels you add to a
mix, the more noise. Well, in spec (c),
all the level controls were set at
minimum, so the output was very
quiet... but what good is a console with
all the level controls shut down? In
spec (d) we see one input and one
master circuit contributing to the
output noise, and we get a reasonable
indication of true performance. We also

are told that the input and output are
terminated by (connected to) 600 ohms.
We already know the termination can
have a significant effect on the noise
level from the EIN discussion.

Incidentally, the mere specification
of a 20 Hz to 20 kHz noise bandwidth
does not tell us how such a bandwidth
was obtained. Ifvery gradual filters
are used, significant noise can be
present above 20 kHz. For example, a
6 dB per octave roll-off would mean
that at 40 kHz, a white noise source
would have been attenuated only about
3dB, since it rises at 3 dB per octave.
Clearly, either a much steeper filter, or
one that begins at a lower frequency, is
called for.

Around 1974, Yamaha engineers
and technicians began measuring noise
with a special filter because, at the
time, there was no standard noise filter
for testing mixing consoles and other
electronics. By selecting a -6 dB per
octave low pass filter with its knee
(-3 dB point) at 12.47 kHz, they
obtained the equivalent high frequency
noise energy to an infinite dB per
octave "brick wall" filter set at 20 kHz.
The resulting noise measurement was
intended to give more meaningful
results relative to the range of human
hearing.

Now a European DIN (Deutsche In
dustrie Normen) standard specifies a
noise filter for such measurements. It
basically is down 3 dB at 22 kHz, and
rolls off at 12 dB per octave above that.
This type of filter admits about 2 dB
more noise than the previously de
scribed Yamaha filter, but it is now
being built into many audio test sets.

Other manufacturers, mindful of the
reduced sensitivity of the ear to high
and low frequencies, have instead used
an "A" weighting filter when measur
ing noise (the filter is described in
Section 3.6). This filter yields "human"
results, and, like the DIN filter, is also
widely available for purchase. Remem
ber that "A" weighting yields better
looking noise specs than a simple
20 kHz low pass filter because large
portions of the low and high ends of the
audible spectrum are rolled off.
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Figure 8-5. Frequency spectrum of
noise induced by an SCR dimmer

on a 60 Hz AC power line

Proper grounding and shielding,
both within a given piece of equipment,
and for the overall sound system, go a
long way toward minimizing problems
with hum, buzz, and static.
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Popcorn noise is not obtained by
placing a mic near a heated pan of
popping corn, although it sounds
similar. It is a sporadic, crackling
sound that can be caused by internal
breakdown within transistors, or by
dirty patch-points or other connections.
It should never be present in properly
designed sound equipment that uses
high quality components and is in good
operating condition.
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8.3.7 Other Types of Noise

You may recall we briefly cited hum,
buzz, static, and popcorn noise at the
beginning of this section. These are all
types of noise, and are seldom speci
fied. Hum is generally the result of
leakage of AC power line energy into
the audio circuit. It can be caused by a
poorly isolated power transformer, a
power supply problem, or indirectly by
electromagnetic coupling of AC mag
netic fields into cables or other compo
nents. It can be caused by excess
harmonic distortion on the AC line
itself. While AC power lines are nor
mally 60 Hz in the U.SA. (or 50 Hz in
some other parts of the world), hum is
comprised primarily of sine wave
components at 120 Hz, 180 Hz, and
other harmonics of 60 Hz (or 100 Hz,
150 Hz, etc. for 50 Hz power lines).

Buzz is similar to hum, but contains
harmonically related noise energy
across the audio spectrum, including
high frequency energy. It is often
caused by SCR dimmers (silicon con
trolled rectifiers) that "chop" the 60 Hz
AC power line sine wave. The resulting
steep waveform is the cause of har
monic distortion that readily couples
into nearby audio circuitry (especially
if the shielding and/or grounding in the
system is not correct). An analyzer
screen photo of SCR induced buzz is
shown in Figure 8-5.

Static can be caused by distant light
ning, by intermittent sparking of
power lines, generators or electric
motors, or by radio frequency energy
that enters the sound equipment and is
rectified. The latter is also known as
RFI, which is an abbreviation for radio
frequency interference.

Quiz:
Why is the output noise spec in
Figure 8-1 less than useless? Well, it
tells us even less than example spec
(a) above. We don't know the band
width, the level control settings, or
the termination. Beyond that, the
output level of -90 dB is not refer
enced to anything... not to 1 mil
liwatt (as it would be if stated in
dBm), nor to maximum output level
(which would enable the output
noise level to be ascertained).
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8.4 HARMONic
DisTORTioN

Distortion is any unwanted change
that occurs in an audio signal. There
are many types of distortion. Distortion
can alter the amplitude, alter the
phase, or create spurious frequencies
that were not present in the input
signal. Harmonic distortion is one form
ofthe latter type of distortion.

Harmonic distortion colors the
sound, making it unnatural. When it
occurs in the signal processing or
amplification circuitry, it gives the
impression the loudspeakers are
breaking up because harmonic distor
tion is also created when loudspeakers
are overdriven. Perhaps most danger
ously, harmonic distortion can actually
promote premature loudspeaker
failure, as explained in Sections 12 and
13.

As with noise, there are times when
distortion is a desired result, mainly in
guitar amplifier/speaker systems,
where the coloration caused by the
distortion becomes part of the sound
the musician seeks to create. A special
type of signal processor, an exciter,
also uses high frequency distortion
components to brighten the sound.
These are the exceptions to the rule
and we can pretty much assume that
distortion is generally something to be
avoided.

8.4.1 What is Harmonic
Distortion?

Harmonic distortion is comprised of
one or more signal components that are
whole number multiples ofthe input
frequency. For example, if a pure
100 Hz sine wave is applied to the
input of a circuit, and the output
contains not only 100 Hz, but also
200 Hz, 300 Hz, 400 Hz and 500 Hz
signals, the output can be said to
contain 2nd

, 3rd
, 4th and 5th harmonics.

These harmonics are distortion, since
they were not part of the input signal.

NOTE: The human ear tends to find
odd-order harmonics (i.e., 3rd, I1h, rh,
etc.) more objectionable than euen
order harmonics (i.e., 2nd, 4th, (fh).
Higher order harmonics (i.e., 6th or rh)

will tend to be more objectionable than
lower order harmonics (2nd or 3rd

) .

In describing distortion, we describe
the relative level of the harmonic com
ponents, compared to the primary
input signal component, at the output
of the device being tested. The distor
tion components can either be specified
in level (i.e., so many dB below the
signal), or in percent (i.e., so many
percent of the signal). Harmonic
distortion can be specified for individ
ual harmonics, or as a composite value
representing all the harmonics. The
latter is more common, and is called
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD).

Harmonic distortion can be caused
by the clipping of a waveform (when an

50K5K 10K 20K
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Figure 8-6. Graphic representation of harmonic distortion
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amplifier is driven to a point where the
output cannot produce adequate
voltage to trace the input waveform). It
can be caused by other circuit faults or
design errors. In loudspeakers, it can
be caused by resonances, voice coil
rubbing or striking against the mag
netic structure, or diaphragm break
up. It is beyond the scope of this
handbook to explore the origins of
harmonic distortion in any greater
detail.

8.4.2 Measuring Harmonic
Distortion

Harmonic Distortion:
2nd Harmonic, -60 dB,
3rd Harmonic, -75 dB, relative to
maximum rated output at 1 kHz.

We know such a spec has been
measured with an analyzer, rather
than a notch filter. It is less susceptible
to inaccuracies due to noise, unless
there is a very high noise level. With
an analyzer, we generally view the
noise voltage. Therefore, if we want to
convert a dB distortion spec into a
percent spec, we use the following
formula:

%Distortion = 100. 10±dB/20
(V or SPL)

PROBLEM: What is the percent
2nd HD of an output rated as follows:

Second Harmonic Distortion:
30 dB below maximum rated output

of 100 watts.

Notice that the -60 dB distortion
number in the first problem dB, was
referenced to voltage (as indicated by
the dBu spec). In the second problem,

This equation can be used for individ
ual harmonics, or for total harmonic
distortion. Ifwe are looking at dB in
relation to output power, then the
equation is modified to reflect the 10
log relationship, as follows:

%Distortion(TI ) = 100 • 10±dB/1O
rower
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= 100 • 10-30110

= 100. 10-3

= 100 • .001
=0.1%

2 nd Harmonic Distortion

%HD
pwr

PROBLEM: What is the percent
2nd harmonic distortion of an output
whose 2nd harmonic is 60 dB below
the +4 dBu signal?

% Distortion = 100 • 10--60/20

= 100 • 10-3

= 100 • .001
= 0.1% 2nd

Harmonic Distortion

If this spec is accompanied by a very
low output noise specification, you can
assume that most of the 1% is, in fact,
distortion... if the noise is high, then
perhaps a lot of the measured distor
tion is actually noise voltage. It is not
necessary to be a detective if the
equipment is measured using a wave
analyser.

By using a wave analyzer, which
precisely indicates signals present in
bands as narrow as 1;10 octave... or a
spectrum analyzer that provides a
detailed graphic view of the entire
output waveform, with respect to
frequency and amplitude, individual
harmonic frequencies can be identified
and measured. Using such equipment,
individual harmonics may be specified.
For example, it is not uncommon to see
the following specification:

One method of measuring harmonic
distortion is to inject a single fre
quency, sine wave test signal at the
input of the device under test, and to
then use a deep, very narrow band
rejection filter to eliminate that same
test signal at the device's output.
Typically, such a filter would cut the
test signal by at least 80 dB. One then
takes a simple voltage measurement of
everything that's left at the output and
calls that the total harmonic distortion.
The problem with this measurement is
that it also measures any noise present
at the output. This is why manufactur
ers sometimes print a spec like this:

Total Distortion & Noise:
Less than 1% at +4 dBm.
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erenced to power. Note that both
values represent a distortion of 0.1 %.
This is why percentages are most often
used in describing distortion - they
avoid confusion.

The same formulas apply to 3rd har
monic, 4 th harmonic or total harmonic
distortion. Figure 8-7 provides a handy
graphic reference based on these
formulas, so you don't have to do the
math if the values can be found on the
chart.

Ifyou want to go in the opposite di
rection, that is, to find the ratio in dB
represented by a percent distortion,
use the following formulas:

For power ratios:
dB = 10 log (% + 100)

For voltage ratios (or SPL ratios):
dB = 20 log (% + 100)

Total dB= 10 log (10dB1/10 +10dB2I10
... + 10dBn 110 )

PROBLEM: What is the % THD for
a circuit whose 2nd harmonic distor
tion is -40 dB, third harmonic is
-65 dB, fourth harmonic is -50 dB,
fifth harmonic is -70 dB, and all
subsequent harmonics are negligible
(below -80 dB) relative to 252 mW
(+24 dBm) output?

Total dB= 10 log (10-40110 + 10-sSI10

+ 10-50/10 + 10-70/10 )

Total dB = 10 log (10-4 + lO-s.S

+ 10-5 + 10-7)

= 10 log (.0001 + .0000003162
+ .00001 + .0000001)

= 10 log (.0001104162)
= 10 (-3.956967203)
= -39.6 dB (approx)

Ifyou have separate specs for 2nd

harmonic, 3rd harmonic, and so forth,
you cannot simply add the figures to
obtain the THD. Instead, you need to
add the dB value of each harmonic
using the following formula (then you
can find the % THD using one of the
previously stated voltage/SPL refer
enced formulas):

As you can see, the total distortion,
in dB is not much greater than the
second harmonic (0.4 dB). The higher
order harmonics are so much lower in
level that they are almost negligible in
this case. Now let's convert the number
of dB to a percentage.

%THD = 100 • 10--39.6 110

= 100 • 10--3·96

= 100 • 0.0001096
= .001%

~
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8.4.3 Factors Affecting
Harmonic Distortion
Specifications

None of the distortion specs pre
sented so far in this section have been
thorough. There are many things we
would like to know about a harmonic
distortion spec in order to determine
whether it represents an appropriate
measurement of a real world operating
condition, and to be able to duplicate
the measurement ourselves. It would
be wise to ask the following questions:
a) At what operating level, or levels,

was the measurement made?
b) At what frequency, or over what

frequency range, was the measure
mentmade?

c) What input termination and output
load were used?

c) Was noise part of the measurement,
or was this a pure distortion test?

The distortion in almost all circuits
will rise dramatically and suddenly as
the maximum output voltage or power
is reached. This is the result of clip
ping. The distortion will usually be
rated at some level below this rise. It is
important to note that the percent dis
tortion may also rise at very low output
levels. In this case, it is usually a
matter of running into the residual
noise of the test equipment, or the
equipment under test. That is, the
harmonic components can only be so
many dB below the signal when the
signal is very close to the noise floor. A
special case exists with digital audio

equipment, where the actual distortion
components may remain at a fairly
constant level regardless of the output
power. In this case, the percent distor
tion will decrease as the output power
is increased.

Distortion will sometimes be higher
at low frequencies in transformer
coupled equipment, particularly at
higher levels, due to transformer core
saturation. In most audio circuits,
distortion generally rises at higher fre
quencies. This is why many manufac
turers provide actual distortion
graphs, illustrating the %THD versus
frequency and level, as shown in
Figure 8-8. Such graphs are useful,
and are often derived at 100 Hz, 1 kHz,
and 10 kHz, which are representative
ofthe audio spectrum.

It is not unusual to see the midband
(1 kHz) distortion be lower than the
low and high frequency distortion. Our
ears, being most sensitive at mid
frequencies, will tend to hear this as
being most natural, anyway. We are
also very tolerant oflow frequency
distortion. Sometimes it is even per
ceived as sounding good.

You may notice that the highest end
of the audio spectrum is not repre
sented in Figure 8-8. Why not show a
20 kHz plot? Well, what would be the
2n d harmonic of 20 kHz? Right,
40 kHz... well above the audio spec
trum... and the other harmonics would
be higher than that. The 2n d harmonic

SECTiON 8

Figure 8-8. THD Plot for a typical power amplifier output
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of 10 kHz, however, is 20 kHz. These
higher frequencies can affect audible
frequencies (via intermodulation
products), but given a limited amount
of space, a 10 kHz spec is probably
more useful. Time for a quiz.

Quiz:
Why was the harmonic distortion
spec in Figure 8-1 worthless? (To
save you the trouble of page flip
ping, it was: Harmonic Distortion:
Less than 1%.)

Of course you know the answer: no
level was specified, nor was a fre
quency (or frequency range), or a load...
we don't really know if it's THD or one
or more specific harmonics (we'd
assume THD).

8.5 INTERMOdlJLATioN
DiSTORTioN

Intermodulation distortion (abbrevi
ated IM or IMD) occurs when at least
two input signal frequencies interact to
form new, non-harmonically related,
output frequencies. Percent for per
cent, intermodulation distortion is
usually more objectionable to the ear
than harmonic distortion.

8.5.1 Measuring IM
Distortion

There are a number of commonly
used tests for IM. All involve the use of
two sine wave tones, usually at differ
ent relative levels. The Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engi
neers (SMPTE) has been concerned
with IM for a long time... ever since the
advent of film soundtracks. They
devised one test for IM which is per
haps the most widely used today. You
will often see this specified as: INTER
MODULATION DISTORTION
(SMPTE method).

SMPTE distortion tests utilize 60 Hz
and 7 kHz tones in a 4:1 ratio-the
60 Hz tone is 12 dB higher in level
than the 7 kHz tone (2:1 is a 6 dB
voltage ratio, so 4:1 is a 12 dB ratio).
Sharp notch filters then eliminate the
60 Hz and 7 kHz components from the
output, and everything that's left is
assumed to be intermodulation distor
tion. As with THD, this technique can
result in noise being factored into the
IM spec, so it is preferable to use a
wave analyzer.

One important item. The SMPTE IM
test must be based on peak voltage
measurement, whereas most other
noise and distortion tests are based on
rms measurement. Since the 7 kHz
rides atop the 60 Hz waveform, it is
important to use an oscilloscope when
adjusting the output level (the test
signal looks like a fuzzy 60 Hz wave
form). Because the level is turned down
to account for the peak voltage, a
correction factor of about 1.5 dB is used
before calculating the actual percent
distortion.

Other tests for IM utilize different
frequencies and different ratios (for ex
ample, 14 kHz and 15 kHz, 1:1). The
most common test, by far, is the
SMPTE test.



8.5.2 Sources of IM
Distortion

Amplifiers are the major source of
IM distortion in electronic circuits.
Well-behaved amplifiers tend not to
generate much IM. In loudspeakers,
IM can be caused by Doppler effect.
The diaphragm of a driver may be
moving back and forth at a lower
frequency, and the higher frequency
waveform then rides on that moving
diaphragm, causing the frequency of
the higher frequency wave to shift up
as the diaphragm moves closer to the
listener, and to shift down as the
diaphragm moves away. This is the
same effect that causes the pitch of a
train whistle or truck horn to rise as
the train or truck approaches the
listener, and fall as it passes and
moves away.

8.5.3 How Much Distortion
is Tolerable?

As we stated, IM distortion tends to
be more objectionable than harmonic
distortion, so it stands to reason that
the IM spec should be at least as low, if
not lower than the THD spec. This is
generally the case with well designed
equipment. When we ask, "How much
IM is tolerable?", we might just as well
ask "How much distortion of any kind
is tolerable?"

The answer is not simple. It depends
on the maximum sound pressure levels
to be generated, the dynamic range of
the sound system, and the nature of
the program. If the distortion compo
nents are sufficiently low in level that
they will be low enough to be buried
below the ambient noise ofthe environ
ment by at least 10 dB SPL, then the
distortion will probably be inaudible.
To calculate the actual values, you'll
have to take the percent distortion at
maximum output level, convert that to
dB, and subtract that number of dB
from the maximum sound level. Then
see if the result is below the measured
or specified noise floor ofthe system.
You11 probably find that anything
below 1% will be fine for all but the
most critical sound systems.

One cannot simply look at the dis
tortion of a loudspeaker, at say 5%,
and assume that it is so high that it
will mask any distortion from the
electronics. Most of the loudspeaker's

distortion may be second harmonic,
and may not be very objectionable. On
the other hand, if the 1% distortion in
the amplifier is mostly intermodula
tion, or odd-order harmonic distortion,
these components may well be heard
through the loudspeaker. This illus
trates why it is important to keep
distortion low throughout the signal
chain.

8.5.4 Transient
Intermodulation Distortion

Transient Intermodulation Distor
tion, or TIM, is a special case of IM. It
occurs only momentarily during brief
"transients" - high level, sharply
sloped peaks in the program. TIM is
generally the result of improper
amplifier design, and amplifiers using
a lot of negative feedback to improve
stability are most susceptible to TIM.
It is difficult to measure this spec, and
there is as yet no consensus on the
proper method of measurement, so few
manufacturers will list it on a spec
sheet. It's an audible aberration that is
best avoided.

Quiz:
Why was the intermodulation dis
tortion spec in Figure 8-1 worthless?
(To save you the trouble of page
flipping, it was: Intermodulation
Distortion: Less than 1%.)

The answer is similar to the previ
ous quiz. No level was specified, nor
were the test signal frequencies and
ratio, nor was the load.
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8.6 INpUT ANd OUTpUT
IMpEdANCES

Impedance is defined as the total
opposition to the flow of alternating
current (read that "audio signal") in an
electrical circuit, and is measured in
ohms. So much for definitions. But
what does impedance mean to the
operator of a sound system?

The impedance of an output - of
something that supplies audio power
is a measure of how easily the power
will flow from that output. This imped
ance is known as source impedance
because it is the impedance ofthe
source of signals.

The impedance of an input - of
something to which a signal is applied
- is a measure of how much power that
input will tend to draw (from a given
output voltage). This impedance is
known as the load impedance because
it is the impedance that determines
how loaded down the output will be.
The load impedance is also known as
the termination or terminating imped
ance.

In most modern, line level audio
circuits, it is considered beneficial for
the output's source impedance to be as
low as practical, and the input's load
impedance to be as high as practical
within limits, as is explained later in

this section. Refer to Figure 8-10 to see
how the input load impedance of one
device (ZIN) terminates the output
source impedance (ZOUT) of the device
feeding it.

A circuit where the input termina
tion impedance is a minimum of some
10 times the source impedance of the
output driving that input is said to be a
bridging input, and the output is said
to be bridged.

In some modern equipment, and in
most older equipment, it was desirable
for the input's terminating impedance
to be roughly the same as the output's
source impedance. Such circuits are
said to be matched.

It is important for you to know
whether the output of a particular
piece of equipment is supposed to be
matched or bridged, or whether that
doesn't matter. When there is an
impedance mismatch (which means the
source and load are not right for one
another, whether matched or bridged),
the results can range from improper
frequency response to excess distortion
to incorrect operating levels to circuit
failure. In terms of specifications, it is
important to know what impedances
were used when measuring the specs
in order for the specs to be reproduc
ible.

+

INPUT

ZOUT
+

OUTPUT
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SIGNAL PROCESSOR, MIXER OR AMPLIFIER

Figure 8-9. Block diagram showing input termination resistance (ZIN) and
output source impedance (ZOUT)
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ZOUT
+ +

OUTPUT INPUT

1
0 0

I
1-- - -

;/SIGNAL SOURCE OR SIGNAL PROCESSOR,
SIGNAL PROCESSOR MIXER OR AMPLIFIER

Figure 8-10. Block diagram illustrates how load impedance of an input
terminates source impedance of a preceding output

8.6.1 Confusion About
Input And Output
Impedances

Output Source Impedance:
100 ohms

Minimum Load Impedance:
600 ohms

The specification of input and output
impedance would seem to be straight
forward, based on the information we
have presented so far. Unfortunately,
in an attempt to help the user of
equipment, many manufacturers have
contributed to significant confusion.

Sometimes the minimum recom
mended load impedance is not the
same as the minimum acceptable load
impedance, and neither may be the
same as the output's source impedance.
In this case, a clear, unambiguous
specification might look like this:

8.6.1.1 Output Impedance

EXAMPLE: What is the source
impedance of the output in this
specification?

Output Impedance:
600 ohms

Ifyou guessed 600 ohms, you may be
right. On the other hand, you may be
dead wrong! Sometimes, instead of
specifying the actual source impedance
of an output, a manufacturer will
specify the impedance ofthe load into
which the output is designed to oper
ate. In the above example, it is entirely
possible that 600 ohms was not the
source impedance, but rather the
intended minimum load impedance.
How would you know? You wouldn't
unless you studied the circuit sche
matic or called the manufacturer and
spoke with an engineer who knew the
product. For this reason, a much
better, less ambiguous specification for
that input would be:

Output Source Impedance:
200 ohms

Minimum Load Impedance:
600 ohms. Recommended Load
Impedance: 2k ohms or higher

Quiz:
What was the actual output source
impedance ofthe device specified in
Figure 8-I? You will recall the spec
read "Output Impedance:
10k ohms."

Did you answer 10,000 ohms? You're
probably incorrect, but we really don't
know from that spec.

Why do we think 10,000 ohms is
probably the the intended load, rather
than the actual source impedance?
Experience tells us that the output
source impedance of line level, profes
sional sound equipment that is in
tended to drive low actual load imped
ances tends to fall in the 50 ohm to
600 ohm range, while the source
impedance of outputs that are intended
to drive 10k ohm actual load imped
ances tends to fall in the 600 ohm to
2000 ohm range. The spec of 10,000
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ohms therefore appears to be a sug
gested load impedance to bridge the
output (although it is possible that it's
an actual output source impedance).
That's why the spec in Figure 8-1 is not
very useful.

8.6.1.2 Input Impedance

Just as output impedance specs can
be ambiguous, so, too can input imped
ance specs. Sometimes the manufac
turer will list the actual terminating
impedance of the input, whereas
sometimes the intended source imped
ance of the circuit driving the input
will be listed. Ideally, both should be
plainly spelled out.

Quiz:
What was the actual input termina
tion impedance of the device speci
fied in Figure B-1? You will recall
the spec read, "Input Impedance:
600 ohms."

Well, it might be 600 ohms. Or it
might be 5,000 or 10,000 ohms and
intended to bridge a 600 ohm output.
Once again, you simply don't have
enough information to know, for sure,
anything about the input impedance. If
we had to guess (and sometimes we
do), we'd guess this is a bridging input,
and that its terminating impedance is
high. Why? The "Input Sensitivity"
spec in Figure 8-1 is rated in dBV,
which is a voltage-referenced spec. If
the input actually had a 600 ohm input
impedance, its sensitivity would
probably be spec'd in dBm, which is a
very convenient figure to use with an
actual 600 ohm impedance. The fact
that "dBV" was used suggests an input
which is more voltage than power
sensitive, which suggests high imped
ance. Hence our educated guess.

What is an unambiguous way to
specify input impedance? Here are a
few examples:

A BRIDGING INPUT-

Input Load Impedance:
(or, Input Termination Impedance:)

5,000 ohms
Intended For Sources Of:

600 ohms

Another way to specify this
BRIDGING INPUT-

Input Impedance:
5,000 ohms (for use with 600 ohm
or lower source impedances)

A MATCHING INPUT-

Input Load Impedance:
600 ohms, matching

Another way to specify this Matching
Input:

Input Impedance:
600 ohms

Intended For Source Impedance
of:

600 ohms

A MICROPHONE INPUT
(Neither Matching nor Bridging) -

Microphone Input Impedance:
1,400 ohms (for use with 50 to
200 ohm mics).



8.6.2 The Implications of
Impedance Mismatches
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When we speak of a mismatch, we
simply mean that the input source
impedance is not appropriate for the
output of the device that is connected
to the input (or vice-versa, depending
on your point of view). A mismatch
does not imply a matching or a bridg
ing circuit, per se, just an incorrect one
for the particular equipment involved.

To understand what happens with
mismatched impedances, it may be
useful to review how output source
impedance is determined. Refer to
Figure 8-11. When the source imped
ance of an output (ZOUT) is measured,
the voltage across the output is first
measured with an open circuit, or very
high resistance load. The resistance of
the load (ZL) is then reduced (usually
with an impedance bridge or a box that
allows switching in resistors oflower
and lower value). Gradually, as the
load increases (resistance decreases), it
pulls down the output voltage. At the
point where the open circuit voltage
(V0) drops to half its initial value
(-6 dB with respect to voltage), the
load is disconnected, and its resistance
is checked. This resistance is assumed
to be equal to the actual source imped
ance of the output because half the
output voltage (and halfthe power) is
being dissipated by the load.

.. What happens when an output is
connected to too low an actual load
impedance? What would happen, for
example, if you connected the 600 ohm
output of a mixing console to an 8 ohm
loudpeaker?

While a few console and preamp
outputs are capable of operating into
very low impedances (8 ohms)
primarily for driving headphones 
typical line levels (measured in milli
watts or dBm) cannot drive speakers to
usable levels. Not only is the power
insufficient for more than whisper
levels, the console circuits are designed
to operate into loads of 600 ohms to
50,000 ohms. They simply cannot
deliver even their few milliwatts of
rated power to a typical 8 ohm speaker
without being overloaded. Let's see
what would happen.

PROBLEM: How serious an
overload would an 8 ohm load
present to a 600 ohm, +24 dBm
output? First, we must calculate (or
look up in Table 8-1 (in the
following sub-section) the power
represented by +24 dBm.

Power = 0.001 • 10dBm/10

= 0.001 • 10 24110

= 0.001 • 10 2.4

=0.001 • 251
= 0.251 watts

"'%watt

The maximum specified output
power, therefore is 250 milliwatts. How
much power would be drawn by an
8 ohm load? In order to know this, we
need to know the voltage represented
by the +24 dBm output. Fortunately,
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Figure 8-11. Measuring output source impedance
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we know the specified load impedance
(600 ohms), so the voltage would be:

Voltage :;;...j W • Z
:;;...j .251 • 600
:;;...j 150.6
:;; 12.27 volts

Given that the output delivers 12.27
volts into 600 ohms, how many watts
would 8 ohms try to draw?

Power:;; E2 + Z
:;; 12.272 + 8
:;; 150.6 -7- 8
:;; 18.8 watts

Clearly, an output that is designed
to deliver a maximum power of %watt
will not be able to deliver 18.8 watts
into an 8 ohm load, or any other load.
Such an output would be severely
overloaded, and would poop out before
driving the loudspeaker.

It may be that 12.27 volts is suffi
cient, because we may only need
18 watts to drive the speaker. How
ever, in order to deliver that voltage
into 8 ohms, a power amplifier must be
used. The line amp in the console can't
supply the needed current.

We went into considerable detail in
the previous example to illustrate why
an impedance mismatch can cause a
serious problem. Some impedance
mismatches are less severe, but can
still cause problems.

Consider the case of the typical low
impedance dynamic microphone, as
used in professional sound reinforce
ment. The microphone may have an
actual output source impedance of 50
to 200 ohms. It is typically designed to
operate into a mic preamp with 1000 to
1500 ohms input termination im
pednce. (This is basically a bridging
input, since it is roughly ten times the
output impedance of the mic.) If the
mic is connected to an actual 200 ohm
input impedance (as a less knowledge
able circuit designer might inadver
tently build for a 200 ohm mic), the
output voltage of the mic will drop
6 dB. The signal-to-noise performance
will therefore be degraded. Since the
inductance of the mic element (or
transformer secondary) and the input
impedance form a tuned circuit, the

frequency response of the mic will also
be degraded, causing a rise in low end
response. Conversely, if the mic is
connected to a capacitively coupled
input (common with condenser mics)
the frequency response may fall at the
low end.

NOTE: In cases where an input has
too low an impedance so that it
could overload the source device, it
is possible to use resistors to build
out the input to avoid overloading
it. There will be some loss of level,
however. Moreover, this requires a
separate device (a special pad or a
special cable, which can complicate
an installation and, in the case of
portable systems, can create a
potential problem if the build-out
resistors are inadvertently omitted
or are installed in the wrong
circuit.

It is thus important to ensure that
the impedance specifications are
complete, and that you understand
what they mean, in order to get the
most from the sound system. It is
certainly essential to know the source
and load impedances if one is to obtain
accurate values (or at least match
manufacturer's specified values) when
measuring the input and output levels,
noise and frequency response of sound
equipment.

8.6.3 Impedance and
Frequency

Impedance is not a fixed parameter
in a circuit. By its very nature, it
varies with frequency. When we accept
an impedance specification that ig
nores the frequency, we are ignoring
an important factor. Loudspeakers, in
particular, undergo drastic changes in
impedance in the vicinity of their
resonant frequency, often with a 4:1
difference (12 dB) in impedance be
tween the peak and the minimum or
nominal impedance. Amplifiers and
other signal processors may be some
what better, but the impedance will
still change at different frequencies.
For this reason, you will sometimes see
an impedance specification that cites
frequency, like this:



Input Load Impedance:
15k ohms minimum (below 5 kHz),
10k ohms minimum (5 to 20 kHz).

Power amplifiers often indicate a
frequency range for their output source
impedance, but they do it indirectly in
the damping factor specification. The
higher the damping factor, the more
control the amplifier can ostensibly
exert over the loudspeaker diaphragm.
Damping factor is simply the output
load impedance (say 8 ohms for a
loudspeaker) divided by the amplifier's
actual output source impedance (say
0.02 ohms). In this example, the
damping factor is 400. The output
source impedance typically rises at
higher frequencies, which means the
damping factor goes down. For this
reason, you may see a specification like
this:

Damping Factor: (8 ohm load)
400 minimum below 250 Hz;
50 minimum below 10 kHz.

What does the above tell us? It tells
that the amp's output impedance is no
more than 0.02 ohms (but may be less)
below 250 Hz. It also tells us the
output impedance rises (probably
gradually) above 250 Hz to a maximum
of 0.16 ohms at 10 kHz. We surmise
this because it is typical for source
impedance to rise with frequency, and
the 8 ohm load divided by the damping
factor of 50 equals 0.16 ohms. You see,
sometimes you can read between the
lines in a spec.*

* If you really want to read between the
lines, you'll realize that the actual load
impedance of the loudspeaker system
probably rises as it approaches 10 kHz.
Therefore the actual, not calculated,
damping factor may not be degraded to the
extent suggested by the above specification.
A 16 ohm load divided by the same
0.16 ohm amplifier source impedance
represents a damping factor of 100, not 50.

8.7 STANdARd
OpERATiNG LEVELs

There are many ways to specify
input and output levels in sound
equipment. Complicating the matter,
there is no single standard operating
level at which all equipment operates.
This section of the handbook explores
typical operating levels, and how they
are specified. Prior to reading this
material, the reader is encouraged to
review Section 3, which discusses the
decibel in detail.

When we speak oflevel, if it is not
explicit, we are usually describing the
voltage or sound pressure (a 20 log
function). However, levels often pertain
to power (a 10 log function). We11 try to
be concise here, but the term level
remains ambiguous in common usage.

8.7.1 General Classification
of Levels

There are a number of different
standard operating levels in audio
circuitry. It is often awkward to refer
to a specific level (i.e., +4 dBu) when
one merely wishes to describe a gen
eral sensitivity range. For this reason,
most audio engineers think of operat
ing levels in three general categories:

A. Mic Level or Low Level
This range extends from no signal

up to about -20 dBu (77.5 mV), or
-20 dBm (77.5 mV across 600 ohms =
10 millionths of a watt). It includes the
outputs of microphones, guitar pick
ups, phono cartridges, and tape heads,
prior to any form of amplification (i.e.,
before any mic, phono, or tape
preamps). While some mics can put out
more level in the presence of very loud
sounds, and a hard-picked guitar can
go 20 dB above this level (to 0 dBu or
higher), this remains the nominal, or
average range.

B. Line Level or Medium Level
This range extends from -20 dBu or

-20 dBm to +30 dBu (24.5 V) or
+30 dBm (24.5 V across 600 ohms =
1 watt). It includes electronic keyboard
(synthesizer) outputs, preamp and
console outputs, and most of the inputs
and outputs of typical signal processing
equipment such as limiters, compres-
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Table 8-2. Power output
in watts and dBW

Table 8-1. dBm related to
power levels in circuits

The output power delivered by
individual amplifiers in a typical sound
system ranges from a low of about
50 watts (to power one or two high
frequency compression drivers) to as
much as 1,000 watts or more (to drive
multiple low-frequency enclosures).
Rather than express these power
outputs in dBm, the watt is generally
used. Sometimes, however, the power
is rated in dBW, where 0 dBW = 1 watt
(refer to Table 8-2).

= 10 microwatts = 0.00001 watts
= 1 milliwatt = 0.001 watts
=2.5 milliwatts =0.0025 watts
= 250 milliwatts = 0.250 watts
= 1000 milliwatts = 1.0 watts

= 10.0 watts
= 100.0 watts

-10.0
0.0

+10.0
+13.0
+14.7
+16.0
+17.0
+17.8
+18.5
+19.0
+19.5
+20.0
+23.0
+24.0
+26.0
+27.0
+29.0
+30.0
+33.0
+36.0
+39.0
+40.0
+50.0 dBW
+80.0 dBm

Power Output
(in dBW)

0.1
1.0

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0

100.0
200.0
250.0
400.0
500.0
800.0

1,000.0
2,000.0
4,000.0
8,000.0

10,000.0
100,000.0
100,000.0

Power Output
(in watts)

-20dBm
OdBm

+4dBm
+24 dBm
+30 dBm
+40 dBm
+50 dBm

c. Speaker Level and High Level
This covers all levels at or above

+30 dBu (24.5V)... or +30 dBm (24.5 V
across 600 ohms = 1 watt). These levels
include power amplifier speaker out
puts, AC power lines, and DC control
cables carrying more than 24 volts.

8.7.2 Expressing the Wide
Power Range of a Sound
System

sors, signal delays, reverbs, tape decks,
and equalizers. In other words, it
covers the output levels of nearly all
equipment except power amplifiers.
Nominal line level (the average level)
of a great deal of equipment will be
-10 dBu/dBm (245 millivolts), +4 dBu
IdBm (1.23 V) or +8 dBu/dBm (1.95 V).

We have described the general
classifications of audio levels (with
respect to voltage). Let's review this in
terms of the signal power at various
points in a sound reinforcement sys
tem.

The lowest power levels in a typical
sound system are present at the output
of microphones or phono cartridges.
Normal speech at about one meter
from the average dynamic microphone
produces a power output from the
microphone of about one trillionth of a
watt. Phono cartridges playing an
average program selection produce as
much as a thousand times this output
- averaging a few billionths of a watt.
These signals are very weak, and
engineers know that they cannot be
run around a chassis or down a long
cable without extreme susceptibility to
noise and frequency response errors.
That is why microphone and phono
preamps are used to boost these very
low signal levels to an intermediate
range called line level. Line levels are
between 10 millionths of a watt and
250 thousandths of a watt (% watt).
These levels are related to the "dBm"
unit of measurement as illustrated in
the following chart.
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When you examine Tables 8- often
used for specification. It is easier to
write "-20 dBm" than to write "0.00001
watts," and it is easier to write
"+4 dBW" than "10,000 watts." Of
course, these tables also illustrate why
it is important to make sure you know
the correct reference value for the
particular dB scale being used in a
spec. For example, what is the power
output represented by +30 dB?

Ifyou answered "I can't tell," you're
right. An output of +30 dBm is 1 watt,
whereas +30 dBW is 1000 watts! This
sizeable difference is because the dBm
is referenced to 1 milliwatt, and the
dBW to 1 watt.

8.7.3 How Impedance
Relates to level
Specifications

As you know from Section 3, the
power dissipated by a given output
voltage will vary with the impedance
into which the output operates. Re
member the formula for power is:

where, in this case, P is the output
power in watts, E is the output voltage,
and Z is the load impedance.

What happens when the load imped
ance is altered? Assuming a constant
output voltage (a good assumption for
most of today's transitorized preamps
and power amps), if the impedance is
lowered (fewer ohms), the output
power demands are increased, and vice
versa.

8.7.3.1 Power vs Impedance

We can assume a device will deliver
its rated output power (in dBm, dBW
or watts) to a load equal to the device's
specified output load impedance. In the
absence of a specified load impedance,
we would want to avoid operating into
a load less than the device's actual
output source impedance (i.e., never
operate an amp into a load anywhere
near its actual output source imped
ance). Given the above formula, we see
that when this output is operated into

a higher load impedance, fewer actual
watts (or milliwatts) are drawn from
the device's output. What this really
means is that the output level (in dBm,
dBW or watts) will be less than the
specified value at the specified load
impedance. You can often see this with
a power amplifier's output specifica
tion, where it may be rated at 200
watts into 4 ohms, but just 100 watts
into 8 ohms... because it simply cannot
deliver any more than 28.3 volts rms
across the output terminals, even if the
load is reduced from 4 to 8 ohms.
(Right, a higher impedance is less of a
load.)

8.7.3.2 Overloading an
Output

While in theory the 4 ohm power
rating of an amplifier should be twice
the 8 ohm power rating, in reality
many amplifiers cannot deliver double
the power into half the impedance. If
you see a specification like this, it tells
you something about the amplifier
design:

Power Output:
100 watts into 8 ohms
175 watts into 4 ohms

The fact that the 4 ohm rating is
175 watts instead of 200 watts sug
gests a thermal or power supply
limitation. The circuitry simply over
heats, or the power supply cannot
deliver enough current to satisfy the
greater load at 4 ohms. In this case,
one could simply turn down the input
attenuator on the amplifier to ensure
that the maximum power restriction is
not exceeded (or else the amplifier's
protection circuitry or fuse may do the
job more dramatically).

Sometimes the amplifier may be
electronically and physically capable of
operating into a lower impedance than
is specified, but it may simply become
very warm (or hot) when doing so.
Underwriter's Laboratories (UL) in the
USA, or the Canadian Standards
Approval (CSA) criteria will not allow
an amplifier to be specified to operate
into loads which, in their opinion,
cause the amplifier to get too warm.
They are not concerned with audio
performance, but strictly with fire
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hazards. Even if the amp sounds OK
when operating into too great a load,
this practice increases the potential for
damage, fire hazard, or tripping AC
breakers in the power distribution
system.

A common problem with high power
amplifiers only shows up when mul
tiple amps are used. When banks of
these amps are installed in large sound
systems, they draw so much power on
loud peaks that the AC main's voltage
sags, causing interaction with the
consoles and other low level signal
processing equipment through the
power supplies, and a terrible low
frequency feedback/distortion loop. On
many occasions, this equipment can
trip the main AC service breakers.
Particularly when driving woofers, the
AC power source must be stiff. Most
manufacturers incorporate current
limiting circuitry in their amplifiers, or
install appropriately rated circuit
breakers, to avoid such disasters.

In the case of a preamplifier, mixing
console, or other line level audio signal
processor, reducing the load impedance
will also cause the output to try to
deliver more power to the load. When
overloaded, such outputs will often
exhibit increased distortion, which may
be followed by circuit component
failure as the load is increased.

For the reasons just listed, it is not
reasonable to fudge an output power
specification by testing the output with
a low load impedance. It should be
tested with a realistic load.

8.7.3.3 How The Load
Affects Output Voltage

The very nature of the source
impedance test procedure, as outlined
in Section 8.6, tells us that with lower
load impedances, the amp runs out of
power (it is limited in its ability to
deliver more current to the load). This
does not mean that the voltage will rise
with higher load impedances. Gener
ally it will not. Therefore, when a piece
of equipment is specified to operate at
some maximum voltage level, say
+24 dBu (12.3 volts rms), it can be
expected to deliver that level to any
impedance that is equal to or greater
than the minimum specified load
impedance.

Note that this behavior, with respect
to a constant (or nearly so) output
voltage level above the minimum load
impedance is not the same as the
output power level, which will fall
linearly with a rising load impedance.

This suggests why the line output of
most modern sound equipment is
specified in dBu or dBV rather than
dBm: the number of dBu or dBV won't
change as the output is connected to
various loads, whereas the number of
dBm will.

8.7.4 What Happens When
Hi-Fi and Pro Equipment
Mix?

This brief topic belongs as much to
Section 8.6 as to 8.7 because it deals
with impedance and level mismatches.
While some professional sound equip
ment finds its way into home hi-fi
systems, and some consumer hi-fi
equipment finds its way into profes
sional sound systems, there are often
significant differences in operating
levels and impedances that make this a
risky proposition.

8.7.4.1 Hi-Fi Output to Pro
Equipment Input

A piece of consumer sound equip
ment may operate at considerably
lower nominal (average) line levels
than +4 dBu. This is typically around
-16 dBu (123 mY) to -10 dBu (245 mY)
into 10,000 ohm or higher impedance
loads. Peak output levels in such
equipment may not go above +4 dBu
(1.23 V). The output current available
here would be inadequate to drive a
600-ohm terminated circuit, and even
ifthe professional equipment has a
higher impedance input, the output
voltage of the hi-fi equipment may still
be inadequate. The typical result is
too-low levels into the professional
equipment, and too-high distortion in
the overloaded hi-fi output. This can
damage loudspeakers (due to the high
frequency energy content of the clipped
waveform), and it can damage the hi-fi
equipment (due to overloading of its
output circuitry). There are exceptions,



but this points out one of the reasons
why it's important to read and under
stand the input and output level and
impedance specifications when using
consumer sound equipment in a
professional application.

8.7.4.2 Pro Equipment
Output to Hi-Fi Input

Ifa nominal +4 dBu (or +4 dBm)
output from a mixing console or profes
sional sound system signal processor
(such as a graphic EQ) is connected to
a typical hi-fi preamplifier's auxiliary
or line input, the chances are excellent
that the input will be overdriven.
Because the input is expecting to see a
nominal-l0 dBu to -16 dBu signal, it is
going to be driven with 14 to 20 dB too
much signal. Sometimes the hi-fi unit's
volume control can be adjusted to take
care of the excess level, but in some
equipment the signal will drive a
preamp into clipping* before it ever
reaches a volume control. This is
generally the case at the preamp out
to-main amp in input, which comes
after the volume control in an inte
grated hi-fi amplifier. If the profes
sional equipment's output level is
reduced, signal-to-noise ratio may
suffer. The impedance mismatch, going
in this direction, is not likely to cause
any problems for the circuitry itself,
but it can cause frequency response
errors.

* Clipping is a condition that occurs when
the amplifier (or other circuit) is either
overloaded or is being driven beyond the
output capability of the circuitry. The
waveform cannot be accurately traced
because the available voltage (or current) is
not adequate, and consequently a portion of
the waveform is clipped flat. This causes
harmonic distortion, and is generally heard
as a defect in the sound.

8.8 CROSSTALk

Signal leakage from one circuit to
another, or between cables, is always
present to some extent in any sound
system. Leakage can occur between
channels of a mixing console, a stereo
signal processor, or an amplifier. It can
also occur between the input and
output of a single channel.

Generally, this leakage, or crosstalk
as it is called, is held to acceptably low
levels. When it is not, it disrupts
performances or degrades the overall
sound. Severe output-to-input crosstalk
can cause feedback or very high fre
quency oscillation (too high in fre
quency to be audible) that increases
distortion and can even burn out
circuits if not detected and eliminated.
Inter-channel crosstalk in a stereo
system reduces separation. Inter
channel crosstalk in a multi-channel
mixing console makes it sound like
channels that are turned off are still
on causes cancellation of signals that
otherwise would not be mixed together,
and allows leakage of test signals or
other off-line signals into the main
program channel. Crosstalk through
switches and controls can keep circuits
from really shutting off when you want
them out of the mix. There is no good
reason to welcome crosstalk.

Some manufacturers specify the
opposite of crosstalk in stereo sound
equipment: separation. We prefer this
term when applied to transducers,
such as phonograph cartridges. In such
devices, the electromechanical ability
ofthe cartridge to differentiate the
horizontal and vertical components of a
record groove into left and right
channel signals can properly be called
separation. The cartridge is separating
the signal components. The degree to
which it is not successful (the remain
ing bleed ofleft into right and vice
versa) is crosstalk.

Crosstalk, like all other audio
parameters, can be specified in many
ways. It is seldom adequately de
scribed.
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8.8.1 What Causes
Crosstalk?

Crosstalk can be caused by inductive
or capacitive coupling between sepa
rate circuits, and can be aggravated by
poor circuit design, by poor physical
component layout within equipment,
and by improper cabling techniques.
When audio flows through wires, it
creates changing magnetic fields,
which cut across nearby conductors,
inducing voltages in them. The induced
voltage is crosstalk. If two transform
ers are near one another, and their
magnetic fields interact, the crosstalk
between the two can be very high.
When wires or circuit components
carry signal voltages, and are near
other wires or signal components, the
two can behave as plates of a capacitor
(albeit with very low capacitance due
to small surface area and large dis
tance). This causes the voltage to
capacitively couple between circuits.

8.8.2 Crosstalk in Cables

When two cables, particularly long
cables as from a stage to a mixing
console in the back of the house, are
bundled in close proximity, there is a
lot of area exposed whereby capacitive
and/or inductive coupling of signals can
occur. So-called snakes or multi-core
cables are the most susceptible to such
coupling. So long as the cables in a
single bundle are confined to micro
phone-level signals, the crosstalk will
generally remain at acceptably low
levels. However, if just one cable is
carrying a high level signal, such as
the output from a synthesizer or a hot
electric guitar, or a line-level signal
going the other way- from the console
to an on-stage power amp, then the
crosstalk from the higher-level cable
can induce unacceptably high voltages
in the mic-level cables. Remember that
the mic-level cables will be amplified,
and all that gain will also amplify the
crosstalk components. The crosstalk
specifications obtained for a given piece
of equipment can be rapidly eroded if
the hookup between components is not
done with care.

The best way to avoid cable cross
talk is to use separate, not multi-core,
cable, and to bundle it loosely, not
tightly. Ifline-Ievel cables must run to
the same place as mic-level cables,

separate them by the greatest distance
practical, and where they cross, have
them cross as close to a right angle as
possible.

These same techniques apply to
signals routed within mixing consoles,
which is one reason why some consoles
exhibit better crosstalk performance
than others.

8.8.3 Specification of
Crosstalk

Inter-channel crosstalk is generally
measured by applying a test signal
(typically a sine wave) to one channel,
and no signal to the other channelts),
and then measuring the output signal
appearing in the other channel(s). The
value is given in dB below the signal at
the driven output. Thus, if an output is
driven to 0 dBu, and the signal meas
ured at an adjacent, undriven chan
nel's output is -60 dBu, the crosstalk
would be specified as:

Crosstalk (Adjacent Channels):
-60 dB

Unfortunately, the situation is
seldom that simple. Crosstalk values
will change with frequency. If the
crosstalk is caused by inductive cou
pling, it will be greater at low frequen
cies. Ifcaused by capacitive coupling, it
will be greater at high frequencies. The
frequency at which the crosstalk is
measured is thus important. Some
manufacturers will provide this infor
mation, as follows:

Crosstalk (Adjacent Channels):
Equal to or better than -60 dB
below 1 kHz; -50 dB at 10 kHz

An even more useful crosstalk
specification is provided by graphing
the crosstalk between channels, as
shown in Figure 8-12 (next page).

Notice in Figure 8-12 that when
channel 1 is driven, the crosstalk into
channel 3 is greater at frequencies
between 10 kHz and 20 kHz than the
crosstalk into channel 1 when channel
3 is driven. This is not at all unusual,
but it would not be revealed by a
simple printed specification. The



knowledge of this type of Information
might, for example, allow someone to
decide to run the SMPTE time code
signal through channel 3 (since it
exhibits less high frequency crosstalk).
The printed spec for the crosstalk
illustrated in Figure 8-12 might read
like this:

Crosstalk (Between CH 1 & CH 3):
Better than -60 dB below 10 kHz;
better than -55 dB at 20 kHz

Some confusion occurs with cross
talk specs due to the differences in the
way some people choose to express the
same thing. For example, the above
spec could be written:

Crosstalk (Between CH 1 & CH 3):
Better than 60 dB below 10 kHz;
better than 55 dB at 20 kHz

- same idea, without the minus signs.
Or, it might be written:

Crosstalk (Between CH 1 & CH 3):
At least 60 dB below 10 kHz;
at least 55 dB at 20 kHz

- again, same idea, with "at least"
instead of "better than." Or it might be
written:

Crosstalk (Between CH 1 & CH 3):
Below 60 dB at 100 Hz, 1kHz and
10 kHz; below 55 dB at 20 kHz

In this last example, we substitute
three discrete frequencies (100 Hz,
1 kHz and 10 kHz) instead of the
otherwise implied "at any frequency
below 10 kHz." We don't like this
specification because it leaves us
wondering if there may not be some
glitch with a lot of crosstalk at 275 Hz
and 3.6 kHz, although the other
methods, including the graph, show
this is not the case here. The other
thing we don't like about this last
example is the use of the phrase "below
60 dB" since it is somewhat ambiguous.
Does it mean "less than 60 dB" as in
"worse than 60 dB" as in "maybe 55 dB
below the driven channel", or does it
mean what the graph tells us is the
case?

Input-to-output crosstalk is specified
in a similar manner, although it's
trickier to measure. Still, such a spec
should contain the number of dB
crosstalk, and the applicable frequen
cies.

As with other specs, it's probably a
good idea to know how the inputs and
outputs are terminated. It is also a
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good idea, especially in complex sys
tems, to know how various pan pots
and gain controls are set, since this can
definitely affect crosstalk.

Crosstalk always is present in
controls, switches, faders, etc. The
issues is not whether it exists, but how
low it is. Crosstalk can be measured
across almost any circuit paths, and it
will always have some impact on
performance - it is not unlike distor
tion, even at low levels, so it is to be
avoided.

While there are dozens of circuits
across which one can measure the
crosstalk, we can't suggest you demand
this information in a spec because at
present few manufacturers provide it.
To be fair, it does take up a lot of space
to list all these data, and some respon
sible manufacturers instead choose to
simplify the presentation of the most
critical information so it is more
readily digestible. There is always a
trade-off between readability and
completely descriptive specifications.

Quiz:
In Figure 8-1, why was the crosstalk
spec meaningless? You will recall it
stated, "Crosstalk: Under 60 dB."

We don't know if the measurement
is for adjacent channels (usually a
worst case spec) or between more
widely spaced channels. We don't know
what frequency range is described by
the spec (it could be that there is very
low crosstalk below 500 Hz, but that it
rises subtantially above that). In fact,
we don't know whether "under 60 dB"
means there is less than 60 dB of
separation between circuits (i.e., the
crosstalk may be down only 50 dB from
the driven channel), or ifit means
there is less than 60 dB leakage. We
assume the latter.

8.9 FiLTER SLOPE RATES
ANd TURNOVER
FREQUENCiES

There are many types of filters: high
pass (low cut), low pass (high cut),
bandpass, notch, and so forth. They are
generally specified as to the slope rate
at which they attenuate signal below
or above a specified turnover fre
quency.

The turnover frequency (or knee) of
a filter is the frequency at which the
level has dropped 3 dB relative to the
level in the filter's pass band. The slope
rate, expressed in dB per octave, is the
rate at which the level drops beyond
the turnover frequency.

Filters tend to have one of several
standard slope rates: 6 dB, 12 dB,
18 dB, or 24 dB per octave. In digital
audio equipment, where brick wall
filters are required to prevent aliasing
distortion, special filters with higher
sloper rates of 48 dB per octave to as
much as 150 dB per octave may be
found.

The reason filters are specified in
multiples of 6 dB per octave is that one
filter pole - one section of a filter
circuit - produces that much attenu
ation per octave. The more sections, or
poles, the more dB per octave. For this
reason, some filters are specified not in
dB per octave attenuation, but by the
number of poles in the circuit, as
follows:

High Pass Filter:
18 dB per octave below 80 Hz

or,

High Pass Filter:
80 Hz, 3 pole

Refering to Figure 8-13 (next page),
we see that this filter actually begins
to attenuate frequencies above 100 Hz.
The attenuation there is very slight,
and reaches -3 dB at 80 Hz, which is
the specified turnover point. Between
80 Hz and 40 Hz (1 octave), the level
drops 18 dB. Note that the level at
40 Hz is 21 dB below the passband
level. By the time the frequency
reaches 20 Hz, the filter is down
another 18 dB to -39 dB. Realizing that
-40 dB is 11100 the voltage, or 1110,000 the
power, we see that this filter is very



effective in removing any 20 Hz or
subsonic components from the signal.
Even at 40 Hz, the power is less than
1/100 that in the passband, which gets
rid of a lot of rumble, wind noise, and
vocal pops.

80 Hz

8.10 SQUARE WAVE
TESTS

Square waves are sometimes used
as test signals. There may be good
reasons to do this, but often the results
are misinterpreted. The primary value
in using a square wave, rather than a
sine wave, is that it is comprised of
many frequencies at once, covering
virtually the entire frequency spec
trum. A square wave is thus a very
wideband signal, and observing it on
an oscilloscope can immediately tell us
much about the high and low frequency
response of a circuit, as well as any
resonances in the circuit that may be
excited by transients (as represented
by the steep leading edge of the square
wave).

Isn't the square wave the same as
noise, which is a wideband signal with
all frequencies? No, there is a big
difference. In a square wave, not all
frequencies are present, just a lot of
them, and they are harmonically
related. Moreover, they share a specific
level relationship. When all these sine
wave frequencies are added together,
in the correct phase and level relation
ship, they form the square wave. In
fact, this is the key to why square wave
testing is so useful. A phase shift or an
anomaly in frequency response will
cause some of the sine wave compo-
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Specihcsrtoas nents of the square wave to add in such
a way that the wave is no longer
square.

The very steep leading and trailing
edges on each sine wave also provide
an opportunity to evaluate the rise
time capability (and slew rate) of a
circuit.

Incidentally, even a theoretically
perfect square wave need not be
square. It should be symmetrical, but
the height of the wave is merely a
function of its level, and of the gain or
loss of the test equipment. So long as
the wave is comprised of right angles
and straight lines, it can be considered
"square."

as shown in Figure 8-15. This display
is perfectly normal, and does not
indicate any problem in the circuitry or
the scope.

11' n' IIr •." __ 1...'.
-- -1-1.. · 11·... ·11,. .. -

11'
,

.. - . - .. -- ~_.-

-_--;--_., : +4·11' ~_ ..

J
J

Figure 8-14. A theoretically perfect
square wave (A) and a good square
wave from a function generator (B)

We will not go into great detail
about evaluation of square wave
oscilloscope photos. It is simply beyond
the scope of this handbook. We do show
a few illustrations of typical square
waves and suggest what they tell us
about the circuits that produced them.

(A) (B)

Figure 8-1S. An oscilloscope
display of a near-perfect

square wave

The horizontal scale on the scope
represents time, and one division (one
box) can be set to be 50 microseconds,
or 100 microseconds, or 1 millisecond,
or whatever scale the scope allows. By
observing the period for one wave. one
can calculate the frequency. The ability
to shift the time base is of importance
to us because it serves to magnify the
square wave for closer scrutiny. The
same signal that looked very square in
Figure 8-15 shows a finite rise time in
Figure 8-16, where the horizontal time
base scale has been stretched out.
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8.10.1 Oscilloscopes

Dual trace oscilloscopes allow one
signal to be shown on the top part of
the display, and another on the bottom.
The typical application is to show an
input test signal on the top, and the
signal output of the device being tested
on the bottom (or vice-versa). This
allows rapid comparison of changes in
the waveform caused by the circuit
under test.

When oscilloscopes display square
waves, they very often fail to display
(or the display is very faint) the rising
leading edge and falling trailing edge
of the wave. Instead, you may see only
a series of dashed lines representing
the flat top and bottom of the square,

Figure 8-16. "Magnification" of the
square wave in Figure X-IS,

with expanded time base



Note that the time it takes for the
signal to rise from 10% to 90% of its
maximum value is defined as the
square wave's rise time, as shown in
Figure 8-16. The more recognizeable
display of this same square wave in
Figure 8-15 is such that a rise time
would be very difficult to measure.

Viewed left-to-right, when the flat
top of a square wave tilts down to the
right, or the bottom tilts up, this
suggests a deficiency in low frequency
response. Actually, unless the circuit is
capable of passing DC, all square
waves will exhibit some of this tilt, as
shown in Figure 8-17.

Figure 8-17. Square wave
oscilloscope photo of a circuit with

6 dB per octave roll-off
below 1 kHz

The opposite tilt to that shown in
Figure 8-17, with an upward tilt from
left to right, would suggest a roll-off of
high frequencies.

When the beginning part of the flat
top or bottom of the square wave shows
ripples, it indicates the circuit is
ringing, or is resonant and is being
excited by the steep transient of the
leading edge. The more ripples, and/or
the larger their amplitude, the worse
the problem. This indicates the circuit
may not be properly terminated, or
that the design itself is deficient. See
Figure 8-18.

Figure 8-18. Square wave
oscilloscope photo of a circuit

which is improperly terminated
and is ringing

Sine waves can be helpful as test
signals, too. The upper and lower por
tions of a square wave should be sym
metrical. If they are not, as shown in
Figure 8-19, then it is likely that there
is a problem with the circuit under
test; it may have a transistor improp
erly biased, or one half of a bipolar
power supply may be lower in voltage
than the other, etc.

Figure 8-19. Sine wave oscilloscope
photo of a bipolar amplifier with

imbalanced power supplies

There are more things that can be
gleaned from scope photos of square
waves, but the preceding should give
you an idea of the major items.
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8.10.2 What Not To Expect
With Square Waves

First of all, a square wave is not a
natural, musical signal. It can be
created by a synthesizer, but basically
it's artificial. Music and voice consist of
complex waves. There is no valid
reason for any sound system or audio
amplifier to have to pass square waves
perfectly. In fact, without DC response,
it's impossible... and audio does not go
down to DC. A loudspeaker (or at least
a single driver) cannot possibly pro
duce a square wave because once it
produces peak sound pressure when
the diaphragm moves forward or
backward, there is no way to sustain
that pressure during the "flat" part of
the waveform. Still, as illustrated
previously, square waves can be useful
as diagnostic tools. The important
concept here is that circuits which
don't reproduce accurate square waves
can still sound very good.

Ifcrosstalk tests are made using
square waves, you can expect worse
measurements because of the greater
high frequency content; the ideal
square wave is full of harmonics,
whereas a pure sine wave has none.

8.11 MiSCELLANY

We neglected to quiz you on the last
two specifications on the chart in
Figure 8-1. While the Dimensions and
Weight would seem to be straightfor
ward, here, too, there are catches.
Below those two specs are repeated:

Dimensions:
19" W x 3- Y2" H x 8" D

Weight:
10 pounds

Given that the width ofthe unit is
19 inches, we would suspect it is
intended for standard rack mounting.
Given that its height is 3-1/2 inches, a
whole number multiple ofthe standard
1-% inch high single rack space, we
can be almost sure this is a rack
mountable device. We would then want
to know how much of its depth lies
behind the front panel, and how much
of it is comprised of knobs and handles.
The problem here is that we have only
a single depth spec. We would prefer to
see this:

Dimensions:
19" W x 3-112" H x 8" overall depth;
depth behind front panel, 7-%".

The weight is not specified to be net
(the weight ofthe equipment) or gross
(the shipping weight, including pack
ing materials). It would be nice to see
both, or at least to know which this is.

In terms of metric conversions for
weight and dimensions, here's all you
need to know:

1 inch =2.54 cm =25.4 mm

1 meter = 39.37 inches = 3.28 feet

1 foot =30.5 cm

1 cm = 0.394 inch

1 pound =0.455 kg

1 kg =2.2 pounds

=.305 meter
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T hi s section of the manual exam
ines a few of the many reasons

why it is seldom possible to know what
something will sound like merely by
reading its specifications, no matter
how much you know about specifica
tions. The two opposite, extreme points
of view are:

a) "If it sounds good, the heck with the
specs," or

b) "If the specs are good, then it must
sound good."

Ideally, equipment ought to sound
good and exhibit good specs. In reality,
this is not always the case. We believe
that specifications are important, and
should be considered in any decision to
buy, rent, use, or recommend sound
equipment. But the equipment must
sound good when properly installed in
an appropriate sound system so one
must not disregard the "golden ears"
approach, either.

Note that in this context, when we
use the term ears or by ear we under
stand that this includes our brain for
processing and evaluating the raw data
from the ears.

9.1 DiffERENT POiNTS
Of ViEW

Any performance specification,
whether written or graphic, is merely a
representation of some physical behav
ior. It is not the behavior itself.

When evaluating how a sound
system may actually sound, those who
would rely entirely upon measure
ments and specifications are making
judgements based on a representation.
One may indeed learn a lot about the
performance of a system from carefully
reviewing the specs... especially with
the insight gained from studying
Section 8 of this handbook. The final
criterion, however, is "Does it sound
good?" or, in more practical terms,
"Does it sound good enough for the
intended application?" Ultimately, if
the experience is listening, then
listening should be the preferred, first
hand means to evaluate the sound.

9.1.1 Calibrated Mics vs
Ears

When acoustic measurements are
made of a sound system, a calibrated
microphone is typically utilized. This
is nothing more than a conventionally
manufactured mic that is made to very
strict tolerances, and then calibrated to
a standard so any frequency response
deviations can be compensated by the
associated test equipment.

Our ears work differently. First, we
normally work with two at all times.
They are non-linear with respect to
amplitude (reference the Fletcher
Munson equal loudness contours).
They do, however, measure time of
arrival of reflected sounds, and thereby
provide phase information to our
brains instead ofthe amplitude vari
ation logged by the calibrated mic
(which will result from phase additions
and cancellations between reflected
and direct (or multiple reflected) sound
waves arriving at a single mic dia
phragm.



Then, too, the microphone is con
nected to test equipment, and that
equipment generally will examine only
one or two parameters of the sound at
a time: for example, distortion or am
plitude response or phase response.
Our ears listen to and evaluate all
these factors at once, which can make a
major difference.

9.1.2 Average Ears vs.
"Golden Ears"

Just as the average man on the
street could not be expected to walk
into an athletic stadium and instantly
become a referee qualified to make
critical calls for a professional sports
contest, neither can the average person
be expected to make critical aural
evaluations of a professional sound
system. Most mixing engineers, as well
as many musicians and producers,
spend a lot of years fine-tuning their
perceptions of sound. Ifyou're not
among these people, you may find this
hard to believe, but many audio profes
sionals really do hear things that the
average person does not hear. Their
eardrums may not vibrate any differ
ently than the next person's, but they
have acquired a heightened nerve
brain sensitivity and a greater ability
to carefully interpret those physical
vibrations. AB a result, they often
demand sonic improvements for defects
that the average person may not
perceive at all, or may discount as
being unimportant. These audio profes
sionals, along with many amateur
audiophiles, should be treated with
respect because they generally do have
the so-called "golden ears" that have
led to many ofthe refinements and im
provements in sound equipment. From
our experience, we'd give the golden
ear the benefit ofthe doubt.Tf a quali
fied person claims to hear something
significant in a sound system, and you
don't hear it and can't seem to measure
it, then you're probably not performing
the appropriate tests.

There are, of course, wide areas of
disagreement as to what sounds good
and what sounds better. If someone
just loves heavy bass, a flat amplitude
response sound systemwill seem thin

and lacking guts to that person. That's
why it is important to find outfirst
what people want, and to have them
demonstrate what they do and do not
like, in order to interpret their criti
cisms or requests for a given system or
piece of sound equipment.
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9.2 TEST EQuipMENT
MEASUREMENTS VS.

LisTENiNG TESTS

It is never really possible to listen to
a single component. There is always
some kind of signal generator or signal
source, some sort of amplifier, possibly
a mixer or signal processor, and an
output transducer (loudspeaker or
headphone). In order to hear anyone of
these components, you will always be
hearing the result as colored by the
other components, as well as by the
acoustic environment. On the other
hand, you can test a given component
by feeding a calibrated test signal to
the input, and measuring the output
directly, with no other equipment and
few environmental factors to color the
measurements.

9.2.1 Test Signals vs.
Program Material

Consistent with this approach, many
professionals will calibrate loudspeak
ers using single-frequency test tones or
band-limited noise. Tones or noise are
useful for balancing the output levels,
and for adjusting equalization, but
they are not representative of actual
program material.

As an example, let's consider a
stereo pair of full range loudspeakers,

each channel driven by one channel of
a power amplifier. The amplifier, in
turn, is preceeded by a pair of 113-octave
graphic equalizers. (Refer to Figure
9-1). Due to minor manufacturing
variations in the loudspeakers, and a
stage layout that is not entirely sym
metrical (few are once equipment and
props are in place), the listener per
ceives some difference between the left
and right channels during the sound
check. While repositioning the loud
speakers might improve the balance,
this is not practical because they are
hanging above the stage in semi
permanent fixtures. Therefore, the
sound engineer (or contractor, or pro
ducer... whomever is responsible)
reasons, the graphic EQ should be
adjusted to obtain a better balance
between the two loudspeakers.

The engineer wants as close a match
as possible over a broad range of fre
quencies, so he drives each channel of
the EQ/amp/speaker system with the
same pink noise source (one at a time),
measures the results on a real-time
audio spectrum analyzer, and moves
graphic EQ filter sliders up and down
to get the best possible match between
the two channels. This is a simplifica
tion, of course, but let's assume that
the procedure works to the extent that
the spectra for the two loudspeaker
channels are within a dB of one an
other using the pink noise. Now what
does it sound like?
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Figure 9-1. Simplified illustration of loudspeaker system being
fine-tuned to the environment



Running typical stereo program
material through the system provides
inconclusive results... the image may
be wandering somewhat, and certain
transients sound different in the two
channels. Feeding the identical (mono)
program to both channels yields even
less pleasing results, with an obvious
imbalance in sound quality between
the two loudspeakers. What has
occurred?

The carefully measured results
using expensive test equipment, which
indicated virtually identical output
from each channel, are not verified by
the listening tests.

There are probably several reasons
why this hypothetical example often
occurs in reality. For one thing, the
spectrum analyzer was measuring only
the amplitude of the signals, one
channel at a time, not the phase shift
within a channel or delay between the
two. When program material is piped
into the system, and the human ears
are employed as the analyzer, then the
other factors are measured. Equaliza
tion not only adjusts the amplitude in a
given band (which is all the analyzer
was evaluating), it also creates phase
shift, and possibly other changes as
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needed to achieve the corrections.

NOTE: Phase shift, background noise, and changes in distortion and group delay
are not directly indicated by the spectrum analyzer. Therefore, EQ corrections will
not always produce the expected change in the curve.
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well, including various forms of distor
tion, and group delay (which may
change the directional characteristics
of the system, hence the reverberant
field and certain comb filter effects due
to interaction of direct and reflected
sound waves). Since the EQ settings
are not identical in each channel, the
perceived sound quality changes, even
though the amplitude response may be
made nearly identical.

This illustrates one reason why in
strumentation and ears don't always
correspond. There is yet another factor
involved, as detailed in Section 9.2.2.

9.2.2 Location and Number
of Test Microphones

Normally, human hearing utilizes a
pair of mics that we call ears, and their
physical location in space is constantly
changing to some extent (unless one's
head is in a dental examination chair,

well braced against motion). The two
ears receive slightly different versions
of whatever sound source is exciting
the environment... versions that differ
in time of arrival and frequency bal
ance. When sounds reflect from room
boundaries, they often reach the two
ears a split second apart, with the head
shadowing (partially blocking and
reducing the amplitude 00 the higher
frequencies at the ear opposite the
sound source or the reflecting surface.

Reflections cancel or reinforce one
another at different points in space,
and at different frequencies at the
same point. At the highest frequencies,
the increased or decreased acoustic
levels change as one moves just a few
tenths of an inch. However, with the
slight rocking and twisting motion of
the head, one's ears and brain are able
to construct an average of the sound
field in the vicinity of the listener, and
the result is what we perceive to be the
sound of the system and the environ
ment.
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"The test mic receives an y
equal blend of sound from
locations 2, 3 & 4, and a
greater proportion of direct
sound (1) which together create
comb filtering (phase cancellation!
reinforcement). The listener's left ear
obtains a mix (in decreasing intensity)
from sources 1, 3 & 4, and his right ear
from sources 1, 2 & 4 ... with phase
differences resolved by the brain. The
ear's sensitivity is less at the ends of the
spectrum. This is a gross over
simplification.
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FREQUENCY

Figure 9-3. Sound field comparison:
(A) Sound field at human ears and at a test mic

(B) Representative frequency response at the mic or ears



When a calibrated microphone hears
sound for a spectrum analyzer, it hears
it at only a single point. That point
does not vary, assuming a fixed mic.
Reflections that reinforce or cancel at a
given frequency will tend to do so in a
fixed, unvarying relationship, so that
one can often observe deep notches and
peaks (comb filtering) in the measured
frequency response of the sound
system. If you were to move the mic
just a few inches to one side, the entire
spectrum would probably change.
Moving a few feet would, once again,
cause major changes in the measured
response. Therefore, it is misleading to
make EQ or other adjustments merely
by measuring the results at one point.

In fact, at least one test equipment
manufacturer has offered a multiplex
ing system that averages three mics to
gether to display a closer facsimile of
the average sound field. However, it is
important to note that the brain inde
pendently processes two different
acoustic measurements, whereas
mixing mic inputs together electrically
will cause signal cancellation and
reinforcement that do not yield the
same kind of results as independent
processing. For this reason, some
analyzer manufacturers provide
memories so that the response can be
measured in several locations, and
then the measured graphs can be
overlaid on the analyzer display for
human visual interpretation. This is an
improvement, but it's not the same
thing as our constantly shifting ears.

9.2.3 Dynamic Range

We often think of dynamic range in
terms of the difference between the
maximum level the sound system is
capable of producing, and the back
ground noise of the environment.
Indeed, this is what we hear at con
certs, speeches or shows. But test
equipment also has a dynamic range,
and often that range is considerably
less than the dynamic range of the
sound system. Until recently, for
example, most spectrum analyzers
could display only 30 dB on screen.
Now better units generally display a
60 dB range, and some can do better. A
good sound system, though, may be
capable of 80 dB or, in some cases,
100 dB of useable dynamic range, and
our ears have a range of some 120 dB
or better. It's obvious that the spec
trum analyzer cannot measure things
that we may be hearing. Of course the
analyzer may have attenuation pads or
range switches so that it can ulti
mately measure all the sound, but it
can't do it simultaneously the way our
ears do.

Spectrum analyzers are not alone in
this regard. Most audio test equipment
- even the voltmeter - is limited in
the scope of values it can measure
without range switching. If an IM
distortion product is 65 dB below the
fundamental frequencies, it may not
show up on the test equipment,but it
may be very audible to the casual
listener. This is yet another factor to
consider when pondering why we may
hear things that differ from what we
measure.
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9.~ STATic vs DyNAMic
TESTS

As we've hinted earlier, sometimes
the ears don't match the tests simply
because the right tests are not made.
This is particularly evident when one
considers the nature of static test
signals (i.e., a sine wave tone or a
steady noise signal) versus the typical
program material (sharp attacks, wide
dynamic changes, and sudden jumps in
frequency).

Many tests are now made using tone
bursts, which come closer to a program
signal in this regard, but few printed
specifications indicate the results of
such tests.

When a circuit, or even a trans
former or transducer, is subjected to a
tone burst (or a loud percussive note),
the component can ring. That is, the
voltage in the circuit can overshoot the
intended value, then resonate up and
down until it settles. (Some circuits
don't settle down, but instead go into
oscillation; they are said to be un
stable.) The same circuit may not
exhibit any such behavior if the input
signal is gradually increased in level,
or is a steady state signal.

lA.
yr

.','
Square Wave Output of

Circuit Which is "Ringing"

Ringing is often caused by improper
loading, not only in terms of the load
impedance itself, but in terms of how
much capacitive or inductive reactance
is part of that impedance. A power am
plifier, for example, may perform
flawlessly when bench tested with an
8 ohm, non-inductive resistor. Even the
most stringent tone bursts may cause
no aberrations. Connect that same
amplifier to an 8 ohm electrostatic
loudspeaker, which is mostly capacitive
reactance, and it may sound awful. It
may ring to the point of incipient
oscillation, and its protection circuitry
may trip so often as to chatter. The
ringing may occur because a resonant
circuit has been created. The protection
problems may occur because reactive
loads can force the output stage of the
amplifier to dissipate up to twice the
power of an equivalent (in ohms)
purely resistive load.

The difference between static and
dynamic testing is recognized in at
least one specification, Transient Inter
modulation Distortion (or TIM). In the
early 1970s this measurement was
first proposed as a way to quantify the
audible distortion that occurred with

Tone Burst Test of Same
Circuit Which is "Ringing"

Figure 9-4. A Square wave which shows "ringing" and
a tone burst test of that same circuit
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We can hear ringing as a form of dis
tortion. Ideally there should be no
overshoot or ringing in the circuitry of
sound reinforcement or recording
equipment. Equipment that is not
tested with pulse or burst signals may
look great on paper, but may perform
disappointingly due to this type of
circuit problem.

certain transient signals, even though
the steady-state I.M. measurement
would not indicate a serious distortion
problem. It is interesting to note that
this specification was long considered
somewhat controversial, and not easily
measured.



9.4 MASkiNG EffECTS
ANd EQuipMENT
INTERACTioN

It is easy to make assumptions
about specifications that do not reflect
actual, perceived sound. Let's take a
specific example: harmonic distortion.
If a loudspeaker is rated at 1% T.R.D.,
and a power amplifier at 0.1% T.R.D.,
would you expect to hear the ampli
fier's distortion through the loud
speaker? Most people would answer,
"no." In fact, many loudspeakers have
measurable distortion of greater than
1%, and if one were to perform an A-B
comparison to different power amps
each having 0.1 % T.H.D. ratings
through such a speaker, the differences
in sound quality would very possibly be
audible. Why?

Well, the very term T~R.D. implies a
sum-a total of various distortion
components. As discussed earlier, the
ear finds some harmonics more objec
tionable than others. Specifically, odd
order harmonics (3r d

, 5th, 7th , etc.) are
more harsh, and even-order harmonics
(2nd

, 4th
, 6th

, ete.) are more musical to
the average listener. Also, higher order
harmonics (6th

, ~, 8t h
, 9th

, etc.) are
more noticeable and objectionable than
lower order harmonics (2nd

, 3r d
, 4th

) .

If the loudspeaker with 1% T.R.D.
generates mostly 2nd and 4th harmon
ics, and the power amplifier with
0.1 % T.R.D. happens to generate an in
ordinate amount of 5th and 7th harmon
ics, it may well be that the predomi
nant audible problem is caused by the
power amp. In this case, the much
higher total percentage distortion in
the loudspeaker does not mask the
high order odd harmonics generated by
the amp.

Granted, this is an extreme ex
ample, but it makes our point. Don't
assume that a high noise level or
distortion level in one piece of equip
ment makes it impossible to hear
lesser noise or distortion in other
components. A digital delay line's
quantizing noise, for example, may be
audible even though it is several dB
below the noise floor of the analog
equalizer to which it is connected. The
organized digital hash can be recog
nized through the random analog hiss,
even sometimes when it is below the

room's noise level. (In fact, digital noise
can be a real problem.) Similarly, some
program signals can be heard below
the noise floor, which is why the
effective dynamic range may not
exactly match the mathematical sum of
the measured signal-to-noise ratio plus
headroom.

Then, too, there are other psy
choacoustic factors that may affect our
perception of measurable performance
defects. For example, tape recordings
and certain synthesizers will exhibit a
type of noise known as modulation
noise. This consists of noise sidebands
that accompany a given note. Fortu
nately, the ear tends not to hear
sidebands within an octave or so on
either side of the actual note, a so
called masking effect, and residual
wideband noise tends to obscure the
relatively low modulation noise energy
beyond that 2-octave wide masking
window. An exception can occur with a
recording of a strong, low frequency
note on a very quiet recorder. Say the
note is at 82 Hz. It will have modula
tion noise sidebands at lower and
higher frequencies. The lower fre
quency sidebands tend not to be
audible because the ear is even less
sensitive at the lowest frequencies, and
because they are within the masking
window. The higher frequency side
bands, however, occur in a frequency
range where the ear is more sensitive,
and may not be entirely masked by the
note. What may be heard, then, is an
increase in hiss when the note is
played. Ifyou listen to certain tape
recordings, particularly of classical
piano or guitar on an analog recorder
in which noise reduction is used, you
may be aware of this modulation noise.
In most cases the residual background
noise of the tape, along with the
inherent masking of nearby frequen
cies by the very program signal that
causes the modulation noise (or by
other notes) will make the modulation
noise inaudible. What can be measured
may not be heard.
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10.1.1 Dynamic

Figure 10-1. Construction of
a dynamic microphone

AIR GAP (C)

SINTERED DISC (D)
(ACOUSTIC RESISTANCE)

DIAPHRAGM (A)

Next to the dynamic, the most
common microphone type is the con
denser. Figure 10-2 illustrates the
construction of a condenser element.

A gold-coated plastic diaphragm,
Figure 10-2 (a), is mounted above a
conductive back plate (b), which is
often made of gold-plated ceramic. The
diaphragm and back plate, separated
by a small volume of air (c), form an
electrical component called a capacitor
(or condenser).

Figure 10-2. Construction of
a condenser microphone

10.1.2 Condenser

When sound strikes the diaphragm,
the diaphragm surface vibrates in
response. The motion of the diaphragm
couples directly to the coil, which
moves back and forth in the field of the
magnet. As the coil cuts through the
lines of magnetic force in the gap, a
small electrical current is induced in
the wire. The magnitude and direction
of that current is directly related to the
motion ofthe coil, and the current thus
is an electrical representation of the
incident sound wave.

Dynamic microphones are highly de
pendable, rugged and reliable. For this
reason, they are extremely common in
stage use, where physical strength is
very important. They are also reasona
bly insensitive to environmental
factors, and thus find extensive use in
outdoor paging applications. Finally,
because moving-coil technology is fairly
refined and is capable of very good
sonic characteristics, dynamic micro
phones also are widely used in record
ing studios.

MAGNETIC
RETURN
CIRCUIT (E)

MAGNETIC GAP (C)DIAPHRAGM (A)
<;

Microphone is a generic term that is
used to refer to any element which
transforms acoustic energy (sound) into
electrical energy (the audio signal). A
microphone is therefore one type from
a larger class of elements called
transducers - devices which translate
energy of one form into energy of
another form.

The fidelity with which a micro
phone generates an electrical represen
tation of a sound depends, in part, on
the method by which it performs the
energy conversion. Historically, a
number of different methods have been
developed for varying purposes, and
today a wide variety of microphone
types may be found in everyday use.

10.1 Mrrhods of
TRANSduCTioN

By far the most common type of
microphone in contemporary sound
work is the dynamic. The dynamic
microphone is like a miniature loud
speaker - in fact, some dynamic
elements serve dual functions as both
loudspeaker and microphone (for
example, in intercoms).

Figure 10-1 illustrates the basic con
struction of a dynamic microphone.

A flexibly-mounted diaphragm,
Figure 10-1 (a), is coupled to a coil of
fine wire (b). The coil is mounted in the
air gap of a magnet (c) such that it is
free to move back and forth within the
gap.
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AIR GAP (B)

CORRUGATED
RIBBON

DIAPHRAGM (A)]
IMPEDANCE
MATCHING PERMANENT

TRANSFORMER MAGNET (D)
(E)

Figure 10-3. Construction of
a ribbon microphone

Ribbon microphones employ a
transduction method that is similar to
that of dynamics. Figure 10-3 illus
trates the construction of a typical
ribbon element.

A very light, thin, corrugated metal
ribbon, Figure 10-3 (a), is stretched
within the air gap of a powerful mag
net (b). The ribbon is clamped at the
ends, but is free to move throughout its
length.

When sound strikes the ribbon, the
ribbon vibrates in response. As is the
case with the dynamic coil element, the
moving ribbon cuts the magnetic lines
of force in the air gap, and a voltage is
thereby induced in the ribbon. The

MAGNETIC
END CAP (C)

amplifier and battery are housed in a
small case that is connected to the
element by a cable. Increasingly,
phantom power is being used instead of
a built-in battery on electret condenser
models.) The purpose ofthe amplifier
here is primarily to buffer the high
impedance condenser capsule output
from the relatively lower impedance of
the mic input.

Electrets are increasingly common
in both recording and reinforcement.
Because they may be made very small,
electrets make possible some unique
close-miking techniques. The technol
ogy is also relatively inexpensive, so
electret elements are often used in
consumer products. Electrets can be of
high quality, and some very fine
electret microphones are available for
professional recording and laboratory
applications.

10.1.3 Electret Condenser

The electret is a special class of con
denser microphone. Electrets incorpo
rate diaphragms made of a unique
plastic material that retains a static
charge indefinitely. The manufacturer
charges the diaphragm when the ele
ment is made (usually by irradiating it
with an electron beam), and no exter
nal polarizing voltage is required.

Electrets still require a built-in
amplifier, however, and this is nor
mally a transistor unit. The amplifier
often is powered with a battery - be
tween 1.5 and 9 volts - housed in the
microphone case. (In some designs, the

A polarizing voltage of between 9
and 48 volts is applied to the dia
phragm by an external power supply,
charging it with a fixed, static voltage.
When the diaphragm vibrates in
response to a sound, it moves closer to
and farther from the back plate. As it
does so, the electrical charge that it
induces in the back plate changes
proportionally. The fluctuating voltage
on the back plate is therefore an
electrical representation of the dia
phragm motion.

Condenser microphone elements
produce a signal voltage with almost
no power. Thus they present a very
high impedance. For these reasons, all
condenser microphones incorporate an
amplifier, which drives the microphone
line. Its function is both to boost the
signal level and to isolate the element
from the lower impedance of the input
to which the microphone is connected.
Early condenser microphones employed
tube amplifiers and thus were physi
cally quite large. Modern condensers
use transistor amplifiers, and can be
made very small.

Because the diaphragm ofa con
denser is not loaded down with the
mass of a coil, it can respond very
quickly and accurately to an incident
sound. Condensers therefore generally
have excellent sonic characteristics,
and are widely used in recording.
Being somewhat more sensitive to
physical shocks and environmental
factors (humidity), however, classic
condensers are less often used in sound
reinforcement.



MicROpl-lONES

Figure 10-4. Construction of
a carbon microphone
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impedance of the element from that of
the input to which it is connected, and
to block the battery DC from the input.

Carbon microphones are not known
for excellent sonic characteristics, but
they are quite inexpensive, and rugged.
For this reason, they are still widely
used in utility sound applications. (The
standard telephone mic element has
long been a carbon type, although
dynamic mics are used in many newer
phones.) Carbon microphones can lose
some efficiency and become noisy if the
granules in the button become com
pacted, but simply tapping the element
against a hard surface usually cures
the problem.

10.1.5 Carbon

voltage is very small and the ribbon
impedance very low, so all ribbon
microphones incorporate a built-in
transformer. The transformer serves
the dual functions of boosting the
signal voltage and isolating the ribbon
impedance from the load presented by
the input to which the microphone is
connected.

Early ribbon microphones were ex
tremely fragile. The ribbon could be
damaged simply by blowing or cough
ing into the microphone! Not many
microphone manufacturers now make
ribbon units, but those that are avail
able are much more rugged than older
units. All but a few modern ribbon
mics remain more fragile than dynamic
or condenser units, so they are used
primarily in recording (a couple of
notable exceptions are used for rein
forcment).

Ribbon microphones usually have
excellent sonic characteristics, with
great warmth and gentle high-fre
quency response. They also have
excellent transient response and very
low self-noise. For these reasons, some
ribbon mics are prized as vocal micro
phones, and are also very effective with
acoustic instruments.

The carbon type is among the earli
est microphone elements ever devel
oped. Figure 10-4 illustrates the con
struction of a typical carbon element.

A small cup, Figure 10-4 (a), is
packed with pulverized carbon and
enclosed at one end by a brass disk
called a button (b), which is coupled to
a circular metal diaphragm Cc). The
button and a back plate at the rear of
the cylinder form the connection
terminals. A battery (d) provides an
activating voltage across the carbon.

When sound strikes the diaphragm,
the carbon granules in the button
vibrate, becoming alternately more and
less dense as the diaphragm moves.
The electrical resistance of the carbon
thereby fluctuates, and converts the
battery voltage into a corresponding
fluctuating current that is an electrical
representation of the sound. The
current is stepped up by a transformer
(e), which also serves to isolate the low
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10.1.6 Piezoelectric

Another very early microphone type
is the piezoelectric. Figure 10-5 illus
trates the principle of piezoelectric
microphones.

A flexible diaphragm, Figure 10-5 (a)
is coupled to a crystal element (b) by a
drive pin (c). The crystal element is of a
material that exhibits the piezoelectric
(pressure-electric) effect. When it is
physically deformed by pressure or
torsion, the crystal generates an elec
trical voltage (potential) across its
faces.

When sound strikes the diaphragm
it vibrates, and the crystal is thereby
deformed slightly. The crystal gener
ates a voltage in response to this
bending, and this varying voltage is an
electrical representation of the sound.

Piezoelectric microphones (some
times called crystal or ceramic types),
like carbon types, are not generally
known for their sound quality, but are
quite inexpensive. Properly imple
mented, a crystal element can perform
very well, and the principle is often
used for contact-type pickups.

Piezo elements are high-impedance
devices, and they produce substantial
output levels. They can be damaged
irreparably by physical abuse, and are
susceptible to both heat and humidity.

In addition to the method of

DRIVE PIN (C)

PIEZOELECTRIC
GENERATING
ELEMENT (B)

t OUTPUT
____ • SIGNAL

Figure 10-5. Construction of
a piezoelectric microphone

10.2 FUNCTioNAL DESiGN

transduction and pickup pattern,
microphones are further classified
according to their functional design.
Many different microphone designs are
available, and each is optimized for a
specific range of applications.

10.2.1 Hand-Held

By far the most prominent micro
phone design is the hand-held type.
Figure 10-6 shows a few typical hand
held microphones.

As the name implies, this micro-

Figure 10-6. A few typical hand-
held microphones

phone is designed so that it may be
held in hand by a lecturer or singer. Of
course, such microphones also are very
often mounted on a stand using a
threaded mounting clip.

The most common pattern in hand
held microphones is the cardioid,
although other patterns are available.
Whatever the pickup pattern or type of
capsule (sound generating element), if
it's in a hand-held mic, it must be well
isolated from physical vibration to
prevent handling noise, and the
capsule must be protected from being
dropped. Rubber shock mounts and
protective screens are standard fea
tures of most hand-held mies.
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MicROpltONES 10.2.2 Stand-Mounting

Some microphones are designed
specifically for stand (or boom) mount
ing only; Figure 10-7 shows examples
of such microphones.

10.2.3 Lavalier

Lavalier microphones are very small
elements that are designed to pin
directly to clothing or to be hung on a
lanyard around the neck. Figure 10-8
(next page) shows a typicallavalier
microphone.

Figure 10-7. Stand mount microphones
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Microphones like this are most com
monly made for recording. Typically,
older tube-type condensers were made
for stand-mounting only, being too
large for convenient hand-held use.
Even the most modern mics, however,
may be designed for stand mount in
the studio because more elaborate
external shock and vibration isolation
is then possible. Video and motion
picture production mics, mounted on
booms, are often elaborately shock
mounted to keep vibration out of the
mic. Smaller, very unobtrusive modern
stand-mounting microphones are
usually electret types, and are de
signed specifically for reinforcement
and broadcasting applications where
appearance is a primary consideration.

It used to be that lavaliers were
nearly always dynamics, since they
were much less costly to build in the
required small package. Modern
lavalier microphones are almost
always electret condenser types, since
electret elements now can be made
very small in size, offering excellent
top-end response and sensitivity for a
reasonable cost. The most common pat
tern for lavaliers is omnidirectional, al
though recently some cardioid and
hypercardioid types have been intro
duced. The omni pattern has several
advantages in this application. It does
not emphasize the already resonant
chest cavity because it does not have
proximity effect, and it can be clipped
in different orientations without its
sound quality changing. This is crucial
ifthe sound is to remain consistent.



Lavalier microphones are widely
used in television broadcasting, since
they can be made very unobtrusive.
For the same reason, they are also
often used in theatre (coupled with a
wireless transmission system).

Figure 10-8. A typicallavalier
microphone

A major advantage of lavalier
elements is that, since they are affixed
to the speaker's person, the distance
between source and microphone is
constant and sound quality therefore is
more consistent. Lavaliers must be
mounted with care to avoid extraneous
noise from clothing.

10.2.4 Contact Pickup

Contact pickups are microphone ele
ments that are designed to detect
sound waves in a solid medium, rather
than in air. Figure 10-9 shows one type
of contact pickup.

Contact pickups are most commonly
piezoelectric devices, although the
dynamic principle has been used for
this application, also. A recent type of
contact transducer that has garnered
considerable interest in sound rein
forcement circles uses the condenser
principle, and comes in the form of a
flexible strip.

Contact pickups are used almost ex
clusively for instruments (the excep
tion is throat microphones, which are
sometimes used in communications),
and their placement is extremely criti
cal. The complex resonant characteris-

tics of instrument bodies result in
radically different sound qualities in
different locations, and considerable
experimentation is necessary to
achieve satisfactory results. The means
by which they are affixed to the instru
ment can affect the sound quality and
the instrument. A sticky wax is often
used, since it can be removed without
damaging the instrument.

Figure 10-9. A typical contact
microphone

Because contact pickups rarely yield
a true sound quality, they are not often
used in recording, except for special
effects. In reinforcement, however,
they offer exceptional resistance to
feedback, but they can be very suscep
tible to handling noise.

10.2.5 Pressure Response

The so-called pressure response
microphone is a fairly recent develop
ment, and is subject to patent and
trademark restrictions. The commer
cial implementation of the principle is
commonly called the PZMTM, and is
manufactured under a licensing
agreement by Crown International of
Elkhart, Indiana. Figure 10-10 shows
one ofthe Crown PZMTM units.

The microphone element is placed
extremely close to and facing a flat
plate. In theory, the microphone
samples pressure variations in the tiny
air gap between the element and the
plate, rather than responding to air
velocity.

Figure 10-10. A Crown Pressure
Zone Microphone (Courtesy of

Crown International Corp.)
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MicROplioNE5 10.2.7 Parabolic

The parabolic microphone is actually
a conventional mic element coupled
with a reflector that concentrates
sound on the element. Figure 1-12 (a)
shows the principle of operation, and
Figure 10-12 (b) a polar pattern for this
type of mic.

The parabolic reflector is a cup
shaped surface whose cross section is a
curve that is called a parabola. Mathe
matically, the parabola is built around
a focal point and a plane surface.
Acoustically, the parabolic reflector
concentrates all sound that arrives
along the primary axis to a point
located at the mathematical focus. It is
thus highly directional, and serves to
increase the sensitivity of the mic ele
ment dramatically.

Parabolic microphones are used
widely in nature recording. Since their
low-frequency response is directly
related to their size, practical hand
held units are limited to frequencies
above about 1 kHz and thus are most
useful for bird and insect songs. For
years they have been seen on the side
lines at football games so broadcast
audiences can listen to on-field sounds,
such as bodies colliding on a football
field. Parabolic microphones are never
used in reinforcement.
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Originally developed for recording
and implemented using condenser in
strumentation elements, the pressure
zone principle offers certain benefits.
Among these are good imaging quali
ties and, if the element is mounted on a
floor or wall, freedom from path-length
cancellations. Low-frequency response
of the pressure-zone microphone is
directly related to the size of the
boundary plate. The larger the plate,
the better the pickup oflows.

Pressure-zone microphones are
sometimes used in sound reinforce
ment, but since they are inherently
omnidirectional, they offer little help
with feedback. Recently, directional
units have been developed to deal with
this problem, and are finding some ap
plication in conferencing situations as
well as instrument amplification.

10.2.6 Shotgun

The shotgun microphone is a highly
directional unit. Figure 1-11 shows a
typical shotgun microphone.

Shotgun microphones are most often
used in broadcasting, and they are par
ticularly popular in film work, where
isolating actors' dialog from ambient
noise is a constant concern. They are
also sometimes employed creatively for
special effects in the studio. Shotgun
mics are also used for long distance
pickup in some sports events. Success
ful use of shotgun microphones in rein
forcement is rare.

Figure 10-11. A typical shotgun
microphone

Figure to-12. A Parabolic mic:
(a) Principle of operation

(b) Polar response
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10.2.8 Multi-Element Arrays

A few special microphones have
been constructed using two or more
transducer elements. Such units nor
mally require auxilliary networks to
control the combining of signals from
the elements.

One such unit is called a two-way
cardioid microphone. This device uses
two elements - one for high frequen
cies and another for lows - much like
a two-way loudspeaker. A crossover
network combines the signals from the
two elements, crossing over at about
500 Hz. Advantages of the technique
are wide and flat frequency response
both on and off axis, and absence of
proximity effect (see Sections 10.3.2
and 10.3.3).*

Another multi-element system is the
stereo recording microphone, which
incorporates two identical elements in
a single body. Several manufacturers
produce such units, usually employing
condenser elements. Some advantages
in recording are relative freedom from
phase discrepancies between channels,
ease of use, and unobtrusive appear
ance (which is of particular benefit in
live recording).

An unusual application of multi
element technology is the Calrec
Soundfield'P' microphone, designed by
Calrec of England for stereo recording.
Four condenser elements are mounted
in a tetrahedral arrangement and
connected with a special active combin
ing network. The unit produces a set of
signals which, when recorded on a
multitrack recorder, can be reprocessed
in the studio to steer the stereo image
as desired. Both imaging and sound
quality are said to be excellent, and the
unit is finding increasing use in profes
sional recording.

* Originally, all cardioid mics were dual
element mics, though the two elements
were used to achieve direetionality... a
large, expensive method to build a mic.
Other cardioid mics used complex plumbing
(ducts and ports) to achieve directionality
with a single element, though these were
very large and expensive, too. In 1940, the
first single-element self-patterning cardioid
mic was developed, ultimately leading to
smaller cardioid mics.

10.2.9 Noise-Cancelling
Microphones

Noise-cancelling (or differential)
microphones employ either two mic
capsules wired in reverse polarity, or a
single diaphragm that is open on both
sides to sound pickup. Such mics tend
to discriminate for close on-axis sound
sources, which produce higher pressure
on one side ofthe diaphragm (or one
one ofthe capsules) than on the other.
More distant and off-axis sounds tend
to produce equal pressures on both
sides ofthe single diaphragm (or on
both capsules) and thus are cancelled.

Differential microphones are used
for speech communication only, and
are most beneficial in noisy environ
ments like factories or airplane cock
pits. (If you are using one, be sure
you're speaking directly into it at a
distance ofless than 2 inches - or it
will treat your voice, however loud, like
noise and reject it.)

~--_ The two capsules are joined
in reversed polarity.

--
Figure 10-13. Cross-sectional view

of a dual-element differential
microphone.
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MicROpl10NES 10.~ ACOlJSTiCAL ANd
ELECTRiCAL
Cl-tARAcTERisTics useful in recording, and virtually

every studio owns at least a few of
them.

10.3.1.2 Cardioid

Figure 10-14. Polar pattern of
a cardioid microphone

1,000 Hz

4,000 Hz

125Hz 
500 Hz

-dB

The cardioid is unreservedly the
most popular of all microphone pickup
patterns. Figure 10-14 shows a typical
cardioid polar response pattern.

Note that the pattern is heart
shaped - hence the name "cardioid."
As Figure 10-14 clearly shows, the car
dioid microphone is most sensitive to
sounds coming in on the primary axis,
and rejects sounds from the sides and
rear of the microphone.

The directional qualities of the
cardioid make it a natural choice for
sound reinforcement, since they help in
reducing feedback and increasing
system gain (see Section 5.3, "Feedback
Control"). This effect is overrated, and
omnidirectional mics are often a better
choice for close work than is a cardioid.
Cardioids tend to have more coloration
when sound does not arrive on axis
because their directional qualities vary
with frequency.

Cardioids are quite common in re
cording, since they can be used to
diminish unwanted sounds arriving
from off-axis. Their frequency response
is usually rougher than that of an omni
and they are somewhat more sensitive
to wind noise and breath popping.

10.3.1.1 Omnidirectional

Microphones are classified not only
by the method of transduction but also
by their pickup pattern. The pickup
pattern is the way in which the ele
ment responds to sounds coming in
from different directions, and there are
several different standard patterns.
(This is akin to the polar response of a
loudspeaker... in reverse.)

The acoustical and electrical charac
teristics of a microphone together de
termine both the quality of its perform
ance and its suitability for a particular
application or system. No single factor
predominates; all work together, and it
is important to understand the range
of qualities that may be expected in
typical professional and semi-profes
sional equipment. After all, even a
mediocre system has a better chance of
performing well if the sound source is
clean, and even the best sound system
can't make a poor quality mic sound
good.

10.3.1 Pickup Patterns

Omnidirectional elements, as their
name implies, pick up sound more-or
less equally from all directions. Figure
10-15 (next page) shows a set of polar
response patterns for a typical omni
microphone.

One might think that omnidirec
tional microphones are never used in
sound reinforcement, since they offer
no protection from feedback. This is
generally the case, but not entirely so.
There is a myth that cardioids are
better, but omnis have better low
frequency response, and less suscepti
bility to breath noise and wind noise.
Because omnidirectional mics tend to
have much smoother frequency re
sponse than directional mics, there are
fewer peaks to trigger feedback, so
sometimes a good omni is as useful (or
more so) as a mediocre directional mic.
Lavalier mics (mics worn on a lanyard
around the neck, or clipped to a shirt)
are often omnis. Omni mics are quite
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Figure 10-15. Polar response of an omnidirectional microphone
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MicROpl10NES

10.3.1.3 Bidirectional or
Figure-8

A somewhat more unusual but very
useful pickup pattern is the so-called
figure-8 or bidirectional. Figure 10-16
shows a typical polar response plot of a
bidirectional element.

The derivation of the name for this
pattern is obvious from Figure 10-16.
Bidirectional elements are most
sensitive to sounds coming in from the
front or rear of the microphone, and
reject sounds from the sides.

Figure-S microphones are very
useful in circumstances where pickup
of two separate voices is desired - for
example, in an interview situation or a
barbershop quartet (where opposing
singers can see each other and be
picked up, but the audience is off axis
and is not picked up). In recording and
reinforcement, the figure-8 may be
used to pick up two adjacent instru
ments when separate control is not
desired. For example, it may be placed
between two tom-toms in a drum set.

10.3.1.4 Supercardioid

The supercardioid is a highly direc
tional microphone element. Figure
10-17 shows a polar response plot of a
typical supercardioid microphone.

Note that, in contrast to the cardi
oid, the supercardioid does exhibit
more of a rear pickup lobe, though
small. It thus supplies far less rejection
of sounds coming in directly from the
rear than does the cardioid. The
forward pickup lobe is far more concen
trated and the supercardioid offers
superior rejection of sounds coming in
from the sides.

Supercardioids are used in special
situations where greater side rejection
is desired, but some rear pickup may
be tolerated. Because of the concen
trated forward lobe, they also may
"reach" farther than a typical cardioid,
and are sometimes used for pickup of
distant sources.

Incidentally, the supercardioid is
similar to, but not identical to another
very directional microphone, the hyper
cardioid.
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Figure 10-16. Polar pattern of
a figure 8 microphone

Figure 10-17. Polar pattern of
a supercardioid microphone



10.3.2 Frequency Response

The frequency response of a micro
phone is a measure of the consistency
with which it translates a given sound
pressure level into a given audio signal
level at different frequencies.

We could say that an ideal micro
phone would translate a given pressure
level to the same signal level no matter
what the frequency (within the limits
ofthe audio band, or 20 Hz to 20 kHz).
Such a microphone would be said to
have flat frequency response.

While some recording microphones
and many instrumentation micro
phones closely approach this ideal,
most of the units used in professional
sound work deviate from flat response
- sometimes quite significantly. But
frequency response variations are not
necessarily bad.They are often intro
duced intentionally in order to produce
specific performance advantages in
practical applications. Ifyou know the
response of a particular microphone,
you may be able to use that response to
compensate for deficiencies in the
quality of a sound source.

At the low end, it is not uncommon
for a microphone's response to fall off
below about 100 Hz, particularly in the
case of vocal microphones. Since the
human voice is generally incapable of
producing energy that low in fre
quency, the effect of this limitation is
to discriminate for voice frequencies,
and simultaneously help to eliminate
extraneous noise. For instrument
amplification and recording, response
to 50 Hz or below is preferred.

Many microphones exhibit a re
sponse peak in the upper frequencies.
This is called a presence peak, and
again is characteristic of vocal micro
phones. A presence peak can help to
increase the intelligibility of words, so
it may be a desirable characteristic.
But it can also increase the possibility
of feedback in sound reinforcement
and is generally to be avoided in mics
used for recording.

It is most important, in the case of
directional microphones, that the fre
quency response remain reasonably
flat off-axis, although the sensitivity
drops. Otherwise there will be a
change in tonality if the person or
instrument being picked up by the mic
shifts off axis. Hand-held mics are
most susceptible, since a slight change
in the angle on which they are held

will change the tonal color unless the
mic has uniform frequency response off
axis. Even if a mic remains in a stand,
the response should be uniform off
axis, or any reverberant energy will
have a distorted tonal color.

Uniform frequency response off axis
is characteristic of good quality mics,
and is one performance aspect to look
for in selecting a microphone. It is
probably more important than the
absolute sensitivity or the actual
response on axis. Remember, if the fre
quency response gets rough off-axis,
then the quality of a voice will change
as the performer moves around in front
of the mic. This is hardly desirable!

Frequency response variations are a
major factor governing a microphone's
characteristic sound. It is important
that the sound of a mic be matched to
the application and the sound source,
and this is best done by ear. You can
get a clue from the spec sheet. For
instance, a rising response with a peak
in the 5 to 8 kHz range indicates the
mic is probably optimized for lead
vocals, some solo instruments, and for
ordinary speech reinforcement. A mic
with extended low frequency response
and not particularly extended high
frequency response would be useful for
drums or other low frequency instru
ments. A mic with very flat response
may be useful in recording, as well as
in reinforcement. Since transient
quality, coloration, and other factors
affecting sound quality are difficult to
measure with any single specification,
it is difficult to provide useful guide
lines for selection of a mic simply by
reading the spec sheet. When in doubt,
listen.
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MicROpkoNES 10.3.3 Proximity Effect 10.3.4 Transient Response

Proximity effect is an increase in
low-frequency response when a micro
phone is very close to the sound source,
and is an inherent characteristic of di
rectional microphones (omnis do not
exhibit the effect). Figure 10-18 illus
trates proximity effect.

Proximity effect increases dramati
cally when the microphone is less than
2 feet away from the source, and can
produce 16 dB or more of bass boost.
(Actually, the overall sound level
increases due to the closer proximity of
the sound source to the mic, but higher
frequencies are cancelled more than
lower ones by the mic at this distance,
so there is the equivalent of bass
boost.) This can sometimes cause
preamplifier overload, resulting in
gross distortion. Announcers and
vocalists often use proximity effect to
add fullness to the sound of the voice
and an experienced performer incorpo
rates it as part of his or her mic tech
nique. Public speakers, by contrast, are
often naive about the effect, and it
often destroys intelligibility in public
address applications (a low cut filter is
usually an effective cure in this case).

Transient response is a measure of a
microphone's ability to render very
sharp, fast musical attacks and signal
peaks. The main limitation on tran
sient response is diaphragm mass, so
condensers and ribbon mics generally
exhibit better transient response than
even the best dynamics. Figure 10-19
shows a transient response comparison
between a typical dynamic (top trace)
and a condenser (bottom trace),

Transient response is not very im
portant in vocal reproduction, but it
attains great importance with percus
sive sources such as drums, piano and
plucked string instruments. The
transient nature of such sources is an
integral part of their musical personal
ity, so the ability to render transients
accurately is highly desirable when
working with them - either in rein
forcement or recording. A ribbon or
condenser is the best choice here.

Generally speaking, the smaller a
microphone, the better its transient
response will be. This is because a
smaller diaphragm has less mass and
thus responds more quickly. The trend
in recent years has been toward
smaller microphones - this is due in
part to the development of better
electret elements - so transient
response has been getting better. As a
rule, you can expect modern electret
units to have excellent transient
characteristics.
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Figure 10-18. Proximity Effect
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Figure 10-19. Comparison of
transient response in

typical condenser
and dynamic microphones



10.3.5 Output Level or
Sensitivity

Since the transduction element in
variably is very small, microphones
generate small signal levels when
compared with line-level devices such
as mixing consoles or tape machines.
For this reason, a microphone requires
a preamplifier to bring its output
signal up to line level (see Section 11).
This function is normally included in
the mixing console or recorder to which
the microphone is connected. (The
impedance converter contained in con
denser-type mics should not be con
fused with a preamplifier. Condenser
mics still require a preamplifier to be
consistent with line level.)

Microphone output level is always
specified with reference to a specific
input sound pressure level, usually at
1000 Hz. The specification is thus an
indicator ofthe sensitivity ofthe unit.
A more sensitive microphone will pro
duce more output level at a given SPL.

Two reference SPL levels are com
monly used for microphone ouput level
specifications. These are 74 dB SPL
(which is the level of an average speak
ing voice at a distance of 3 feet) and 94
dB SPL (corresponding to a relatively
loud speaking voice at 1 foot). These
levels may also be expressed as:

74 dB SPL == 1 microbar or 1 dyne/cm/

94 dB SPL == 10 microbar or 10 dyne/cmf

Microbars and dynes-per-square
centimeter are both units of pressure.

The microphone output signal level
is given in dB, with either of two
different references: dBV (dB re 1 volt)
and dBm (dB re 1 milliwatt). The first
is a voltage reference and the second is
a power reference, so the two units are
not directly comparable without
knowing the specific load impedance
(see Sections 13 and 14).

A typical microphone sensitivity
specification, then, might read:

SENSITIVITY:
-74 dBm re ImW/microbar

Translated, this means that the
microphone will deliver a signal at
1 microbar whose power is 74 dB below
one milliwatt. To determine the signal
voltage that this power level corre
sponds to, we need to know the load
impedance.

A more useful form of sensitivity
specification is:

SENSITIVITY:
Output level of -47 dBVat
94dBSPL

This specification needs no transla
tion, and allows direct and simple cal
culation of the output signal voltage at
various sound pressure levels.

10.3.6 Overload

Distortion in a sound system is often
blamed on microphone overload. In
fact, it is rarely the mic that is over
loading, but usually the preamplifier
stage to which it is connected. A good
quality professional microphone should
be able to withstand sound pressure
levels of 140 dB SPL or more without
overloading. This is 10 dB beyond the
threshold of pain!

The overload point of a microphone
can be very important in some rein
forcement applications, however. While
the peak level seen by a mic from a
rock vocalist who swallows the micro
phone may be 130 dB SPL or a bit
more, the peak levels encountered
when close-miking drums can easily be
140 dB SPL. For such applications,
then, we should look for a unit with an
overload point approaching 150 dB
SPL. With condenser mics, the over
load point will be reduced if a lower
battery (or phantom power) voltage is
applied. Ifyour battery-powered mic
becomes distorted for no apparent
reason, replace the battery. If a phan
tom powered mic develops distortion at
high sound levels (high, but still within
the realm the mic should be able to
handle), you can try using a higher
phantom voltage supply, if permitted
by the mic manufacturer.

It is important to relate the overload
point of a microphone to its sensitivity.
Consider, for example, a mic with a
sensitivity rating of -47 dBV at 94 dB
SPL. Ifwe use this mic in close proxim
ity to a drum, it may see peak levels of
140 dB SPL. The output level then
would be:

-47 + (140 - 94) == -1 dBV

or very close to 1 volt! This will cer
tainly overload the mixer's
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preamplifier stage unless a pad is used
to.drop t~e signallevel, (Most quality
IIDXersWIll provide such a pad either
switch-activated or in the fo~ of a
continuous rotary control.)

10.3.7 Impedance

The source impedance of a micro
phone is the equivalent total AC
resistance to current flow that would
be seen looking into the microphone's
output (see Section 8). Source imped
ance determines the size of the load
th?t the microphone can comfortably
dnve. Ideally, a microphone should be
connected to a load whose input
impedance is roughly ten times the
mic's. source, or output, impedance.

Microphones are usually divided
into two basic classes: high impedance
and low impedance. Most professional
microphones are low impedance
devices, meaning that their source
impedance is below 150 ohms (so they
should be terminated by a 1,000 to
1,500 ohm input). Piezoelectric contact
p~ckup.s, guitar pickups and inexpen
srve microphones are usually high im
pedance, meaning that their source im
pedance is 25 kohms or greater (they
benefit from 50 kohm to 250 kohm
actual load impedances).

Low impedance microphones are
preferred in sound reinforcement and
recording since, properly connected,
they are far less susceptible to extrane
ous ~oise pickup in the cable (they are
se~smgmore current than voltage, so
?-Olse mu~t have more energy to get
mto the circuit). Such devices usually
require a transformer, when they are
connected to a high impedance input,
~o preserve their noise immunity. More
Important, low impedance mics can
drive cabl~s hundreds of feet long,
whereas high impedance mics are
limited to about 20 foot long cables.

High impedance microphones and
pickups require a transformer or buffer
amplifier when they are used with low
impedance inputs and/or long mic
cables. In this case, the transformer
converts the devices' high impedance to
a low impedance suitable for driving
the connection. High impedance mics
and pickups usually produce a larger

output signal voltage,which may be
why they are often used in inexpensive
equipment. Another reason is that
without the cost of the transformer or
buffer amplifier, or the 3-pin XLR type
connector, such mics are usually less
expensive to manufacture than a low
impedance mic.

Microphone impedance bears no con
sistent relationship to price and
quality. It is a design factor that is
weighed like any other in optimizing a
mic for a given application. The impor
tant point is simply that we must know
the source impedance of the micro
phone, and provide the appropriate
circuit or matching transformer to
mate it with the input to which it will
be connected.

10.3.8 Balanced and
Unbalanced Connections

An unbalanced connection is a two
wire system. One wire carries the
audio signal, and the other (called the
shield) is connected to ground, or the
electrical reference point. Another term
for unbalanced circuits is single-ended,
a.lthough we don't feel the term is par
ticularly precise since it is also used to
describe the operation of certain noise
reduction systems.

A balanced connection is a three
wire system. Two separate wires carry
the signal - one inverted in polarity
with respect to the other - and the
third is the shield, which again is
connected to ground.

Balanced connections are almost
always used for low impedance micro
phones. The balanced system is more
immune to noise, and is by far the
preferred method in professional audio.
The most common balanced connector
is the three-pin XLR-type, which is
chosen for several reasons. It has 3
conductors, it is shielded, it locks in
place, and the ground pin makes
contact first to bleed static from the
cable and avoid pops.

Unbalanced connections are used for
high-impedance microphones and
pickups, and sometimes for low imped
ance mics in consumer equipment. The
unbalanced system is susceptible to
noise pickup, and is generally not
preferred in professional work. The



most common unbalanced microphone
connector is the %-inch phone connec
tor.

Particularly for microphones,
balanced connections should be used
wherever possible. Sometimes this will
require the addition of an external
transformer at the mixer input, but the
advantages in noise immunity and
reliability more than justify the added
expense.

From Balanced
Professional Microphone

2

Balanced
Mic Connections

SECTioN 10

3

Standard Mic Cable

Balanced Microphone
Preamp

r---------------------------------------------------

! Transformer Balanced
: Input

3:

INPUT
(Female XLR)

From Unbalanced
Microphone Unbalanced

Mic Connections

Unbalanced Mic Preamp

jlNPUT
j(Female 1/4"
iTip/Sleeve Phone Jack),,
1 -------------------------------

Figure 10-20. Balanced and unbalanced microphone connections
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10.4 Appllcvrtors
INFoRMATioN

10.4.1 Windscreens and
Pop Filters

Every microphone is, to some extent,
susceptible to extraneous noise from
breath pops or, outdoors, from wind. In
severe cases, these noises can destroy
intelligibility or damage particularly
sensitive loudspeakers. For the most
part, the effect of air noise is more
pronounced with directional micro
phones, such as those used in both re
cording and reinforcement.

Every microphone manufacturer
provides some sort of windscreen,
which is basically an air velocity filter
that protects the diaphragm element
from air noise. The most common
modern type is made of highly porous
acoustical foam. Typical foam and
metal mesh covered foam windscreens
are shown in Figure 10-21.

Figure 10-21.
Common
windscreens

The foam is essentially transparent
to sound pressure waves, but acts like
a kind oflabyrinth for high velocity
wind or breath gusts. The air gusts
lose their energy as they travel
through the channels in the foam, so
that they dissipate before reaching the
diaphragm.

In recording studios, breath pops are
occasionally a problem while recording
vocalists. A simple pop filter consisting
of nylon mesh stretched on a small
hoop can help. The hoop is mounted
directly to the microphone, about 3 to 6
inches away from the microphone body.
The vocalist sings at the microphone
through the nylon mesh, which stops
the gusts produced by explosive conso
nants such as p's and t's.

In an emergency, a makeshift wind
screen can be made from a white
athletic sock slipped over the micro
phone. While this is hardly the most
attractive solution from a visual
standpoint, it can save the day in
outdoor paging applications. Then, too,
you might just try switching from a
cardioid to an omnidirectional mic,
which may sufficiently reduce wind
noise or vocal pops to eliminate the
need for any sort of wind sock or filter.

10.4.2 Shock Mounts

Stand mounted microphones are
sometimes subject to physical
vibrations coupled from the stand to
the mic housing through the mounting
clip. To diminish this source of
extraneous noise, some microphone
manufacturers provide shock absorbing
mounts. One typical such mount is
shown in Figure 10-22.

Here, the mic is suspended within a
frame by a kind of eat's cradle of elastic
bands, which effectively absorbs noises
from jarring of the stand.

In an emergency, a makeshift shock
mount may be improvised with a piece
of acoustical foam or kitchen sponge
and some duct tape. Wrap the foam or
sponge around the mic housing and
secure it with a bit of tape, then :fix the
mic to the stand with more tape.
Again, this may look a bit scruffy, but
it can greatly improve shock isolation.

Figure 10-22. A typical shock
mounted microphone on a stand



10.4.3 Phantom Power 10.4.4 Effect of the Number
of Open Microphones (NOM)

SECTioN 10

Figure 10-23. How phantom power and audio share the same cable.

Condenser microphones require a
polarizing voltage and power for their
built-in amplifiers. Sometimes provi
sion is made to supply this voltage
directly through the microphone cable.
The procedure is called phantom
powering, and the most common
phantom supply voltage available in
mixing consoles is 48 VDC, although
24 V supplies are widely used. Most
phantom powered mics can operate on
a wide range of supply voltages from as
little as 1.5 or 9 volts up to 50 volts.

In a phantom power system, the po
larizing supply voltage is placed on
both of the signal lines in a balanced
connection, with the same polarity on
each line. Dynamic microphones
connected in a balanced system with a
phantom power input are then pro
tected from damage, theoretically,
since the system results in a net zero
DC potential across the coil. A dynamic
mic connected unbalanced to a phan
tom power input may be destroyed,
however!

It is therefore very important to be
aware of whether a mixing console
input is wired for phantom power.
Most such inputs provide a switch to
disable the phantom power when it is
not needed. Always be sure that this
switch is set to off when dynamics, or
electret condensers with internal
batteries, are connected to the input.

Figure 10-23 illustrates how phan
tom power is delivered to the imped
ance converter in a mic along the same
conductors that carry audio from the
mic to the console preamplifier.

Phantom Power is
delivered to a
condenser mic, and
audio signal to a
console via the same
2-conductor shelded
microphone cable.

+48V

BLOCKING
CAPS

NOTE: DC cancels
at transformer
but AC signal
goes through

(similar with
active, balanced

input)

As we learned in Sections 5 and 6, a
primary concern in sound reinforce
ment is maximizing a system's acoustic
gain. To do so, we must:

a) keep the distance between the mic
and loudspeaker as large as is
practical;

b) keep the distance between the mic
and the source as small as is practi
cal; and

c) use directional mics and loudspeak
ers, placed so that their interaction
is minimized.

All the calculations in our discussion
of system gain and feedback control
assume a single mic. It is intuitively
obvious that as we add mics to a
system, the potential acoustic gain
must decrease and feedback potential
rise. In actual fact, every time you
double the number of open mics (mics
that are turned on or whose level is
brought up on the mixing console), the
system gain must be reduced by 3 dB
to avoid feedback.

In operating a sound system, then,
we need to be aware that it is best at
any given time to turn on only those
mics that are required. So long as a
given microphone is not used at any
time, it should be muted, or its fader
on the mixer should be brought down.
There is something to be said for using
the least number of mics that you can
get away with. It's fine to try to dupli
cate studio quality in stage work, but
using six or eight mics on the drum set
might be self-defeating.

All of this means more work and a
greater demand for creativity from the
sound engineer, but it can result in
higher system gain, better sound

quality, and less potential for
feedback.

J1~

~~o
Signal

L..--e---c)-"

CONSOLE
INPUT
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10.4.5 Gain and
Microphone Placement

System gain can also be enhanced by
good mic placement techniques. In
general terms, the closer that we can
mic sound sources in a reinforcement
system, the less electrical gain we will
need. This means both cleaner sound
and less potential for feedback.

It can also mean greater potential
for overloading the preamplifier input
(see Section 1.3.5, "Overload"). In close
miking situations, if gross distortion is
encountered, it is most likely to be due
to the preamp - not the mic - and it
may be necessary to use a pad at the
preamp input. The mics used should
have high SPL capability so that mic
overload is avoided.

Public speakers can present prob
lems ifthey are unused to working
with a microphone. A lecturer who
wanders around in front ofthe mic will
produce a widely varying signal level,
particularly if the mic is a cardioid.
The best solution with such a source is
to use a lavalier. The sound quality
and level will be much more consistent,
making the engineer's job much easier,
and the result better.

Figure 10-24. Spaced pair stereo
placement, with a

separate soloist mic

10.4.6 Stereo Recording

Ironically, one of the subjects most
open to debate in professional sound is
simple, two-microphone stereo record
ing. A number of different techniques
have been proposed and used - each
requiring particular pickup patterns
and placements - with varying
degrees of success. Since sound is a
highly subjective matter, of course,
each method has its avid proponents.

A full discussion of all the various
methods of stereo recording is beyond
the scope of this handbook, and we will
confine our discussion to the three
most common techniques: the spaced
pair, X-Y, and M-S methods.

The spaced pair is an extremely
simple and successful technique. Two
microphones are used, and these are
placed on stands spaced 6 to 8 feet
apart and 6 feet or so above the
ground. Either omnidirectional or
cardioid units may be used. Omnis can
offer slightly better quality, but less
rejection of audience noise and rever
beration. A third mic may be used to
feature a soloist, if desired. Figure
10-24 illustrates the technique.

While the spaced pair can yield ac
ceptable results, it is susceptible to
delay problems (or localization prob
lems) associated with the different
path lengths from sources to the two
microphones. In an attempt to improve
stereo imaging, some recordists use a
technique called X-Y.

Figure 10-25. Stereo microphones
in an X-Y configuration

The technique requires two cardioid
units, preferrably with matched
characteristcs. The two are mounted on
the same stand with a special mount
ing bar and angled at about 45 to 60
degrees, with the diaphragms as close
together as possible. Stereo imaging
may be compromised (there is dis
agreement here), but is generally quite



good when heard with headphones and
acceptable over loudspeakers. Figure
10-25 illustrates the technique.

A third technique that is often used
for recording for broadcast is the M-S
method (an abbreviation for Mid-Side
Stereophony). M-S recording requires
one cardioid and one figure-8 element,
placed on the same stand with their
patterns oriented as shown in Figure
10-26.

Stereo information is extracted from
the mic signals by a matrix which
produces a sum channel (the two added
together) and a difference channel (the
figure-8 signal subtracted from the
cardioid signal). The technique is
valued for broadcast because it retains
mono compatibility. The sum ofthe two
signals cancels the figure-8 signal,
leaving only the cardioid signal.

I
SOURCE

I
M
I.____0__

to:\ 4~

Figure 10-26. Sensitivity patterns
of cardioid & figure-8 mics in an

M-S stereo configuration

10.5 WiRELESS

INTERCOM SYSTEMS

Some information in the wireless
intercom and wireless mic sections of
the handbook was originally written by
Gary Davis and Associates in coopera
tion with Bill Swintek ofSwintek
Enterprises, Inc., ofSunnyvale, CA (a
wireless microphone and intercom
system manufacturer) for a 1983
magazine article. That copy has been
edited and expanded here, and is used
with the permission ofSwintek Enter
prises. The majority of the wireless mic
and intercom information here was
provided by HME Electronics, Inc. of
San Diego, CA, also a manufacturer of
wireless mic and intercom equipment.
We are appreciative of the assistance
provided by both of these companies.

10.5.1 What is a Wireless
Intercom?

A wireless intercom is a system with
which two or more people can commu
nicate from reasonable distances apart.
Its equipment is miniaturized, and is
not connected by wires or cables, thus
providing maximum mobility to its
users.

There are two basic types of profes
sional, wireless intercom systems. One
type is operated with a console base
station and one or more wireless,
remote units. The other type is oper
ated with a battery powered, wireless
transceiver and one or more wireless,
remote units. The remote units consist
of small belt pack transceivers, and
headsets with attached microphones.
The base station operator can commu
nicate with all crew or team members
using the belt packs, simultaneously.

10.5.2 Who Uses Wireless
Intercoms?

Wireless intercom systems have
become a necessary part of many
communication networks in recent
years. The flexibility provided through
their use is indispensable in many
production, training, security and
industrial applications. Rapid growth
in the videotape production industry
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has created a need for wireless inter
coms to be used as extensions of wired
systems already in place. They are
invaluable as communication aids
between directors, stage managers and
camera, lighting and sound crews in
theater and film productions. In sports
events, wireless intercoms are not only
used by coaches, spotters and players,
but also by sportscasters and news
production crews. In activities such as
stunt filming, circus acts and gymnas
tics, in which cues and timing are
crucial to safety and successful per
formance, the wireless intercom has
become a critical asset. The applica
tions of wireless intercom systems are
limited only by the imagination of their
users.

(FCC) allocation of specified frequency
bands for wireless intercoms has
eliminated radio interference from
other services.

Today's wireless intercoms perform
as well as conventional, wired inter
coms. In the 1980s they are being
manufactured with improved dynamic
range and smaller transponders, a
result of better compandor integrated
circuitry and advanced circuit design
techniques. A variety of wireless
intercom equipment is presently
available in various configurations.

10.5.4 Types of Wireless
Intercoms

TRANSMITIER

Figure 10-27. Simplex wireless
intercom system

There are three basic types of
wireless intercom systems: simplex,
half duplex and full duplex. A simplex
system permits one-way communica
tion only, such as ordinary radio broad
casting in which the listener can hear
the announcer but cannot respond. A
half duplex system operates like a
walkie talkie, allowing the users to
communicate one at a time, only while
pressing a button. A full duplex sys
tem, however, provides continuous two
way communication without pressing a
button. This is the most desirable type
of system, since it provides complete
hands-free mobility to the user with
the advantages of normal uninter
rupted conversation. Brief descriptions
of each type of system are given below.

• Simplex
Since only one-way communication

is possible in a simplex system, it is
useful only in dispersing information
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10.5.3 What Is The
Background of Wireless
Intercoms?

Early intercom systems generally
consisted of fixed units, which were
wired in place. Any mobility depended
on the length of cable connecting their
headsets to base stations. As the users
moved around, the cables had to be
dragged with them and lifted over
obstacles. Outside interference noise
was also a problem.

Walkie talkies were the earliest
form of wireless intercoms used. They
were heavy and cumbersome and had
to be connected to large batteries from
which they obtained their power. Their
reception was easily distorted and
noisy. Wireless communication has
come a long way since the walkie
talkie.

Technological advances since the
late 1960s have tremendously affected
both the size and performance of
wireless intercoms. The development of
semiconductor technology improved
their dynamic range and audio quality
significantly.

Technology in the early 1970s intro
duced the integrated circuit compan
dor, which was incorporated into
wireless intercoms to reduce noise.
Later, the application of diversity
reception minimized the problem of
dropouts (transmission losses), greatly
improving system reliability. The
Federal Communications Commission
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when no reply is necessary. Paging
systems at airports or in department
stores and hospitals are simplex sys
tems. Because of its simple circuitry,
this is the least expensive type of inter
com system. (Refer to Figure 10-27.)

• Half-duplex
Because of its affordable price range

and the fact that it provides two-way
communication capabilities, this is the
most popular type of wireless commu
nication system. (Refer to Figure 10
28.) Half-duplex systems consist of one
unit which serves as the base station
and several remote units. The base
station may either be a console which
plugs into an AC outlet or is powered
by a 12 volt battery, or it may be a
mobile belt-pack unit with a miniatur
ized transceiver. The base station
operator, usually a director or crew
supervisor, can communicate freely
with all crew members, transmitting
and receiving simultaneously. His
instructions can be heard by all crew
members at once. Thus, priority
messages from the director reach all
crew members without delay. The base
station also simultaneously rebroad
casts all incoming messages. Each crew
member's communication with the
base station can thereby be heard by
all fellow crew members. Although
crew members cannot communicate
directly with each other, they can
communicate via their supervisor or
director. Crew members can hear
incoming messages at all times. In
order to transmit from a remote unit,
crew member must press a button on
their belt packs. Only one member is
able to transmit at a time. The half
duplex is cost effective and efficient for

mostope/~~VC'

~CPRESS-1O-TALK VC'
~I. REMOTE

~~~~'~vO~. REMOTE

rii

Figure 10-28. Half-duplex wireless
intercom system

• Full-duplex
This is the ideal form of wireless

intercom system since it provides the
only truly hands-free operation. With a
full duplex intercom, uninterrrupted
communication is possible, as in a
normal telephone conversation. The
major difference in this system and the
half duplex is that a full duplex inter
com is capable of continuous transmis
sion in both directions. It is not neces
sary to press a button to transmit. (See
Figure 10-29.) The discrete full-duplex
system, operates with only two units: a
base station and one remote unit.
Transmitting and receiving by these
units is done on two different frequen
cies. A message is transmitted on one
frequency by one of the units and
received on that same frequency by the
other and visa versa. If a larger com
munication network is required with
more than two wireless belt packs, the
system becomes complex. In order to
accomplish this, a base station that
will transmit to all the wireless belt
packs on a single frequency is needed.
At the same time, separate receivers
for each wireless belt pac are necessary
at the base station. The base station
then functions as a repeater, receiving
messages from each remote unit and
retransmitting them back to all the
remote receivers at once on a single
frequency. The complexity ofthis ex
tended full duplex system increases its
cost significantly and is therefore not
cost effective for all operations. Cur
rently available systems permit use of
four to six full duplex, wireless remote
belt pack units in this fashion, provid
ing full hands-free communication to
all users at once.

/1 HANDs-FREE VC'REMOTE

~ VC'HANDs-FREE
REMOTE

~I VC'HANDs-FREE
REMOTE

Figure 10-29. Full-duplex wireless
intercom system
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• Integrated Systems
There are as many varied

configuration requirements for wireless
intercom systems as there are users.
Systems may be integrated in almost
any imaginable combination. One user
may need to link a PA system (simplex)
to a full duplex system. Another user
may want to hook up several half
duplex wireless belt pack units to an
existing cabled intercom system. A
typical remote belt pack transceiver
has provisions for either half duplex
(push-to-talk) operation or may be
switched to full duplex, which provides
continuous hands-free transmission
and reception. With nine volt alkaline
batteries, the belt packs may operate
continuously for eight to ten hours.
More than four wireless belt packs may
easily be accomodated by adding base
station for additional channels, or by
letting several belt packs use the same
transmit frequency. In this case, push
to-talk is mandatory because only one
signal can be transmitted without
interference at a given time. Wired
stations, generally used at fixed
positions for cameras and lights, are
the most cost effective. But the director
or crew supervisor may prefer wireless
stations for mobility. Wireless systems
are also needed for positions that are
not practical to wire. Whatever its ap
plication, the wireless intercom pro
vides greater mobility than its cabled
counterpart.

SERVICE
AREAS

10.5.5 Frequencies Used

Audio bandwidth is not a critical
factor with wireless intercom systems.
Some frequency bands are more
subject to interference from adjacent
frequencies than other. For example,
the 400 to 470 MHz, ultra-high
frequency band, of which wireless
intercoms and microphones utilize the
450 to 451 and 455 to 456 MHz fre
quencies, is also used by police, fire
and public health service radios. Any
time nearby frequencies such as these
are in intermittent use, there is a risk
of random interference that was not
detected during equipment setup.

The most practical and commonly
used frequency band for wireless
intercom systems in the U.S.A. is the
VHF band, from 26 to 27, 35 to 43 and
154 to 174 MHz. Different manufactur
ers use different frequencies, and their
systems are necessarily preset to those
given frequencies. The buyer must be
aware of these factors in choosing the
most appropriate system in order to
avoid interference from local broadcast.
Interference from harmonics of sched
uled broadcast must also be consid
ered. That is, if an FM radio program
is being broadcast at 88 MHz, it will
also appear at 176 MHz, and other
multiples ofthe primary broadcast
frequency.

Some manufacturers utilize a "split
band" system. In this type of system,
the base station may transmit on the
VHF high band, while the remote units
transmit at VHF low band. In split
band operation, coordination with the
FCC is important to be sure that both
frequencies are in compliance with the
same section under FCC regulations.

To operate a wireless intercom
legally in the United States, a Federal
Communication Commission station
license is required. The type of license
depends on the use to which your
intercom will be put. Local FCC offices
or the equipment manufacturer should

A

B

C

~...............................................................................................................................................................................
~ ~ ~ ~

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 10-30. Wireless intercom frequency bands
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be contacted for further information.
Figure 10-30 indicates the radio fre
quency allocations for wireless inter
coms in the United States. In other
countries different frequency alloca
tions as well as operating regulations
may apply. Local authorities should be
consulted prior to system selection or
operation.

10.5.6 Improved Range and
Noise Reduction

There are now numerous systems
designed for improved audio range and
noise reduction. Wireless intercom
systems do not need to have high level
dynamic range since they are used
primarily for speaking and do not have
to produce a natural or enhanced
musical quality. However, it has been
demonstrated that the natural voice
quality of today's systems is less
fatiguing over a long period of time
than the highly compressed audio
sound of a few years ago. This is a
benefit of the improved range and
signal-to-noise ratio of state-of-the-art
wireless intercom technology.

Prior to the late 1970s, most wire
less intercoms could not efficiently
reduce unwanted noise. Today, many
systems include cornpander circuitry,
the most advanced noise reduction
technology. In a compander circuit, a
full-range compressor is built into the
intercom transmitter and an audio
expander into the receiver. When the
signal is compressed, the audio level
remains well above the residual noise
floor. When it is expanded again, the
noise is reduced and the signal is much
cleaner and relatively noise-free. Low
level hiss and static are virtually
eliminated. Companding the audio
signal also provides improved dynamic
range over a straight transmission. In
some cases the wireless intercom may
actually be quieter than its cabled
counterpart.

10.5.7 Evaluating and
Selecting a System

There are a number of criteria that
must be considered in evaluating and
selecting a wireless intercom system
suitable for professional use. Ideally
such a system must work perfectly and
reliably in a variety of tough environ
ments with good intelligibility and
must be useable near strong RF fields,
lighting dimmers and other sources of
electromagnetic interference.

• Operating Frequency
If a wireless intercom is going to be

used effectively at frequencies adjacent
to other strong signals which might
interfere with the clarity of its
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reception,the extra expense of a more
complex receiver will be necessary.
Thus the operating frequency of a
wireless intercom system is a factor to
be considered in selecting your equip
ment.

• Diplexer
Wireless intercom and microphone

systems normally operate on like fre
quency bands, thereby often
benefitting by combining systems,
enabling a director or crew supervisor
to have closed and open communica
tion. Up to 24 discrete VHF high-band
microphones and intercoms can be
operated in the space of a single TV
channel. However, such complex
systems often experience desensing,
the muting of a receiver because
another mic or intercom is transmit
ting in close proximity, thus limiting
its effective range. Some systems have
antenna diplexers and may therefore
be immune to the desensing problem.

• Side Tone
An important feature to look for in

an intercom is side tone which confirms
that communication is actually taking
place. Side tone simply means that the
user hears his voice as he talks, but
only after it has been retransmitted to
him. Non-duplex systems cannot offer
side tone or have local side tone in
which the voice is fed directly into the
earpiece through a preamp and thus
does not confirm two-way communica
tion.
• Headsets

Some wireless intercoms are built
entirely into headsets. While these
units are very compact, they are often
heavy and uncomfortable as well as
poor in serviceability and sound
quality. In other intercoms the trans
ceiver is packaged separately and is
designed to work with a variety of
headsets. This will usually be most cost
effective for the buyer who already has
headsets. To assure compatibility,
investigation should be made regard
ing which kind of headsets are best
suited to the particular transceiver
under consideration.

• Batteries
The type of batteries used in a

wireless intercom must also be consid
ered. A rechargeable system can be

economical over a long period of time.
On the other hand, fresh throw-away
batteries before each show provide
confidence that a wireless intercom will
last to the end ofthe show. The system
should be capable of operating at least
4 to 6 hours on one set of batteries.
Rechargeable nickel-cadmium batter
ies are more economical in the long
run, but they are also more difficult to
maintain. Ifnot deep-cycled (fully
discharged and recharged), they will
not yield nearly as long an operating
life between charges as a set of fresh,
non-rechargeable alkaline batteries.

• Future Needs
One of the most important consid

erations to be made in wireless inter
com selection is future needs. A system
should be compatible with other types
of systems and equipment to allow the
greatest possible adaptability to future
needs. Perhaps one system may be
somewhat more expensive than an
other, but it may be much more eco
nomical in the long run in maximizing
future operational capabilities.

10.5.8 Conclusions

Today's wireless intercoms are a
great improvement over the cabled
systems of just a few years ago. The
mobility they provide is an invaluable
asset to nearly any industry. Their
versatility, through integration with
existing cabled intercom systems, as
well as with wireless or cabled micro
phone systems, is another advantage.
Their audio bandwidth and signal
clarity far exceeds the requirements of
most users. They excel in sound qual
ity, and in their ability to solve many
types of production communication
problems.



10.5.9Glossary of Wireless
Intercom Terms

Bandwidth - The range of fre
quencies within which performance
falls, with respect to some characteris
tic - usually the -3 dB points.

Belt pack - Communication equip
ment worn on a belt. In a wireless
intercom system, the belt pack (or belt
pac) usually includes a transmitter, a
receiver and a headset with built-in
microphone.

Compander - A combination of a
compressor at one point in a communi
cation path for reducing the amplitude
range of signals, followed by an ex
pander at another point for a comple
mentary increase in the amplitude
range.

Compressor - A signal processor
that, for a given input amplitude
range, produces a smaller output
amplitude range.

Diplexer - An electronic appara
tus which allows a single antenna to
connect to a transmitter and receiver
simultaneously.

Diversity Reception - Where a
signal is obtained by combination or
selection or both, of two or more
sources of received-signal energy that
carry the same modulation or intelli
gence, but that may differ in strength
or signal-to-noise ratio at any given
instant minimizes the effects of fading.

Dynamic Range - The difference,
in decibels, between the overload (or
maximum) level and the minimum
useable signal level in a system.

Expander - A signal processor
that, for a given amplitude range of
input voltages, produces a larger range
of output voltages.

Frequency Band - A continuous
range of frequencies extending between
given low and high frequency limits.

Integrated Circuit - A combina
tion of electronic circuits, each of which
has an independent function, but are
linked together as an interdependent
network; usually packaged in a single,
small chip or semiconductor-based
microcircuit.

Preamplifier - An amplifier which
boosts a low-level signal, providing
enough level for the signal to be
further processed.

Repeater - An electronic device
which receives a signal and then
transmits the same signal on a differ
ent frequency.

RF Field - An energy field (a de
finable area) where radio frequency
signals are prevalent.

Semiconductor - An electronic
conductor, with resistivity in the range
between metals and insulators, in
which the electric charge-carrier
concentration increases with increas
ing temperature (over some tempera
ture range).

Signal-to-Noise Ratio - The ratio
ofthe level ofthe signal to that ofthe
noise level (usually expressed in dB).

Split Band - A communication
system in which signals are transmit
ted in opposite directions on different
frequency bands.

State-of-the-Art - The most
modem technology available to solve a
problem in a unique way for the first
time.

Transceiver - The combination of
radio transmitting and receiving equip
ment in a common housing, usually for
portable or mobile use, and employing
common circuit components for both
transmitting and receiving.

Transponder - A receiver-trans
mitter combination that receives a
signal and retransmits it at a different
carrier frequency.
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10.6 WiRELESS
MicROpl-tONE SySTEMs

10.6.1 What is a Wireless
Mic?

A wireless microphone system is a
small scale version of a typical com
mercial FM broadcasting system. In a
commercial broadcasting system, a
radio announcer speaks into a micro
phone that is connected to a high
power transmitter in a fixed location.
The transmitted voice is picked up by
an FM receiver and heard through a
speaker or headset.

In a wireless microphone system,
the components are miniaturized but
the same principles apply. The trans
mitter is small enough to fit into the
microphone handle or into a small
pocket sized case. Since the micro
phone and transmitter are battery
powered, the user is free to move
around while speaking or singing into
the mic. The transmitted voice is
picked up by a receiver that is wired to
a speaker.

~otypesofmicrophonesare

available with wireless mic systems:
the handheld mic, with a transmitter
in its handle; and the lavalier mic,
which is small enough to be concealed
as a lapel pin or hung around the neck.
Lavalier mics are wired to miniature
body-pack transmitters, which fit into
a pocket or clip onto a belt.

10.6.2 Who Uses Wireless
Mics?

Wireless microphones are widely
used today in television and videotape
production. They eliminate the need
for stage personnel to feed cables
around cameras, props, etc. For loca
tion film production, as well as ENG
(Electronic News Gathering) and EFP
(Electronic Field Production), wireless
mics make it possible to obtain usable
first take sound tracks in situations
that previously required post-produc
tion dialogue looping. The cost saving
can be significant.

Handheld mics are used by perform
ers on camera where they provide the
freedom needed to move around the
stage and gesture spontaneously. They
are used by speakers and entertainers

who need to pass the mic from one
person to another. In concerts, hand
held wireless mics permit vocalists to
walk and dance around the stage and
even into the audience without restric
tion and with no chance of shock in the
event of rain.

Lavalier mics are used in game
shows, soap operas and dance routines.
They eliminate the need for boom mics
and help to alleviate visual clutter.
Lavalier mics are used by MCs, panel
ists, lecturers, clergy, stage actors, and
dancers because they can be concealed
easily and provide hands-free mobility.
Some lavalier transmitter models have
high impedance line inputs that accept
cords to create wireless electric guitars.

10.6.3 What is the
Background of Wireless
Mics?

Technological advances since the
late 1960s have tremendously affected
both the size and performance of
wireless mics. Until that time wireless
mics were large and used miniature
vacuum tubes, offering limited dy
namic range and poor audio quality.
The development of semiconductor
technology in the late 1960s reduced
these problems significantly.

Technology in the early 1970s intro
duced the integrated circuit compandor
which was incorporated into wireless
mics to reduce noise. At about the
same time, the FCC authorized the use
of frequencies in TV channels 7-13 for
wireless mics. Thus the wireless
microphone's most serious problem,
radio interference from other services,
was virtually eliminated. Later, the
application of diversity reception
minimized the problem of dropouts
(transmission losses due to cancella
tion of radio waves), greatly improving
system reliability.

Today's wireless mics perform as
well as conventional wired mics. In the
1980s, wireless mics are being manu
factured with improved dynamic range
and smaller transmitters, a result of
better compandor integrated circuitry
and advanced circuit design tech
niques. A variety of standard micro
phones with different sound character
istics is available.



10.6.4. Radio Frequencies
Used

There are no international stan
dards for wireless mic radio frequency
allocations. Performance is not con
trolled for transmitter power limits,
frequency stability, or RF bandwidth
occupancy. Wireless mics could there
fore, theoretically, operate at any
:frequency. Certain frequency bands,
are more commonly used. (Refer to
Figure 10-31.)

taneously without RF intermodulation
products causing interference.

• Wireless mics are permitted to
operate in the commercial FM broad
casting band, providing their power is
not greater than 50 JiVIM radiation at
15 meters. With this power restriction,
it is not practical to use this band for
professional applications in which
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Figure 10-31. Commonly used international frequency bands

In the United States, the FCC regu
lates the operation of wireless mics at
specified frequency bands. Frequency
bands typically used are shown in
Figure 10-32. The applicable Federal
Communications Commission regula
tions are as follows:

SERVICE
AREAS

reliable transmission performance is
expected.

• Wireless mics may operated on a
shared basis with business radio
service. Continuous radio transmission
is authorized if the transmitter power
is limited to 120 mW. The business
radio service frequencies for wireless
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Figure 10-32. Wireless microphone frequency bands used

in the United States

• Low power communication devices
may operate in the 49.81 MHz to
49.90 MHz band (Figure 10-32 (a)).
Power is limited to 10,000 JiVIM radia
tion at a 3 meter distance (approxi
mately 1 to 5 mW) and with a 5 kHz
audio frequency limit. This segment of
the RF spectrum is susceptible to man
made noise generated by auto ignition,
flourescent lights, dimmers, etc. The
restriction imposed by the FCC on low
power equipment aggravates the
problem of signal-to-noise ratio in this
band. Because these frequencies are
evenly spaced (15 kHz apart), only
three wireless mics can operate simul-

mics are: 30.76 MHz to 43 MHz, VHF
low-band; 150 MHz to 173.4 MHz, VHF
high-band: 457MHz to 470 MHz, UHF
low-band; and 806 MHz to 866 MHz,
UHF high-band (Figure 10-32 (b)).
At 150 MHz and higher, man-made
noise decreases significantly. With the
higher power and larger transmission
bandwidth allowed by the FCe, along
with many more available frequencies
and the shorter antenna requirement,
operation in the VHF high-band and
higher is desirable. The major disad
vantage is interference from other
business radio services. An operating
station license is required and the
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transmitter must be type accepted
under FCC regulations. Contact your
local FCC office for aForm 25 if you
want to obtain a license. Anyone can
operate a wireless mic system at these
frequencies. Specific frequencies
designated in this part ofthe regula
tion for wireless mics are known as "B
frequencies." The bands are from
169.445 MHz to 170.245 MHz, from
171.045 MHz to 171.845 MHz , from
169.505 MHz to 170.305 MHz and from
171.105 MHz to 171.905 MHz (Figure
10-32 (c». "B" frequency transmissions
must not exceed a bandwidth of 54 kHz
and output power of 50 mW.

• For broadcasting, video production,
and filmmaking applications, wireless
mics may operate in the 174 MHz to
216 MHz range (TV channels 7 thru
13), on a non-interference basis.
(Figure 10-32(d». This means that for
a given location, wireless mics may
operate on unused TV channels.
Transmitter power is limited to
50 mW. An operating station license is
required for broadcasters and
filmmakers and the transmitter used
must be type accepted under FCC
regulations. This VHF high-band offers
the best operating area for wireless
mics. It is free of citizens band (CB)
and business radio interference, and
any commercial broadcast stations that
might cause interference operate on a
schedule, and thus can be avoided
easily.

10.6.5 Technical Problems

• Transmission Loss
There is a calculated transmission

loss between transmitter and receiver
through use of an isotropic antenna.
Less transmitter power is required for
an equivalent signal strength at the
receiver as frequency is lowered. One
problem with wireless microphones is
the difficulty in designing antennas
that are small but efficient in the VHF
low-band area. However, for the VHF
high-band, small and efficient anten
nas are practical.

Interference from other radio
services is the major problem at both
VHF and UHF. The only clear chan
nels available are the unused TV

channels in a given location and the
"B" channels. For touring groups the
TV channels become a problem, as a
clear TV channel in one city may not be
clear in another. Therefore, the "B"
channels are recommeded for this
purpose.

• Dropout
Loss of reception at the receiver of a

wireless mic due to radio wave cancel
lation called multipath reflections is
usually referred to as dropout. This
problem has several possible sources.
Dropout characteristics are different
between VHF and UHF frequency
bands. The dropout zones are much
shorter at UHF where rapid flutter is
often heard.

Loss of reception may also be caused
by a transmitter being too far from the
receiver. This may be corrected by
relocating either the transmitter and
receiver antennas closer to each other.

The power of a signal received by an
antenna is a critical factor in causing
dropout. When examining practical
solutions and limitations in alleviating
dropout, it is important to consider
that not all of the power transmitted
will reach the receiver. A wireless mic
transmitter radiates power in many
directions simultaneously, depending
on the specific mechanical configura
tion of the antenna system. This makes
the transmission vulnerable to many
types of interference.

System performance is degraded by
path losses due to interfering objects
between the transmitter and receiver,
such as other equipment or people, as
well as by the position of the transmit
ter antenna and interfering signals due
to multipath reflections.

Several paths can occur when the
environment in which the wireless
microphone is operating contains
objects such as cameras, lighting
equipment, or stage props made of
metal or other materials that reflect
radio signals. Due to phase differential
of the arriving signal, the resultant
signal can be enhanced or totally
cancelled, creating multipath dropouts.
These path losses affect the total power
received at the antenna. Multipath
cancellation is the most common cause
of dropout.



10.6.6 Solutions

• Use a High Gain Receiving
Antenna at the Mix Positon
High gain antennas can improve the

SIN ratio, and may thus reduce fades
and dropouts if they are due to weak
signals. Signal cancellations will not be
aided. High gain receiving antennas
are generally also a bad idea because:
(a) the transmitter is constantly
moving around with the performer so
the antenna would have to be continu
ously re-aimed, and (b) much of the
received radio signal is actually caught
on the bounce from walls, props, etc.,
so even if one stood offstage and aimed
a beam antenna at the performer, it
could be aiming at the wrong target.

• Place the Receiving Antenna(s)
and Receiver(s) Near the Mic(s)
and Run Audio Signals Back to
the Mix Positon

With wireless mics, an alternative is
to place the receiving antenna(s) on or
above the stage, run a moderate length
antenna cable to a nearby wireless mic
receiver, and then run as long a stan
dard audio cable as necessary between
the receiver's audio output and the
mixing console's input. Most receivers
provide line level outputs that are ideal
in this situation. This keeps the mic
transmitting antenna(s) and the
receiving antenna(s) reasonably close,
which optimizes the RF SIN ratio.

• Diversity Reception
In some wireless microphone instal

lations, it may be impossible to locate a
single antenna to eliminate multipath
dropout or signal fading. The technique
that has been adapted for wireless
microphones to minimize multipath
dropouts is called diversity reception.
This is the application of two or more
receiving antennas to receive signals
that have been diverted into more than
one path (multipath). The idea, in
general, is that if the signal is weak at
one antenna, it will probably be
stronger at the other, at any given
instant. Diversity reception enhances
the performance of a wireless mic
system. It is usually effective, although
nothing will guarantee a total absence
of dead spots. There are a number of
different ways to accomplish diversity
reception, and each manufacturer of
wireless microphones tends to favor

one approach or another. The condi
tions required to achieve this reception
are:

• a single transmitter source
• uncorrelated, statistically

independent signals
• multiple receiving antenna systems

The success of any diversity recep
tion system depends on the degree to
which the independently received
signals are uncorrelated. Ifa diversity
reception system cannot produce
uncorrelated, statistically independent
signals, then diversity reception does
not exist. A diagram of a basic diver
sity reception system is shown in
Figure 10-33.
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Figure 10-33. Diversity reception
system

Implementation of a diversity
reception system can be accomplished
in several ways, but all system imple
mentations have the need to combine
the received, independent signals in
some method. The major drawback
with any multiple reception diversity
system is cost. Combining techniques
are chosen based on cost and the
degree of improvement required. The
less predictable or less closely related
the signals, the more significant the
benefits of the diversity system.

There are various techniques of
diversity reception based on the exact
method for processing and extracting
the transmitted signals. Space diver
sity is the technique most commonly
used for wireless mics, Space diversity
can be implemented in many different
ways, but the three basic requirements
of diversity reception mentioned earlier
must be satisfied. Two or more receiv
ing antennas are required and must be
at least one half wavelength apart
(typically 3 feet). The amount of
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separation determines the degree of
the uncorrelated signals. Polarization
diversity is a method of space diversity
in which the antennas on the receiving
system are placed at angles to each
other in order to capture the uncorre
lated, independent signal. Each an
tenna provides an independent path
that is selected or combined to produce
the desired signal improvement. These
selecting and combining methods of
processing the independent signals are
shown in Table 10-1.

COMBINING METHOD TECHNIQUE

Selection (Also refer- Switches to optimum
red to as 'switching' input
or 'optimal swltchinq'

Maximal ratio (also Adds signals with vert-
referred to as 'vorl- able gain amplifiers
able gain')

Equal gain (also refer- Adds signals linearly
red to as 'linear ad-
der')

Another method of signal improve
ment is that of combining the incoming
independent signals. The two methods
of doing this are called maximal ratio
combining and equal gain combining.
The techniques for maximal ratio and
equal gain combining are illustrated in
Figure 10-35. In maximal ratio com
bining, independent signals are com
bined in order to derive the maximum
signal voltage/noise power ratios from
each of them. A modification of this
approach is equal gain combining in
which all incoming signals are set to an
average constant value. A comparison
of the signal selection and combining
methods is shown in Figure 10-36 and
Table 10-2.

GAIN SET &
SUMMING

AMPLIFIERS

Table 10-1. Combining methods
for diversity reception

In space diversity the incoming
signal with the best signal-to-noise
ratio is selected from the two or more
antennas used. This signal selection,
illustrated in Figure 10-34, can be
accomplished either prior to or after
audio detection.

*n = number
of antennas

PRE-DETECnON R.F.
OR

POST-DETECTION AUDIO

Figure 10-35. Maximal ratio
combining and

equal gain combining

PRE-DETECTION R.F.
OR

POST-DETECnON AUDIO

Figure 10-34. Space diversity
signal selection
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Figure 10-36. Comparison of
signal selection and
combining methods
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Clearly, the maximal ratio combin
ing method offers the best possibility
for improvement over a non-diversity
system, although it is the most difficult
to implement. Wireless mics typically
use selection or equal gain combining
diversity. The choice is based on
greatest reduction of the probability of
dropouts. Any of the selection/combin
ing techniques can be implemented in
the pre-detection or post-detection
stage of the receiver.

mic's receiver. The net result is flat
audio response through the transmit
ter/receiver chain, but any hiss that
enters the system as a result of the
radio transmission is also cut by the
de-emphasis.

Audio cornpanders are available
with variable gain amplifiers, which
respond to changing input levels.
Without a cornpandor, a wireless mic
would be more subject to noise from its
transmission medium and would be

SECTiON 10

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Selection No no-phasing Switching transients
required

Maximal ratio Best improvement Cost and complexity
combining in SIN ratio

Equal gain Improvement in Co-phasing for optimum
combining SIN ratio, performance

Low cost

Table 10-2. Comparison of space diversity
signal reception methods

• Companders
The compander was originally used

to reduce static and increase the
dynamic range on telephone lines. A
compander is a two part system con
sisting of a compressor, which reduces
the audio range by providing more gain
to weak signals and an expander,
which restores the signal to its original
dynamic range ratio. The degree to
which the audio energy is compressed
(and subsequently expanded) is re
ferred to as compression ratio. Typi
cally, a wireless microphone uses a
ratio of 2:1. This compression keeps
loud sounds from overmodulating the
transmitter and keeps quiet sounds
above the hiss and static. Expansion
restores the loud sounds after recep
tion and further reduces any low-level
hiss or static.

Almost all FM wireless mic systems
use some form of pre-emphaais and de
emphasis to reduce hiss or high
frequency noise. Basically, the high
frequencies are boosted (pre-empha
sized) at the mic's transmitter and,
conversely, cut (de-emphasized) at the

unacceptable for most professional
applications. Compander systems are
subject to phenomena known as
breathing or pumping. This soft
hissing is most noticeable during low
input levels. Pre-emphasis networks
(similar to those used in FM) are used
to further improve the transmitted
signal. Although the audio compander
is required for professional applica
tions, an alternate system, called a
limiter, is also available. The limiter
can only prevent peak levels from
becoming distorted. Hence the dynamic
range, without distortion, is increased
at the input by up to 40 dB, but the
output remains constant with no
improvement in dynamic range.
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10.6.7 Multiple Microphone
Systems

A wireless microphone requires
system design and analysis consistent
with the channels and particular
design being used. When using mul
tiple wireless mics, the following
interference sources must be consid
ered:
• transmitter spurious emissions
• transmitter and receiver inter

modulation
• Splatter

Spurious signals are generated
within the transmitter due to mixing
products created in multiplying the
crystal oscillator to the carrier fre
quency. These mixing products, if they
fall within the bandwidth of the
receiver, will be heard as squeals or
chirping sounds. The spurious outputs
of the transmitter are discrete spectral
signals (splatter), and typically cannot
be removed easily once a transmitter is
designed.

Transmitter intermodulation (IM)
occurs when a carrier frequency from
another source is coupled into the
output stage of a transmitter and
becomes a second signal source. The
transmitted IM products will over
whelm the receiver and will be recog
nized as acceptable signals, thus
creating the chirping and squeals and
overall sensitivity degradation.

10.6.8 Compatibility of
Wireless Mic Systems

Wireless mics from one manufac
turer will not usually be compatible
with equipment from another manufac
turer (in fact, sometimes different lines
made by the same manufacturer may
not be compatible). This is because of
the different frequencies and different
noise reduction circuits used by the
various manufacturers, which can
result in signal distortion. To assure
compatibility, check with your factory
representative before adding other
manufacturers' equipment to your
existing wireless microphone system.
What follow are descriptions of a few
areas that breed incompatibility:

• FM deviation
Deviation (the amount the carrier

frequency changes for a given amount

of audio input) may vary with different
manufacturers'equipment.~

(narrow band FM) transmitters will
not yield good results with wideband
FM receivers, and a wideband trans
mitter will sound even worse with an
NFM receiver. The deviation set by one
maker of wireless mics simply may not
be appropriate for that set by another
maker.

• Companding
There are no legal or even industry

wide standards regarding the use of
companding. Some manufacturers use
none, some use it only on certain
models, and others offer it on their
entire line. Expanding an uncom
pressed signal, or vice-versa, will
create horrible sounding audio. But
just because both mic.transmitt~rand
receiver use companding, there IS no
guarantee of success. If one manufac
turer relies on 1.5:1 compression and
1:1.5 expansion, while another sets his
equipment for 2:1 compression and 1:~

expansion, then using one system's IDlC

with the other system's receiver will
result in dynamic errors. Incorrect
decoding of the companded signal can
cause surging (with too much expan
sion) or too little dynamic range (with
too little expansion). Beyond that, the
method oflevel detection (peak, aver
age or rms) may vary, so even with the
same compression/expansion ratios,
the equipment may still be incompat
ible.

NOTE: An ordinary audio tape
noise reduction system is not
suitable for wireless mic signal
processing because the noise spec
trum of tape and that ofFM radio
broadcast differ, and hence differ
ent pre-emphasis curves are re- .
quired for optimum results. s~ tf
you have a compander-type mic and
an ordinary receiver, your dbx or
Dolby tape decoder will not help
you out, even though the noise
avoidance principle may be about
the same.

• Pre- and De-Emphasis
A similar problem exists with pre

emphasis and de-emphasis. EveJ."Yone
uses different turnover frequencies,
and different amounts of boost and
complementary cut. Intermix one type



of mic transmitter with another type of
receiver, and the frequency response of
the overall wireless mic system may be
seriously degraded.

10.6.9 Antenna Cables

Antenna cables for wireless micro
phone systems should always be
coaxial type as these are not prone to
interference. Proper connectors should
also be used. Use of improper connec
tors or cable can cause signal loss and
performance degradation.

Be aware that not all coaxial cable is
the same. Polyfoam cable (foam center
dielectric) has lower losses and holds
up better in portable use than stan
dard cable. Moreover, there are genu
ine differences in the shielding on some
brands of cable.

In cable runs of over 100 feet, it is
generally advantageous to install an
RF preamplifier. Placing the preamp at
or near the antenna raises the signal
well above the noise, improving the
signal-to-noise ratio before cable
attenuation takes its toll. The preamp,
if adjustable, should be set for only
enough gain to compensate for cable
losses. Excess gain can overload the
receiver, defeat squelch circuits, or
increase intermodulation distortion.

Table 10-3 (next page) shows the
two types of cable most commonly used
in wireless microphone systems and
indicates whether or not preamps are
necessary at various cable lengths.

10.6.10 Evaluating Wireless
Microphone Systems

There are a number of criteria that
must be considered in selecting a
wireless microphone system suitable
for professional use. It must be reliable
in a variety of tough environments
with good intelligibility and must be
usable near strong RF fields, light
dimmers and other sources of electro
magnetic interference. This relates
directly to the type of modulation
(standard or narrow-band FM), the
operating frequency (HF, VHF, or
UHF), the receiver selectivity, and so
forth. Ideally the system should be
capable of operating at least 4 to 6

hours on one set of batteries. Recharge
able nickel-cadmium batteries, as
described in Section 10.5.7, offer a
trade off of long-term economy against
the need for increased maintenance.

Published specifications are oflittle
use in evaluating wireless microphone
performance. Depending on the manu
facturer, specifications may be exagger
ated or have qualified conditions that
may not be applicable in actual use.
Because RF power output is limited by
the FCC, most systems operati~gin
the same band are comparable III

transmission distance, but other
parameters more critical to perform
ance and reliability should be carefully
examined. The following considerations
should be evaluated prior to selection
of a wireless microphone system:

• Construction
For reliable operation, the equip

ment should meet accepted design
standards, such as spacing between
lines on the printed circuit boards,
stress reliefs on wire bends, clearance
between components, and manufactur
ing tolerance. In evaluating assembly
techniques, one should consider solder
ing (avoid solder bridges, splashes,. cold
joints) and the overall workmanship
(there should be no flux on printed
circuit boards). The battery compart
ment should be readily accessible and
mechanically durable.

• Comparison
The following comparison tests can

be made by getting a wired mic which
uses the same element as your wireless
mic and feeding both outputs into a
mixer or an A-B switch.

Frequency response: Both mics
should sound identical; one should
be no more brilliant than the other.

Gain: Output levels should be
nearly identical.

Phase: With both mics placed
near each other, a properly phased
wireless mic will not show any
cancellation vs. the wired version.

Dynamic range: Shout into the
mic. Listen for distortion at high
levels. Note any pumping action or
other cornpandor characteristics.

Noise floor: With gain level on
the mixer set about equal, listen for
overall noise floor differences.
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• Radio Frequency
Set the receiver squelch for normal

quieting. Remove the transmitter
antenna, if possible, to induce dropout.
Listen for squelch action when dropout
occurs. A good design will minimize the
annoying sound of dropout.

Ultimately, if a handheld wireless
mic is being used for TV production, or
a concert that is being videotaped, or
with live projection TV effects, the
mic's looks can be as important as its
performance, especially when the audio
can be dubbed in post production.
Remember that the performer cares a
lot about visual aesthetics.

10.6.11 Conclusions

Today better professional wireless
microphone equipment is as good as, or
superior to many of the tape machines
or sound systems to which the mics are
connected. A wireless mic can never be
better than, only as good as, a wired
version of the same type. Because
wireless mics are sophisticated radio
systems as well as audio systems, care
must be taken in setup, and a thorough
understanding of the system's parame
ters is advisable. Wireless systems
offer many practical advantages to the
user.
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COAXIAL TYPICAL RF POLYFOAM RF
CABLE RG-58/U PREAMP RG-8/U PREAMP
LENGTH (dB loss NEEDED? (dB loss NEEDED?
(FEEl) @ 150 MHz)* @ 150 MHz)*

50 3.0 No 1.0 No
75 4.5 Optional 1.5 No

100 6.0 Yes 2.0 No
125 7.5 Yes 2.5 No
150 9.0 Yes 3.0 Optional
175 10.5 Yes 3.5 Yes
200 12.0 Yes 4.0 Yes
250 13.5 Yes 5.0 Yes
300 15.0 Yes 6.0 Yes
400 16.5 Yes 8.0

Table 10-3. Cable/preamp recommendations for
wireless mic systems

(*There is a wide variation between similar cables, depending on how they are
manufactured. Also, loss is logarithmically less at lower frequencies)



10.6.12 Glossary of
Wireless Microphone
Terms

Compander - A combination of a
compressor at one point in a communi
cation path for reducing the amplitude
range of signals, followed by an ex
pander at another point for a comple
mentary increase in the amplitude
range.

Compressor - A signal processor
that for a given input amplitude range
produces a smaller output range.

Cordless Mic - An older term for
wireless mic.

Dead Spot - Those locations
completely within the coverage area
where the signal strength is below the
level needed for reliable communica
tion.

De-emphasis - The use of an
amplitude-frequency characteristic
complementary to that used for pre
emphasis earlier in the system. (See
pre-emphasis)

Diversity Reception - (Defined in
Section 10.5.9.)

Dynamic Range - The difference,
in decibels, between the overload (or
maximuim) level and the minimum
acceptable signal level in a system or
signal processor.

Expander - A signal processor
that for a given amplitude range of
input voltages produces a larger range
of output voltages.

Intermodulation - The modula
tion of the components of a complex
wave by each other, as a result of
which waves are produced that have
frequencies equal to the sums and
differences of integral multiples of the
frequency components of the original
complex wave.

Isotropic Radiator - A hypotheti
cal antenna having equal radiation
intensity in all directions.

Limiter - A signal processor in
which some characteristic of the output
is automatically prevented from
exceeding a predetermined value.

Multipath Transmission - The
propagation phenomenon that results
in signals reaching the radio receiving
antenna by two or more paths.

Polarization Diversity Recep
tion - That form of diversity recep
tion that utilizes separate vertically
and horizontally polarized receiving
antennas,

Pre-emphasis - A process in a
system designed to emphasize the
magnitude of some frequency compo
nents with respect to the magnitude of
others, to reduce adverse effects, such
as noise, in subsequent parts of the
system. A specific type of equalization.

Space Diversity Reception 
That form of diversity reception that
utilizes receiving antennas placed in
different locations.

Squelch Circuit - A circuit for
preventing a radio receiver from
producing audio-frequency output in
the absence of a signal having prede
termined characteristics.
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SECTioN 11.
PREAMpliFiERS, SMALL MixERS

& MixiNG CONsoLES

11 .1 GENERAL
DiscussioN

The terms mixer, mixing console,
console, board, and desk are often used
interchangeably. All are used for
combining and re-routing audio signals
from a set of inputs to a set of outputs,
usually with some added signal proc
essing, and level adjustment. What,
then, is the distinction?

Console is, in fact, an abbreviation
for mixing console. Mixer, in our
opinion, generally refers to a small
unit, either rack mountable or with
fewer than 10 to 12 input channels.
The larger units, then, are the con
soles. (We won't argue with anyone
who wants to call something with 16
inputs a mixer, but we find the distinc
tion useful.)

Board is a less formal word some
times used to describe a mixing con
sole. Finally, desk is the popular
British term for this same equipment.

A preamplifier is a circuit (or a
device which contains a circuit) that
boosts a weaker audio signal to a level
suitable for further mixing and signal
processing. Almost all mixers and
consoles that have microphone or
phono inputs include preamplifiers.
Some stand-alone preamplifiers in
clude rudimentary mixing controls,
which somewhat blurs the distinction
with small mixers.

Now that we understand the terms
(we do, don't we?), let's examine some
of the designs, features and perform
ance criteria that pertain to the actual
equipment.

(Refer to Figure 11-1 on the follow
ing two pages for diagrams of typical
mixer and console configurations).
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Figure 11-1. The relationship between a preamp, a mixer and a console:
(A) A small 12-input channel x stereo output mixer with an
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SMAll MixERS,

& MixiNG
CONsoLES
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Figure 11-1. The relationship between a preamp, a mixer and a console:
(B) A large 24-input channel x 4 output console with

2 effects send and return circuits
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11 .2 PREAMplifiERS

11.2.1 What Are They, and
What Do They Do?

Preamplifiers are used to boost the
weak -70 dBu to -50 dBu nominal
output levels of microphones (mic
preamps) or phonograph cartridges
(phono preamps) to levels from
-20 dBu to +4 dEu. In terms of voltage,
the boost is from levels measured in
micro-volts (millionths of a volt) to
between 1110 volt and 2 volts. The power
involved is boosted from tenths of a
microwatt (tenths of a millionth of a
watt) to between 1;100,000 watt and 211,000

watt.
The preamplifier is the first active

stage, the first electronic circuit that
processes the microphone (or phono)
signal connected to a mixer or console.
Preamplifiers are also used to boost
certain guitar pickups, although here
they often act more as an impedance
converter (boosting the power so the
guitar pickup is not overloaded by the
console's or power amp's input imped
ance) than as a voltage booster, since
guitar pickups can generate voltages
that are equal to the line-level voltage
of the typical mixer.

NOTE: The input channel ofa
mixer or other audio device may be
casually referred to as a preamp,
but in fact a preamp is merely a
portion ofan input channel. It is a
circuit that is required to complete
any channel with a mic or phono
input, but a channel contains more
than a preamp.

Preamplifier design is very impor
tant since this is the circuit with the
most gain, and hence the greatest
chance to amplify its own distortion
and noise. Together, the actual imped
ance of the source that is connected to
a preamp's input, and the actual im
pedance of the load into which the
preamp's output is terminated both
have a major impact on the perform
ance of the preamp. A good preamp
must be designed for minimum noise
and distortion when used with
specified signal source and termination
impedances. This is one reason why a
preamp that is optimized for an electric

guitar (which has a very high source
impedance of tens to hundreds of
thousands of ohms) will not do a good
job with a typical professional micro
phone (which has a source impedance
of 50 to 200 ohms).

Preamplifiers generally are designed
to operate within a certain gain range.
When you operate the trim control on a
console's input channel, you generally
are adjusting the gain of the pre
amplifier. If operated at unity gain (no
amplification), many preamplifiers will
become unstable and may exhibit
increased distortion or a tendency to
oscillate. Therefore, design engineers
will generally provide attenuation pads
before and/or after the preamplifier.
This enables the signal to be knocked
down so that the preamp can always be
operated with some gain. Another
approach is to bypass the preamplifier
when the input signal is of sufficiently
high level, which is why line inputs are
provided. The line input generally
comes after the preamplifier.

Of course, if you have another line
input source and only mic input
channels are available, you can always
knock down the line signal to mic level
by using a 20 to 50 dB attenuation pad,
or you can be lucky and find an insert
or patch jack in the mic input circuit
after the mic preamp, and connect the
line input signal there.

If a mixer or console is designed
with line inputs only, a microphone
cannot be plugged in directly. There
will not be enough gain and the imped
ance will probably be incorrect, too.
However, an external microphone
preamplifier can be used to boost the
mic output prior to connection to the
line input. Some mic preamps are
battery powered, and are housed in a
small mini-box or even in a compact,
in-line package with male and female
XLRs. Carrying a spare in-line mic
preamp (or two) can be a good idea if
one is concerned about running short of
mic inputs, since it allows instant
conversion of a spare line input (such
as an effects return) to accept a mic.
With battery powered preamps one
always runs the risk that the battery
will give up before the show is over, so
use a fresh battery.
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11.2.2 Impedance
Converters

Condenser microphones sometimes
confuse people because they often have
a form of preamplifier built in. In fact,
the preamp in the typical condenser
microphone is designed primarily as an
impedance converter, giving the mic an
effective output impedance of 50 to
200 ohms instead of the condenser ele
ment's very high output impedance.
This makes it possible for the mic to
drive long lines with lower susceptibil
ity to hum, noise, and high frequency
loss, and it also makes the mic compat
ible with the microphone inputs of
most mixers and consoles. The imped
ance converter circuit in the mic (or in
an associated in-line package) can
provide a few dB of boost so that the
average condenser mic is somewhat
hotter than the average dynamic mic 
but still not hot enough to drive a line
input directly. It may be necessary to
turn down the trim control, or add
some attenuation ahead of the mic
preamp in the console's microphone
input. (This same discussion applies to
certain electric guitars that have built
in preamps, although they may actu
ally provide enough level to drive a line
input directly.)

11.2.3 Phono Preamps

The phonograph preamp is a special
type ofpreamplifier. The basic
amplification, per se, is nothing spe
cial. However, the phono preamp
includes a specific equalization charac
teristic known as R.I.A.A. EQ (Record
ing Industry Association of America).
Due to the limitations of vinyl and
record cutting heads, many years ago
the R.IA.A. standardized on a curve
that provides about 15 dB of cut at
20 Hz and 20 dB of boost at 20 kHz
(relative to flat response at 1 kHz)
when the records are made. Then,
upon playback, the reciprocal EQ curve
is applied in the preamp. Reducing the
low frequencies applied to the record
reduces the width of the grooves, allow
ing more time to fit on a side, and also
reduces the tendency to skip. Boosting
the highs keeps them above the inher
ent hiss caused by imperfections in the
vinyl material, and allows the recipro
cal high cut upon playback to also cut
any induced hiss. Because this special
EQ is required, a standard mic input
will not do a satisfactory job for phono
playback. Similarly, a phono preamp
will severely color the sound from a
microphone.

The special class of phono cartridge
known as moving coil cartridges output
considerably less voltage than the
typical dynamic, moving magnet,
electret, or even a low cost crystal or
ceramic phono cartridge. The moving
coil cartridge will require either a
specialized voltage step-up trans
former, or a special moving coil
preamp. Such preamps, again, are
specialized and should not be used for
mic signals. They may include R.I.AA.
EQ, or may be designed as a pre
preamp, for use ahead of a standard
R.IA.A. phono preamp.



11.~ MixERS

Several companies make small, rack
mountable mixers that are one or two
rack spaces high (1-%"or 3-%" x 19").
Some accept mics, some line inputs,
others a combination. Sometimes
limited channel equalization is pro
vided (perhaps a bass and treble
control), occasionally multi-band EQ is
provided, but often no EQ is available.
Sometimes there will be an auxiliary
bus for effects or monitoring, but not
always. These tend to be very basic
units. In simple applications, such as
providing a few inputs for mixing a
cabaret performance, a hotel meeting
room or a small conference, such
mixers may be all that is required.
These compact mixers also have a
place in large, sophisticated sound
systems. They can be used in a modu
lar fashion, mixing additional mic or
line inputs together for a submixed
feed to the main console, which ex
pands the overall system capability.
They can also serve as a discrete, if
somewhat limited, fall back system in
the event of catastrophic failure of the
main mixing console. We know of at
least one major rock concert that was
completed only because the sound
company carried a pair of 6-input mic
mixers to augment the main console,
which didn't make it through the show.

Figure 11-2. A rack mount
mic or line mixer

Sometimes the rack mount mixer
can be used to enhance the capability
of the main mixing console. For ex
ample, if an additional mix of the
inputs is needed for a remote feed or a
monitor feed, and no more busses are
available in the console, the input
channels' direct out or insert out jacks
can be patched into an external mixer
(or daisy chained to several), which
are then used to create the additional
mix(es).

Small mixers are very popular in
broadcast applications, especially
remotes. Here, the basic rack mount
design may be augmented by a variety
of specialized features, including an
output level meter, phantom power, a
built-in battery and/or DC input for
operating the unit, and perhaps even a
special output for connection to a
telephone line.

Some small mixers may be designed
for stand-alone use, not necessarily for
rack mounting. These units generally
have from 6 to 12 input channels, and
are designed primarily for use in small
clubs, in schools, for meetings, multi
image, or A-V (Audio-Visual) presenta
tions, for occasional recording, and so
forth. This type of mixer may look very
much like a scaled down console, and
may include many of the same features
such as input pads, straight-line
faders, multi-band EQ, auxiliary/
effects busses, a wrist bolster (arm
rest), patch points, and so forth. Some
of these smaller mixers actually have
features that are nearly identical to
certain larger consoles, and therefore
make an ideal choice for an occasional
expander to the larger mixing system.

Figure 11-3. A typical small,
stand-alone mixer

The more complex a mixer (or
console), and the greater the number of
channels, the more critical the
performance of a given circuit. With
only a few mics, if each mic input is a
bit noisy (or a bit distorted), the overall
effect may not be too bad. Multiply that
noise or distortion by 20 or 40 inputs,
and the problem cannot be tolerated.
In evaluating the performance
specifications ofthe small mixer, the
ultimate application must be
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considered. If the mixer is to stand
alone in a small sound reinforcement
system, less stringent standards may
be just fine. If the mixer is to
contribute to a large sound system (as
a submixer), or is to be part of a
recording system where the sound goes
through the equipment multiple times,
then higher standards are beneficial.
Similarly, a small mixer used strictly
for paging and background music need
not have anywhere near the
performance quality of a similar unit
used for foreground music. It is
important, therefore, not to equate size
with quality, but instead to evaluate
each separately.

11.4 CONsoLES

11.4.1 What is a Console?

A mixing console is a complex audio
system. Not only does it preamplify
and assign input signals to different
outputs, it also allows for a variety of
different mixes and special signal
routing and processing. The basic path
of the signal is as follows: mic or line
input to mixing bus to master level
control to output. There are generally a
number of inputs, of course, with each
input being assignable to the busses.
Sometimes assignment is via on/off
(assigned/not assigned) switches, and
sometimes it is via level controls,
whereby some portion of the signal is
assigned to a given bus.

The console will generally provide
equalization, and possibly high pass
filters, for each input channel, and
sometimes for the output mixes. Other
components or functions may be in
cluded in the console such as compres
sors, test oscillators, talkback circuits,
and muting logic. Patching facilities
are usually part of the console, too,
allowing signals to be rerouted so that
the signal path inside the console is
altered, or so that external equipment
can be properly integrated with the
mixing system. In short, the console is
the heart of the sound system.

11.4.2 How Mixes Differ:
Pre & Post Fader
Considerations

Different mixes are used for differ
ent purposes. The main (or primary)
output mix in a sound reinforcement
console is used to drive the main
amplifierlloudspeaker system. There
may be one or more auxiliary mixes
used for driving effects, such as reverb
or echo, which, in turn, are mixed back
into the main mix. One may want more
of some input channels and less of
others to contribute to a given effects
mix, which is why proportional assign
ment controls are provided for assign
ment to the effects bus.

The overall output level applied to
any assigned main mixing bus(es) from



each input channel is generally ad
justed by means of a fader. The main
or primary bus is nearly always post
fader. These days, most faders are
linear (straight line) controls, rather
than rotary controls. However, smaller
mixers, and some larger broadcast
consoles, still use rotary faders because
they occupy less panel space than
linear types, which is sometimes
essential in crowded control rooms or
remote trucks. On the other hand,
some old timers just prefer rotary
faders because they grew up with
them.

The signal applied to the auxiliary
or effects mixing bustses) may be
derived before (pre) or after (post) the
channel's fader. This pre or post fader
signal still must go through the auxil
iary or effects send level control before
it is applied to the aux or efx bus.
When an auxiliary or effects mix is
derived pre fader, fader adjustments
made to alter the primary mix will not
affect that auxiliary mix. Only the send
level control adjusts this mix. Post
fader auxiliary or effects sends are still
subject to the send level control, but
they also track fader changes.

Post fader sends are often used for
feeding echo or reverb devices because
one generally wants the echo sound to
fade out when the channel is faded out
of the mix. Sometimes, for special
effects, one may prefer a pre fader echo
send; when the channel is faded, its
echo component lingers until the echo
send control is turned down, giving the
appearance of a sound moving off into
the distance.

Auxiliary mixes for stage monitoring
or sub-mixes for remote use are gener
ally derived pre fader. In this way,
channel fader adjustments that are
intended to fine tune the main house
mix will not distract performers on
stage or cause inappropriate imbal
ances in broadcast or recording feeds.
It is important to remember that per
formers on stage use their monitor
mixes to judge their own playing or
vocal dynamics, and the balance
between band members. Ifthese bal
ances are arbitrarily changed during a
performance because the mixing engi
neer is attempting to alter the house
mix and the monitor feeds happen to
be derived post fader, the entire per
formance will be adversely affected. On

the other hand, there may be excep
tions, particularly in small clubs where
the stage monitor speakers spill into
the audience to a large extent, where
compromises must be accepted, and the
stage monitor mix is best done post
fader.
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11.4.3 Panning, Summing,
and Master Faders

When a pair of busses is used to
carry a stereo signal, it is generally
necessary to be able to assign a given
input to either or both of these busses
in an adjustable proportion. The
relative signal level on the left and
right busses of the stereo pair will
determine the perceived stereo position
of the sound image. It is possible to use
a pair of individual send level controls
to assign different amounts of signal to
the two busses, but such an arrange
ment is, at best, inconvenient. Instead,
so called pan pots are more commonly
employed. Their function is depicted in
Figure 11-4 on the next page.

A pan pot (short for panoramic
potentiometer) is nothing more than a
pair of specially tapered pots (level
controls) wired back-to-back so that as
the level going out of one pot increases,
the level going out of the other de
creases. In sound system applications,
it is desirable to taper the resistance
elements in the two sections of the pan
pot so that when the pot is centered,
the output level from each section is
3 dB less than it would be ifthe pot
were turned all the way up for the indi
vidual section (all the way to one side).
The total POWER then coming out of
the loudspeaker system will be the
same with the pot centered as with the
pot to one side or the other (two
amplifiers each producing 3 dB less
than full power equal the same as one
amplifier producing full power). It
turns out that the resistance curve
necessary to maintain uniform output
in the system follows the geometric
sine and cosine functions. Pan pots
that do not adhere to these functions
should be avoided. A pair of pots, for
example, that maintain full output at
both sides until centered, then begin
attenuating one side when moved past
center, will produce a 3 dB level build
up at the center. Such pots are really
intended for use as a balance control
(altering the stereo balance of an
overall program, as in a car stereo
system).

NOTE: It is possible to establish a
stereo image by means other than
simple manipulation ofrelative
level. In fact, humans perceive
stereo position by evaluating not
only the relative level ofa given
sound reaching both ears (which is

what pan pots alter), but also by
evaluating the relative phase and
group delay of the sound. Some
forms of stereo encoding, binaural
recording, and holographic or
spatial sound processors utilize
phase differences to achieve stereo
imaging. Relative levels determine
stereo image in 99.9% ofcommer
cially available mixers and con
soles.

We know signals are routed to a
given mixing bus either by pan pots, or
by assign switches, or both, but how
are they actually applied to the busses
and the console outputs? In the most
common circuit arrangement, after
each channel's assign switch, pan pot
or send pot, the signal goes through a
summing resistor and is then applied
to a common wire (the bus wire). The
signals applied to that bus are then fed
to a summing amplifier or a combining
amplifier which makes up for signal
loss through the send controls and
summing resistors. Following that, the
signal goes through a master fader or
master send level control, then to an
output booster amplifier, and to the
console output.

The summing resistors after each
circuit prevent unwanted interaction
between circuits; that is, they create a
one way street so the audio flows in the
desired direction. It is possible to apply
too much signal to a given bus, causing
the summing amplifier to be over
driven. When the summing amplifier
clips, pulling down the master fader
may reduce the level, but that comes
after the summing amp, so the distor
tion remains. As more channels are
added to a given mix, or as the level on
the channels is increased, one must
guard against bus summing amp
overdrive. If distortion is heard when
the one more channel is added, the
chances are that the master fader
won't help. Instead, pull down all the
input channel faders (or auxiliary mix
send level controls) for those channels
contributing to the offending mix. This
reduces the level on the bus, as shown
in Figure 11-5 on the following pages.
Then, if more output level is required,
raise the master fader.
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Figure 11-5. How summing amplifiers are overdriven,
and how to correct the problem:

A) Several input channels apply signal at higher-than-nominal level to the
program mixing bus. The level applied to the summing amp remains below
its clip level, however.
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Figure 11-5. How summing amplifiers are overdriven,
and how to correct the problem:

B) Additional inputs raise the level on the program bus sufficiently high to
drive the summing amp into clipping. Turning down the bus master control
keeps the output level the same as in (A), but cannot eliminate the
distortion from the clipped summing amp.
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Figure 11-5. How summing amplifiers are overdriven,
and how to correct the problem:

C) Turning down all inputs several dB avoids clipping, and master control can
be left at original setting.
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11 .5 UNdERSTANdiNG
CONsoLE
Speclllornores

A detailed discussion about general
specifications can be found in Section
8. This discussion pertains to those
specifications of special importance to
mixers and consoles.

11.5.1 How Many Inputs,
Mixes, and Outputs?

The description of a console usually
includes some reference to the number
of input channels and the number of
primary (main mixing bus) outputs. If
a console is said to be a 24 x 8 system,
it is implied that there are 24 input
channels and 8 primary mixing busses.

Sometimes there are sub-mixes
within a console. For example, it may
be possible to further mix the 8 busses
in the previous example to derive a
stereo mix. Such a console would be
described as a 24 x 8 x 2 console.

This shorthand for describing a
console's mixing capability breaks
down when one tries to describe more
complex systems. For example, sup
pose the above console also has a mix
matrix with 8 outputs, and 11 sources
can be mixed into each of those 8
outputs. The matrix is an 11 x 8
matrix. But is the console a 24 x 8 x 8 x
2 or a 24 x 8 x 11 x 2 or a 24 x 8 x 11 x
8 x 2? The shorthand becomes a
liability. It's probably best to describe
the console as a 24 x 8 x 2 with an 11 x
8 matrix. Similar wording would
describe a recording console with a
separate monitor mixing section, i.e., a
48 x 24 x 2 console with a 24 x 2
monitor section (48 inputs, 24 primary
busses, and a stereo bus plus a 24
input by stereo output monitor). Refer
to Figure 11-6 on the next page.

The number of auxiliary mixing
busses is seldom included in this
numerical shorthand. Neither are the
total number of input and output con
nectors. These items are simply listed
in the general specifications.

11.5.2 Signal-Ta-Noise
Ratio

There is no single SIN ratio
specification that can adequately
describe a mixing console. One must
specify a given signal path through the
console, as well as the gain and attenu
ation controls affecting that signal
path, in order to adequately specify
any SIN ratio in a console. One may be
interested, for example, in the SIN
ratio from mic input to main output,
with the channel fader and master
fader at nominal position, with the
input trim set for a nominal -60 dB
input signal, and with no pad. This will
provide some idea ofthe SIN ratio for
one channel, but what happens when
several channels add together? It may
be desirable to specify SIN ratio with
several or all input channels contribut
ing to the mix, in which case (for real
world results) the channel faders may
have to be pulled down a few dB from
nominal. One may get a very different
SIN ratio in this case. Then, too, the
SIN ratio obtained when a line input
signal is applied to the input channel
may be significantly different than that
obtained from the mic input; ifit is
much better, we may suspect a noisy
mic preamp. Once again, the SIN ratio
at an auxiliary mix output, or from an
effects return to a main output, is
something to examine.

If a console's output noise is
specified with all faders down, this
gives some idea of the quietest one can
make the system, but it provides little
information about how the system will
perform. If at least one input and one
output are not up then the noise
figures are useless. Moreover, mixing
and equalization controls should be in
positions that are normally used. It
would be cheating to turn down the
channels' high frequency EQ when
measuring the SIN from input to
output, since any hiss in the input
preamp would be attenuated by the
EQ, giving a false impression of actual
performance.
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Figure 11-6. Simplified block diagrams of
different mixer configurations
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Most of us would assume that the
~ontrols are flat and appropriate, but it
IS better to specify everything in detail
than to assume. We once measured a
console (the manufacturer shall go
unnamed) where the high frequencies
rolled off (like a treble tone control
being turned down) when the master
output fader was raised. The result
was very nice looking SIN figures, and
a very dull sounding mix. This same
console, however, was specified to have
v~ry,flat frequency response. They
didn t tell anyone that it was measured
with the master faders nearly all the
way down, in a position that would
never be used for any practical work.
To be fair, most manufacturers are not
hiding something by not specifying
every last control setting. There are so
many controls on a console that the
ideal spec would occupy many pages.

11.5.3 Maximum Voltage
Gain

There are many stages or circuit
elements in a mixer or mixing console
where the signal level can be altered:
input attenuators, preamps and trim
controls, channel faders and send
controls, summing amps, master
faders, booster amps, and output amps.
The overall voltage gain (the increase
in dBl.;llevel) from input to output,
then, IS dependent on a combination of
many settings. With a low-level mic
input some consoles run out of gain
before the output level is adequate to
drive the rest of the sound system.
With loud concerts or hand-held vocal
mics, almost any console will have
adequate gain. With a distant mic
(hung overhead or a mic mouse at the
foot of a theatrical stage), particularly
a l?w-sensitivity mic, and a relatively
~Ulet sound ~ource (a person speaking
In normal VOIce), the console may not
have sufficient gain. How much gain is
enough?

In most cases, 60 to 70 dB of gain is
sufficient. This will establish a +4 dBu
nominal output level with a-56 dBu to
-66 dBu mic input signal. In the low
level situations described above, a
console with as much as 80 to 90 dB of
voltage gain may be desirable. Why
don't all consoles offer 80 dB to 90 dB
of gain? There is a trade off. With
added gain comes added noise. There
fore, some consoles are equipped with a
?ain switch in the output stage, provid
mg .t~e extra gain when necessary, and
avoiding the extra noise when the gain
is not needed.

It is important to note that the
maximum voltage gain specified and
the ~axi-r.num?~n you can act~lly
use ID a live mixing situation, may not
be the same. Some consoles are
specified with a high gain value, but
the nature of the console's circuitry is
such that the circuits generate excess
noise or, in some cases, excess distor
tion due to headroom limitations in the
circuit where the gain is increased.
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2.5.4 Headroom

Headroom, as we defined it previ
ously, is the difference (in dB) between
the maximum level a circuit can
handle and the nominal level in that
circuit. In a console, the actual head
room available will vary at different
points. An input circuit may have
25 dB of headroom (at a certain
combination of attenuator, preamp
gain trim, and channel fader settings),
and an output circuit may have 20 dB
of headroom (for example, +24 dBm
maximum output capability with
+4 dBm nominal level). If a single
headroom specification were given for
this console, we would assume it to be
20 dB because this is the lower figure.
The actual value could be even less.
For example, if the internal gain
structure of the console were not well
thought out, it would be possible for a
given mixing bus to have less than
20 dB of headroom. In this case, even
though the input and output have
20 dB headroom, the console would be
restricted by the bus capability.

So that you can determine the
headroom throughout a console, some
manufacturers (notably Yamaha)
include a gain structure diagram with
the specifications. This diagram, an
example of which is shown in
Figure 11-7, illustrates the nominal

level and the maximum level before
clipping at every key point along the
signal path from input to output. By
measuring the vertical distance
between the upper clip line and the
nominal level line, you can determine
the headroom at any stage.

We don't mean to imply that a
console must have at least 20 dB of
headroom. The requirement depends
on the intended application and the
desired quality level. Simple mixers,
for example, which are intended
primarily for voice sound reinforce
ment or background music, need no
more than 10 to 15 dB of headroom. A
console with +4 dBm nominal and
+18 dBm maximum output level can
have no more than 14 dB of headroom,
and such systems are not uncommon.
For high quality musical sound rein
forcement, particularly with many
channels, or for recording work, we feel
that 20 dB should be a minimum
headroom requirement. This means
that program peaks that are 20 dB
above the nominal level (and some
percussive instruments peak higher
than that above the average level) will
not be distorted. It also allows for some
margin of error in the console setup
and operation, as explained in
Section 11.7.
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11.5.5 Indicators SECTiON 11

Almost all consoles, and a large
number of mixers, have some form of
level meters or indicators. They may be
VU meters or LED bar graphs, or some
other readout. It is important to learn
not only the type of readout, but how it
is calibrated; i.e., what does "0" on the
meter represent?

A "VU" (volume unit) meter is a
specific type of meter, with carefully
defined response characteristics. It is
designed to provide a reasonable way
to estimate the loudness of a signal.
The indication is something like the
average signal level, but it is not
precisely an average or RMS measure
ment. Not all meters that appear to
have VU scales are actually VU me
ters. It is important to learn whether
the meter has true VU ballistics, which
means that the needle movement
follows a predictable pattern with
which most mixing engineers are
familiar so that levels can be accu
rately judged, or whether it has some
other characteristic. Peak meters (or
PPM's - Peak Programme Meters - as
the British call them) will jump around
more, and will read higher than VU
meters. They are most useful for
avoiding overmodulation in broadcast
ing, saturation of tape, and mechanical

destruction of drivers due to over
excursion.

Peak, VU and average meters
should indicate the same level on a
continuous sine wave test signal.
However, there is often a 10 to 25 dB
difference between the instantaneous
peak signal level and the level indi
cated by a VU or an average signal
level meter.

Sometimes a VU type meter will
include a peak LED which turns on
when the instantaneous signal level
reaches some preset threshold, thus
providing a warning of clipping or
overmodulation even if the VU pointer
is moving in a safe zone. (See Figure
11-8 on the previous page.)

The difference between the average
level (or VU level) and the clip point
may be detected on a meter that has an
integral Peak LED, but such displays
are not particularly informative.
Recently, one manufacturer has
devised a special loudness meter that
simultaneously displays the peak and
average levels at all times, using a
meter-like scale comprised of green,
yellow and red LEDs. This meter gives
a continuous indication of the head
room and of the program dynamics.
Refer to Section 16.7 for additional
details.
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251- ----:: _
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Figure 11-8. How a typical VU meter with peak indicator
responds to a test signal
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11.6 TRANSFoRMER
ISOlATEd vs.
ElECTRONiCALLy
BAlANCEd INpUTS &
OUTpUTS

As you probably know, balanced
wiring helps eliminate some types of
externally generated noise. The two
wires of the balanced cable carry the
same signal, but each wire is opposite
in signal polarity to the other. In a
balanced input, both of the signal
carrying wires have the same potential
difference with respect to ground (they
are balanced with respect to ground),
and the input is designed to recognize
only the difference in voltage between
the two wires, hence the term balanced
differential input. Should anyelectro
static interference or noise cut across a
balanced cable, the noise voltage will
appear equally - with the same
polarity - on both signal-carrying
wires. The noise is therefore cancelled
or rejected by the input circuit. (This is
why the term common mode rejection
applies; signals in common to the two
center wires are rejected.)

PICTORIAL VIEW
BALANCED (3-CONDUCTOR)

SHIELDED CABLE

A floating input or output is similar
to a balanced circuit, except there is
NO reference to ground. True floating
circuits can be created with transform
ers, but never with single-IC differen
tial amplifiers. It takes two ICs, or the
equivalent in discrete circuitry, to
make a true floating input circuit. The
use of a transformer, however, does not
automatically mean the circuit is
floating. If the transformer has a
grounded center tap, then the circuit is
balanced with respect to ground. In
fact, if there is capacitive leakage
(which there usually is), there is likely
to be some degree of imbalance with
respect to ground in the transformer.
In most cases there is no practical
difference in operation between bal
anced and floating circuits. Inciden
tally, the slang term for a circuit with a
transformer input or output is a circuit
with iron (ostensibly because these
transformers have iron or some related
magnetic alloy in their cores).

So much for terminology. Now, why
does some equipment utilize
amplifiers, and other transformers, to
implement a balanced circuit?

Noise Rejection
in Floating (Xfmr)
Input

(Left) Transformer balanced
(or floating) input;
(Below) Balanced differential
input.

(+)

(-)

OUTPUT
SIGNAL

COMMON (-)

--__e-illl------j........- +Vcc

--+
INPUT

SIGNAL

~

(POWER
SUPPLy)

Figure 11-9. Noise rejection in a balanced line
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11.6.1 Transformers vs.
Differential Amps:
Price Concerns

There are two means to achieving a
balanced input: with a transformer or
with a differentially balanced amplifier
(an electronically balanced input).
Each approach has its potential
benefits and potential disadvantages.
There is no best way to balance an
input or output. It really depends on
the goals, the specific circuit design
and components used, and the environ
ment in which the equipment is used.

There is a popular misconception
that balanced, differential amplifier
input circuits have a more transparent
sound than most transformer inputs.
There is a technical reason why some
transformer inputs sound less trans
parent, but the truth is that a high
quality transformer input can sound as
good as a high quality differential amp,
and much better than an average
differential amp input. The real issue
is cost. A good transformer costs more
than a good differential amp, and much
more than an average differential amp.
How much more? In 1989 U.S. dollars,
differential amps cost as little as $2 for
a barely acceptable unit, perhaps $10
for a good one, and up to $40 or so for a
very good one. A poor quality input
transformer costs $5, a good one $40,
and the best quality transformers $60
to $90 a piece. (These are the raw
component prices, not the cost of the
components after wiring into the
circuit plus adding manufacturing and
sales markups). People often form their
opinions regarding which sounds better
based on listening comparisons with
poor quality transformers and rela
tively high quality differential amps.

It is relatively easy to make a
mediocre transformer, and easy to
work it into a circuit; it is a passive
circuit element, and thus requires
fewer wires or connections. The prob
lem with such transformers is that
they have limited bandwidth, attenu
ating the high frequencies and saturat
ing (distorting) at low frequencies. It is
expensive to make a transformer that
can handle high levels at low frequen
cies, since such transformers have
larger cores (often made with more
exotic alloys), and hence larger wind
ings. The larger transformer takes up
more space in the equipment, and adds
to the weight as well (particularly
when multiplied by many channels in a
mixing console).

11.6.2 Discrete vs. IC
Differential Amps

The differential input amplifier has
risen in popularity, particularly with
the wide availability oflow cost amps
packaged as single, integrated circuit
chips that are easily inserted in circuit
boards. Some people prefer a differen
tial input amplifier to be an IC, others
prefer a hybrid (a package containing
an IC and discrete circuitry), and still
others prefer a component amplifier
(made from individual transistors and
other components). The IC or hybrid
circuit would seem to have the advan
tage of uniform temperature for all
components, which would seem to be
important because unequal drift in
component values in the differential
amp can unbalance the ostensibly
balanced circuit. But the most critical
components are external to the IC or
hybrid, so there is no inherent thermal
stability advantage to the IC.

The most critical components in the
differential amplifier are those compo
nents controlling the gain of each half
of the amp. The amplifier usually has
high open loop gain, which is controlled
by selecting and matching capacitors
and resistors in the feedback loop
(which are external to IC diff amps).
The match should be better than
0.050/0- perhaps a close as 0.010/0-so
that the best common mode rejection
ratio can be realized. (A 0.1% tolerance
yields no better than 60 dB common
mode rejection ratio ( CMRR), whereas
a 0.01% tolerance can yield 80 dB
CMRR!). Hence the need for stability
and precision.

Indeed, aside from the IC not having
any inherent thermal advantage, there
are portions of a circuit which, ideally,
should NOT be thermally coupled to
other portions of a circuit. In this
regard the discrete component
amplifier enables the designer to better
control thermal coupling (or the lack
thereof). On the other hand, the IC
amplifier has the advantage of more
closely matched circuit values than a
discrete component amplifier, which
can yield better performance if the
circuit is, in fact, optimized (which it
mayor may not be). It is not possible to
make any blanket statements as to
which type of differential amp, IC or
discrete component, is best. It is really
a matter of very specific design, qual
ity, and construction considerations.
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11.6.3 The Case for the
Transformer

The differential amplifier, however it
is made, offers the advantage of not
being subject to core saturation with
high level, low frequency signals. An
inexpensive differential amp may
sound better with a drum than does a
medium quality transformer costing
several times as much as the diffamp.
On the other hand, not all differential
amps are well designed, and some may
not do a very good job of balancing an
input. A good quality transformer can
sound better than a differential
amplifier because the capacitor(s) in
the diffamp will do more to degrade
the sound than the well designed
transformer.

There are a number of reasons why
input transformers are sometimes pre
ferred. In the case of certain audio
equipment that has an unbalanced
input, a transformer can be added
(externally or internally) to convert the
unbalanced input to a balanced input.
Beyond that, there are cases where a
transformer is desirable even if the
input is electronically balanced. For
example, where there is a significant
amount of electrostatically or electro
magnetically induced noise, particu
larly high frequency, high energy noise
(the spikes from silicon controlled
rectifier (SCR) dimmers, for example),
the common mode voltage (CMV) of an
electronically balanced differential
amplifier input may be insufficient.
What occurs is this: the diff amp's
specified common mode rejection ratio
(CMRR), which may be excellent,
suddenly goes to zero when the noise
voltage rises above a certain value.
That value (CMV) is generally about
that of the power supply rails: typically
15 to 20 volts at best. Thus, an induced
noise spike of 25 to 75 volts (not
uncommon near SCR dimmers) will go
right through the differential amplifier.
The CMV of a transformer is depend
ent only on the insulation breakdown
voltage of the windings, and is typi
cally more than 100 volts. For this
reason, in the presence of high noise
voltages, input transformers are
essential.

One of the major benefits of the
transformer is in the area of grounding
isolation when multiple input circuits
are tied to a given microphone or
instrument. In this splitter application,
the transformer should have separate
Faraday shields for each winding. The

Faraday (electrostatic) shields are then
each tied to the chassis ground of the
respective equipment to which the
winding is connected. This provides a
continuous drain for electrostatic noise
voltages without necessarily connect
ing the various chassis together. Thus,
ground loop induced noise can be
avoided. A casual examination of
theory suggests that such measures
may be unnecessary; just hook up the
splitter transformer, tie the cable
shield grounds to the various chassis,
but cut the grounds at the transformer
end, and everything will be shielded
without ground loops. This approach
tends to fall apart at high frequencies
where non-uniform capacitive coupling
occurs between the transformer wind
ings and the shield. The use of sepa
rate Faraday shields should yield
balanced capacitance to each shield
from its associated winding. Then,
even if you break the ground between
the two chassis (to eliminate ground
loops and low frequency hum), the
windings remain more or less grounded
at high frequencies due to the trans
former winding's capacitive coupling to
its electrostatic shield, which continues
to reduce buzz and hiss despite the
lifted ground. (We do not recommend
lifting grounds, but if it is done, the cut
shields should still be passed to ground
via small capacitors.)



11.6.4 Transformers and
AC Safety

There is never complete ground
isolation with an electronically bal
anced input. Yet the mere use of an
input transformer does not guarantee
the ultimate in safety, either. Consider
what happens when a performer is
touching a mic and also touches an
electrically hot item such as a guitar
which is electrically live due to a fault
in the guitar amp. If the mic is
grounded, current will flow. The
performer can be subjected to very
high currents, and to severe AC
shock. Even if the mic is transformer
coupled, its case may be grounded, via
the cable shield, to the chassis of the
mixer, providing a low-resistance
return path for the AC current. The
only real protection in such cases
is to use AC power isolation trans
formers for the guitar or instru
ment amplifier(s).

How do shock hazards like this
occur? Problems can arise when the
guitar amplifier chassis is connected to
the AC neutral instead of ground
(either by poor design, a loose wire, or
a capacitive filter that breaks down). In
such cases, there is no certainty of
hazard because the AC neutral leg is
not normally more than a few volts
above ground potential. But ifthe AC
distribution system is imperfect or the
AC plug is inserted backwards (i.e.,
high and neutral are reversed), then
the chassis of the guitar amp will be
connected to the hot leg of the AC
circuit. If the mic case or other equip
ment is grounded, and the performer
touches both, ZAP! Using an isolation
transformer on the AC feed to the
guitar amp, while admittedly costly,
will avoid such AC shock hazards.
When an AC power transformer is used
in this way, primarily for ground
isolation, it is said to be an isolation
transformer.

11.6.5 More on
Transformers

Ifan audio input transformer is
used to prevent a low impedance input
from loading down a high impedance
output, it is known as a bridging
transformer (not to be confused with
the bridged connections of a stereo
power amp output in mono mode).

Many consoles today are provided
with electronically balanced, differen
tial amplifier inputs because these are
more cost effective than high quality
transformers, they weigh less, and in
many situations they perform very
adequately.

In the occasional situations where
absolute isolation ofthe grounds
between the console and the other
equipment must be obtained, or where
high common mode voltages are
present, there is no viable substitute
for a transformer. Sometimes the
manufacturer will make provisions for
installation of optional input trans
formers, or you can add them just
ahead of the differential amplifier
input. On the other hand, if a circuit is
being designed from scratch to utilize
a transformer, there is no reason to
utilize a differential amplifier, since
that merely places more components
and more potential signal degradation
in the signal path.

The balanced output carries similar,
but not identical considerations with
respect to the differential amplifier
versus transformer issue. Input trans
formers often can be made smaller
because they handle lower signal
levels. If incorporated in the console,
inexpensive resistive padding can be
switched in ahead of the transformer to
avoid saturation with higher level
signals. The output transformer, on the
other hand, will nearly always have to
handle high level signals and cannot be
padded. Therefore, output transform
ers can add significantly more to the
weight. Output transformers tend to be
a bit less costly to manufacture be
cause ofless complex shielding require
ments, so their larger size may not add
as much to the cost as would an input
transformer that can handle high line
levels. An electronically balanced
output can drive a balanced cable, and
feed a transformer-balanced input,
thus achieving a measure of ground
isolation and improved common mode
rejection without the cost of dual
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transformers in the circuit. For com
plex fixed or portable installations
(such as very large sound reinforce
ment systems or broadcast studio
complexes) the absolute grounding
isolation and higher CMV oftrans
formers makes it advisable to use them
on outputs and inputs.

There are other ways to achieve
isolation. The most common means
is with a wireless radio mic. One
can place an inductive loop around
a stage, drive it with a large power
amplifier, and pick up the magneti
cally radiated signal with smaller
coils, as is done in some one-way
stage communication systems. One
can digitize the audio signal and
transmit it by means of modulated
light in fiber optics, but this is
much more expensive than using a
transformer, with no great per
formance advantage. One can use
the audio signal to modulate a
light, and pick up the light with an
LDR (light dependent resistor),
thus achieving isolation at the
expense of increased noise and
distortion. Some systems, such as
those for hearing impaired theatre
goers, even do this over 10 to 100
foot distances using infrared LEDs
for transmitters and infrared photo
sensors for receivers. The guitarist
who places a microphone in front of
the guitar amp's speaker, rather
than plugging a line output from
the guitar amp into the console,
has achieved electric isolation
between the guitar and console by
means of an acoustic link.

One final comment: if you add a
transformer to an input or output
circuit, make sure the transformer's.
characteristics are correctly matched to
the circuit. The source impedance and
load termination impedance connected
to a transformer have a major impact
on the resulting performance. Incorrect
impedances can cause ringing (by
creating a resonant circuit), or de
graded frequency and phase response.
The transformer should be capable of
handling the levels and frequency
range involved. In many cases, even
though the transformer has a 1:1 turns

ratio, it should not be reversed in the
circuit. There may be a difference in
the performance when primary and
secondary connections are swapped. It
is best to speak with a knowledgeable
applications engineer if you are plan
ning to use any add-on transformer,
unless the model is specifically recom
mended by the equipment manufac
turer.

Avoid testing a transformer with a
continuity checker or ohm meter. The
DC current flowing through it can, in
some cases, magnetize the core and
create a permanent increase in the
distortion level of the transformer.
This is more of a problem with low
cost, steel core transformers than with
better nickel alloy core models. Still, if
you want to check a transformer, it is
safer to do it with an audio frequency
test signal.



11.7 GAiN STAGiNG
ANd GAiN STRUCTURE

This section not only explains some
of the basics of gain structure, it also
discusses how to make adjustments of
the mixing console to ensure optimum
gain structure.

11.7.1 Why Does Gain Have
To Be Manuipulated: A
Review of Sound Levels
Fed to the Console

An instrument amplifier, home hi-fi,
or power amp usually has only one
master volume control. That's easy to
deal with, but when you are faced with
that sea of controls called the modern
mixing console, you may find anywhere
from three to ten rotary controls or
linear faders that all affect the same
output! You can make a substantial
improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio of your mixing system if you get
the louder you need from exactly the
right control. What's the right control?
Well, the answer isn't simple, but if
you understand the console's gain
structure, you'll be able to figure out
which controls are better for certain
adjustments.

The actual electrical levels entering
a console vary tremendously, depend
ing on the sound level of the source,
how far away it is from the micro
phone, how sensitive the mic is, or - if
the source is a direct-wired electronic
instrument - on the nominal output
level of the instrument. Consider two
extremes of acoustic level: the dis
tantly-miked flute versus the mic
inside a kick drum. What kind of elec
tricallevels are involved? That de
pends on the microphone. Using
standard, dynamic sound reinforce
ment mics, signal levels ranging from
0.00001 volts (caused by 40 dB SPL
from the flute reaching the mic cap
sule) to as much as 10 volts (caused by
170 dB SPL peak pressures from the
bass drum reaching the mic capsule - a
high, but not impossible value) will
appear at the input of the first
amplifier in the mixing console. How
much dynamic range is this? Since
twice as loud to the human ear is
10 dB, you have the human require-

ment of 13 "twice as louds" (otherwise
stated as 130 dB) as the range of input
levels (170 dB SPL minus 40 dB SPL =
130 dB dynamic range). This consider
able dynamic range is not the whole
range of human hearing; the sensitiv
ity of the ear goes down quite a bit
lower.

In the real world, we would not
normally listen with our heads inside
bass drums, but we may well place a
microphone there, one inch from the
beater. And that can generate levels
equal to a rifle shot at two feet!

To complicate matters further for
the electronic engineer, electronic noise
can offset the required dynamic range.
Ifone is to prevent a console from
adding noticeable noise to the mix, the
noise level of the electronics must be
lower than the lowest energy level that
will be applied to the mixer in the
presence of the quietest sounds. As a
rule of thumb, the noise floor of the
electronics should be at least 40 dB
below the electrical level generated by
the quietest sounds (or lower, if we can
manage it). To view this figure in
perspective, it's halfthe loudness four
times. This noise is caused by random
molecular motion due to heat, so-called
Johnson noise in semiconductor junc
tions, and other arcane scientific
phenomena. If the noise is 40 dB lower
than the minimum music level, you'll
have an acceptably quiet mix. In order
to do that, you'll be adding the 130 dB
of desired dynamics for the music on
top of the 40 dB margin for noise
protection, and the result is a 170 dB
range. That's the four half as louds for
noise free mixes and the 13 twice as
louds for dynamic range for a total of
17 doublings in volume (each of which
is 10 dB).

In other words, you have to add the
program dynamics on top of a cushion
that is above the equipment's inherent
noise floor.

Ifwe just line up those signal
voltage numbers that our standard
microphones generate, one on top of
the other, you can see the size of the
problem:

10.00000
...and then,

.00001
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This range of 1,000,000:1 is consid
erable, and in practical terms it is not
possible to handle it without an adjust
ment of the actual amount of ampli
fication in the mic preamp. Ten volts
coming out of a microphone, in itself, is
not an unmanageable level. ('ies, you
can get ten volts out of a dynamic mic;
just stick it in the kick drum one inch
from the beater location, and really
play HARD!) The problem is designing
a circuit that will handle ten volts
today on the rock concert, and still
have enough range to deal with the
flute in the classical ensemble tomor
row.

Better mixing consoles have input
circuitry designed to deal with these
extremely high and low mic output
voltages. The circuits still have extra
capability for headroom (in case the
sound gets louder) and the noise level
(on better consoles) is so low as to
ensure a quiet mix. In order to handle
these levels, you must make some
adjustments on the mixing console.

11.7.2 Gain Control at the
Microphone Input

Well start with the rule and then
give you some explanation. When you
are beginning your sound check, use as
much amplification from this stage as
you can! Most mixers have a knob
called TRIM, GAIN, INPUT LEVEL,
PAD, or INPUT ATTENUATION;
some have a switchable PAD or AT
TENUATOR in addition to a continu
ously variable GAIN or TRIM control.
Well use the term GAIN to refer to the
general function. Regardless of the
label, such knobs all do about the same
thing, though they may work a bit
differently. For example, turning up
the gain may be the same as reducing
the pad. Be sure you know which way
to turn the knob to make the level
higher. Ifyou can turn up this knob
first so that there is maximum gain
(minimum attenuation) before adjust
ing any of the other controls on your
console, the mix will be quieter. The
more gain you get from the mic
preamp, the less you will need to add
from the other amps in your console.

Of course if the incoming micro
phone signal is already high in level,

you need not turn up the GAIN all the
way. Since you have more signal prior
to preamplifcation, you need less
amplification overall from your console,
and the output noise should go down.

Here's a suggested method for
arriving at the correct setting.

STEPl
To set the GAIN, first turn it down

all the way. On most consoles, this
means full counterclockwise rotation.
Make sure that any PAD or ATTENU
ATOR switch is NOT engaged. (In this
formal approach, setting the PAD
comes last.)

STEP 2
Set the channel's slide fader almost

all the way to the top of its travel.
Some consoles have a heavier line,
arrow or some other mark on the slider
scale that can be used as a normal or
nominal setting for this procedure.

STEP 3
Set the submaster faders (if any)

and the master faders to this same
almost to the top position, or to the
manufacturer's mark.

STEP 4
Now, turn up the GAIN as high as

necessary until the VU meters indicate
the desired level (typically peaking
around zero, or two-thirds of full scale).
This formal procedure ensures that you
have, in fact, taken as much power
from the microphone as possible before
using amplification from another part
of the console.

11.7.3 Input Attenuation or
Padding

Suppose, as you went through the
preceding steps, the sound you heard
was distorted, and setting the GAIN
lower didn't help. When you tried low
ering the master, or you turned down
the power amp sensitivity, the sound
got quieter, but remained fuzzy. What
can be done?

What's probably happening is that
the level from the mic is simply too
high to begin with (if there is an input
transformer, the transformer core may
be saturated before the sound ever gets



to the GAIN control). Use the PAD, or
MIC ATTENUATOR. Most Yamaha
consoles include a pad (or multiple pad
values) as part of the input module
preamp circuitry, but with some other
brands you may have to purchase or
build an external pad for use between
the mic cable and the console input.
You switch in the PAD last, when you
know that the electronic adjustments
alone will not lower the signal from the
microphone to a value that the preamp
or input transformer will handle.

Why adjust the PAD last? Because a
PAD is not going to help your signal-to
noise ratio. It discards signal coming in
on the mic cable BEFORE it enters the
preamplifier. One of the most common
errors leading to poor signal-to-noise
performance is keeping the PAD or
MIC ATT engaged. That means that
additional amplification must be used
to make up for the discarded signal,
and with amplification comes more
noise.

11.7.4 Eliminating Other SECTiON 11
Causes of Signal-Level
(and Gain) Related
Distortion

Misunderstanding the basic setup of
the microphone preamplifier is proba
bly the primary cause of poor console
performance, but there are a couple of
other ways to improperly adjust and
lose the quality that your console is
capable of delivering.

11.7.4.1 Summing Amp
Overdrive

On an 8 input channel or smaller
mixer, it is difficult to overload the
summing amplifier, but not impossible.
It would happen this way:

You set all the mic preamp GAIN
controls a bit too high, and all the
input faders very close to the top of
their travel. To get the output level
down to a point where it doesn't
overdrive the power amp input, you
find that you have to set the submas
ters or master faders almost all the
way down. The meters are reading the
correct level, but the sound is slightly
crunchy.

What's wrong? The first amp in the
submaster or master module is getting
too much signal.

In some larger consoles, a separate
BUS TRIM is provided so you won't
have to reset everything while the
show is in progress. Ifyou don't have
such a control, the setting procedure
for the mic preamps that we described
in Section 11.7.2 should keep you out of
trouble because it guides you to begin
with the submasters and masters up.

11.7.4.2 Power Amp
Overdrive

If the power amplifier is now clip
ping because it is overdriven, cut back
on the input sensitivity of the power
amp (i.e., turn down the amp's input
level control). In addition to improving
the signal-to-noise ratio, this readjust
ment will also give you more useable
travel on your console's submasters
and/or master faders. YAMAHA
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What do you do if your power amp
doesn't have an input control pot?
Lower the level of everything on the
console -INPUT GAIN, SUBMAS
TERS, and MASTERS-until you have
a suitable output level. To retain
adequate fader control travel on the
submasters and masters, turn down
the input GAIN as much as practical
before resorting to pads or running all
the input faders down too far. In short,
don't take all the level reduction you
need just from the masters. Spread it
out.

11.8 INTERfACE WiTH
Sub-MixERS

Larger mixing consoles, and
sometimes smaller mixers, often have
sub input, link or expander connec
tions. Such connections generally apply
line level signals directly to the main
program mixing busses, and sometimes
are also provided for auxiliary busses
(echo/effects, cue, etc.). They are
intended to permit another mixer or
mixing console to be electronically
joined so that both units' inputs can be
combined onto the same busses, and
controlled with one set of master
faders. For convenient reference, the
main mixing console may be called the
master, and the sub-mixer the slave in
such setups.

The concept of sub-mixing is not
new, and it continues to offer benefits
in a number of situations. No matter
how large and complex a mixing
console, it seems that there are times
when just a few more inputs would be
helpful for a particular job, and this is
where the sub-mixer (or subsidiary
mixing console) is ideal. For example,
it may not be economical, or the
physical space may not be available, to
install a larger console to handle the
occasional need for a few additional
input channels. Sometimes the sub
mixer can be used to mix a separate
stage act, or to mix only the electronic
keyboards, which provides local control
for the person concerned with that
group of inputs. Then these pre-mixed
inputs are fed to the main mixing
console for distribution to the sound
system amps and loudspeakers. It may
be that a rental sound company wishes
to keep maximum flexibility in their
inventory, and would prefer to stock
two 16-channel consoles, which can go
out on separate jobs sometimes, and be
linked to create one 32-channel console
on occasion, rather than carry a single
32-channel console that can only be
used for one job at a time.

The sub-mixer inputs on a console
are generally specified to accept one of
a few standard line levels, typically
-20 dBu (78 mY), -10 dBV (316 mY), or
+4 dBu (1.23 V) nominal. In most cases
there are no input level controls on the
sub-inputs, so those levels must be
controlled by the master faders on the
sub-mixer. So long as the impedances
and levels are in the right range,
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Figure 11-10. Block diagram of a sub-mixer connected
to a main mixing console

without overloading the output of the
sub-mixer or overdriving the input of
the main console, almost any mixers
and consoles can be linked in this way.
These days, almost nobody sells some
thing called a sub-mixer or an ex
pander; you just use whatever unit you
like. It may be a good idea to use a unit
with similar signal quality (comparable
specs), and possibly even made by the
same company so the control layout is
similar (which avoids confusion). You
can even connect two identical, large
mixing consoles with one designated as
a sub-mixer. Be aware that a few
mixers or consoles, generally older
models, utilize a special multipin con
nector that is designated for a particu
lar matching sub-mixer. In these cases,
the sub-mixer may not include its own
power supply, and the multipin connec
tor on the main mixer or console will
therefore feed DC power to the sub-

mixer. It may still be possible to use
another brand or model sub-mixer with
such a console, but a special adaptor
cable would be required. If a console
has no sub-mixer inputs, it can still ac
commodate a sub-mixer. You simply
use one of the main console's input
channels per sub-mixed bus, with the
channel set up for line-level sources, or
use a spare effects return or aux input
on the main console to accommodate a
sub-mix.

Remember that any time you add
inputs to a mix, you add noise, so don't
expect the system to be as quiet with
the sub-mixer in the circuit. Be sure
the polarity of the signals is correct.
Even if you wire cables correctly, some
times one mixer will invert the input
signal whereas the other will not, so it
may be a good idea to open two mics,
side-by-side, one feeding the sub-mixer
and one the main console, make a
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mono mix of the two mics on one bus in
the main console, and flip the phase or
reverse the polarity of one mic to see
whether the sound increases or drops
in level. Ifit increases, you may have
to invert all the inputs on the sub
mixer, or use a polarity reversing
adaptor in the link to the main console.

Sometimes a sub-mixer (i.e., any
console) will have outputs that precede
the master faders. Such outputs can be
used to drive the main mixing console,
thus allowing the sub-mixer's master
faders to be manipulated for local use
(i.e., for keyboard monitor speakers on
stage) while the pre-fader outputs feed
a consistent mix to the main console.
In this case, it is a good idea to bring
the sub-mixer outputs into inputs on
the main mixing console that have
level controls (i.e., input channels or
aux returns) so that the sub-mixed
signal can be balanced with the main
mix.

It is best to connect a sub-mixer to
the same leg or even the same outlet
box of the AC power distribution
system as the main mixing console.
This will minimize differences in
ground potential between the two
units, and thus minimize chances for
ground loop induced hum. While some
would disconnect the sub-mixer's third
prong if it has a grounded AC plug, and
instead run a heavy ground wire from
the sub-mixer chassis to the main
console chassis, we do not recommend
such a practice. Instead, it may be nec
essary to utilize transformer-isolated
floating (and balanced) lines between
the units. Be sure to perform a sound
check with ALL stage equipment,
including lights, turned on so that any
potential hum or interference can be
identified and minimized before the
performance.

When using a sub-mixer, set up its
gain structure as though it were the
main mixing console, as explained in
Section 11.7. Then adjust its master
faders to produce the appropriate
nominal output level so that, with the
main console's master faders at their
correct nominal position, the overall
sound balance of the mix is correct. If
the output of the sub-mixer is too high
in level and requires that its master
faders be operated way down near the
lowest setting, then an external at
tenuation pad of an appropriate value

should be inserted at the sub-input to
the main console, and the sub-mixer's
master faders returned to a more
normal operating position. This will
minimize noise and distortion.

Incidentally, there are situations
where the main mixing console itself
becomes a sub-mixer. For example, if
there is a remote recording or broad
cast truck covering a live event, some
of the main sound reinforcement
console's outputs may be fed to the
truck's console. If there is a separate
stage monitor mixing console which
does not have a sufficient number of
input channels, a sub-mix of several
mics (say the entire drum mix) may be
fed from the main console to the
monitor console. The same considera
tions regarding correct level/impedance
matching, gain structure, and ground
ing isolation apply here, too.



11.9 STAGE MONiTOR
MixiNG CONsoLES

Stage monitoring systems are one of
the important keys to a successful
show. Sound reinforcement practice
has evolved to the point where even
small music clubs usually have some
type of monitoring system, and large
scale concert monitor systems can be
very elaborate. Despite their wide
spread use monitor .systems are ~he

subject of a lot of misunderstanding 
particularly among musicians, who are
the very ones to benefit most from a
good monitor system.

11.9.1 What is a Stage
Monitor System?

The stage monitor system is a spe
cialized sound reinforcement system
that operates independently of the
house sound system. Like the house
system, it consists of a console, equaliz
ers (and, occasionally, other signal
processors), power amplifiers and
loudspeakers. Since the monitor
system is used to help the musicians
onstage hear their performance, the
loudspeakers are pointed toward the
stage rather than into the house.

The primary difference is that the
monitor console has many separate
output channels, each driving a sepa
rate amplifier and loudspeaker chain
with a different mix, whereas house
sound systems are monophonic or
stereophonic (even if they do use a split
stack up front and a few surround or
fill speakers, many systems are mono).

Each monitor output mix is assigned
to one or a few of the performers, and
the mix that each hears is tailored to
his or her particular needs. In order to
stay on key and on cue, for example,
the lead vocalist needs mostly to hear
the background vocalists, along with
perhaps a bit of the keyboard and
guitar. Similarly, the bass player needs
to hear the kick drum, and the drum
mer needs to hear the bass. The guitar
player needs to hear both, while the
keyboardist might need to hear the
lead vocal and the guitar.

For this reason, monitor mixing
consoles usually have eight or more
output busses, and are designed for
flexibility in assigning the inputs

proportionally to any combination of
the outputs.

Monitor loudspeakers also are de
signed differently from house reinforce
ment speakers. Their frequency re
sponse is usually tailored more for
voice reproduction, and their disper
sion is often more focused to help
control the sound onstage.

11.9.2 How is a Monitor
System Set Up?

Figure 11-11 shows the signal flow of
a typical stage monitor system. Each
signal from the stage is routed to a
splitter - usually a specialized trans
former - which provides two separate,
electrically isolated feeds (see Section
11.10). Another term for a splitter is a
stage box. One feed from the stage box
goes to the house console via the snake,
which is a single multicore audio cable
containing a number of individually
shielded pairs of center conductors.
The other feed is sent to the monitor
console.

Each output of the monitor console
feeds a separate equalizer (usually a
graphic type, though parametrics are
sometimes used) whose primary pur
pose is reducing peaks to control
resonances and thus increase the
available gain before feedback. The
equalizers, in turn, feed power
amplifiers that drive the monitor loud
speakers.

A cue bus output from the console
feeds a separate monitor loudspeaker
located right next to the console. The
monitor engineer uses this output to
check the separate mixes individually
so that he can catch problems and fix
them quickly. The graphic or paramet
ric equalizers that are added to process
the various output mixes are some
times connected after the console
output, but it is preferable to locate
them in the console's master insert in!
out loop. In this way, when the monitor
engineer selects a given mix to feed the
cue bus, the equalization is also au
dible.

Finally, there often are two side fill
loudspeakers located at either side of
the stage and fed from another mix.
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11.9.3 Why a Monitor
Console is Preferable to a
Mix From the Main House
Console

In the early days of sound reinforce
ment - even in large concerts - the
monitor mix was done from the main
console out in the audience. As studio
recording techniques became more
sophisticated, musicians became .
increasingly discriminating about their
onstage monitors because they became
accustomed to playing along with
selected tracks over headphones.
Eventually, their desires simply ex
ceeded both the capacities of house
consoles and the ability of house

soundmen to handle a large number of
separate mixes .. In order to satisfy the
growing need for more sophisticated
monitoring, concert engineers began
using separate, onstage consoles for
the monitors.

The out-front soundman was never
in a very good position to mix monitors,
anyway. Being located out in the
house, he can't hear what it sounds
like onstage. The musicians have to
communicate with him using hand
signals - and this can be quite confus
ing, especially in the middle of.a sh~w.

Most important, the house engineer s
primary responsibility is to manage the
house mix. Once the show starts, he's
got his hands full, and has v~ry little.
time to worry about the momtors. This
is why monitor mixing has become a
separate job in sound reinforcement.



11.9.4 The Importance of a
High Quality Monitor Mix

There are many reasons why a high
quality monitor system is very impor
tant to the professional musician.
Perhaps the most obvious one is that if
the band members can't hear them
selves clearly, they're going to have
trouble staying in tune and in time
in which case, the potential for good
sound quality in the house really
doesn't matter! Especially when
performers use pre-recorded tracks or
sequencers (an increasingly common
practice), they can get lost very quickly
ifthey can't hear clearly... and a tape
or sequencer can't make adjustments
the way live players can. A good
monitor system, then, can improve the
musicians' performance.

The quality of the monitors also
affects the quality of sound in the
house. Regardless of how carefully the
dispersion ofthe monitors is controlled,
Some of their sound inevitably spills
out into the house, where the audience
hears it directly. The sound of the
monitors also gets into the onstage
microphones and, if the monitor
system is producing distortion, it will
degrade the sound that the audience
hears through the house sound system.
Finally, the audio quality of a monitor
system affects its susceptibility to
feedback. Since feedback often starts
on resonant spikes in the monitor
loudspeakers, monitors with flatter
(more accurate) frequency response
will be less prone to feed back. It is a
serious error to cut corners on a
monitor system because you think it
will not affect what the audience hears.
It definitely will have an effect.

11.9.5 Other Benefits of a
Separate Monitor Console

The monitor console can serve
double or triple duty in a band's setup.
Contemporary music relies increas
ingly on multiple-keyboard systems
(often with MIDI-controlled synthe
sizer slaves) and electronic drums. As a
consequence, there is a heightened
need for onstage mixing consoles to
provide submixes of the electronic
instruments for the house console, and
to the onstage monitor system.

A full monitor console can provide
these submixes at the same time that
it handles the monitor mixing. Figure
11-12 (next page) shows an example of
such a setup using a 24-input x 4 aux
bus x 8-main bus monitor console.

Input channels 1-11 are used as a
submixer for a number of keyboard and
guitar signals. Channels 14-18 handle
the vocal mics, while 19-23 handle
instrument mics. Channels 12 and 13
are the inputs from an effects proces
sor, which is fed from the console's Aux
output and is used to add some reverb,
phasing or other effects to those
monitor mixes that need it. Channel 24
is a spare input.

Aux outputs 1 and 2 supply stereo
keyboard submixes for the house
console and the keyboard player's
amplifier/speaker system, while
program outputs 1-8 handle the
individual performers' monitor mixes.
A built-in or separate intercom system
is provided to talk with the soundman
at the main house console.

The setup in Figure 11-12 offers a
touring band numerous advantages.
They have control over their own
monitor mixes. They have two-way
communications with their house
sound engineer, allowing them even
more control over their sound. And by
combining the keyboard-submixing
chore with monitor mixing, they save
on the amount of equipment that they
have to carry from one venue to the
next - while substantially improving
the quality of their sound.
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11.9.6 Polarity (Phase)
Reversal as a Tool to Fight
Feedback

It is a common practice to ring out
the monitor system before the perform
ance. Ringing out is a method of tuning
the equalization of each monitor
channel to suppress resonances in the
stage/monitor speaker system. The
actual point at which feedback begins
will change when performers are on
stage, as mics are actually in use, and
even with small changes in tempera
ture and humidity (which can drasti
cally affect the stage acoustics).

While graphic or parametric equali
zation is of greatvalue in reducing
feedback, so is the simple technique of
reversing the polarity of a particular
monitor console output. Unlike a main
house mixing console, where various
busses may be combined, or where the
sound image from multiple speaker
channels relies upon a specific phase
(polarity) relationship between the
channels, monitor mixes are each
unique and are not intended to blend
or overlap much. The absolute polarity
of a sound has a lot to do with the point
at which feedback occurs, and flipping
that polarity can provide increased
gain before feedback. Therefore, it is



desirable to have polarity (or phase)
reversal switches on each monitor
console output. If these are not pro
vided, then polarity reversing adaptors
can be plugged into the output chan
nels as required. It is still a good idea
to have polarity reversing switches on
each input, too, since multiple mic
inputs are often blended onto a single
bus, and these electrical signals (when
they carry portions of the same sound
source) must have the proper phase
relationship in order to add construc
tively.

11.9.7 Eliminating SeR
Dimmer Noise

SCR (silicon controlled rectifier)
dimmers are widely employed in
modem stage lighting control systems.
Unlike the old wire wound rheostats,
which might generate a local hum field
due to strong 60 Hz electromagnetic
radiation, SCR dimmers generate a
widespread buzz due to the sharp
wavefronts of the chopped AC wave
form created by the dimming action.
These waveforms can travel along AC
wiring as high frequency parasitics,
and can get into mic cables, inducing
very high voltage spikes at the mixing
console inputs. (See Figure 8-5 in
Section 8.3.7.)

The resulting buzz can get into the
mic inputs of the console, even if the
console has high quality circuitry,
when the inputs are electronically
balanced. This type of interference is
greatest when the monitor console or
stage mic wiring run in close proximity
to the SCR dimmer equipment, and
where high power lighting is involved.
As detailed in Section 11.7 and 11.10,
there are situations where input
transformers can provide increased
CMRR (common mode rejection ratio)
due to their higher CMV (common
mode voltage) compared with electroni
cally balanced differential inputs. If
the monitor console does not have
transformer-balanced (or floating)
inputs, and SCR dimmer noise is a
problem, it may be necessary to add
transformers at the mic (or stage mic
splitter box) and right at the console
inputs.

11 .10 MiCROPHONE
SpliTTiNG

The term mic splitting has nothing
to do with the damage that can occur
when a careless performer swings the
mic by its cable, or intentionally slams
it into the stage floor for visual impact.
Actually, mic splitting refers to the
division of the audio signal output from
the mic to feed two or more different
inputs. Typically, a mic signal will be
split to simultaneously feed both a
monitor mixing console and a main
house mixing console (a 1:2 split), or it
may feed these and also a remote
broadcast or recording truck's console
(a 1:3 split).

Splitting a signal is not that
difficult. Theoretically, you can simply
parallel-wire two or three connectors to
the end of a cable and plug in. Some
times a simple 1:2 Y connection can be
used successfully. The trick is to avoid
overloading the mic, which would
degrade frequency response, transient
response, and SIN ratio, and to avoid
hum-inducing ground loops. There is
also a danger, in hard wired splits of
the type just described, that a short
circuit in a mic cable to one console
could kill the feed to all the other
input(s) derived from that same mic, or
that an electrical fault at a remote
location could endanger a performer on
stage. One solution is to double mic
everything, but this approach is very
costly, and doesn't work when it comes
to the output of a guitar or synthesizer.
For this reason, a transformer (some
times with multiple secondary wind
ings) can be used to achieve isolated
splits from a single mic (or line level
source).

To avoid ground loops in a Y con
nected split, why not cut the shield of
the cable at the mic? This is possible,
and actually works just fine in some
installations, but it has drawbacks. For
one thing, if the microphone is a
phantom powered condenser mic, the
shield connection is essential or there
will be no return for the DC power that
operates the amplifier/impedance
converter within the mic case. Don't
cut the shield, and you risk a ground
loop. What can be done?

Again, the solution is to use a
splitter transformer.
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11.10.1 The Splitter
Transformer

The main purpose of a splitter
transformer is to isolate the shield
grounds between two portions of a
sound system. By using the setup
illustrated, the stage mic (or keyboard
mixer, guitar, etc.) is connected directly
to the monitor console input. At the
same time, the signal from the mic
goes through a transformer. The
transformer illustrated has two com
pletely separate Faraday shields
(electrostatic shields), one for the
primary and one for the secondary. The
primary shield is tied back to the
monitor console, while the secondary
shield is tied to the cable shield that
goes to the main house console. In this
way ground loop hum protection, and
phantom power continuity are main
tained for the stage mic (or instru
ment), while full shielding is also
established between the split point and
the main house console.

The particular transformer shown
here is a Jensen model JE-MB-C,
selected due to its very low distortion,
low phase shift, wide bandwidth, and
isolated shields. Information on this

transformer, and on other similar
transformers that provide additional
splits (for feeding remote recording
equipment, etc.) is available directly
from Jensen Transformers, Inc., North
Hollywood, CA.

You will notice that the circuit
shown has a ground lift switch. When
the switch is closed, the shields of the
cable to the house console and the
cable to the monitor console are electri
cally connected. This may be a good
way to begin, but then, ifhum and
noise are detected, the ground can be
lifted by opening the switch. You may
find that youll have to lift all but one
of the grounds (on the several cables
between the consoles) or every single
ground. The situation will differ for
each setup, sometimes for each venue
given the same sound system.

Typically, stage boxes are con
structed that each house from 8 to 24
transformers, and the associated
connectors, switches, etc. There may be
large, locking, multi-pin connectors
that allow stage boxes to be joined to
multicore cables, with the possibility of

Figure 11-13. An isolated mic split feed that allows
phantom powering of the mic

o
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Mic
Input

There may be a few, rare instances
when even the use of splitter trans
formers and proper grounding tech
niques may not be adequate to prevent
noise from getting into the mixing
system. This can occur in a very high
noise environment, as when the
monitor console and/or stage cables are
located very near a high-power SCR
dimmer lighting panel. Normally, the
common mode rejection ratio or CMRR
of the electronically balanced monitor
console inputs is more than adquate to
eliminate such noise when it cuts into
the balanced cable from the micro
phone. But when the noise energy
radiated by a nearby source is very
strong, the common mode voltage
(CMV) of the electronically balanced
input may be exceeded. In this case,
the CMRR goes to zero, and the only
solutions would be either to (1) move
the cables and/or console away from
the noise source, or (2) provide addi
tional noise protection. This topic is
covered in greater detail in Section
11.6. Understand that the following
remedies pertain to only the most
severe, high-noise environments, and
should not be necessary for most sound
system installations.

STAGE MONITOR
MIXING CONSOLE

11.10.2Additional Isolation
for High Noise
Environments

Isolated
Input Output Cable subject to vel}' Input

:J---:-~[---: ;~£~~~;~1{0n- :-J--~ -:-[---!
I ::! ):1:: __....

I :: I Phantom power I :: I Isolated
I :: : cannot be supplied : :: : Output
t, J via this cable. If _

JE-MB-C main console also JE-MB-C
MIC SPUTTER needs isolation ISOLATION

TRANSFORMER transformer, use TRANSFORMER
(Ref. Fig. 11-13) self-contained

phantom supply at
mic.

using different stage boxes or extend
ing cables without the need to rewire
the entire audio distribution system.
This is a more convenient way to deal
with the situation than constructing an
individual splitter box for each chan
nel. One transformer per channel is
required. Why are these transformers
not built into the console itself? They
are not always necessary. (Avoid the
trap ofthinking that if you always
have all the ground lift switches closed,
you don't really need the transformers;
remember, each ground on a given
multway split should be tied to a
separate Faraday shield in the trans
former). Since transformers are very
expensive, there is no use paying for
them unless they're needed. Besides,
building an inputJsplitter transformer
into the monitor console would not
necessarily provide grounding isolation
for the cable to the house console (or to
any other remote location).

Figure 11-14. Use of additional transformers for isolation of
electronically balanced inputs in the presence of

extreme noise (SCR dimmers, forexample)

Phantom power
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via this cable. MAIN (HOUSE)
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11.10.3 Splitting a Mic
Without a Transformer

GROUND LIFT SWITCH

o

As described earlier, there are
instances when microphones can be
split to feed two consoles simply by
using a Y adaptor. This technique is
most successfully applied when the two
consoles are similar in design, and
when both are operated from the same
AC system. It is not a good idea to use
parallel hard wired splitting when
feeding a remote recording or broad
cast facility. When a mic is split
without a transformer, there is no good
way to avoid ground loops, except
perhaps to cut the shield at the XLR
connector of one console or the other.
In this way, the chassis ground from
the other console provide a drain for all
currents induced in the shields of the
cables from the mic to both consoles.

When a phantom powered mic is to
be used, we recommend powering it
from the monitor console on stage, if
that console has the capability, since
the DC power for the mic will travel
through a shorter length of cable and
will therefore be subject to less voltage
drop (see Figure 11-15 on the previous
page). This means that the shield must
be connected at the monitor console in

order to complete the phantom
power circuit. Ifa shield has to be
cut to avoid a ground loop, cut it
at the house console input con

STAGE nector.
MIC

(Phantom Power Source)

I~~"' I I ,:~I
STAGE MONITOR MAIN (HOUSE)
MIXING CONSOLE MIXING CONSOLE

Figure 11-15. A "Y" connected (parallel wired) 1:2 mic split with
hard wiring instead of a transformer

The first line of attack against
severe noise is to use a very high
density shielded cable, such as star
quad type cable, which has four inner
conductors in a double twisted
configuration for extra noise cancella
tion. It is really double-balanced cable.
(Star Quad type cable is available from
Canare Cable, Inc., North Hollywood,
CA.) Whether in single cables or
snakes, this type of cable can make a
significant difference in the noise
immunity under most conditions.

If the special cable alone is not
adequate, then it may be necessary to
install additional transformers right at
the inputs to the monitor console (if the
console does not have transformer
isolated inputs) and, if the house
console is not transformer isolated,
possibly at the inputs to that console,
too (Figure 11-14). These transformers
should have the shortest possible cable
to the console (6 inches to a foot or two)
so that minimal noise exposure exists.
The same Jensen JE-MB-C trans
former (or equivalent) is suitable here.
The advantage of using the extra
transformer, even though the input is
already electronically balanced, is that
the transformer provides up to
200 volts peak common mode
voltage, with an 85 dB
CMRR at 1 kHz - a
higher CMRR and
much higher CMV
(to fight the high
peak noise voltages)
than is possible
with the electroni-
cally balanced input
alone. This is a costly
solution, and should be
treated as a last resort in
the most critical situ
ations.
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11.11. REduciNG
FEEdbACk IN TI-IE STAGE
MONiTOR SySTEM

Anyone who has dealt with stage
monitor systems will tell you that it's a
constant battle to obtain adequate
volume levels for the performers
without causing howling, ringing or
other effects that all amount to electro
acoustic feedback. When you place a
microphone near a loudspeaker which,
ultimately, is fed by that mic, you're
going to get feedback as soon as the
speaker output reaches a critical sound
pressure level at the mic.

In many cases, feedback can be
controlled or eliminated by using
signal delay in the amplifier /
loudspeaker system. This is because
the feedback can be caused by (a)
notched response in the speaker
system and/or (b) improper disper
sion control in the speaker system,
both ofwhich are often traceable to
time offset of the drivers at the
crossover frequency or between
identical drivers connected to
different length horns. These time
offsets create comb filters and
distort the ideal polar response of
the loudspeaker system; eliminating
them can help tame feedback. It
may require a digital signal delay
with precision down to as little as
10 to 50 microseconds (translating
to 1/8 to 5/8 inches offset ofthe
acoustic center of the driver) in
order to make effective corrections
in this domain. Such time-based or
position-based corrections should
be made before any graphic or
parametric EQ is applied for
feedback control. Ofcourse, the
implementation of these very
precise delay corrections is complex
and costly. Instead, longer delays of
20 to 30 milliseconds will often
satisfy the musicians (especially
vocalists) with less overall level
because the performers can hear
themselves better. Then there is less
ofa feedback problem, too, because
less gain is required.

11.11.1 Directional
Microphones

The name of the game is increasing
the available gain before feedback
occurs. The first line of attack is to use
cardioid microphones, and to make
sure the back of these mics is directed
at the nearest monitors. This seems
obvious to anyone who has done any
stage work, but there are some tricks.
For example, the directionality of the
mic typically depends on vents toward
the rear of the mic head, or possibly in
the mic handle. If the vents are cov
ered, the directional characteristics go
away and the feedback protection is
lost. The same problem occurs if the
mic head is swallowed -literally
placed inside the mouth, or with a
cupped hand over it. For this reason,
performers should be instructed (with
tact) about how not to hold the mic.

11.11.2 Polarity (Phase)
Reversal

Given that a directional mic is used,
what else can be done? Sometimes
feedback can be eliminated by simply
reversing the phase ofthe signal at
either the mic or at the monitor
speaker. We use the expression reverse
the phase, but we really mean reverse
the polarity by exchanging the two
signal conductors in the audio line.
Reversing the polarity can reduce
feedback because, instead of having the
direct and reinforced sound waveforms
adding together and thereby exceeding
the threshold of feedback, they sub
tract from one another.

Polarity reversal can be accom
plished by exchanging the two wires
that connect to the loudspeaker, by
exchanging the two signal wires in the
balanced audio line (using a phase
reversal adaptor), or by using a switch
provided for this purpose in the mixing
console. It's better to try this first at
the monitor speaker because if you flip
the polarity of the mic, it may alter the
stereo image (if it's a stereo mix),
render any recordings uncuttable (if a
record is to be made), and make it
impossible to get a proper mono blend
with other mics (for house feed or
broadcast). For the same reason that
the polarity reversal reduces feedback
(i.e., signal cancellation), out-of-phase
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inputs cannot be properly mixed to
mono; the signal simply disappears! In
record cutting, any out-of-phase
information in the left and right
channels causes vertical movement of
the cutting stylus. Even if the cutter
head manages to cut a groove with this
vertical anti-phase information, the
playback stylus can skip out of the
groove, making the record unplayable.
One way to check inputs for mono
compatibility is to press the input cue
or preview switches (if available on the
console) for suspect channels and listen
to the result in the headphones or via a
speaker connected to the console's cue
or monitor output. If the signals all
remain clearly audible, the phase
relationship is OK, but if a portion of
the sound goes away, then one input is
out-of-phase with respect to the other.

11.11.3 Ringing Out a
Monitor System

Polarity (phase) reversal can allow
somewhat more gain before feedback,
but sooner or later most engineers
realize that equalization is required to
get the most gain before feedback.

The most common method of elimi
nating feedback in a stage monitor
system is to ring out the monitor
system before the performance. Ring
ing out is a method of tuning the
equalization of each monitor channel to
suppress resonances in the stage/
monitor speaker system.

Why is it called ringing out? Any
sound system will begin to howl at the
frequency where the loop between mic
and speaker is loudest. This loudest
point can be caused by a peak in the
speaker's response, a peak in the mic's
response, by channel EQ boost in the
console, by resonances and reflections
in the acoustic environment or, most
likely, by a combination of these
factors. Just before a system takes off
and howls you can usually hear a
ringing sound, a slight resonance when
almost any sound is amplified. By
looking for, and tuning out, these
incipient feedback points, one rings out
the system.

Why do resonances occur? There are
many reasons, including loudspeaker

response, acoustic reflection and/or
absorption characteristics of the
environment, and the mics themselves.
Certainly, all directional mics exhibit
different directional characteristics at
different frequencies, so a mic that
offers great back rejection (15 dB) at
2 kHz, may offer almost no protection
at 200 Hz (3 dB); one might expect that
some bass roll-off would aid in reduc
ing the feedback from such a mic.

Where should the EQ be introduced?
Well, one does not necessarily want to
introduce EQ in the individual chan
nels because the EQ needed to reduce
feedback at one mic might not be right
for the other mics. That EQ may also
sound wrong to other performers when
they hear the same mic on their
monitors. It is possible to use some
channel EQ to reduce feedback but it is
generally better to apply equalization
at the input to the power amp which
drives the particular monitor speaker.
Instead of connecting the equalizer
after the monitor console's master
output, it may be better to connect it in
the master insert in/out patch point (if
one is provided) so the engineer can
hear the effect of the EQ while moni
toring via the console's master cue/
monitor facilities. Graphic EQ is most
commonly used for ringing out monitor
systems, and typically one-third octave
resolution is preferred to one octave
resolution. This offers a major benefit
over channel EQ. Specifically, 1/a-octave
graphic equalization enables you to
lower the level of a relatively narrow
band of frequencies without affecting
nearby frequencies. Resonances,
reflections, and hence feedback all tend
to occur in very narrow frequency
bands, so the graphic EQ is able to do
the job with minimal ducking of
adjacent program frequencies which
are not causing any problems.

Sometimes 1/6_ or V12-octave graphic
EQ is used because it further narrows
any corrections. The typical feedback
situation involves such a narrow band
of frequencies that a notch filter of only
10 Hz bandwidth may be ideal for
removing the feedback without remov
ing adjacent program material. This
high resolution means trickier setup,
more tendency to drift out of adjust
ment as the stage temperature and
humidity change (which changes the



acoustics), and higher equipment costs.
(For those who are very technically
inclined, consider that feedback is a
wavelength-related phenomenon, not a
frequency domain phenomenon, so
tuning a frequency-calibrated equal
izer, no matter how stable, may not
keep the feedback from drifting back in
as the wavelengths change due to
atmospheric conditions.)

Here's how to ring out the system.
Set up the stage exactly as it will be
used, with all mics in place and all
controls set. Ifyou can do this at a
sound check, with performers standing
at the mics, so much the better. (You
might offer ear plugs because they are
going to hear some howling.) Go
through one monitor output at a time.
Gradually turn up the volume until a
slight ringing begins while a given mic
is being talked (that is, while someone
is speaking into the mic). Turn the
level up slightly higher until a howl
just begins. Then, using your golden
ears or, preferably, a spectrum ana
lyzer, identify the frequency at which
this howling occurs. Locate the corre
sponding frequency band on the
graphic equalizer, and pull that band
down about 3 dB. Then bring up the
monitor output level some more, while
the same person is talking, until
ringing/howling again commences. If
it's at the same frequency, pull down
the slider another few dB; if it's a
different frequency, pull down that
slider 3 dB. Eventually, you'll reach a
point where many frequencies all start
to howl at once, or where you've
already adjusted most of the frequen
cies that begin to howl as you further
raise the gain. That's when you can
stop the EQ adjustments. You've
gotten all the gain there is. Then go on
to the next monitor speaker, perhaps
with another mic if that is the primary
mic feeding this new speaker. When
you're done, you may find you've
obtained from 3 to 15 dB more usable
gain out ofthe monitor system.

One further note about feedback
reduction. Use the console's built-in
high pass filters whenever possible. If
the console has a 60 to 100 Hz low cut
(high pass) filter, preferably at 12 dB to
18 dB per octave, it will cut out a lot of
noise (wind, vocal pops, mic stand
rumble), and thus clean up the sound
to reduce muddiness. What's more, low

frequency resonances in the stage itself
can be excited by the instruments and
monitor speakers and then travel
through the floor or the air and get into
the mics. These resonances will be
much less likely to create feedback if
they are reduced by using the 80 Hz (or
thereabouts) filters. The only outputs
where you may not want to use the
filter are those for the drummer and
perhaps a keyboard player who wants
to hear low synthesizer notes. For
everyone else, it is better to insert the
filter, and then remove it if someone
complains (which is highly unlikely). If
there are no suitable filters in the
console, it may be possible to find one
built into the graphic equalizer or even
the power amp, or to add an in-line
filter between the monitor console
output and the stage power amps.

The best results are obtained if the
procedure is followed each night 
even if you're playing the same stage.
This is because even small changes in
temperature, humidity, and stage
layout can drastically affect the stage
acoustics.

It is essential to control the system
gain so that it never gets to the point
where feedback is a problem. Ringing
out the monitors will help with this,
but it is usually wise to allow about
10 dB of headroom in the system when
establishing your initial settings
during the sound check. The energy of
live performance is very different from
that of the sound check, and the stage
level can rise rapidly if the perform
ance is successful and the crowd is
responding. Leaving a safe gain mar
gin allows the flexibility to open up the
monitors as the performance rises in
intensity, without running into feed
back or instability.
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11.11.4 Aiming Monitor
Loudspeakers

In placing and aiming a stage
monitor, there are two basic criteria.
First, since the function of the loud
speaker is to allow the performer to
hear himself or herself, it must be
aimed so that the performer stands or
sits within the primary dispersion
pattern of the system. Since onstage
ambient levels can be fairly high, it is
also important to place the monitor
close to the performer.

Loudspeaker dispersion is most
critical in the high frequencies, which
affect voice intelligibility. The manu
facturer's data sheet can provide
valuable information about the disper
sion characteristics of the monitor, and
you should consult it in planning
placements. This rough placement can
then be fine-tuned (aimed) by ear,
using recorded music.

As important as it is to get the
sound where you want it, it is just as
important to keep the sound from
getting where you don't want it - and
one such place is the performer's
microphone. For this reason, monitors
are usually placed in the maximum
rejection area of the polar pattern for
the vocal or instrument mic. Since that
mic is almost always a cardioid, the
maximum rejection area will be to the
rear of the microphone, so the monitor
should be placed such that the micro
phone stand is between the performer
and the speaker, with the mic aimed so
that its rear points at the loudspeaker.

In situations where the lead vocalist
moves in a wide area onstage, some
engineers use two monitors to cover
the full stage. The most common
practice has been to place the two
monitors apart from one another and
aimed so that their patterns intersect
at center stage. This type of placement
can be a mistake. The interaction of
the two loudspeakers causes comb
filtering, resulting in uneven frequency
response and a much higher potential
for feedback.

When using two stage monitors, the
best approach is to place them close
together with their rear corners touch
ing, and splay them to cover the stage
area. This technique results in much
smoother coverage of the stage, and
greatly reduces the possibility of
feedback induced by comb filter peaks.

11 .12 EQuipMENT
PLACEMENT

We discussed monitor loudspeaker
placement in the preceeding para
graphs, but what about placement of
the other key elements the monitor
and house mixing consoles? Because
the person operating the console has
control of the sound quality and
balance, it is important for the console
to be physically located where the
sound that operator hears is an appro
priate reference.

We have already described some of
the reasons why it is important to
place the monitor console near the
performers, preferably at the side of
the stage (ease of hand signals to the
operator for mixing requests, reference
to the on stage sound field, and so
forth). But exactly where at stageside
should the console be located?

11.12.1 Additional Monitor
Console Placement
Factors

The monitor console will be on one
side or the other of the stage. Some
times the actual layout of performers,
props and equipment will dictate which
side ofthe stage is best for the monitor
console. If there is no strong need to
place it on one side or another, then it
should probably be placed on the side
opposite that where the stage lighting
equipment (dimmers, power transform
ers, etc) are located. If there are no
concerns with stage lighting equip
ment, then the monitor console should
be on the side of the stage nearest the
house console, which will tend to
minimize the length of cable runs. It is
also best if the monitor console is
located very close to the power
amplifier and related sound equipment
racks on stage. Sometimes another
helper is not there for backup, and the
close placement means that if the
monitor console operator must make
adjustments or fix problems in the
amps (even ifthey're the amps for the
main house loudspeakers), it can be
done without leaving the vicinity of the
monitor console.



11.12.2 Main House Mixing
Console Placement

SECTioN 11

One of the most important factors in
obtaining a good sounding mix for the
audience is the location of the house
mixing console. What the audience
hears is a direct result of the mixing
balance, overall level, and equalization
adjustments that the operator makes.
And those adjustments are, in turn,
based entirely on what that console
operator hears. Place the console in an
inappropriate location, and the sound
may be OK for people at that location,
but perhaps for nobody else.

The ideal location, then, is that
location at which the sound is most
representative of the sound heard by
the greatest number of people in the
audience. One might assume this to be
about half the distance from the main
house loudspeakers to the back of the
audience, and on the central axis from
the stage, but this is not generally the
best position.

Many sound engineers prefer to do
their mixing dead center in front of one
ofthe main house speaker stacks (and
typically there are two, although they
carry the same mono mix). This gives
the engineer a good on-axis reference
where frequency response is most
uniform, and avoids excess influence
from spill of onstage sound. In fact, a
location which is centered mid way
between two speaker stacks is least
desirable because of phase cancella
tions (and comb filtering) of sound from
the two stacks. If one wishes to be near
the middle of the audience (from left to
right), then at least make sure the
position is somewhat off center to
reduce the phase problems.

A general rule of thumb with regard
to the distance from the main house
loudspeakers is this: measure the
distance between the two main stacks
(we're assuming there are two), and do

(Stage)
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Figure 11-16. A suggested location for
the mixing console in a concert hall
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not locate the house console any closer
than this distance from the nearest
stack. Also, do not locate the console
any further than twice that inter-stack
distance. These relationships are
shown in Figure 11-16. This rule does
not always apply. In a larger venue,
say a sports arena, the distance be
tween stacks may be 50 feet. According
to the formula, one would not want to
be more than 100 feet from the stage
stacks. However, the back of the
audience may be 400 feet away, so the
100 foot limitation would place the
console too close.

There is another problem - formulas
or not - in being too far from the main
loudspeakers (the above arena could
present a problem here). At a distance,
the time it takes for the sound to reach
the console becomes significant, and
the operator can miss cues. Instead of
coming in on the quarter or half note
cue, he may be a few full notes late. It
is best to keep the console within
100 feet of the main loudspeakers,
which keeps the time delay under
100 milliseconds. In smaller venues,
even 100 feet may be too far back if it
places the mixing console under a
balcony or near a wall. A balcony or
other overhang will change the acous
tics (usually build up the bass and
alter the reverberant field) such that
the operator hears something that
most of the audience does not.

If the house console is located too
near the stage, there are other poten
tial problems. Being close to the stage
causes the operator to mix down too
much in level, and the people near the
back will be shouting for more volume.
Also, spill from the monitor loudspeak
ers can influence the perceived mixing
requirements for the house, and most
of the audience may not be hearing
that spill. Another factor - even if one
decides that this near-stage position is
a good idea acoustically - is that the
best seats in the house, and certainly
those that produce the most revenue,
tend to be up front, and the show
promoters are always reluctant to give
up those revenue producers. In fact, it
may take some convincing to get the
needed seats removed mid-audience
where the console belongs, but it's
worth fighting for because the show
quality depends on it.
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12.1. GENERAL
Dlscusslors

The audio power amplifier is a
signal processing component whose
function is - as its name implies - to
increase the power of an audio signal.
In sound systems, the power amplifier
is always the final active component in
the signal chain, located just before the
loudspeakers.

Power amplifiers designed for
professional use are generally simple
in appearance compared to many hi-fi
amplifiers. Aside from a line-level
input and a high-level output for
connection to the loudspeakers, they
may have a power switch, sensitivity
(volume) controls and, occasionally,
meters. Many professional amplifiers
omit one or more of even these bare
amenities.

In small portable sound systems, the
power amplifier may be built into the
mixer, as a convenience. Such inte
grated devices are called powered
mixers.

12.2 OI-lM's LAw &
RELATEd EQUATioNS

Full comprehension of the function
and application of power amplifiers re
quires an understanding of electrical
power and its relationship to voltage,
to resistance or impedance, and to
current. These relationships are stated
by Ohm's Law - one of the most
important fundamental equations in
electrical physics (and, hence, in
audio).

12.2.1 Voltage, Resistance
and Current

Consider the circuit of Figure 12-1.
A DC voltage E from source S (a bat
tery) is applied across a load resistance
R. The completion of the circuit allows
the flow of a current "I," represented by
an arrow in the diagram. Current
flows as a stream of electrons from the
point of highest voltage (or potential)
the - terminal of the battery - to the
point oflowest potential, which is the +
terminal.

s
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Figure 12-1. A simple DC circuit

The relationships among voltage,
resistance and current in the circuit of
Figure12-1 are defined by Ohm's Law
as follows:

I I=E+R I

where:
I = current in amperes
E = electrical potential in volts
R = resistance in ohms

----- ------



Suppose that we know the voltage to
be 1 volt DC and the resistance to be
100 ohms. Using Ohm's Law, we can
easily calculate the current through
the load:

I = 1 volt + 100 ohms
= .01 ampere
= 10 milliamps

By simple algebraic transpositions,
we can restate the law to solve for any
of the three quantities when the other
two are known:

In AC circuits, the complex quantity
ofimpedance substitutes for resis
tance. Impedance is defined as the
total opposition to flow of alternating
current, including both DC resistance
and the frequency-dependent opposi
tion component, which is called reac
tance. The symbol for impedance is
"Z," and, like resistance, the unit of
impedance also is the ohm. Thus, in
AC circuits:

where:
I = AC current in amperes
E = AC electrical potential in volts
Z = Impedance in ohms

For example, in Figure 12-2 an AC
voltage ERMS from source S is applied
across load impedance Z. Current I
flows through the load. Note that the
direction of current flow alternates
with the voltage: this is an alternating
current (AC) circuit. Suppose that we
know E to be 1 volt RMS, and Z to be
100 ohms. As above, we can easily find

R I

1
Figure 12-2. A simple AC circuit

I by Ohm's Law:
I (RMS) = 1 volt RMS + 100 ohms

= .01 amperes
= 10 milliamps

Note that in AC circuits impedance
includes a frequency-dependent term
called reactance. The value of a given
load impedance in audio circuits gener
ally changes with frequency. Ifthe
signal voltage remains constant, then
the current through the load will be
different at different frequencies. As
indicated by Ohm's Law, the current
will be inversely proportional to the
impedance. As the impedance drops,
the current will rise (and vice versa).

12.2.2 Electrical Power

Electrical power is the energy used
to do the work when an electrical
current is made to flow through a load
resistance or impedance. The equation
for power, though not part of Ohm's
Law, is related, and is defined as
follows:

where:
P = power in watts
E = electrical potential in volts
I = current in amperes

By referring to the equations giving
the relationships among voltage,
resistance (or impedance) and current,
we can rewrite the power equation,
incorporating the resistance (or imped
ance) component:

P = E2 + R (or Z)
P = 12 • R (or Z)

Consider again the circuits of
Figures 12-1 and 12-2. Knowing the
voltage and resistance (or impedance),
we can now calculate the power dissi
pated in each case.

In Figure 12-1, the voltage was
1 volt DC and the resistance was
100 ohms. To find the power:

P= E2
+ R

= (1 volt)2 + 100 ohms
= .01 watts
= 10 milliwatts
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POWER

AMplifiERS

Since we chose the same voltage and
impedance values in Figure 12-2, this
calculation also describes that circuit.
Since the circuit of Figure 12-2 is an
AC circuit and the voltage is given as
1 volt RMS, we call the P term the
average power. (The misnomer RMS
power is sometimes used, indicating
that the power was calculated from the
RMS voltage or from the RMS current.
Since voltage and current are out-of
phase in an AC circuit, simple multipli
cation of RMS voltage times RMS cur
rent does not yield RMS power.)

I·R
or

I·Z

12.2.3 Ohm's Law Chart

Figure 12-3 is a reference chart
giving all the equations deriving from
Ohm's Law. The parameters E, I, R (or
Z) and P (or W) are shown in the
central area, each occupying one of the
four quadrants of the pie. To solve for a
given parameter, find that parameter
at the center of the chart and choose
the equation in its quadrant that
defines the quantity in terms that you
have measured or know.

E2

W

Figure 12-3. Ohm's Law Nomograph for AC or DC
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Where:

I = AC current in amperes
E = AC electrical potential in volts
Z = Impedance in ohms
R = Resistance in ohms
P = Power in watts
W = Power in watts

NOTE: Equations referring to
power and impedance are describ
ing a Power Factor (PF), rather
than pure DC power. This quantity
accounts for the reactance of the
load and the AC signal.

~-~~~~~--~-~---~~-~



For example, suppose that we wish to
know the power in the circuit of Figure
12-4 (next page). We know that the load
resistance is 50 ohms, and we have
measured the current through that
resistance to be 20 milliamps.

i
I=20mA

12.2.4 Electrical Power SECTiON 12
and Amplifier Gain

We have said that the function of an
audio power amplifier is to increase the
power of an audio signal. What, pre
cisely, does this mean?

Figure 12-5 shows a symbolic repre
sentation of a typical audio connection
between a signal source, power ampli
fier, and loudspeaker. A signal source
develops a signal voltage El across the
amplifier input impedance Zr

Let us presume that:

The signal power of the line-level
connection, then, is given by the
equation:

El = 1 volt RMS

Zl = 10 kohms (10,000 ohms)Figure 12-4. Sample Circuit for
Power Calculation

From the chart of Figure 12-3, we
look at the P (power) quadrant and
find an equation that utilizes the I
(current) and R (resistance) which we
already know. The appropriate equa
tion is:

P -E 2. Z- 1 -e-

= (1 volt)2 -7- 10,000 ohms
= .0001 watts

Plugging in our measured values:

P = (.02 amperesr' • 50 ohms
= .0004 • 50
= .02 watts = 20 milliwatts

Calculations based on Ohm's Law
are extremely common in sound work.
The chart of Figure 12-3 will serve as a
useful reminder for all variations of the
basic equation, and should be kept at
hand as a reference.

Expressed in dBm, the line-level
signal power is:

ndBm= 10 log (P 1 -7- 1 milliwatt)
= 10 log (10-4 -7- 10..3)
= -10 dBm

Now, let us consider that the voltage
gain of the power amplifier is unity
and the loudspeaker impedance is
8 ohms - that is:

Figure 12-5. Typical Audio Circuit: A Signal Source,
a Power Amplifier and a Load
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12.~ POWER RATiNGS
of AMpliFiERS

The signal power transferred to the
loudspeaker load is:

The power amplifier has effectively
increased the audio signal power by
31 dB (a factor of about 1260:1).

Av =(Pout in dB) - (Pin in dB)
=21 dBm - (-10 dBm)
=31 dB

Expressed in dBm, the loudspeaker
level signal power is:

ndEm = 10 log (.125 watts + 10-3 watts)

=20.9dBm

Power Output Level
Continuous average sine wave

power at less than 0.05% THD, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz:

Stereo, 8 ohms,
both channels driven... 240 W/ch

Stereo, 4 ohms,
both channels driven.. .400 W/ch

The power rating of an amplifier
states the power that the unit will
deliver to a specified load - at a speci
fied distortion level, and over a speci
fied frequency range. For example, the
power specification for a typical profes
sional amplifier might read:

Note that, since a 4 ohm figure is
given, we can assume that the unit will
safely handle loads as low as 4 ohms.
We see, however, that the 4 ohm power
figure is somewhat less than twice the
8 ohm figure. This is typical, and indi
cates protective current limiting,
probably due to power supply limita
tions or component heating restric
tions.

Output power specifications must be
read carefully to avoid misinterpreta
tion. For example, some manufactur
ers may provide less complete state
ments of output power than that given
above. If the distortion value, band
width and load impedance are not
given, the true performance of the
amplifier cannot be adequately pre
dicted.

Manufacturers may occasionally
specify peak power in addition to
average power. This often indicates
that the power supply of the amplifier
is operating near its limits, and sags
under heavy continuous current
demand - even though it may be
capable of higher current for very brief
periods. While such an amplifier may
be suitable for home hi-fi use, where
the unit's maximum output is rarely (if
ever) needed, it won't serve well in a
professional application.

=E 2+ Z
2

= (1 volt)2 + 8 ohms
=0.125 watts

p

NOTE: In this discussion, when
we speak ofamplifier gain, it is nec
essary to specify whether we are
talking about voltage or power. By
extension, when we use quantities
expressed in dBm, it is extremely
important to remember that dBm is
a unit ofpower (decibels referred to
1 milliwatt), not of voltage.

yve can see that, while the voltage
gain of the amplifier is unity, its power
gain is considerably greater than unity.
In dB, the power gain of this amplifier
is:
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1.
Load Imp9dance 16 [I

THD 0.05%
Mode MONO

produce at least half its rated power
before clipping. It is sometimes speci
fied as a numerical bandwidth (i.e., so
many kilohertz) or may be given in the
form of a graph, as in Figure 12-6.

Figure 12-6. Power bandwidth of a
power amplifier

Note that while this figure re
sembles a frequency response curve, it
does not, in fact, represent the fre
quency response of the amplifier.
What it shows is the maximum power
output plotted against frequency.
There is no assumption that the input
drive level is the same across the band.

Power bandwidth can affect fre
quency response. If an amplifier's
power bandwidth is limited - as is the
case with most older, transformer
output designs - the amplifier's re
sponse may collapse at the frequency
extremes when it is driven to maxi
mum power, even though the amplifier
might exhibit very wide frequency
response at low power levels. In fact, a
power amplifier's frequency response is
generally measured at 1 watt output
level, so power bandwidth problems do
not affect the specification (even if they
do affect actual performance).

The power bandwidth of modern
OTL (output transformerless) transis
tor amplifiers is generally excellent, re
sembling that shown in Figure 12-6.
Such amplifiers exhibit consistent
frequency response at both low and
high levels, and consequently repro
duce program material at high power
with far greater fidelity than older,
transformer-coupled designs.

12.3.1 FTe
Preconditioning

A number of years ago, in response
to wildly different means of rating
power in consumer electronic equip
ment, the Federal Trade Commission
defined a standard for rating consumer
power amplifiers. Such power ratings
are specified to be derived from tests
made after a specific preconditioning
cycle. The purpose ofthe precondition
ing is to assure that the unit will
perform reliably when it is heated to
the highest temperature that it can be
expected to reach in normal use.

FTC preconditioning involves oper
ating the amplifier at one third the
rated power, using a 1 kHz sine wave
signal, into a resistance equivalent to
the rated load impedance, for one hour.
(In typical class B amplifier circuits,
one-third power operation produces
maximum heating of the output tran
sistors.)

While professional amplifiers legally
are not required to meet FTC precondi
tioning, an amplifier that is designed
for professional service is likely to
encounter worst case temperature
conditions relatively frequently. A
professional power amplifier should
reasonably be expected not only to
meet but to exceed the FTC precondi
tioning standard.

Ifan amplifier has been tested by its
manufacturer according to FTC stan
dards, the specifications normally will
show this to be the case. For example,
the power rating may be termed "FTC
Power Rating." Alternately, the manu
facturer may choose to mention FTC
preconditioning in a footnote or else
where in the data sheet - either by
name, or by a description of the proce
dure.

12.3.2 Power Bandwidth

The power bandwidth of an ampli
fier is a measure of its ability to
produce high output power over a wide
frequency range. As such, the power
bandwidth specification complements
the standard power specification
described above, and can tell us more
about the unit's performance.

Power bandwidth is a frequency
related specification, defined as the
frequency range lying between those
points at which the amplifier will

1000
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2.
Load Imp9dance 8 [I
THD 0.05%
Mode STEREO
Both Channels Driven
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12.3.3 Slew Rate and
Output Power

Note that while C has
the same slew rate as B
(slope of curve) the wave
takes twice the time to
reach the higher voltage

------of What may be an adequate
slew rate at low output
voltages...

Figure 12-8. Slew rate
requirements are greater for

higher power amplifiers

bandwidth, which can allow the ampli
fier to pass radio frequency (RF)
signals that serve only to increase
distortion, waste power, and overheat
drivers. Too high a slew rate may also
suggest susceptibility to distortion or
current limiting when subjected to the
resulting back-EMF from a real world
loudspeaker load.

c

B

rate of the unit has produced signifi
cant distortion of the signal (the input
step, scaled in size, is superimposed
over the output step as a dotted line for
comparison). We can conclude that the
higher the amplifier power, the higher
the slew rate must be. After all, at any
given frequency (a given number of
cycles per second), a higher voltage
(higher power) output will have to slew
more volts per second (and more volts
per microsecond).

As a rule of thumb, low-power am
plifiers (up to 100 watts continuous per
channel) should have a slew rate of at
least 10 volts per microsecond. High
power amplifiers (over 200 watts)
should have a slew rate of at least
30 volts per microsecond. The higher
the slew rate, the better, up to a point.
Too high a slew rate in a power ampli
fier may be associated with too wide a

~
Time ..

An amplifier's slew rate can affect
its ability to render musical transients
and complex waveforms with accuracy
at high power levels. Note that this
can be an important specification
because sharply rising musical tran
sients usually occur on peaks, where
the power demand is greatest.

Figure 12-8 illustrates the impor
tance of high slew rate in rendering
step changes at high power levels. In
(a), we see the instantaneous step
change at the input ofthe amplifier.
In (b), the amplifier reproduces that
step change at low output level. We see
that this is a fairly close approximation
of the input step.

In (c) the same unit is asked to
reproduce the same step change at a
high output level. We see that the slew

A

Figure 12-7. Slewing of a step

Slew rate is a measure of the ability
of an amplifier to respond to very fast
changes in signal voltage.

Assume an instantaneous step
change in signal voltage at the input of
the amplifier, as shown in Figure
12-7(a). The amplifier attempts to
replicate that input step change at its
output as exactly as possible, except
perhaps at a higher voltage. Due to
the inherent speed limitations of
practical analog circuitry, the ampli
fier's output voltage change will occur
somewhat more slowly than the input
step, appearing as the steep ramp
shown in Figure 12-7(b).

The slope of the ramping output
voltage is called the slew rate of the
amplifier. We specify slew rate in volts
p,er microsecond (1 microsecond =
l1,ooo,oooth of a second).
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The power specification of a profes
sional amplifier will often include men
tion of mono operation, as follows:

Power Output Level
Continuous average sine wave

power at less than 0.05% THD, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz:

Stereo, 8 ohms,
both channels driven 240 W/ch

Stereo, 4 ohms,
both channels driven .400 W/ch

A bridged amplifier is connected to
the load as shown in Figure 12-10.
Note that the load is connected across
the two hot output terminals. The left
channel output is normally the positive
connection, and the right is the nega
tive. The load is thus driven in a push
pull mode, and the RMS voltage across
it, for a given input signal level, is
effectively double what it would be if
the load were connected across one
channel only.
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Note that the specification above
gives mono output power for 8 ohms
only. This is because the minimum
allowable load impedance in bridged
mode is typically double the minimum
impedance for a single channel: 8 ohms
in bridge = 4 ohms/channel in stereo.
Because the output voltage is doubled,
the power delivered into a given load
impedance is quadrupled (power is
proportional to the square of the
voltage). While the amplifier can
deliver the voltage, its power supply,
heat sinks, fuses and output transis
tors typically cannot sustain the
current that would be drawn if this
amplifier were asked to drive a 4 ohm
loudspeaker in bridged mode. Such a
load would probably cause the ampli
fier distortion to rise significantly, the
amp could current limit early, and it
might well fail or destroy the loud
speaker. Thus the theoretical 4X power
increase due to doubled voltage be
comes a practical 2X power increase
due to the doubled minimum imped
ance restriction in bridged mode.

CAUTiON: See text for
detailed description of
bridging! .

Figure 12-10. Power amp bridged
output connection

Figure 12-9. Bridged mono
operation: sgnal polarity (phase)

relationships

Input -..:;;...-~_-__

Left (+) ......oI~_~ _

Output

Mono, 8 ohms 800 Watts

Right~)~ ~~ __
Output

The mono specification above refers
to the power capability of the amplifier
in bridged operation. Bridging is
usually selected by a rear-panel switch
labeled Mono/Stereo or bridge/Normal,
and requires special output connec
tions.

When a power amplifier is bridged,
both amplifier channels are fed the
same signal (usually from the left
input), but the signal polarity of one
channel - usually the right channel 
is reversed relative to the other chan
nel. Both halves of the stereo amplifier
then process the same signal, and the
load is connected so as to draw power
from both channels. The amplifier
effectively becomes a single channel
unit, even though both channels are
used - hence the term mono. The
output signals of a bridged amplifier
when fed with a sine wave input are
shown in Figure 12-9.
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Bridging must NEVER be confused
with mono operation as it is commonly
known in hi-fi equipment. In hi-fi,
mono means that both amplifier
channels reproduce the same signal, in
phase (same polarity), and each chan
nel output is connected to a different
speaker. If two speakers are connected
as a stereo pair to the outputs of a
bridged amplifier, they will reproduce
the same signal, but out of phase with
one another. This can have disastrous
consequences in sound reinforcement.
Ifbridged connections are made to an
amplifier with a hi-fi type mono mode
(i.e., same polarity), the voltages
applied to the + and - loudspeaker
terminals will ride up and down
together, meaning there is no electrical
potential across the speaker (except for
nonlinearities between the channels).
Little, if any, sound will be produced,
and damage to the amplifier may also
occur.

NOTE: The term bridged, in this
context, refers to the speaker load
being connected across two chan
nels' outputs, per Figure 12-10.
Sometimes, in the context oflow
level audio signals (i.e., preampli
fier outputs), the term bridged has
another meaning; it may mean that
the impedance of the load is at
least 10 times the impedance of the
signal source (as contrasted with
matched where the impedance of
the source and load are roughly the
same. For example, a synthesizer
with 2.5 kohm actual output
impedance will be bridged by the
25 kohm actual input impedance of
a particular mixer; this bridging
has no relationship to the bridging
of a power amp output being
discussed in this section of the
handbook.

12.3.5 The Effect of
Clipping

When a power amplifier is asked to
produce levels that exceed its design
limits, clipping occurs. Clipping is
illustrated in Figure 12-11.

Level adjusted so
signal is just below
maximum capability
of the circuit

cx-x..:-:·:-:-:·:-:·:-:·:-:-:-:·:·:·;·x-:·:·:-:-:·:-:·:-:·:·:-:-.,,-:·:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.;.:.:.;.;.:-:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:-:.

B
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ",.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.",

Level adjusted so "~Pl

signal "tries to go" •
beyond the circuit's
maximum voltage 
clipping occurs

c
Level set even
higher, with more
consequent
clipping (greater
% of waveform
in shaded area)

Figure 12-11. Clipping of a
sine wave

In Figure 12-11(a), we see the ampli
fier output just before clipping, and
this sine wave is an exact replica of the
sine wave input to the amp. In (b), we
have raised the input signal level
slightly, and we see the onset of
clipping. Note that those portions of
the wave that lie beyond the output
voltage capability ofthe amplifier are



truncated. The amplifier cannot pro
duce a higher output signal voltage, so
it simply maintains its maximum
output voltage until the input signal
voltage drops to a level that it can
accurately reproduce. As a conse
quence, the wave is flattened on the
top and bottom.

Ifwe further increase the input
signal level, the peak-to-peak level of
the output will not increase, but the
slope of the rising and falling portions
of the wave will become steeper, as
shown in (c).

Clipping has two basic effects. Obvi
ously, it greatly increases the distor
tion. This results in the generation of
high frequency components that lend a
very harsh quality to the sound, and
may endanger high frequency drivers
- particularly in passive crossover
systems. More important, clipping
dramatically increases the average
power applied to the load, which can
overheat voice coils on any drivers.

The waveform of Figure 12-1l(a) is a
sine wave, whose heating power is pro
portional to its RMS voltage. A se
verely clipped sine wave such as that
shown in (c) resembles a square wave
whose peak-to-peak amplitude is the
same as that of the wave in (a). The
heating power of this wave is propor
tional to its peak value, which is 1.414
times the RMS value of the sinewave
shown in (a). This has the same effect
as a 3 dB increase in voltage, or double
the power!

Whenever an amplifier is driven into
hard clipping- as will often occur on
musical peaks in professional applica
tions - the power applied to the load
is thus double the maximum undis
torted continuous power of the ampli
fier. For example, when a 200 watt
amplifier (8 ohm rating) is driven into
clipping on peaks while driving an
8 ohm loudspeaker, the peak power
seen by that loudspeaker is 400 watts.

12.4 TI-tE RELA'rloreshlp SECTiON 12
BETWEEN AMplifiER
POWER ANd SPl

The factor that relates amplifier
power to sound pressure level for a
given loudspeaker is the loudspeaker's
sensitivity rating. Unless otherwise
noted, sensitivity is generally specified
in dB SPL at 1 watt at 1 meter, on axis
(directly in front of the loudspeaker).
For the purposes of sound system
calculations, it may be regarded as the
sound pressure level that would be
measured at a distance of 1 meter from
the loudspeaker when it is driven by a

1 watt signal (usually pink noise).
Consider a loudspeaker with a sensi

tivity rating of 93 dB SPL (1 W, Im),
and a rated maximum power handling
capacity of 100 watts continuous,

400 watts peak. In order to find the
maximum continuous and peak SPL
capabilities of this loudspeaker, we
need to find the increase, in decibels,
between the 100 and 400 watt maxi
mum power levels and the 1 watt at
which sensitivity is specified. Remem
ber, decibels express a ratio. Once the
decibel ratios of 100 and 400 watts to
1 watt are calculated, they can simply
be added to the SPL sensitivity figure
to obtain the maximum SPL values.

Thus, to find the maximum continu
ousSPL:

ndB = 10 • log (P1+P2)

= 10 • log [(100 watts) + (1 watt)]
= 10 • log 100
= 10· 2
= 20 dB

The 100 watt continuous power is
20 dB above the 1 watt power used to
measure sensitivity. Since the loud
speaker delivers 93 dB SPL sensitivity
(lW/1M), its maximum continuous SPL
at 1 meter is ...

SPL( ti )con nuous = 93 dB + 20 dB
= 113 dB SPL
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Similarly, to find the maximum peak
SPL:

ndB = 10 • log [(400 watts) + (1 watt)]
= 10 • log 400
= 10 • 2.6
=26dB

The 400 watt peak power is 26 dB
above the 1 watt sensitivity, which
provides a maximum peak SPL of. ..

SPL(peak) = 93 dB + 26 dB
= 119 dB SPL

Ifone of two loudspeakers is 3 dB
more sensitive than the other, the less
sensitive loudspeaker will require
twice as much amplifier power to gen
erate the same SPL as the more
sensitive loudspeaker.

Suppose that we decide to drive the
loudspeaker described above with a
power amplifier rated at 50 watts
continuous. What can we expect the
maximum continuous and peak SPL to
be?

Ifwe assume that we will use the
full continuous power of the amplifier,
then the continuous SPL can be found
as above:

ndB = 10 log [(50 watts) + (1 watt)]
= 17 dB

Having calculated that 50 watts is
17 dB above 1 watt, we again add that
increase in dB to the sensitivity...

SPL = 93 dB + 17 dB(continuous)

= 110 dB SPL

To find the peak SPL, let us assume
that the amplifier may clip on peaks.
You will recall that clipping tends to
square the waveform, delivering twice
the power to the load, so the power
then would seem to be 100 watts (2 x
50 watts).

ndB = 10 log [(100 watts) + (1 watt)]
=20dB

SPL(peak) = 93 dB + 20 dB
= 113 dB SPL

In practice, the amplifier will not be
run at its full continuous power, since
this would not allow any headroom at

all for peaks. Besides, a loudspeaker
cannot reproduce a square wave
(clipped waveform). Thus, while the
peak SPL probably will remain the
same, the continuous SPL may be 6 dB
or more below that which we have cal
culated, depending upon how much
headroom is allowed. In low level
applications, this may be fine. That
judgment must be made based upon
the demands of the application.



12.5 MATCl-tiNG POWER
AMplifiERS To
Loudsprakrns

When choosing an amplifier for a
loudspeaker system, we must consider
a number of factors.

Unless the system will be used only
at low levels, it is important that the
amplifier's power rating not be too low.
Otherwise, we won't be able to utilize
the full SPL potential of the loud
speaker. An amplifier with inadequate
power capability can, in fact, damage
loudspeakers by stressing them more
than a larger amp (the smaller amp
will be driven into clipping, which
produces a dense harmonic structure
and artificially steep waveforms; this
can overheat high frequency driver
voice coils by feeding them more power
than the program would oth~rwise
have provided.) On the other hand, it is
unwise - especially in professional
applications - to choose an amplifier
that is significantly more powerful
than the loudspeaker can handle
because it becomes too easy to destroy
the loudspeaker thermally (with excess
power) or mechanically (with excess
excursion).

The amplifier must also be able to
handle the load that the loudspeakers
present. In order to avoid excessively
loading the amplifier when multiple
loudspeakers are connected to a single
output, we need to know the imped
ance of each individual loudspeaker
and we must calculate the net load
impedance.

12.5.1 Interpreting
Loudspeaker Power
Ratings

A typical loudspeaker power rating
might read as follows:

Power Handling
Continuous 120 watts
Program 240 watts
Peak .480 watts

What size power amplifier should be
chosen to work with this loudspeaker?
In order to answer the question, we
need to know precisely what each of
these ratings means.

Continuous power handling refers to
the level of long term average power
that the loudspeaker will handle. It is
usually measured using a sine wave or
weighted noise input. Properly used,
the continuous power rating is a worst
case specification, and represents
maximum heating of the component
voice coils.

Program power handling is meas
ured using a test signal that approxi
mates a real world program signal.
Actual program signals have less long
term heating effect for a given power
level.

Peak power handling refers to the
maximum instantaneous, short term
power that the loudspeaker will
handle. In this usage, short term
refers to time intervals under a second
(generally, no more than 1/10 second).

The structure of this power handling
specification is designed to correspond
to the nature of the program material:

The continuous power level corre
sponds to the long term average
heating power of typical program
material.

The program power level corre
sponds to maximum average levels
of program material as they would
be measured over medium term
averaging periods (say, up to a
minute).

The peak power level corresponds
to peak levels in the program, which
invariably last less than a second.
Some would say that this loud-

speaker should be used with an ampli
fier rated at 480 watts per channel into
8 ohms. The philosophy behind this
choice originates in hi-fi - the idea
being that use of a high power ampli
fier allows undistorted (unclipped) re
production of musical peaks.
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At home listening levels, this may be
fine. BU;t in a professional application,
the continuous SPL demand on the
loudspeaker will be significantly
greater. In fact, this 480 watt amplifier
may be running no more than 6 dB
below clipping (120 watts) on a long
term average basis. The amplifier
could certainly clip on musical peaks
and the loudspeaker would then be
asked to handle 960 watts!

The proper choice for this loud
speaker is an amplifier rated in the
neighborhood of 220 watts per channel.
This allows the full undistorted power
of the amplifier for loud musical
passages, while making certain that
the peak power applied to the loud
speaker does not exceed its power
handling capabilities. Similar reason
ing can be applied to other loudspeaker
specifications.

Ifa loudspeaker specification does
not include a program power rating,
but only gives continuous and peak,
then the choice must be made by inter
polation from those ratings.

For example, consider a loudspeaker
rated to handle 200 watts continuous
and 400 watts peak. Clearly, we must
choose a 200 watt power amplifier, in
order not to exceed the peak power
rating. On the other hand, a loud
speaker rated to handle 100 watts
continuous and 400 watts peak can be
d;iven by a 200 watt amplifier as well,
SInce we can reasonably assume that
the system will be run with at least a
6 dB margin between the long term
average level and the short term peak
level.

Ifpower handling, and the method
used to determine this specification, is
not clearly indicated, the loudspeaker
should be considered unsuitable for
professional applications.

12.5.2 Impedance
Calculations

The impedance of a loudspeaker is
the total opposition to AC current flow
that it presents to the output of the
power amplifier.

The amount of power extracted from
the amplifier by the loudspeaker is
inversely proportional to its imped
ance. The lower the impedance, the
more power the loudspeaker will
dissipate for a given signal voltage (as
suming that the amplifier has that
power to give). For this reason, ampli
fier power ratings are usually given at
two or more load impedances, and the
4 ohm power is usually close to twice
the 8 ohm power.

The load impedance seen by an am
plifier must always be greater than
zero. If it were equal to zero, the
amplifier output would be shorted and
the current demand would be infinite
(since I=E+Z, as Z approaches zero, I
approaches infinite current).

Practically speaking, the load im
pedance on an amplifier should never
be less than 4 ohms. While some am
plifiers are rated for 2 ohm operation,
it is not advisable to load an amplifier
this heavily in professional use. Not
only will the amplifier be stressed, but
the loudspeaker cable will have to be
exceptionally large in size, particularly
over long runs, since any resistance in
the cable will constitute a larger
percentage of the load impedance, and
will therefore waste a larger percent
age ofthe amplifier's power.

Loudspeaker specifications will
always include a figure called nominal
impedance, given in ohms. Some may
also give an impedance curve such as is
shown in Figure12-12. Here, the im
pedance of the loudspeaker is plotted
against frequency.

A

--f ----- NominalZ
- - -+ - - - - - DC Resistance

20 Hz 50 Hz 20kHz
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Figure] 2-]2. Typical
Loudspeaker Impedance Curve



Note that the impedance is not at all
constant with frequency. In fact, it
varies quite widely. The impedance
rise in the low end (a) is due to the
natural resonance of the low frequency
driver. The shape of this rise is affected
by cabinet loading.

Following the rise is a trough (b),
then a long rise Cc). The nominal
impedance is normally specified to be
the minimum impedance at the trough
(b). Standard values ofloudspeaker
impedance are 4,8, and 16 ohms.

Connecting a single loudspeaker to
an amplifier output is a simple affair.
What happens, though, when we wish
to drive two or more loudspeakers from
that output? How will this affect the
net impedance seen by the amplifier?

There are two basic ways to connect
multiple loudspeakers to a single
output: in series, and in parallel. These
are shown in Figure 12-13.

'"~W~POWER AMP ~
A

+
FROM
POWER
AMP

Figure 12-13. Series (A),
and parallel (B) connection of

loudspeakers

When loudspeakers are connected in
series, as shown in (a), current from
the amplifier passes serially through
the loads, and the net impedance is the
algebraic sum of the individual imped
ances. Ifwe connect three loudspeak
ers - with impedances of 8, 8, and 4
ohms respectively - in series across an
output, the net impedance will be:

Znet =Zl + Z2 + Z3
=8+8+4
=20 ohms

When loudspeakers are connected in
parallel, as shown in (b), the net im
pedance is a bit more complicated to

calculate. It is described by the equa
tion:

Znet =-------

Where n = the total number of parallel
elements.

Luckily, in the special case in which
we connect two loads of equal imped
ance in parallel, the complexity of the
calculation is reduced. The net imped
ance is half the impedance of either
one. Ifwe connect two 8 ohm loud
speakers in parallel, the net impedance
is 4 ohms. Where the impedances are
unequal, or more than two loads are
paralleled, then the equation above
must be used to calculate the net im
pedance.

illNT: Ifmore than two loudspeak
ers are connected in parallel, so
long as all are the same impedance,
then the net impedance ofthe load
is equal to the impedance ofone
loudspeaker divided by the number
ofloudspeakers. For example, with
three 8-ohm loudspeakers in paral
lel, the impedance is 8+3, or 2.667
ohms.

What are the relative advantages
and disadvantages of parallel and
series connection?

Series connection results in a higher
impedance. Ifour loads are very low
impedance, then the net impedance
can be made greater by connecting
them in series. On the other hand, if
one of the loads fails and becomes an
open circuit - which is the most com
mon way that loudspeakers fail- then
the entire connection is broken, and all
the loudspeakers will cease to function.
There also tends to be more interaction
between functioning loudspeakers in
series, which can increase distortion.
Finally damping factor for anyone
loudspeaker is significantly degraded
in series connections, which may have
an adverse effect on low frequency re
production.

By contrast, parallel connection in
evitably results in a lower impedance.
We are thus limited in how many loud
speakers we can connect in parallel
before the impedance drops below the
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minimum that the amplifier will
handle. Ifone loudspeaker fails,
though, the others will keep working,
and damping factor is not seriously de
graded.

Parallel connection is thus by far the
most reliable, and is for this reason the
most common method of wiring profes
sional speaker systems.

Finally, both series and parallel con
nection can be combined, as shown in
Figure 12-14. This is called series
/parallel connection.

+

FROM

POWER

AMP

Figure 12-14. Series/parallel
connection of loudspeakers

The net impedance of such a load
must be calculated by first calculating
the impedance of each branch of series
connected loudspeakers, and then
calculating the net impedance value of
these parallel-connected branches.

By employing series/parallel connec
tion, a large number ofloudspeakers
can be connected to a single amplifier
output, with the total amplifier power
being shared among them. This
method is only used in certain special
circumstances in sound contracting,
and is seldom used in sound reinforce
ment for several reasons.

First, it allows for only a small pro
portion of the total amplifier power for
each loudspeaker. Second, it places a
large part of the overall sound system
at the mercy of a single amplifier;
should that one amp fail, you can kiss
the sound goodbye. Last, the connec
tion is inherently complicated, which
makes it both difficult to duplicate in
portable applications and a real bother
to troubleshoot.

In conclusion, sound reinforcement
professionals generally rely on parallel
connection of loudspeakers. In the case
oflow frequency drivers, two drivers
per amplifier channel is the norm. In
high frequency drivers, as many as
four may be paralleled across a single
output (if each is 16 ohms, which is a
common impedance for compression
drivers). In all cases, the net imped
ance is held to 4 ohms or higher.

NOTE: Be sure to use the actual
impedance of the loudspeakers
when calculating the impedance of
multi-speaker (especially parallel)
loads. At least one popular series of
16 ohm compression drivers is
known to have an actual impedance
ofabout 12 ohms in the frequency
range ofoperation. This means that
4 in parallel would measure 3
ohms, not 4 ohms, which could
overload a power amp rated at
40hms minimum.



12.5.3 Constant-Voltage
Distribution Systems

A method for connecting a large
number of loudspeakers to a single
amplifier output that is more reliable,
and thus more widely used, than
series/parallel connection is so-called
constant voltage (CV) distribution.
While CV systems are almost never
used in live performance sound rein
forcement, they are quite common in
distributed paging and foreground!
background music systems.

The constant voltage system relies
on an amplifier whose output voltage is
constant over a very wide range ofload
impedances (down to a practical mini
mum, usually 4 ohms). In the days of
transformer coupled tube amplifiers,
an output voltage that was independ
ent ofload was a rarity, and special
design techniques had to be employed
to implement CV systems. Modern
professional transistor amplifiers
generally deliver a load independent
output voltage.

As shown in Figure 12-15 (next
page), the CV system employs trans
formers wired in parallel across the
signal distribution line. The trans
formers present a relatively high
impedance to the line, and are pro
vided with taps to vary the voltage
delivered to each loudspeaker.

Because the amplifier's output
voltage remains constant (more or less)
as the load impedance changes, loud
speakers in different zones may be
connected or disconnected at will,
without appreciably changing the level
at other locations. Moreover, since taps
can be adjusted at each loudspeaker,
the sound levels can be locally tailored
to the environment without the use of
unreliable, expensive and power-

wasting pads and without having to
use individual power amps for different
areas. And since there is higher
voltage and lower current, resistive
loss in the cables are reduced, so
smaller gauge wiring is sufficient over
long distances, reducing overall system
costs.

CV systems are not often used in
reinforcement for several reasons.
First, the power available to each
loudspeaker is limited - not only
because the total amplifier power is
divided among many units, but also
because a transformer capable of high
power would be very large and costly.
Second, the operation of a large num
ber ofloudspeakers again depends on
the reliability of a single amplifier.
Finally, CV transformers (particularly
inexpensive ones) exhibit a widely
varying impedance that can approach
zero at low audio frequencies. The
ability of a CV system to handle low
frequencies is thus quite limited except
with the most costly transformers. In
fact, if the signal is not band limited,
low frequencies may cause the ampli
fier to fail because it will be trying to
drive what is essentially a short
circuit.

Where the program bandwidth is
limited, and SPL demands are low, CV
systems offer a cost-effective solution
to the problem of sound distribution.
For this reason, they are commonly
employed in paging and background
systems such as one might find in
hotels, department stores, sports
stadiums, and airports.

SECTiON 12
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Figure 12-15. Constant Voltage Distributed Loudspeaker System
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Section 13 covers the broad subject
ofloudspeakers - as they are used

in sound systems. Included in this dis
cussion are: principles of acoustic
transduction, types of loudspeakers
and enclosures, loudspeaker specifica
tions, acoustic performance, crossovers,
distortion sources, and typical failure
modes.

Loudspeaker is a generic term used
to describe a wide variety of transduc
ers that convert electrical energy into
acoustical energy, or sound. The term
also is commonly used to refer to
systems of two or more transducers in
a single enclosure, with or without a
crossover.

For the sake of clarity, we will use
the term driver to refer to individual
transducers, and loudspeaker to refer
to systems. A system of one or more
drivers implemented as a free standing
functional component - that is,
mounted in an enclosure with or
without crossover, or fitted with a
horn, or otherwise completed for a
specific function.

Applications of loudspeakers are
discussed in Sections 17 and 18.

In a sound reinforcement system,
loudspeakers play an important role as
the final link between the sound source
and the audience. Surprisingly, they
are also the least understood compo
nents of that equipment chain.

To some people, loudspeakers are
seen alternately as extraordinarily
fragile and temperamental devices, or
as powerful, magical things capable of
acoustical miracles. Many sound
reinforcement professionals, for ex
ample, accept it as inevitable that half
of the drivers in their system will bum
out every night there is a show. Other
professionals have been known to
claim obviously outrageous efficiency
ratings or acoustical power figures for
their systems.

Such attitudes can only thrive in a
climate of ignorance. If the people
setting up and operating a system are
provided with the right information,
loudspeakers can serve as simple and
useful tools for attaining good sound
whatever one defines that to be.

This chapter is designed to provide
that right information. The informa
tion presented here is largely practical
rather than theoretical, and is in
tended to give you a working under
standing of loudspeakers as they are
used in sound reinforcement.



Figure 13-1. Operation of a linear
electromagnetic motor
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Figure 13-2. Components of
a linear electromagnetic motor

(In a typical driver)

COIL

Ifa direct current is now passed
through the coil, the flow of electrons
in the wire creates a second magnetic
field, as shown in Figure 13-1 (d)
around the coil. The polarity (north
south) of this field is dependent on the
direction of current flow through the
wire. ~,.

The electromagnetic field interacts
with that of the permanent magnet.
Assuming that the permanent mag
net's position is fixed, the force result
ing from the interaction of the two
fields causes the coil to move.

If the flow of current in the coil is
now reversed, then the polarity of the
electromagnetic field is also reversed.
This reverses the direction of the force
acting on the coil, causing it to move in
the opposite direction.

If the direction of the current is re
peatedly reversed, the coil will move
back and forth within the field of the
magnet. The motion of the coil will be a
physical representation of the alterna
tions of the current.

This is the general principle by
which electromagnetic motors work.
Figure 13-2 shows the components of
the type of electromagnetic motor that
is found in most drivers.

A typical coil assembly (voice coil) is
shown in Figure13-2 (a). The coil wire
may have a round or square cross
section. The cylinder on which the coil

..- ./

BonOM MAGNET
PLATE

(c)
.--

..,/N

........./.

(b)

The vast majority of loudspeakers 
both high and low frequency - are built
around electromagnetic linear motors.
As such, loudspeakers are close rela
tives of other simple electric motors,
solenoids, and so on. Figure 13-1
shows how such motors work.

Loudspeakers convert electrical
energy into acoustical energy. There
are a number of possible ways to effect
this conversion, and some fairly eso
teric methods have been employed 
both in scientific applications and, oc
casionally, in hi-fi systems. Among the
more esoteric transducers are venturi
modulated air streams and electro
magnetically modulated gas plasma
systems. In the down-to-earth world of
sound reinforcement, two methods
overwhelmingly prevail- the electro
magnetically modulated diaphragm
and the piezoelectrically modulated
diaphragm. Of the two, the former is
by far the most common.

A coil of wire, Figure 13-1 (a), is sur
rounded by a permanent magnet (b).
The permanent magnet sets up station
ary lines of magnetic force (c).

1~.2 COMMON
METHOds Of ACOUSTic
TRANSduCTioN

13.2.1 Electromagnetic
Transduction
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Figure 13-4. Cross-section of
piezoelectric driver

Figure 13-3. Bimorphs as used
in piezoelectric drivers

Figure13-4 shows the construction of
a typical piezoelectric driver element.
The drive voltage for the bender comes
from the power amplifier. The bender,
in turn, is joined to a diaphragm.

The piezoelectric elements used in
audio transducers are generally of the
type known as bimorphs. Bimorphs are
elements built in two layers of piezoe
lectric material, and are also called
benders. Figure 13-3 shows the type of
deformation that bimorphs undergo
when a voltage is applied across them.

13.2.2 Piezoelectric
Transduction

is wound is called the former. The
former may be made of specially
treated paper, or of a synthetic mate
rial.

A typical magnet assembly is shown
in Figure 13-2 (b). The donut shaped
permanent magnet is fitted top and
bottom with plates made of a magnetic
material (generally iron). Inserted in
the center of the donut is a cylindrical
slug of magnetic metal called the pole
piece.

The cross section view, Figure
13-2 (c) reveals the positioning ofthe
coil and pole piece.

Note that the top and bottom plates,
along with the pole piece, carry and
contain the magnetic field. The only air
space that the field passes through lies
between the top plate and the pole
piece (there is a very slight amount of
flux leakage beyond this area). This
space between the top plate and the
pole piece is called the gap. The effect
ofthis design is to concentrate the
magnetic field in the gap - where the
coil is - and minimize leakage of the
field into the surrounding air at any
other point. The path of the flux field is
called the magnetic circuit.

As shown in Figure 13-2, the coil is
suspended in the gap, concentric with
the pole piece. Alternating current
from the power amplifier passes
through the coil, causing it to move
back and forth in the gap. The coil is
attached to a suitable diaphragm,
which couples its mechanical motion to
the air.
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The other transduction method that
is used occasionally in sound reinforce
ment drivers is based on the piezoelec
tric effect.

Discovered in the late 19 th century
by Pierre and Jacques Curie, the
piezoelectric (pressure electricity)
effect is a property of certain
crystalline materials. When such a
crystal is mechanically deformed,
electricity is generated. On the other
hand, if an electric potential is applied
across the crystal, it changes
dimensions, expanding or contracting
in the axis of electrical polarization.

Piezoelectric benders are capable of
only limited excursion, and their
response falls off drastically in the mid
and low audio frequencies. At high
frequencies, they offer fairly high
efficiency with very low distortion.
They are therefore used only for high
frequency drivers (usually acting above
5 kHz or so).



1~.~ Low FREQUENCY
DRivERS

Efficient reproduction of low fre
quencies requires that a large volume
of air be moved. This, in turn, requires
one or both of the following:

1) Long diaphragm excursion

2) Large diaphragm area

You will recall from the previous
section that piezoelectric benders have
limited excursion capability and are
not particularly efficient at low fre
quencies. In sound reinforcement, low
frequency drivers are invariably
electromagnetic linear motors with
cone diaphragms. When flush mounted
on the front of an enclosure (i.e.,
without a horn), this type of driver is
also known as a direct radiator. Figure
13-5 shows a typical cone low fre
quency driver in cross section.

The motor, Figure 13-5 (a), is con
structed as detailed previously in
Section 13.2.1. The coil (b) is coupled
to a cone shaped diaphragm (c).

The driver's diaphragm/coil assem
bly is attached to the frame (d) - also
called a basket - at two points. The
spider (e) accomplishes two tasks: it
anchors the apex of the cone, and it
centers the coil in the gap. The
surround (f) anchors the base of the
cone to the frame. Together, these
elements are referred to as the suspen
sion.

The gap is protected from foreign
particles by a domed piece (g) mounted
at the center of the cone. This is
referred to as the dome or dust cap.

Flexible, multistrand wires (h) run
from the connection terminals to the
coil. These wires are called the coil
leads, tinsel leads, or simply leads.

As shown in the accompanying front
view, the perimeter of the frame is
drilled at regular intervals for mount
ing. The most common number of
mounting holes is six.

The driver size is specified in terms
of cone diameter, measured at the base
(widest diameter) of the cone. Standard
sizes for low frequency drivers in sound
reinforcement are 12, 15, and 18 inches

SECTiON 1}

Figure 13-5. Cross-section of a cone-type driver

- (fl.

- (d),

a = magnetic structure
b = voice coil gap
c = cone
d = frame (basket)

e = spider (suspension)
f = surround (suspension)
g = dust cap (dome)
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Figure 13-6. Testing driver
polarity with a battery

(whose metric equivalents are 30.5, 38
and 45.7 cm). Because different manu
facturers use different sized frames
and measure cones differently, not all
12 inch drivers, for example, will be
the same actual diameter.

The polarity of the connection termi
nals may be specified in anyone of a
number of ways. The most common
method is color coding; the + terminal
is red, and the - terminal is black.
Other methods simply identify the +
terminal, either with a colored mark,
or by labeling it with a plus sign.

The common definition of driver
polarity, illustrated inFigure13-6, is:

NOTE: At least one popular
speaker manufacturer has used the
opposite of this polarity standard in
a few loudspeakers. Then, too,
when some speakers are reconed,
their magnetic structures may be
recharged with opposite polarity,
thus changing the effective polarity
of the electrical connections. To be
sure, always check a loudspeaker by
applying a low DC voltage to the
terminals and observing dia
phragm motion. With concentric
cone / compression driver 2-way
units, each section of the transducer
should be checked individually.

13.3.1 Directional
Characteristics of Cone
Drivers

A positive bias across the terminals
causes the cone to move forward.

The directional characteristics of a
cone driver are dependent on the
relationship between the size ofthe
cone and the wavelength of the sound
that the driver is reproducing. Figure
13-7 shows polar plots for a typical
cone driver at various ratios between
cone diameter and wavelength.

QVBATIERYQVBATIERY

A Diameter = 1/4 A
Q=2

01 = +3 dB

Diameter = 1/2 A- B
Q= 2.5

01 = +4 dB

Diameter =A
Q = 10

01 = +10 dB

Figure 13-7. How the directional characteristics of a driver
vary with wavelength
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C Diameter = 2A
Q= 40

01 = +16 dB

Diameter = 4A
Q = 160

01 = +22 dB

Diameter = 6 A
Q = 316

01 = +25 dB



1~.4 low FREQUENCY
ENCLOSURES

SECTiON 1}

At low frequencies, where the wave
length is long cornpared to the size of
the cone, the driver is omnidirectional,
as indicated in Figure 13-7(a).

As the frequency rises, the wave
length gets shorter, and the directional
pattern of the cone very gradually
narrows. When the wavelength is
equal to the cone diameter, the direc
tional pattern is as shown in Figure
13-7(b). Note that the cone is now
fairly directional: 45 degrees off axis,
the level is approximately 6 dB lower
than it is directly on axis.

At higher frequencies, the cone's di
rectional pattern narrows very sharply.
In Figure 13-7(c), the wavelength is
half the diameter of the driver dia
phragm; note that the driver is now
highly directional. The beamwidth will
continue to narrow as the frequency
rises.

Cone type low frequency drivers are
nearly always mounted in enclosures.
The reason for this practice is illus
trated in Figure 13-8, which shows a
cone driver reproducing a low fre
quency sine wave in free space.

In the first half cycle of the sine
wa ve, the cone moves forward, as
shown in Figure 13-8(a). A compression
front is generated at the front of the
diaphragm, with a corresponding rare
faction at the rear.

The compressed air flows to the low
pressure zone at the back of the driver,
in an attempt to equalize the air pres
sure. On the second half-cycle (b), the
reverse occurs.

The result is that most of the sound
wave is cancelled and very little
acoustic energy is generated, even
though the excursion of the cone may
be very long.

This cancellation effect only occurs
at low frequencies. At higher frequen-

COMPRESSION

j
i
!
!

f
i

~EFA~)td

Figure 13-8. Reproduction of Low Frequencies by
an Unbaffled Cone Driver Can Result in Acoustic Cancellation
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This cancellation effect only occurs
at low frequencies. At higher frequen
cies, the diaphragm moves very
quickly, and the wavelengths are short
compared with the distance to be
traveled around the driver. There is
not enough time for the air to travel
the distance around the diaphragm,
and little or no cancellation occurs.

By mounting the driver in a baffle,
as illustrated in Figure 13-8 (c), we can
increase the distance from one side of
the driver to the other and thus mini
mize the cancellation. The larger the
baffle, the longer the wavelength must
be for cancellation to occur. Make it
large enough, and the cancellation is
entirely eliminated.

In practical loudspeakers, the
baffle's function is assumed by the
enclosure. The most common low
frequency enclosures used in sound
reinforcement are the vented and the
horn loaded enclosure.

13.4.1 Vented Enclosures

Vented enclosures are generally
used for direct radiator, low frequency
systems. A direct radiator system is
one in which the driver diaphragm is
coupled directly to the air (i.e., it is
mounted on the surface of the enclo-

sure, without a horn in front or behind
the driver).

Figure 13-9 shows both a cross
section and a front view of a typical
vented enclosure.

Note that the enclosure features an
opening, Figure 13-9 (a), in its front
surface. The opening is called a port or
vent. The internal volume of the enclo
sure and the port form what is called a
Helmholtz resonator.

A bottle is another form of
Helmholtz resonator. We know that if
we blow across the neck of a bottle, we
can produce a tone. The frequency (or
pitch) of the tone is the resonant
frequency of the resonator. Vented en
closures are designed to have a specific
resonant frequency.

In a vented enclosure, the back wave
from the driver is used to reinforce the
front wave at the resonant frequency,
as indicated by the arrows in the
diagram. The resonant system of the
enclosure and port shifts the phase of
the back wave by 180 degrees, so that
it is in phase with the front wave.

The area of the port and the size of
the enclosure may be adjusted to tune
the system. Tuning determines the
frequency at which the system reso
nates; this is the frequency range
where back-wave reinforcement occurs.
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Figure 13-9. A vented, direct-radiator

low frequency enclosure



We generally choose the tuning of the
enclosure in order to reinforce the very
low frequency response of the driver, so
as to get reasonably flat, low frequency
response.

The interior of vented enclosures is
always lined with absorbent material,
usually fiberglass batting. The batting
absorbs higher frequencies that other
wise could cause cancellations when
bouncing around ~'?it!'oin the enclosure.

Figure 13-10. A ducted port low
frequency enclosure

A variation of the vented enclosure
uses what is called a ducted port,
shown in cross-section in Figure 13-10.

Ducting adds another factor to the
tuning of the enclosure system, in
effect lowering the resonant frequency
for a given size enclosure and port
area. Ducting is normally used to
extend the low frequency response of
smaller enclosures.

In essence, the port (ducted or not)
in a vented system acts as an acoustic
equalizer which peaks the low fre
quency output so that the level does
not fall off as the frequency is re-
duced... up to a point. The tradeoffin
such systems is that below the fre
quency to which the port is tuned, the
sound output level drops off much more
rapidly than in a sealed or infinite
baffie enclosure.

13.4.2 Low Frequency
Horns

The other prevalent low-frequency
enclosure type is the horn loaded
enclosure. Low frequency horns can be
very efficient, and are quite popular in
sound reinforcement.

Horns also offer better directivity
control than direct radiator enclosures.
The directional characteristics of a low
frequency horn are determined by the
horn rather than by the driver size,
and horns with large mouths retain
directivity in the low frequencies.
Since horn enclosures are more direc
tional than direct radiator types, they
are particularly useful in situations
where long throws are required.

The most common flare used in
horns is exponential. Figure 13-11
shows the shape of a classic, straight
exponential horn.

a

t
Figure 13-11. Cross-section of

a straight exponential horn

Horns act as impedance-matching
devices. The acoustical impedance at
the throat ofthe horn, Figure 13-11 (a),
is high and loads the driver diaphragm
so that less excursion is needed to pro
duce high sound pressures. The horn
couples this high throat impedance to
the low impedance that the mouth (b)
sees from the surrounding free air.

The flare rate from the throat to the
mouth, and the physical size of the
horn, determine the cutoff frequency,
which is the lowest frequency at which
the horn is effective in controlling the
driver diaphragm. Below the cutoff
frequency, the driver diaphragm is no
longer loaded by the throat impedance.
(This is why horn loaded systems
should not be fed frequencies below
their cutoffs. The diaphragm will flop
in an uncontrolled manner, causing
distortion and a strong likelihood of
premature self destruction.)

SECTioN 1}
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The diameter of the horn mouth (or
equivalent diameter for a rectangular
mouthed horn) should be at least one
quarter the wavelength of the cutoff
frequency. For this reason, low fre
quency horns must, in theory, be very
large if their response is to extend to
the lowest end of the audio range.

When horns are arrayed together,
their mouth areas couple acoustically
to form the equivalent of a single large
mouth. This effect permits us to design
individual low-frequency horn enclo
sures of practical dimensions, then
group the enclosures together as a
block to extend the system's low
frequency response.

A horn shaped like that in Figure
13-11, if it were to be effective at a low
frequency, would be unwieldy. For this
reason, practical low frequency horn
enclosures are often of the folded horn
type. As the name implies, folded horn
enclosures are constructed by folding
the horn back on itself to reduce its
physical size.

Figure 13-12. Cross-section of a
folded, low frequency horn

(a W-bin)

One type of folded horn enclosure
that is often used in sound reinforce
ment is the so-called W-bin, illustrated
in cross-section in Figure 13-12.

As shown in Figure 13-12, the horn
is folded in a W shape within a roughly
rectangular enclosure. Another type of
folded horn is shown in Figure 13-13.

The type of enclosure illustrated in
Figure 13-13 is sometimes referred to
as a scoop. It is an approximation of a
curled horn.

Figure 13-13. Cross-section of a
folded, low frequency horn

(a scoop)



1~.5 HiGI-J FREQUENCY
DRivERS

In sound reinforcement, practical
high frequency loudspeakers are most
often horn-loaded. The drivers used at
high frequencies are designed specifi
cally to drive the high acoustical
impedance found at the horn throat,
and are thus called compression
drivers. Figure13-14 is a cross section
of a typical compression driver.

(h)

(g)

(d) ~r--+

erly designed phasing plug minimizes
phase cancellations that would other
wise occur before the sound exits the
driver.

The phasing plug feeds into an
exponential throat, Figure 13-14 (e),
covered at its opening with a protective
screen (f) that prevents foreign objects
from entering the driver.

SECTiON 1}

(a) (b)

Figure 13-14. Cross-section of a typical compression driver

We see that the transduction compo
nent is the familiar electromagnetic
linear motor of Section 13.2.1. The coil,
Figure 13-14 (a), sits in the gap of a
permanent magnet (b).

The diaphragm (c) is domed, rather
than being a cone. The physical dimen
sions of the driver leave little room for
excursion, but not much is needed.
High frequency reproduction requires
less excursion than low frequencies,
and the high throat impedance of the
horn also reduces the diaphragm
excursion requirements.

At high frequencies, the wavelength
of the sound is small compared with
the diameter of the diaphragm. For
this reason, the slotted structure (d)
called the phasing plug - is used to
alter the diaphragm-to-hom path
length of waves emanating from
different areas of the diaphragm so
that their phase is coherent. A prop-

Flexible wires (g) lead from the dia
phragm assembly terminals to the
outside connection terminals (h),
located on the dust cap (i), Polarity
labeling conventions are the same as
for low-frequency drivers (see Section
13.3) - generally red for + and black
for-.

The common definition of driver
polarity is:

A positive bias across the termi
nals causes the diaphragm to move
toward the front of the driver.

The accompanying front view in
Figure 13-14 reveals the threaded
holes in the front plate that are used to
attach the driver to the horn. The most
common number of mounting holes is
four.

Supertweeters may also be used in
sound reinforcement loudspeakers.
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They may be of either the electromag
netic type described above, or the
piezoelectric type. In either case, they
are invariably horn loaded, and the
horn is generally an integral part of
the driver construction.

Figure 13-15 shows the construction
of a typical piezoelectric supertweeter.
A description of piezoelectric transduc
tion is given a few pages back in
Section 13.2.

Supertweeters such as that shown in
this figure are used to reproduce
frequencies above about 5 kHz.

Figure 13-15. Cross-section of a
piezoelectric supertweeter

1~.6 HiGI-I FREQUENCY
HORNS

High frequency horn design is a
fairly refined art. Many types of high
frequency horns are used in sound re
inforcement. Because size is not a
limiting factor, and because high
frequencies do not bend around corners
as readily, high frequency horns are
not folded (although a few do have
90 degree bends in them).

The most important attribute that
we desire in a high frequency horn for
sound reinforcement is a controlled
dispersion pattern. The horn should
distribute high frequencies over a
defined angle both in the horizontal
and vertical axes. To the extent that it
is possible acoustically, the angle of
dispersion should be consistent over
the full frequency range of interest 
usually, up to about 16 kHz. That way
the sound quality off axis will be close
to that on axis.

The horizontal and vertical disper
sion angles of a typical reinforcement
high frequency horn will usually differ
from one another, and with good
reason. We usually need a fairly wide
horizontal angle in order to cover a
typical audience area. A similarly wide
vertical angle would waste acoustic
energy by directing it to areas where
we don't need or want it - into free
space or onto ceilings, for example.

The loudspeaker industry seems to
have settled upon horizontal angles in
the neighborhood of 80 to 90 degrees,
and vertical angles on the order of
30 to 40 degrees. Narrower dispersion
angles are also available in some
horns. Horns with narrow dispersion
concentrate sound in a smaller area,
and are used for long throw applica
tions.

The flare rate of contemporary high
frequency horns varies from exponen
tial to more complex functions related
to an exponential rate. Compound
flare rates may, in fact, be used- that
is, the flare rate may change in differ
ent regions of the horn.

Some common types of simple, high
frequency horns are: exponential,
radial, and constant directivity.

Exponential horns employ exponen
tial flare rates, often with different
rates for the horizontal and vertical ex
pansions, and sometimes with com
pound rates.
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Radial horns are formed by defining
a flare in two dimensions, then rotat
ing that shape through a given arc
around a central origin. The rotating
shape defines the surface of the horn.
Refer to Figure 13-16

3. Cut a wedge of the resulting shape.
This is the horn pattern. The throat
opening is then made circular to
mate with the driver.

B

"
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, \, ,
\\
\J
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, J
t

/

Direction of
Rotation

,
................-

.. _---------_ .. -
2. Rotate the cross-section
defined flare about axis
o-P in three dimensions.
The moving exponential
flare shape defines the
horn surface.

A

P

A

1. Define the exponential
flare in two dimensions.
(Note the labeling of the axes.)

o

A1~-B

B

Figure 13-16. The design of an exponential radial horn
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SIDE VIEW
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Constant directivity (CD) horns
employ compound flare rates, with
different rates in the horizontal and
vertical axes. Refer to Figure 13-17.
Because their directional characteris
tics are very consistent over a wide fre
quency range, constant directivity
horns are becoming increasingly
popular in sound reinforcement. The
advantage is that once coverage is
computed at a given frequency, the
same coverage applies at all frequen
cies within the range where the horn
exhibits constant coverage. This
simplifies system design and often
improves intelligibility.

The design of constant directivity
horns requires the throat to narrow
before flaring out to the mouth, which
means they are subject to increased
distortion caused by air turbulence

that occurs in the throat at high sound
pressure levels. One of the tricky
aspects of their design is to minimize
this turbulence-induced distortion.

Some traditional (non CD) horn de
signs incorporate acoustic lenses to
improve their high frequency disper
sion characteristics. Lenses may be
made oflouvers (similar to Venetian
blinds), or oflayers of perforated metal.

Such lenses have both good and bad
points. They can be effective in produc
ing a controlled pattern, and will not
normally introduce significant sound
level losses. On the other hand, they
can produce resonances at the lower
frequencies of the horn's response,
coloring the sound. In general, a well
designed horn will not require a lens to
produce adequate dispersion.
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1~ .7 CROSSOVERS 13.7.1 General Model SECTiON n

Figure 13-18. A typical 2-way loudspeaker system and
its idealized crossover response characteristics
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Low Frequency
Driver

(b)

Figure13-18 (a) shows a two-way
loudspeaker system consisting of a
direct radiator (a vented enclosure
with a cone type low frequency driver)
and a horn loaded high frequency
driver. An idealized version ofthe
crossover characteristic typically used
for such a system is shown in (b).

Above a certain frequency, the input
to the low frequency driver gradually
falls off. The input to the high fre
quency driver also falls off below a
certain frequency. The point along the
frequency axis ofthe graph where the
two curves meet is called the crossover
point.

We can see that the crossover point
is, for each driver, 3 dB down in
relation to the flat portion of each
frequency band. Three dB is one half
the power output; in this crossover
region the acoustic outputs of the two
drivers add together to fill the 3 dB
hole.

Similar principles apply in three
way systems. Figure 13-19 (next page)
shows an idealized crossover character
istic for a such a system.

The rate at which the level to each
driver falls off beyond the crossover
point varies in different designs, and is
called the slope of the crossover.
Typical crossover slopes are 6, 12, 18
and 24 dB per octave The filters that
create these slopes are known, respec
tively, as first, second, third or fourth
order filters (each order represents
another 6 dB per octave, and another
circuit section in the filter network).

3dB

----- --.- 1 ~ ~~:e~requency

-t

(a)

We have discussed low frequency
and high frequency drivers and enclo
sures, each of which is designed only to
reproduce a specific, limited frequency
range. To reproduce the entire audio
range, such drivers and enclosures are
combined into multi-way systems.

Generally low and high frequency
devices cannot be connected directly
together to be driven by a single power
amplifier's output. For one thing, the
ragged acoustic outputs of the low and
high drivers outside their respective
frequency ranges may not add together
properly. This would result in poor
frequency response. Low frequencies,
moreover, can actually damage high
frequency drivers (see Section 13.11,
"Typical Failure Modes.")

For these reasons, it is necessary to
somehow divide the full-range audio
signal into its low and high frequency
components, directing each only to the
appropriate driver(s). This is the
function of the crossover. Other terms
for crossover are frequency dividing
network or crossover network, all of
which mean the same thing.



LoudsPEAkERS 13.7.2 Passive, High Level
Crossovers

A 6 dB/octave slope generally allows
for too much overlap between the
drivers. It may be OK for a crossover
between two cone type drivers (though
such gradual rates do exacerbate time
alignment problems), but it does not
adequately protect the high frequency
compression driver from damaging low
frequencies. The most commonly used
crossover slopes in high level profes
sional sound systems are 12 dB per
octave and 18 dB per octave.

Two generic types of crossover are in
common use in sound reinforcement:
high level passive networks, and low
level active networks.

Passive, high level crossovers are
simple networks that are designed to
pass high signal levels. They are
inserted between the power amplifier
output and the drivers. Passive cross
overs are most often enclosed in the
loudspeaker cabinet, as shown in
Figure 13-20, although some are
mounted externally.

FROM
POWER::

AMP

Figure 13-20. Typical location of a
passive, high-level crossover

network inside a loudspeaker
enclosure

Frequency (Higher ..)

Figure 13-19. Idealized crossover response characteristics for a
3-way loudspeaker system

3 dB

~ Midrange Driver High Frequency Driver

Crossover
Frequency

Crossover
Frequency

Low Frequency Driver
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NOTE: Some passive crossovers are
made to go between the signal
source and the power amplifier.
These are passive, low level cross
overs. Since their function is almost
identical to that of the active, low
level crossover, and since they are
not very common these days, we
will not offer a separate discussion
ofthis type ofcrossover. The only
difference between the active and
passive low level crossover is that
the active unit also includes built
in line amplifiers to make up for
loss in the filter networks. Refer to
Section 13. 7.3, '~ctive, Low Level
Crossovers."

Passive crossover networks are com
posed of fundamental electronic compo
nents - capacitors, inductors and,
occasionally, resistors. The design of
such networks is a complicated affair,
well beyond the scope of this handbook.
We can, however, describe some of the
general requirements for passive cross
overs.

Since they are connected after the
power amplifier output, the compo
nents in passive crossovers must be
capable of withstanding high voltages.
For example, a power amplifier rated
at 250 watts continuous into 8 ohms is
capable of producing 45 volts rIDS, or
127 volts peak-to-peak. Voltage is of
particular concern in selecting capaci
tors, which are rated for specific maxi
mum voltages. For a given capacitance
value, as the voltage rating increases,
so will the physical size (and price) of
the capacitor.

Insertion loss, which is the loss asso
ciated with introducing the network
between the amplifier and the driver,
is another design concern. Passive
crossovers should have minimal
insertion loss. A crossover with an
insertion loss of only 1 dB, when con
nected at the output of a lOO-watt
amplifier, will reduce the effective
maximum power that the driver sees to
79 watts.

To minimize the insertion loss, in
ductor coils in crossover networks must
be wound using large gauge wire.
Crossover coils in large, high power
sound reinforcement speaker systems
are always air core types, since iron
cores introduce distortion through core
saturation.

Passive networks are sensitive to
both source (driving) impedance and
load impedance. Since contemporary
power amplifiers exhibit near zero
output impedance, source impedance is
generally not a problem, except with
very long cable runs. Load impedance
is always a factor, and passive cross
overs must be designed to work with
the loads presented by the respective
drivers. If a driver of the wrong imped
ance for a crossover is used, the actual
crossover frequency will shift, and the
results will vary from poor system fre
quency response to a high potential for
blown high frequency drivers.
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LoudsPEAkERS 13.7.3 Active, Low Level
Crossovers

IN 1

OUT 1

Figure 13-21. Typical location of
an active (electronic) crossover

network, just ahead of the
power amplifiers

13.7.3.1 Headroom

Program material (music or speech)
is made up of many different funda
mental frequencies and their harmon
ics. Most music, especially popular
music, is bass heavy; there is much
more energy at low frequencies than at
high frequencies. When both high and
low frequency material are present in a
program, such as a flute and a bass
guitar, the high energy bass frequen
cies can use up most of the power in
the power amplifier, leaving none for
the high frequencies. The result can be
severe clipping (distortion) of high
frequency material. With an active, low
level crossover, the high frequency
material can be routed to its own

money in larger (multi-speaker system)
installations.

ACTIVE, LOW-LEVEL
CROSSOVER NElWORK

NOTE: Some
systems com
bine
active,
low level SIGNAL
cross- INPUT-iHIIII~.J

overs IN HF OUT LF OUT

with passive,
high-level
crossovers.
For example, a three way loud
speaker system may utilize an
active crossover to split the lowest
from the mid and high frequencies,
feeding each band to a separate
power amplifier. The high fre
quency amplifier's output is then
fed to a passive crossover, whose
output goes to the mid and high
frequency drivers. Such a system is
biamplified, but is a three way
system. Similarly, there are four
way triamplified systems. This
illustrates that bi- and tri- refer to
the number ofamplifier sections
handling different frequency bands,
not to the number ofsections in the
loudspeaker system.

In spite of the fact that they can
increase the total cost of a smaller
system, active crossovers are widely
used in professional sound because
they offer significant advantages in
system performance, as detailed in the
following text. They can actually save

Active crossover networks are de
signed to be inserted in the signal
chain before the power amplifier.They
thus work at far lower signal levels
(milliwatts) than do passive, high level
crossovers (hundreds of watts). Since
active crossovers divide up the total
frequency range before the power
amplifier, separate amplifier channels
are required for each driver or set of
drivers, as shown in Figure 13-21. An
other term for this type of unit is an
electronic crossover.

A two way loudspeaker with an
active crossover and two power amplifi
ers (or two halves of a stereo amplifier)
each handling a different frequency
band, is called a biamplified system.
Similarly, a three way loudspeaker
with active crossovers and three
sections of power ampli-
fier is a triamplified ----.
system.
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power amplifier, avoiding the clipping
problem. This results in an effective
increase in headroom that is greater
than would be obtained by simply
using a single, equivalent, larger power
amplifier.

Figure13-22 (a) shows a low fre
quency waveform from a power ampli
fier output. The peak-to-peak voltage of
the waveform is 121 volts, correspond
ing to 43 volts HMS. If this voltage
were applied to an 8 ohm loudspeaker
load, the power level would be about
230 watts (the formula is P=E2+Z, so
power is equal to (43 volts x 43 volts) +
8 ohms = 1849+8 = 231.1 watts).

of either signal by itself. For an ampli
fier to produce this voltage into an
8 ohm load, it would have to produce
54V HMS, and must have 365 watts
power output capacity (remember that
power is proportional to the square of
the voltage). If a 230 watt amplifier is
used, the waveform will be clipped.

If the same two waveforms were
produced by two amplifiers, corre
sponding to the two graphs of Figure
13-22 (a) and (b), the total amplifier
power capacity needed would be
246 watts (the sum of the two power
values, 230 + 16), not 366 watts. Thus,
using the two amplifiers to reproduce
the low and high frequencies in a
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Figure 13-22. Oscilloscope photos and accompanying drawings

illustrate the headroom advantage of a biamplified system

Figure 13-22 (b) shows a high fre
quency waveform from a power ampli
fier output. The peak-to-peak voltage is
32V and HMS voltage is 11.3V -less
than shown in (a), and correspond to a
16 watt output into an 8 ohm load.
The levels of these high and low
frequency waveforms are typical of
musical content.

Figure 13-22 (c) shows the effect of
adding the signals of 13-22 (a) and (b),
corresponding to a low frequency note
and a high frequency note being played
at the same time. Note that the total
peak-to-peak voltage, which would be
153 volts ifit were not clipped, is
greater than the peak-to-peak voltage

biamplified arrangement reduces the
total power amplifier capacity needed
for clean reproduction.

NOTE: The above discussion is
somewhat oversimplified, since it
assumes that the low and high
frequency waveforms have a phase
relationship that does add con
structively at peaks. In typical
program material, this happens
sometimes, but not always. Still,
the benefit ofbiamplification in
reducing total required power
capacity is valid in real world
applications.
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13.7.3.2 Efficiency

A traditional, high level passive
crossover is made up of capacitors,
inductors and resistors. The resistors
in the crossover use up some power...
so do any losses in the capacitors and
inductors. Biamplifying the system
with an active, low level crossover
removes these losses, thus improving
the sound system's efficiency (i.e., more
sound level for a given amount of
power amplifier output).

13.7.3.3 Damping

The damping factor of a power
amplifier is equal to the load imped
ance (the impedance of the loudspeaker
system connected to it) divided by the
amplifier's actual output impedance.
An amplifier with a high damping
factor can exert greater control over
the motions of a loudspeaker dia
phragm than an amplifier with a low
damping factor, so high damping may
improve sound quality. (This effect is
disputed by a few engineers, though
most accept its validity.) Connecting a
passive crossover between the power
amplifier and the loudspeaker system
effectively increases the output imped
ance of the amplifier (as seen by the
loudspeaker system), which degrades
the damping factor. Using an active,
low level crossover in a bi or tri ampli
fied system instead of a high level
crossover removes the passive compo
nents in the amplifier-to-loudspeaker
path, and thus allows the true value of
the amplifier's damping factor to be
realized.

13.7.3.4 Distortion

An active, low level crossover avoids
any possible non-linearities that might
be caused by a passive, high level
crossover. This is only one source of
distortion avoided by the active cross
over. As previously explained, the
active crossover reduces the chance of
clipping by adding headroom, so
distortion in the amplifier is avoided.

If clipping does occur, amplifier
caused harmonic distortion may be less
audible in the biamplified or triampli
fied system. For example, if the power
amplifier in a conventional two-way

system (with high level passive cross
over) clips during a very powerful, low
frequency note, unwanted harmonics
are generated. The conventional
system will pass the harmonics
through the passive crossover to the
tweeter or high frequency compression
driver, which will reproduce them
audibly. In a biamplified system using
the same loudspeaker components,
there is no passive crossover after the
power amplifiers. Even if the note does
cause amplifier clipping (which is less
likely), the clipped, low frequency note
and its harmonics will go from the low
frequency amplifier directly to the
woofer (low frequency driver). Since
the woofer is less sensitive to high
frequencies than the tweeter (or
midrange), the high frequency harmon
ics are attenuated by virtue ofthe
woofer's inherent limitations. This
serves to decrease audible distortion.

13.7.3.5 Biamp or Triamp
vs. Conventional System

Bi- or triamplified systems offer a
number of performance advantages,
such as increased headroom. Audio
program material is made up of many
different frequencies and harmonics. In
musical material, most of the energy is
in the low frequencies, with very little
in the highs. When both high and low
frequencies are present in a signal, the
stronger low frequencies can use up
amplifier power, leaving little or no
reserve for the highs so they are more
apt to cause the power amplifier to clip.
In a bi- or triamped system, a smaller
amp can handle high frequencies, LF
amp clipping is less of a factor, and less
overall amplifier capacity is needed
due to the efficiency improvement in
the absence of the passive crossoverts).

Smaller bi- or triamped systems are
more expensive than conventional
system using high-level passive cross
overs. Large bi- or triamplified systems
require only one crossover network for
multiple amplifiers and loudspeakers,
whereas conventional systems have a
high-level crossver for each loud
speaker - a more costly alternative.
Also, a large bi- or triamped system's
power capacity can be less than a con
ventional system, which is why the
former is often more cost effective.



MULTIPLE SINGLE
ENCLOSURES ENCLOSURE

Figure 13-23. Two of the many ways to package
a 3-way loudspeaker system

1~.8 FlJLl-RANGE
LOlJdspEAkERS

By using an appropriate crossover
(as discussed in Section 13.7.1) to
combine two or more drivers that
reproduce different frequency bands,
loudspeaker systems can be created
that cover most ofthe audio frequency
range. Such systems are referred to as
full range loudspeakers.

NOTE: A full range driver is a
single loudspeaker that is intended
to reproduce most of the audio
frequency range. One example is
the typical 6" x 9" oval car stereo
loudspeaker. Such units cannot do
a very good job at the extremes of
the audio spectrum, nor can they
generate the very high sound levels
required ofa full range sound
reinforcement system. The full
range loudspeakers we discuss here
are not single driver units, but
rather are systems comprised of two
or more individual loudspeakers (or
drivers) that each reproduce a
portion of the audio spectrum.

A

LF
HORN

In sound reinforcement, full range
loudspeakers are usually two way or
three way systems. They may employ
passive crossovers, active crossovers, or
a combination of the two. Systems
comprised entirely of horn loaded
loudspeakers or compression drivers
are fairly common because of their
high efficiency, although some profes
sionals prefer the sound of direct
radiator loudspeaker systems. Espe
cially in smaller systems, the most
common approach employs a combina
tion of direct radiator low frequency
drivers and horn loaded high frequency
drivers.

Two basic approaches have been
taken to the packaging of full range
systems. These are illustrated in
Figure 13-23.

One approach, Figure 13-23 (a),
employs separate enclosures for each
individual frequency range, these being
stacked in various combinations to
form the system. This philosophy was
common in older sound systems, and is
still used in many systems today.

Advantages that are claimed for
separate enclosures include ease of
handling and improved control over the

B
MF

HORN

HF
HORNS

LF
HORN
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system. Many reinforcement profes
sionals have come to feel that these
advantages are outweighed by a
number of disadvantages, such as the
increased complexity of hookup (and
thus greater potential for mistakes),
lack of control over the phase align
ment of the system, and the general
physical instability of stacks (a pile of
separate boxes can tumble down).

The most common contemporary
approach, Figure 13-23(b), is the single
full range enclosure. This approach is
particularly convenient in the case of
systems that use a passive crossover,
since there is no necessity to daisy
chain multiple connections from one
cabinet to another. Ifan active cross
over is used, a single multipin connec
tor and multiconductor speaker cable
can be used to simplify connections.

The setup and testing of full range
systems is covered in Section 17 and
Section 18.

13.8.1 Effect of Boundary
Conditions

When a full range loudspeaker is
used in an environment with boundary
surfaces, its placement affects its
perceived frequency response. When
such effects are properly understood,
they can be used as another trick for
producing the desired sound quality.

Consider Figure 13-24. In (a), we see
an omnidirectional radiator (a theoreti
cal, idealized loudspeaker) in free field.
We measure its sound pressure output
at a distance d, and set this to be our
reference pressure level, or 0 dB SPL.

Ifwe now place a large reflective
boundary (i.e., a wall, ceiling or floor)
next to the omnidirectional loud
speaker, Figure 13-24(b), the sound
that is radiated toward the boundary is
reflected. We see that, as a result, the
sound pressure at distance D increases
by as much as 3 dB. The source is radi
ating its power into half as much
space, and so this is called half space
loading.

In Figure 13-24(c), the loudspeaker
is placed at the junction of two perpen
dicular boundaries. Now its power is
radiated into one quarter the space;
this is called quarter space loading.

I, /

-.-+-D~€W
/ ..;.. , +3 dB

I

(a) free-field (b) half-space

Figure 13-24. How SPL Increases Due To Boundary Effects
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(c) quarter-space (d) eighth-space



Note that the SPL has increased by
6 dB relative to the full space, omni
directional situation in (a).

Finally, in Figure 13-24 (d) we place
the source in a three sided corner.
This reduces the space to one eighth of
the free field, and is called eighth space
loading. AB before, the SPL increases
by another 3 dB, to 9 dB more than (a).

Loading affects the output of practi
cal full range systems, as well as this
theoretical system, but the effect is not
the same at all frequencies.

Note that our example assumes a
theoretically omnidirectional radiator.
Practical loudspeakers are omnidirec
tional only at low frequencies (where
the wavelength is large compared with
the size ofthe unit). At high frequen
cies practical loudspeakers have
controlled directional characteristics,
and radiate sound in one direction
(presumably, away from the wall).

For this reason, if we place a full
range loudspeaker at a wall-ceiling
junction or in a corner, the low fre
quencies will be boosted while the
highs remain essentially unchanged
(they are aimed away from the walls
anyway, and so there is little or no
reflected energy to reinforce the direct
radiated energy in front of the loud
speaker). If the loudspeaker is deficient
in bass, or if we want a bass-heavy
sound, the boost provided by the corner
placement would be welcome. Other
wise, the system may require equaliza
tion to reduce bass output. Again, this
can be a benefit. Ifwe know that large
amounts of low-frequency energy will
be demanded from the system, we can
use half-space or quarter-space place
ment to boost the lows acoustically,
then use equalization to cut the lows
back down electronically, thus increas
ing the system headroom (by decreas
ing power demands on the amplifier
and loudspeaker system).

1~.9 LoudSpEAkER
Speclllcarlores

The specifications of a driver or
loudspeaker system should give us all
the basic information we need to use it
in an application. The main attributes
that are normally given in loudspeaker
specifications are frequency response,
power handling, sensitivity, imped
ance, and directional characteristics.

13.9.1 Frequency Response

Frequency response is a comparison,
by frequency, of the on-axis sound
pressure output level of a loudspeaker
to its input power level. A typical full
range loudspeaker frequency response
specification might read:

Frequency Response:
30 Hz - 15,000 Hz, ±3 dB

The specification tells us the range
of frequencies that the loudspeaker is
designed to accurately reproduce
(30 Hz to 15 kHz). It may be able to
operate somewhat beyond this range if
corrective equalization is applied, but
the basic flat response region is defined
by this specification.

The figure ±3 dB (or + or -3 dB) is
called the tolerance of the specification.
It tells us that within the stated
frequency range, if we compare the
output sound level to the input power
level at any frequency, the ratio
between the two will fall within a 6 dB
window (+3 dB - (-3 dB) =6 dB).

Frequency response can also be
presented as a graph, as shown on the
next page in Figure 13-25.

The horizontal axis is frequency, on
a logarithmic scale. The vertical axis
is sound pressure level, on a linear
scale. The graph assumes an input
signal to the loudspeaker that is equal
at all frequencies. Note that this
loudspeaker would barely satisfy the
specification given on the previous
page (30 Hz - 15 kHz, ±3 dB).

Frequency response deviations such
as those shown in Figure 13-25 are
considered normal for average, practi
calloudspeakers. Since they are
complex transducing systems, loud
speakers' behavior in response to an
excitation signal is subject to a number
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Figure 13-25. Graphic specification of loudspeaker frequency response
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of interacting factors. As a result,
loudspeaker frequency curves typically
will be far rougher than frequency
response curves for microphones or
active signal processors. Ifyou see a
perfectly smooth response curve, it is
probably not an accurate one. Some
times the measuring technician will
increase the damping or turn up the
chart paper speed when plotting a
response curve, which has the effect of
mechanically eliminating some of the
peaks and dips, but does not accurately
reflect what the loudspeaker is doing.

At least one manufacturer provides
curves that are composites of one-third
octave band noise. The speaker output
level is averaged within each band, and
plotted as a short, straight, horizontal
line. Such curves will never show small
dips and peaks in the response, only
larger trends. On the other hand,
smaller peaks and dips are not gener
ally significant, so the averaged noise
band graphs are probably a reasonable
specification. (The only problem with
averaged noise graphs is that if there
is a sharp peak in a live sound system
that can trigger feedback, it will not be
apparent. One would want to know
about such peaks in order to tune a
notch filter to reduce the peaks and
thereby increase the usable gain of the
sound system.)

We can see why graphs such as the
one in Figure 13-25 are preferred to
simple statements like "30 Hz-15 kHz,
±3 dB." The graph gives a lot more
information. From it, we can see where
peaks and dips in the response occur,
and how wide they are.

The frequency response of a loud
speaker has a great effect on how the

loudspeaker sounds. The flatter the
curve, the more accurately the loud
speaker reproduces sound.

Peaks and dips in the response color
the sound. A peak in the high end will
make the system sound brighter. A
peak in the low end will make it seem
bass heavy. A broad dip in the
midrange will tend to lessen the
strength of voice signals, making them
less intelligible. Very narrow dips
usually have a minimal effect on the
sound, particularly on speech, although
they can swallow a particular note
without affecting adjacent notes on the
musical scale.

13.9.2 Power Handling

The power handling specification
indicates the amount of amplifier
power that the loudspeaker can handle
without damage. The specification has
no relationship to either frequency
response or distortion. Power handling
may be specified in a number of ways.

Continuous power (sometimes
incorrectly termed rms power) refers to
the average power dissipated in the
loudspeaker, often by a continuous sine
wave signal. This is a worst case
specification, representing a condition
that results in maximum heating of the
voice coil. A loudspeaker rarely encoun
ters such a signal in practical use,
unless there is a malfunction in the
system or a synthesizer player has a
finger resting on one key.

Program (or continuous program)
power ratings are based on the power
of a complex waveform that simulates



actual program material. This power
rating will always be higher than the
continuous or rms power rating. Unfor
tunately, there is no standardized pro
gram for this rating, so different
manufacturers' program ratings cannot
be directly compared.

Peak power ratings refer to the
maximum instantaneous (very short
term) power that the speaker can
handle. The peak power handling of a
loudspeaker is limited by its maximum
excursion, rather than by heating. The
peak power rating will always be
higher than either the continuous or
the program rating.

EIA power handling refers to the
use of a clipped, shaped noise signal
that closely simulates the conditions of
a music signal. The signal is specified
in a standard promulgated by the Elec
tronic Industries Association (EIA).1t
provides both an average level that
tests the thermal capacity of the
system, and peaks up to 6 dB above the
average level to test the excursion
capability of the system.

The EIA rating always represents
the average level of the signal- not the
peak level. Since the peaks may be
6 dB higher, an EIA rating of 50 watts,
for example, corresponds to a peak
rating of 200 watts. Similarly, an EIA
rating of 150 watts corresponds to a
peak rating of 600 watts.

Power ratings are one means to
match the driver or loudspeaker with
an appropriately rated power ampli
fier. The match is important. An
amplifier with too little power will not
allow the full capacity ofthe loud
speaker to be realized. If the under
powered amplifier is pushed too hard,
driven into clipping to obtain the
desired volume level, it will produce
harmonics that can more readily
destroy the loudspeaker due to voice
coil overheating than a more powerful
amplifier that is not clipping. On the
other hand, too powerful an amplifier
may destroy the loudspeaker due to
overexcursion and/or overheating. The
procedure for matching a power ampli
fier to a loudspeaker is further de
scribed in Section 12.5.

13.9.3 Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a loudspeaker may
be specified in several ways: dB SPL at
one meter in front of the loudspeaker,
with a one watt input signal is the
most common rating. Other ratings
may be derived using one watt at four
feet, or one milliwatt at 30 feet. As
suming the most common case (one
watt, one meter), there are still some
differences between different manufac
turers' specifications. The measure
ment microphone should be placed
directly in front of the driver in a
single driver loudspeaker, or in front of
a point half way between the two
drivers in a two way loudspeaker.
Three way or more speaker systems do
present a problem in terms of where
the measurement mic is located be
cause at 1 meter (39.37 inches), there
can be significant SPL differences off
axis from some drivers. Then, too, how
is the one watt of input power meas
ured? The input voltage is usually
measured, squared, and divided by the
loudspeaker impedance. VVhatimped
ance is used? Typically, the nominal
rated impedance will be used, but since
the actual impedance of a loudspeaker
varies with frequency, it is possible
that the actual impedance at the tested
frequency (or frequencies) is lower,
which would then draw more power
than the assumed 1 watt, which would
artificially boost the sensitivity rating.
For this reason, if one wants truly
accurate sensitivity specifications, it is
important to specify the test signal
(usually a sine wave, which may be
swept over a given frequency range,
but sometimes a band-limited noise
signal), and the means by which the
input power was determined. It is
desirable to specify either the actual
input voltage or the assumed imped
ance for the input power calculation.

NOTE: Sensitivity is often confused
with efficiency. Sensitivity is the
sound level produced by a given
input power at a specified distance
directly in front of the loud
speaker. Efficiency is the percent
age of total acoustic power output
radiated in all directions (distance
doesn't matter) relative to a given
input power. If tuio speakers have
identical sensitivity, the one with
wider dispersion is the more
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efficient. Given two loudspeakers
with similar directional character
istics, we can get an idea of their
relative efficiency by examining
their sensitivity specifications.

An increase of 3 dB in sensitivity
creates an increase in sound pressure
level in front of the loudspeaker that is
the same as doubling the amplifier
power. In other words, given two
speakers, one 3 dB more sensitive than
the other, if the more sensitive one
were operated at 50 watts continuous,
the less sensitive loudspeaker would
have to be driven at 100 watts continu
ous to achieve the same sound pressure
level on axis.

If the less sensitive loudspeaker in
the previous example happens to have
a wider dispersion angle, it is possible
that it actually delivers the same or
even more total acoustic power to the
environment than the more sensitive
speaker.

Typical calculations using sensitiv
ity ratings may be found in Section 5,
"Sound Outdoors."

13.9.4 Impedance

Impedance is defined as the total
opposition to the flow of alternating
current in an electrical circuit. In
loudspeaker specifications, the term
nominal impedance is usually used.
This reflects the fact that the actual
impedance of a loudspeaker varies
considerably with frequency. The
nominal impedance of a loudspeaker is
usually taken to be the minimum
impedance that it presents to the
power amplifier (above resonance).
Figure 13-26 shows a typical imped
ance curve for a loudspeaker with a
rated nominal impedance of 8 ohms.

The nominal impedance is directly
related to the amount of power that a
loudspeaker can extract from the
amplifier. For example, if a power
amplifier is rated at 100 watts into
8 ohms, an 8 ohm loudspeaker can
extract 100 watts from that amplifier.
A 16 ohm loudspeaker, can only extract
only about 50 watts from the amplifier.

One would assume from this line of
reasoning that a 4 ohm loudspeaker
could extract 200 watts from the same
amplifier. This may not be the case
because, when driving a 4 ohm load,
the power amplifier may current limit
before that power output is reached.
(Sometimes the relationship between
impedance and clipping power is not
mathematically precise in a power
amplifier due to thermal or power
supply limitations. The relationship
between a power amplifier and its load
impedance is discussed in Section 12.)

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 13-26. Graphic specification of loudspeaker impedance
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13.9.5 Directional
Characteristics

SECTiON 1}

Another method of presenting
directional information is the
beamwidth plot. A typical beamwidth
plot is shown in Figure 13-27.

Note that this is really a slightly
more detailed version of our first
specification. The angular beamwidth
between the -6 dB points is plotted
here against frequency.

Still another method of presenting
directional characteristics is to give a
family of frequency response curves, as
shown in Figure 13-28.

As in the case of the polar plot,
curves such as these give us an idea of
the frequency response on and off axis.
In fact, this plot gives more informa
tion about sound quality along differ
ent, specific axes, though it gives less
detailed information about dispersion
at all angles. For sound reinforcement
work, plots such as this are very
useful.

Some loudspeaker specifications
also include values for directivity factor
and directivity index. These figures
apply to families of calculations that
are beyond the scope of this manual.
They are generally used by acousti
cians and consultants in specifying
speech reinforcement systems, and are
less applicable to music reinforcement
systems.

One more method of specifying the
directional characteristics of a loud
speaker is the polar plot. Figure 13-29
(next page) shows typical horizontal
and vertical polar plots for the same
full-range loudspeaker depicted in
Figure 13-27.
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1) In the absence of any specified
frequency range, the quoted figures
represent an average that applies
only to the mid and high frequen
cies, since the speaker becomes
omnidirectional at low frequencies.

2) The quoted figures represent the
total dispersion in the given axis 
that is, a specification of 30 degrees
vertical dispersion probably means
+15 degrees and -15 degrees around
the axis (the 0 degree line).

Figure 13-27. Beamwidth plot
of a loudspeaker
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The directional characteristics of a
loudspeaker may be specified in a
number of ways. The most common
method is to specify horizontal and
vertical dispersion separately in
degrees. These figures normally
represent the angle that is bounded by
the points where the sound pressure
level is 6 dB lower than the on axis
level. In this case, two facts are
important to remember:

20 50 100 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K 50K 100K

FREQUENCY (Hz)
Figure 13-28. On and off-axis frequency response curves

of a typical full-range loudspeaker system
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Figure 13-29. Polar plots illustrating the horizontal and vertical dispersion
of a full-range loudspeaker system
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Note that the loudspeaker's direc
tional characteristics are shown in a
number of different frequency ranges.
From this information, we can deduce

HORIZONTAL

how the sound will change as we move
off axis.
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1~.10 SOURCES Of
DisTORTioN

There are many potential sources of
distortion in drivers and loudspeaker
systems. Some are inherent in the
design of the driver, or in its enclosure
or horn. Others are, to an extent, under
the control of the system designer and
operator. We will deal only with the
latter case here.

13.10.1 Over Excursion

When the power amplifier - or
another signal processing element in
the chain - is asked to deliver an
output signal level that exceeds its
capabilities, clipping occurs.

Over excursion is the driver's
equi.vale?t of amplifier clipping. When
a dnver IS asked to produce a higher
sound pressure level than it is capable
of delivering at a given frequency, over
excursron occurs. On peaks, the dia
phragm may slam against the driver
frame, causing a burst of uncorrelated
high frequency energy. In extreme
cas~s, the coil will jump out of the gap,
which can tear the suspension or may
ja~ the voice coil out of the gap,
quickly destroying the driver.

Over excursion produces gross
distortion. It is an indication that the
loudspeaker system cannot handle the
power required by the application. The
usual solution is to add more loud
speakers, thereby increasing the
acoustic power generating capacity of
the system so that adequate sound
levels can be generated without over
driving the loudspeakers.

13.10.2 Intermodulation
Distortion

.Music signals are quite complex, and
remforcement of music demands that a
loudspeaker faithfully reproduce many
frequencies at once. Under some
conditions, interaction can occur in the
loudspeaker between two or more
frequencies in a program, producing
~xtra fre~~enci~sthat were not present
m the ongmal SIgnal. This is called
intermodulation (IM), and the extra
frequencies that are produced are a
form of distortion.

One form ofintermodulation distor
tion (IMD) was described in Section
13.7.3 (amplifier clipping of high
frequency components in the presence
of a strong low frequency tone). AB we
observed, this form of IM distortion
occurs primarily in systems that
employ passive crossovers.

Intermodulation distortion also
occurs when a driver is pushed to the
li.mits of its excursion by a very strong
SIgnal at one frequency while other,
less strong frequencies are also pres
ent. AB the driver reaches its mechani
c?llimit~, it strains against its suspen
SIOn. This causes a soft clipping ofthe
wave that it is attempting to repro
duce. Any other frequencies that are
present in the signal become modu
lated by the strong tone, generating IM
distortion products.

A similar effect occurs when a driver
is pushed hard enough that its voice
coil leaves the magnetic gap of the
motor assembly. The force of the
permanent magnet is intentionally
concentrated in the gap. If the voice
coil moves beyond the gap, that force is
no longer present, and the coil's motion

SECTiON l'

Figure 13·30. Pushing (and pulling) a driver "to the limits" with
too much power can introduce distortion.
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will no longer increase with increased
current. The result is a form of clipping
of the wave and, again, IM distortion
products are generated. For this
reason, low frequency drivers that are
designed for long excursion generally
employ over wound coils, so that a
portion of the coil remains in the gap at
all times.

A more subtle form of IM distortion
may occur when a cone driver is used
to reproduce a wide range offrequen
cies. The low frequencies cause the
cone to travel fairly far in both direc
tions at high speeds, while at the same
time it is reproducing higher frequen
cies. Just as the pitch of a moving car's
horn seems higher when it is moving
toward us and lower as it moves away,
so the motion of the cone that is caused
by low frequencies will modulate the
frequency of higher components,
generating IM products. The effect is
called Doppler distortion.

In horn loudspeakers, intermodula
tion distortion can result from nonlin
ear compression of the air in the throat
of the horn. The effect is directly
related to several factors: a higher
compression ratio, a lower frequency, a
higher sound pressure level, or a
smaller horn throat diameter will serve
to increase the distortion. For this
reason, low and mid frequency horns
are generally designed with relatively
low compression ratios. This source of
IM distortion is of particular concern in
high frequency horn and driver design,
since the need for greater efficiency at
high frequencies usually results in the
use of higher compression ratios.

13.10.3 Mechanical
Defects

Simple mechanical problems in
loudspeaker cabinets or drivers can
also cause distortion. Most of these are
easily remedied once they are identi
fied.

Particularly in low frequency loud
speakers, vibration of the enclosure's
walls can result in distortion. For this
reason, low frequency enclosures
usually require fairly thick, dense
materials and extensive bracing.
Cabinet resonance not only distorts the
sound but also causes a loss of effi
ciency, since energy that could be
projected by the system is instead
dissipated in the enclosure walls.

A related source of distortion is
poorly designed or loosely mounted
cabinet hardware. Rattling handles,
loose screws, undamped metal horns or
lenses and the like will all generate
spurious noises. Hardware must be
carefully chosen, securely mounted
and, if necessary, coated with a damp
ing compound.

Low frequency enclosures must also
be made with airtight seams, even if
they are ported. The reason is that
very high air pressures build up in the
cabinet, even at moderate sound
pressure levels. Air will be forced
through every small opening, causing
whistling or rushing sounds, and the
distortion contribution of such sounds
can be surprisingly high. Connector
plates, handles and drivers all must be
gasketed to seal any air leaks, and
cabinet joints must be clean and tight.

Both high and low frequency drivers
are very susceptible to foreign par
ticles. Perhaps most dangerous are
particles of iron or steel, since these
will be attracted into the gap of the
magnetic assembly and held there by
the magnetic field. As the coil moves in
and out, it will scrape against any
particles in the gap, causing rubbing
noises that will couple to the dia
phragm very effectively. The result can
be very nasty sounding. Missing dust
caps must always be immediately
replaced, and any repairs to loudspeak
ers should be made in a clean, dust
free environment.

Mechanical defects in the drivers
themselves may also cause distortion.
One of the most common such defects
is coil rubbing. The voice coil, while
moving in and out in the gap, comes in
contact with the side walls of the gap.



Coil rubbing causes fairly high distor
tion, even if the coil is only slightly
touching. The effect is caused either by
a problem with the suspension such
that the coil is not centered in the gap,
or by a coil that is out of round. In
either case, repair or replacement of
the driver is indicated.

Finally, small mechanical defects in
the driver - such as a poorly glued part
ofthe suspension, flapping coil lead-in
wires, or small deformations of the
diaphragm (particularly in high
frequency drivers) - may cause smaller
amounts of distortion. Discovering
these problems can sometimes require
extensive troubleshooting. Everything
counts, and any source of distortion is
best tracked down and fixed. The
result will be far better sound quality
under all circumstances.

1}.11 TypiCAL FAiLURE
ModES

When a loudspeaker component
fails, it is obviously important to
identify and, if possible, correct the
cause of the failure. In some cases, a
fair amount of detective work will be
required.

Failures in loudspeaker drivers are
most often traceable to one of two
sources: manufacturing defects or
improper operation. Drivers may also
fail due to problems in external signal
processing components of the sound
system. These problems are more
difficult to trace, particularly if they
occur only intermittently. Cooperation
of the end user may be required to
identify and correct the fault.

The starting point for identifying the
cause of a loudspeaker failure is the
failed component itself. By examining
the symptoms and physical evidence, it
is often possible to determine and
correct the cause of the failure.

13.11.1 Manufacturing
Defects

Manufacturers of professional audio
equipment are sensitive to the fact that
their customers' livelihoods depends in
part on their products' quality and

SECTiON 1}

Defect Test Result

Insufficient gluing of
suspension components

Incomplete bonding of
the voice coil to the
diaphragm

Cold solder joints at
coil lead-in wires

Faulty welds at the
voice coil terminations
on the coil former

Sine wave sweep

Sine wave sweep

DC resistance of
voice coil connection

DC resistance of
voice coil connection

Buzzing sounds; Separation
of (surround and spider) cone
or diaphragm

Buzzing sounds; Coil rubbing
Separation of the coil from
the diaphragm

Coil resistance greater than
rated impedance of driver, or
infinite

Coil resistance infinite or
intermittent; sound ceases
or is full of static

Table 13-1. Diagnosis of loudspeaker manufacturing defects

Poorly assembled driver Visual check
frame or casing

Sine wave sweep

Cracks or breaks; loose
parts
Buzzing sounds; Coil rubbing
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consistency. For this reason, every
major pro audio manufacturer employs
some measure of quality control as an
integral part of the manufacturing
process.

Loudspeaker drivers, which are
made and sold in quantity, are some
times subjected only to spot checking,
and the occasional defect may escape
the manufacturer's attention and not
show up until the driver is in the
hands ofthe end user.

Manufacturing defects in drivers are
usually mechanical in nature. Some
common examples, and the symptoms
that they may generate, are shown in
Table 13-1.

The proper handling of manufactur
ing defects involves knowledge of, and
respect for, the service and warranty
policies of the manufacturer in ques
tion. When manufacturing problems
are suspected, consult the supplier's
published warranty policy, and com
municate with their service or war
ranty return offices. Responsible
manufacturers will welcome identifica
tion of such problems, since the infor
mation can aid the manufacturers in
refining their procedures. Most impor
tant, follow the manufacturers' repair
or return policies to preserve the rights
of the end user.

13.11.2 Improper
Operation

Particularly with less sophisticated
installations or less knowledgeable
operators, improper connection or
operation accounts for the great
majority of component failures. Such
failures take many forms, but they are
usually catastrophic and readily
identified.

Most failures resulting from im
proper operation can be identified
through visual inspection of the failed
component. In many cases, it will be
necessary to disassemble or destroy the
component in order to make a complete
inspection. This will likely void any
warranty that may apply, and this
issue should be decided before under
taking inspection. Of course, if the
failure was caused by improper opera
tion, it will undoubtedly not be covered
by the product warranty anyway! Still,
it's beneficial to establish what caused
a failure so that future failures can be
prevented. In any case, if the failure
might be covered by a warranty,
consult the manufacturer before
tearing the component to pieces.

Tables 13-2 (below) and 13-3 (next
page) present common operation
induced failures in low frequency and
high frequency drivers, respectively.
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Symptom Probable Cause

Voice coil looks charred Excessive continuous amplifier power
Fused or blackened coil lead-in wires Excessive continuous amplifier power
Voice coil out of gap Excessive peak amplifier power
Torn suspension Excessive peak amplifier power; possible

out-of-phase connection, if used in a
cluster

Coil rubbing Improper mounting of driver resulting in
deformation of frame; excessive continuous
amplifier power resulting in separation of
coil from former; dropping of cabinet or
driver or severe vibration in shipping
resulting in deformation of frame; Shifted
pole piece.

Burned cone Grossly excessive continuous amplifier
power

Tom or punctured cone Excessive peak amplifier power; careless
transportation; Vandalism

Broken basket or misaligned magnet Dropping of cabinet or driver
assembly

Table 13-2. Diagnosis of low frequency driver failures
resulting from improper use



Symptom

Voice coil looks charred

Fused or blackened coil lead-in wires

Diaphragm out of gap or smashed
against the pole piece

Diaphragm cracked or pulverized

Diaphragm dimpled or torn

Coil rubbing

Mechanical misalignment of magnet
assembly or pole piece

Probable Cause

Excessive continuous amplifier power;
amplifier failure (DC at amp output)

Excessive continuous amplifier power

Excessive peak amplifier power;
connection to low frequency amplifier in
biamplified system

Excessive continuous amplifier power
(often frequency related); excessive peak
amplifier power; connection to low
frequency amplifier in biamplified system

Mishandling of tools during attempted repair
or disassembly

Dropping of cabinet or driver; improper
replacement of diaphragm assembly;
excessive continuous amplifier power
resulting in separation of coil from former

Dropping of cabinet or driver

SECTioN 1}

Table 13-3. Diagnosis of high frequency driver failures
resulting fromimproper use
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13.11.3 Failures Due To
Other Components In The
Signal Chain

The action of an amplifier or signal
processor can result in a condition that
destroys one or more loudspeaker
components. Such problems may not be
readily identifiable except by careful
testing of the entire sound system.
The physical condition of the failed
driver(s) can provide clues that may
help to identify the problem's source.

One common source of driver failure
is a DC voltage at the output of a
power amplifier. Such a condition
usually affects only low frequency
drivers, since high frequency drivers
are usually capacitively coupled.

If the DC offset is significant, and of
the wrong polarity, it will cause the
coil to jump the gap and burn, resem
bling a failure caused by excessive
peak amplifier power. If the polarity of
the offset pulls the cone inward, the
cone will usually be frozen in that
position by the burned coil.

Less significant offsets may simply
hold the cone continuously off center.
In this case, the suspension compo
nents will eventually retain the off
center position, and the cone will
appear pushed in or out even when the
driver is disconnected. The driver may
not fail entirely, but it will usually
generate a fair amount of distortion.
(Similar distortion can occur when a
loose suspended cone type speaker is
hung vertically, allowing gravity to
create a mechanical DC offset.)

IfDC at the amplifier output is
suspected, and the amplifier is AC
coupled (does not pass DC), then the
amplifier is failing or has failed. If the
amplifier is DC coupled, the offset may
be coming from a previous stage. In
this case, the amplifier and the compo
nent feeding it must be tested sepa
rately.

High frequency oscillations in the
signal chain may also destroy loud
speaker components - usually the high
frequency driver(s), since the low
frequency drivers are protected by the
crossover filters. In biamplified sys
tems, amplifier oscillation can cook
low-frequency drivers just as readily.

Since they often occur at hypersonic
frequencies, high frequency oscillations
may not be noticed. In fact, they can
cause coil burning when the system is
first turned on, with no audio input

and no audible sound output from the
loudspeakers!

Oscillations in a sound system may
be difficult to track down. If they are
suspected as a cause of driver failure,
careful signal tracing with a wide band
oscilloscope, beginning at the amplifier
output and working backward, is
usually required. There is a less
scientific, but often effective and
inexpensive, means to trace RF oscilla
tion. Sometimes a portable AM radio
receiver can be held near system cables
and used to detect RF oscillations
(which may either be heard as a noise
while listening to a station, or as hash
while tuned between stations).

Finally, turn-on or turn-off tran
sients can destroy low and highfre
quency drivers alike. Such transients
occur when an electronic component
produces a spike at its output when it
is powered up or down. For this reason,
the general rule to adopt is this:

Turn the amplifiers OFF first, and
ON last.

This way, any power on/off tran
sients generated by signal processors
in the system never find their way to
the loudspeakers.
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A signal processor is a device (or
circuit) which alters the audio

signal in some non-linear fashion. By
that definition, a simple fader, level
control or amplifier IS NOT a signal
processor. An equalizer, filter, com
pressor, phaser, delay line, or other
sound altering device IS a signal
processor. In this section of the hand
book we go into some detail on a
variety of common signal processing
devices, providing some historical
perspective, how it works information,
and limited notes regarding applica
tions and use. The one product cate
gory we have omitted here is the
crossover network (or frequency
dividing network), which is covered in
detail in Section13.7 (most people
would not consider a crossover network
to be a signal processor, although it
certainly does alter the signal).

We discuss most signal processors as
though they are discrete, self contained
devices that are used outboard from
the mixing console. In fact, many
mixing consoles or even smaller mixers
have some signal processors built-in:
various types of input equalizers,

graphic equalizers for outputs, echo or
reverb, and sometimes compressor/
limiter circuitry.

Another common term for a signal
processsor is an effects unit or effects
device, sometimes abbreviated EFX..
Many signal processors are used
primarily for special effects, such as
the flangers and distortion generators
(fuzz boxes) used by electric guitarists.
Other signal processors are used to
subtly shape the overall sound balance
(equalizers), to control the perceived
spaciousness of the sound or add
perspective (reverb and delay) or to
level the wide volume variations in a
program (compressors) in such a way
that no special effect is perceived.
These same devices, when used with
more extreme settings, will produce
special effects. We prefer the term
signal processor because it covers the
device in all cases, whether used for
mild enhancement or extreme special
effects.



14.1 EQUAlizERS

14.1.1 General Discussion

In the early days of the telephone
industry, when long cables were used
to transmit voice, a lot of signal loss
(attenuation) occurred. Amplification
could be used to make up for that loss,
but it turned out that the loss was
frequency dependent, with some fre
quencies suffering greater attenuation
than others. Special circuitry was de
veloped to differentially boost the fre
quencies that suffered the greater
attenuation. Since these circuits made
all frequencies more equal in level, the
circuits were called equalizers. Origi
nally the term equalization referred
only to circuits that boosted certain
areas of the audio frequency spectrum.

You may recognize that a circuit
which acts on a certain portion of the
frequency spectrum is a filter. Filters
generally cut certain frequencies. If
you cut most frequencies and allow
certain frequencies to pass without
being cut (a band pass filter), the net
result is similar to having boosted
those frequencies that pass through
unaltered, especially when amplifica
tion (gain) is added to make up for the
attenuated frequencies. Filters can
thus be used, in a sense, to produce
boost. Filters that act to cut frequen-

cies were eventually combined in a
single unit with equalization circuits
that act to boost certain frequencies,
creating the reciprocal boost/cut
devices that are widely used today.

While it is historically and techni
cally accurate to use the term equaliza
tion only when referring to boost,
common usage today applies the term
to boost and cut circuits. You will also
see the term filter set in some contexts,
such as 1/:J octave filter set where the
term equalizer might or might not be
equivalent (some filter sets provide cut
only, and hence are really not equaliz
ers at all). We are not too concerned
with precise terminology, but we did
think you should know why some
people draw careful distinctions in this
area.

14.1.2 Common Tone
Controls

The typical tone control on a hi-fi
amplifier or car stereo is a form of
equalizer. It generally operates in just
two bands low frequency (or bass) and
high frequency (or treble). Figure 14-1
illustrates the appearance of standard
bass and treble tone controls, along
with a graph of the frequencies that
might be affected as the controls are
adjusted.
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control, you increase the level of lower
frequency sounds (boost them) relative
to the rest of the program. This results
in a richer or fuller sound or, in the
extreme, in a boomy sound. Con
versely, when you turn down the bass
tone control, you decrease the level of
these same frequencies (cut them),
resulting in a thinner or tinny sound.

The graph in Figure 14-1 depicts one
particular type of equalization known
as a shelving characteristic or shelving
curve. Let's examine the shelving type
EQ created by the bass control. The
graph indicates that the boost or cut
gradually builds below the 1000 Hz
hinge point. With the control set at one
extreme or the other, the circuit
produces 10 dB of boost or cut at
100 Hz, with less and less effect above
that frequency. Below 100 Hz the
amount of boost or cut remains con
stant, as shown by the response plot
that has ceased to slope and is again
level. This new boosted or cut level
portion of the curve looks like a shelf,
hence the term shelving.

The treble tone control operates like
a mirror image of the bass control,
boosting or cutting frequencies above

the 1000 Hz hinge point, but providing
no more than the maximum set boost
or cut above 10 kHz (in the shelving
region). The hinge point of such tone
controls varies, and may not be the
same for bass and treble circuits. The
bass control might hinge at 500 Hz,
and the treble control at 1.5 kHz,
causing no change whatsoever between
500 Hz and 1,500 Hz when either
control is adjusted. Also, the point
where maximum EQ occurs may vary
in the real world, with bass controls
reaching maximum between 50 Hz and
150 Hz, and treble controls between
5 kHz and 12 kHz.

Figure 14-2 illustrates the effect of
tone control settings ofless than
maximum boost or cut. As you can see,
the shelving characteristic remains
flat, and the hinge point remains the
same, but the amount of boost or cut
under the curve changes.

Ifone were to classify this particular
set of tone controls as an equalizer
(which it is), it would be be specified as
a two-band, fixed frequency range
equalizer having a shelving character
istic, and up to 10 dB of boost or cut at
100 Hz and 10 kHz.
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14.1.3. Multi-Band
Conventional Equalizers

Each input channel on a typical
mixer or mixing console may have a
two band equalizer, similar to the hi-fi
tone controls described in Sec
tion14.1.2, but it is more likely to have
a somewhat more elaborate equalizer
that affords separate, simultaneous
control of at least three frequency
bands. In the case of a three band
equalizer, the middle frequency band
(midrange) will always exhibit what is
known as a peaking characteristic, as
illustrated in Figure 14-3.

our ears are most sensitive (500 Hz to
4 kHz). Unfortunately, the selection of
just a few EQ frequencies that are
supposed to be good for everything
seldom produces exactly the sound that
someone wants for a very specific
mixing job. For this reason, some
manufacturers provide a way to alter
the actual center frequencies of
peaking EQ (or the knee frequencies of
shelving EQ). Such a scheme, with a
simple choice of two frequencies in
each of four bands, is shown in
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Figure 14-3. Typical3-band equalizer characteristic

Another term for peaking is peak!
dip, which reflects the fact that the
peak amount of equalization can be an
increase in level due to boost (a peak in
the frequency response curve) or a/
decrease in level due to cut (a dip in
the response curve). All peaking
equalizers have some center frequency
at which maximum peak or dip occurs,
and below or above which there is less
and less effect until, at some distance
from the center frequency (along the
frequency axis) there is no effect.
Contrast this with the shelving EQ,
above (or.below) whose effective
frequency the amount of boost or cut
remains constant.

Many mixing console channel
equalizers provide two or more mid
band peaking equalization controls
between a pair of shelving high and
low frequency equalization controls,
thus affording a greater degree of
control of those frequencies where most
of the music energy exists and where

Figure 14-4. Observe that the low and
high bands have shelving type curves
(still, with switchable frequencies)
while the low mid and high mid bands
have peaking type EQ.

There is a tendency to refer to a
3 band equalizer (per Figure 14-3) as a
3 knob EQ or a 4 band equalizer (per
Frgure 14-4) as a 4 knob EQ. The
problem here is that there may be
more than 4 knobs in a 4 band equal
izer. The frequency selection switches
may have control knobs, which would
make this 4 band EQ an 8 knob EQ.
We prefer citing the number offre
quency bands that may be simultane
ously controlled, not the number of
knobs available to do that job. (Ad
vanced, remotely controlled equalizers
actually permit control of many bands,
with respect to frequency, boost cut,
and other parameters, using just two
knobs and a few switches, which
means your terminology must be
precise.)
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tions and available panel space, it is
generally desirable to be able to simul
taneously control more frequency
bands. This means that different
aspects of the sound can be manipu
lated. Suppose an electric guitar is the
input to a given mixing channel. With
a 2 band EQ (tone controls), all one can
do with the boost is lift the bass for a
richer sound, which unfortunately also
adds a boomy quality to certain bass
notes... or lift the treble for more
brightness, which, unfortunately also
emphasizes the sound of fingers sliding
on the strings. Processing this same
guitar with a 4 band EQ is an entirely
different story. Now the low frequency
shelving EQ control can be rolled off to
cut unwanted boominess, while a lower
mid peaking EQ can apply some boost
at around 200 Hz for a thick sound, the
upper mid peaking EQ can apply some
boost at 2.5 kHz to increase the punch,
while the high frequency shelving EQ
can roll off frequencies above 8 kHz to
reduce extraneous noise. These se
lected EQ frequencies, the choice of
how much boost or cut to apply, and
whether the curve is peaking or shelv
ing will depend on many factors:
individual taste, the instrument or mic
used, the acoustics of the environment,
the sound system quality, the availa
bility of specific EQ options, and more.

Some mixing consoles have been
built with a choice of 20 or more
discrete EQ frequencies, in 4 or 5
bands, on the input channel equalizers.
Even this may not be adequate for
pinpointing the desired sound, which is
why other types of equalizers were
developed, as explained in following
paragraphs.
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14.1.4 Sweep Type
Equalizers

14.1.5 Parametric
Equalizers

SECTiON 14

For years it was recognized that if
one could sweep the center or knee fre
quency of an equalizer, this would
provide much more precise control of
the sound. The technique was very
costly due to the nature of the elec
tronic circuitry in early equalizers. The
coils (inductors) were either fixed in
value or very difficult to alter. Newer
circuits utilize relatively less costly
integrated circuit operational amplifi
ers, plus relatively inexpensive capaci
tors and resistors, to emulate the
function of the inductor, with the
added advantage of easily changed
circuit values. This has made it practi
cal to build stable, cost effective equal
izers with sweepable frequency con
trols. The sweep type equalizer is much
like the multi frequency conventional
EQ discussed in Section 14.1.3, except
that instead of switching the center or
knee frequency, one can continuously
adjust it. One such sweepable equal
izer is illustrated in Figure 14-5.

The equalizer in Figure 14-5 has 4
knobs to cover 3 bands. In this case,
the high and low bands are shelving
type EQ, and the associated frequency
knobs adjust the knee of the shelving
curve, whereas the mid band is a
peaking type EQ so its frequency knob
adjusts the center frequency of the
peak/dip effect. Some such EQs have
sweepable center bands and fixed
frequency high/low bands.

In all the equalizers discussed thus
far in Section 14.1, the steepness ofthe
EQ curve has been fixed. At a given
value of boost or cut, the bandwidth of
the peaking curve (the amount ofthe
audio spectrum affected) has been set
by the manufacturer and is not adjust
able. Sometimes one wishes to have a
very broad EQ curve, with a gentle
onset and a very gradual buildup to
maximum peak or cut (or to the shelv
ing value) with respect to frequency.
For example, to bring out a bit of
presence in the overall mix of several
vocalists, a broad peak at around 6 to
8 kHz may be called for. On the other
hand, a certain note or a noise can be
either accented or diminished in
strength with minimal effect on adja
cent frequencies. This aspect of the
equalizer - the broadness or sharpness
of the curve - is described by a specifi
cation called Q. The higher the Q, the
sharper the curve.

A few equalizers are provided with
switchable Q, but the majority of
equalizers that provide any control of
Q offer continuously variable Q be
tween a broad and a narrow character
istic (typically Q of 0.5 through Q of3
to 5). A very narrow notch filter, with
only a few Hz bandwidth, may have a
considerably higher Q. Such filters are
not normally found on a mixing console
channel equalizer, but are restricted to
specialized uses, such as notching out
harmonics ofmotion picture camera
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noise, or reducing the strong 120 Hz
second harmonic of 60 Hz power line
hum. Equalizers that provide both
sweepable center frequencies and
adjustable Q, as well as boost/cut
controls, are known as parametric
equalizers (because they allow you to
adjust all the parameters of the equali
zation). A parametric equalizer is
illustrated in Figure14-6.

Usually there are several filters in a
parametric EQ, and some outboard
parametrics (packaged for use exter
nally rather than built into a console)
are set up for stereo operation so that
adjusting one control affects two
channels (which is desirable for keep
ing a stereo image in proper perspec
tive). Each filter section in the par
ametric equalizer can either cut or
boost frequencies within its band, and
the range of center frequencies avail
able from adjacent filters usually
overlaps.

Some so called parametric equaliz
ers do not have adjustable Q, and are
really sweep type equalizers. Some
offer parametric EQ in one or more
bands (i.e., just the midrange band),
but switchable or fixed frequency EQ
in the other bands. These are not fully
parametric as is the one illustrated in
Figure 14-6. In reality, just about any
conceivable combination of fixed
frequency or sweep type or parametric
EQ, with shelving and/or peaking
curves has appeared at one time or
another, so be sure to closely examine
any equipment to determine how it
actually works.

One of the alleged advantages of the
parametric type EQ is that it enables
the frequency needing help to be
precisely selected, and the Q to be
adjusted, so that a minimal amount of
boost or cut can be applied, with
correspondingly fewer ill effects on
adjacent frequencies where the correc
tion is not needed. By adjusting a
filter for wide band rejection character
istics (low Q), it can perform room
equalization in a similar manner to a
graphic equalizer, or it can act as a
variable frequency cut or boost tone
control. In a narrow band reject mode
(high Q), a parametric equalizer can be
used for feedback control, or (as previ
ously explained) to notch out hum fre
quencies without subtracting much of
the adjacent program material.

Since all EQ causes phase shift,
boost can reduce headroom and cut can
eliminate desired portions of the
program. The ability to use only the
minimum amount of equalization re
quired is thus a genuine advantage.
Some people dislike parametric EQ
because there are so many parameters
that MUST be adjusted, and because it
is difficult to make note of specific
settings so they can later be duplicated
in other mixing situations. Ifinexperi
enced operators will be using a mixing
console, with minimal time to become
familiar, it may be better to have
simpler EQ. But a good parametric EQ
in the hands of an experienced profes
sional is quite a tool.

The debate over which type of EQ is
best is complicated by the actual sound
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quency when excited by a sine wave
pulse at that frequeney.) Ringing is
present to some extent in all equaliz
ers, but is usually masked by the
reverberance in a sound system. High
Q filters, though, can generate exces
sive ringing or resonance. Such ringing
may be useful as an effect on a particu
lar input source, but is generally not
desirable when it affects the overall
sound system. Used carefully, a par
ametric equalizer can be an extremely
useful tool for sound reinforcement or
for recording.
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quality of some equalizer circuitry. For
A higher quality fixed-frequency
equalizer may sound much better, even
if the correction cannot be as precise,
than a mediocre quality parametric
EQ. High quality equalizers exhibit
less distortion and/or noise than lower
quality units, and may give longer
service without maintenance where
better quality controls are employed.
Some units exhibit somewhat lower
phase shift, though this is more a
function of the amount of boost or cut
selected. As with all sound equipment
(indeed, any technical equipment), the
way a feature is provided is as impor
tant as the feature itself.

When applying parametric EQ to
the program as a whole, rather than
one channel, you should remember
that excessive boost may reduce
system headroom, create clipping and
make extreme power demands on
amplifiers and loudspeakers. In
addition, a parametric equalizer may
ring considerably at high Q (narrow)
boost settings. Ringing is a problem
caused when a filter begins to act like
an oscillator. (Ringing is the tendency
of a filter to resonate at its natural fre-
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14.1.6 Graphic Equalizers

Agraphic equalizer is a multi
frequency, band reject filter, or a band
pass/reject filter. Unlike typical three
or four band input channel equalizers,
a graphic equalizer can simultaneously
operate on eight or more frequency
bands, typically chosen to have one
octave or one-third octave band cen
ters. Most graphic equalizers use I.S.0.
standardized band center frequencies.
(I.S.0. is an abbreviation for the
International Standards Organization.)
Less common, but sometimes found are
graphic equalizers with two-third
octave, one-eighth octave, one-sixth
octave and, on rare occasion, one
twelfth octave band centers.

The units are called graphic because
most have linear slide controls. When
they are set they create a visual image
that resembles the overall frequency
response curve of the EQ (NOT the
response of the sound system!). Some
graphic equalizers use rotary controls
to accomplish the same thing (though
they don't graph the EQ curve). A
graphic equalizer may provide attenu
ation only (band reject), or, more
commonly, attenuation and boost (band
passlband reject).

One octave, two-thirds octave and
one-half octave graphic equalizers are
considered to be broadband devices,
useful for general corrections or altera
tions in the frequency response of a
system. One third, one-sixth and one
twelfth octave equalizers may be con
sidered narrowband devices although
technically they are still broadband.
Truly narrowband filters have a

bandwidth on the order of 4 to 10 Hz
rather than one-twelfth of an octave.
Why are we concerned about relatively
broad or narrow band filters in the
equalizers? It turns out that things like
AC hum or motor generated noise
occur in very narrow bands, and many
room resonances are very narrow.
Correcting them with broader filters
means that some non-problem frequen
cies will be affected, which can have
unwanted audible side effects. Con
sider that the one octave from 10 kHz
to 20 kHz has a 10,000 Hz bandwidth
and that the most narrowband graphic
EQ on the market, with a one-twelfth
octave filter, could affect a band as
wide as 833 Hz in this region of the
spectrum. It's true that in the octave
from 20 Hz to 40 Hz, which is 20 Hz
wide, that a one-twelfth octave filter
could be less than 2 Hz wide. This
shows us that a filter based on some
fraction of an octave spacing covers
more actual Hz (more bandwidth) as
the frequency increases, and that when
a pinpoint correction is needed, the
more narrow the filter spacing, the
better.

There are a number of reasons why
few graphic equalizers are one-sixth or
one-twelfth octave devices, however.
For one thing, what can be covered in
27 to 31 one-third octave bands re
quires about 60 one-sixth octave bands
or over 100 one-twelfth octave bands.
That becomes a very expensive device,
a very large device, and one which is
very, very time consuming to use when
tuning a room. Greater phase shift
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Figure 14-8. A one-third octave graphic equalizer
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occurs with narrow filters, which can
create unpleasant swishing sounds as
program frequencies sweep through
the equalized band. Beyond that, the
frequencies requiring corrections may
drift somewhat if the anomalies are
dependent on room acoustics. In that
case, the anomalies are more wave
length-related than frequency related
so temperature, for example, can have
a significant impact on the frequency
at which resonant modes occur. (The
less dense the air, the slower sound
travels, hence a given wavelength will
correspond to a different frequency.)
With the more narrow band filters, the
entire tuning process may have to be
repeated when drift occurs, which may
be impossible during a show. Here the
broader filters are less critical, and
may provide more stable sound system
characteristics. Technology and the
marketplace have, so far, determined
that one octave graphic equalizers are
useful for general tonal corrections,
and one-third octave graphic equalizers
are sufficient for most room tuning and
feedback avoidance.

Graphic equalization reduces the
effect of resonant peaks and dips in
loudspeaker response and, to a lesser
degree, in the acoustic environment,
reducing the tendency for acoustic
feedback to occur. As the overall gain
(volume) ofthe sound system is turned
up, feedback will first occur at that fre
quency (or frequencies) where the
system has a peak. It typically begins
as a slight ringing, and then becomes a
loud howl. By using a graphic equalizer
to attenuate the first peak, the overall
system gain can be increased until the
next (formerly lower) peak begins to
feed back. That peak is then attenu
ated using another graphic EQ band,
and the system gain can be further
increased.When the peaks have all
been leveled to the extent possible with
the EQ, the overall system gain may
increase from 6 dB to 10 dB above
above the initial gain before feedback
commences.

Another use of graphic equalization
is to contour the frequency response of
the mixing console's output to obtain
the most pleasing sound quality or
improved intelligibility. Flat response
is seldom desired, and almost never
realized in sound reinforcement appli
cations. Audio may be reasonably flat
over the middle of the audio spectrum,
but the bottom end is sometimes
boosted for effect or rolled off for power

handling and reverberant considera
tions, while the top end is usually
rolled off somewhat due to typical
listening preferences (although it may
be boosted to overcome the differential
attenuation of high frequencies by air
over longer distances). Sometimes the
middle portion of the spectrum (1 kHz
to 5 kHz) must be boosted to improve
the recognition of vocal consonants and
sibilants, particularly when these
sounds are masked by other sounds in
nearby frequency bands.

The graphic equalizer is a very
useful tool, but it cannot substitute for
good acoustics or for well designed am
plifierlloudspeaker systems. Excessive
boost, especially at lower frequencies,
drains much of the available amplifier
power, over stresses the drivers in the
loudspeaker system, and reduces
overall system headroom. Excessive
cut takes out noticeable portions of the
program along with a desired response
peak or noise component.

The signal driving each loudspeaker
(each main cluster or each monitor
mix) usually requires its own channel
of graphic equalization, which is
installed just after the mixing console
output (or in the patch in/out loop of
the output circuit), before any elec
tronic crossover or the power amplifier.
Stage monitor feeds, for example, may
require very different equalization
than house feeds. In recording and
broadcast applications, the graphic
equalization applied to the recording is
usually for tonal considerations, and to
avoid exceeding the frequency response
limits of the medium. The studio
monitors or audience foldback system
might require graphic equalization to
suit very different ends.

Some graphic equalizer circuitry is
such that when boost is applied to two
adjacent bands, there remains a large
dip between the two band centers. If a
frequency must be equalized between
the two band centers, excess correction
will be required at the band centers.
Other equalizers maintain a smoother
transition to adjacent bands, which
means that less overall boost (or cut)
for each band center control is required
to grab frequencies in between. This
latter performance is more desirable,
and such equalizers are classified as
having combining type filters. Non
combining type multiband equalizers
(or filter sets) are primarily intended
for measurement purposes, not for
program correction (see Figure 14-10).
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14.1.7 Paragraphic
Equalizers

A paragraphic equalizer is NOT a
literary tool. It is a graphic equalizer
with sweepable center frequencies
instead of having the band centers
fixed at I.S.0. or other predetermined
frequencies. It mayor may not have
adjustable Q. As you can guess, the
term is a contraction of parametric and
graphic.

Such devices are generally used for
tuning out feedback or other system
anomalies. They can function exactly
like a standard graphic equalizer, but
with the added advantage of being able
to sweep the filter center frequency to
the exact point where the feedback
node occurs, thus allowing a minimum
of cut to be applied. Because the
circuitry is more costly, and there are
more knobs than on a standard graphic
EQ, the paragraphic typically is not
offered in one-third octave configura
tions. However, a one octave paragra
phic still may have 8 to 10 filter
sections, and if the sweep frequency
range offers adequate overlap between
sections, then it may be possible to get
as much increase in effective system
gain as with a conventional one-third
octave graphic.

The difficulty with the paragraphic
is determining how to obtain a smooth
system response. This is aided consid
erably by using an audio spectrum
analyzer and a pink noise source.
Unlike the graphic equalizer, where it
may be relatively easy to make an
educated guess at the most appropriate
EQ boost/cut slider, and then operate it
to correct the problem, the paragraphic
EQ offers no clear choice. Should one
use this slider, or the one just above or
below it? How much boost or cut should
be used when searching for the opti
mum center frequency? These ques
tions should be addressed in the
owner's manual for the particular
equalizer, since their answer depends
on the available overlap in bands (if
any), and the Q of the filters, whether
fixed or adjustable. Once again, while
the paragraphic EQ may offer more po
tential control, it also forces the opera
tor to exercise considerably more
judgment and skill in order to take
advantage of that potential.

14.1.8 Tuning a Sound
System with Graphic (or
Paragraphic) Equalization

It is essential to recognize that
equalization is the LAST step that
should be taken in tuning a sound
system. Unless a system is correctly
designed and carefully set up, the
equalization may not accomplish much,
and may actually degrade the sound.
Here are some of the things that
should be checked prior to equalizing a
system:

a) Check the overall performance
(frequency response, noise and dis
tortion characteristics) of each
individual piece of equipment in the
sound system, and of the system as
a whole. A malfunctioning loud
speaker, for example, renders the
equalization processess useless.
Hum or high frequency oscillation
can also skew your results.

b) Check to ensure the polarity is
consistent from all input sources
(microphones, direct instrument
pickups, tape machines, etc.)
through the mixing console, signal
processors, amplifiers and loud
speakers. Be sure all amplifier/
loudspeaker channels have the
same polarity (they are in phase).
This does not necessarily apply to
each driver in a bi- or triamplified
system, bi- or triamplified system,
where polarity reversal may be
specified. Consult the operation
manual for the electronic crossover
or the loudspeaker system.

c) Be sure to check the system with
typical program signals at normal
operating levels. Test tones or noise
at reduced levels (or extreme levels)
may not highlight otherwise obvi
ous flaws during your preliminary
listening evaluation.

An additional discussion of system
tuning can be found in Section 17 of
this handbook.

There are two basic approaches to
tuning the system. One approach is to
ring out the system, whereby feedback
is induced and the equalization is then
applied to knock down individual feed
back frequencies (nodes). This proce
dure is described in Section 11.13.
Another approach is to measure the
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frequency response and adjust the
equalization to obtain the desired room
curve. Sometimes this latter process is
done with one octave graphic EQ, and
then further refined by ringing out
with one- third octave or parametric
EQ.

When measuring the response of a
system, use a suitable real time audio
spectrum analyzer. Ifyou're using one
third octave equalization, then the
analyzer should be capable of at least
one- third octave resolution. Portable
devices with LED or LeD displays may
be the most convenient, but remember
that a unit with hard copy capability (a
chart recorder or computer with
printer) may be helpful in documenting
your work, especially in fixed installa
tions. Alternate means of measuring
the system response, such as Time
Delay Spectrometry (TDS), with its
derivative, Time-Energy-Frequency
(TEF) measurement system are avail
able from certain vendors.

When you measure the system re
sponse, do it from a typical listening
position. Then measure it again,
perhaps three or four times, from
different listening positions. Examine
these data. If there are large discrep-

ancies in overall level or response, it
may be necessary to first re-aim or
relocate certain loudspeakers, or to
change the power applied to certain of
them. If the curves are similar, then
average the results (some equipment
will do this automatically). This gives
you a representative measurement.
Apply corrective equalization to lift the
dips and/or knock down the peaks in
the measured response. Measure the
system response again (at several
locations), and make further correc
tions. Three or four iterations may be
necessary. You may be using a noise
source or test tones for these measure
ments, so be sure to LISTEN to pro
gram material through the sound
system before you complete your
tuning. If something sounds bad, it
may be necessary to strike a compro
mise between the EQ settings that
yield a good looking curve and the
settings that sound best to the trained
ear. Finally, be sure to measure and
document not only the system re
sponse, but also the EQ settings that
produced it (in case someone re
arranges the controls when you're not
around).



14.1.9 High Pass And Low
Pass Filters

SECTiON 14

A high pass filter (also known as a
low cut filter) allows all frequencies
above its cutoff point to pass through
from filter input to filter output with
out attenuation, whereas frequencies
below the cutoff are attenuated. The
cutoff point is defined as that fre
quency where the signal has dropped
3 dB relative to the flat or bandpass
region. Below the cutoff point, the filter
will exhibit increasingly more attenu
ation (in dB) as the frequency goes
lower and lower. The rate at which this
attenuation occurs is defined in dB per
octave. Standard high pass filters are
available in 6 dB/octave increments,
since each 6 dB represents one filter
pole (one filter circuit element). Thus,
6 dB, 12 dB, 18 dB and 24 dB per
octave HP filters are common.

High pass filters are ideal for rolling
off (attenuating) the signal in an area
where noise, distortion or other un
wanted material is present. For ex
ample, the very low frequency rumble
of footsteps and sympathetic vibrations
that ripple along a stage floor can get
into microphones via mic stands, then
travel through the mixing console, into
the power amps, and to the loudspeak
ers. These rumble components, which
range from 5 Hz to 30 Hz or so, will not
be reproduced by the majority of sound
systems, but will use up an inordinate
amount of amplifier power, thus
reducing the power available to handle
the desired program signal (with less
headroom and more tendency for the
amplifiers to clip and distort on pro
gram peaks). Low frequency rumble

and noise also can cause the low
frequency loudspeaker diaphragms to
move through excessive excursions, es
pecially below the cutoff frequency of a
horn loaded system, which can drasti
cally increase distortion and may
destroy the driver suspension. Even if
the mic is hand held or has a very good
shock mount, the wind or a vocalist's
breath can induce low frequency noise
in the 40 Hz to 70 Hz region where
little to no usable program energy
exists (for a vocal mic).

For these reasons, in almost any
sound reinforcement system it is
desirable to install a high pass filter
with a cutoff frequency no lower than
20 Hz (a so-called sub-sonic filter). The
optimum slope of such a filter is

18 dB per octave. Twelve dB per
octave is OK, and 24 dB is probably
more than you need (besides, higher
slope rates cause more phase shift
inside the pass band, which can pro
duce unwanted audible artifacts).

The fact is that most sound systems
reproduce very little below 40 Hz, so a
high pass filter with a 40 Hz cutoff
may have no direct effect on the
program when inserted, other than
protecting the drivers and reducing
distortion. Such filters are often
provided as standard equipment on the
electronic crossover network or on a
graphic or parametric equalizer, and
are even provided on a few power
amplifiers. The HP filter may have a
fixed cutoff frequency, a few switch
selectable cutoff points, or a continu
ously adjustable cutoff frequency. If

FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 14-12. Common high pass filter characteristics
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EquipMENT provided on your crossover, graphic

equalizer, or power amp, we strongly
recommend you use the HP filter. If
you have more than one available in
the signal path between the mixing
console output and the amp input, use
as many filters as necessary to obtain
the desired 18 dB/octave slope rate.
This might be a single 18 dB/octave
filter, or a 6 dB filter in the graphic EQ
plus a 12 dB filter in the crossover
network. If the filters are provided in
the power amps, use them (even if the
system is biamped and the amp is for
the high frequency drivers). The filters
in the amps will also protect against
any low frequency transients or distor
tion generated by the signal processors.

If no filter is available in the path
from the console to the amplifiers,
consider purchasing a separate high
pass filter (cutoff somewhere between
20 Hz and 40 Hz) and inserting it in
the signal path ahead ofthe power
amplifier(s). An added benefit of such
filters is loudspeaker protection. Ifa
performer drops a microphone, the
ensuing low frequency thud will be far
less likely to propel all the woofer
diaphragms into the audience.

To eliminate breath and wind noises
in vocal or certain instrumental mics,
and to reduce hum or sound leakage
from nearby low frequency instru
ments, cutoffs above 40 Hz are best.
However, one would not want to use an
80 Hz or 100 Hz HP filter to process
the entire program. Such filters are
often included in the input channel
circuitry of the mixing console, and

should be used any time you do not
hear a loss of desired program frequen
cies when you switch the filter into the
circuit.

A low pass filter (also known as a
high cut filter) is something like a high
pass filter, only it attenuates frequen
cies above a certain cutoff point. Low
pass filters are less common, but still
widely found in sound systems. They
can be used to roll off unnecessary
portions of the frequency spectrum
that are above the highest program fre
quencies, and which contain primarily
hiss and noise. In some cases the loud
speaker or transmission system may
have limited high frequency response,
and if program frequencies above that
limit are applied the result will be
distortion. Instead of creating distor
tion with higher frequencies that will
not be accurately reproduced it may be
better to throwaway such frequencies
with a low pass filter. Ifyou ever have
to send a program through a limited
bandwidth telephone line, for example,
it is an excellent idea to low pass filter
the program so it does not exceed the
specified upper response limit of the
phone line (or so it doesn't exceed it by
much). Low pass filters will usually
have 6 dB or 12 dB per octave slope
rates, and may have cutoff points
anywhere from 3 kHz (for a voice grade
phone line) to 8 kHz (for an older
motion picture theatre) to 15 kHz (for
typical good quality sound reinforce
ment) to 18 kHz (for FM radio broad
cast) to 20 kHz (for very high quality
sound reinforcement).

200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

FREQUENCY (Hz) FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 14-13. Common low pass filter characteristics
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A special class oflow pass filters,
with very high slope rates (48 dB per
octave to over 100 dB per octave), are
used in digital signal processing and
digital audio recording equipment.
These filters are designed to be virtual
brick walls that prevent frequencies
above a given cutoff from reaching the
digital circuitry. They prevent a very
annoying audible problem known as
aliasing, and are therefore known as
anti aliasing filters. These filters are
built into the digital equipment, so you
need not be concerned with them
(except that some such filters have
more effect on the audible portion of
the program than others, which is due
to the rather severe phase shift and
ringing associated with the high slope
rate of certain designs).

A handful of special low pass filters
have been offered for the express
purpose of noise reduction. These

filters not only have an adjustable
cutoff point, but that cutoff is designed
to slide up and down automatically in
response to program material. When
the program falls below a certain
threshold (at a given frequency), the
low pass cutoff point slides down in
frequency. This has the effect of
cutting off the hiss and noise compo
nents where there is no program
present, and thus reducing the overall
noise. These so-called horizontal
filters can be tricky to set up, and can
be audible in many cases, but they do
offer a means to achieve single ended
noise reduction (that is, noise reduction
where the program signal was not
treated with prior encoding).
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14.2 REVERbERATioN
ANd DElAy

Reverberation consists of multiple,
blended sound images (not individually
discernable echoes) caused by reflec
tion from walls, floor, ceiling and other
surfaces which do not absorb all the
sound. Reverberation occurs naturally
in most indoor environments, and is
more prominent with hard surfaced
environments. Reverberation can also
be created artificially by a number of
means. Natural reverberation (from
an echo chamber) and artificial rever
beration (from an electronic or electro
acoustic reverberator) can be used as
an effect for live sound reinforcement,
broadcast or recording. In this section
of the handbook, we describe some of
the many ways in which the effect can
be created, and discuss its use. Refer
also to Section 6, especially Section
6.3, which discusses reverberation in
indoor environments.

Reverberation is often confused with
delay (or echo), especially since some
modern signal processors provide both.

Delay refers to one or more distinct
sound images (echoes). In fact, true
reverberation normally begins with a
few relatively closely spaced echoes
known as early reflections. These are
caused by the initial bounce back of
sound from nearby surfaces. As the
sound continues to bounce around, the
increasing number of reflections blend,
creating the more homogeneous sound
field we call reverberation. Fig-
ure 14-15 illustrates the natural
occurence of reverberation, including
early reflections.

The environment in Figure 14-15 is
a small room, which means that the
reflections occur within a short period
of time. In larger volume environ
ments, early reflections will be spread
out over a longer period of time. Note
that the vertical lines on the instru
ment's display each indicate a complete
frequency spectrum (like looking at a
frequency response plot on edge). The
height of the vertical lines shows the
amplitude. The horizontal spacing
between vertical lines is a time scale.

TIme Delay
Spectrometry
Instrumentation

Direct
Sound

TIme Delay
Spectrometry
Instrumentation First

Reflec1i.on

Figure 14-15. Propagation of an impulse sound in the environment shows
natural occurence of early reflections and subsequent reverberation.
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You can see the sound decaying in
level, with reflection density increasing
(closer spacing) as time passes. By
measuring the time it takes for the
reverberant sound to decay 60 dB from
the instant the original sound occurs,
the RT60 of the environment is ob
tained.

In a large, outdoor space such as a
canyon, there may be only one or a few
reflections from distant surfaces, with
a relatively large time span between
them (more than 30 to 35 millisec
onds). In this case there is no opportu
nity for a reverberant field to develop
(the attenuation of air kills the sound
before many reflections can develop),
so what is heard is an echo.

In theory, if the echoes occurred
closer together (in time), they would be
equivalent to the early reflections of a
reverberant field. We begin to see,
then, that there is really a close rela
tionship between echo and reverbera
tion. Those electronic devices that
create echo (delay lines) and those that
create reverberation share many, many
similarities, which is why some such
units are capable of producing both
effects.

The use of signal delay,
though, is not restricted to
the creation of echo effects.
In many distributed

---------

sound systems it is necessary to delay
the signal fed to mid and rear loud
speaker clusters so that it reaches the
listener just after the sound arriving
from the stage. This requires a single,
high quality delayed sound image (per
speaker location). In such cases, the
delay must be adjusted to allow for the
time it takes for the sound to travel
from the main (front) loudspeaker
cluster to the delayed cluster, with
perhaps as much as an extra 10
milliseconds added to ensure the sound
is perceived as coming from the front.
The calculations involved are discussed
in Section 18.7. The acoustical implica
tions are discussed in Section 6.3.

The following sub sections discuss
some of the methods by which these
effects are created, along with a few
hints for obtaining the best results.
One hint we feel applies to all such
effects is this:

Any effect normally will constitute
only a small proportion of the final
program. Ifyou don't like what you're
hearing, and you've got the mixing
console's reverb return level set equal to
or higher than the program level,

pulling down the effect level
may improve the sound

considerably.

SECTiON 14

The first, second and third "contacts" of sound on the canyon walls are indicated by
the numbered arrows. The subsequent reflections, as they reach the listner's ear

(and the measurement mic), are numbered 1R, 2R and 3R. The third reflection is so
weak as to barely be audible. These reflections are, in fact, echoes.

Figure 14-16. The natural occurence of echoes
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14.2.1 Reverb Chambers

A reverb chamber is a room with a
very live sound quality (reflective sur
faces) that is equipped with one or two
microphones (two for stereo reverb)
and one or several loudspeakers. The
echo send from the mixing console is
fed to an amp and the speakers, and
the preamplified mic signals are
brought back to the mixing console's
echo return.(or the mics are connected
directly to spare input channels). The
sound from the speakers bounces
around the walls, floor and ceiling,
creating natural reverberation that is
captured by the mic. A good chamber
has none of the artificial sound some
electronic effects units are said to
exhibit, but it certainly can be subject
to noise (mechanical vibration - or
electronic from the amps), or to distor
tion (from the loudspeakers and mic).
In fact, the chamber must be heavily
isolated from leakage of external
sounds (some studios used to use a
hallway as their chamber, and more
than one such recording has been
interrupted by a door slamming or
other more clandestine sounds).

Reverb chambers were the original
means by which reverb was added to
recordings or radio broadcasts. They
still exist in a few locations; but a
chamber is expensive to build, espe
cially with today's high priced urban
real estate. Unless the room is built to
exactly the right dimensions, and
finished with just the right materials,
it won't function very well, and it's
difficult to significantly change the
sound once the room is built. Ifyou
want more than one reverb effect, or
have more than one project in the
works simultaneously, you may need
several rooms (some older studios had
three rooms dedicated to reverb, a very
costly proposition). It's also impossible
to take the chamber with you when you
move. Chambers obviously have no
application in portable sound reinforce
ment. For these reasons, the live
chamber has largely been replaced by
all electronic or electromechanical
devices.

ROOM WITH HARD-SURFACED WALLS
(AN ACOUSTICALLY LIVE ROOM)
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CHANNEL INPUTS
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Figure 14-17. General design of an actual reverb chamber



14.2.2 Duct Type Reverbs

Someone figured out that by attach
ing a small loudspeaker to one end of a
common garden hose, and shoving a
microphone in the other end of the
hose, a reverb effect (with some echo)
could be obtained. This rather
straightforward technology found its
way into commercial designs, some of
which used sections of sewer pipe with
larger loudspeakers and mics- same
idea, though. An early unit of this
genre, which may still be found in
some studios, was the Cooper Time
Cube. The cube system included a
rack-mountable chassis with the
driving electronics and mic preamp,
along with a box that contained the
tubing. There were frequency response
limitations to such systems, as well as
limited dynamic range, and a some
what honky characteristic. It was also
difficult to get more than one type of
reverb sound from such a device. Still,
they did work, and they were relatively
compact and portable. (See Figure
14-18).

14.2.3 Spring Type
Reverbs

The concept of a reverb is based on
obtaining reflections of the sound.
Early on, someone figured out that the
sound could be converted to a mechani
cal wave that would accomplish the
same thing. This was first accom
plished by attaching a suitable
transducer (a piezoelectric crystal or a
loudspeaker-like voice coil) to a metal
coil (a spring). The effects send signal
from the mixing console drives the
transducer, which twists the spring,
and the sound then travels up and
down the spring, a tortional wave
reflecting off each anchored end.
Another transducer attached to the
other end of the spring converts these
mechanical reflections back into an
electrical signal, which is fed to the
mixing console's effects return input
(see Figure 14-19, next page).

It became apparent that a single
spring had a very distinct, sometimes
annoying sound quality, so a number of
multiple spring designs were created.
Some of these used three and four
springs in parallel, each with a some
what different wire gauge or diameter

SECTioN 14

Figure 14-18. General design of a duct type reverb
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reverb texture (more random reflec
tions). Some designs use fewer
springs, but change each individual
spring's characteristics over its length
(by altering its coil diameter or the
thickness ofthe wire in the coil).

Some spring type reverbs have
mechanical adjustments that alter the
damping on the spring, while others
have a sliding damper which changes
the spring length. Both of which are
designed to alter the reverb decay
time.

Springs, which may be from 8 to
12 inches or more in length, can be
permanently stretched (or tangled) if
they bounce around too much in
shipping. For this reason, some spring
type reverbs are equipped with a
spring lock, a mechanical catch that
traps the spring and prevents excess
motion. These locks should always be
released before using the reverb.

One of the more objectionable
characteristics of the typical spring
reverb is the tendency for it to produce
a sproing - a metallic glitch - when a
sharp edged transient waveform is

Electrical Signal
to Mechanical

Torque
Transducer

applied. In order to prevent this
problem some spring reverbs include
rise time limiting or a simple compres
sorllimiter circuit. Ifyou are using a
spring and run into this problem, try
turning down the drive level or insert a
compressor in the signal path just
ahead ofthe reverb input.

Spring type reverbs can sound
reasonably good, and are available at
prices ranging from very inexpensive to
somewhat costly, depending on the
design. These units are most widely
used for the reverb effect built into
many guitar amplifiers. Springs,
however, are generally deficient in
transient and high frequency response,
and most are not of sufficient quality
for top notch recording or reinforce
ment work. They are also subject to
mechanical feedback (the sound field
can excite the springs directly), so they
should not be placed too close to a
loudspeaker or on a stage which is
shaking with dancers, etc. Better
quality units tend to have better
mechanical isolation from external
vibration.

Mechanical Torque
to Electrical

Signal
Transducer

Figure 14-19. General design of a spring type reverb
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14.2.4 Plate-Type Reverbs

The plate type reverb utilizes the
same principle as the spring, but
instead of a spring, a metal plate is
suspended (with tension) in a frame.
The metal plate is driven by one or
more voice coil like transducers, which
are fed an amplified signal from the
mixing console's effects send output.
The vibrations produced by the
transducerfs) are reflected back and
forth in the plate, bouncing at the plate
edges. Contact mics or similar
transducers convert the vibrations
back into electrical signals for feed to
the effects return circuit. See Figure
14-20 (next page).

The reverb quality can be altered by
changing the tension on the plate
suspension, and by moving a damper
onto the plate surface. Major changes
are possible if different sized plates are
used, if the plates are made of different
materials, or if transducer types and
locations are changed.

Typical plates measure as much as
3 feet by 5 feet or more, and with the
associated frame the weight can be
several hundred pounds. Such units
are widely used in recording or broad
cast studios, but are impractical for
travel. At least one manufacturer has
developed a compact, more or less
portable plate based on miniaturiza
tion (with a gold foil plate); the cost is
high, but the convenience is there.

DRIVEN VOICE COIL TYPE
TRANSDUCER
(SPEAKER MOTOR)

Plates, too, have their own reverb
characteristic. They tend to do a
better job with transients and high
frequencies than do springs, and they
are somewhat more immune to exter
nal vibration, although banging on the
frame will certainly produce an audible
result. Plate reverbs are usually more
costly than spring reverbs.

14.2.5 Digital
Reverberation

The reverb described thus far has
used mechanical means to generate the
sound reflections. In the mid 1970s,
the first high quality digital reverbera
tors were introduced. They had limited
features compared to today's models,
and cost upwards of $10,000.

Modern computer technology has
made it cost effective to design a
completely electronic reverb (see
Figure 14-21, next page). In the
digital reverb, incoming audio signal is
converted to numerical representations
of that signal by ADCs (Analog-to
Digital Converters). The numbers
represent the voltage and polarity of
the signal, and the speed at which the
numbers change provide frequency
information. Signal level is generally
metered, adjusted, and sometimes
limited while the signal is still analog
(before the ADC). Once the signal is
digitized, it is stored in RAM (random
access memory). It is then read by the
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according to complex algorithms (an
algorithm is simply a block diagram for
a series of operations). These algo
rithms may alter the level of the signal
while re-reading it out of memory at
precise intervals. The frequency
response of the signal may be altered
on subsequent reads, and, depending
on the sophistication of the device, the
delay time (the time before the signal
is read) may be different for different
portions of the signal band. This
frequency-dependent reverb time is
something that occurs in natural
reverberation, too. The digital cir
cuitry may re-combine various versions
of the signal, store that composite
sound image, then process it. This
process is continuous, since incoming
sound must also be incorporated, even
as earlier sounds are decaying. In
short, there's a lot of mathematical
manipulation going on inside the
digital reverb.

numbers) must be increased, which
means more numbers are required to
store the signal for a given length of
time. While memory costs and CPU
(central processing unit - the brain)
costs have come down recently, it still
costs more to obtain a wider bandwidth
in a digital reverb. With the proper
design, 20 kHz bandwidth is relatively
easy to achieve. On the other hand, it
is seldom needed because, in the real
world reverberation usually has
significant roll-off at higher frequen
cies due to the selective attenuation of
air at these frequencies. A reverb with
12 kHz to 15 kHz bandwidth may
sound perfectly natural, especially
when the effect is blended in with the
direct, full bandwidth program.

Nearly every digital audio processor
uses something known as an anti-
aliasing filter. These are low pass
filters comprised of multiple poles,
with very sharp slope rates of from

Figure 14-21. Block diagram of a digital reverb

48 dB to 100 dB per octave, or even
more. They are used to create a brick
wall above which no signal frequencies
can get into the digital processing
circuitry. If these filters were not used,
frequencies higher than one half the
ADC sampling frequency would cause
aliasing, which is a non-linear, very
unnatural sounding distortion whereby
distortion signals are created at lower
and lower frequencies as the input
signal frequency rises higher and
higher above the so called Nyquist
frequency (half the sampling rate).

Digital audio circuitry can represent
the audio signal with different
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The digital representation of the
sound is processed by a DAC (Digital
to-Analog Converter), where it again
becomes an analog audio signal. The
DAC output goes through a low pass
filter (to smooth out any high fre
quency ripple in the converted signal),
and then to a booster amp to drive the
effects return input.

There are trade offs involved.
Digital processing can use up a lot of
computer memory. The wider the
signal bandwidth, the more memory is
used. That's because the sampling rate
(the rate at which the ADC measures
the incoming signal and converts it to
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numbers of bits. The more bits, the
higher the resolution of the number
that represents the waveform, and the
higher the cost (more bits take up more
memory and require more number
crunching by the computer). The most
common values in professional audio
are 14 bit and 16 bit digital words,
although a few units use 18 to 24 bit
resolution internally, then fold back to
16 bits for D-A conversion. With a
given bandwidth, the more bits, the
greater the potential dynamic range
and the lower the distortion at low
signal levels. This last statement must
be qualified because certain error
correction schemes and certain
processing techniques can improve on
14 bit resolution or degrade 16 bit
resolution to the point where there
may be little practical difference
between two given systems. There is no
substitute for listening tests using
actual program signals.

One area where digital reverbs (and
other digital audio equipment) often
run into problems is in the ADCs and
DACs. There are many ways to convert
signals, and doing it with the greatest
accuracy, least noise, and least distor
tion will usually cost more. Another
area where some units differ from
others is in the type and quality of the
anti-aliasing filters. Some filters have
a significant and undesirable phase
shift and level altering effect on the
portion of the signal that is supposed to
be unaltered. Other filters may not be
steep enough, so high level, high
frequency sounds may cause aliasing
distortion. One method of reducing
phase shift on the output side of a
digital reverb (or other digital audio
equipment) is to use a technique
known as oversampling. In this case,
the digital-to-analog converter operates
at a higher frequency than the actual
clock; typically two to four times the
sampling rate. (There are still only a
given number of samples, but each one
is examined multiple times by the
converter.) The resulting output
reconstruction filter can thus be
designed at two to four times the
sampling frequency, and possibly with
a gentler slope rate, which keeps most
of the filter induced phase shift out of
the audio passband.

One of the best aspects of the digital
reverb is that its characteristics can be

altered significantly by simply chang
ing the internal algorithm (selecting a
new program, in essence). A number of
different programs typically are resi
dent in read only memory (ROM), and
some reverbs allow the operator to
alter the programs to custom tailor the
reverb characteristics. All programs
operate in different ways, and one of
the things that differentiates one
model of reverb from the next is just
how well one likes a particular pro
gram. For example, the number of
early reflections, and their relative
level and polarity, can have a lot to do
with the realism and overall sound
quality. Some units provide only one or
a few reflections, others may provide
from 6 to 40 early reflections with
precise control over each. With more
possible settings comes a greater
responsibility to set the system up
properly, which is why preset effects
remain popular. There is a degree of
magic in making a good sounding
reverb.

Some digital reverbs not only enable
the user to alter the program, but also
enable those altered (or edited) pro
grams to be stored in memory for
future use. Many models also allow for
remote control, whereby different
programs can be selected, or the effect
can be turned on and off, via time code
controllers that are based on the
Musical Instrument Digital Interface
(MIDI), a standard time code specified
by the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers (SMPTE), or a
variety of dedicated remote controllers.
Because the technology is much the
same, some digital reverbs also offer
the user other special effects (phasing,
flanging, chorus, echo, gating, and so
forth).

When working with digital reverbs,
it is important to pay close attention to
gain structure. Apply a signal to the
device at the correct nominal level, not
so high as to overdrive the ADC and
not so low as to flirt with the effect's
noise floor.

14.2.6 Tape Delay

Prior to the early 1970s, the only
practical means of delaying an audio
signal was to use recording tape.
Primarily used in recording or broad-
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Advances in digital technology in
the early 1970s made it feasible to
design a practical digital device to
delay an audio signal. This device came
to be known as a digital delay line (or
DDL), probably in honor of the first
signal delay. That first delay was
conceived about a half century ago,
before the advent of tape recording,
and was used for a live radio broadcast.
The audio was sent hundreds of miles
down telephone lines to another city,
then returned via phone lines. The
time it took for the signal to propagate
along those hundreds of miles of wire
constituted the delay time. Digital
technology now made this long line
delay possible without the long line.
Paradoxically, digital delays are now
used to sync audio (by delaying it) with
the video picture on transmissions
where the video must travel thousands
of extra miles to and from an orbiting
satellite, yet the audio gets there faster
by telephone or direct (earthbound)
microwave relay.

The early digital delays cost well
over $1,000, and could provide from 1110

to 1/2 second of delay to a single output.
Longer delays or more output taps (at
different delay times) cost even more.
The bandwidth of these devices was
often limited to 10 or 15 kHz, primarily
due to the then very high cost of the
digital memory. Nonetheless, the
sound quality was generally better
than taped delays, the delay time was
crystal oscillator controlled (for stabil
ity and repeatability), and there was
no regular maintenance required.
These units were used primarily for
delay of sound to remoted speakers
(mid and rear of the house) in large
sound reinforcement systems.

As technology marched on, band
widths increased, the cost came down,
and the digital delay line found new
uses. Units that offer continuously
adjustable delay times, reasonably
wide bandwidths, and a variety of
special effects capability are now
available for a few hundred dollars
(more on this shortly). A thousand
dollars or less will buy 20 kHz band
width units with multiple outputs, and
some of the more sophisticated delay
lines that sell for $2,000 to $3,000
have as many as 8 individually adjust
able outputs with delay times up to
several seconds.

14.2.7 Digital Delay

TO CONSOLE
ECHO RETURN

INPUTf
~~~~OLE
ECHO SEND
OUTPUT

Figure 14-22. A tape delay unit
(Eeerase head, Rerecord head,

Pl·P3= playback heads)

cast studios, tape delay was achieved
by placing a tape recorder in monitor
off the tape mode, feeding the signal to
be delayed to the record head, then
taking the delayed signal from the
playback head. Since the playback
head is located a finite distance after
the record head, the signal delay time
was then a function of the actual
record-to-play head spacing and of how
fast the tape was moving. This tech
nique worked reasonably well, though
it was limited with respect to the
available range of delay and to the
length oftime it could be used before
the reel oftape was exhausted. A
variation on this theme was the
Echoplex, an effects device that used a
continuous loop oftape (whose running
speed could be adjusted), one record
head, and multiple playback heads
(which could be adjusted in spacing).
The Echoplex was certainly more
portable than a studio tape deck, less
costly, and produced the multiple
echoes which performers wanted in the
studio or on stage. The heads had to be
cleaned and degaussed often, tape
tended to wear out, and overall mainte
nance requirements were heavy.

Tape delay techniques were not well
suited to driving remote speaker
systems. Sound quality was poorer
than the direct sound, suffering from
tape hiss, wow, distortion, and fre
quency/phase response errors. The
delay really could not be set to brief
intervals. Also, instability caused the
image to wander).
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How does a digital delay line work?
The input signal (analog audio) is
sampled thousands of times per second
and converted to a string of numbers
that represent the ever changing
voltage value of the signal. The
numbers are digital audio, and they
are created by an ADC (analog-to
digital converter). The exact rate at
which the input signal is sampled
determines the highest frequency
whichcan be processed. The sampling
rate must be a little bit more than
twice the highest audio frequency. The
numbers that represent the audio are
then stored in RAM (random access
memory) registers. A clock (crystal
oscillator) generates strobe or sync
signals that cause the memory in each
register to shift to the next register in
sequence. At some point, the memory
is read by a DAC and the stored
numbers are converted back to a
continuously changing voltage-the
analog audio signal output. The signal
delay involved is dependent on two
things: (1) the number of memory
registers available, and (2) the speed of
the shift clock. In some units the
selection of longer delay times is
available only at reduced bandwidth.
This is because a fixed amount of
memory is available, and the memory
can be used either to store the greater
number of samples required to repre
sent higher frequencies, or to delay a
smaller number of samples for a longer
time.

Many digital delay systems include
a variety of special effects capabilities.
By varying the internal clock fre
quency, the speed at which the signal
is read out can be changed, causing a
shift in pitch. Often a low frequency
oscillator (LFO) circuit is provided to
modulate the clock, which produces a
vibrato-like regular shift in pitch. Usu
ally the LFO frequency (the speed) and
the amount of modulation (the depth)
are variable, and sometimes the LFO
waveform is adjustable as well. Some
units can be set to loop the sound,
where the input is turned on for a set
period of time and the resulting sound
samples are continuously recirculated
in the delay memory. The output
samples this continuously recirculating
sound without destroying it, and the
result is an endless repeat. Footswitch
and MIDI control of these parameters
makes them useful as live performance
tools for the musician or vocalist.
Other effects include chorusing and
flanging, in which very short delays,
that vary somewhat in time are mixed
in with the direct signal to get comb
filter effects. These effects are discus
sed in greater detail in Section 14.4.

FRONT
PANEL

Figure 14-23. Block diagram of a 4.input x 8-output digital delay line
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14.2.8 Analog Delay

An analog delay is an effects device
that is similar to a digital delay in that
it is an all-electronic device that
temporarily stores the audio signal to
create a time delay. The analog delay
differs in the manner by which the
audio signal is stored. Both units
sample the input signal, chopping the
waveform into thousands of equally
timed segments per second. While the
digital delay device converts each
sample to a number, the analog delay
unit converts each sample to an aver
age voltage value. Instead of using an
ADC, numerical (digital) memory
registers, and a DAC, the analog delay
line uses a sample and hold circuit to
convert the continuous input signal to
a string of voltage values, plus a large
number of capacitive storage devices
known as bucket brigade devices
(BBDs). The reason they are called
bucket brigade is that the voltage
stored in one capacitive memory
register (bucket) is poured into the
next register (bucket) in sequence. The
sampled voltage eventually reaches the
output. The voltage is transferred from
one register to another by a strobe
signal, much like the digital delay's

technology, and many of the same
special effects are available in the
typical analog delay line. The analog
delay line is usually limited to a
narrower bandwidth than the digital
delay, and is generally somewhat
noisier than the digital delay, although
individual models must be compared.
Analog delays became popular in the
late 1970s because they were less
expensive to produce than digital
delays. They were, and still are,
primarily intended for use as musical
special effects devices more than for
architectural sound delay.

Some musicians claim that the
analog delay has a warmer or fatter
sound than the digital delay. There are
differences in the processing. We
suspect that the differences today are
as much a function of the specific
design of the analog or digital delay as
of the basic technologies themselves.
In any case, as the cost of digital
components has come down, and
expertise in their application to audio
has increased, digital delays have
pushed the analog delay to a small
corner of the market.
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Figure 14-24. Block diagram of an
analog delay line



14.~ COMPRESSORS &
LiMiTERS

SECTiON 14

14.3.1 General Discussion

Compressors and limiters are signal
processors that reduce the dynamic
range of the signal. The limiter is
designed to prevent signals from
exceeding a given (usually adjustable)
threshold level. Sometimes the limiter
is a brick wall, preventing any further
rise in input level from resulting in any
rise in output level above the set
threshold. Sometimes the effect is to
allow only a small (non-linear) rise in
output level for further increases in
input level above the set threshold.
This action, because it eliminates the
peaks in signal level in a program, is
known as leveling, and some limiters
are also known as audio leveling
amplifiers.

The ratio of the change in output
level (in dB) to the change in input
level is known as the compression
ratio. Most limiters will have a com
pression ratio of from 8:1 to 20:1 or
even higher. If a unit is set to 8:1
compression then an increase in input
level of 8 dB (assuming the input is
above the set threshold value) will

result in a 1 dB increase in the output
level. A few units offer infinite com
pression, where no amount of increase
in input level (above threshold) will
cause an increase in output level.
Because the transfer characteristic
(the slope of the plot of change in
output to input level) changes at the
threshold, the threshold is also known
as the rotation point.

Limiters are generally used to
process only the program peaks, which
is why they are also known as peak
limitere. In broadcast, such units
prevent overmodulation of the trans
mitted signal. In sound reinforcement,
they can be used to protect loudspeak
ers from mechanical destruction in the
event of a dropped microphone (by
limiting the peak level that will be fed
to the amps and speakers). In record
cutting, they prevent excess cutting
stylus excursion, which would other
wise cause kissing of adjacent grooves
and subsequent skipping when the
pressed record is played back.

If the threshold is reduced so that
most or all of the program is subject to
compression, then the device functions
as a compressor. Compressors gener
ally use lower compression ratios than
limiters. Typically 1.5:1 to 4:1. Com-

INPUT LEVEL (dBm)

Figure 14-25. Compression and limiting Characteristics
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pression has a number of uses. In tape
recording, broadcast, or sound rein
forcement, compression is sometimes
used to squeeze the dynamic range of a
program to suit the storage or repro
duction medium. If the noise floor to
saturation point of the tape represents
a 50 dB dynamic range, and the live
program has a 100 dB dynamic range
(noise floor to peak level), then 2:1
compression enables that program to
fit on the tape. In any situation where
the ambient noise level is high, yet the
maximum sound level that can be
reproduced is limited (i.e., industrial or
commercial paging systems), compres
sion can be used to squeeze the pro
gram into a very small dynamic range,
and that range can be reproduced just
below the maximum output capability
of the sound system. Take the paging
system in a stadium, for example.
Let's say the ambient noise level
during an event regularly exceeds
95 dB SPL (during cheers, applause,
etc.) yet the maximum sound level the
reinforcement system can deliver to
the middle of the audience is 110 dB
SPL (15 dB of effective dynamic range).
The trained announcer's speaking voice
may have a dynamic range of 30 dB
(untrained voices vary more). By
applying 2:1 compression to the voice,
the entire program is squeezed down to
15 dB, which is then capable of being
reproduced by the sound system at
levels the audience can hear. (This is a
somewhat oversimplified explanation,
since coherent program such as voice
can often be discerned below the level
of random noise.)

Because the circuitry is almost
identical, the real distinction between
a compressor and a limiter is how the
device is used. Many such devices are
designed to perform both functions.
They have a wide range of adjustable
threshold and compression ratio values
(and sometimes attack/ decay charac
teristics), and are therefore known as
compressor / limiters. (Additional
discussion of the need for such devices
may be found in Section 4.3.)

14.3.2 How Compressor/
Limiters Work

There is generally a voltage con
trolled amplifier (VCA) whose gain can
be varied by an applied voltage. A
detector (or side chain) circuit is
provided that contains the threshold
and any attack/decay time adjust
ments, and that samples the input
signal to create a control signal. The
control signal is then applied to the
VCA. There are typically input and
output level controls as well, and there
may be a meter circuit that can be
switched to indicate the input level,
output level and/or the amount of gain
reduction at any instant.

One of the major factors that distin
guishes one compressor/limiter from
another is the method by which it
detects the input signal level. Some
units, particularly limiters for broad
cast or record cutting, operate based on
the instantaneous peak input signal
level. Other units operate based on the
average signal level. Still others detect
the root mean square (rms) signal
level. What is the difference? Peak
level detection, particularly with a high
compression ratio, can be used to
absolutely prevent any output signal
from exceeding a set value for even a
fraction of a second. It will also duck
the output level in the presence of a
momentary peak, which in some cases
is more of a problem than preventing
the peak from reaching the output.
Averaging and rms detection may
allow a fraction of a cycle to several
cycles of higher level audio to get
through before the compression clamps
down the level. This will result in a
more natural sound, particularly when
the threshold is set to apply moderate
compression to a large percentage (or
all) of the program.

Averaging the signal level is done by
a relatively simple circuit. However,
the numeric average of the signal
voltage does not happen to correspond
as closely to the way our ears perceive
relative loudness as does rms detec
tion. rms detection is trickier to
achieve. With a pure sine wave signal,
the rms value ofthe signal is 1.414
times the peak level, but with a com
plex audio signal the RMS value is not
as easily derived. Fortunately, there
are some clever engineers around who
realized that light output of a lamp or
an LED excited by an AC signal
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corresponds to the rms value of that
signal. A light source (an LED) that is
excited by the sampled input signal
may be used to excite a light dependent
resistor (LDR), which modulates the
control voltage for the VeA. There are
other, even more complex rms detec
tors in use which do not rely on LED/
LDR technology.

The speed at which the gain is
reduced in response to an increase in
input signal level is defined either as
the attack time (in milliseconds) or the
attack rate (in dB per second). The
term depends on the nature ofthe
circuitry and how the manufacturer
treats this parameter. The speed at
which the gain is restored to the
original value after the input stimulus
is removed is known as the release time
or release rate.

The detector, or side chain, circuit
on some compressor/limiters is brought
to a pair of input/output connectors.
This permits signal processors to be
used in the side chain. If you want
more compression in response to high
frequency signals, you insert an
equalizer in the chain with the high
frequencies boosted. This setup is often
used for de-essing, whereby vocal
sibilance is removed by differential
compression. If low frequency EQ cut
is used, the compressor allows drum

sounds to get through more or less
unaltered, yet may clamp down on a
relatively less powerful (but more
threatening to tweeters) high synthe
sizer note. If a brief signal delay is
inserted in the main signal path, and
the side chain input is fed from a point
ahead of the delay, a zero attack time
can be achieved or even an unusual
precompression effect where the
compression is heard before the signal
that causes it (this resembles the
sound of a tape recording played
backwards).

14.3.3 Setup Adjustments

There is no one attack or release
value that is optimum for all situ
ations. Too rapid an attack causes
unnatural program level fluctuations,
and considerable distortion of low
frequency signals as the compressor
tries to ride the waveform. Too slow an
attack allows the output to exceed
whatever level has been chosen as the
desired maximum before the compres
sor/limiter acts. Too fast a release
results in pumping or breathing as the
gain changes rapidly, and too slow a
release causes quieter portions of the
program to be lost while the gain is

Figure 14-26. Block diagram of a compressor/Iimiter
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still reduced in response to the no
longer loud input stimulus. Manufac
turers either provide for attack/release
time values that automatically change
in response to the input signal, or for
manually adjustable attack and release
times (or rates). While some people
insist on manual adjustments, misad
justment causes major problems in the
sound. Some models have both auto
matic and manual modes. Ifyou decide
to manually adjust these parameters,
follow the suggestions provided by the
manufacturer of the device. In the
absence ofthat, here are a few hints:

With a given input signal, adjust the
input level control (if any) so the input
is well above the noise floor, but does
not clip the input stage. Then set the
threshold to whatever rotation point,
and set the compression to whatever
ratio, may be appropriate for the
situation. For speaker protection, as
an example, the threshold should be
set to a point that prevents the power
amplifiers from delivering whatever
power level is established as the
mechanical limit for the speakers.
Suppose a loudspeaker is rated at
100 watts continuous and 200 watts
peak, and the power amplifier is rated
at 200 watts output to that speaker's
rated load impedance (given a +4 dEu
input). Let's also suppose that the
power amp's input attenuator is turned
down 10 dB. (For simplicity, we'll
assume that the compressor's input
and output level controls are adjusted
for unity gain through the device when
there is no compression.) In this case, a
+14 dBu signal applied to the amp
causes it to deliver 200 watts to the
speakers. The threshold and compres
sion ratio of the compressorllimiter
must therefore be set to avoid exceed
ing +14 dBu. If you want to preserve as
much as possible of the natural pro
gram dynamics, set the threshold to
+10 dBu. Our criteria require that any
input signal, no matter how loud, not
cause the output to increase more than
4 dB beyond that value. We assume
that due to the capabilities of the
equipment feeding the compressor/
limiter, no input signal will exceed
+26 dBu. We subtract +10 from +26
and see that a 16 dB dynamic range
must be compressed to 4 dB, and
simple math shows us that a 4:1
compression ratio do the job. Had we

set the threshold at +13 dBu, we would
have had to restrict the remaining
13 dB of possible input signal increase
to a mere 1 dB of output signal in
crease (a 13:1 compression ratio). This
would be OK., but very high compres
sion ratios sound less natural since the
effect comes in all at once. This is OK if
you plan to watch the input levels
carefully to avoid the above-threshold
region and the limiting is really just
brick wall protection.

With typical program material
applied, listen to the output (and
evaluate it with a meter or oscillo
scope) as you adjust the attack. If
you're using the system for limiting to
protect loudspeakers, prevent overcut
ting, etc, use the fastest time or rate
you can without audible distortion. If
you're using the system for compres
sion (to level vocals or to increase the
sustain of an electric guitar), use the
slowest attack you can, consistent with
reasonable output level control. By
providing greater apparent dynamic
range, this avoids ruining the punch.

Set the decay time slow enough that
you don't hear excessive pumping or
breathing, yet fast enough that the
program is not ducked unnecessarily
after a loud passage.



14.4 Nolsr GATES &
EXpANdERS

14.4.1 General
A noise gate is a signal processor

that turns off or significantly attenu
ates the audio signal passing through
it when the signal level falls below a
user adjustable threshold, as illus
trated by Figure14-27 on the next
page. The idea is that the desired
program will pass through unaltered,
but low-level hiss and noise (or leakage
from other sound sources) will not be
heard when the primary program is
not present (presumably when the
level is below the set threshold).

Those noise gates that literally shut
off the signal flow when the program is
below the threshold level will tend to
have an audible effect as they cut in
and out. The sudden change in back
ground noise level may be disturbing.
This is why some noise gates are
designed to merely reduce the signal
level by a finite amount (to lower the
gain) when the level falls. below the
threshold. The effect is to reduce noise
but not to have a drastic, sudden '
change. To further avoid the audible

modulation of background noise these. 'umts may have automatic or adjust-
able time constants where after the
level drops below the threshold, it
takes so many milliseconds for the gain
to be reduced.

The circuit that reduces the gain is
an expander, although it is not known
as such in this case. What is happen
ing is that the noise floor of the pro
gram is being reduced, and hence the
dynamic range of the program is being
expanded.

When the expansion circuit works
only below a set threshold, we call the
device a noise gate. There are also
signal processors that expand the
entire program. In this case, the
threshold is set to be any convenient
zero point, typically at the nominal
program level. Any signals falling
below that threshold are expanded
downward in level so they become even
quieter than they already are, and
signals above the threshold are ex
panded upward in level. The net result
is a program with greater dynamic
range. In this case, the device is called
an expander. (See Figure 14-28 on the
next page).
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Figure 14-27. The action of a noise gate
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14.4.2 Noise Gate
Applications

Noise gates are useful for automati
cally muting temporarily unused mics
in a recording or sound reinforcement
system. The number of open mics
reduces the available gain before
feedback in a reinforcement system,
and generally adds to the background
noise in "a recording. Particularly in
complex, multichannel setups, the use
of a noise gate can improve the sound
without ine:eciSiIllfthe workload for
the mixing engineer. Using a noise
gate on the overall mixed program is of
little value. It is difficult to find truly
silent passages in a mixed program, so
the gate might be cutting out quieter
portions of desired audio signal. In
order to be effective, with minimum
audible side effects, each subgroup, or
perhaps nearly each input to the
mixing console, should be processed by
its own noise gate. A noise gate is
useful, too, in reducing the effects of
crosstalk onto other circuits within a
console. One noise gate per channel is
very costly, and there are some input
sources that just don't need a gate (i.e.,
a quiet, direct-input digital electronic
keyboard), so these factors must be
evaluated in setting up a system.

Noise gates can do more than simply
quieting a noisy guitar, keyboard or
vocal mic input when the instrument
or singer is momentarily silent. They
can actually tighten up a performance.
Take the drummer as an example. It
may be that the snare overshoots or
resonates a bit too much, or that it is
simply played a bit off-time with
respect to the kick drum. In this case,
the kick drum can be used to synchro
nize the snare. See Figure 14-29 (next
page).

Nearly all units have a separate
trigger or gate input, which is normally
wired (internally) to derive signal from
the main audio input to the gate unless
a switch (or switched jack) causes the
trigger signal to be derived externally.
With the kick drum connected to the
trigger input of the snare drum's noise
gate, the downward expansion thresh
old is no longer triggered by the audio
signal flowing through the gate's main
program path, but by the kick drum.
The trigger signal can be tapped from a
direct output on the console's kick
drum input strip. When the kick drum
is played, its level opens up the noise
gate on the channel that processes the
snare, and when the kick sound abates,
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Figure 14-28. The action of an expander
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14.4.3 Expander
Applications

SECTiON 14

the snare input is shut off automati
cally so that the snare is forced into
synchronization with the kick. The
hold time (the period during which the
noise gate remains open after the
trigger signal drops below threshold)
can be adjusted for as much snare
overhang as desired.

Expanders are a component in most
tape noise reduction systems. They do
the decoding of the encoded (com
pressed) audio tape, simultaneously
restoring the original dynamic range of
the program and pushing down any
added tape hiss or noise below the
inherent program noise floor.

Expanders are also available as
separately packaged signal processors.
Consider the playback of an ordinary
tape recording or record, or reception of
a radio broadcast, any of which may
have been compressed somewhat for
better storage or transmission. This
compression reduces the dynamic
range, which takes out some of the

KICK
DRUM

SNARE
DRUM(s)

r·····w ~ ···········~;~;~~·~~~········~··'""·····I
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LEVEL
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I

I
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SOURCE

INT

EXT

INPUT
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AUDIO
INPUT

EXTERNAL
TRIGGER
(GATE INPUT)

Note: Most of the time the internal trigger mode is set, and individual noise
gates are used on each drum mic in order to suppress leakage from adjacent
drums, and get a tighter drum mix. This setup is a specific case chosen to
illustrate why and how external triggering may be used.

Figure 14-29. Using a noise gate to tighten a snare drum
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punch in the program and makes the
program less exciting -less natural
sounding. In this case the expander
restores some of the lost dynamic
range. Unless severe compression was
used, expansion ratios should be
restricted to no higher than 1:1.4 if a
natural sound is to be preserved. The
problem with using too much expan
sion is that unless it is the exact
inverse of the compression applied to
the program it will cause unnatural
surges in level. Expansion works best
with a program that already has a
reasonably wide dynamic range. Ifyou
take a severely compressed radio
broadcast, for instance, with 6 dB
dynamic range (yes, they do exist),
even a high 1:2 expansion ratio will
still give you a mere 6 dB increase (to
12 dB dynamic range... not very
impressive). Process a modest 50 dB
dynamic range program with 1:1.4
expansion, and the resulting 20 dB
increase (to 70 dB dynamic range) may
exceed the capability of many sound
systems!

Expansion can restore (or create) the
missing punch of a complete program
mix or an individual signal in that mix.
Depending on where the threshold is
set, and how the unit is adjusted, the
expander can also serve as a sort of
single ended noise reduction process to
quiet down a recording, broadcast or
instrument signal that has too much
hiss. Expansion can also be used to
reduce residual crosstalk from adjacent
tracks on a tape, channels on a mixer,
or acoustic leakage of a nearby sound
into a given mic.

Be sure to use an expander for these
functions. Don't use the decoding
circuit of a tape noise reduction sys
tem. Noise reduction decoders typi
cally use some sort of frequency
weighting, which produces erratic and
unnatural expansion of a program that
has not been processed with comple
mentary, frequency weighted compres
sion.

14.5 FLANGERS ANd
PHASERS

14.5.1 Flanging

Originally, flanging was achieved
using reel-to-reel tape recorders. Two
tape recorders would record and play
back the same program, in synchroni
zation. By alternately slowing down
one machine, then the other, different
phase cancellations occurred. The
slowing down was achieved by using
hand pressure against the flanges of
the tape supply reels, hence the term
reel {longing, or simply flanging.

The result of this alternate slowing
down of one machine, then the other,
with both outputs electrically mixed,
was a series of changing interactions
between the two outputs. There would
be reinforcement (addition) and then
cancellation (subtraction), which gave
the effect of a sweeping comb filter.
The sound can be described as swish
ing or tunneling.

Using a pair of hand tended tape
machines is hardly convenient, nor
does it produce easily repeatable
effects. For this reason, electronic
circuitry was devised to automatically
create the same kind of effect. If a
given signal is delayed, then mixed
back with the original signal, the
result is cancellation at a frequency
whose period is twice the delay time.
This cancellation also occurs at odd
harmonics of the signal frequency. The
depth of cancellation (or reinforcement)
depends on the level balance between
the direct and delayed sound. An equal
balance produces maximum effect. A
sweeping flange is created by continu
ously varying the time delay, typically
with a low frequency oscillator (LFO)
to modulate the delay clock. This
causes the nulls (notches in response)
to sweep across the program band
width, alternately boosting and cutting
different frequencies in relationship to
one another.

Ifthe polarity of one signal (delayed
or direct) is inverted with respect to
the other, the result is called a nega
tive flange. If the unit provides for
some feedback of output to input, then
a more exaggerated effect will occur.

Ifyou haven't already guessed,
flanging relies upon delay, and that



means it is often available in effects
oriented digital (or analog) delay lines,
as well as in some digital reverbs.
Some flangers are specially packaged
for guitar use. The entire effects device
sits on the floor, has an on-off
footswitch, perhaps has a foot operated
pedal for player controlled sweeping
instead of LFO generated sweeping,
and has input and output connections
optimized for guitar use.

The highest quality flanging can
only be achieved with two channels of
delay. This is because complete
cancellation is not possible when the
delayed and direct signal are always
offset in time. With two delayed
signals, there is no direct signal, but
both channels are always delayed by a
basic value (whatever that might be),
and then the two channels sweep up
and down in delay time opposite to
each other, with the two delayed
outputs being mixed to produce the
effect. This affords an opportunity for
greater depth of effect. It is also a
much more costly way to go, so this
approach is seldom implemented.
(Incidentally, you won't hear a good
flange unless the two signals are mixed
together electrically. Using a stereo
speaker system with each channel fed
by a different delayed signal will not
yield a flange.)

14.5.2 Phasing

Flanging and phasing have a some
what similar sound, but are achieved
in a very different way. Aphaser or
phase shifter is a device that contains
one (or more) deep, high Q filters.
(High Q means the filter has a very
narrow bandwidth). A signal is split,
with some of it going to the filter
circuit, and some bypassing the filter.
A lot of phase shift is created at fre
quencies on either side of the filter
notch. By sweeping that notch up and
down the frequency spectrum, and
mixing the resulting signal back with
the direct signal, a series of ever
changing phase cancellations results.

Changing the relative balance of
direct and filtered sound also changes
the nature of the effect. In some cases
it is possible to reverse the polarity of
one of the two component signals to

produce additional, unusual effects.
Phasing is popular for guitars,

keyboards and vocals.
Because this effect relies upon a

swept filter, rather than a swept delay,
true phasing is seldom included in a
digital delay or reverb system.

14.5.3 What To look For

With any special effects processors,
but particularly with flangers and
phasers, it is important to obtain the
right unit for the job. Devices meant
for direct connection to a guitar may be
too noisy, and may operate at the
wrong levels for insertion in the signal
processing send/receive loops of a
mixing console. Conversely, a device
is made for use with a mixing console
may overload an electric guitar pickup,
impairing the frequency response and
degrading signal-to-noise ratios. Also,
it may not have adequate gain, further
increasing the noise.

Some of the differences between
units relate to the available control of
the effect - how deep it can be, how
wide it can sweep, whether there are
manual and automatic settings, remote
control capability etc. These differ
ences can be explored by looking at the
front and rear panels. Some of the
more important differences relate to
the actual performance, which can only
be determined with listening tests
using program material that is the
same or very close to that with which
the device will be used. Sometimes it
seems that an effect which sounds good
with a guitar sounds awful with a
piano, or what sounds good with a
voice is inaudible with a guitar, and so
forth. You may be able to make a
correction with the available controls,
but sometimes a given unit simply
works better than another for a par
ticular application.
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14.6 ExciTERS

In 1975, a company called Aphex
introduced the first Aural Exciter.
This unit changed the signal in such a
way that, when part of the Exciter
processed signal was mixed back in
with the direct program, the apparent
punch and intelligibility ofthe pro
gram was enhanced. This was
achieved without changing the pro
gram frequency balance or gain appre
ciably. The exciter became popular for
increasing apparent loudness of the
overall program or of individual parts,
especially in record cutting (where the
benefit of more apparent level could be
enjoyed without reducing the available
recording time), in live sound reinforce
ment (where feedback and headroom
were not sacrificed, as they would be
with simple graphic or parametric EQ
boost) or in broadcast (where greater
penetration can be obtained without
overmodulation).

While early units were only avail
able for rent, later versions were sold,
and later the circuit was implemented
on integrated circuit chips and built in
to other manufacturers' equipment
(today the circuit is being used in
special commercial intercom and
telephone equipment). Other compa
nies have emulated the function of
Aphex's invention, although they use
somewhat different approaches to the
actual signal processing.

The Aphex Exciter works by split
ting the input signal. Part of it goes
directly to the output, and the other
part goes through a high pass filter
network and a harmonic generator,
after which that processed signal is
mixed back in with the direct signal at
the output. This processing generates
frequency dependent and amplitude
dependent harmonics. Newer circuitry
has increased the sensitivity to ampli
tude changes so that the system
steepens a wavefront for a sharper
apparent attack. This is done primar
ily with even harmonics so that the
positive-going peak is accentuated.
Interestingly, the psychoacoustic effect
is much greater than any single
specification, measured with conven
tional instrumentation, would indicate.

The key to proper use of any exciter
is to use it in moderation. Only a small
percentage of processed signal should

be mixed back into the direct program
feed.

A number of other companies have
introduced processors that are sup
posed to perform similar signal ma
nipulation, although Aphex claims to
own the term "Aural Exciter", and
reserves the rights to their specific
process.
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A given cable probably costs less
than any other component in a sound
system (unless it is a multi channel
snake, which is pretty costly). Still,
there may be hundreds of cables in a
single system, so the cost can add up to
a sizable figure. Hum, crackles, lost
signal due to open circuits, or failed
outputs due to shorted circuits can all
be caused by a cable. Ifyou think about
it, regardless of how high the quality of
your mics, mixing console, amplifiers
and loudspeakers may be, the entire
system can be degraded or silenced by
a bad cable. You should never try to
save money by cutting corners with
cable. A system's worth of good cable is
expensive.

High price alone does not guarantee
a good product. There are major
differences between similar looking
cables. All wire is not the same, nor are
all look alike connectors made the
same way. Even if the overall diame
ter, wire gauge, and general construc
tion are similar, two cables may have
significantly different electrical and
physical properties such as resistance,
capacitance between conductors,
inductance between conductors, overall
flexibility, shielding density, durabil
ity, ability to withstand crushing or
sharp bends, tensile strength, jacket
friction (or lack thereof for use in
conduits), and so forth. Almost all
audio cables in a sound reinforcement
system should utilize stranded conduc
tors, yet many same-gauge wires use a
different number of strands. More
strands usually yield better flexibility
and less chance of metal fatigue failure
or failure after an inadvertent nick in
the cable. Even the wire itself makes a
difference. Pure copper is an excellent
conductor, but lacks tensile strength.
Copper/bronze inner conductors are
strong yet adequately flexible. Alumi
num is strong and lightweight, but has
too much resistance for practical use in
audio circuits.

Connectors may be well made, with
low contact resistance (and low ten
dency to develop resistance over time),
or perhaps not. They may be well
secured to the cable, with thoroughly
soldered shields and inner conductors
and good strain relief, or they may be
carelessly put together.

There is also the question of which
type of cable to use: single or dual
conductor shielded type? Cable with
braided, wrapped or foil shields - or
cable with no shield at all? Separate,
loosely bundled cables for each chan
nel, or a multicore snake with many
channels sharing the same outer
jacket?

The following paragraphs shed some
light on the function and construction
of various cables and connectors.
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The noise current flows along the chassis,
through the ground wire of the AC cord,
and ultimately is shunted to earth.

Figure 15-1. How shielding shunts
electrostatic noise

phonic. This is a major problem with
phantom power in mic cables, although
it can happen in any cable, and you
definitely don't want this internally
generated noise to occur in any sound
system. The best way to avoid electro
static noise and microphonic noise is to
use cables with stable dielectric (insu
lating) material that won't let the
center conductors migrate relative to
the shield, and with a tightly braided
shield that is well-trapped by the outer
jacket so the shield itself does not open
up as the cable is flexed. A rubber
outer jacket is often favored for mic
and instrument cables because it has a

connections to the sound system.
Cables with wrapped (or swerved)
shields may offer greater flexibility
than similar braided shield cables, but
the wrap will tend to open up with
flexing, which not only degrades
shielding density, but can also cause
microphonic noise, as described below.
Electrostatic charges may be caused by
sparks at the armatures of motors or
generators, by gas discharge lighting
(neon or fluorescent), and other
sources. These charges can capaci
tively couple into a cable. If the inter
conductor capacitance changes within
a section of the cable itself, noise will
also be induced. When you flex a cable
and you hear it, there are two possible
causes: either some wire strands are
broken and are intermittently touch
ing, or the capacitance between inner
conductors (or shield and inner conduc
tors) is changing. If the capacitance
changes, the cable is said to be micro-

..:::::::·!:i
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~
~. Electrostatic noise is blocked from reaching the
:: inner conductor(s) by the shield, and instead

CltL flows around the shield and through the\Jfr- drain wire to the chassis.
s

Electrostatic Noise

the shield also acts
as a return path for
the signal.

Higher frequency
noise, including the
very steep wave
fronts generated by
sparking, has
shorter wave
lengths and is
therefore more of a
problem for loosely
braided or wrapped
cable shields. (The shorter the wave
length, the easier it is for the noise to
penetrate even minute spaces in the
shielding.) The best shielding you can
use in fixed (permanent) installations
or within a rack or piece of equipment
is a foil shield. Metal foil provides
nearly 100% shielding effectiveness
(known as shielding density), but such
cables (i.e., Belden 8451 or Canare
L-2B2AT) are not particularly strong
or flexible, and the shielding will
deteriorate ifthey are flexed very
much. This is why cable with braided
or wrapped wire shielding is more
commonly used for mic and instrument

BALANCED SHIELDED CABLE
(3-conductor)

Shielding for mic and line level
cables is essential in most applications.
Mic and line signals are relatively low
in level, and will be amplified. Any
noise entering the cable will be ampli
fied along with the desired signal. The
purpose of shielding is to exclude
electrostatic fields- to intercept these
spurious charges and drain them to
ground so they do not get into the
inner, signal carrying conductor(s) of
the cable. In the case of an unbalanced
cable with a single center conductor,

15.2 Ivprs OF CAbLES,
TI-tEiR CONSTRUCTioN,
ANd USE

15.2.1 Electrostatic and
Electromagnetic Shielding



CAbliNG 15.2.2 Cable Self
Capacitance

where f is the -3 dB point of the filter,
o

1t is 3.1416, R is the resistance ofthe

* Dielectric constant describes the electrical
insulating properties of a material
(whether cable insulation or ordinary air).

While shielding is beneficial to the
extent it excludes electrostatic noise, it
can have a negative impact on a cable.
It increases the overall distributed
capacitance between signal-carrying
conductors. Because a cable has finite
resistance as well, the combination of
capacitance plus resistance constitute
a low pass filter. For a given wire
gauge, the longer the cable and/or the
greater the capacitance per foot, the
lower the cutoff frequency of the filter.
In practical terms, if you're using more
than 100 feet of mic cable, you need to
use cable with the lowest practical
capacitance per foot. Be aware that on
dual conductor shielded cables, there
are two capacitance specs to examine:
capacitance between center conductors,
and capacitance between a center
conductor and the shield. Cables with
larger diameters inside the shield (we
don't care about jacket thickness) tend
to have lower capacitance due to
greater spacing between conductors.
There are, however, major variations
in similar looking cables due to the
tightness of the twist between center
conductors, the dielectric constant* of
the insulation, and other factors. You
can go through complex calculations to
figure out what effect a given cable
might have on the high end frequency
response of the system, but the bottom
line is that the wrong cable may indeed
affect the transient or overall high
frequency response of the system.
Output source impedance and input
termination impedance must be
considered when figuring out the
actual high frequency losses. With
older equipment, changing from a low
impedance (600 ohm) termination to a
high impedance (15 kohm) termination
could cut in half the filter cutoff
frequency, resulting in considerably
more signal loss. Today, this is not as
likely to occur. The equation for filter
cutoff frequency is as follows:
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good feel and is flexible over a wide
temperature range, but good quality
vinyl has become popular, too. Vinyl
pulls through a conduit better than
rubber. In fact, there are special
plenum cables that don't necessarily
need conduit. These are jacketed with
tough, slippery fluoropolymer resin
compounds such as Pennwalt
KYNARi!'l, Allied HALARi!'l, or DuPont
TEFLONi!'l, which can withstand tem
peratures of 125, 150, and 200 degrees
centigrade, respectively. Jackets
optimized for plenum or conduit
installation tend to have inadequate
flexibility for most other uses.

Braided Shield

_~fl(tflt~:~~:::~m:?-;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;

Wrapped or Swerved Shield

_'](II;;'::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::

Foil Shield

--=:=;~::::::::::<::::::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Figure 15-2. Different types of
cable shielding

We stated that cable shielding is
primarily for electrostatic noise, and
this is true. But there is another type
of noise. Electromagnetic noise may be
generated by the coils in electric
motors, ballast in fluorescent lighting,
the coils in large rheostat type lighting
dimmers, or the chopping of AC cur
rent by silicon controlled rectifier
(SCR) dimmers. Such noise enters
cable by means of inductive coupling.
Normal cable shielding does not
exclude electromagnetic fields (unless
the shield is heavy iron or steel con
duit). Magnetic fields are cancelled
only by a balanced line, with twisted
center conductors, and by sheer physi
cal distance from the source.

Ground Loops are also a contribut
ing factor in cable noise, but in this
case the noise is being induced by
currents flowing through the shield,
and it matters not how dense the
shield is or how tightly the center
conductors are twisted. Only proper
grounding will cure the problem.

f =o

1

(21t RC)



Figure 15-3. Cable resistance &
capacitance create a

low pass filter.

cable (in Ohms) and C is the capaci
tance of the cable (in Farads).

AB you can see, higher capacitance
or resistance causes the cutofffre
quency of this 6 dB per octave low pass
filter to slide lower and lower.

Cables used within equipment are
generally shorter, and may have
smaller diameters. The small diameter
allows the cable to bend around short
radii inside a chassis. Wire gauge of
NQ 24 and NQ 26 American wire gauge
(AWG) are aKin these applications
because over these relatively short
distances, overall resistance remains
low. The larger insulation diameters
required to reduce the capacitance per
foot of cable are also less of a factor
when relatively few feet of cable are
involved. When such cables are
misused to cover long cable runs, their
extra capacitance and higher resis
tance will cause very noticeable degra
dation of system performance.

---SOURCE!
IMPEDANCEi

i
i

DISTRIBUTED
CABLE

RESISTANCE

/ \
DISTRIBUTED

CABLE
CAPACITANCE

LOAD
IMPEDANCE

15.2.3 Single and Dual
Conductor Shielded Cables

Single conductor shielded cables are
intended for use in unbalanced circuits
They will unbalance balanced circuits.
Dual conductor shielded cables are
primarily used for balanced circuits,
although they may be used to good
advantage where a balanced output is
driving an unbalanced input. With
unbalanced outputs driving
unbalanced inputs, avoid using dual
conductor shielded cables because they
can exhibit twice the specified
capacitance in such a hookup, and this
may cause a significant loss of high
frequency and transient information.
There are a few cables that utilize four
center conductors, connected in pairs,
to perform essentially the same
function as a dual-conductor cable, but
with greater immunity to electro
magnetic noise. The principle of noise
rejection by balanced circuits is covered
in Section 11.6 ofthis handbook.

Some single conductor shielded
cables appear to be similar to the
coaxial cable used for TV and radio
signals (i.e., RG-58, or RG-59), but
there is a major difference. Coaxial
cable for RF use generally has solid
center conductors (or only a few
strands of heavier wire), and the cable
capacitance differs significantly from
that of audio cable.The coax also tends
to be less flexible. In other words, don't
use RF cable for audio signals.

In dual-conductor cables, the inner
pair of conductors is usually color
coded either black and red or black and
white. Ifblack and red, by convention,
the red wire should be the hot or high
side ofthe pair. If black and white, the
situation is not always clear. Many
people prefer to make the white the hot
side, but in AC wiring the black is hot,
so you may find the black side of the
audio cable wired this way, too. It
really makes no difference at all, so
long as the cable is wired with consis
tent polarity between the connectors at
both ends. (Refer to Figures 15-4 (a)
and 15-4 (b) for specific wiring details
with various cable and connector types
with different combinations of bal
anced and unbalanced terminations.)

SECTiON 1~
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FROM UNBALANCED
OUTPUT

SINGLE CONDUCTOR CABLES TO UNBALANCED
INPUT

S T

"-:.:

S T

FROM UNBALANCED
OUTPUT

DUAL CONDUCTOR CABLES TO UNBALANCED
INPUT

S T

FROM UNBALANCED
OUTPUT

DUAL CONDUCTOR CABLES TO BALANCED
INPUT

R

~
2

~=~=·\=i~3
1

2 2

3.~4I~ ._.ii~liill~3
For mic cables, connect the shield to Pin 1 at both ends of the cable.
For line-level signal cables, cut the shield here as illustrated.

Figure 15-4 (a). Single and dual conductor cables
for use with unbalanced sources
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TO BALANCED XFMR
OR DIFFERENTIAL INPUT

DUAL CONDUCTOR CABLESFROM BALANCED XFMR
OR DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT

R R•••••.~
2

T R S

3

2

3~illl\llili\i\
1

FROM BALANCED
DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT

DUAL CONDUCTOR CABLES TO UNBALANCED
INPUT

T R S

2

3~li!\!!!il!lili:II"--

S T

FROM BALANCED OR
FLOATING XFMR OUTPUT

R
.. T

T R S

2

DUAL CONDUCTOR CABLES TO UNBALANCED
INPUT

S T

3

S T

FROM BALANCED (TO GROUND)
OUTPUT

SINGLE CONDUCTOR CABLE TO UNBALANCED
INPUT

~.----.•.-.~
Figure 15-4 (b). Single and dual conductor cables

for use with transformer or differentially balanced sources

NOTE: There are significant differ
ences in the way various balanced
outputs are designed. When a balanced
output is driving an unbalanced input,
it is best to use a dual-conductor
shielded cable, connecting the shield at
both ends, and allowing the low side of
the cable to join the shield at the
unbalanced input end of the cable. This
provides most of the hum protection of

a fully balanced line. In some cases,
notably with a balanced to ground
output, it is best to use a single conduc
tor shielded cable, as illustrated above.
In other cases, such as in equipment
racks where jacks are grounded
through the rack frame, it may prove
necessary to cut the shield at the output
end of the cable. Unfortunately, there is
no one right way to make a cable for all
installations.
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CAbLiNG 15.2.4 Strain Relief

One important aspect of cable
construction is the ability of the cable
to withstand pulling strain. Cables
such as telephone cable are made to be
suspended and have high-strength
steel-strand wire included in the jacket
- not for electrical conduction, but
strictly for handling the pulling strain
so the softer copper wire is not pulled
apart. The cables used for micro
phones and electric instruments must
be reasonably flexible, and light in
weight, so steel strands are seldom
used. Instead, there is typically some
sort of non-conducting cord that is
flexible and does not interfere with the
impedance of the cable. In larger
diameter mic cables, the cord may be
made of jute or polyester fiber. Some
smaller diameter cable use more exotic
fibers such as Dupont Kevlar" which
have very high strength for a relatively
small diameter. Sometimes the inner
conductors or the shield will be fash
ioned of an alloy that is stronger than
pure copper, but such cable will gener
ally be stiffer and less able to with
stand repeated bending.

Cables made for installation within
a chassis, or that are not intended to be
pulled or stressed much, may not have
any built-in strain relief. Such cables
will not be reliable for live, onstage
performances.

It is important that the strain relief
in the cable itself be carried through to
the connectors at either end of the
cable. If the strain relief cords are not
secured by a clamp of some sort, then
the wire conductors at the connector

will have to sustain most of the pulling
forces, and premature breakage will
occur at the connector. Be sure to use
whatever means are available on the
connector to securely clamp the cable
in the connector.

When clamping a cable, remember
that sharp bends also promote prema
ture breakage of conductors. It is best
to provide some sort of additional
support at the connector that will
prevent the cable from bending around
too sharp a radius if the cable is pulled
sideways. Most XLR type connectors
include a tapered rubber extension as
part of their clamping mechanism.
The taper provides less and less
support as the cable exits the connec
tor, which promotes a smooth, maxi
mum radius bend if the cable is pulled
sideways. You can create a similar
effect with other types of connectors, or
where cables exit junction boxes, by
using several pieces of heat-shrinkable
insulating tubing. Make each piece
slightly shorter than the next, and
shrink them around the cable so that
the ends of all pieces are flush inside
the connector (where all are gripped by
the cable clamp), and the varying
length ends form a tapered support
outside the connector.

The Chinese handcuff type of strain
relief used on some junction boxes is
less desirable than tapered rubber or
insulation methods. While it does pre
vent the cable from being pulled out of
the box, it still allows a sharp bend to
occur at the end of the handcuff.

Figure 15-6. Avoid Chinese
handcuff type strain relief.

Figure 15-5. Using heat-shrink
tubing for strain relief

Mlqi~
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15.2.5 Unshielded Cables
and Speaker Cables

SECTiON 1~

to-speaker distance are shown in
Table 15-1.

Table 15-1. Signal loss in a
100 foot speaker cable

NOTE: Even a relatively slight im
pedance (or resistance) in the
speaker cable significantly lowers
the effective damping factor seen at
the speaker. While the power loss
caused by the cable mayor may not
be important to you, you may find
that the degradation in sound
quality caused by the lower damp
ing factor is reason enough to use
short, heavy gauge speaker cables.

As you can see, the use of standard
18 gauge zip cord with a 4 ohm speaker
results in 2V2 dB ofloss. A loss of 3 dB
would mean half the amplifier's power
is being dissipated by the wire, not the
speaker, so this is no small loss.
Clearly, the larger gauge wire is
beneficial in this case. You can also
see that a higher impedance results in
less loss (and in less power delivered to
the speaker, too). This is one ofthe
reasons why large, distributed speaker
systems operate at nominal 70 volt
amp output levels, and use transform
ers at each speaker. The impedance
seen by the amplifier is kept high so
smaller diameter cable can be used to
cover large distances (many hundreds
offeet) without large losses in the
cable.

Incidentally, 300 ohm twin -lead
antenna wire may be used (in an
emergency) for speaker connections,
but it generally has wire of insufficient
gauge, and is not durable or flexible
enough for portable systems.
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0.22 dB 0.11 dB
0.35 dB 0.18 dB
0.55 dB 0.28 dB
0.86 dB 0.44 dB
1.33 dB 0.69 dB

4 ohm 8 ohm 16 ohm

Speaker Impedance

0.44 dB
0.69 dB
1.07 dB
1.65 dB
2.49 dB

#10
#12
#14
#16
#18

WireGa.
(AWG)

Shielding not only adds capacitance
to a cable, it also adds considerable
bulk, weight and cost. While one
should never consider using unshielded
cable for microphones or instruments
in a sound system, there are applica
tions, notably long telephone lines,
where no shielding is used. Instead,
balanced circuits are used with a
twisted pair of wires that avoid electro
magnetic interference. So long as
there is no strong source of electro
static interference nearby, and so long
as the signal level in the wires is high,
noise will not be excessive. This same
approach applies to speaker cables,
although here the signal level is so
high that little if any twisting is
required. Electromagnetic noise would
have to be very high in level to be
audible above the relatively higher
power being fed to the speaker in this
low impedance circuit.

The tens to hundreds of watts that
must be handled by speaker cables
bring a completely different set of
considerations compared to mic or line
level audio cables where levels are
measured in microwatts or milliwatts.
Obviously, wire gauges must be larger
to accommodate the higher currents
involved. Capacitance remains a
problem, though less so because of the
lower impedance in the circuit. How
ever, cable inductance can be a serious
problem. You will recall that the
magnetic field generated by a signal is
proportional to the current. The higher
currents in speaker wires generate
larger fields, with consequently greater
sensitivity to low frequency losses due
to cable inductance. Because twisting
of conductors raises the inductance,
speaker cables should not be tightly
twisted, and preferably not twisted at
all.

It turns out that the requirements
for speaker cable are not very different
than those for AC power cable and
ordinary zip cord (AC power cord) is
frequently used for speaker hookup.
Also popular for speaker cable is the
heavy duty AC cable used for indus
trial 240 V power extension cords,
which has larger gauge wire and
flexible, rubberized insulation.

The actual loss of signal due to wire
resistance depends on the impedance of
the load. Approximate losses in
speaker cable for a 100 foot amplifier-
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15.2.6 Multicore Audio
Cables (Snakes)

When you have an 8, 12, 16, or even
24 input mixing console located re
motely from the stage, a large number
of microphone cables must be run over
a relatively long distance. Ifindividual
cables are used, the resulting cable
bundle can be large, unwieldy, and
perhaps impractical for certain venues.
Besides, if the stage layout changes,
then you may need to use a variety of
different length extension cables,
which decreases the reliability and
further clutters the system. Instead,
many sound companies use special
snakes. These are multi channel audio
distribution systems. They utilize
multi core cable that consist of from 8
to 24 (or more) shielded pairs. Each
shielded pair consists of two twisted
center conductors surrounded by a
shield, but generally without an
insulating jacket. Instead, an overall
jacket (and sometimes an overall
shield) surrounds the bundle of
shielded pairs. The multicore cable
sometimes terminates at the console
end in pigtails, with each shielded pair
separately insulated, strain relieved,
and brought to an XLR connector. The
other end may terminate in a stage
box, which is a junction box that has
chassis mounted XLR connectors.
Individual mic cables are then used
between the stage box and various
mics and instruments. Sometimes a
similar junction box is used, in lieu of
pigtails, at the console end ofthe
snake.

Snakes can save a lot of time in
setting up a system, and are certainly
neater than a large, loose bundle of
separate mic cables. They do have
drawbacks. For one thing, it is best to
avoid bidirectional snakes in which
some line level feeds are sent from the
console to the stage. This is sometimes
done to drive on-stage power amps
with the output of the console, but it
can result in feedback. Feedback can
occur due to capacitive or inductive
coupling from the line level console
output in one shielded pair into adja
cent shielded pairs that are carrying
relatively lower level mic or instru
ment signals to the console. The lower
level signals, including the crosstalk,
are amplified in the console, and out
they go, completing the feedback loop.
If the coupling is largely capacitive, the
feedback will occur at a high frequency,

which may even be inaudible. The
resulting oscillation can quickly
destroy high frequency drivers, and
even if the drivers are protected the
oscillation can still use up amplifier
power, reducing headroom and in
creasing distortion in the audible
spectrum. To avoid this problem, run
separate mic cables (or a separate line
level snake) from the console back to
the stage. Don't share a stage-to
console snake, with primarily low level
signals, with a feed from the console to
the stage.

In fact, wherever low level and high
level lines, or either of these lines and
speaker cables, are run parallel for
long distances, crosstalk may be great
and the potential for oscillation exists.
To minimize crosstalk, physically
separate low level (microphone) cables
from high level (line) cables by the
greatest feasible distance. Keep
speaker cables away from both low and
high level signal cables. At any point
they meet, run low level cables perpen
dicular to high level or speaker cables.
Iflow level (mic) and high level line or
speaker cables must be run parallel
and in close proximity to one another,
they should be bundled separately.

Another thing to examine carefully
with snakes is the quality of the
construction. Good strain relief should
be provided at the point where the
multicore cable enters the junction box,
and at the point where any pigtails are
split out of the multicore cable. The
snake itself should have a tough outer
jacket that resists being cut if equip
ment is rolled or dragged over it. If
possible, the snake should have at
least one or two spare twisted pairs so
that, should one develop a broken wire,
the entire snake will not have to be
scrapped. Some snakes are made with
large, locking, multi-pin connectors
that enable the snake to be (a) fitted
with different junction boxes, (b) fitted
with pigtails, and/or (c) extended by
connection to another section of multi
core cable. This design allows more
flexibility for system setups, but is
obviously more expensive to imple
ment. Such connectors should have a
sturdy shell, a secure lock to prevent
accidental disconnection, and gold
plated pins to minimize contact resis
tance. Finally, the same criteria as to
wire gauge, capacitance, and shielding



density that apply to individual mic
cables apply to snakes; check their
electrical specifications.

Some cables have multiple conduc
tors, with shielding, but are not opti
mized for high quality audio transmis
sion. These cables may be built to carry
a combination of several of the follow
ing signals: intercom, TV cameras,
power, computerized controls, and so
forth. Be sure the cable you select is
specifically made for balanced, mic- or
line level audio signals.

Treat snakes with care. Do not bend
them too sharply, as this can ultimate
ly cause hidden damage (broken wires).

Coil them carefully for storage and
transport, and uncoil them carefully to
prevent excess twisting. Some snakes
come with, or have optionally avail
able, cable reels. These further
expedite setup, and have the advan
tage of making it easier to store and
transport the relatively heavy, bulky
snakes. Cable reels should have some
sort of locking mechanism to prevent
unwanted unspooling, and should have
at least a partial friction lock to pre
vent inertia from throwing extra cable
when you're pulling the snakes off the
reels.

SECTiON 1~

Figure 15-7. Typical multicore snake with stage box and pigtails
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15.~ CONNECTORS

15.3.1 General

Ideally, a connector should be easy
to use, difficult to accidentally discon
nect, and should introduce no resis
tance and allow no interference to
enter the sound system. Depending on
the situation, some connectors come
closer to this ideal than others. If a
system never had to be reconfigured or
moved then soldered, crimped or wire
wrapped connections would be best.
Such connections have minimal resis
tance, do not tend to develop resistance
over time, and are not likely to be
accidentally disconnected. In fact, they
often are used in studio wiring, where
consoles are interfaced to mic and line
cables that are permanently fixed in
the facility. In portable systems, we are
bound to use other means of intercon
nection.

Any time a plug and jack are in
serted in the audio path, there will be
some additional resistance to signal
flow. Even if the contact resistance is
minimal when the system is as
sembled, that resistance increases
with aging, as dirt enters, or as corro
sion forms. When connectors are
regularly mated and demated, they
tend to wipe themselves clean and
resistance does not build up exces
sively. This is why connectors are best
avoided in fixed systems, where the
regular cleaning action of assembly
and disassembly is not present. Where
connectors are used in fixed (or semi
permanent) systems, it is best to
specify gold plated pins since these
have low initial resistance and they are
inert so they don't corrode and cause
long term resistance build-up.

This section of the manual discusses
some of the pros and cons of typical
audio connectors used for microphone
and line level signals. Speaker connec
tions are discussed in Section 18.4. In
this section, we use the term plug (the
male connector) to cover the mating
jack (the female connector) as well,
unless there is a specific need to
differentiate between the two. By
convention, XLR connectors are never
called plug or jack; they are called
XLRs, or XLR-type connectors or
simply connectors. (We use XLR even
if the connector is an A3, etc.)

Those connectors that are used ex
clusively for unbalanced circuits need
have only two contacts. Examples
include two-circuit phone plugs (tip/
sleeve), and phono plugs (also known
as pin plugs or ReA plugs). Three
circuit phone plugs (tip/ring/sleeve)
and XLR connectors are essential for
balanced connections, but they may be
used for unbalanced connections as
well.

Why use one type of connector or
another? Often the choice is made for
us by the equipment manufacturer,
who may install a specific connector.
Sometimes there may be more than
one option, and the choice is up to the
installer. It helps to know the pros and
cons of each connector type in making
this choice.

15.3.2 Phone Plugs

Phone plugs are so called because
they were originally used (and still are
in some cases) for patching lines
together on telephone switchboards.
Since telephone systems relied upon
twisted pairs, the original phone plug
was a three-circuit plug with a tip, ring
and sleeve, as illustrated in Figure
15--8 (next page). Phone plugs are
easily wired to the cable, relatively in
expensive (although all-brass "mil
spec" models are costly), and the
mating jacks can be set up to automati
cally switch various circuits when a
plug is inserted. Some precautions are
in order.

In a balanced audio line, the tip is
usually connected to the hot or high
side of the audio line, the ring to the
low side, and the sleeve to the shield
ground. If such a plug is inserted into
an unbalanced (tip/sleeve) phone jack,
the line will be unbalanced, but the
signal polarity will remain correct.
Within a mixing console (particularly
in large recording or broadcast con
soles), the T/RIS phone jacks in the
patch bay may be wired for unbalanced
operation, with the tip being the audio
common, the ring audio high and the
sleeve chassis ground. This arrange
ment avoids pops from static discharge
or different ground potentials as a plug
is inserted in a jack since the tip
(common) makes contact before the



BALANCED DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT

FLOATING TRANSFORMER INPUT

Figure 15-8. Tip/ring/sleeve phone plugs and jacks in a balanced circuit
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signal-carrying ring. Ifa cable is
connected to a patch bay wired this
way, and the other end is connected to
an unbalanced tip/sleeve jack, then the
signal will be shorted out.

The previous paragraph raises ~ne
issue about phone plugs; they can!
cause pops if inserted while a system is
in operation. Another potential prob
lem with phone plugs is that the shell
(or handle) may crack, particularly if it
is plastic. Metal-shell plugs are prefer
able not only because they won't crack,
but also because they afford shielding
of the connection. Military style phone
plugs are made with brass bodies that
include a sturdy integral cable clamp.
While these plugs may have a plastic
jacket on the handle, they are nonethe
less very strong. The brass parts on
such plugs are also thicker than the
typical stamped metal parts on less
costly phone plugs. This enables them
to be tapped for small screws, which
then enables the cable to be fitted with
crimp-on lugs instead of solder con
tacts. The crimped lugs not only are
faster to install than solder, they do
not tend to stiffen the wire strands as
does solder, so the wire is better able to
withstand flexing without breakage.
The brass also has lower contact
resistance (if regularly wiped clean by
usage) than typical nickel or alloy
plated plugs. This is a long way of
saying that there are benefits to a
brass, telephone style plug, even if it
does cost three to five times more. The

major disadvantage of this style plug is
that it is difficult to provide strain
relief where the cable exits the handle.

Phone plugs are the norm for
electric guitars. In order to prevent the
hum and crackle that is often heard
when the cable is unplugged from the
guitar, some cables are available with
a switch in the phone plug itself. The
switch normally shorts the tip to the
sleeve when the plug is not inserted in
a jack. This grounds out the input to
the guitar amp and prevents noise.
When the plug is inserted in the guitar
(or other instrument), the switch is
opened by a small shaft protruding
from the shoulder of the plug. Since the
cable is not unshorted until it is
connected to the guitar, noise is
avoided. Such connectors are a good
idea, but obviously the added complex
ity provides another opportunity for
something to fail and cause noise or
kill the signal. This type of switching
phone plug is only for use in guitar
cables and should never be used on a
speaker cable since it can short circuit
the output of the power amplifier.

Other concerns about phone plugs
include the lack of a locking mecha
nism (which means they can be acci
dentally disconnected), and vulnerabil
ity to breakage if knocked sideways.
Most phone plug/jack combinations
exhibit high contact resistance, which
can become a source of power loss and
noise in a speaker circuit. There are
high current (low loss) phone plugs and
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jacks that offer significant improve
ment in this area.

The three-circuit TIR/S phone plug
has also been called a stereo phone
plug because this is the type of connec
tor used on most stereo headphones.
In this case, the circuit is unbalanced
and the tip is used for the left channel,
the ring the right channel, and the
sleeve is the audio common. In other
instances, such as the effects send!
receive loop of certain mixing consoles
and guitar amplifiers, this type of plug
accommodates an unbalanced input
and output to save space (the tip may
be wired to the output, the ring to the
input, and the sleeve to the audio
common). See Figure 15-10, next page.
The disadvantages of such a combined
inputJoutput circuit include: (a) the
necessity for non-standard cables that
enable the two circuits to be split at
the far end to connect to the input and
output of the remote device, (b) the
possibility that the jack may be mis
used and can either damage or be
damaged by external equipment, and
(c) possible crosstalk that results in os
cillation, though this is not likely in a
unity gain circuit, as would generally
be present in a loop connection.

The standard tip/ring/sleeve plug or
tip/sleeve plug has a shaft diameter of
%-inch (6.25 mm). There are smaller
diameter shafts on similar looking
plugs that are sometimes found in
special applications. Another similarly
constructed class of plugs is known as
tini plugs and were developed so that
patch bays could be miniaturized.
These plugs have a shaft diameter of
0.175" (4.45mm) and smaller handles,
too. Make sure you purchase the
correct plugs or jacks for the job.

Miniature and sub-miniature phone
plugs bear some resemblance to stan
dard phone plugs, but you would never
accidentally mistake a standard for one
ofthese. The miniature variety is most
often found on small, lightweight
headphones used for portable cassette
and radio units, for inexpensive micro
phones used with consumer cassette
recorders, and occasionally for the
connections on 120 volt to 6, 9 or
12 volt power adaptors.

With any phone plug of any size or
configuration, make sure that the
fingers to which you connect the cable
are securely fixed to the plug. Make
sure that the tip (ring) and sleeve are
concentrically centered, and that the
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STEREO HEADPHONE OUTPUT

Right

Left Right

STEREO HEADPHONES

Figure 15-9. A tip/ring/sleeve phone plug wired for stereo headphones
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insulators separating them are not
cracked, loose or damaged. Make sure
there is some means of strain relief for
the cable. Avoid handling the plug
shaft, and if you do, wipe off finger oils,
which promote corrosion. If the connec
tion with a standard phone plug
becomes noisy, clean the plug with a
brass brush, rubber pencil eraser, or
#600 grit emory paper. Clean the jack
using a .25 to .30 caliber, brass bristle
gun cleaning brush.

The correct methods for wiring T/S
and TIRIS phone plugs are illustrated
in Figures 15-11 and 15-12 on the
following pages.

EFFECTS SEND
IRETURN LOOP
CONNECTION

Input to next stage

TO SIGNAL PROCESSOR
INPUT JACK

R
Output

Y-splice from dual-conductor cable
to two single-conductor cables.

T
IIIIIIII••••••••••''''''·'',==''''",:,

Figure 15-10. A tip/ring/sleeve phone plug wired for a
single-cable effects send/return loop
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Insulating collar.... .J.. np """00';"

Cable clamp Sleeve

connection

Tip A. Parts Identification

-

B. Slide the shell, then the in
sulating collar, over the cable
end. Strip the outer insulation
for a length equal to the length
of the sleeve connection. Un
wrap or unbraid the shield, and
twist it to form a lead wire.

C. Position the outer insula
tion just ahead of the cable
clamp. Strip the center conduc
tor from a point just behind the
tip connection. Tin the center
conductor and shield. Bend the
shield as illustrated, and solder
it to the outer surface of the
sleeve connection. (Cool imme
diately with pliers.) Insert the
center conductor in the tip con
nection. Solder it and cut the
end flush. Bend the end of the
tip connector slightly toward
the sleeve connection to help
prevent the burr (from the cut
wire) from cutting through the
insulating collar.

D. Using pliers, bend the cable
clamp around the outer insula
tion. The clamp should be firm,
but not so tight as to cut the
insulation.

E. Slide the insulating collar
forward until it is flush with
the rear threads. Slide the shell
forward and screw it tightly to
the plug assembly.
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Shell
Insulating collar R" R"

I
mg connection mg

.. Cable clamp/ Sleeve

-~ ~-
Tip

A. Parts Identification

B. Slide the shell and insulat
ing collar over the cable end.
Strip the outer insulation for a
length equal to the length of
the sleeve connection. Remove
any tracer cords and strain
relief cords. Form a lead wire
from the shield. Hold the cable
with the outer insulation just
ahead of the cable clamp, and
strip the red (or white) conduc
tor just behind the tip connec
tion. Then strip the black con
ductor just behind the ring
connection. Tin all leads, and
cut the center conductors so
approximately l/S" of bare wire
remains.

SECTiON l~

Bend slightly in this direction

C. Solder the shield to the
outer surface of the sleeve con
nection, allowing enough free
shield to bend around to the
other side of the cable clamp.
Cool the connection immedi
ately with pliers.

D. Insert the center conductor
leads in their respective con
nection points, and solder them
in place. Trim the leads flush.
Bend the end ofthe tip connec
tion slightly toward the ring
connection to help prevent the
burr (from the cut wire) from
cutting through the insulating
collar

E. Using pliers, bend the cable
clamp around the outer insula
tion. The clamp should be firm,
but not so tight as to cut the
insulation.

F. Slide the insulating collar
forward, until it is flush with
the rear of the threads. Slide
the shell forward and screw it
tightly onto the plug.

Figure 15-12. Wiring a tip/ring/sleeve standard phone plug
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15.3.3 Phono (Pin)
Connectors

The Radio Corporation of America
(RCA) originally developed the pin
connector for internal chassis connec
tions in radios and televisions. It
became popular for use in the cables
that connected phonograph cartridges
to preamplifiers because it was inex
pensive and easily fitted to the rather
small diameter shielded cables used for
the cartridge leads (then they were
mono cartridges so single conductor
shielded cables were adequate). Over
the years, the connector became the
standard for use in most line level
consumer sound equipment. This
familiar connector has a protruding pin
in the center of a shell. For these
reasons, the connector is known
variously as an ReA plug, a phono
plug or a pin plug. (A variety ofthis
connector is also used for some radio
frequency cables, including video in/out
connections on many modern video
cassette recorders.) This type of plug is
used in some professional sound
equipment because it is (a) inexpen
sive, and (b) it allows a lot of connec
tors to be placed in a relatively small
area.

Phono plugs come in two general
varieties: a simple one-piece model to
which the cable shield must be sol
dered circumferentially, and a two
piece model with a separate outer shell
that allows the shield to be tacked to
one finger. It is difficult to uniformly
solder a shield all the way around the
one-piece plug without overheating the
cable and melting the insulation on the
center conductor. For this reason, the
one-piece plug is best reserved for
automated, factory wired cables. The
two-piece plugs are relatively small in
diameter, and don't allow much room
inside. You can't use a very large
diameter cable with them, and you
may have difficulty sliding the shell
over the cable jacket or clamping the
jacket with the minimal prongs pro
vided for that purpose.

Because they are tricky to mate with
cables, and difficult to clamp, and
because there is a high demand for
phono cables in the consumer market,
such cables are available prewired with
molded-in-plastic connectors. Ifyou
select such a cable, it may be a good
idea to intentionally destroy one and
see how well it is made. Look for
tightly braided rather than spiral

wrapped shielding. Look for an ade
quate diameter inner conductor with as
many strands as feasible. Cut the
molded connector apart carefully to
determine whether the shield is tacked
at one or two points, or whether it
covers most of the connector shell to
provide good shielding continuity and
maximum strength. One drawback of
such cables, even if well made, is that
the wire itself may have very high
capacitance due to its relatively small
diameter. Some insulators have better
dielectric qualities than others, so
similar looking cables may have very
different capacitance. A good cable is
not cheap, but an expensive one may
not always be good.

One of the problems with phono
connectors is the tendency to develop
high resistance where the plug and
jack mate. Particularly in a consumer
sound system that may be installed
once and not disturbed for years,
corrosion at the contact surface can
ultimately degrade performance of the
entire sound system. To avoid this
problem, you can select gold plated
connectors, or you can select phono
plugs with slightly dished shell fingers
and a good, springy contacts that will
burnish the contacts to clean them
when the connector is twisted in place.
Be sure to twist it periodically to
achieve the cleaning action.

(Refer to Figure 15-13 on next page.)
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Center conductor connection
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Cable c1am~ I
Shell connection
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A. Parts Identification and
Cable Preparation: Strip
approximately 112" of outer insu
lation from the cable, and form
a lead from the shield. Strip
approximately 5/16" of insula
tion from the center conductor.
Tin both leads.

B. Solder the shield to the outer
surface of the shell connection,
allowing enough free shield to
wrap the cable around to the
centeroftheconnector. Cool the
connection immediately with
pliers.

C. Insert the center conductor
in the hollow pin, and fill that
end with solder. Cool the con
nection immediately with
pliers. Clean any solder
splashes, and inspect for
burned insulation. Pinch the
clamp around the insulating
jacket with pliers - firmly, but
not so tight as to cut the insula
tion.

D. Slide the shell forward and
screw it tightly to the threaded
plug.

SECTiON 1~

A Switchcraft NQ 3502 connector is illustrated.
Many large diameter cables are more easily wired to
simple ReA type pin plugs without a shell (such as
a Switchcraft NQ 3501M, or equivalent). The braid
can then be soldered directly to the shell of the plug.

Figure 15-13. Wiring a phono plug
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15.3.4 XLR Connectors

The 3-pin XLR connector was
originally introduced by Cannon (now
ITT-Cannon), and that company still
owns the rights to the term XLR. There
are many models ofXLR, but the most
common in professional audio is the
XLR-3, a connector with three pins for
connection of the shield and a twisted
pair, plus a separate outer shell that
mayor may not be tied to the shield
connection. (Actually, the XLR-3 is
available in male and female, chassis
or in-line models, which are all differ
entiated by additional dash numbers
after the XLR-3 designation.) Other
manufacturers offer equivalent connec
tors, which are usually called XLR
type, XLB, or XL-type. For example,
Switchcraft makes the A3 connector,
and there are similar versions by
Neutrik. Two-pin, four-pin, five-pin...
even seven-pin XLR type connectors
are available, but are seldom found in
professional sound systems. (Occasion
ally 4-pin or 5-pin types are used for
specialized intercom, headphone
distribution or or bi-amped loud
speaker connections.) All these connec
tors share attributes that have made
the design the de facto standard ofthe
industry.

For one thing, XLR type connectors
lock together. They won't pull out if the
cable is yanked, yet they are easily
released by pressing a tab on the
connector. For another thing, the
connection is made first by pin 1
(which is always the shield ground) so
that when a cable is plugged in,
electrostatic charges or ground poten
tial differences are neutralized before
the actual audio connection occurs.
This prevents distracting and poten
tially damaging pops that can happen
with phone plugs or phono plugs,
where the audio connection is gener
ally completed before the shield is
grounded. Other advantages of the
XLR type connector are its ability to
accommodate large diameter mic
cables, and to provide good strain
relief. Finally, XLR type connectors
have large contact areas that afford
low contact resistance. The only
negatives are the relatively high cost of
such connectors, and the care required
to properly attach them to the cable.

Figures 15-14 and 15-15 on the fol
lowing pages show how to connect a
male 3-pin XLR connector to a heavy

duty microphone cable with braided
shield (Belden 8412), and a female
3-pin XLR to a lighter duty cable with
foil shield (Belden 8451). Obviously
either type connector can be used with
either type of cable. The two cables
were shown here only to illustrate the
ability of the XLR to work with a
variety of cables. We would actually
suggest adding some heat shrink
tubing to the thinner cables to further
enhance and extend the strain relief
provided by the connector itself.
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A. Parts Identification (as the
connector is usually packaged).

B. Insert the strain relief in the
rear of the shell. Then slip the
shell onto the cable end, fol
lowed by the insulating collar.
Strip the outer insulation 112".
(Belden NI 8412 cable illus
trated here.)

Male insert

Braid (shield)

Insulating Collar

•.,.
Set Screw

Strain relief fitting Shell.-.. .",.,
Cable clamp & screws

center
conductors

Strain relief cord (string)

•

C. Cut the tracer cord, unbraid
the shield, and cut the cotton
strain relief cords.

D. Strip approximately 1/4" of
insulation from the center con
ductors. Tin and trim them to
approximately lis" of exposed
wire. Then twist the shield,
positioning it in the correct ori
entation to mate with the in
sert. After tinning the shield,
cut it to the same length as the
center conductors.

White wire

E. Solder the center conductors
to their respective pins, using
just enough solder to fill the
ends of the pins. The predomi
nant world standards favor
connection of the black lead to
pin 3and the white (or redj lead
to pin 2. Solder the shield to
pin 1. Clean any solder
splashes, and inspect for
burned insulation.

F. Slide the insulating collar
forward, up to the flange ofthe
male insert. The outer cable
insulation must be flush with,
or covered by, the end of the
insert. (If any of the center
conductors is visible, the cable
clamp may not be able to firmly
grip the cable.) Then slide the
collar back onto the shell.

(Continued on next page)

Figure 15-14. Wiring a male XLR-3 type connector
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(Figure 15-14 continued from prior page)

Keying channel

G. Slide the shell forward, ori
enting its internal keying chan
nel with the raised lip (key) on
the insert. Secure the insert in
the shell with the set screw
(unscrew it to cause it to rise
into the shell and lock the in
sert). Place the cable clamp over
the rear of the shell, with care
ful attention to the clamp's ori
entation. A raised lip inside the
clamp should be aligned imme
diately over a lip in the shell for
thinner cable (i.e., Belden NQ
8451). The clamp should be
turned around for heavier cable
(i.e., Belden NQ 8412) to provide
adequate clearance. Insert the
clamp screws, and tighten them
fully.

Strain relief fitting

.J
"

Shell
Female insert

'"'~"O""

Locking tab
Set screw

A. Parts Identification (as the
connector is usually packaged).

Figure 15-15. Wiring a female XLR-3 type connector
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(Continued on next page)

B. Insert the strain relief in the
rear of the shell. Then slip the
shell onto the cable end, fol
lowed by the insulating collar.
Strip the outer cable insulation
back approximately 9116".

(NQ 8451 cable illustrated here.)

C. Pull off the foil wrap. Strip
approximately 5116" of insula
tion from each center conduc
tor, leaving approximately 1/4"

of insulation between the bare
wire and the outer insulation.
Tin the center conductors, and
trim them so that about Its" of
bare wire remains. Then tin the
shield conductor, orienting it
with the center conductors so
they are aligned with the proper
pins ofthe insert. Cut the end of
the shield so that it extends 1116"

beyond the center conductors.



(Figure 15-15 continued from prior page) D. Solder the center conductors
to their respective pins, using
just enough solder to fill the
ends of the pins. The predomi
nant world standards favor
connection of the black lead to
pin 3 and the white (or red) lead
to pin 2. Solder the shield to
pin 1. Clean any solder
splashes, and inspect for burned
insulation. Insert the locking
tab in the female insert, as illus
trated, with the small nib facing
the front of the connector.

E. Slide the insulating collar
forward, up to the rear edge of
the female insert. The outer
insulation of the cable must be
flush with, or covered by, the
end of the insert. (If any of the
center conductors are visible,
the cable clamp may not be able
to grip the cable firmly, and the
connector leads will soon fa
tigue.) Then slide the collar
back into the shell.

F. Slide the shell forward, ori
enting the notch in the shell
with the locking tab in the in
sert. Secure the insert in the
shell with the set screw. Place
the cable clamp over the rear of
the shell, with careful attention
to the clamp's orientation. A
raised lip inside the clamp
should be aligned immediately
over a lip in the shell for thinner
cable (such as Belden NQ 8451).
For heavier cable (i.e., Belden
NQ 8412), the clamp should be
turned around to offset the lips,
and thus provide more clear
ance for the cable. Insert the
clamp screws and tighten them
fully.

SECTiON 1~
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Sousd SysTEM TEST EQuipMENT

16.1 The Volt-Ohm Meter
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Section 16 describes the most
common types of test equipment

used in setting up and operating sound
systems.

A full course in measurement and
instrumentation is clearly far beyond
the scope ofthis handbook. The ex
amples given in this section represent
only a small sample of the possible
uses for audio test equipment, and are
intended to provide an introduction to
the basic principles of sound system
measurement.

Volt-ohm meters (VOMs) are among
the most useful tools in the sound
technician's tool kit. VOMs can per
form a wide variety of tests, and are
used in servicing all types of electronic
equipment.

As the name implies, a VOM is actu
ally two instruments: a voltmeter
(which measures voltage), and an
ohmmeter (which measures resis
tance). Both sections will incorporate
switch-selectable ranges.

The voltmeter section of a VOM usu
ally is capable of both DC and AC
voltage measurement. For audio
purposes, the AC voltage section of the
VOM should remain accurate through
out the full audio band (20 Hz to
20 kHz); some VOMs are not accurate
above 1 kHz, so be sure to check the
meter's specifications.

There is also a difference between
average and rms reading voltmeters.
For the purpose of measuring pure sine
waves, an average reading VOM is
sufficient. Accurate measurement of
the value of an audio signal, with
complex waveforms, requires a true
rms detector circuit. Such circuits tend
to be expensive, so many VOMs cut
corners and use a less complex averag
ing circuit. Depending on the frequency
and waveform, the rms reading ob
tained with such meters on an audio
signal can be inaccurate. For gross
audio signal level measurements it
may not make a difference to you, but
for precise measurements you'll want
to use a meter with a true rms detec
tor.

The most common type of display
used in VOMs is the meter movement,
consisting of a galvanometer-driven
needle superimposed over a scale from
which readings are taken. In digital
VOMs (also called DVMs - an abbre
viation for digital voltmeters - not
doctors of veterinary medicine), mul
tiple-digit liquid crystal displays are
most often used (older types of digital
meters may have seven segment LED
displays, which draw more power).

VOMs require two wires, called
probes, for connection to the electrical
points that are to be measured. VOM
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YOM
Function: DC Volts
Range: 12 V (Approx.)

Figure 16-2. DC voltage
measurement with a VOM

YOM
Function: AC Voijs
Range: 120 V or

higher

CAUnON: Handle probes by
Insulated barrels due to

presence of high voltage.

Figure 16-3 shows the use of a VOM
to check the line voltage. This test uses
the AC voltage-measuring circuit of the
VOM. Polarity ofthe probe connection
is not important, but it is very impor
tant to (1) be sure that the range
switch ofthe VOM is set correctly (to
AC and a sufficiently high voltage
range, and (2) be extremely careful
with the handling ofthe probes, to
avoid electrical shock and to avoid
short circuiting the outlet by touching
the probes together.

Figure 16-2 shows the use of a VOM
to measure a battery. This measure
ment uses the DC voltage-measuring
circuit of the VOM. Polarity of the
probe connection is important in this
case.

YOM
Function: Ohms

(resistance)
Range: x 1 or x 10

Figure 16-1. Continuity
measurement with a VOM

probes are normally color coded. The
red probe is the + or positive connec
tion, and the black is the - or negative.
In some measurements, the polarity of
connection is crucial to the measure
ment; in others, it does not matter.

Figure 16-1 shows the use ofa VOM
to measure continuity in a cable. This
measurement uses the resistance
measuring (ohmmeter) circuit ofthe
VOM. Note that polarity of the probe
connections does not matter. Ifmore
than a few ohms resistance are meas
ured here, the cable conductors may be
too small for the length of cable, there
may be a frayed conductor (with
broken strands), or a bad solder joint
at one of the connectors. On the other
hand, continuity and resistance meas
urements rely upon a battery in the
VOM to provide a test voltage. As the
battery ages, the meter must be
recalibrated. Make sure you first zero
the meter by touching the meter probes
directly to one another and adjusting
the calibration knob on the meter
(nearly all VOMs have one) until
oohms resistance is indicated. If a zero
reading cannot be obtained, replace the
battery in the VOM.

Figure 16-3. AC voltage
measurement with a VOM YAMAHA
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EQuipMENT

16.2 TI-JE SiNE WAVE
OsciLlATOR

A sine wave oscillator is a signal
generator that produces a sine wave
output. Both the frequency and the
output level are usually adjustable.

For sound system measurements, it
is best if the oscillator covers the full
audio range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Actually, it's better to go beyond this
range so that filter cutoff points or
amplifier bandwidths can be accurately
established. Some sine wave oscillators
have output level controls that are
calibrated in dBu (or dBm), and this
feature can be very useful in audio
work (although it is not essential). The
distortion figure ofthe oscillator must
be as low as possible.

Sine wave oscillators are used for a
wide variety of sound system measure
ments that require a known signal
source. Since the sine wave is the
purest wave found in nature and has
no harmonics, it is particularly useful
for detecting distortion - which will
show up as an obvious change in tone
quality. The change in tone is caused
by added harmonics, which are prod
ucts of the distortion. Some examples
of uses of the sine wave oscillator are
given below.

Figure 16-4 shows use of the sine
wave oscillator to test a driver. By
sweeping the frequency of the oscillator
and listening carefully, you can find
mechanical defects (such as a loose
suspension), most of which will cause a
distinct buzzing sound. To test for coil

rubbing in a midrange cone type
driver, set the frequency of the oscilla
tor to between 5 Hz and 10 Hz. Coil
rubbing should show up as a scraping
sound. An easier and just as effective
technique is to gently press the cone in
from the front, and push it out from
behind (symmetrically) and to feel for
any scraping (and listen for it, too).

In Figure 16-5 (next page), we
replace the driver with a loudspeaker
system. By sweeping the oscillator in
this setup, you can detect not only
driver defects, but also cabinet reso
nances, loose hardware, and other
mechanical sources of distortion - all of
which will tend to show up at low
frequencies. You must be careful not to
be confused by resonances in the room
(loose ceiling tiles or wallboard, fluo
rescent light fixtures, and so on). If the
test can be done outdoors such spuri
ous sympathetic vibrations can be
eliminated. On the other hand, it is
sometimes beneficial to run the test in
the actual listening environment so
that the loose tiles, etc. can be found
and dealt with.

Figure 16-6 illustrates use ofthe
sine wave oscillator and an rms
reading voltmeter (or VOM) to check
the operating level of a mixer or other
component employing VU meters. The
normal frequency to use for this test is
1kHz.

The system levels are first set so
that the meter reads 0 VU. This is best
done by starting with a known output
level from the oscillator (generally

Figure 16-4. Driver testing with a sine wave oscillator
and a power amplifier
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Sine Wave Oscillator
Range: Variable
Level: 0 dBu to +4 dBu

POWER AMPLIFIER

LOUDSPEAKER
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SINE WAVE
OSCillATOR

• -ctf-
/ .....

Sine Wave Oscillator
Range: Variable
level: 0 dBu to +4 dBu

POWER AMPLIFIER

••••••••••••••••c::;;;<J••••••••••••••

Figure 16-5. Loudspeaker system testing with a
sine wave oscillator and a power amplifier

0.775 volt rIDS for 0 dBu rated inputs,
or 0.316 volt rIDS for -10 dBV rated
inputs), and then adjusting the level
control of the equipment under test.

When the sound equipment's output
meter reads 0 VU, the reading on the
voltmeter is the nominal operating
level. If a dBu scale is not provided on
the VOM, the equivalent value in dBu
is readily calculated (see Section 8.6,
"Operating Levels").

CAUTION: If the equipment has a
transformer output, it probably
should be terminated by a resistor
equal to its rated load impedance
(600 ohms, for example), and the
speakers, ifany, must be discon
nected. Consult the equipment
manual. With a 600 ohm termina
tion, the dBu scale on the voltmeter
will represent the output power in
dBm.

Figure 16-6. Measuring nominal operating levels with
a sine wave oscillator and a VOM

MIXING
CONSOLE
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VOM

Function: AC Volts
Range: 0 dBu or

+10 dBu

VOLT/OHMMETER

Set Console Output
ToOVU -~

Sine Wave Oscillator

Range: 1 kHz
Level: -10 dBV to +4 dBu

•
SINE WAVE

OSCillATOR



NOTE: The test signal level should
not be high enough to overdrive the
input of the equipment. If, for
example, a microphone input is
used, then a mic-level signal should
be used for the test; using a line
level input here would not yield
valid results.

A related test is shown in Figure
16--7. Here we use the sine wave
oscillator and rms-reading voltmeter to
test the maximum available gain of a
signal processor. First, we set the
oscillator output to a predetermined
level (say, 0.775 volt rms to test a line
input). With all level controls on the
equipment set at 10 (or fully clock
wise), we measure the output level of
the equipment. The ratio of the output
level to the input level, expressed in
dB, is the gain of the device.

SOUNd SySTEM

TEST

EQuipMENT

Sine Wave Oscillator

Range: AC Volts
level: As required

SINE WAVE
OSCillATOR

•'Q; -<!1-
/' '-

VOM

Function: 1 kHz
Range: -10 dBV to

+4dBu
(Note: Connect + tenninal
to singal + or Hot side of
audio line, and - terminal
to signal- or audio com
mon or ground.

I VOlT/OHMMETER

~
~d>
+~-o •

16.~ THE OsciLLOSCOPE

The oscilloscope displays a visual
representation of an electrical signal.
The signal is traced on the face of a
phosphor coated screen (a CRT or
cathode ray tube) by an electron beam,
appearing as a line oflight on the
screen.

The oscilloscope displays a signal as
a function of time by sweeping the
beam horizontally from left to right
across the screen. When the beam
reaches the right edge of the screen, it
jumps back to the left edge and begins
its transit across the screen again. The
speed of the sweep determines the time
interval that is represented by the
width of the screen. The faster the
sweep, the shorter the interval.

As in the case of the VOM, the oscil
loscope is connected to the circuit
points under test using a probe. An os
cilloscope probe normally provides con
nections for both ground (or the refer
ence point) and the signal to be dis
played. Figure 16-7 shows a typical
oscilloscope and its probe. Sometimes
special probes are used for extended
range measurements (i.e., greater
sensitivity or very high frequencies).

The signal to be displayed is con
nected so that its instantaneous
voltage deflects the beam in the verti
cal axis around a center line. Points
above the line represent a positive
signal voltage, and those below the line
represent a negative voltage (referred
to ground). For example, Figure 16-9
(next page) shows a typical oscilloscope
trace of the output of a sine wave
generator.

SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Figure 16-7. Measuring signal
processor gain with a sine wave

oscillator and a VOM
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Figure 16-8. A typical
oscilloscope and probe
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Figure 16-10. Measurement of maximum output level

Sine Wave OscIllelor

Range: AC Volls
Level: As required
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With the processor level controls (if
any) set to maximum, the oscillator
output level is adjusted until the sine
wave on the oscilloscope appears to
just be clipped. Backing off the oscilla
tor level to just below clipping, we read
the maximum signal level in rms volts
on the voltmeter.

We can use the oscilloscope wher
ever we wish to be sure of the presence
of a signal and the integrity of that
signal. (It.becomes clear, for example,
what portion of the measured signal is
program, and what portion is residual
hum and noise.)

N~TE: The VOM and oscilloscope
~tll normally have very high input
impedances. This test should be
done with a load termination
across the signal processor that is
equivalent to a practical real world
load if the processor is normally
terminated. Otherwise the meas
ured clipping point may be higher
than it would be under actual oper
ating conditions.

P = 452 + 8
= 2025 + 8
"" 250 watts

If the signal processor in Figure
16-10 is a power amplifier we can use
this test to determine its maximum
power capability into 8 ohms by load
ing the output with a high power non
inductive 8 ohm resistor and rep~ating
the test. The power output is the
r~~ngof the voltmeter squared,
divided by the resistance value. Ifwe
read 45 volts RMS, for example:

OscIlloscope

Vertlcel: AC Couplod,
0.25 voftsldivislon

HorImnl8/: l00J'S"O'divislon or
similarscale

•
o ..
•

VOM
FuncUon: 1 kHz
Range: -10dBVb

SINE WAVE +4 dBu
OSCIUATOR VOLT/OHMMETER

(f)~'cl)' -'0- +.~
"'./ , Cl •

I";'; ~
~ ~

~ ~
r.; ~

~ ~

.~ ~
~ i~

~ ~

I

~.:,~' :~'; o- •

• I •

An oscilloscope can function as a
form of voltmeter if its vertical sensi
tivity is .calibrated. For example, look
at the display of Figure 16-9. Note that
the total vertical deflection of the sine
wave is eight divisions of the graticule
grid (four above and four below the
center line). If the vertical sensitivity
of the oscilloscope is set at 0.25 volts
per ~vision, then the sine wave ampli
tude IS 2 volts peak-to-peak. To obtain
the RMS value, divide by two times the
square root of two; the result is
0.707 volts rms.

Ifwe have an rms-reading voltmeter
w~ can obtain this reading directly,
WIthout calculation. Measuring signal
levels is a relatively trivial use of the
oscilloscope. An oscilloscope tells us
much more about a signal than a VOM
and is normally used together with the'
VOM and other test equipment to get a
full picture of the behavior of a circuit.

For example, Figure 16-10 illus
trates use of an oscilloscope, a sine
wave oscilla-
tor, and an
rms-reading
voltmeter to
check the
maximum
output level
ofa signal
processor.
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16.4 Tl-IE PIiASE TESTER

Phase testers are used to determine
the polarity of a circuit. Phase testers
work by emitting an electrical pulse of
known polarity (usually positive-going)
which is connected to pass through the
circuit under test. The output of the
circuit is connected back to the meas
urement input of the phase tester,
which compares that signal against the
pulse that the phase tester is emitting.

Often phase testers give readings
using two lights labeled + and - or
similar nomenclature. If the pulse
coming into the measurement input is
in phase with the emitted pulse, the +
light will flash; if it is out of phase, the
-light flashes.

Figure 16-11 illustrates use of a
phase tester to check the throughput
polarity of a signal processor.

Phase testers are also sometimes
used to check the wiring ofloudspeak
ers to make sure they are in phase
with one another. In this case, a micro
phone is used to capture the loud
speaker output, as shown in Figure
16--12.

Some cautions are in order regard
ing the use of phase testers. They are
relatively sensitive devices, and will
give spurious readings under a variety
of circumstances. It is important when
using a phase tester that you be aware
of the following quirks, in order to
guard against incorrect readings:

POLARITY
CHECKER
w/MIC

IN

Figure 16-12. Checking the
polarity of a loudspeaker

1) Some phase testers are highly level
sensitive: if the input level at the
measurement input does not fall
within a specific range, the readings
may be unstable or inconsistent.

2) Devices exhibiting a nonlinear
phase characteristic, limited fre
quency response, or a substantial
amount of pure delay will confuse
phase testers, resulting in inconsis
tent readings.

3) In testing groups of speakers, each
speaker must be tested independ
ently, with the others turned off. If
one speaker in a group of four is out
of phase, and is tested while the
others are also reproducing the test
pulse, the acoustic signal from the
other speakers will swamp that of
the out of phase unit, making it
appear to be in phase. This effect is
most noticeable at low frequencies,
where you may not need a phase
checker anyway because your ears
usually hear the problem.

POLARITY
(PHASE)
TESTER

'A'

~?~
Pulse
Out

,..-------+-0-: +

e
Rev.

Signal
In

+0 I~------.
_e I~-------l~

Figure 16-11. Checking the polarity of a signal processor
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16.5 TI-IE Sousd
PRESSURE LEVEL METER

The SPL meter is a fairly simple in
strument consisting of a calibrated
microphone, amplifying circuitry, and a
meter movement. SPL meters employ
both switchable ranges and selectable
weighting curves. As its name implies,
the SPL meter is used for measuring
sound pressure levels in dB.

Four standard weighting curves are
used in SPL meters, as shown in
Figure 16-13. The function ofthese
curves is to shape the sensitivity of the
meter at different frequencies.

The most reliable readings are nor
mally obtained by holding the SPL
meter at right angles to the sound
source, as far away from the body as
possible. Outdoors, the microphone
should be pointed upwards. If the
microphone is detachable, it may be
placed on a stand and aimed directly at
the signal source or, outdoors, aimed
upwards. These methods are used to
minimize the effect of reflections from
boundary surfaces and from the body of
the observer.

SECTiON 16
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Figure 16-13. Frequency
response curves
corresponding to sound
pressure level meter
weighting characteristics
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Of the four weighting curves, the
two that are most useful in sound rein
forcement are the linear (or flat) curve,
and the A weighting curve. Inexpen
sive SPL meters may not give a linear
curve, substituting instead the C
weighting curve.

Note that the A weighting curve
rolls off drastically in the low frequen
cies. This curve is used to give an ap
proximation of the actual response of
the human ear, as determined by
Fletcher and Munson. SPL measured
using A weighting is given in dB(A) (or
dBA). Likewise, linear weighted
measurements are given in dB(lin).

Most SPL meters offer both fast and
slow response, switch-selected. Slow
response is achieved by damping the
meter movement to give an indication
of the average sound pressure level.
Fast response is used to obtain an
indication of the peak SPL. More
expensive SPL meters may also pro
vide a peak hold function, whereby the
meter will hold and continuously
display the maximum peak reading
that it obtains during the measure
ment. Peak hold mode makes the
reading and recording of peak 8PL
much easier.

It is important to use an appropriate
weighting curve. Often the A curve is
used, for example, when measuring the
road noise in an automobile, that rolls
off a lot of the low-frequency rumble
and vibration, making some cars that
are noisy at low frequencies appear to
be quieter. The A curve is not appro
priate for measuring sound levels in
the 100 dB SPL range at a concert. The
Fletcher-Munson and similar equal
loudness curves indicate the ear is
more linear at high sound levels, so the
C or linear scales would be more appro
priate here, though many people
incorrectly use the A scale for high
level sound measurement. A weighting
is more appropriate for low level
sounds, where the curve approximates
the insensitivity of the human ear to
low frequencies at low levels.
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16.6 TI-IE REAL-TiME
ANAlyZER

The real-time analyzer (or RTA)
may be the most elaborate and sophis
ticated piece of equipment in the sound
man's tool kit. It is used to obtain an
instantaneous display of the frequency
response of a sound system or signal
processor.

The RTA is basically a form of spec
trum analyzer, optimized for audio use.
It consists of a specified signal source,
a calibrated microphone and preampli
fier, signal amplifying and filtering
circuitry, and a display. The most
common type of display used in RTAs
is an array of LEDs, although small,
built-in CRT (oscilloscope-like) displays
or a video output to a monitor are also
found. The signal source normally used
is a pink noise generator, although
most RTAs will also respond to pro
gram material.

A simplified block diagram of an
RTA is shown in Figure 16-14. The
pink noise source is used to excite the
system under test at all audio frequen-

cies, with equal amplitude per octave.
The output of the system is filtered in
bands, usually one-third octave wide,
and the signal amplitude in each band
is determined electronically. The
display is arranged to indicate the
amount of energy in each band, as
detected at the output of each filter.

When used to evaluate a sound
system, with a calibrated test micro
phone, the RTA is treated in much the
same way as the SPL meter, and the
same microphone-handling procedures
apply to it. It may be used to measure
the frequency response of sound
systems at any point in a room or,
outdoors, to determine the dispersion
characteristics of a system. The RTA
typically has a line-level input as well,
and may be used to measure the
characteristics of an individual signal
processor or an entire chain through
the preamp, mixer, signal processor
and power amp (with appropriate
padding after the power amp output).

I NOISE
~OURCE ~I PINK

FILTER
... NOISE

OUTPUT

Figure 16-14. Simplified block diagram of a real time analyzer,
as used for sound system tests

1111__
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16.7 TI-IE l.oudsess
MONiTOR

The classical VU meter, devised
some 50 years ago, is a quasi-average
reading device that almost completely
fails to respond to brief peaks. It was
never intended to provide acoustical
comparisons between processed and
unprocessed program material. About
ten years after it was developed, a
standard emerged for the Peak Pro
gram Meter (PPM). It displays and
holds only the peak level of the wave
forms, giving no indication of the
average level. In an attempt to provide
both peak and average (VU) informa
tion to the engineer, some meters have
been made that include a peak-re
sponding LED that turns on when the
peak level reaches or exceeds a certain
threshold, usually from 3 dB to 10 dB
below the maximum output level
capability of the circuit. The difficulty
here is that one never really knows
how much headroom exists until the
peak LED turns on, and, at that point,
the average level may be too high. It is
all but impossible to evaluate the
results of compression using such
meters.

In response to the need for a meter
which shows both rms (average) and
peak level, Dorrough Electronics of
Woodland Hills, California developed a
special loudness monitor. This device
vaguely resembles a VU meter, except
the scale is comprised of numerous
LED segments. Special driver circuitry
activates a continuous bar ofthe LEDs
to show the rms level, and another
single LED to show the peak level.
Peak sensitivity is even faster than a
standard PPM. This meter thus pro
vides a continuous readout of peak and
average levels, and one can visually see
the difference (the distance on the
scale) between the two, which consti
tutes a direct readout of the crest
factor of the program. You may begin
to see more such meters as engineers
realize the value of accurate monitor
ing of both the average and peak
levels.

Figure 16-15. The Dorrough
loudness monitor

16.8 SUMMARy

We have presented here the basic
attributes and uses of standard test
equipment for sound reinforcement
use. To employ such test equipment ef
fectively and obtain reliable results
requires far more knowledge than we
can convey here. It is important that
those wishing to make sound system
measurements study carefully the
manuals provided with the equipment
they wish to use.

No individual piece of test equip
ment yields accurate results under all
circumstances. Often the source and
load impedances used for measure
ments have a significant impact on
levels, noise and distortion measure
ments. For example, measuring the
clipping level of an unterminated
graphic equalizer by connecting it to
the 100 kohm input of an oscilloscope
may yield an apparent error of as much
as 6 dB or more compared to the
results if a 600 ohm or 1200 ohm
terminating resistor (assuming such a
termination were specified for the
device) were shunted across the EQ's
output. The frequency or frequencies at
which measurements are made can
have a major impact on the measured
result. Using a simple VOM that is
accurate for 120 volt RMS, 60 Hz
power mains voltage measurements
may yield wildly inaccurate results
when measuring 10 kHz audio signals
at 1 volt levels. Even the temperature
can be a significant factor, particularly
when equipment is used in extremely
hot or cold environments. One must
know the tolerances of the test equip
ment. Specifying the total harmonic
distortion at 0.001% is meaningless
w~en the di!\tort~o~analyzer has a
norse floor that Iimits meaningful
readings to 0.005% THD. And when
measuring noise, the bandwidth ofthe
test equipment is significant. Usually
some sort of filter or corrective equa
tion must be applied or else one will
end up with a measurement that
includes thermal noise well beyond the
meaningful audio spectrum. These are
but a few of the factors to be considered
when testing sound equipment.
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Section 17 presents guidelines for
selecting, connecting, and trou

bleshooting the electronic components
of sound reinforcement and reproduc
tion systems. Corresponding informa
tion covering loudspeaker components
is found in Section 18.

The electronics might be termed the
nerve center of a sound system. Here,
audio signals are routed, processed,
and mixed to produce sonic events that
are reproduced by the loudspeakers.
The controls and indicators of the
electronic components are the sound
engineer's primary tools. A high
quality electronic system - properly
connected and operated - is crucial to
superior sound.

The task of specifying and connect
ing audio equipment involves many
interrelated concerns, all of which can
decisively affect the system's perform
ance. The key to success in this en
deavor is a thorough working knowl
edge of basic audio electronics, coupled
with respect for the practical needs of
system operators.

17.1. BASic SOUNd
SySTEM TypES

Most sound systems fall into one of
two basic functional classes: sound re
inforcement and sound reproduction.
While some applications involve both
functions, we will deal with each
separately for the sake of clarity - just
keep in mind that every application is
unique. Combining basic principles in
creative ways to solve individual
problems is the essence of professional
sound.

17.1.1. Sound
Reproduction Systems

In sound reproduction, the function
of the sound system is to reproduce
recorded input signals in accordance
with a particular standard of perform
ance. Examples of such applications
are night club sound, corporate multi
media shows and location playback in
film or video production.

Since the program material will
have been recorded and mixed in a
studio, any manipulation of the signal
is usually confined to level control,
basic equalization, and perhaps mixing
of multiple sources. These operations
may be handled by a small console
which need not be functionally com
plex. The unit should be of high quality
since signal distortion and noise are far
more objectionable than in live sound
- particularly if the audience is famil
iar with the recorded material (i.e, if a
recording doesn't sound as good on the
dance floor as it does on their home
audio systems, they'll be disappointed.)

Audio performance also must be con
sidered when selecting the playback
source equipment, of course, but it is
not the only factor. Transport controls
should be well suited to the needs and
preferences of the system operator,
particularly if quick changeovers and!
or tricky musical synchronizations are
required. In portable applications such
as location playback, ruggedness and
reliability are paramount considera
tions. Finally, corporate multimedia



applications often require the ability to
synchronize sound playback with
image projection (in large multimedia
shows, the control and synchronization
system may be much more complex
than the audio signal handling path).

In sound reproduction, signal proc
essors generally serve not so much to
create sonic events as to satisfy the
playback standards of the application,
be they technical or subjective. For
example, master system equalizers are
normally employed to tune the loud
speakers for optimum performance in
the immediate environment. In some
cases, a specified frequency response
characteristic may also be imposed on
the system. An example of such a
house curve is the SMPTE standard for
film sound reproduction. Noise gates or
other methods of noise reduction may
be used to enhance the apparent
quality of recordings. On the subjective
side, dance club systems sometimes
include electronic boom boxes or other
types of low frequency enhancement
devices.

17.1.2. Sound
Reinforcement Systems

As the term implies, sound rein
forcement is the amplification of a live
sound source in order to reach a large
audience. Reinforcement applications
vary in complexity, from relatively
simple paging or conferencing to large
scale music performance.

In paging and announcing, the over
riding concern is intelligibility. Voice
reinforcement systems are thus elec
tronically very simple, consisting of one
or more microphones, preamplification
(with mixing, if required) and power
amplification. Signal processing is
generally confined to loudspeaker
equalization, compression and/or
gating, all of which can significantly
enhance intelligibility. On occasion,
filters may be used to curtail low
frequency response in order to compen
sate for the proximity effect associated
with closely placed cardioid mics.

Music reinforcement is another
matter entirely. As the technology of
concert sound has continually ad
vanced, so have the demands of artists
and audiences. The goal of concert
sound today is not merely to equal, but
to surpass, the impact of studio record
ings. As a result, contemporary large
scale concert sound systems attain a
complexity unequalled in any other
area of professional audio, and the mix
engineer is a crucial participant in the
creation of the musical event.

A typical music reinforcement
system is actually two separate but
interdependent electronic systems: the
main sound reinforcement system,
which delivers sound to the audience,
and the stage monitor system, which
serves the needs of the onstage per
formers. In smaller scale applications
such as live music clubs, the two may
be combined under the control ofthe
house mix engineer. In large concert
reinforcement systems they are
handled by highly complex individual
systems - each controlled by a separate
team of engineers - and signals from
on-stage microphones and instruments
are split to feed both systems.

The main sound reinforcement elec
tronics receive each signal from the
stage individually, adding effects as
necessary and providing a master mix
to feed the house speaker system. The
mix is most often mono. On occasion,
the sound reinforcement system may
be operated in stereo or, more rarely,
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in three channels (left, right and
center), While the output feed is
apparently simple, the signal process
ing at the console may be prodigious,
involving numerous submaster busses
with outboard effects inserted at
several points in the chain. Main sound
reinforcement consoles are therefore
usually equal in complexity to multi
track recording consoles, and the range
of outboard signal processing equip
ment can exceed that of many studios.

The stage monitor electronics handle
the same signals quite differently.
Here, the goal is to satisfy the varying
requirements of each individual
musician, so monitor consoles are
designed to provide a large number of
separate mixes. While the output feed
in this case is far more complicated,
the signal processing in each output
branch is relatively simple. Individual
microphone-loudspeaker combinations
must be equalized independently to
suppress feedback and maximize
acoustic gain. Narrow-band graphic or
parametric equalizers serve this
function. Limiters or compressors may
also be employed to help the monitors
compete in the high sound pressure
environment of the stage and hold
down the level of any feedback that
occurs. Beyond this little else is
needed, since excess effects only serve
to muddy the onstage sound.

17.2. DEVELopiNG A
LOGiCAL SySTEM
ARCliiTECTLJRE

Every sound system - no matter
how simple it may appear - must be
the subject of careful planning. The
first step in the process is to analyze
the intended application for the sys
tem, covering both technical and
budgetary concerns. From this infor
mation, we can determine the func
tions that will be required, and develop
a practical list of equipment.

A successful sound system is more
than just a collection of equipment.
The individual devices must be con
nected to function as component parts
of a single whole: a system with a
logical structure that is optimized to do
a job. One could easily argue that an
understanding of the importance of
logical architecture - the sequence in
which devices must be connected and
the structure in which they operate - is
fundamental to the practice of profes
sional sound.



17.2.1. Functional
Grouping

In Section 1.3 , we developed a
simplified conceptual model of a sound
system (described in Figure 1-6, and
repeated below). In that model the
system is reduced to three blocks:
input, signal processing, and output.
When we apply that model to analyz
ing a practical system, each of these
blocks signifies a functional group of
components.

The Input Group comprises input
transducers and associated interface
components such as transformers,
pads, external preamplifiers or other
in-line signal processors that contrib
ute to a particular input signal.

The Signal Processing and Routing
Group is the heart of the electronics
system. It encompasses all line-level
components that perform centralized
control and processing of audio signals
in the system.

The Output Group comprises output
transducers (usually the loudspeaker
system), power amplification and all
associated alignment circuitry.

SECTiON 11
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(Figure 1-5 repeated) Conceptual model of a sound system
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17.2.2. System Examples

To clarify how these functional clas
sifications are applied to analyzing and
planning a system, let's examine some
typical sound systems.

Figure 17-1 shows a simple stereo
sound reproduction system. The input
group consists of: (1) a turntable with
moving-coil cartridge, transformer for
the cartridge and RIAA preamplifica
tion stage; (2) a stereo cassette ma
chine; and (3) a Compact disc player.

The signal processing and routing
group consists of a compact mixing
console that selects, processes and/or
mixes line-level signals from the three
input sources.

Input Group

The output group comprises a stereo
graphic equalizer for loudspeaker
equalization, a stereo power amplifier,
and a pair offull range loudspeakers.

A medium-scale sound reinforce
ment system, such as might be found
in a live music club, is shown on the
next page in Figure 17-2.

The input group consists of vocal
microphones, drum microphones, and
direct inputs frem a number of musical
instruments. Notice that onstage
signal processors which are dedicated
to particular instruments are included
in the input group, rather than being
classified with signal processing and
routing.

Turntable

Stereo Cassette Player

1.......... 11 .......... 1

00

Compact Disc Player

Signal Processing
And Routing Group

Output Group
Stereo Equalizer

Stereo Power Amplifier

Loudspeaker
System

Figure 17-1. A stereo
playback system
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The house console is central to the
signal processing and routing group. A
number of outboard signal processors
are available for insertion at various
points in the signal path, and are to be
used for creative enhancement of
musical signals from the stage. Since
the hypothetical club environment in
our example is acoustically dead (par
ticularly with a full house), a master
reverberator is provided.

The onstage monitor feed is taken
from the house console, so two separate
output groups are shown. The main
house group, a mono feed, includes
master system equalizers, active cross
overs, power amplifiers and the house
loudspeaker system. The onstage
monitor group is a multiple output feed
taken from either the house console
monitor matrix outputs or from pre
fader auxilliary sends. (For clarity,
only a single monitor feed signal path
is shown; normally, four to six such
feeds would be used in a system of this
size.) Pre-fader sends are preferred in
order to keep the monitor mix fully
independent ofthe house mix. Each
individual branch includes an equal
izer for feedback suppression, a limiter,
a power amplifier and loudspeaker.

Figure 17-3 (a-e) on pages 320
through 322) shows a full-scale concert
sound reinforcement system. A generic
listing of typical signal processors and
their typical uses in concert reinforce
ment is shown in Figure 17-3 (d) on
page 1-11.

The input group in Figure 17-3 (a)
includes a multiple-circuit splitter box
that provides separate isolated signal
feeds for the house and monitor sys
tems. Notice the audio cassette ma
chine and compact disc player, both
local to the house console, which
provide recorded music playback at the
beginning and end of the show (and a
source of sound for preliminary system
setup, as well).

The house signal processing and
routing group in Figure 17-3 (b) is an
expanded version of that shown in the
preceding figure.

The order of connections in the
output group shown in Figure 17-3 (c)
bears detailed study. The house sound
reinforcement is assumed to comprise
three arrays- Left, Center, and Right
each with associated downfillloud
speakers to cover seating areas that lie

outside of the coverage pattern of the
array. The Center array is designated
as the master system.

A monophonic feed from the house
console is routed to an equalization
stage which provides correction for the
entire main sound reinforcement
system. The output of this stage is
split. One branch feeds the active
crossover package and power amplifi
ers of the Center array and subwoofers.
The other branch feeds separate indi
vidual equalizers for the Center
downfill and the Left and Right array
branches. Each individual array
branch incorporates separate equalizer
stages that are similarly connected.

This nested connection scheme
reflects the logical acoustical hierarchy
of the individual loudspeaker compo
nents. During setup, the arrays will be
tested and equalized in the order
implied by this architecture, as follows:

1) The Center main array is tested
and equalized alone;

2) The Center downfillloudspeakers
are added and equalized to fit into
the main array response;

3) The Left and Right main arrays are
tested and trimmed using their
respective equalizers;

4) The Left and Right downfill systems
are added and equalized to fit into
the response of their respective
main arrays.

A typical companion stage monitor
system is analyzed separately in
Figure 17-4 on page 323.
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Figure 17-3. A typical concert sound reinforcement system:

B. Signal processing (illustration continued from prior page)
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ELECTRONics
Instrument

Snare top microphone
Snare bottom microphone
Hi-hat microphone
Rack tom left microphone
Rack tom right microphone
Floor tom microphone
Left overhead
Right overhead
Electronic drum snare DI
Electronic drum kick DI
Electronic drums left mix out
Electronic drums right mix out
Electric guitar left microphone
Electric guitar right microphone
Bass synth DI
Synthesizer DIs
Lead vocal microphone

Background vocal microphones

Signal Processing

Noise gate - Equalizer - Limiter
Noise gate - Equalizer - Limiter

*
Noise gate
Noise gate
Noise gate
Compression
Compression

*
Equalizer
Equalizer
Equalizer
Noise gate
Noise gate
Equalizer - Limiter
Limiter
Equalizer - Limiter
Exciter
Limiter

* No external processing

Figure 17-3. A typical concert sound reinforcement system:
D. Common applications for signal processors
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Limiters

Figure 17-4. Concert stage monitor system
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Figure 17-4 (prior page) depicts a
typical, separate onstage monitor
system that might accompany the
main sound reinforcement system of
Figure 17-3. This system shares the
input group shown in Figure 17-3 (a).

The signal processing and routing
group here centers on a console specifi
cally constructed for stage monitor
mixing. Note the large number of
separate output feeds. Outboard
processing is confined to limiters,
which provide a degree of compression
for vocals and hold down the level of
any feedback that might occur.

The output group branches are also
quite simple, comprising equalizers for
feedback suppression, power ampli
fiers, and monitor loudspeakers.
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17.~. BASic
CONNECTioNS

Despite the fact that audio signal
connection practices are reasonably
(though not totally) standardized,
improper interfacing among compo
nents remains one of the most common
sources of problems in professional
sound. Half of the solution for interfac
ing problems is to select components
that are compatible electrically. The
other half is to connect them properly
and consistently.

17.3.1. Signal Levels and
Impedance

Section 8.7 provides a detailed
description of nominal operating levels
as they apply to audio equipment. As
related there, the standard line level
for professional audio equipment is
+4 dBu. Simply adhering to this
standard when selecting equipment
helps to avoid many common interfac
ing problems. On the other hand, the
quality and utility of some contempo
rary -10 dBV equipment makes strict
adherence to the +4 dBu standard less
attractive than it once was, especially
since -10 dBV equipment (sometimes
called semi-pro) is usually less expen
sive than comparable +4 dBu (pro)
gear.

There are solutions to this dilemma.
Recognizing the market's desire to
have the option to use -1OdBV equip
ment at some places in the signal chain
(playback equipment and outboard
signal processors are two notable
examples), some audio manufacturers
supply both +4 dBu and -10 dBV con
nection points on their equipment.
(This is most often true of console
manufacturers.) Alternatively, a few
companies now offer active interface
boxes that convert between the two
standards. Use of such interfaces is
highly recommended, since they offer a
simple, quick and cost effective fix for
level (and impedance) matching
problems.

Many audio professionals under
stand the concept of impedance less
well than they do signal level, and
impedance mismatch is often blamed
for problems that have nothing to do
with impedance. The confusion stems
in part from practices originated in the
days of tube equipment, when trans-

former interfacing was much more
common - if not mandatory - than it
is today. (See Section 8.6 for a discus
sion of input and output impedances.)

Practically speaking, problems at
line level are rarely attributable to im
pedance differences these days. Since
modern audio equipment almost
invariably features reasonably high
input impedances (10k ohms or
greater) and low output source imped
ances (usually 100 ohms or less), line
level connections now involve very
little power transfer - generally, in
the milliwatt-to-microwatt range.
Moreover, active transformerless
output stages - now the most common
type - are not very susceptible to
varying load impedance (within practi
callimits, of course).

This does not mean that impedance
can be disregarded. In the majority of
sound systems, impedance-related
problems are most likely to appear in
the input and output groups of compo
nents. At both ends, transducers are
used and questions of power transfer
come into play.

For example, input transducers
(microphones, guitar pickups, phono
graph cartridges and so on) generally
are not capable of sourcing much power
at all, and thus require relatively high
load impedances. Since their electrical
characteristics may also feature signifi
cant reactive components (coils or con
densers), not only their output level
but also their frequency response will
be affected by the load they see.

While early microphones (especially
ribbon types) incorporated transform
ers that required specific termination,
modern microphones generally present
a source impedance of about 150 ohms,
and are perfectly happy when con
nected to a load of 3k ohms or greater.
On the other hand, electric guitar
pickups are highly load sensitive and
significantly reactive, requiring a
preamplifier input impedance in the
neighborhood of 500k to 1M (1,000,000)
ohms. Typical moving magnet phono
graph cartridges generally like a load
impedance of about 47k ohms; moving
coil cartridges require a much higher
input impedance (and their output
level is much lower, necessitating a
matching step-up transformer or
preamp).



It is in the output group that actual
impedance calculations are most
commonly necessary. The net load
impedance presented by a loudspeaker
system affects both the size of wire
needed for connections to the amplifier
output and the amount of power drawn
from the amplifier (see Section 12.5
and Section 18.4). Moreover, the
design of passive crossovers, though it
is not a routine function in day-to-day
audio work, must take into account the
impedances of the individual drivers.

Finally, wherever transformers are
used to solve interfacing problems 
and they may be used in the input
group, the output group or both - the
source and load impedances that they
see must be considered. For proper
operation, most audio transformers
require specific termination (see
Section 17.5, following).

~- - - ~
Unbalanced~

Output toJIIIyF~~:8111[

17.3.2. Unbalanced and
Balanced Connections

Unbalanced connections (sometimes
called single-ended) employ two con
ductors, one at ground potential and
the other carrying signal. Unbalanced
connections may be transformer
coupled, but the norm is direct cou
pling. Equipment operating at
-10 dBVinvariably uses unbalanced
connections.

Balanced connections employ two
conductors, each of which carries the
same signal potential but with the
polarity of one reversed with respect to
the other. Balanced connections mayor
may not be referred to ground; if not,
they are termed floating connections. A
balanced connection referred to ground
requires three conductors, the third
being at ground potential. (A floating
connection may have a third, ground
conductor but it is used as a shield and
not connected in a way that references
the circuit to ground.)

SECTiON 17
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Notes:
1. Do not ground center taps (except in some rare instances).
2. Ground only at the unbalanced end of the cable.

Figure 17-5. Unbalanced and balanced connections
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Balanced inputs and outputs are
sometimes implemented using a
transformer, which mayor may not
have a center tap. If it does the center
tap should usually not be grounded.
More often than not, modern profes
sional equipment uses direct coupling.
Direct coupled balanced inputs are
sometimes called differential inputs.
One of the short comings of differential
circuits is that they may not be float
ing, so transformers sometimes must
be inserted to break ground loops.

Balanced connections are preferred
over unbalanced because they are far
less susceptible to pickup of interfer
ence. Professional +4 dBu equipment
usually (but not always) features
balanced inputs and outputs.

Figure 17-5 illustrates the basic
recommended practices for handling
standard unbalanced and balanced
connections in various combinations.
Note in particular the method for
unbalanced connection of electronically
balanced (active) outputs versus
transformer-coupled balanced outputs.

The nature of the active output
determines the type of cabling that
may be used when that balanced
output is connected to an unbalanced
input. Usually a dual-conductor
shielded cable should be employed,
allowing the cable to remain more or
less balanced right up to the input of
the unbalanced device. This actually
helps cancel noise because the shield
drains noise to the earth ground and is
not relied upon to carry the signal. The
shield's finite resistance means that
grounding the shield and the low side
of the cable at the input to the unbal
anced device is not the functional
equivalent of doing so at the output of
the balanced device.

NOTE: The term push-pull has
been used to describe a balanced
output, but is more correctly re
served for describing the output of
power amplifiers, not line-level
driver circuits.

17.4. GROlJNdiNG

Ground is the electrical reference
against which potentials (voltages) are
expressed. In a practical audio system,
a number of different independent ref
erences exist in various local subsys
tems. These mayor may not be at the
same electrical potential. Ifhandled
properly, they certainly need not be at
the same potential.

For purposes of clarity in discussing
audio connection practices, we will
distinguish among three specific
ground references:

• Signal Ground - the reference
point against which signal
potentials in a specific piece of
equipment or group of components
are expressed.

• Earth Ground - the local
electrical potential of the earth. In
practice, earth is the potential of
the central, rounded terminal in a
U.S. standard three-prong 120-volt
outlet. Earth is sometimes
obtained from a metal cold water
pipe (though this practice has been
criticized recently as unreliable
due to increasing use of non
conductive ABS plastic pipe
sections), or from a chemical
earthing rod sunk into the
moistened ground.

• Chassis Ground - the chassis
connection point of a specific
component. In equipment fitted
with a three prong AC plug, the
chassis is normally connected to
earth, with provision to connect
signal ground to earth as well.
Equipment having a two prong AC
plug will normally have the chassis
connected to signal ground.

As we will see, connections among
these various reference points are an
all-important factor in assembling a
successful audio system.

Grounding has been an area of black
magic for many sound technicians and
engineers, and certainly for most
casual users of sound systems. Every
one knows that grounding has some
thing to do with safety, and something
to do with hum and noise suppression,
but few people know how to set up a
proper AC power distribution system,

--------- -_._--



and how to connect audio equipment
grounds so that noise is minimized.
This subsection of the manual won't
make anyone an expert, but it does
point out a few ofthe principles and
precautions with which everyone
should be familiar. Whether you read
this material or not, before you start
cutting shields and lifting grounds,
read the warning on the following
page.

WARNING: In any audio system
installation, governmental and
insurance underwriters' elec
trical codes must be observed.
These codes are based on .
safety, and may vary in differ-:
ent localities; in all cases, local
codes take precedence over any
suggestions contained in this
handbook. Yamaha shall not be
liable for incidental or conse
quential damages, including
injury to any persons or prop
erty, resulting from improper,
unsafe or illegal installation of
any related equipment. (IN
PLAIN WORDS ... IF YOU UFT
A GROUND, THE RESULTING
POTENTIAL FOR ELECTRI
CAL SHOCK IS YOUR OWN
RESPONSIBILITY!)

Never trust any potentially hazard
ous system, such as an AC power
system of any type, just because
someone else tells you that it's okay.
People can get killed by faulty or
improperly wired sound equipment, so
be sure you check things out yourself.

17.4.1. Why Is Proper
Grounding Important?

In practical operating environments,
any signal conductor is susceptible to
induced currents from several types of
sources such as radio frequency (RF)
emissions, AC power lines, switching
devices, motors and the like. This is
why audio signal cables are invariably
shielded. The function of the shield is
to intercept undesirable emissions. A
major goal of grounding technique is to
keep unwanted signal currents that
are induced in the shield away from
the signal conductor(a), and drain them
to ground as directly as possible.

Beyond minimizing noise and hum,
an equally important consideration in
grounding is safety. The connection
between a chassis and earth is com
monly referred to as a safety ground 
and with good reason. Consider the
possibility that a chassis might become
connected to the hot leg of the AC
mains (120 volts RMS AC) due to
faulty wiring, an inadvertent short or
moisture condensation. Suddenly, that
innocuous looking box could be trans
formed into what engineers gruesomely
call a widow maker. Someone who is
touching a grounded guitar, mic stand,
or other equipment will complete the
circuit when touching the now electri
cally charged chassis, and receive the
full brunt of whatever power is avail
able. If the chassis is connected to
earth, it will simply blow a fuse or
circuit breaker.

Dangerous potential differences can
also occur without such shorts. Two
individual localized ground points, if
they are not directly connected, cannot
be assumed to be at the same potential
- far from it, in fact. Virtually anyone
who has played in a band has, at one
time or another, experienced a shock
when touching both the guitar and the
microphone. The guitar may be
grounded onstage while the mic is
grounded at the console on the other
side of the room but the two grounds
are at very different potentials. By
completing the circuit between them,
the performer gets zapped. Good
grounding practice seeks to control
such potential differences for the
comfort and longevity of all concerned.
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17.4.2. Ground Loops

AC line-frequency hum is, without
question, the single most common
problem in sound systems, and the
most common cause of hum is ground
loops.

A ground loop occurs when there is
more than one ground connection path
between two pieces of equipment. The
duplicate ground paths form the
equivalent of a loop antenna which
very efficiently picks up interference
currents, which are transformed by
lead resistance into voltage fluctua
tions. As a consequence, the reference
in the system is no longer a stable
potential, so signals ride on the inter
ference.

Ground loops often are difficult to
isolate, even for experienced audio
engineers. Sometimes, in poorly
designed sound equipment (which
sometimes includes expensive sound
equipment), ground loops occur inside
the chassis even though the equipment
has balanced inputs and outputs. In
this instance, little can be done to get
rid ofthe hum short of having a skilled
audio engineer redesign the ground
wiring inside. It's better to avoid this
kind of equipment. It is also best to
avoid unbalanced equipment in
professional sound systems (unless the
equipment is all going to be very close
together, connected to the same leg of
the AC service, and not subject to high
hum fields).

Ifall connections are balanced and
the equipment is properly designed
and constructed, such ground loops will
not induce noise. Unfortunately, much
of the so-called professional sound
equipment sold today is not properly
grounded internally, so system-created
ground loops can create very real
problems.

Figure 17-6 shows a typical ground
loop situation. Two interconnected
pieces of equipment are plugged into
grounded AC outlets at separate
locations, and signal ground is con
nected to earth in each ofthem. The
earth ground path and duplicate signal
ground path form a loop which can pick
up interference. Normally, this kind of
ground loop should not cause any noise
in the audio circuits if (a) the circuits
are truly balanced or floating, and (b)
the audio common is maintained
separately from the chassis ground
within the equipment. Ifone of these
conditions is not met, then instead of
going directly to earth ground and
disappearing, these circulating ground
loop noise currents (which act like
signals) travel along paths that are not
intended to carry signals. The currents,
in turn, modulate the potential of the
signal-carrying wiring (they are
superimposed on the audio), producing
hum and noise voltages that cannot
easily be separated from program
signals by the affected equipment. The
noise is thus amplified along with the
program material.

Component 1
~Through Shield

Component 2

Ground Path
Through

Mains Earth
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(Key for Figures 17-6 through 17-11)

~ = Signal Ground ~ = Mains Earth J = Chassis Ground--

Figure 17-6. Formation of ground loops



17.4.3. Basic Grounding
Techniques

We will discuss four basic ap
proaches to handling grounds within
audio systems: single point, multiple
point, floating, and telescoping shield.
Each has specific advantages in differ
ent types of systems.

Figure 17-7 illustrates the single
point grounding principle. Chassis
ground in each individual component is
connected to earth; signal ground is
carried between components and
connected to earth at one central point.
This configuration is very effective in
eliminating line frequency hum and
switching noise, but is most easily
implemented in systems (or subsys
tems) that remain relatively fixed.
Single point grounding is very often
used in recording studio installations.
It is also effective in the wiring of indi
vidual equipment racks. It is almost
impossible to implement in complex,
portable sound reinforcement systems.

Multiple point grounding is shown
in Figure 17-8. This situation is com
mon in systems that use unbalanced

equipment having the chassis con
nected to signal ground. It has the
advantage of being very simple in
practice, but it is not very reliable 
particularly if the connection configu
ration of the system is changed fre
quently. Multiple point grounding
systems which include unbalanced
equipment are inherently rife with
ground loops. Hum and noise problems
can appear and disappear unpre
dictably as pieces of equipment are
inserted or removed. When they
appear, problems are very difficult to
isolate and fix. Multiple point ground
systems that employ balanced circuits
with properly designed equipment may
present no special noise problems.

Figure 17-9 shows the floating
ground principle. Note that signal
ground is completely isolated from
earth. This scheme is useful when the
earth ground system carries significant
noise, but it relies on the equipment
input stages to reject interference
induced in cable shields.

SECTiON 11
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Figure 17-7. Single-point grounding

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3

Figure 17-8. Multiple-point grounding
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Component 1 Component 2 Component 3

Figure 17-9. Floating connections
The principle of telescoping shields

is illustrated in Figure 17-10. This
scheme is very effective in eliminating
ground loops. If shields are connected
only to earth, unwanted signals that
are induced in them can never enter
the signal path. Balanced lines and
transformers are required to imple
ment this approach, since ground is not
carried between components. One
drawback is that cables may not all be
the same - some having shields carried
through at both ends, and others not,
depending on the equipment - so it
becomes more complicated to sort out
the cabling upon setup and breakdown
of a portable system.

Figure 17-11 (next page) illustrates
a typical audio system in which various
grounding techniques are combined.
The basic rules that guide the choice of
grounding schemes may be sum
marized as:

1) Identify separate subsystems (or
equipment environments) that may
be contained within an electrostatic
shield which drains to earth.

+

Component 1

2) Connect signal ground within each
separate subsystem to earth at one
point only.

3) Provide maximum isolation in con
nections between subsystems by
using transformer coupled floating
balanced connections.

Equipment does not have to be
grounded to prevent noise from enter
ing the system. The main reason we
ground a sound system is for safety;
proper grounding can prevent lethal
shocks. The next reason for grounding
a system that includes AC powered
equipment is that, under some condi
tions, proper grounding may reduce
external noise pickup. While proper
grounding doesn't always reduce
external noise pickup, improper
grounding can increase external noise
pickup.

The AC power cord ground (the
green wire and the third pin on the AC
plug) connects the chassis of electronic
equipment to a wire in the wall power
service that leads through building

Component 2
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Ground Path
Through

Mains Earth

Figure 17-10. Telescoping shields



wiring to an earth ground. The earth
ground is required by electrical codes
everywhere, and can contribute to
ground loops.

If there is only one path to ground,
there can be no ground loop. However,
one must look carefully. For example,
suppose there is just one audio cable
joining a console to a power amplifier...
can there be a ground loop? Yes! A
ground connection through the AC
cables and the chassis ofthe two units
makesthe second connection. This,
along with the audio cable shield, con
stitutes a continuous ground loop in
which noise currents can flow. One way
to break this ground loop is to lift the
AC ground on one piece of equipment,
typically the power amplifier, with a
two-wire to three-wire AC adaptor.
Leaving the loose green wire on the
adaptor unconnected breaks the
ground loop, but also removes the AC
safety ground. The system now relies
upon the audio cable to provide the
ground, a practice that can be hazard
ous. In fact, this type of ground loop

Equipment Rack

will not automatically cause noise, as
stated previously, unless the equip
ment is unbalanced or improperly
grounded internally.

In certain situations you can lift
(disconnect) the shield at one end
(usually at the output) of an audio
cable and thus eliminate the most
likely path that carries ground loop
currents. In a balanced line, the shield
does not carry audio signals, but only
serves to protect against static and
RFI, so you can disconnect the shield
at one end without affecting the audio
signal on the two inner conductors of
the cable, and with little or no effect on
the shielding. Unfortunately, this is
not a very practical solution to the
ground loop problem for portable sound
systems because it requires special
cables with shields disconnected on one
end. Fortunately, some professional
audio equipment is equipped with
ground lift switches on the balanced
inputs. Ground lifting can be used
when multiple unbalanced audio cable
join two pieces of equipment; in this

Mix Console

SECTiON 11
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Figure 17-11. Combining grounding techniques in a practical system
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17.5. USiNG Audio
SiGNAL TRANSfoRMERS

b) Transformers with
Tapped Windings

Figure 17-12. Basic
transformer types

[
[
[

J[
a) Bas;cT'ansfo'me' ]

~~J
j Fc) Transformer withj_ _ Multiple Windings

1.5.1. Properties And
Functions of Signal
Transformers

Figure 17-12 (a) shows a simple
transformer. Two independent coils of
wire share a common metal core within
a shield. By inductive coupling, alter
nating current signals injected at the
primary winding are transferred to the
secondary winding. There is no inter
nal DC path from primary to secon
dary.

Due in part to extensive use of inex
pensive, poorly designed units, signal
transformers have gotten an unde
served bad reputation in some audio
circles. True, a poor transformer will
seriously degrade sonic quality - just
as a cheaply made console or tape
machine or microphone will. And it is
certainly not necessary for every
interconnection in an audio system to
be transformer coupled. On the other
hand, transformers do offer significant
(and, in some cases, absolutely essen
tial) advantages in many applications.
The best contemporary audio trans
formers provide extremely linear
performance when they are used prop
erly.

3) Where practical, plug all affected
equipment into the same AC service
"leg." This includes the console,
signal processors, and electric
instruments such as guitar amps,
keyboards, etc. This not only
reduces the noise potential if a
ground loop occurs, it also reduces
the danger of electric shock. Light
ing, air conditioning, motors and so
on should be connected to a com
pletely different phase (or leg) ofthe
main power distribution system.

WARNING: Microphone cases
typically are connected to the
shield of the cable, and the
shield is tied to the console
chassis via pin 1 of the XLR'
connector. If there is any
electrical potential on any
external equipment, such as a .
guitar amp chassis, then a
performer who holds the mic
and touches the other
equipment may be subject to a
lethal electrical shock! This is
why you should avoid ground
lift adaptors on AC power
connections if there is any
other way to eliminate a
ground loop.

2) NEVER defeat the AC safety
ground on your console or any other
piece of equipment connected
directly to your microphones.
Microphones take priority in
grounding safety because they are
handled by performers (who may
touch other grounded items, includ
ing a wet stage).

1) Don't lift the safety ground on any
piece of equipment unless it signifi
cantly reduces the noise level.

case, all but one of the shields can be
lifted, thus maintaining the low side of
the audio connection without unneces
sary duplication, which avoids the
ground loops and induced noise. Ifyou
want to avoid the ground lifting, try
tightly bundling the cables.

Here are some suggestions to
minimize the safety conflict while
avoiding noise caused by ground loops:
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The ratio ofthe number ofturns in
the primary and secondary windings
determines the electrical characteris
tics of the transformer, as follows:

secondary voltage = primary voltage· T
r

secondary current = primary current-s- Tr
secondary impedance » primary impedance = Tr

2

Many audio transformers require
resistive termination at the primary,
secondary, or both (Figure 17-14) for
proper operation. The termination re
quirements for a particular unit must
be determined from the manufacturer's
documentation.

The principal benefits of trans
former coupling in audio systems are:

Where T
r

= # of secondary turns -;- # of
primary turns.

Transformers often have taps
(Figure 17-12 (b)) to form various effec
tive turns ratios. A tap at the electrical
center of a winding is called a center
tap. Multiple windings may also be
provided, as shown in Figure 17-12 (c).

Transformers are protected from un
wanted induced interference in a
number of ways. Normally, both
magnetic (iron) and electrostatic
(copper) shields are provided. In prac
tice, the electrostatic shield and the
core usually are earthed to drain
interference currents.

Audio signal transformers can be
connected in unbalanced or balanced
configurations, as shown in Fig-
ure 17-13.

• Isolation from high common-mode
voltages in signal conductors;

• Ability to achieve complete
separation between ground return
paths in interconnected
components;

• By impedance transformation,
ability to avoid undesirable loading
(or to provide optimum loading);

• By voltage transformation, ability
to step signal levels up or down
without substantially affecting the
inherent signal-to-noise ratio.

Balanced To
Ground

Unbalanced Symmetrical
Balanced
(Floating)

Figure 17-13. Unbalanced and balanced connection of transformers

Primary Termination Secondary Termination Termination Of Both
Primary And Secondary

Figure 17-14. Termination of transformers
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17.5.2. Some Practical
Applications

Suppose that we wish to connect an
electric guitar or electric bass directly
to the microphone input of a console.
The console input impedance is, say,
3k ohms - which is fine for low to me
dium impedance microphones. It
represents far too great a load for the
guitar pickup circuitry, which requires
a load impedance of at least
500k ohms. Moreover, the instrument
output is unbalanced, and may be very
susceptible to noise. The solution is to
use a so-called DJ (direct injection or
simply a direct) box, designed to derive
a signal from an instrument directly at
its output - before the instrument
amplifier.

Figure 17-15 gives a schematic for a
simple passive DJ box. The specially
designed transformer presents a high
input impedance to the unbalanced
instrument, and provides a balanced,
low impedance source to the console
input. Notice the ground lifting switch,
which breaks the connection between
the console signal ground and the in
strument ground. This switch might be
left open (as shown), in order to avoid
ground loops, when the guitar is also
connected to an amplifier or preampli
fier.

Some low end mixing consoles
employ high impedance unbalanced
microphone inputs that are very
susceptible to induced RF interference
(Continued on next page.)

high distortion, tantalum capacitors are not
recommended for Cl.
2. C2 is an optional high quality (polypro
pylene or polycarbonate) film capacitor
used together with Cl to improve the sonic
quality ofthe input capacitor.
3. C3 is a high quality (polystyrene or
polypropylene) film capacitor. Adjust the
value for the desired high-frequency rolloff
(filter works only with pad in circuit).
4. Pad circuitry must always be used when
the source is line or speaker level (synthe
sizer, guitar amp output, etc.).
5. 1% metal film resistors such as Roeder
stein (resista) MK-2 are recommended for
their low noise and audio quality, although
the nearest 5%, %watt carbon film (values
shown in parentheses) will work with
reduced accuracy.
6. Optional 2.5 kn linear taper potenti
ometer allows continuously variable
attenuation between -10 dB and -20 dB.
Conductive plastic is recommended, but
carbon will work OK
7. Pin 2 ofthe microphone-level output
connector is "Hi," Pin 3 is "Lo," in order to
comply with LE.C. standards. This is com
patible with Neumann, AKG, Beyer, Shure,
Sennheiser, Crown, EV, and Shoeps
microphones, all of which are Pin 2 "Hot."
8. 3 kn resistor across transformer
secondary should be installed when the
direct box is used with inputs having
greater than 2 kn actual termination im
pedance (for example, a standard Yamaha
PM2800M input). It is OK to leave the
resistor in circuit with 1 kn inputs (i.e., a
Yamaha PM2800M input with an optional

,
'3.01 K1%
(3 K 5%)
See Note

SWITCHCRAFT
D3Mor

QGP-3-63
(Gold Pins)

MIC
LEVEL
OUTPlJT

GROUND LIFT
SWITCH

YEL

CASE GROUND

Standard Switchcrafl'--------- -- ----- OPTIONAL --- -- - ------ -- --------- --,

1/4" Phone Jack : ~ :(Chassis Mount, : '
N'11) I .. PAD IN/OUT SWITCH ------;; :

: ~:x,~~~ ~.0 8.06K1% j015'~K1% ;

1 C21uFFILM _ (:~_:~~~ , _(1:_~:~~_. ,j
: HI~CUT: PAD I: OPTIONAL 11

_

_ _ --(>--... ' ALTEU' -10 SEL: I VARIABLEPAD :: "'O--~
, SWITCH : 2.49K 1% SW.: AD.AJST I

(TO GUITAR AMP) : I (2.4K5%) I ::

i P~~;) i. ~~~_.J l ~~_~~~~~_i!
: a (USER EfTHER SWITCH OR POT). i

LJ:~i~~~~~~---- _~~:~~~~ j

isolation transformer installed), although
better results will be obtained if the resistor
is omitted in this case.
9. Parts kit DB-E-PK-l containing all
resistors and capacitors needed to build
above circuit available from Jensen Trans
formers, N. Hollywood, CA for nominal fee.
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Figure 17-15. A musical instrument DJ box
Notes Regarding Figure 17-15:
1. Cl is a high quality, non-polar alumi
num electrolytic, such as Roederstein type
EKU. Voltage rating should be 25 V or
higher. If non-polar cap is not available, use
two 47f1F, 25V polarized electrolytics in
series, as shown on the Jensen Transform
ers JE-DB-E Data Sheet. Because oftheir
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1/4" Phone Male-,
Very Short Cable
to Preamp or Mixer

Typical Microphone Transformer Connection

1

31...--------t----
XLR or A-3 FemaleI

Long Cable
To Mic

Figure 17-16.

1
To Rack
Equipment
Balanced or
Unbalanced

XLR or A-3 Female
Panel Mount

Ground Lift
Switch

Figure 17-17. Isolated equipment rack input

and hum. The problem is caused both
by the impedance mismatch and by the
relatively poor noise rejection proper
ties of the unbalanced input circuit. A
partial improvement can be obtained
by using an external microphone
transformer, as shown in Figure 17-16.
The transformer's primary winding
presents a moderately low impedance

balanced input for the microphone, and
the secondary winding presents a
higher impedance unbalanced drive to
the mixer input. Transformers like this
are offered by several manufacturers in
a simple in-line package, generally
with a female XLR connector at one
end and a quarter inch male phone
plug at the other.

Female XLR-3 or
A-3 Connector

Jensen JE-MB-C
Microphone Bridging

Transformer (150n:150n)
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Isolated
Output

Male XLR-3 or
A-3 Connector

Ground
Lift Switch

Figure 17-18. Microphone splitter

Male XLR-3 or
A-3 Connector

r----cF--t--t-......... -'-c_-_-_---..- - - -,..-_-_--:-I__~=:::::~_,

Mic
Input

Direct
Output
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17.6. Tl-tE MAiN POWER
SOlJRCE

The preceding discussions clearly
demonstrate that from the standpoints
of both safety and noise it is important
to use securely earthed AC outlets.
Figure 17-19 shows the electrical
characteristics of a properly wired
120 V AC single phase earthed U.SA.
standard mains duplex outlet. The
main power source for your sound
system installation should conform to
this diagram.

Figure 17-11 (page 332) shows an
other very effective use of 1:1 line
transformers - isolating local grounds
to eliminate ground loops. (Inciden
tally, just because a 1:1 transformer
has the same impedance on the pri
mary and secondary sides, you cannot
assume there is no input and output;
there can be a significant difference in
performance if it is wired backwards.
Check the transformer manufacturer's
instructions.) Figure 17-17 shows the
wiring of a shielded line transformer at
an equipment rack input. Note that a
balanced (or push-pull) drive is ex
pected.

The isolation properties of trans
formers are also used to provide
separate feeds from on-stage instru
ments to the house and monitor
console systems in large-scale concert
systems. Figure 17-18 shows the basic
principle of a microphone splitter.

Neutral--H----,

Earth
Ground --pt--

Figure 17-19. Standard
duplex outlet

Hot
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17.6.1 Verify the Correct
Mains Voltage

The power supplies of most Yamaha
sound equipment sold in the U.S.A.
and Canada are designed to operate
with 110 to 120 volt, 50 or 60 Hz AC
power mains, while General Export
models operates on 220 or 240 volt, 50
or 60 Hz AC mains. Other manufactur
ers typically build equipment to similar
standards. Ifyou are traveling with
your equipment, be sure to test the
power mains, and to use the appropri
ate power supply. Consult a knowl
edgeable dealer or the manufacturer
for assistance.

Severe over voltage or under voltage
in the power mains can damage your
equipment. For U.S.A. and Canadian
models, the power line must measure
more than 105V and less than 130V
RMS. The tolerance for General Export
models is plus or minus 10%. Some
lines are soft, meaning that the voltage
drops when the line is loaded due to
excessive resistance in the power line,



or too high a current load on the
circuit. To be certain the voltage is
adequate, check it again after turning
on the entire sound system, including
any power amplifiers turned on if they
are connected to the same power
mains.

Initially, ifthe power line voltages
do not fall within the allowable range,
do not connect the equipment to the
mains. Instead, have a qualified
electrician inspect and correct the
condition. Failure to observe this
precaution may damage your equip
ment and probably void the warranty.

You can test AC outlets with a VOM
but you must obviously exercise
extreme caution. Alternatively, simple
plug-in outlet testers are available
from a variety of electronics and hard
ware stores. An outlet tester is an inex
pensive and essential component of the
audio practitioner's tool kit. If an outlet
appears to be miswired, don't use it.
Consult a qualified electrician.

2-WIRE AC OUTLET

Figure 17-20. Testing a
two-wire AC outlet

In larger systems it is often difficult
to obtain a sufficient number of 20 amp
circuits to accommodate the power
surges that may occur when the equip
ment is turned on. Many modern
power amplifiers, for example, each
require the full capacity of a 20 amp
circuit at turn-on, though their operat
ing current requirement is usually
much lower. The solution to this
problem is to use a stepped turn-on
sequence. In fixed installations, the
turn-on sequence is sometimes auto
mated with timing and control cir
cuitry.

17.6.2 Ensure There is a
Good Earth Ground

Typically, the mixing console must
be grounded for safety and proper
shielding. A three-wire power cable
generally is provided for this purpose.
Use a special circuit tester to ensure
that the outlet is properly grounded,
and that the neutral is not weak or
floating. If a grounded, three-wire
outlet is not available, or if there is any
chance the outlet may not be properly
grounded, a separate jumper wire must
be connected from the console chassis
to an earth ground.

In the past, cold water pipes often
were relied upon for an earth ground,
although this is no longer the case in
many localities. Modern building codes
often specify that the water meter be
isolated from the water mains by a
length of plastic (PVC) pipe; this
protects water company personnel
working on the water mains from being
shocked. It also insulates the cold
water pipes from the earth ground.
While an electrical wire bypasses the
water meter in some locations, this
ground path should not be assumed.
For similar reasons, avoid hot water
pipes. Gas pipes should not be used
because if there is a poor electrical
connection between two sections of
pipe, and if a ground current is being
dissipated through the pipe, there
exists the potential for a heat or spark
generated fire or explosion. The safest
and most reliable approach is to
provide your own ground. Drive at
least 5 feet (1.5m) of copper jacketed
steel grounding rod into moist, salted
earth, and use that for a ground, or use
one of the specially made chemical-type
ground rods available for this purpose.

NOTE: The following discussions of
AC outlet wiring are written for
U.S.A and Canadian power
systems, although the principles
generally apply worldwide. In other
areas, however, be sure to check
local codes for specific wiring stan
dards.

SECTiON 11
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Figure 17-21. Testing a 2-wire outlet and a 3-prong to 2-prong adaptor

This meter will indicate zero
or near zero volts if the
adaptor green wire is not

co~:~~~~~grOund.\

,,.....--- '" \

WARNING: NEVER cut the
ground pin of Jlthree terrnitul1
AC plug. There is no assurance
that a component so D10dified
will not one day be used in a
manner ihatwould present a
serious shock hazard.

A lifted ground condition exists if
the ground or green wire from the
outlet's safety ground is disconnected
or missing. In older wiring, the heavy
green wire was sometimes omitted
from internal wall wiring in favor of
letting the flexible metal conduit or
rigid conduit (pipe) suffice as the
ground path from the electrical service
entrance. This method of grounding is
generally acceptable, as long as the
metal conduit in the wall is intact and
all the screws holding the joints
together are secure. However, a single
loose screw in a conduit joint inside a
wall can remove the safety ground
from the next outlet box in the line,
and from all the subsequent boxes on
that same line.

17.6.4 Improperly Wired
AC Outlets: Lifted Grounds

2-WIRE AC OUTLET
with a 3-wire adaptor

,-/.~-

I

I
i

f

/
\ ,/
,.~~-----.,.,--,.»

A two-wire AC outlet does not have
a hole for the safety ground prong of a
three-wire power cord. A two-wire to
three-wire AC adaptor is required if
you want to use one of these two-wire
outlets with the three-wire AC plug on
your sound equipment. These adaptors
can maintain a safe ground for the
sound system if you connect the loose
green wire on the adaptor to a
grounded screw on the two-wire outlet.
How do you know whether or not the
screw is grounded?
1) Connect the adaptor's green wire to

the screw on the two-wire outlet.
2) Plug the adaptor into the outlet.
3) Plug in your three-wire AC outlet

tester into the adaptor. The AC
outlet tester will indicate whether
the screw is grounded.
If the screw is not grounded, connect

the adaptor's green wire to some other
ground point in order to maintain a
safe ground for your system. If the
outlet tester indicates a good ground
but reversed polarity on your two-wire
to three-wire adaptor, sometimes you
can reverse the adaptor in the outlet by
pulling it out, twisting it a half-turn
and reconnecting it; this may not be
possible if the outlet or adaptor is
"polarized" with one prong larger than
the other.

17.6.3 How to Obtain a
Safety Ground When Using
a Two-wire Outlet

litE
ELECTRONics
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17.6.5 Improperly Wired
AC Outlets: Lifted Neutral

SECTiON 11

If the neutral becomes lifted at a
power outlet, it is possible that items
plugged into the outlet will be fed the
full 220 to 240 volts available from the
power service instead of the desired
110 to 120 volts.

Such outlets may operate, but the
voltage can swing from 0 volts to 220
or 240 volts AC (or whatever the
maximum voltage at the service
entrance), creating a shock hazard and
possibly damaging your equipment.

Ifone piece of sound equipment is
plugged into one of the two outlets with
a lifted neutral, and a rack of signal
processing equipment or power amplifi
ers is plugged into the other, fuses may
blow upon turning on the system, and
some of the sound equipment could be
destroyed.

Although the white wires (neutral)
and the green wires (ground) in the AC
wiring are technically at the same
potential (voltage), and should meas
ure the same potential using a voltme
ter, the ground prong connections at
the outlets should be connected to the
grounding bar that was driven into the
earth as an additional safety precau
tion in case something should happen
to the wires running from the service
entrance transformer to the building or
within the equipment itself. If a short
should occur within the equipment,
hopefully the electricity will find its
way to ground via the safety ground,
instead of via a person's body. When
checking AC power lines at the outlet,
be sure you have proper testing tools
and some familiarity with the danger
of shock hazards from AC power.

HOT

HOT

I
220V
240V

.}

Break in

/ ~~~~~~or~--t--...
~ !,,~UTRAL

>--1f---;--
440V

or
more

!
An ordinary voltmeter or
tester may not reveal
this condition unless the
two outlets have very
different loads.

PRIMARY
WINDING

Figure 17-22. Schematic of an outlet with a lifted neutral

Ifyou detect any voltage between
the larger slot (white wire) in an outlet
and the ground terminal (round prong,
green wire) when there is no load on
that line, you should contact a licensed
electrician to check it out and correct
the situation.

WARNING: In AC power wiring,
black is hot, and white is
neutral-the opposite of most
audio signal wiring and
speaker wiring. It is safer to
consider all AC wiring as
potentially lethal. It is possible

. that someone miswired the
system, or that a short circuit
has developed. Test the volt
ages yourself, and be safe.

Follow the diagram shown here, being
careful not to touch metal with your
hands. Do not short the test leads to
gether. Ifyou are not familiar with AC
power distribution, don't experiment;
have a licensed electrician perform
these tests and correct any discrepan
cies.
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17.6.6 AC Safety Tips 17.6.7 Turn-On
Sequencing

Finally, make every effort to assure
that your source of power is clean and
reliable. Synthesizers, computer
sequencers and other digital
equipment, in particular, normally
require a filtered power source with
surge protection in order to avoid
glitches, system hangups and possible
component damage. Power distribution
strips with such protection built in are
widely available commercially. The
ultimate protection is provided by
using a power line isolation
transformer, such as the "Ultra
Isolation" transformers sold by Topaz.
Such devices are designed not only to
exclude noise and distortion in the AC
signal, but also to hold the voltage at
the device's output to a nearly constant
value regardless of major fluctuations
of the line voltage at its input.

17.6.8 Power Source
Integrity

In larger systems, it is often difficult
to obtain a sufficient number of 20-amp
circuits to accommodate the power
surges that may occur when the
equipment is turned on. Many modern
power amplifiers, for example, each
require the full capacity of a 20-amp
circuit at turn-on, though their
operating current requirement is
usually much lower. The solution to
this problem is to use a stepped turn
on sequence; in fixed installations, the
turn-on sequence is sometimes
automated with timing and control
circuitry.

\
\...@/ (

-11 f l
A :

Neutral

Safety Ground .---[~;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;~~~
(Earth Ground)

'Hof (120V)

1. Ifyou are going to verify the quality
of AC wiring, there are two inex
pensive items you should carry. One
of these is a commercial outlet
tester, the other is a neon lamp type
AC voltage tester. These items are
inexpensive and available at most
hardware stores, electrical supply
houses, and some lighting stores. It
is advisable to also have an RMS (or
averaging) voltmeter to measure
the exact AC line voltage.

2. The outlet tester should be used on
all power outlets. The neon voltage
tester should be used to check for
voltage differences between mic
rophone and guitar amplifiers,
microphones and electric keyboard
chassis, and so forth.

3. Ifyou're not sure whether an outlet
is good, don't use it. Just in case,
carry a long, heavy duty extension
cord. A good extension should be
made of #12-3 (12 gauge, 3 wires),
and no longer than 15 meters
(about 50 feet).

4. If there is no suitable power source
at a venue, don't plug in your
equipment. Any fault in the wiring
of the AC outlet is potentially
hazardous. Rather than take a
chance with damage to equipment
and possibly lethal shock, it is best
to refuse to use a faulty outlet until
it has been repaired by a licensed
electrician. Don't take unnecessary
risks.
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3-WIRE AC OUTLET
The third prong (socket ground) and
center screw of the outlet are
internally connected and grounded.

Figure 17-23. Testing a three-wire AC outlet



17.7. CONFiGURiNG
EQuipMENT RACks

The great majority of audio equip
ment manufacturers make provision
for their electronic products to be
mounted in EIA standard 19 inch wide
equipment racks. (The equipment may
be only 17 to 18 inches in width, or
even less. The rack ears that mount to
the rack rails extend to 19 inches.)
Panel heights for rack mounting
equipment are standardized on mul
tiples of a single unit space of 1.75
inches.

When selecting electronic equipment
it is important to bear in mind even
tual rack mounting. Not only the
height but also the depth of the unit
should be considered. Particularly in
portable applications, the integrity and
strength of the front panel and/or rack
mounting ears also must be examined
in relation to the chassis weight.
Heavy components such as power
amplifiers should be supported at the
rear as well, rather than relying only
on the front rack ears. Even if a piece
of equipment seems secure when you
screw its front panel to the rack rails,
the vibration and shock encountered in
the back of a semi-trailer may quickly
bend metal or break it right out ofthe
rack.

Before actually mounting the
selected components, it is wise to
carefully plan out each rack with an
eye to signal flow, heat flow, and
weight distribution. It might be best to
mount together components that
function as a group: the equalizer,
active crossover and power amplifier
for a single loudspeaker or array, for
example. On the other hand, some
prefer to mount all the equalizers for
the system in one rack, all the power
amplifiers in another, and so on. Ifyou
select the latter approach, you may
find that the power amplifier racks are
dangerously heavy. Also, if one all the
same rack is damaged, you could be out
of business, whereas loss of a mixed
rack will only partially impair the
system. It is far better to put some
thought into such matters beforehand
than to do all the work and then
correct mistakes after they cause major
problems.

At its best, configuring equipment
racks is a true craft combining a focus
on practical utility and careful engi-

neering with a concern for clean
appearance. In a well prepared rack,
electronic devices are accessible yet
protected, and are neatly and consis
tently mounted with proper hardware.
Interior and exterior work lamps,
integral power distribution, ground
fault indication and a well stocked
spare fuse compartment are among the
extra touches that are usually pro
vided. Equipment that may generate
strong electromagnetic fields (power
amps with large transformers) should
be separated from equipment that has
high gain (microphone and phono
cartridge preamplifiers or cassette
decks).

The hallmark of a professional rack
is the care that is taken with the
internal wiring. Color coding and/or
clear and logical cable marking facili
tate troubleshooting and reflects an
understanding of the electronic signal
flow. Related groups of connections are
neatly routed and bundled with cable
ties. Audio signal cables are kept
separate from power cords, and low
level signal cables are separated from
high level signal cables. Excess cable
(including any service loop) is neatly
stowed and tied down, and all connec
tions are secured so that they stay in
place in shipment.

Finally, touring sound professionals
protect their equipment racks in foam
lined flight cases equipped with wheels
and handles to facilitate handling.
Given the considerable investment in
equipment, materials and time that a
fully loaded rack represents, such
protection is essential. Flight cases in
standard sizes are available from a
number of manufacturers, and it is
generally not necessary or economical
to make them yourself.
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11.8. TRoubLESHOOTiNG

The ability to efficiently isolate and
correct problems in an audio electronic
system is one of the greatest assets
that a sound professional can possess.
Effective troubleshooting requires
consistent, logical thought combined
with the benefit of experience and a
dash of intuition - in precisely that
order of importance.

The lessons of experience cannot be
adequately conveyed in a text such as
this, nor can any number of words
bestow an intuitive grasp of electron
ics. We can describe the logical basis of
troubleshooting technique. The prin
ciples given here can be expanded to
cover a wide variety of problem situ
ations.

17.8.1. Absence of Signal

The tape deck is in play mode, or the
performer is speaking into the micro
phone, but no sound appears at the
system output. What to do?

1) Simple as it may seem, check to be
sure that every component is turned
on, and the fuses are good. Even
seasoned pros get caught by this
one.

2) Visualize the signal path from input
to output, then methodically check
the settings of all controls and
switches in that path. Are volume
controls appropriately set? Is the
correct channel selected and prop
erly assigned at the console? Is the
channel muted, or is another
soloed?

3 Check that the signal path is com
plete. Are any connections missing?

4) Ifyou make changes, make them
one at a time.

Ifeverything looks correct but the
problem remains, it is time to begin
tracing the signal. In no-signal condi
tions, tracing proceeds from input to
output.

First, check the source itself. If in
doubt, replace it with one that you
know to be good (a new mic, a test

oscillator, a cassette player, etc.).
Proceeding along the chain of signal
flow, check the source output cable,
then the next component in the chain,
then its output cable, and so on. Sooner
or later, the problem component will
reveal itself, and can be replaced or
bypassed.

17.8.2. Undesired Signals

Undesired signals include hum,
noise, RF, or distortion superimposed
upon the desired signal. Anyone of a
multitude offactors may be at fault.
Some are easily identified with experi
ence and intuition, while others may be
very difficult to track down.

Assuming that the problem is not
due to a familiar faulty cable or compo
nent that you've kept alive by jiggling
and whacking, the only recourse is to
trace the signal. In unwanted-signal
conditions, tracing proceeds from
output to input. The appropriate
starting point for signal tracing de
pends in part on the character of the
unwanted interference. Ifyou are sure
that the problem could not possibly be
in the loudspeaker cables, start with
the power amplifier.

Unplug the cable to the amplifier
input. (You may want to plug in a test
oscillator or a portable cassette player
as an alternate signal source.) If the
problem remains, it is certainly in the
amplifier. If it goes away, then it is
originating farther upstream. Proceed
backward through the signal path until
you have isolated the component (or
cable) that is at fault, then replace or
bypass it.

Following are some common un
wanted signals and their probable
causes:

• Hum - Hum is most often caused
by ground loops or faulty ground
connections. Check the recom
mendations on grounding given in
Section 17.4. Watch out in
particular for inadvertent shorts
between grounds such as might be
caused by setting one chassis atop
another or allowing connector
shells to touch. (There is nothing
wrong with intentionally
grounding all chassis together



through the rack or with a bus bar,
provided your system grounding
scheme allows for this.) Never
assume that bolting a unit into the
rack grounds it; paint, etc. may
electrically isolate it from the rack.
Try a continuity test of the shield
connections in the suspected
cable(s).

Hum also can be caused by
inductive coupling between
adjacent components. Power
amplifiers, for example, sometimes
radiate a significant hum field that
originates from the power
transformer. If a sensitive low
level component is racked just
above such an amplifier, it can pick
up and amplify the hum. Inductive
coupling can also occur when
microphone lines are run too close
to power cables. Physically
separating the components or
cables is the best solution. If you
can't separate cables, have them
cross one another at right angles
rather than near-parallel angles.

• Buzz - Generally, this term refers
to high frequency harmonics of the
power line frequency.

Ifbuzz emanates from the high
frequency reproducers of a
biamplified loudspeaker system
but no corresponding hum is
detected from the woofers the high
amplifier and the cables connecting
to the crossover are suspect. A
ground loop may exist, or the cable
shield may be ungrounded.

Buzz may also originate from
inductive coupling between mic
cables and SCR light dimmer
circuits. Experiment with alternate
positions and orientations of the
microphone cables. If the buzz is
isolated to a line-level connection,
it may be caused by electrostatic
coupling. Either insert an
appropriate signal transformer
with Faraday shielding, or try a
different grounding scheme. Some
cables, such as Canare 'Star-Quad'
4-conductor balanced cables, are
better at rejecting this noise than
others.

• Hi~ - Hiss is most often caused
by poor gain staging practices that

cause the self-generated noise of
components early in the signal
path to be amplified to
unacceptable levels.

Examine the operating signal level
conditions of every component in
the chain. Is each working equally
hard? The most frequent cause of
hiss is excessive gain in the power
amplifiers. Is a zero VU signal
required from the console to
achieve full power? If not, reduce
the gain of the power amplifiers. If
the masters and channel faders of
the console must be at maximum
level to get a barely audible signal,
reduce the input channel
attenuation or turn up the input
gain trim and bring the faders
down somewhat.

Hiss may also be caused by oscilla
tion or other malfunctions in one or
more components in the chain. The
offending component can be identi
fied by signal tracing, then checked
with an oscilloscope. If the compo
nent functions properly when
disconnected from the signal path,
the input or output connections
may be at fault. Check for partial
shorts in cables and for excessive
output loading. If the equipment
features a push-pull output and is
driving an unbalanced input, make
sure that the low output driver is
not shorted to ground at either end
of the connecting cable.
Unfortunately, some equipment
does not have well-designed output
driver circuitry, and nothing more
than the reactance of a long output
cable may be needed to force the
output circuit into instability or
oscillation.

• Static and Crackling - These
symptoms are usually due to
intermittent signal or shield
connections. By signal tracing, the
offending cable(s) usually can be
isolated and replaced. On occasion,
a dirty control may be at fault.
Exercising the control can provide
a temporary fix, but the part
should be cleaned or replaced by a
technician as soon as practical.

Static bursts can also be caused by
RF interference. Good grounding
practice and, possibly, judicious
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use of transformers will normally
solve the problem.

• Distortion - Distortion is most
often caused by overloading of a
stage somewhere in the signal
path.

Examine the gain structure of the
system carefully. Are the clip lights
on the console or outboard signal
processors lit steadily long before
the system reaches full power? If
so, some gain adjustments are in
order. Be sure that you're not
trying to drive a -10 dBVinput
from a +4 dBu output without an
intervening pad. Within the
console itself, are the input clips
lights on before the output VU
meters approach zero? If so, this
suggests the necessity to reduce
the input gain trim or introduce
some input attenuation padding,
and to then turn up the output
level.

Distortion also may be caused by
excessive loading of a device's
output. This may be due to an
impedance mismatch or a partial
short in the cable. Check for both
possibilities.

Finally, distortion may be caused
by a failure of an input or output
transducer. By testing or
substitution, the failed component
can be identified and replaced.
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S ection 18 presents guide-
lines for selecting, placing, con

necting, testing, and operating loud
speakers in sound reinforcement appli
cations. Section 13 presented details of
loudspeaker design and function.

The loudspeaker system is the
ultimate link between the performer
(or lecturer) and his or her audience.
Regardless of the quality of the micro
phones, mixer, and amplifiers, if the
loudspeakers are of poor quality or
improperly connected and operated,
the result will be inferior sound.

By contrast, a carefully designed
and intelligently operated sound
system will produce superior results.
The key to achieving such results lies
in knowing the basic principles of
sound reinforcement, and applying
those principles with an attitude of
care for every detail.

18.1 ANALyZiNG TIiE
Appllovrlore

In specifying a sound system, the
first step is to size up the intended ap
plication. In doing so, we need to ask a
number of specific questions, the an
swers to which will help to define the
requirements that our system must
satisfy.

18.1.1 The Program Material

What will the system be used for? Is
the application strictly for speech rein
forcement, or will music reinforcement
be required? If so, what style of music?

The answers to these questions will
tell us:

A) what the frequency response re
quirements will be, and...

B) what the average and maximum
sound pressure levels should be.

If the system is for simple speech
reinforcement (for a lecture or rally, for
example), the low-frequency response
of the system need not extend to 20 Hz
or even to 50 Hz. In fact, such low end
response will tend to emphasize un
wanted interference such as wind
noise, microphone stand and cable
movement, and lectern noise. A good
practical low end figure for such a
system would be 100 to 150 Hz. At the
high end, response to at least 5kHz is
generally regarded as necessary for
good speech intelligibility (for refer
ence, a telephone has response from
about 300 Hz to 3 kHz).

Speech reinforcement normally
requires less power per unit area than
music reinforcement. Average levels of
between 70 dBA and 80 dBA generally
suffice for good speech intelligibility,
and one should allow perhaps 10 dB
headroom for peaks. In a very loud (or
unruly) environment, higher SPLs may
be required.

In a reinforcement system for
acoustic musical instruments, by
contrast, the low end response should
extend to between 40 and 50 Hz, and



the high end preferably to 16 kHz.
Average levels of 80 to 85 dBA may be
required, with a minimum of 10 dB
headroom, and as much as 20 dB
headroom in better quality systems.

A system for rock music playback or
reinforcement should have low end
response to between 30 and 40 Hz,
with most of its power capability
concentrated in the low frequencies
(below 500 Hz). High frequency re
sponse should extend to at least
10 kHz, and preferably to '16 kHz.
Average levels up to 100 dBA or so will
be expected, again with at least 10 dB
of headroom (preferably 15 to 20 dB).

18.1.2 The Environment

Is the system to be used indoors or
outdoors? How large is the audience
area? What are its dimensions - width,
length and, ifindoors, ceiling height?
Ifpossible, estimate how full the
audience area will be.

The answers to these questions will
help us to determine:

A) the coverage requirements for the
system, and ...

B) taken together with the information
about the program material, the
required SPL capability.

A sound system that is more than
adequate for a small club will fall short
of satisfying the audience in a large au
ditorium or concert hall because
inadequate power is available to pro
duce the needed SPL, and also because
there will be too much reverberation
since loudspeaker dispersion is too
broad. A sound system that does a good
job in the philharmonic concert hall
may scarcely be audible in an outdoor
amphitheatre due to inadequate sound
power capability (it takes power, not
just SPL, to fill a large volume of
space), and probably inadequate
system bandwidth. A system that does
a good job in a large concert hall may
be unintelligible in a courtroom having
relatively lower ceilings because there
is likely to be too much reverberation.
Such problems are exacerbated by the
wide vertical dispersion of a loud
speaker that has been optimized for a
taller space and that now throws too
much sound at the ceiling, creating the
excess reverberation.

18.2 DiRECTioNAL
CONTROL

Understanding of and control over a
sound system's dispersion is an essen
tial ingredient of high quality rein
forcement. The reasons for this are
twofold.

First, we want the sound quality to
be as consistent as possible throughout
the audience area. There should be no
hot spots, where the sound is signifi
cantly louder than in other areas
(unless we specifically intend it to be
so). The sound should be clear and
intelligible everywhere - that is, the
system's dispersion should be substan
tially the same at all frequencies.

Second, we don't want to waste the
available energy of the system by
directing it where we don't need it. By
concentrating the system's energy on
the audience area, we increase the
effective efficiency of the system.

Only in rare instances will a single
loudspeaker cabinet provide all the
power and dispersion needed for an
application. The trick to constructing
multiple-cabinet systems lies in under
standing how multiple radiators
interact. In practice, every sound
system involves compromises dictated
by physics, economics and visual
aesthetics. Within the limits imposed
by such factors there are a few tech
niques for combining multiple cabinets
that yield good directional control.

Each of the techniques presented
here assumes multiple full-range
cabinets of the same type. This is not
necessarily a limiting assumption,
since various different types of cabinets
can be intermixed in real world sys
tems. It's just easier to conceptualize
things if we stick to one type of cabinet
for now.
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18.2.1 Widening
Dispersion

Figure 18-1 shows the general tech
nique for side-by-side placement of full
range cabinets to achieve wide horizon
tal dispersion. Note that the cabinets
are placed on an arc, with their -6 dB
angles just overlapping.* This allows
for a smooth transition between the
pattern of each unit and the one next
to it, simulating the effect of a single
cabinet with a far greater coverage
angle. The vertical coverage angle of
such a system will be that of an indi
vidual cabinet, since this placement
configuration does not affect vertical
coverage. When multiple loudspeakers
are arranged together the arrangement
is known as a cluster.

Figure 18-1. Splayed loudspeaker
arrangement (cluster)
for wider dispersion

Loudspeaker groups such as that
shown in Figure 18-1 may be suscep
tible to a narrowing of their horizontal
coverage angle at frequencies where
the wavelength is comparable to the
total horizontal dimension of the array.
The effect is reduced somewhat by
splaying the speakers on an arc, and
will be most noticeable in smaller
groups of speakers. The larger the
array, the lower the frequency where
the narrowing will occur.

Less commonly, a wide vertical
angle may be required. Figure 18-2
(next page) shows one technique for
achieving wide vertical dispersion. In
this case, the primary consideration is
to aim the speakers so that each works
independently into its own coverage
area and coupling between cabinets is
minimized. There will be no appre
ciable effect on the horizontal coverage,
which will be equivalent to that of a
single cabinet.

*Naturally, the -6 dB point will vary with
frequency, so this ideal overlap will exist
only in the relatively narrow frequency
band around the selected frequency. It is
probably best to use a frequency between
2 kHz and 4 kHz, since this is the primary
speech intelligibility range, in selecting a
-6 dB angle.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Figure 18-2. Obtaining wider vertical dispersion from multiple cabinets
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NOTE: Regarding this con
figuration - The top
cabinetis) should be tilted
upward so that the horns
each cover a different area.
The bottom cabinetts) also
may be turned upside down
for improved low frequency
coupling.
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18.2.2 Narrowing
Dispersion

Narrow dispersion is generally
desired in situations involving long
throws, where the energy of the system
needs to be concentrated in one pri
mary direction. This is most often
done by narrowing the vertical cover
age angle, since reasonably wide
horizontal coverage is usually desir
able.

A common mistake in sound rein
forcement is to deal with long throws
by using narrow-dispersion high fre
quency horns, while allowing wide
dispersion of the low frequencies. This
results in very unnatural sound quality
at long distances from the system.
Since the low frequency energy spreads
over a greater area than the high
frequency energy, the sound from the
high horns tends to predominate as one
moves farther away from the system.
Simultaneously, the very highest
frequencies from the horns tend to be
differentially absorbed by the air. The
result is a characteristic nasal,
midrange-heavy quality.

To avoid such effects, the vertical
angle of the lows must be narrowed
proportionally. One method for doing
so is to use horn-loaded low frequency
enclosures, which maintain directional
ity to a higher degree than do infinite
baffle or vented, direct radiator enclo
sures.

Figure 18-3 illustrates a technique
that can be used with full range
enclosures employing a vented woofer
and radial type high frequency horn.
The high horns are placed together,
since stacking them in this way causes
their vertical angle to narrow. At low
frequencies, the coverage of the system
also narrows somewhat, since the total
effective radiating area will be compa
rable to the wavelength.

NOTE 1: The techniques given in
this section assume that the loud
speakers in each cluster conform to
the following conditions:
1) All must be of the same design;
2) All must exhibit essentially the
same frequency response, dispersion
and crossover characteristics;
3) Driver polarity must be consis
tent throughout.

12;1.
1!!ll~J

••••••••••••••••••••••••
Figure 18-3. Intentionally narrow

vertical dispersion

NOTE 2: The configuration shown
in Figure 18-3 will work only with
loudspeakers employing radial, or
modified radial, high frequency
horns.
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18.2.3 SPL Estimation

When we add loudspeakers together
to form clusters, as shown in the pre
ceding sections, we obviously would
like to know how the average and
maximum SPL capabilities of the
system will be affected. Unfortunately,
a number of factors come into play
when loudspeakers are clustered, and
precise calculations of SPL are difficult
to make.

In the near field, the inverse square
law will not apply well to the entire
cluster, except at low frequencies. In
the case of short throws, it is best to
work with the figures for the single
loudspeaker in the cluster that pro
vides primary coverage for the area in
question.

At long distances the inverse square
law may be used to estimate SPL
resulting from the total acoustical
power output ofthe cluster. We need a
means for estimating that output.

As a general rule, for each doubling
of the cluster size, the SPL along the
composite main axis ofthe cluster will
increase by between 3 dB and the
theoretical maximum of 6 dB. The
exact level increase depends on the
efficiency of addition among the
cabinets and the directivity of the
cluster, both of which are functions of
the specific types of loudspeakers used.

We can start making SPL estima
tions using the worst case figure of
3 dB, and take any extra SPL that we
may realize as a gift - of headroom.
From there, as we gain experience with
our chosen loudspeaker systems
through measurement, the figure can
be revised if necessary.

18.~ PLACEMENT
CONsidERATioNS

Knowing both the dimensions of the
audience area and the directional
characteristics of the loudspeaker
system, we can plan loudspeaker
placements and predict the perform
ance of the system. Our goal is to
maximize the system gain, minimize
feedback, retain intelligibility, and
satisfy the coverage and SPL require
ments of the application.

18.3.1 Directionality And
Coverage

Figure 18-4 on the following page
shows a typical vertical axis polar plot
of the high frequency dispersion of a
full range loudspeaker. Consider what
happens if we place this loudspeaker so
as to cover a typical audience area, as
shown in that drawing.

We orient the loudspeaker so that
its main axis is directed at a point near
the rear of the audience area, and take
the level at this point to be our refer
ence level, or 0 dB. We designate the
distance from the loudspeaker to this
point as D. We now wish to determine
what the relative level is at various
points off-axis, in order to see how even
the system's coverage might be.

At point (b), we are 15 degrees off
axis. The distance from the loud
speaker is 0.7 D. To determine the
relative SPL at this point:

1) Calculate the inverse square level
difference relative to our reference
point:

20 log (D +- 0.7D) = 3 dB

2) From the polar plot at 4 kHz, read
the loudspeaker's level at 15° off
axis, relative to its on-axis level. It
is -1 dB.

3) Subtract from the figure obtained in
step (1):

3dB-1dB=2dB

The level at (b) is 2 dB higher than
at the rear of the audience area.

----------------------------------



Now, consider point (c), which is 30° off
axis. Here, the distance to the loud
speaker is 0.6 D. Again calculating the
inverse square relationship to our
reference point, we get:

(b)

20 log (D + 0.6D) = 4.4 dB

(a) odB
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Aimed Location (a) & Off-Axis Locations (b = 15° , c = 30° )

Response at
b) (C)~ locations

____,-........ identified
above

...···500
Hz

Figure 18-4. High frequency
coverage of an elevated

full-range loudspeaker system:
physical locations (above) &

corresponding polar response (left)

Referring to the polar plot, we see
that at 30 degrees off axis, the
loudspeaker's 4 kHz level is approxi
mately 5 dB down. The level at (c) is
thus 0.6 dB lower (4.4 dB - 5 dB) than
at the rear of the audience area.

We can conclude that our coverage is
very even, since the level varies less
than ±2 dB from (c) to the rear of the
audience. Calculations will show that,
if the loudspeaker were aimed at the
middle of the audience area (point b),
the uniformity of coverage would
actually suffer, with too much sound
reaching the front ofthe audience
(point c).
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18.3.2 Feedback Control
Review

18.3.3 Outdoor Sound
Systems

Assuming free-field conditions
(absence of any reflecting surfaces),
loudspeaker placement outdoors is a
fairly simple matter.

First, we determine the required fre
quency response, average SPL and
maximum SPL, and coverage require
ments - particularly the length of
throws - by analyzing the program
material and the environment. Know
ing these factors, we choose compo
nents on the basis of their frequency
response, sensitivity, power handling,
and directional characteristics using
the knowledge gained in the previous
sections ofthis handbook.

We want to maintain even coverage.
That is, we want the sound level to be
reasonably even throughout the audi
ence area, within the limits imposed by
inverse square losses. This require
ment dictates that the speakers be
elevated to shoot over the heads of the
audience. Using the vertical directivity
information supplied in the loud
speaker specifications, together with
the inverse square law, we estimate
the smoothness of coverage using the
procedure of Section 18.3.1 above, and
aim the loudspeakers accordingly.

It is common, for practical reasons,
to place loudspeakers on either side of
the stage area. In this case, the best
performance is obtained by aiming
each set of speakers at a point in the
center of the rear wall, as shown in
Figure 18-5 (left). This way, as the
sound level gradually drops off in the
horizontal axis, the sound from the two
systems will combine with and rein
force one another to maintain an even
level down the central axis of the
audience area.
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C) keep the microphone close to the
source.

B) keep the loudspeaker as far from
the microphone as is practical, and

The effect of each of these practices
is to maximize the system gain.

A fourth rule is to obtain the
smoothest frequency response from the
microphones and loudspeakers. Peaks
in response become a trigger for pre
mature feedback, reducing the maxi
mum available gain.

Reviewing the discussion of sound
outdoors, we remember that feedback
can be controlled by observing the fol
lowing guidelines:
A) use the directional characteristics of

loudspeakers and microphones to
minimize interaction between them,
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Figure 18-5. Aiming dual speaker
clusters on either side of the stage

for optimum coverage



18.3.4 Controlling
Feedback Indoors

The general principles restated in
Section 18.3.2 hold for indoor systems,
as well. We assume a reverberant envi
ronment indoors, and under this
condition the situation becomes a bit
more complicated than it is outdoors.

Room modes substantially affect the
system's tendency to feed back, and the
feedback locks onto the room's reso
nant frequencies. The system will
usually favor a particular frequency*,
dependent upon the room geometry
and mic placement.

Room modes are essentially inde
pendent ofthe position ofthe excita
tion source, so changing the loud
speaker placement won't do any good.
Moving the microphone position to a
node, if possible, can solve the problem.
Tunable equalization filters can also be
used to notch out the offending fre
quency, but this may solve the problem
at the expense of fidelity. Ofthe two,
the acoustical solution is preferred.
Where EQ must be used, narrow filters
are better since a feedback mode tends
to be only a few Hz in bandwidth. Use
1/3, %or even lh2 octave notch filters.
One octave EQ is more suitable for aes
thetically adjusting frequency response
than for correcting feedback problems,
although it can help somewhat. (The
problem with very narrow band EQ is
that the feedback frequency may shift
as the temperature or humidity
changes, causing the modes to drift out
of the tuned notches in the equaliza
tion and thereby creating instability.)

The diffuse reverberant field also
affects the system's gain and its poten
tial to feed back. In relatively small,
non-reverberant rooms, this may not
pose a significant problem. In highly
resonant spaces a directional micro
phone placed close to the source tends
to reject most of the room sound. Make
sure that the mic has smooth fre
quency response off axis since lobes in
sensitivity can offset any advantage in
directivity with regard to feedback
prevention.

Both resonant and reverberant
effects be minimized by treating the
area where the mic is placed (with
curtains, for example), or by simply
placing the microphone in an area that
is isolated to some extent from the
general reverberant field (for example,
in a stage area treated with absorptive
material).

18.3.5 Loudspeaker
Placement Indoors

The general guidelines for outdoor
loudspeaker placement also apply to
indoor systems, but the situation again
is complicated by the presence of
reflective surfaces.

We want the sound delivered by the
system to be as clear as possible, and
we wish to have as much control over
the sound as we can. These two criteria
imply a wish to maximize the system's
critical distance - that is, minimize the
extent to which we excite the reverber
ant field, so that the audience hears
mostly direct sound and thus enjoys
good speech intelligibility. We already
know that directional loudspeakers
will help. Placement of those loud
speakers is also very important.

By keeping our directional loud
speakers aimed into the audience area,
we will assure that the audience is in
the direct field of the system, and the
reverberant field will be minimized
since the audience will absorb most of
the sound. The loudspeakers' reduced
off axis level also tends to decrease the
strength of reflections from the walls
and ceiling.

Ifwe aim our loudspeakers near the
rear of the audience area we will
inevitably end up spilling some sound
on the rear wall of the space. This
problem is partially solved by aiming
the speakers about two-thirds back in
the hall, allowing the SPL at the rear
to fall off more. A lower level at the
rear is not totally unexpected, and
usually will be perceived as natural. In
fact, many audience members choose
rear seats, particularly at rock events,
specifically because the sound will not
be as loud.

Despite such placement it is best to
treat the rear wall of the space with
sound absorbent material if at all
possible. Simple curtains will usually
do a fairly effective job of absorbing the
direct sound at mid to high frequen
cies, but not at low frequencies.

* Actually, feedback occurs at a particular
wavelength, so the feedback frequency
changes with temperature and humidity
changes.
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18.4 CONNECTioNS

18.4.1 Wire Size
In making connections to reinforce

ment loudspeakers, we want to mini
mize losses caused by the resistance of
the wire, and thus maximize both the
efficiency of the system and the control
that the amplifier exerts over the
drivers. The longer the wire, the higher
its resistance. The thicker the wire, the
lower the resistance. The effect of the
wire resistance will vary, depending on
the impedance of the load.

Table 18-1 can be used as a simple
reference when choosing wire gauges
for different impedances. Note that
lower gauge numbers correspond to
thicker wire diameters.

The wire gauges given here are prac
tical minimums. In each case, less than
a half dB loss will result from the wire
resistance. With low-frequency drivers
the damping factor of the amplifier is
very important, and the largest practi
cal wire gauge (lower gauge number
value) should be used for long runs.

Bear in mind that inductance or ca
pacitance between the two conductors
in a speaker cable can have a signifi
cant impact on the overall sound. The
capacitance or inductance, combined
with the resistance of the cable, can
create a low or high pass filter, thereby
rolling off the frequency response of the
signal reaching the loudspeakers.
Simply using a cable with thick con
ductors does not assure good results;
coaxial cable and small diameter, thin
insulated multi core cables are not
suitable. Heavy insulation not only
prevents unwanted short circuits, it
also separates the conductors, which
reduces capacitive and inductive
coupling. Some cables designed for
high current AC feeds do make suit
able loudspeaker cables (to avoid
confusing the power cords with the
speaker cables when you're hooking up
the system, be sure to use different
connectors on the speaker cables).

Table 18-1. Mimimum
recommended wire diameters for

loudspeaker connection
(lower gauge N!! is even better)

18.4.2 Connectors

Some very commonly-used connec
tors on loudspeakers (commercial
cabinets) are standard binding posts,
pictured in Figure 18-6 (next page).
Binding posts accept standard banana
plugs, which are sometimes used in
studio systems as in Figure 18-6 (a).
For reinforcement work the preferred
method is to strip the wire, tin it with
solder, and insert it through the hole in
the binding post, as shown in Figure
18-6 (b), tightening the nut down on
the wire. This results in a connection
that is less likely to be shaken loose or
broken by someone tripping on the
wire. Sometimes, particularly if a wire
is too large in diameter to fit through
the hole in the binding post shaft, a
large spade lug is secured to the end of
the wire, and the lug is then slipped
into the binding post and clamped in
place. If the spade lug does not fit
around the threaded shaft, one leg of
the spade can be inserted into the hole
in the shaft, just like the bare wire
shown in Fig. 18-6 (b), A poorer alter
native is to wrap the wire around the
binding post shaft (clockwise), and
then tighten down on it with the upper
nut of the binding post. Binding posts
are color coded, with red for the +
connection and black for the - connec
tion.

Another common connector used in
sound reinforcement is the %-inch
phone plug, pictured in Figure 18-7
(next page). This is a two-circuit
connector: the tip is used for the +
connection, and the sleeve for the - as
shown. Phone plugs are common, and
do a sufficient job for low level signals
(mic and line level), but really are not a
good means to connect loudspeakers to
amplifiers. The relatively small surface
area available for the wipers in the
jack to contact the plug create a high
resistance contact, one that wastes
power and becomes a source of
electrical noise. Also, phone plugs do
not lock in place and are easily dis
lodged. Perhaps most significant,
phone plugs are prone to short circuits.

Load Z Length of Run
<100' >100'

16 ohms 16 ga. 14 ga.
8 ohms 14 ga. 12 ga.
4 ohms 12 ga. 109a.
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type cables for loudspeaker connec
tions, we recommend special cables
with other types of connectors, and,
at the very least, with larger diame
ter conductors to carry the current).

Figure 18-8. 3-Pin XLR type
connectors (in-line and

panel mounted)

In-Line Male & Female
Connectors Mated

Chassis Mount

~
2' In-Line Conector

• ~.,.illl:llillllll:lil:"
3 "\' 1, ' Female

Male

B) Relatively high voltages may be
present at the end of loudspeaker
cables. Use of a female on the loud
speaker cable reduces the possibil
ity of shock, since there are no
exposed pins carrying the amplifier
output.

"'".C:"doj:.;h~"1
Male ".1) ~

Female

Figure 18-6. 5-Way binding posts
accept dual banana plugs (a) or
bare wires (b), as well as spade

lugs and single banana plugs

The relatively small insulator between
the tip and sleeve can crack, and a
short will shut down (or damage) the
amplifier. These connectors were never
really conceived for the high currents
involved in large sound reinforcement
speaker systems. They are probably
OK for quick setup of small, low power
sound systems, provided care is exer
cised to prevent accidental disconnec
tion and regular inspections are made
to preclude damaged plugs.

Figure 18-7. Phone plug and phone jack connectors

The XLR-type connector, pictured in
Figure 18-8, is also often used for loud
speaker connections.

Note that this is a three-circuit
connector. When XLR-type connectors
are used for loudspeakers, the connec
tor on the loudspeaker is usually a
male. The reasons for this are twofold:

A) Since the same connectors are used
for microphones and line-level
equipment, the use of a male on the
cabinet reduces the possibility of an
amplifier output being accidentally
plugged into a microphone or line
level input in the event a standard
mic cable is used. (Instead of mic

Four-circuit XLR-type connectors
may also be used for loudspeaker con
nections, and they offer distinct advan
tages. First, use of a four-circuit plug
eliminates any possibility of accidental
connections to microphones or line
level equipment. Second, a four-circuit
plug may be used for a single biampli
fied cabinet, carrying independent con
nections for both drivers. This eases
setup and reduces the possibility of
incorrect connections. A suggested pin
configuration for a four-circuit XLR
type connector is shown in Figure 18-9
(next page). Similar Cannon 4-pin
P type or twist-lock connectors could be
used instead of the 4-pin XLR.
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Connector
in Rack

HF

LF

2 3

+

Figure 18-9. A 4-pin XLR
Connector utilized for carrying the
output from two channels of power

amplification to a biamplified
loudspeaker system

NOTE: Ifyou use a 4-pin XLR for
an additional subwoofer in the
biamped system (making it tri
amped), connect pin 3 for the
subwoofer + terminal and pin 2 for
the - terminal; in this way, you
cannot accidentally blow up the
other biamped section if the cables
are crossed. It is also possible to use
a 4-pin XLR connector to drive a
single, full range loudspeaker
system. In this case, two pins
would be used for the + and two for
the - connection; four-conductor
cable would then provide lower re
sistance and greater redundancy
for the connection. If this approach
is used be sure that it is never done
where biamplified loudspeakers
with 4-pin XLRs are present.
There's a chance of mixing up the
cables and blowing out a high
frequency driver in an instant.

18.4.3 Polarity of
Connections

NOTE: Once again, the term
polarity is the correct term when
discussing the reversal ofloud
speaker wires. Phase is often mis
used here. When one loudspeaker's
polarity is reversed (the + and 
wires swapped) relative to another,
the effect is similar to being 1800

out ofphase. Phase is frequency de
pendent, polarity is not. Still,
many people continue to use the
term out ofphase when they really
mean reversed in polarity. This
misinformed practice may continue,
but make sure YOU know the dif
ference.

The polarity of loudspeaker connec
tions in a reinforcement system is
extremely important, and must be
strictly observed. There are two main
reasons for this.

A) If a single loudspeaker in a rein
forcement system cluster (or array)
is reversed in polarity, it will cancel
part of the in-phase loudspeakers'
sound. In a cluster of four loud
speakers, if one is reversed in
polarity the cluster output will
approximate that of only two
loudspeakers, and may be even less.

B) In a cluster oflow-frequency loud
speakers, a reversed polarity loud
speaker may actually be destroyed
when the system is operated at high
levels. When the other loudspeakers
in the cluster are moving outward,
the out of polarity unit will be
moving inward, and vice-versa. The
pressure of the in-phase speakers
will combine to push the out-of
phase unit to greater excursion.
The opposite will occur on the other
half-cycle ofthe wave. In a short
period of time, the errant driver can
literally be torn to pieces from
overexcursion.

For these reasons, it is wise to stan
dardize on color codes and pin configu
rations for loudspeaker connections,
and to strictly observe the standard
you have defined. Loudspeaker polarity
should always be tested before the
system is operated.



18.4.4 General Guidelines

It is best if all connections to the
loudspeakers are planned and tested
prior to installation. Particularly in the
case of portable reinforcement systems,
the surest method is to rack amplifiers
and active crossovers (if used) together
providing connector panels for loud- '
speaker cables. This minimizes the
chances for misconnection, and speeds
both installation and testing. Many
professional sound reinforcement
companies completely set up a touring
sound system in a rehearsal hall,
perform a complete sound check, label
every connection, and then tear it
down for travel to the first show. This
not only saves time on the road, it
helps identify problems while shop
personnel and equipment are handy,
and it also provides an opportunity for
the performers to participate in evalu
ating the system, suggest changes, and
become familiar with it before the pres
sure of the tour is a factor.

If the system makes use of parallel
connection ofloudspeakers to a single
amplifier channel, the best place to
parallel the loudspeakers is at the
amplifier output - particularly if the
resulting load impedance is under
8 ohms. While this practice means
more loudspeaker cable, it results in
better performance from the system
the amplifier will be able to exert
better control over each driver, and
there will be less chance of interaction
between drivers.

The exception to this last rule occurs
when two drivers are wired in parallel
it;J- a single cabinet. In this case, it is
simpler to parallel the drivers in the
cabinet, and use a single large-gauge
cable for the amplifier connection.

Above all, make certain to observe
the polarity of all loudspeaker connec
tions.

18.5 SETTiNG
ELECTRONic
CROSSOVERS

Careful speaker system design
assures a flat frequency response and
controlled dispersion pattern while
avoiding potentional response irregu
larities caused by crossover phase
shifts.

18.5.1 Choice of
Crossover Frequency and
Slope

There is more freedom of choice
available to the designer of the biam
plified (or triamplified) system than is
available to the designer of a non
biamplified system. Many electronic
crossover networks enable the user to
readily adjust crossover frequencies
and slopes for a specific application
with the added advantage of easily fine
tuning these parameters after the
system is set up. Once a system has
been optimized, a special purpose
electronic crossover will often be sub
stituted, one with fixed parameters, so
that accidental mistuning of the
crossov~is not possible. Alternately, a
protective cover panel may be installed
on an adjustable unit. This is impor
tant because an act so simple as
shifting the crossover frequency can
instantly cause the destruction of
dozens of compression drivers.

Most manufacturers of quality
speaker components provide detailed
specifications on power capacity and
frequency range. The choice of a
crossover frequency can be based on
this information; the frequency ranges
of all components should overlap
somewhat. Below are listed three
typical examples, all based on a system
having a high frequency compression
driver/horn combination having a rated
power capacity of 20 watts of pink
noise from 2 kHz to 20 kHz, with
reasonably good dispersion to at least
12kHz.

A) Using the above noted compression
driver to build a biamplified system,
a crossover frequency of 2 kHz is a
good starting point. A woofer would
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then be chosen that yielded usable
response to at least 2 kHz, comple
menting the high frequency driver's
response. One concern is the disper
sion characteristic of the woofer. It
may narrow significantly before
reaching 2 kHz, thus providing
uneven coverage.

B) In order to obtain more uniform
coverage at midrange frequencies, it
may be desirable to triamplify a 3
way system. Using the same high
frequency driver described above,
select a complementary midrange
driver and woofer. For example, a
woofer specified to have smooth,
usable response to 800 Hz could be
rolled off at 500 Hz, before its dis
persion begins to narrow. Then a
midrange driver could be chosen on
the basis of smooth response from
500 Hz to at least 2 kHz. If the
midrange were capable of response
to a higher frequency, say 4 kHz,
then the crossover frequency for the
high frequency driver could be
moved up an octave (to 4 kHz). This
would mean the high frequency
driver's diaphragm would not have
to move through such long excur
sions, so it could be operated at a
higher power level (or would have a
longer life at the same power level).

C) An alternative to the triamplified
system described in (B) might be
the use of the same woofer and
tweeter as in example (A), with an
addition. We may decide that the
high frequency driver does not yield
adequate dispersion at the very
highest frequencies, and perhaps
that its distortion rises when
corrective equalization is applied to
boost the very highest frequencies
(to penetrate longer distances in
air). In this case, we might triam
plify the system by adding a super
tweeter to handle those frequencies
from 8 or 12 kHz through 20 kHz.
(A quad-amplified system might
add the supertweeter to the triam
plified system in (B).)

The choice of a crossover slope is
related to system response smoothness,
and to driver excursion limitations.
With some systems, a 12 dB/octave

slope rate will produce the best results;
with others, best results will be ob
tained with an 18 dB/octave or 24 dB/
octave rate. Slope rates may be mixed
within a given loudspeaker system, or
even in a given crossover between two
drivers. For example, a 12 dB/octave
rate might work well between the
woofer and midrange, providing a
smooth low-to-mid transition, but
18 dB/octave may be necessary to
protect the high frequency compression
driver from midrange frequencies.
Other combinations of slope rates may
be called for if one driver has an
inherent rolloff, whereas the other does
not. For instance, a 15" woofer may
exhibit a natural 6 dB/octave rolloff
above 500 Hz, whereas the 10"
midrange driver has fairly flat re
sponse from below 400 Hz up through
its primary operating range. In order
to realize a complementary 12 dB/
octave slope rate at the chosen 500 Hz
crossover frequency, the high pass
filter for the midrange driver may be
set at 12 dB/octave, while the low pass
filter for the woofer may have to be set
at 6 dB/octave (which combines with
the woofer's inherent 6 dB drop in
response to yield an effective 12 dB
slope rate).

Ifyou are using an electronic cross
over in a system that previously had a
passive, high level crossover (one that
seemed to produce a reasonable overall
frequency response and dispersion
characteristic), then the transition
frequency and slope rates of the elec
tronic crossover may be set to match
those of the high level unit. When
designing a system from scratch, start
with an 18 dB per octave slope rate,
and follow the procedures outlined
below.



18.5.2 Setting Up the
Loudspeaker System
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Figure 18-10. Initial positioning of
drivers in an all direct-radiator

loudspeaker system

Figure 18-11. Initial positioning of
drivers in an all straight horn

loaded loudspeaker system
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Frequencies

Midrange
Frequencies

High
Frequencies

Low
Frequencies

Mid
Frequencies

High
Frequencies

Intentional HFIMF offset
to prevent shadowing;
time difference is com-
pensated with delay.

I •

ate cable and connectors, as described
in Section 18.4.

If the system is assembled entirely
from direct radiator type drivers (cone
type speakers), try to align their voice
coils as closely as possible, as shown in
Figure 18-10 (see note on next page).

Voice coils are
vertically aligned

Select high quality professional
power amplifiers of appropriate power
output capability. The loudspeakers
should be chosen to complement each
other's frequency response and disper
sion characteristics, as well as sensitiv
ity. It is rare to find a high frequency
compression drivers with the same
sensitivity as a cone woofer of the same
power rating, but this is not necessary.
The overall sound level that can be
delivered to the audience by each
section of the loudspeaker system
should be similar. This may require
some calculation.

For example, suppose the woofer
sensitivity is rated at 100 dB SPL,
1 watt, 1 meter, and it can handle up
to 100 watts pink noise. This tells us
that its maximum on axis SPL at
1 meter is 120 dB (100 watts is 20 dB
more power than 1 watt). The high
frequency compression driver is rated
at 110 dB, 1 watt, 1 meter sensitivity,
but can handle only 10 watts maxi
mum power. Is this a mismatch? Not
necessarily. 10 watts is 10 dB more
than 1 watt, so the high frequency
driver can deliver 120 dB SPL maxi
mum- the same as the woofer! Is this
a perfect match? Again, not necessar
ily. The high frequency driverlhorn
system may have only a third the
dispersion angle of the woofer. This
means that three of the high frequency
drivers are needed to every one of the
woofers (a common occurrence in sound
systems). The result, in this case, is
that we need a 30 watt amplifier for
the high frequency driver, and a
100 watt amplifier for the low end, to
exactly match the driver's power
ratings. To allow for some headroom,
we may choose a 200 watt low fre
quency amp and a 60 or 75 watt HF
amp, which are widely available power
ratings.

Use of high quality drivers is impor
tant because dips or peaks in the
middle of a driver's range are not
easily corrected. Even so, both the
careful physical placement of the low,
mid and high frequency drivers and
the careful selection of crossover
frequencies and slopes are necessary to
optimize the system for smooth fre
quency response throughout its entire
range. Once the loudspeakers and
electronics are selected, the intercon
nections should be made with appropri-
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18.5.3 Testing and
Optimizing the System

Intentional HF/MF offset
to prevent shadowing;
time difference is com
pensated with delay.

Figure 18-12. Initial driver
positions for mixed horn loaded &

direct radiator system

If the system is entirely constructed
of straight horns and drivers (a com
pression driver and radiall sectoral
horn for the mid or high frequencies,
and a front loaded horn for the low
frequencies), set them up in a
configuration similar to that shown in
Figure 18-11. This does not apply to
systems using one or more folded horns
(W bins or re-entrant horns). Ifyou are
using a system that is a combination of
direct radiator and horn loaded driv
ers, as in Figure 18-12, or straight and
folded horns, their optimum alignment
is difficult to ascertain except by trial
and error.

NOTE: For time /phase coherence,
the ideal initial position of the mid
and high frequency compression
drivers in any given system should
be such that the voice coils (actu
ally, the acoustic centers of the
diaphragms) are vertically aligned.
Because the midrange driver has a
long horn, and the high frequency
driver has a very short horn, the
midrange horn will cast a large
shadow on the high frequency
dispersion pattern. It is thus most
common to mount the HF driver
much closer to the front of the MF
horn, and to compensate for the
inevitable time difference by using
an electronic delay line.

The test setup illustrated in Figure
18-13 (next page) requires a source of
pink noise, a flat-response (or cali
brated) microphone, and a real-time
audio spectrum anayzer (RTA), pref
erably calibrated in one-third octave
bands. Ifyou do not have access to this
instrumentation, use a male speaking
or singing voice as the sound source,
and your own ears as the spectrum
analyzer.

Since the end goal of system design
is to make it sound good (frequency
response smoothness is a means
towards this goal, not the goal itself),
your ears and the human voice make a
very acceptable test system.

Ifyou can't test the system in its
actual environment, test an indoor
sound system in a room with as few
reflections (echoes or reverberation) as
possible. For an outdoor sound system,
do the tests outdoors, away from
buildings and out of earshot of any
loud traffic or industrial noises. Ifyou
have an anechoic chamber it may be
helpful for simulating out-of-doors, but
will tend to yield misleading results at
low frequencies. Such chambers
usually cease to be anechoic at low
frequencies (it takes a huge chamber to
remain anechoic below 150 Hz), so the
bass response will seem too heavy, and
too much bass cut will be applied.
Conversely, outdoor testing is not
particularly useful for calibrating
loudspeakers if the sound system is
intended for indoor use. The lack of
boundary-reinforcement will yield too
little bass output and will tend to
cause too much boost to be applied in
this range.

The object of the following instruc
tions is to optimize the loudspeaker
system's frequency response and
dispersion pattern over a wide fre
quency range.

When preliminary crossover fre
quencies and slopes have been selected,
and the system is operational, feed the
source (pink noise or voice) through the
system and monitor it - on the RTA or
with your ears.

If the system does not appear to
have acceptably flat frequency re
sponse (± 6 dB is a reasonable toler
ance from 200 Hz to 10 kHz), ifits
dispersion pattern is not smooth
enough, or if it sounds unnatural, first
try a different slope rate on all filters.

Low
Frequencies

Midrange
Frequencies

High
Frequencies

I
I
1

:: ....>-----'
I

The initial
position
of the low
frequency
driver in a non
horn loaded
or folded horn
enclosure is
uncertain
relative to the
MFdriver.YAMAHA
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* Alternately, use a microphone, mic preamp or mixer, and a male speaking voice
to replace the pink noise source; use your ears instead of the test mic and RTA.
(Your ears should strongly influence the ultimate setup in any case.)

Figure 18-13. Test setup for optimizing loudspeaker system
frequency response

(Response irregularities induced by
crossover phase shift cancellations can
cause the voice to sound hollow, honky
or otherwise unnatural.) Ifthere is no
appreciable improvement, switch the
slope rate back to the original settings
and try reversing the polarity of the
feed to the high frequency amplifier (in
a biamped system) or the mid fre
quency amplifier (in a triamped sys
tem).

If that doesn't work, go back to the
original settings and instead try re
positioning the drivers with respect to
their voice coil alignment.

Since it is usually easier to move the
mid or high frequency drivers, start
with them (move the high frequency
driver in a biamped system or the mid
frequency driver in a triamped sys
tem). Move them back and forth until
the response is a smooth as possible.
This is an especially effective method
with systems that combine direct
radiators and horn loaded drivers that
are mounted in separate enclosures. If
all the drivers are in the same cabinet,
moving the drivers may be a last resort
approach. Ifpossible, determine
optimum alignment before completing
the cabinet construction.

Finally, if the system still has a
noticeable dip in response near a
crossover frequency, try overlapping
the frequency range of the drivers. At a
given transition, use a higher crossover
frequency for the lower frequency
driver than for the higher frequency
driver. Conversely, if there is a peak in
the crossover range, try raising the
higher frequency driver's crossover
frequency or lowering the lower fre
quency driver's crossover frequency.

At this point, if the system response
still is not particularly smooth you may
wish to try a new set of crossover
frequencies and slopes, select new
loudspeakers, or accept the existing
system as being adequate for the
intended purpose. Only at this point
should equalization be considered to
smooth out minor response irregulari
ties. Too much equalization causes
significant phase shift, decreases
headroom, increases noise levels, and
actually degrades the sound quality in
the process of smoothing the frequency
response.
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18.5.4 High Frequency
Driver Protection Networks

A compression driver or tweeter can
be quickly destroyed by transient DC
surges, DC shifts in amplifier output
due to non-symmetrical waveforms, or
turn-on/turn-off thumps from system
electronics. While many amplifiers
provide DC protection in the form of an
output relay, there is no protection
from accidentally miswiring the low
frequency amplifier of a multi-amped
system to the high frequency driver (or
misconnecting the electronic crossover
network). Such protection can only be
provided by carefully checking a
system before applying full power, and
perhaps by protecting the drivers
themselves. For this reason, we discuss
this alternate method to protect
compression drivers.

One can insert a capacitor in series
with the cable to the power amplifier,
and possibly a resistor shunt across the
driver. This circuit constitutes a half
section filter. Even with a multi
amplified system, such protection may
be necessary to prevent low frequency
energy from damaging the diaphragm
or suspension due to overexcursion.
The low frequency energy can reach
the driver in a multiamped system if it
is caused by amplifier clipping (see
note below).

NOTE: Clipping a single sine wave
generates only harmonics that are
higher in frequency than the
clipped signal. When two sine
waves are clipped simultaneously,
they not only produce higher
frequency harmonics, they also
produce intermodulation products
that include lower frequency com
ponents. When complex musical
signals are clipped it is actually
possible for full bandwidth energy
to be generated. The extent of this
effect depends on the amplifier itself
and the degree to which it is over
driven - and some amplifiers
exhibit better behavior than others.

When constructing the protection
network, select a capacitor that is
rated at a minimum of 200 volts. Non
polarized Mylar", polystyrene, polypro
pylene, motor start or oil filled types
are preferred, but may not be available
in high values, so they may have to be
paralleled with other types of capaci
tors. The value should be chosen to

yield a high pass frequency that is an
octave below the setting of the elec
tronic crossover's high pass frequency
for the driver being protected.

NOTE: When the loudspeaker
system includes its own passive,
high level crossover network, this
protection capacitor is not necessary
since one is already provided in the
crossover network. Multiamped
loudspeaker systems that include
low level (passive or active) cross
over networks that are ahead of the
power amp benefit from this type of
protection for the driuerts). The
resistors are used in addition to the
capacitor to damp the resulting
resonant circuit (caused by the
inductance of the driver and the
protection capacitor). Such a
resonant R-L circuit could actually
deliver more voltage to the driver at
certain frequencies than is present
at the amplifier output!

Capacitor (C)

Figure 18-14. High pass filter
network for protection of the

high frequency driver

This circuit provides a 12 dB/octave
roll-off. The inductor constitutes a
short circuit for DC components, so in
the event of a catastrophic amplifier
failure that charges the capacitor, the
inductor blocks the low frequency
components from reaching the driver.
The equation for a constant K network
is:

~ 27t FL ... or
1

-------

X = 27tfCc

where Xc is the driver impedance and f
is the frequency.



In order to determine the value of
the blocking capacitor in microfarads,
use the equation below, based on the
filter corner (-3dB) frequency equation:

= 0.159
fZ

where fis frequency and Z is imped
ance.

This equation gives you a 6 dB per
octave high pass filter whose -3 dB
point is at the frequency specified in
the equation. Ifyou want the filter to
commence an octave below the crossover
frequency, be sure to use that lower
frequency in the equation. These
capacitors will end up being quite large
and fairly expensive, but in the long
run can prove worthwhile by protecting
drivers, especially expensive compres
sion drivers.

The resistor R should be about 1.5
times the driver's rated impedance. For
example, use a 12 ohm resistor for an
8 ohm driver. The power rating of the
resistor should be equal to the driver's
power rating. Bear in mind that the
resistor, while it damps the resonant
circuit, also reduces the effective driver
efficiency and places a greater load on
the amplifier. For example, an 8 ohm
driver in parallel with a 12 ohm shunt
resistor constitutes a 4.8 ohm load.
Two ofthese driver/filter circuits in
parallel constitute a 2.4 ohm load on
the amplifier, not the 4 ohm load that
one might casually assume if only the
driver impedances are considered. It
may be a good idea to use 16 ohm
drivers.

C =
500,000

1t x frequency x impedance

18.6 USE of FiLL
SYSTEMS

In many practical sound reinforce
ment situations, we find that while the
main array satisfies the requirements
for 80 to 90 percent of the audience
area, there remain some areas where
the system response will be degraded.
Fill systems are loudspeakers used to
fix such problem spots.

Consider the situation shown in
Figure 18-15 (next page). Notice that
the closest seats (A) are fully 60° off
the main axis ofthe system (C). From
the accompanying vertical polar plots
for the loudspeaker, we see that while
the low-frequency response will still be
good 60° off axis, the highest frequen
cies will have fallen off to between 10
and 15 dB below the on axis level.
Despite the fact that these seats are
closer to the system, the high fre
quency energy will be mostly lost.

The solution is to place a second
loudspeaker with the main cluster, as
shown in Figure 18-16 (next page).
Since this loudspeaker is relatively
close to the seats that need help, it
need not be nearly as powerful as the
main cluster. Since the main cluster is
omnidirectional at low frequencies, and
we wish only to fill in the missing
portion of the frequency response, this
fill loudspeaker system need only cover
the mid and high frequencies. It can
thus be relatively smaller and less
costly than the main system.

Note that we have placed the fill
loudspeaker close to, and in alignment
with, the main cluster. This method
keeps the arrival times from the fill
system coincident with those of the
main system. There are two benefits
from this approach:

A) phase cancellation between the two
systems is minimized, and

B) the effectis of a single sound source
placed at themain cluster, and the
fill system is not heard as a sepa
rate sound source.
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Figure 18-15. Coverage problems of a single loudspeaker cluster
(array) for a large audience

Figure 18-16. Use of a fill system to
augment the coverage of
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WHEN OBJECT IS
LARGE WITH
RESPECT TO THE
WAVELENGTH,
IT OBSTRUCTS
THE SOUND

(l.e., higher frequencies
may be blocked in
instances where low
frequencies get by.)

WHEN OBJECT IS
SMALL RELATIVE TO
THE SOUND WAVE,

DIFFRACTION BENDS
THE WAVE AND IT IS

AS THOUGH THE
OBJECT DID NOT EXIST

SOUND WAVE

DIRECTION OF SOUND ,
WAVE PROPAGATION

Figure 18-18. The way sound waves
propagate around obstructions

explains why low frequencies tend
to build up under balconies.

(More HF than LF fill is needed.)

Main
Cluster

»>
Front
Fill
System

Stage

-------~ """------------~> ... >-
Seating area covered by Seating area shadowed by

main cluster balcony and covered
primarily by rear fill speaker

Figure 18-17. Fill loudspeakers used to improve mid and
high frequency coverage beneath a balcony

Another common circumstance
calling for use of fill systems is shown
in Figure 18-17. Here, an overhanging
balcony shadows a large seating area
from the main cluster. Figure 18-18
depicts the mechanism by which sound
is shadowed (obstructed). Since low fre
quencies will bend around the over
hang and permeate this area, we are
again concerned with mids and highs,
and our criteria for speaker selection
will be the same as in the first ex
ample, though perhaps even wider
dispersion (or more fillloudpeakers)
will be required due to the relatively
shorter distance betwen the fill loud
speakers and the seats. As shown, fill
systems can be hung inside the balcony
overhang.

Note, however, that this area is
physically remote from the main
cluster, at a distance D. If we simply
connect the fill loudspeakers with the
main signal feed, the sound will arrive
noticeably later than the sound from
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the main cluster. The feed to the fill
systems should be electronically
delayed so that its sound output
coincides with, or actually comes a
short while after, the sound arriving
from the main cluster. This will not
only avoid pre-echo from the stage, it
will ensure that the sound is perceived
as originating on the stage, which is
more natural and less fatiguing for the
audience.

Figure 18-19 shows the general
connection for inserting a delay for the
feed to an under-balcony fill system (or
any rear seat fill system).

afternoon rock concert on a hot, humid
summer day in Red Rocks, Colorado
(one mile high) may require much less
delay than an outdoor Inauguration
Day rally in Washington DC during a
bitterly cold January day. AE, a rule of
thumb you can estimate 88.5 millisec
onds delay per 100 feet (at 70° F)
distance between main and fill loud
speakers, and you'll be close to the
optimum value.

Mixing Console

0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0

DD 0000 DODO DD DODO DODO DD DD
DD 0000 DODO DD DODO DODO DD DD
DD DODO DODO DD DODO DODO DD DD

'l'tHtt tt tt tt t

To Main
Speaker

I------ ~_~~~~em~
Power Amplifier_:: ~(

FilM:: ;:;:;:;:;:;:.:-:...; i~ ~~ ~: .__~__~

Digital Delay Line Power Amplifier To Rear
Fill Speaker
System
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Figure 18-19. Electronics required for delaying the sound
to rear fill loudspeakers

The delay must be adjusted to
compensate for the propagation delay
corresponding to distance D in Figure
18-17. To calculate the required delay
time, use the following formula:

Delay (milliseconds):::: 1000 (D1~;~t) )

For example, if D is 100 feet, the
required delay is approximately
90 msec. One actually wants the sound
to be delayed a little bit more than this
so that it arrives slightly after the
sound from the main cluster. This
keeps the perceptual image up front.
An additional delay of 10 msec is
suitable; much more than this will
result in an apparent echo from the fill
loudspeakers.

The preceding formula is based on
the speed of sound in dry air, at stan
dard temperature, at sea level. If it is
warmer, higher, or wetter, the sound
travels more rapidly, so slightly less
delay may be called for; an outdoor



18.6.1 Balancing Fill
Systems

If you have a real-time analyzer,
place the measurement microphone in
the area covered by the fill system.
With the pink noise test source con
nected to the total system input, first
turn the main cluster up to a conven
ient level and note the frequency
response at the measurement position.
Then, while the main cluster is still on,
bring up the level of the fill system
until it just fills in the areas of
deficient frequency response, but NOT
until the total curve begins to rise in
level.

In the case of delay systems, if you
see cancellations appear when the fill
system is turned on (deep, more or less
regularly spaced notches in response),
adjust the delay time to see if the
notches can be minimized.

Ifyou do not have an RTA, you can
balance the fill system adequately by
ear. Choose a music selection that you
are familiar with - one that covers the
full frequency range well. Play it
through the main cluster and sit in the
area covered by the fill system. Then
have someone turn up the level of the
fill system just until you begin to hear
it as a separate sound source. Now
back off on the level slightly until it
just recedes into the sound ofthe main
cluster.

18.7 TESTiNG ANd
EQlJAliZATioN

Testing of loudspeaker systems is a
relatively simple process ifyou have
the proper tools and follow a logical
procedure. In this section we describe
the step-by-step principles for testing
reinforcement loudspeakers.

18.7.1 Single
Loudspeakers

Before a reinforcement system is
assembled and installed, it is ex
tremely important that each individual
loudspeaker be tested. In doing so, we
wish to make certain that:

A) all loudspeakers in the system are
worIDngcorrectly, and

B) polarity is controlled, so that the
loudspeakers will work properly
together.

The first step in the process is to
check the polarity of all visible, low
frequency cone drivers in the system.
The equipment required is simply a
9--volt transistor radio type battery
and a pair of wires. (A 1.5-volt dry cell
will suffice, but provides less visible
diaphragm excursion.)

Connect the battery - terminal to
the - (or black) connection terminal of
the loudspeaker. Then, while watching
the cone driver (you may need an
assistant to do this), briefly connect the
+ battery terminal to the loudspeaker +
terminal. (See Figure 18-20.)

SECTiON 18

Figure 18-20. Checking loud
speaker polarity with a dry c~1I
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You should hear a distinct pop or
thud from the speaker, and the cone
should move forward. If the cone
moves inward (toward the back of the
cabinet), the driver is wired out-of
polarity. If there is no sound, and the
cone doesn't move, then there is either
a connection problem, or the driver
itself may be blown (or the battery is
dead!).

Note that if the low frequency
elements in the system employ folded
horn enclosures, testing the polarity is
not as simple since the low frequency
driver is not visible. In this case,
electronic methods can be used to
verify polarity. Most such methods
require a fair amount of equipment
with known polarity characteristics as
well as significant setup time. A
simple, relatively reliable solution,
however, is to use a phase popper, or
polarity popper. This instrument is
covered in detail in Section 16, Sound
System Test Equipment.

Testing of the polarity of mid and
high frequency drivers usually cannot
be done visually. Their proper relative
polarity depends on the crossover
design. These drivers should be consid
ered in phase when the frequency
response of the system is smoothest,
given that the polarity ofthe low
frequency driver has been verified.

The best test of the polarity of mid
and high frequency elements is to
check the system frequency response
outdoors using a real-time analyzer. If
you don't have an RTA, you can test by
ear using recorded music, but this is
obviously a less accurate method. A
detailed description of such tests is
given in Section 18.5, Setting Elec
tronic Crossovers.

Once the polarity and frequency
response of the loudspeaker are veri
fied, it is a good idea to sweep the
cabinet with a sine wave oscillator (if
you have one). This test reveals slight
coil rubbing, cabinet air leaks, cabinet
or hardware resonances and other
forms of distortion. All show up as a
significant change in the sound of the
sine wave to a more buzzing quality.
The setup for this test is shown in the
adjacent Figure 18-21, and is further
described in Section 16.

Last, you may want to listen to
recorded music as a final test of the
sound of the loudspeaker.

18.7.2 Multiple
Loudspeaker Systems

When assembling a system using
several loudspeakers, first test each
unit individually as described above.
Once this has been done, the last step
is simply to be sure that all the loud
speakers in the system work together
properly.

Place the loudspeaker cabinets side
by-side and turn down the amplifier
level to all but one loudspeaker system.
Feed music or pink noise, in mono, to
the system, and turn up the level to the
other loudspeakerts) one at a time. AB
each loudspeaker is activated, the
sound should increase in level but
should not change substantially in
quality. Ifyou notice a radical change
in quality when another loudspeaker is
added, particularly if the bass dimin
ishes, then you should check the
polarity of the wiring of that loud
speaker in relationship to the otherts).

Ifyou are using a full range loud
speaker system with a high frequency
level control, adjust that control to suit
your taste. Once you are sure that your
system is operating properly, turn up
the amplifier, play some music, and
enjoy the sound.

SINE WAVE
OSCIUATOR

POWER AMPUFIER

L':=====,JJ
Figure 18-21. Sine wave sweep test

of a loudspeaker



18.7.3 Room Equalization

Ifyou have a real-time analyzer, you
can test and equalize your sound
system to obtain even better sound
quality. To equalize the system, the
first choice for an equalizer would be a
multiple band parametric with good
phase characteristics. Alternately, a
graphic equalizer may be used. The
equalizer should be connected as the
last component in the main system
before the power amplifiers. As dis
cussed in Section 14, narrower band
equalizers, parametric equalizers, (or
notch filters) are best in this applica
tion. Also, any time correction of
multiple drivers (either across a
crossover point or in the same band but
on dissimilar horns) should be applied
before equalizing the system.

NOTE: Third-octave equalization
corresponds well with the critical
bandwidth of the ear. The use of
narrower band filters or equalizers
may not correlate well with audible
changes in the sound balance
unless guided by sophisticated test
equipment.

First, place the measurement
microphone in the near field of the
system, approximately 3 to 4 feet
away, on axis. This is especially
important with an indoor system so
that the initial adjustments are made
inside the critical distance (before
reverberation becomes a factor). With
the pink noise source connected to the
main system input before the equal
izer, turn up the system gain to a
convenient measuring level. Use the
equalizer to adjust the system for flat
frequency response.

Once the system has been made flat
in the near field, move the measure
ment microphone out to a representa
tive listening position at a distance
from the system. You will notice two
things:

A) the high-frequency response will be
rolled off, usually starting at about
10kHz, and

B) in an indoor system, or an outdoors
one with nearby structures, one or
more peaks or dips will appear in
the low end.

The high frequency rolloff is due to
the natural absorption ofthe highs in
the air. Ifyou attempt to boost the
highs, you will find that the system
sounds unnaturally bright and harsh.
This is because the ear is used to
hearing a rolloff at a distance, and
perceives it as natural. The high
frequency response should not be
adjusted on the basis of further meas
urements. One can adjust high end
response to taste, using the ear to
judge the results. Be sure to check the
sound in the near and far audience
areas, however. Some compromise in
front-versus-rear highfrequency level
may be required, or perhaps the
tweeters can be re-aimed.

Low frequency aberrations are
generally room related, and may be
corrected to some extent. Before doing
so, move the microphone around a bit
to get a feel for how position dependent
the peaks are. Many exist in only a
very small area and no attempt should
be made to correct them. When you are
satisfied that you have identified those
peaks that remain present at most
locations, use the equalizer to dip them
out.

Finally, play recordings with which
you are familiar, and adjust the equali
zation to taste.

Additional information on this topic
is contained in Section 14.
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F r om the very beginnings of audio
until the mid-1980's, sound rein

forcement engineers dealt exclusively
with the audio signal path from per
former to listener. While regular
technological advances (and greater
audience sophistication) spurred
increasingly complex sound systems,
the essentials remained the same:
input transducers, signal processing,
and output transducers. An engineer
with a good grasp of audio theory could
reasonably expect to scope out an
unfamiliar system with relative ease.

We can now say with confidence that
those days are gone. Today, video
projection screens compete for space
with the main PA. Lighting controllers
resemble desktop computers. Musi
cians often play to click tracks, in sync
with multitrack playback and digitally
sequenced keyboard parts. Snapshot
style console automation, frequently
synchronized to music and lighting
changes, is increasingly common.

Wherever today's sound engineer
turns for employment - the neighbor
hood music club or house of worship,
legitimate theater, industrial produc
tions, all the way to large-scale concert
sound - he or she must be able to deal
with a world of signals outside ofthe
audio path. The job demands that one
speak in new languages and under
stand foreign signal families.

This chapter provides an introduc
tion to one of the most pervasive and
influential of these new languages:
MIDI, the Musical Instrument Digital
Interface. Developed in the early
1980's by a consortium of music syn
thesizer manufacturers - Yamaha,
Roland, Korg, Kawai and Sequential
Circuits - MIDI is a method for
communicating music performance
data among electronic musical instru
ments.

Before the advent of MIDI, most
synthesizers employed trigger signals
and DC voltages to control aspects of
sound generation - pitch, volume,
when a note began, how long it lasted,
how its amplitude and timbre changed
over time, and so on. Each manufac
turer's synthesizers adhered to some
what different electrical standards,
however. Whereas one might have
employed a positive-going 5 volt pulse
as a trigger, another would use a
contact closure. Similarly, where one
synthesizer's control voltage range
might have been ±6 volts, another's
would be 0 to +12 volts.

Ifevery instrument were to be used
only by itself, this relatively chaotic
situation might have been perfectly
acceptable. Realizing that each synthe
sizer had some unique merits not
found in others, however, musicians
inevitably sought to interconnect units
made by different manufacturers. The
task necessitated custom voltage level
and trigger translation circuits, so
many musicians found themselves
learning to solder. When small comput
ers first became available, some
musicians went so far as to learn to
program in assembly language and
build digital-to-analog converters, in
order to explore digital automation.

MIDI was the industry's response to
the market demand for compatibility
among electronic musical instruments.
Taking advantage of the decade's
extraordinary advances in digital
technology, MIDI-equipped instru
ments employ integrated-circuit
microprocessors to convert perform
ance actions (which key is pressed, how
hard it is pressed, which pedals are
down, what sound program is used,
and so on) into a digitally-coded data
stream. The digital data is passed from
one instrument to another over a serial
interface, requiring only a single cable
for each connection. By this method,
multiple instruments can share musi
cal data.



Originally conceived as a tool for live
music performance, the MIDI interface
has proliferated with astounding
speed. Today, MIDI ports can be found
not only on synthesizers but also on
consoles, lighting controllers, effects
processors and personal computers. As
a tool for inter-device communication
and automation, it is one of the most
important developments in contempo
rary audio technology.

The MIDI interface form and data
protocol are specified in the MIDll.O
Detailed Specification, a document
promulgated by the MIDI Manufactur
ers Association" (MMA) and the Japan
MIDI Standards Committee (JMSC).
These two organizations jointly govern
implementation of, and enhancements
to, the MIDI standard.
*The MMA shares the offices of the Inter
national Midi Association (IMA), though
they are not directly affiliated. The IMA is
a user-sponsored, non-aligned organization
dedicated to dissemination of MIDI infor
mation, including the MIDI 1.0 Spec. They
can be reached at: 5316 W. 57th St., Los
Angeles, CA 90056, phone (213) 649-6434.

19.1.1 Hardware
Configuration

The hardware MIDI interface
employs DIN 5-pin 1800 female panel
mount receptacles throughout. The
mating cables are comprised of
shielded, twisted conductor pairs with
male connectors at both ends, and are
limited by the 1.0 Specification to a
maximum length of 15 meters (50 feet).
Connector pins 4 and 5 carry the
digital signal, and the shield is tied to
pin 2 (Figure 19-1).

The interface circuit is outlined in
the block diagram of Figure 19-2. Data
is transmitted serially over the cable as
a stream of O's (current on) and 1's
(current oft) at a rate of 31.25 Kbaud
(31,250 bits per second). Data trans
mission is controlled by a Universal
Asynchronous ReceiverlTransmitter
(UART) integrated circuit. An opto
isolator (a light emitting diode and
phototransistor sealed together in a
single housing) at the receiving end
provides electrical isolation, to avoid
ground loops between the transmitting
and receiving circuits. Notice that the
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~---------'15 meters (50 feet)
maximum

Switchcraft
05GM5M

or equivalent
Figure 19-1. Standard MIDI cable

I--~~~ To
UART

Switchcraft
05GM5M

or equivalent

MIDI IN

r;=-----------l

1
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I Optional

From --------3... ,
UART
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I
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I
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MIDI
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Figure 19-2. MIDI:
block diagram of actual interface
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MIDI 19.1.2 Data Structure

Figure 19-3. Typical instrument
MIDI port

In a typical MIDI data exchange, a
transmitting instrument issues at its
MIDI Out port a command, or message,
which specifies an action to be per
formed ("Play a middle C at mezzoforte
dynamics," for example). The receiving
instrument then executes the com
mand, unless it is not within its
designed capabilities (in which case it
ignores it). Each MIDI message is
coded as a string of digital data.

MIDI data is organized into 8-bit
bytes (or words) preceded by one start
bit (always a "0") and followed by one
stop bit (always a "1"). Figure 19-4
illustrates a typical MIDI data byte,
with the binary data shown in the
middle of the figure and the corre
sponding current through the cable
appearing just above the data. Each
byte carries a different piece of infor
mation. The start and stop bits permit
the receiving instrument's microproces
sor to distinguish the end of one byte
from the beginning of the next.

MIDI data bytes are further com
bined into messages consisting of one
status byte followed by one or two data
bytes (Figure 19-5). Status bytes define
the kind of command being transmit
ted (note on, pitch bend, patch change,
etc.). Data bytes carry specific informa
tion relative to the status byte com
mand (key velocity, amount of pitch
bend, patch number and so on).

MIDI messages are grouped in two
basic classes: channel messages and
system messages.

THRUOUT

8 bit data word

IN

ground is lifted in the wiring of the
MIDI In connector to form a telescop
ing shield.

Optionally, the interface specifica
tion provides for an additional connec
tor labeled "Thru." This port delivers a
direct copy of the MIDI In data for
retransmission to other devices,
permitting MIDI-equipped instruments
to be chained together in series.

The appearance of a typical fully
implemented MIDI port, such as might
be found on a music synthesizer, is
shown in Figure 19-3. On some key
board instruments, the Thrujack may
be omitted. Similarly, because they
normally do not generate MIDI data of
their own, effects processors usually
will lack a MIDI Out port.

0
·····::::::···· 0·..::::::..·· 0··..·:::::·....·t.. :.:.:. ~.:~ r, :.:.:. ~"~ (...:<. ~\

'. 1 +~... :. '. 1 +~....:: '. 1. ~ .'
.... ,' " ,"

Note: Start bit transition~
always at leading edge. -;

On----

Off--

Figure 19-4. MIDI data byte
structure

Stop
Bit

Start
Bit

Note: The channel data can be from 0 through 15,
(decimal) whereas the MIDI channel this value
represents can be from 1 through 16. Reading
from right to left, the binary digits shown here
(0001) represent the decimal number one, or
MIDI channel 2.

Data Byte 2 Data Byte 1 Status Byte
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Key Velocity = 115 Note NQ = 69

(ff dynamic) (Note A3) Note On NQ = 2'
Stop Start Stop Start Stop Start
Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit Bit

Figure 19-5. MIDI message structure



19.1.3 Channel Messages

To allow for independent control
over a number of units in a system,
MIDI data may be allocated among a
total of 16 channels. In the same
manner as a television or radio, a
MIDI-equipped instrument can be set
to receive data on a specific channel (or
channels), while ignoring data on other
channels (Figure 19-6). The channel on
which it receives its main instructions
is called the instrument's basic chan
nel.

As the name implies, channel
messages contain information that is
intended for a specific receive channel.
There are two types of channel mes
sages: Voice and Mode:
1) Voice messages, which comprise

the greatest part of the information
transmitted over MIDI, are allo
cated to Voice channels. In most
applications, they control synthesiz
ers' sound-generating circuitry,
defining when and how notes are
played. They can be used for many
other purposes, as well: Note On
messages, for instance, can be used
to trigger percussion sounds on
rhythm synthesizers, stage lights,
or fader and mute changes on a
mixing console.

2) Mode messages define the receiv
ing instruments' response(s) to
Voice messages - instructing them,
for example, to play monophonically
or polyphonically (see Section
19.3.2, MIDI Modes). Mode mes
sages must be sent on the basic
channel ofthe intended receiver(s).
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Figure 19-6. Like televisions, MIDI
instruments may be tuned to

specific receive channels (though
you won't see a moving picture).

19.1.4 System Messages

Rather than being coded by channel,
System messages are directed either to
all instruments in the system, or only
to those made by a particular manufac
turer. There are three types of System
messages: System Common, System
Real Time and System Exclusive:
1) System Common messages are

intended for all instruments in a
MIDI system, regardless of their
assigned channels. Most useful with
drum machines and music se
quencers, these messages carry
such information as the song to be
played; where in the song to begin
playing; and MIDI Time Code
quarter-frame data (see Section
19.6.5).

2) System Real Time messages carry
timing information to MIDI equip
ment (such as a drum machine)
that utilizes a synchronizing clock.
The Timing Clock message, for
example, provides a clock pulse at
the rate of 24 per quarter-note.
Other Real Time messages include
Start, Stop and Continue commands
for sequenced playback.

3) System Exclusive messages take
on formats which are unique to
specific manufacturers, and are
used to send special data (such as
patch parameter values, sampler
memory or sequencer file data) that
are applicable only to a particular
instrument. Exclusive messages are
directed to individual instruments
by a manufacturer's identification
number encoded in the Status byte.
Each company, in turn, programs
its instruments to recognize only its
unique ID number, which is issued
by the MMA and JMSC to manufac
turers upon request.
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MIDI 19.2 CONTROL of
MusiCAL INSTRUMENTS

MIDI originally was developed for
live music performance, and this is still
a very important application for it. One
of MIDI's most basic attributes is that
allows multiple synthesizers to be
played from a single keyboard. The
controlling keyboard is termed the
master, and the additional instruments
that it controls are called slaves.

Figure 19-7 shows a typical small
MIDI setup for live performance. The
MIDI Out jack of a single master
keyboard is connected to the MIDI In
of the first slave unit, and the MIDI
Thrujack ofthat slave is connected to
the MIDI In of a second slave. Perform
ance data originating with the master
passes to the first slave, then is echoed
to the second via the Thru connection.
By controlling channel assignments
and the settings of the individual
instruments, a variety of doubling and
soloing combinations can be achieved
with this arrangement.

Notice that the two slaves in the
Figure have no keyboards. The advent
of MIDI has resulted in a proliferation
of such units, variously called expand
ers or modules, which contain circuitry
that must be controlled externally in
order for it to produce a sound. By
eliminating the mechanical keyboard
and all of the electronics required to
make it work, manufacturers have
been able to produce very cost-effective
MIDI-controlled instruments in small,
easily transportable enclosures. Most
such units are fitted to mount in a
standard 19-inch relay rack, allowing
musicians to configure very powerful
systems in relatively compact, light
weight packages.

Similarly, several manufacturers
offer MIDI master keyboards which
incorporate no sound-generating
circuitry at all, but are designed solely
for the purpose of originating and
transmitting MIDI control data. These
units usually feature more expensive,
specially-weighted keys which approxi
mate the action of a traditional grand
piano. Because all of their "intelli
gence" is devoted to generating control
data, they also offer far more thorough
and complex MIDI implementations
than do ordinary keyboard synthesiz
ers.
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Figure 19-7. Small live performance setup



Figure 19-8 shows another possibil
ity for a live performance setup, this
time using three synthesizers, each of
which has a keyboard. This setup takes
advantage of the distinction between
the MIDI Out and MIDI Thru ports to
achieve a variety of doublings. If
instrument #1 is played, both it and
instrument #2 can sound. Instrument
#3 cannot sound, though, because its
MIDI In is connected to the MIDI Out
of #2 (incoming messages are echoed at
the Thru port, but not at the MIDI
Out). If #2 is played, all three instru
ments can sound. Playing #3 will cause
only it and #1 to sound.

The examples of Figures 19-7 and
19-8 reveal some of the possibilities
that can be achieved with basic MIDI
setups. These models may easily be
expanded - by adding more instru
ments or some effects processors, for
instance - to form larger and more
powerful systems.
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Figure 19-8. Live performance setup using three keyboard synthesizers
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19.2.1 MIDI Modes

The MIDI 1.0 Specification defines a
set of Modes which determine how
instruments such as the slaves in
Figures 19-6 and 19-7 will respond to
incoming MIDI data. MIDI-equipped
instruments are designed so that they
may be switched among these MIDI
Modes, each of which has different
advantages in multi-synthesizer
systems. In the 1.0 Specification, MIDI
Modes are referred to by number.
Model

This mode is also called Omni On /
Poly. The term Omni refers to the
instrument's response to Channel
information: with Omni On, the
instrument will ignore MIDI
Channel assignments and respond
to all incoming MIDI note data.
Poly is short for Polyphonic, and
refers to vertical stacking of notes.
In Poly mode, the instrument will
play multiple simultaneous notes,
up to its designed polyphonic limit.
(No presently-available synthesizer
is capable of playing an infinite
number of simultaneous notes; most
units are limited to between six and
twenty-four stacked notes.)

Mode 2
Also called Omni On/Mono. As
above, the instrument will respond
to all incoming MIDI data, regard
less of channel. Mono is short for
Monophonic, the opposite of poly
phonic in musical terminology. In
Mono mode, the instrument will
play only one note at a time; an
instrument set to Mono mode
cannot play chords. (Note that, in
this usage, the term monophonic
has nothing to do with whether or
not the unit produces a stereo
(stereophonic) output signal. In
other words, MIDI's Mono terminol
ogy describes the number of simul
taneous notes which can be
sounded, not the number of audio
output channels or the assignment
of a given note or notes to those
channels.)

Mode 3
This mode is termed Omni Off/
Poly. With Omni Off, the instru
ment will respond only to MIDI
data that is transmitted on its
assigned MIDI Channel. In Mode 3
it will, however, play multiple
simultaneous notes.

Mode 4
Also termed Omni Off/Mono. In
this mode, the instrument will
respond only to MIDI data trans
mitted on its assigned Channel, and
will play only one note at a time.
Some synthesizers can function as
multiple virtual instruments
(playing more than one sound at a
time), and are referred to as mul
titimbral synthesizers. Such instru
ments act like a number of MIDI
data receivers, each set to a differ
ent MIDI channel (one channel per
virtual instrument). Multitimbral
synthesizers operate in a non
standard - though increasingly
common - MIDI mode called Multi
mode. Generally, the various
receive channels in a Multi mode
instrument are all either Mono or
Poly, though some synthesizers
permit intermixing modes among
various receive channels in a
multitimbral setting.



19.2.2Controllers

Ever since the first electronic
synthesizers were introduced, one of
the primary design problems faced by
instrument development engineers has
been the human interface. Music
performance generally requires a great
deal of expressive control. Most tradi
tional acoustic instruments offer
musicians a wealth of possibilities with
very simple means: think of all the
timbral variations that a violin is
capable of, using simply a horsehair
bow, gut strings and a fretless finger
board! To be truly engaging and
effective musical tools, electronic
synthesizers must offer control mecha
nisms that provide, at the very least,
some proportion of the flexibility
afforded by traditional instruments.

Historically, the design approaches
that the electronic music industry has
applied to this problem have been
many and varied, from the proximity
sensing antennae of the early Ther
emin to the velocity-sensitive, poly
phonic-afterpressure keyboards of
present-day synthesizers. And while
the industry could be seen, at this
writing, to have achieved a certain
maturity - at least in relation to its
status in the 1970's - the human
interface is still the subject of much
research and development. Nor is this
work limited to musical instruments:
present-day discussions of future
console designs, for example, also
revolve partially around the need for
new "control surface" models.

SECTiON -19

Control Number Controller Function

Dec Hex

0 OOH Undefined
1 01H Modulation Wheel (or lever)
2 02H Breath Controller
3 03H Undefined
4 04H Foot Controller
5 05H Portamerito Time
6 06H Data Entry
7 07H Main Volume
8 08H Balance
9 09H Undefined
10 OAH Pan
11 OBH Expression Controller
12-15 OC-OFH Undefined
16-19 10-13H General Purpose Controllers 1-4
20-31 14-1FH Undefined
32-63 20-3FH LSB for Controller values 0-31
64 40H Damper Pedal (Sustain)
65 41H Portamento
66 42H Sostenuto
67 43H Soft Pedal
68 44H Undefined
69 45H Hold 2
70-79 46-4FH Undefined
80-83 50-53H General Purpose Controllers 5-8
84-90 54-5AH Undefined
91 5BH External Effects Depth
92 5CH Tremolo Depth
93 5DH Chorus Depth
94 5EH Celeste (Detune) Depth
95 5FH Phaser Depth
96 60H Data Increment
97 61H Data Decrement
98 62H Non-Registered Parameter Number LSB
99 63H Non-Registered Parameter Number MSB
100 64H Registered Parameter Number LSB
101 65H Registered Parameter Number MSB
102-120 66-78H Undefined
121-127 79-7FH Reserved for Channel Mode Messages

Figure 19-9. MIDI 1.0 Specification controller numbers
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In order to deal both with the
present state of the art and with
possible future developments in
controller technology, the MIDI 1.0
Specification provides an extensive
protocol for assignable controllers.
Controller settings are transmitted as
Channel Voice Control Change mes
sages; two data bytes following the
Control Change Status byte identify
the controller and its value, respec
tively.

The controller numbers that have
been assigned by the MMA and JMSC
(as of document version 4.1 of the 1.0
Specification) appear in the table of
Figure 19-9. Some comments apply to
this listing:
• Controllers 0 through 31 are of the

continuous type; that is, they
provide continuously variable
settings over a specified range.
(This is analogous to a console
fader, for example.) Note that
controller numbers 32--63 are
assigned to the LSB (Least Signifi
cant Byte) for numbers 0--31. This
allows for much greater resolution
in specifying the controller setting,
as is appropriate with some con
tinuous functions. (Use of the LSB
is optional; if used, it increases data
resolution to 14-bit, corresponding
to 16,384 increments rather than
the usual 128.)

• Controllers 64 through 69 are
switch-type; the only data that need
be communicated is whether they
are ON or OFF. These, and num
bers 70--95, are referred to as single
byte controllers because the Specifi
cation does not provide an LSB for
them. In theory, numbers 70--90
could be continuous types with 8-bit
resolution.

• Data increment and decrement (96
and 97) and Data Entry (6) are
MIDI editing controls. They may be
implemented in various types of
hardware - sliders, alpha wheels
and up/down buttons are examples.
Their function, regardless, is for
remote editing of instrument
parameters via MIDI.

• Registered and Non-Registered
Parameters are reserved for "sound
or performance parameters" (as an
example, the three Registered Para
meters that are currently defined
are Pitch Bend Sensitivity, Fine

Tuning and Coarse Tuning). Regis
tered Parameter assignments are
subject to the agreement of MMA
and JMSC; Non-Registered Para
meters may be freely implemented
by manufacturers as they choose.
The Specification dictates that Non
Registered Parameter assignments
be published in the owner's manual
of the instrument.

• Non-musical devices such as light
ing consoles may use any of these
controller numbers as they wish.
Don't be surprised to find non
standard implementations in such
equipment.

19.2.3 Patch Editor/
Librarian Functions

For reasons of economy, most music
synthesizers utilize small data displays
(typically, a line or two of LED or LCD
characters) that are capable of showing
the status of only one or two parame
ters at a time. They also generally
feature a limited number of buttons or
knobs, whose functions may change
dependent upon the editing action
required. As synthesizers have become
more sophisticated and complex,
therefore, the task of programming
them for custom sounds has been
hampered by the lack of comprehensive
displays and controls. The MIDI
System Exclusive protocol (Section
19.1.4) was designed in part to address
this problem.

The SysEx protocol enables manu
facturers to develop custom messages
exclusively for their own instruments,
and to transmit those messages with
out disturbing the normal flow of MIDI
data. In many cases, instrument
software engineers have used System
Exclusive to provide access to virtually
all of the definable parameters of their
instruments, including the contents of
program or sample memory and the
settings of internal control parameters.
Given knowledge of the requisite
commands and a means to transmit
them over MIDI, such an implementa
tion makes possible remote editing of
the instrument's internal data (which
determine the sounds it can make).

The MMA strongly encourages
member companies to publish the
details of their SysEx implementa-



tions, and stipulates that third-party
hardware or software manufacturers
may freely make use of the SysEx
codes for any existing product without
the permission of the original manufac
turer. This policy has spawned an
after-market industry serving the need
for flexible, user-friendly control over
instrument patch parameters (patch
editing), and for centralized storage of
instrument settings (library functions).

Patch editors and librarians are
generally implemented in software
written for one or more of the desktop
computers that are popular for music
use. (At this writing, the computers
most widely used in music are the
Apple Macintosh, Atari 512 and 1040
ST, Commodore Amiga, and IBM PC
and its compatibles, including the
Yamaha Cl.) Editor programs allow
the user to patch a synthesizer re
motely from the computer terminal,
making use of the computer's CRT to
display all of the patch's parameters at
once. Librarian software controls the
exchange of patch data between the
computer and the instrument, allowing
instrument data to be stored on the
computer's disk drivels). The two
functions are sometimes combined in a
single program.

As a rule, editorllibrarian software
is custom-written for a specific instru
ment or family of instruments; com
mands that make perfect sense to an
FM digital synthesizer, for instance,
will not relate in any way to the
functions of an analog instrument. The
exception to this rule involves sam
pling synthesizers - instruments that
play back digitally-recorded waveforms
on command, usually transposing them
according to the received key number.
The 1.0 Specification includes a very
comprehensive Sample Dump Stan
dard governing exchange of sampler
memory data, and this has encouraged
the development of more-or-less
universal software for samplers. In
addition to programs for maintaining
sample libraries, utilities have also
been developed for computer synthesis
of waveform data which may be trans
ferred to samplers over MIDI. (These
programs must still address differences
in sampling frequency and sample
length among the various instruments,
but this can be accomplished computa
tionally to some degree.)

19.2.4 MIDI Implementation
Charts

To provide end users with a quick
reference for ascertaining an instru
ment's MIDI functions, the 1.0 Specifi
cation provides a format for a MIDI
Implementation Chart to be included
with every instrument's documenta
tion. Figure 19-10 shows a typical
MIDI Implementation Chart.

The chart is divided into four col
umns, the first of which specifies a
series of MIDI functions. The second
and third columns tell whether each
function is transmitted and/or received,
and the fourth is reserved for remarks.
Ifan instrument's MIDI implementa
tion is unique in any way, that infor
mation will usually be found in the
Remarks column, though the middle
columns may contain clues, as well.

Implementation charts serve as a
guide to compatibility among MIDI
instruments. For example, if you have
a master keyboard that transmits
aftertouch data and you wish to see if a
particular slave is capable of respond
ing to that data, check the chart.
Similarly, you can also ascertain
whether a particular drum machine
responds to System Common com
mands, or whether a sampler's soft
ware implements System Exclusive.

SECTiON 19
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Date: 4/2, 1987
Model: DMP7 MIDI Implementation Chart Version: 1.0

Function Transm itted Recognized Remarks

Basic Default 1 -16 1 -16 memorized
Olanrel Changed 1 -16 1 -16

Default x OMNI off/OMNI on

Mode Messages x OMNlon/off
Altered ************** x

N:±e 0-127 -
0-127 t1

Nt:.Jnber: True Voice ************** x

~ Note ON o 9nH, v=O -127 0 v=O -127
Note OFF o 8nH, v=O -127 x

--
1lfI:a': Key's x x
Touch Channels x x
Pit:ch~ x x

0-127 0 0 t1

O:rt::tol

Change

pr:ogran 0 0-127 0 0-127 t2

Change True Number ************** 0-97 31 - 97: Cartridge

SystEm Exclusive 0 0 Setup Data

SystEm Song Position x x
Common Song Select x x

Tune Request x x
SystEm Clock x x
IeU Commands x x
Tine

Aux Local ON/OFF x x
M:ssa- All Notes OFF x x
g:s Active Sensing x x

Reset x x

J:ttes t1: Each parameter can be assigned to any Control

Change or Note On number, and these assignment tables

can be stored in memory.

t2: For program 1 - 128, memory #0 - #97 is selected.

Mode 1: Omni On, Poly Mode 2: Omni On, Mono 0= Yes

Mode 3: Omni Off, Poly Mode 4: Omni Off, Mono x= No

Figure 19-10. Typical MIDI implementation chart



19.~ MIDI SEQlJENCiNG

Since the MIDI 1.0 Specification
combines timing clock information
with an extensive protocol for commu
nicating performance actions, the
recording and replaying of MIDI data
is a natural extension of the interface
concept.

MIDI recorders - more commonly
termed sequencers - are MIDI's
version of tape recorders. Capable of
storing and reproducing virtually any
event or command that can be trans
mitted by MIDI, they offer significant
advantages in both studio recording
and live performance. Playback may be
synchronized with either an internal or
an external time standard; the play
back rate may be altered without
affecting musical pitch; and recorded
events may even be reassigned to
different instruments or sound pro
grams.

MIDI Slave

In

19.3.1 Basic Theory

The block diagram of Figure 19-11
illustrates the concept of MIDI se
quencing. The MIDI Out of a master
unit that can generate the requisite
MIDI control data is connected to the
MIDI In port of a sequencer unit. The
sequencer's MIDI Out is then routed
back to the master unit, whose MIDI
Thru may be connected to other MIDI
equipped slave devices.

In recording mode, performance
actions originating at the master are
converted to MIDI data and sent to the
sequencer, which memorizes them in
relation to an internal timing refer
ence. The contents of the sequencer's
memory can then be saved to a storage
device (normally, a floppy disk or hard
disk drive) for later recall.

In playback mode, the sequencer
reproduces the recorded MIDI data at
its MIDI Out, with events again being
timed in relation to its internal clock
reference. The sequencer data passes
back to the master's MIDI In port and,
optionally, is echoed to other devices by
its Thru port. The master reproduces
the recorded performance actions, as
do any slave units chained to it.

SECTiON 19

Thru In Out

MIDI Master Sequencer

Figure 19-11. MIDI sequencing

Figure 19-12 (next page) shows a
simple music recording system imple
mented according to the model of the
previous Figure. Here, the MIDI
sequencer unit is a personal computer
equipped with a MIDI interface. The
master is a keyboard synthesizer, and
the slaves are a keyboardless expander
module and a drum machine. (Note the
similarity to the live performance
system of Figure 19-7.) Drum machines
usually incorporate sequence memory
of their own. With this system, the
musician may use that memory for
drum patterns, which the drum ma
chine can then play in synch with a
MIDI clock pulse derived from the
sequencer's internal reference.
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MIDI 19.3.2 Channels &Tracks

For greatest operational flexibility
and ease of use, MIDI sequencers are
modeled on the multitrack tape re
corder. A sequencer may have from one
to a hundred or more tracks (as with
audio tape decks, the number is
usually finite). These tracks record
MIDI data rather than audio informa
tion, and are sometimes called virtual
tracks because they reside in digital
memory rather than on tape.

All of the track functions normally
associated with multitrack recording
may be performed with a MIDI se
quencer. Tracks can be overdubbed in
synch with previously-recorded mate
rial. Individual tracks can be soloed or
muted in playback. Data can be
bounced from two or more tracks to
another in order to free up track space.

The similarity ends at the concept of
channels. In an audio tape recorder, a
track is a channel. In a MIDI se
quencer, data on one or more tracks
may be freely assigned to any of the
sixteen MIDI channels. Moreover, a
sequencer track can be made (through
track bouncing) to contain events
assigned to two or more channels at
once, because the MIDI protocol tags
each individual event with channel
data.

In MIDI sequencers, then, channels
and tracks are entirely separate
things. A channel is a routing assign
ment for a particular set of MIDI data;
channels are associated with specific
receiver instruments, and thus with
particular sounds. A track, by contrast,
is simply a container for holding
recorded MIDI data; the data's channel
assignment can be independent of its
track assignment.

MIDI Thru

111l1li111111l1li111l1li
111l1li111111l1li111l1li

MIDI In
~----------------------,

Figure 19-12. A Simple music sequencing system
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The multitrack model brings a great
deal of flexibility to MIDI sequencing.
For example, it is often impractical to
store in one pass all of the events (such
as fader moves or keystrokes) that you
want a particular device to execute. As
with conventional multitrack record
ing, you can overdub two or more
successive passes on separate tracks,
assigning both to the same MIDI
channel to create a composite effect.
You may then elect to merge the two
tracks, or you can keep them separate
for editing purposes.

Some sequencers feature multiple
MIDI Out ports, with the ability to
route individual tracks to any of the
ports. This capability can extend MIDI
beyond its sixteen-channel limitation,
allowing very complex effects.

For example, Figure 19-13 shows
track assignments in a sequencer with
two MIDI Out ports and thirty-two
tracks. Tracks 1-16 and 17-32 are
assigned to MIDI channels 1-16,
respectively, so that there are two
tracks for each channel. The first
sixteen of the tracks have been as
signed to port #1, and the other sixteen
to port #2. Ifeach MIDI Out port
drives a separate MIDI system, this
creates the equivalent of thirty-two
MIDI channels. Separate devices in
each system may share the same MIDI
channel assignment, yet receive
entirely separate track data.

SECTiON 19

Tk# Ch# Tk# Chi
1 .. 1 17 .. 1
2 .. 2 18 .. 2
3 .. 3 19 .. 3
4 .- 4 20 .. 4
5 .. 5 21 .. 5
6 .. 6 22 .. 6
7 .. 7 23 .. 7
8 .. 8 24 .. 8
9 .. 9 25 .. 9

10 .. 10 26 .. 10
11 .. 11 27 .. 11
12 .. 12 28 .. 12
13 .. 13 29 .. 13
14 .. 14 30 .. 14
15 .. 15 31 .. 15
16 .. 16 32 .. 16

MIDI Out 1 MIDI Out 2

Figure 19-13. Creating a thirty-two channel MIDI system
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19.3.3 Hardware vs
Computer-Based
Sequencers

MIDI sequencers are classified in
three different types. Add-on units
comprise a hardware interface and
software program which, together, turn
a personal computer into a MIDI
recorder. Stand-alone sequencers are
hardware units which perform only
sequencing (and, in some cases, patch
librarian) functions. Built-in se
quencers may be found in a number of
MIDI synthesizers.

Of the three, add-on sequencers are
probably the most common type.
Hardware MIDI interfaces are avail
able for every popular personal com
puter (a few computers even feature a
built-in interface), and are supported
by a number of software packages.

Though more expensive than the
other two types, add-on sequencers
offer numerous advantages. A com
puter monitor (or CRT - cathode ray
tube) can display a lot of information at
once, resulting in very fast and effi
cient operation with less chance of
mistakes due to overlooked settings.
Mouse-driven computers further
enhance efficiency by reducing most
operations to a single button-click.
Many add-on packages can transcribe
recorded MIDI data into music nota
tion (or save disk files that can be
accessed by separate notation pro
grams). Moreover, a general-purpose
personal computer can be put to other
uses such as financial record-keeping,
word processing, telecommunications
and entertainment. The down side is
that, unmodified, many personal
computers do not take well to road use.

Stand-alone sequencer units occupy
the middle ground in terms of both
price and functionality. More cost
effective than personal computers,
stand-alone sequencers can be very
easy to use, since they feature dedi
cated controls. Being designed specifi
cally for the task of MIDI sequencing,
they generally offer very comprehen
sive MIDI implementations. Many can
sync to a variety of external clock
sources without the need for additional
clock-translation hardware. The
display capabilities of stand-alone
units are usually limited, so editing
can be a bit more troublesome than
with an add-on computer sequencer.
Nonetheless, stand-alone sequencers

tend to be much more roadworthy than
typical computers. (There are excep
tions, such as the roadworthy Yamaha
Cl - an MS-DOS compatible laptop
computer with a built-in MIDI inter
face.)

Sequencers built into MIDI
equipped synthesizers offer an obvious
price advantage: you get the sequencer,
at no additional cost, when you buy the
instrument. They don't require sepa
rate cases, and are ready to use as soon
as the instrument is powered up. Built
in sequencers are the least sophisti
cated ofthe three types, though, and
usually possess track and note capacity
limitations. By and large, their data
display is that of the synthesizer and,
in most cases, this means that editing
is difficult. Still, for performing musi
cians who don't need a complex se
quencing capability, a built-in unit can
serve well and be a real bargain.

19.3.4 Typical Sequencer
Features

Most sequencers cater primarily to
the musician. This is especially evident
when reviewing the terminology and
graphics associated with these units.
Such nuances underscore the se
quencer's musical heritage. This
should present no real obstacle for
those who wish use these sequencers
for nonmusical instrument control
purposes, as their operation can be
quickly learned and they are easily
adapted to other functions.

Manufacturers of MIDI sequencers
each strive to offer a variety of features
that makes their products unique.
Still, manufacturers attempt to follow
certain basic functions and conven
tions. Most notably, all sequencers
incorporate basic recording controls
which emulate those of an audio tape
deck. These standard tape transport
functions (they do not, of course,
actually control tape motion) are play,
record,pause, stop, and punch in.

Perhaps the most widely used tape
transport function of the sequencer is
track assignments. Track assignments
control the arming, muting and soloing
of MIDI tracks, as well as allocation of
each track to a specific MIDI channel.

The remaining sequencer functions
are primarily editing tools.



19.3.4.1 Song Editing

The song editor is a global editing
tool. Sequencers store real time infor
mation, not only in terms of actual
elapsed time, but also in terms of
musical beats and bars. The song editor
manipulates these bars. An audio tape
recorder logs how much tape it uses
with a numerical tape counter (which
is occasionally calibrated in feet of tape
or in hours, minutes and seconds). The
sequencer keeps track of how much
data it stores in terms of musical beats
and bars as well as time (minutes and
seconds). Unlike an audio tape deck,
the MIDI sequencer can separate
tracks and move them to other tracks
at different points. An audio tape
recorder can only ping-pong vertical
tracks to the same place (i.e., the same
time). For example, take a MIDI
sequence that has two recorded tracks,
each eight bars long. The song editor
allows you to either copy those eight
bars and insert them, creating a total
of sixteen bars of repeated information,
or move them to any available track
offset to any position in time within the
confines of bar delineation. The song
editor also adds or deletes measures,
copies and pastes measures, and mixes
data.

On occasion, a track sheet may
become cluttered after only a few
moves on one or two tracks that are
assigned to the same MIDI port and
channel. It is possible to reduce the
clutter by combining these channels
via the sequencer's mix data function.

19.3.4.2 Step Editing

Finer detail can be obtained in
another area of the sequencer called
the step editor. In this area, you can
advance or retard MIDI data one beat
at a time, or even as little as one clock
pulse either direction (a clock pulse is a
very small increment, typically 1/96 or
1/128 second). This function is espe
cially useful for sound effects editing.

Some other features in the step
editor are: direct point-by-point MIDI
recording, such as placing a MIDI note
at a specific point in the score, without
recording it in real time, by entering
the appropriate value; changing the
duration of existing notes; altering

note on and off commands; and chang
ing the MIDI note number (and hence
the pitch) of existing notes. Some
sequencers allow block moves of
selected (highlighted) areas of the score
to be affected in this manner - a
powerful means of editing.

19.3.4.3 Common Editing
Features

There are also several editing
features that relate to both the song
and step editor, such as transposing.
Transposing takes selected MIDI data
and moves it up or down by a MIDI
note. In musical terms, for example,
this would mean taking a piece written
in C major and moving it up to C sharp
major.

Another important editing feature,
quantizing, adjusts live performances
so notes begin and/or end precisely to
synchronize with a specified beat. In
musical applications, a performer can
play his MIDI keyboard to the se
quencer's metronome and later quan
tize the track to clean up his perform
ance. The amount of quantizing, and
the precision by which it alters MIDI
time values, can generally be con
trolled in in finite increments so that
an aesthetic balance between human
performance and technical perfection
can be obtained. (A 100% quantized
performance tends to sound mechani
cal and lacks the smooth flow of music
performed in real time.) Quantizing
can be particularly useful in automat
ing sound reinforcement, where mutes
and solos need to occur at a precise
point in the music.

The final area is the editing of MIDI
controller data (values 0-127). MIDI
notes and MIDI controllers are re
corded concurrently. Controllers such
as MIDI control #1 (which represents
modulation wheel position) and MIDI
controller #7 (which represents MIDI
volume) can be altered by editing the
MIDI controller data.
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MIDI 19.4 MIDI DATA
PROCESSORS

Just as external signal processors
can enhance the quality of an audio
production, so there are also MIDI data
processors which can optimize and
enhance the performance of a MIDI
system. These units do not handle
audio signals; rather, they process the
MIDI data stream.

A growing number of such units
continues to appear on the market, and
many perform relatively specialized
functions. In this Section, we will
survey a few of the more common
types.

19.4.1 Thru Boxes

Engineers accustomed to multing
audio signals may wonder why the
Thru box is necessary. The 1.0 Specifi
cation (and the electronic design of the
interface) stipulates a +5 volt, 5 mA
current loop for the data transmission
connection. Ifyou simply split a MIDI
Out to two MIDI Ins, the signal level at
each input will drop by half, and the
input stages may not be able to read
the data reliably - or at all. The Thru
box provides four separate, buffered
MIDI Outs, each with the requisite
+5 volt signal level, assuring accurate
data transmission.

19.4.2 MIDI Mergers

Figure 19-14. Use of a Thru box

The inverse relati ve of the Thru box
is the MIDI merger. These devices
usually feature two MIDI Ins and one
or more MIDI Outs. Data appearing at
the MIDI Ins is merged and presented
at the MIDI Outs as a single data
stream, allowing two masters to
control a single MIDI system.

MIDI mergers are necessitated by
the synchronization demands of MIDI
data transmission. Even if two masters
were to share the same clock and phase
lock, each would have no way of
knowing what the other is doing at any
given time. Were both to send a com
mand at precisely the same instant,
one would be ignored by the receiving
equipment unless some device merged
the two commands in an ordered,
uninterrupted and synchronous man
ner.

slaves could be daisy-chained on
ranch. ... Slave 1

~
Slave 2

::J><
Master " "'0

Keyboard f3.m

~ Slave 3

... Slave 4

As described in Section 19.2, MIDI
devices possessing Thru ports can be
daisy-chained together so that incom
ing MIDI data will pass from one to the
next. In practice only a limited number
of instruments (usually less than five)
can be connected in this way because
speed limitations of the MIDI interface
opto-isolators can accumulate and
introduce data errors. Moreover, some
instruments do not provide a Thru
jack.

MIDI Thru boxes, available from
several manufacturers, alleviate these
problems. Figure 19-14 illustrates the
use of a 1:4 Thru box (a common
configuration) in a live performance
setup. The master unit's MIDI Out
feeds the Thru box MIDI In, and the
Thru box's four MIDI Outs each feed a
separate slave unit. In theory, two or
three
eachb
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Because the task of merging two
MIDI data streams requires a fair
amount of processing "intelligence,"
MIDI mergers tend to be much more
expensive than Thru boxes.

19.4.3 MIDI Patchers

Despite the considerable flexibility
that is built into the MIDI protocol, a
single MIDI connection configuration
almost never satisfies every contin
gency.

On the simplest level, for example,
one might occasionally wish to make a
different synthesizer the master in a
live performance system - because its
playing characteristics better fit
certain styles, or because it possesses
some control features that the normal
master lacks. The solution in these
situations is either to manually re
patch, or to use a MIDI patcher.

MIDI patchers are basically elec
tronic data switchboards that allow
programmable routing of MIDI connec
tions in a system. Available in a
variety of configurations, these devices
normally feature several MIDI Ins and
Outs. Different routing configurations
may be programmed using front-panel
buttons and saved to non-volatile
battery-backed memory for later recall.
Recall may be triggered by pressing a
front-panel switch, an external foot
switch, or some other form of control.

19.4.4 Mapping Devices

MIDI mapping devices perform
various types of data translation on the
MIDI data stream in order to extend
the capabilities of the MIDI control
system or make up for shortcomings in
master units.

One such translation is Program
Change mapping. Program Change
commands direct the receiver to select
a particular program number from its
memory banks (in synthesizers, pro
grams determine the sound character
istics). The Channel Voice Program
Change protocol provides for selection
of programs by number, in the range of
0-127. Program Change mapping
translates a transmitted Program
Change number to a different specified
value before it reaches the slave unit.
This function may be used to select

specific instrument sounds (having
different program numbers) on a
variety of different slave synthesizers
with the press of a single Program
Change button on the master unit.

Another example of a mapping
function is keyboard splitting. In some
musical situations, it is desirable for
one range of keys on the master
keyboard to trigger a different key
range on the slave. Often, there may be
some overlap in the desired ranges. In
a multi-instrument MIDI setup, this
splitting of the keyboard may require
that the master transmit different
keyboard ranges on different MIDI
channels. If the master does not have
this capability (most keyboards don't),
then a mapping device can provide it.

19.4.5 SysEx Data Storage

SysEx data storage devices exploit
the 1.0 Specification System Exclusive
protocol to store setup information
from various devices in a MIDI system
at one central facility. Such devices
normally comprise one or more disk
drives, and the intelligence to learn 
and transmit on command - appropri
ate SysEx commands to a variety of
instruments.

Because the unit deals only with
storage of SysEx data (and not opera
tions on that data), it handles the data
as bulk dumps without regard to
content. SysEx storage units allow
storing most (if not all) of the instru
ment settings in a MIDI system on one
or two floppy disks. By incorporating
the capability to retransmit bulk
SysEx data to instruments, these
devices permit very fast and reliable
setup changes.
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19.5 AUTOMATioN
TIiROUGIi MIDI

Over the past decade, technological
advances in sound system design have
resulted in greatly expanded control
over sonic quality, even in acoustically
difficult venues. Concurrently, increas
ingly sophisticated lighting systems
and the incorporation of multimedia
elements have collaborated in elevat
ing the overall intricacy and dramatic
impact of live performances. Most
styles of music now make use of
relatively elaborate multi-synthesizer
setups, necessitating complex mixes
with an increased emphasis on out
board processing.

The inevitable result of all of these
trends has been escalated demands
upon the skills of reinforcement engi
neers. Rather than simply maintaining
a relatively static mix over the course
of a show, engineers must effect rapid
and accurate changes in levels and
mutes, sends, equalization, and out
board effects settings. Even routine
scene changes can make a mixer wish
he or she had four hands!

Properly implemented, MIDI can
help enormously in addressing these
challenges by automating common
tasks. MIDI also can interface the
once-disparate live performance teams
of music, sound and lighting: group
controls like master fades, lighting
moves related to real-time music
sequences, and multi-media synchroni
zation in conjunction with SMPrE
time code are just a few examples.
Even mundane tasks like cueing
prompters via sequencing can alleviate
performance mishaps and warrant the
effort.

In considering MIDI's automation
potential, it is important to remember
that while the protocol allows for
timekeeping functions, MIDI also may
be used for so-called "snapshot" auto
mation. In such an implementation,
one could store scene change data as a
group of presets to be called up on cue
from a computer, by pressing
footswitches, or from some other
encoded controller.

At this writing, MIDI automation is
a relatively new development, and is
not yet widely used. In the following
pages, we will briefly survey some of
the possibilities that are presently
available.

19.5.1 Instrument Patch
Changes

In working with large multi-synthe
sizer setups, one of the most tedious
tasks that keyboard players face is
selecting the right sound programs for
each song. First of all, one must
remember which program each instru
ment should be playing - and this,
alone, introduces a potential for errors
since sound programs are always
selected by number rather than name.

Assuming that one recalls all the
program numbers correctly, there is
still the matter of the time it takes to
set up each instrument. While some
synthesizers allow entering program
numbers from a keypad, many others
require scrolling through the program
list with up/down buttons or a selector
wheel. Given that many instruments
accommodate a hundred or more
programs, this can take a significant
amount of time.

The inevitable delays that all of this
searching and selection causes between
songs can be greatly reduced by using
MIDI Channel Voice Program Change
messages and/or System Exclusive
commands. Program Change messages
are sent on the receiving instrument's
Basic Channel, instructing the instru
ment to select a specified sound pro
gram. System Exclusive messages are
directed to a particular instrument by
manufacturer ID (rather than chan
nel), and may be used to alter either
patch settings or the unit's entire
memory contents.

MIDI synthesizers generally trans
mit Program Change commands when
new sounds are selected on them. This
capability can be used along with
Program Change mapping to cause
other (slave) instruments to select
complementary programs. Alterna
tively, other assignable controllers or
switches can be used for transmitting
Program Change messages to slaves.

In large setups, the most efficient
means for effecting program changes is
a personal computer running a utility
program designed for the purpose; this
permits quick, centralized changes of
instrument setups. System Exclusive
bulk dumps of synthesizer or sampler
memory may be handled either by a
personal computer or by a disk-based
system designed specifically for that
purpose.



19.5.2 Signal Processors

Synthesized and sampled sounds cry
out for external processing to give
them life and sonic complexity. Some
musical styles rely heavily on multiple
effects, with settings changing in
different parts of a single song. Visual
productions such as industrials or
legitimate theater also often call for
dramatic effects changes on tight cues.

In response to these practical
demands, a number of MIDI-controlled
outboard effects units have been
produced. While most ofthese units
employ digital delay processing, MIDI
controlled parametric equalization is
also coming to the fore. Moreover,
present-generation delay processors
offer a great deal more than simple
echo or reverberation: non-linear
reverberation programs, phasing,
flanging, chorusing, and pitch shifting
are all quite common.

MIDI signal processors tend to
borrow from the synthesizer model of
selectable numbered programs residing
in memory, so the most common means
of automating effects is to use Program
Change commands. In many units,
however, this must be done with care
since a program change may be accom
panied by noise or a momentary
muting of the output.

In some cases, basic reverberation
parameters such as predelay, reverb
time and high-frequency damping may
be available for continuous control 
usually by the Control Change proto
col's General Purpose Controllers.
(Similar provisions may be made for
center frequency, Q and boost/cut
parameters in MIDI-controlled par
ametric equalizers.) Such an implem
entation permits one to play the
processor's settings in real time - or to
feed them into a sequencer for later
playback. When selected for the
duration of a single program, such
parameter changes may not cause
noise or dropout, depending upon the
sophistication of the signal processing
unit.

19.5.3 Console Functions

The logical extension of effects and
instrument automation is to automate
mixing console functions. At this
writing, two types of systems are
available for this task: add-on units,
and built-in MIDI implementations.

Add-on systems are perhaps more
common at present. Consisting of a
separate enclosure that houses VCAs
(voltage-controlled amplifiers) and
digital electronics to interpret and
execute MIDI commands, these units
are usually patched at input strip
insertion points. They permit automat
ing only gains and mutes. The manu
facturer may provide proprietary
software, though third-party se
quencers may be used as well.

Built-in MIDI automation is avail
able in some contemporary consoles 
though most such units are designed
for studio use rather than portable
reinforcement. Fader and mute auto
mation is standard. Additionally, it
may be possible to automate routing
assignments.

In both cases, MIDI implementa
tions vary from one unit to another; for
example, where one may use Control
Change messages for fader data,
another may employ Pitch Bend
messages. This is fine as long as the
system is used only by itself. On the
other hand, if two dissimilar systems
are expected to interchange data,
additional MIDI signal processing
(remapping) may be required to trans
late commands from one unit's protocol
to the other's.

Looking to the future, digital signal
processing (or digitally-controlled
audio) technology will allow automat
ing virtually every feature on a console.
The Yamaha DMP-7, for example, is an
all-digital 8x2 audio mixing console
which features a very extensive MIDI
implementation. When operated in
conjunction with a sequencer, the
DMP-7 permits MIDI automation of
not only faders and mutes, but also
such parameters as channel equaliza
tion, aux and reverb send levels, pan,
and effects settings.

At present, such capabilities are
targeted primarily at recording
studios. But this unit, and other larger
devices currently being marketed for
studio recording, presage develop
ments to come in the world of rein
forcement console design.
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MIDI 19.5.4 Sync To Media

In conjunction with SMPTE Time
Code (Section 20), MIDI-sequenced
parts may be synchronized to a variety
of other media such as multitrack
audio tape, videotape or film. The Time
Code serves as a place marker signal,
and a SMPTE-to MIDI Converter
handles translation of the time code
signal to MIDI clock.

MIDI synchronization takes advan
tage of provisions in the System
Common and System Real Time
protocols:
Song Position Pointer - The

System Common Song Position
Pointer message provides an
indication of the number of beats
that have elapsed since the begin
ning of a sequence. It is used to play
back a portion of a sequence from a
position other than the start of a
song. Normally set to 0 at the start
of a sequence, SPP increments
every sixth clock pulse until play
back is stopped; if the sequence is
continued, rather than restarted,
SPP continues to increment from its
previous value.

Sequencers and drum machines
which respond to SPP can be made
to start at any desired beat in a
sequence by sending them an SPP
message specifying the beat, then
sending a Continue command.

Start, Stop, Continue - These
System Real Time messages are
used to command "transport"
motion of MIDI sequencers and
drum machines. Start commands
the system to start at the beginning
ofthe sequence (SPP =0). Stop
halts sequence playback. Continue
commands the sequence to restart
without reverting to the beginning
of the sequence.

In MIDI sequence recording, Song
Position Pointer allows punch-ins in
the middle of a song without reverting
to the beginning and running all the
way through to the punch point. Used
with SMPTE Time Code, it permits the
same capability in multitracked
overdubs of acoustic instruments or
voice.
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19.6 TROLJbLEsI-tOOTiN~

In MIDI, as in all things electronic,
troubles can crop up when you least
expect them. MIDI is a microprocessor
based technology - with software
consequently playing a major role 
and one might therefore expect that a
MIDI system would be significantly
more complicated to troubleshoot than
a standard audio system. Fortunately,
most common electronic problems 
MIDI or otherwise - yield to the same
approach: logical signal tracing and a
systematic process of elimination.

There is no substitute for a thorough
understanding of the system's layout
when tracking down bugs. Nor can we
possibly anticipate the myriad prob
lems which might occur. We will
attempt, in the following paragraphs,
to offer suggestions regarding some
common MIDI problems.

19.6.1 Lack of Response

Perhaps the most prevalent disorder
in MIDI systems is the mute synthe
sizer; no matter what MIDI commands
are sent, the unit refuses to respond.

An obvious immediate cause of the
lack of sound might be the audio path
so the first places to explore are the
audio connections and the mixing
console settings. Check, also, to see
that the apparently inoperative MIDI
unit's volume control is up, and that a
sound-generating program is selected.

Ifyou are satisfied that the audio
path is OK or if panel indicators on the
unit show that it is not receiving MIDI
data, then the next step is to check the
MIDI connections. MIDI transmission
problems can have any of several
causes:
1) The MIDI cable may be bad. You

can isolate this problem by replac
ing the cable in question with a
known, good cable.

2) The MIDI cable may be miscon
nected. Remember that master
units send commands from the
MIDI Out, not the MIDI Thru.
Conversely, slaves pass data
onward via the MIDI Thru, not the
MIDI Out.

3) The receiver's channel assignment
may be incorrect. MIDI data sent on
channel 2 will not be received if the



slave is set to channel 3, for ex
ample. You can check for this by
setting the receiver to Omni On
Mode, so that it will respond to data
on all channels; if the unit now
responds, then check the channel
assignments.

4) A unit upstream may not be turned
on. MIDI is an active interface, so a
unit that is not powered up will not
echo incoming data at its MIDI
Thru port, and hence will break the
MIDI signal path. Ifyou must turn
off a unit in the middle of the MIDI
signal path, you will have to unplug
the cable from its MIDI input and
instead plug that cable into the
input of the next MIDI device.

19.6.2 Stuck Notes

For each note that is to sound, a
series of MIDI commands must be
sent. The first of these is a Note On
command, which is followed by data
bytes that give details regarding the
pitch and velocity values for the note.
When the note is to cease, a separate
Note Off command must be sent and
received. If the Note Off command is
not received, the synthesizer may
continue to play indefinitely.

Note Off commands can be inter
rupted in several ways:
1) The MIDI cable may have become

disconnected before the Note Off
was received.

2) You may have changed MIDI
channels on the master while
holding down a note.

3) If sequence playback is involved, an
editing operation on the sequencer
may have deleted or overwritten the
Note Off; or playback may have
been stopped in midstream, before
the Note Offwas sent.

In all cases, the quickest solution is
to turn the synthesizer off, wait a few
seconds, then turn it on again. This
will reset the unit and silence any
hanging notes.

19.6.3 MIDI Feedback

MIDI data feedback - as distin
guished from audio feedback - occurs
when the MIDI Out data of a sound
producing master finds its way back to
the master's MIDI In port. The master
transmits data on its basic channel,
simultaneously playing the selected
notes. The feedback signal appearing
at its MIDI In causes it to play the
same notes again, but with a slight
time delay that is dependent upon the
feedback path.

This has two effects. First, it gener
ally results in a distinctive flanging or
phasing sound caused by phase cancel
lation due to the signal delay. Second,
because each note is sounded twice, the
polyphonic limit ofthe synthesizer
appears to be half of what it should be,
with the consequence that certain
notes will drop out early, or not sound
at all.

The solution is, of course, to find and
eliminate the feedback path. MIDI
feedback occurs most commonly in
sequence recording, when the se
quencer is set for Thru operation.
Referring back to Figure 19-11, observe
the MIDI loop between the sequencer
and the master. If the sequencer
reproduces input data at its MIDI Out,
then MIDI feedback will occur. The
solution is either to switch off the
sequencer's Echo function, or to set the
master for Local Off (a mode in which
the keyboard will not activate the
internal voices).
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19.6.4 MIDI Time Delays

MIDI time delays have been the
subject of some significant debate. In
the early history of MIDI, musicians
began to complain that, when they
chained several synthesizers using
Thru connections, they experienced
small but perceptible time delays that
threw the feel of their tracks out of
kilter. For this, they blamed the speed
of the interface, and argued that it
should have been made parallel, rather
than serial. Engineers countered that
the speed of the interface made time
delays insignificant, and that the musi
cians were imagining things.

Subsequent investigation has solved
the riddle; both were right! The MIDI
interface itself is, indeed, quite fast if
properly implemented; the 1.0 Specifi
cation mandates a maximum delay of
2 microseconds. While additional proc
essing delays can occur in individual
instruments (though this is due not to
MIDI, but to the time required for the
instrument's processor to think things
out before making a sound), they are
not likely to be significant. Still,
audible problems can occur. How?

The rising edge of the MIDI signal's
waveform can be skewed excessively
when the signal goes through multiple
MIDI In and Thru ports. The waveform
is degraded with each such passage so
the cumulative degradation can cause
errors in data or commands. Such
errors may, indeed, be audible.

Once again, the miniscule time
delay of 2 or even 10 microseconds is
not audible. In fact, delays as large as
hundreds of microseconds are not
perceptible to a trained ear. The
incremental addition of internal
processing delay and opto-isolator
delay seldom amounts to as much as a
millisecond. (A millisecond is 1,000
microseconds.) Delays of less than 5
milliseconds are generally believed to
be insignificant. After all, it takes 25 to
30 milliseconds before we hear a
discrete echo!

Data errors due to Thru connections
are easily solved by adding one or more
Thru boxes to the setup (see Section
19.4.1). Internal signal processing
delays, however, are harder to handle;
if they create a significant problem, the
manufacturer of the offending equip
ment should be responsible for improv
ing the equipment design.
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20.1 GENERAL
DiSClJSSiON

Synchronization is the process of
causing two or more devices to operate
in concert, with an agreement in time
and rate of speed. In audio usage, the
term customarily denotes an interface
between independent, normally free
running machines - two multitracks,
for instance, or an audio tape recorder
and a video playback deck. Audio
synchronization has its origin in post
production for film (and, later, video),
but synchronizing equipment is now
extremely common in music recording
studios, as well.

In the sound reinforcement field,
industrial production is the job most
likely to involve the engineer with
some form of synchronization. Large
scale industrials are quite ambitious
affairs, often intermixing prerecorded
video, film, slides, multitracked music
and effects with live performance. All
of these media must operate synchro
nously, on cue, with no chance for a
retake. The importance of understand
ing how synchronization systems
function, therefore, cannot be overesti
mated - especially since these tech
nologies are making further inroads
into the reinforcement world every day.

This chapter surveys some of the
synchronization methods that today's
sound reinforcement engineers are
likely to encounter, with a special
emphasis on SMPTETime Code
(SMPTE is the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers). The
information presented here is not
intended to be comprehensive (a full
treatment of the subject would require
a book in itself), but it should be
sufficient to enable a basic understand
ing of most contemporary systems. The
interested reader is encouraged to seek
further information in texts that are
specific to each technology.

20.1.1 Basic Theory

For two independent machines to be
synchronized, there must be a reliable
means of determining the movement of
each, and adjusting so that the two
operate synchronously. This demands
that each machine provide a signal
referred to as a sync signal- that
reflects its movement. The sync signals
from both machines must be compat
ible; that is, each must reflect its
machine's movement in the same way,
so that the two can be compared. Sync
signals may be either generated
directly by the machine transports, or
recorded on the media handled by the
machines and reproduced when they
are in motion.

One machine is taken to be the
master, and serves as a reference to
which the slave machine is adjusted. In
closed-loop synchronization systems
(Figure 20-1), a separate synchronizer
compares the slave's sync signal to that
of the master and generates an error
signal which drives the slave's motor,
forcing the slave to follow the master.
Electronics engineers also refer to this
type of control structure as a servo
system or feedback control system.

-- Sync

- - Control

Slave

Figure 20-1. Closed-loop
synchronization system



Feedback control offers two impor
tant advantages:
1) It automatically compensates for

variations in the master's move
ment, be they small (speed vari
ations due to changing load or
power conditions), or gross (bump
ing the master into fast-wind
mode).

2) It is self-calibrating. AB long as the
sync signals are compatible and
readable, feedback control will
bring the two machines into lock.

Feedback control is the method that
is used when two or more normally
free-running machines are to be
synchronized. A simpler method, non
feedback or open-loop control, is used
when the slave machine is capable of
being driven directly from the master.
For example, we can run a drum
machine from a MIDI sequencer clock
source, bypassing the drum machine's
internal free-running tempo generator.
This is analogous to a physical me
chanicallinkage between two tape
machine transports, causing them to
run from a single motor.

We can further categorize existing
synchronization techniques in two
classes - pulse methods and timepiece
methods - according to the informa
tion contained in the sync signal.

20.1.2 Pulse Methods

Pulse synchronization methods rely
upon a simple stream of electronic
pulses to maintain constant speed
among machines. The general term for
closed-loop pulse synchronization is
resolving. (Pulse methods are also used
in open-loop systems.) Some of the
pulse methods in common use are:
1) Click Track - A click track is a

metronome signal used by live
musicians to stay in tempo with a
mechanical, MIDI-sequenced or pre
recorded music or visual program.
The click corresponds to the in
tended beat of the music, so its rate
can vary. On occasion, amplitude
accents or a dual-tone click may be
used to denote the first beat of each
measure. Some MIDI sequencers
can read and synchronize with click
tracks.

2) Proprietary Clocks - Before the
advent of MIDI, electronic drum
machines and synthesizer arpeggia
tors relied on pulse signals to
maintain synchronization. Three
different pulse rates predominate,
depending upon the manufacturer:
24, 48 and 96 pulses per quarter
note. MIDI adheres to the 24 ppqn
standard, but you may still encoun
ter instruments based on the other
divisions of the quarter note.

3) FSK - FSK (Frequency Shift
Keying) is a method for translating
a low-frequency pulse (such any of
the above proprietary clocks) to a
higher frequency for recording to
audiotape or transmitting over a
medium whose low-frequency
response is limited. The clock pulse
modulates the frequency of a carrier
oscillator, producing a two-tone
audio-frequency signal. Units
designed for FSK sync read the two
tone signal and convert it back into
the corresponding low-frequency
pulse.

4) MIDI Clock - In its earliest
implementations, MIDI constituted
a pulse-type sync method at 24
pulses per quarter note. The MIDI
standard has since been elaborated
into a more sophisticated synchroni
zation system with 48 or 96 pulses
per quarter note, but often is still
used in its simple pulse sync mode.
When synchronizing to tape via a
pulse mode, the MIDI clock is con-
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verted to an FSK signal or to MIDI
time code.

5) House Sync - The concept of
house sync is exclusive to video. In
order to effect clean switching,
crossfades or wipes between video
signals from different sources, the
source signals must normally be
synchronized at the video frame
level. If they are not, image distor
tion (usually vertical rolling) will
occur at the edit point. House sync
employs a single, stable sync signal
generator that feeds frame-rate
pulses to all sources in a video
system. The sources are then locked
to that common reference, allowing
clean production effects.

6) Pilot Tone - Generated by crys
tal-controlled oscillator circuits in
portable sound recorders for film
applications, the pilot tone provides
a means of resolving camera and
recorder speed to keep production
audio tracks and images in sync.

7) Biphase Sync - Sprocketed film
projectors and magnetic film
recorders are capable of generating
a biphase sync signal, which is used
to control motor speed.

20.1.3 Timepiece Methods

Pulse-type synchronization methods
share a common drawback: the sync
signal in all cases lacks any place
marker function. Pulse sync signals
can be resolved so that two systems
run at the same rate, but they convey
no information beyond speed. To be in
sync, the systems must start at the
same time, at the same point in the
program (i.e. a particular measure, or
specified frame of film or video).

Timepiece sync methods address
this problem by employing a more
complex sync signal into which place
markers are encoded. These place
markers serve to identify individual
points in the program material. AB a
consequence, systems employing time
piece synchronization can lock to one
another exactly, even though they may
not start at precisely the same instant
and in precisely the same place in the
program.

The balance of this chapter de
scribes the predominant timepiece
synchronization method in use today:
SMPTEIEBU Time Code.



20.2 SMPTE/EBU TiME
COdE

20.2.1 Signal Structure SECTiON 20

Figure 20-2. Manchester biphase
modulation encoding

SMPrE data bits are organized into
80- or 90-bit words which are synchro
nized to the image frame rate (see
Section 20.2.3), one word per image
frame. Data within each word are
encoded in BCD (Binary Coded Deci
mal) format, and express three ele
ments: time code address, user bits,
and sync bits. Figure 20-3 illustrates
an 80-bit SMPrE Time Code word.

Time code address is an eight
digit number, with two digits each for
hours, minutes, seconds, and frames.
The Time Code Address enables each
image frame to be uniquely identified:
for example, one hour, two minutes,
three seconds, and four frames would
appear on the display as 01:02:03:04.
Valid time code numbers run from
00:00:00:00 through 23:59:59:29. (Note
that the standard is based on a 24-hour
clock.)

The SMPrE Time Code signal is a
digital pulse stream carrying binary
timekeeping information. The data is
encoded using Manchester biphase
modulation, a technique which defines
a binary "0" as a single clock transi
tion, and a "1" as a pair of clock transi
tions (see Figure 20-2). This affords a
number of distinct advantages:
1) The signal is immune to polarity

reversals: an out-of-phase connec
tion will not affect the transmission
of data.

2) Because the data can be detected
using an electronic technique called
zero crossing detection, the Time
Code signal's amplitude can vary
somewhat without confusing
receiver circuitry.

3) Rate of transmission does not affect
recognition of the code, so the
receiver can still read the code if the
source transport is in fast-wind
mode.

4) The data can even be recognized
when transmitted backwards, as
when the source transport is in
reverse wind mode.

SMPrE Time Code is a synchroniza
tion standard adopted in the United
States in the early 1960's for video tape
editing. Although still used for that
purpose, it has also been embraced by
the audio industry as a spinoff of the
video sweetening (audio post produc
tion) market, and is widely used for
audio synchronizing tasks. Sometimes
called electronic sprockets, SMPTE
Time Code allows one or more tape
transports (video or audio) to be locked
together via a synchronizer, and can
also be used for synchronizing MIDI
sequencers and console automation
systems. EBU is an acronym for the
European Broadcast Union, an organi
zation similar to SMPrE that utilizes
the same code standard.

The SMPrE Time Code standard is
a timekeeping signal protocol, not an
interface specification. SMPTE Time
Code is an audio-frequency signal like
other audio signals: it is patched and
routed in the same manner (though the
path should be the most direct pos
sible). Don't expect to see a Time Code
connector on an audio or video tape
machine ... they exist on only a few
such machines. SMPTE Time Code re
quires the use of an external synchro
nizer, which will interface with a
multi-pin connector on each of the
machines that it controls. The time
code itself will be recorded on audio
tracks, or incorporated within the
video signal.
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User bits are eight alphanumeric
digits that relay static information,
such as the date, reel number, and so
on. User bits do not control; they only
relay information.

Sync words, among their many
functions, indicate the direction of the
time code during playback. Ifyou place
the tape transport in reverse with the
time code playing against the head, it
is the sync word that tells the reading
device in which direction the code is
traveling. For audio purposes, time
code address and user bits may be
manipulated by the user, while sync
words are generally automatic to the
system.

so-sa Time Code Word
(Video Frame Address 16:47:31 :23)

User ISecOndl User IMinute I User IMinuteI User I Hour I User I Hour I
Bits Tens Bits Units Bits Tens Bits Units Bits Tens

User IFrame I User ISecOndl
Bits Tens Bits Units

I-

I'll 111, I11 , 11 I 1I" I I' I I 11I I 1111 I' 11 1111 I" 1I" '1 111 111, I' ''! 11 I' 11 111, 1111 I" ,I
o 4 8 111

2 18 20 24 28 32 38 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 72 76 0.... L . Bit Number ....
Start Calor Frame Bit End
Frame Drop-Frame Bit Note: User bits are set Frame

1J =0 ill = 1 to z~ro when they are Time ..
.. Direction of Signal not In use.

Figure 20-3. SMPTE time code data format (a single frame)
This example represents 16 hours, 47 minutes, 31 seconds, 23 frames.
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20.2.2 Frame Rates and
Line References

Four different types of SMPTE Time
Code are in wide use at present:
3O-Frame, 30 Drop-Frame, 25-Frame
and 24-Frame. Each is distinguished
by its relationship to a specific film or
video frame rate, reflecting once again
SMPTE Time Code's heritage in post
production. In the United States,
black-and-white video runs at 30 fps
(frames per second), color video at
approximately 29.97 fps, and film at
24 fps. In Europe, both film and video
run at 25 fps.

The following paragraphs describe
the differences among these standards:

30-Frame - SMPTE time code
with a 30-frame division is the original
time code, also known as Non-Drop
(NfD). Its frame rate corresponds to
that of black-and-white NTSC video.
Non-Drop Frame code is the same as a
clock: its Time Code Address data
represent real elapsed time.

30 Drop-Frame - When color tele
vision was invented, the technology
could not adequately transmit color at
a 30-frame rate and still remain in
phase with black-and-white signals.
The color frame rate therefore had to
be reduced to approximately 29.97 fps,
in order to give the color scan lines
adequate time to traverse the screen
and still produce a clear image.

This fixed one problem, but created
another: time code at that rate ran
slower than real time, making an hour
of 30-Frame Time Code last 1 hour and
3.6 seconds. A new time code, Drop
Frame (DIF), was created to deal with
this dilemma, and has remained the
U.S. network broadcast standard ever
since.

Drop-Frame Time Code alters the
frame count by dropping frames NQ 00
and NQ 01, except on each tenth minute.
This results in a total of 108 frames
dropped in a one-hour span, compen
sating for the 3.6-second per hour
difference from 30-Frame Time Code.

Note that, because of this compensa
tion scheme, Drop-Frame Time Code
Address data do not accurately repre
sent elapsed time, and are not directly
compatible with Non-Drop Time Code
Address data.

25-Frame - In Europe, the mains
line frequency is 50 Hz. Time code

.based on that reference is most easily
divided into 25 frames per second,
which is the frame rate for European
video and film (the PAUSECAM
standard, where PAL is Phase Alterna
tion Line, and SECAM is Sequential
Couleur aMemoire (sequential colors
in memory). The 25-Frame Time Code,
also called EBU Time Code, is used in
any country where 50 Hz is the line
reference. There is no 25 Drop-Frame,
because it simply isn't needed: in
Europe, both color and black-and-white
run at the same frame rate.

24-Frame- Since the film industry
uses 24 fps as their standard, 24
Frame Time Code was introduced to
correspond with film. This time code is
sometimes used by film composers who
have all of their music cue sheets
marked in frames based on a rate of
24, or for editing film on tape.

There is also a seldom-used stan
dard of29.97 Non-Drop Time Code,
which is what Drop-Frame would be if
it did not subtract frames. This is used
when a project requires Non-Drop code
referenced to the U.S. color video field
rate of 59.95 Hz.

Unless doing a video project for the
broadcast networks, most people
choose Non-Drop code because it
always expresses real time. There is
certainly no harm in using Drop-Frame
for any purpose, however, because
most equipment will synchronize to
either code. In practical terms, it really
doesn't matter which code you use, as
long as the usage is consistent. Inter
mixing different frame rates, though,
will cause headaches.
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SYNcltRONiZ4TiON 20.2.3 Longitudinal,
Vertical Interval, and
Visible Time Code

Regardless of frame rate, there are
two basic versions of SMPTE Time
Code that are distinguished by how
they are recorded (Figure 20-4).

Londitudinal Time Code - LTC
is designed to be recorded on standard
audio tape tracks. When recorded to
video, LTC is placed on one of the
linear audio tracks ofthe videotape.lts
structure is exactly as described above
in Section 20.2.1. LTC is the original
SMPTE Time Code standard, and older
videotapes, if they contain time code at
all, will be striped with LTC.

Vertical Interval Time Code
VITC is recorded within the video
picture, during the vertical blanking
interval. It can be present in a video
signal without being visible on screen.
VITC is structured similarly to LTC,
but includes several housekeeping bits
that bring its word length to 90 bits.

LTC is by far the most common in
the audio industry, in large part
because VITC cannot be recorded on
audio tracks. VITC offers distinct
advantages for video editing: it can be
read from a still frame (whereas LTC
cannot) and it provides half-frame
(field rate) accuracy for edits. Where
video and multitrack audio transports
must be synchronized, both VITC and
LTC may be used together. In audio
only productions, only LTC is used.

You may receive work videos that
have time code printed on the screen;
this is called a window dub or burnt
time code. The time code window can
be placed anywhere on the screen, in
any size, while the tape copy is being
made; it cannot be removed from that
copy once recorded.

Visible Time Code is simply an
image ofthe time code display, rather
than an actual time code signal. A
videotape showing a visible code
window in the image may have LTC,
VITC, both or neither recorded on it.
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Figure 20-4. Vertical interval time code (VITC) and
longitudinal time code (LTC)



20.2.4 Machine Control

The most common method of
SMPrE Time Code synchronization is
slave capstan control, a closed-loop
method. A synchronizer monitors the
slave and master time code signals,
advancing or retarding the slave
capstan until the code read from the
slave machine matches the master
time code. At that point, the system is
considered locked.

In reality, there is no such thing as
absolute lock. The synchronizer is
constantly making minute changes to
the slave capstan speed in order to
maintain a phase locked loop condition
between the master and slave code.
These minor alterations to the capstan
speed may appear as wow or flutter if
the system is not properly adjusted.

There are three basic forms of Time
Code machine control:

Chase lock is the most common
form of synchronization. In chase lock,
the synchronizer controls both the
slave capstan speed and its transport
controls. If the master code is three
minutes ahead, for example, the slave
transport, when enabled, will be
instructed to advance the tape to that
area and park. If the master code is
already in play, the slave will auto
matically go to that general area and
play. The capstan will then be in
structed to speed up or slow down until
it reaches lock

Address lock is a coarse type of
synchronization. It locks only the time
code addresses of the slave and master
machines; the frame count is ignored.
Address lock may be used when the
time code signal degenerates, leaving
the smaller bits (frames and subfra
mes) obscured.

Flywheel is the coarsest of all syn
chronization modes: it merely consid
ers the master and slave time code
carrier frequencies and resolves the
two codes as though they were simple
pulse sync signals. This causes the
slave and the master to run at the
same speed.

Flywheel lock may be used when a
portion of the recorded time code track
is damaged. Just prior to the damaged
area, you can switch the lock mode
from chase lock to flywheel: the ma
chine will remain locked, and the
damaged area (depending on the
damage) can be passed over while
maintaining lock. It is inadvisable,

however, to switch back to chase lock
while the tape is running, because it is
unlikely that the two codes will be in
exactly the same place. This will cause
a jump in the sound.

In practice, the machine transports
are normally operated from a synchro
nizer control panel which displays
master and slave time code locations
and features a number of buttons for
issuing transport commands. The
control panel, located at the mix
position, communicates with remote
synchronizer units which, in turn,
communicate with the transports.

From the control panel, edit loca
tions can be specified as SMPrE Time
Code Addresses by typing in numbers
from a keypad or capturing an address
as it is read from a transport in mo
tion. Accurate time offsets between
master and slave can be entered and
maintained in operation. External
events can be triggered at specified
time code locations.

The following paragraphs introduce
the main concepts involved in effecting
these and other SMPrE synchronizer
operations.

20.2.4.1 Slave Code Error

Slave code error does not describe a
problem with the time code: it is simply
the time difference between the master
and slave codes. The error can be
either positive or negative, depending
on whether the slave is ahead of, or
behind, the master. The synchronizer
displays this number in hours, min
utes, seconds, and frames. This error
can either be used to determine how
far away the slave is from the master,
or it can be stored for later calcula
tions.

20.2.4.2 Slave Code Offset

Slave code offset is the slave error
added to, or subtracted from, the slave
time code. This calculation offsets the
slave time code so that it matches the
master time code numerically. For
example, if the master time code reads
01:00:00:00 and the slave time code
reads 04:00:00:00, the offset would be
03:00:00:00. If the master and slave
codes were reversed, the offset would
be ~3:00:00:00.Offsets are extremely
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useful when matching a pre-striped
music track to a new master time code.

20.2.4.3 Flying Offsets

Flying offsets are accomplished
using a synchronizer capture key,
which captures the offset while master
and/or slave are in motion. This is
useful for defining a specific beat in the
music relative to the master time code.
For example, if the master is a video
deck and you want a particular beat in
the music to occur at a specific point in
the video, you would park the master
at that point, run the music slave
(unlocked), and hit the capture key at
the desired beat.

20.2.4.4 Slew

Slewing is a way of manually
advancing or retarding the slave
capstan by increments of frame and
subframe. The transports must be
locked before slewing can occur. Once
you have determined the proper slew
value, it can be entered as a permanent
offset. If there is already an offset prior
to slewing, the slew value will simply
be added to or subtracted from the
prior offset. This is also referred to as
offset trim.

20.2.4.5 Advanced
Transport Controls

Similar to transport autolocators,
some synchronizers autolocate master
and slave transports, with one major
difference: the location points are
related to SMPTE time code. In addi
tion to autolocation, some synchroniz
ers offer such features as zone limiting
and auto punch. Zone limiting sets a
predetermined time code number that,
when reached by the slave, either stops
the transport or takes it out of record.
Auto punch brings the slave in and out
of record at specified time code loca
tions. These time code numbers can
sometimes be stored in event trigger
registers.

20.2.4.6 Event Triggers

Event triggers are time code values
placed in event trigger registers. Each
event produces a physical contact
closure somewhere in the synchronizer.
The contact closure interface can be
used to start and stop tape machines,
or to trigger sequences. Event triggers
are used for triggering equipment that
either cannot, or does not need to, be
synchronized.



20.2.5 Time Code and
Audio Tape

In order to maintain precise syn
chronization between machine trans
ports, the time code must be recorded
on the tape itself. SMPTE Time Code is
an audio-frequency square wave signal,
so some cautions apply in handling it.
If it bleeds to adjacent tracks, it will be
quite annoying, since it lies directly in
the midrange and carries substantial
harmonics. Conversely, adjacent tracks
bleeding onto the time code track can
completely disrupt the synchronization
process. Finally, audio-frequency
magnetic tape recordings are notori
ously imperfect at reproducing square
wave signals because of bandwidth
limitations, so some form of signal
conditioning is required if a time code
track is to be copied from one tape to
another.

20.2.5.1 Printing SMPTE
Time Code

The process of printing time code is
sometimes referred to as striping tape.
(This term comes from the motion
picture industry, and refers to the
stripe of oxide that is placed on the
edge of the film after it has been
developed; the stripe is used to record
audio for the film.) To print time code,
you will need a Time Code Generator.
Some synchronizers have built-in time
code generators, and so do certain tape
recorders (i.e., digital multitrack
machines, a few analog multitracks,
and certain portable 2 or 4 track units
intended for field production and news
gathering). For those whose synchro
nizers or tape machines do not have
this function, there are many stand
alone generators.

SMPTE time code is generated from
a standard frequency. Although gen
erators are very accurate throughout
the world, there are significant differ
ences from one to another, so a single
point of reference must be obtained.
There are four reference methods:
1) Internal utilizes the synchronizer's

own clock as a reference.
2) Mains uses the line frequency from

the AC cord as its reference.
3) Video utilizes a video signal,

generally the master video, which is
routed to a video input on the
generator. The sync pulse on the
video signal is stripped internally
and used as reference.

4) House sync or house black is a
stand-alone generator that feeds
not only the synchronizer, but
generally every other video device
in a facility. This is a common
practice in the television industry.

LTC must be recorded via the
cleanest possible signal chain 
preferably, directly from the output of
the time code generator to the audio
recorder input. This will ensure the
most stable time code recording. On
audio recorders, time code should be
printed at a level which is less than
oVU but greater than -10 VU. Typi
cally, -7 VU is considered a safe bet for
professional machines; on semi-pro
machines, the level should be -3 VU. A
stand-alone reader can be useful for
checking time code stability off of the
playback head during striping.

Ifyou are printing time code to a
multitrack recorder, it is preferable to
use one of the edge tracks, leaving a
blank track (or guard track) between
the code and the next recorded track.
Whenever possible, print your time
code first, then the audio; this will
reduce the likelihood of time code
crosstalk into adjacent channels, where
the leakage could actually become part
of the recorded signal on audio tracks.
On large multitrack tape recorders, the
edge tracks tend to be unstable;
printing the same time code on tracks
23 and 24 will protect you from poten
tial dropouts on track 24. Ifyou are
using a multitrack recorder every night
during a performance, sooner or later
the edge tracks will get damaged. A
spare time code track then becomes
invaluable.

When printing to a video recorder
audio track, it is usually recommended
that the code be placed on audio
channel 2 at a level of +3 VU (as read
on the VTR's meter). Some video
recorders incorporate audio AGC
amplifiers or limiters; these must be
defeated to ensure a clean, readable
code track.

In all cases, be sure to allow a
minimum leader of 20 seconds of
running time code before the program
material begins. The leader area
provides time for the synchronizer to
lock everything up, and can help to
avoid the tape running off of the
takeup reel when the system attempts
to rewind and park at the head. Never
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splice in paper or plastic leader
trimmed to the head of the program or
between takes: code that begins di
rectly at the head of a take is virtually
useless. Takes should always be
located by SMPTE number or autoloca
tor address, rather than with leader.

Finally, always use ascending Time
Code Address values on a single reel.
You may stripe one portion of the reel
at one time, and another at a later
date: discontinuities in the code are not
necessarily a problem, as Iong as the
code is continuous throughout a take.
(A code discontinuity within a take
requires jam syncing, and an extra
track, to fix - see Section 20.2.5.2.)
Duplicate Time Code Addresses at
different locations on a single reel,
though, will confuse both the synchro
nizer and the engineer.

20.2.5.2 Copying SMPTE
Time Code

On occasion, you may need to copy
time code from one recorder to another
- when making a safety of a multi
track master, for instance. Copying
time code always involves some form of
signal conditioning. There are three
methods of copying LTC: refreshing,
jam syncing and reshaping.

Refreshing or regenerating time
code is performed by copying through a
time code generator. The generator
locks onto the incoming time code and
replicates it, creating a fresh time code
signal. Some generators/regenerators
can actually fix missing bits in the
code.

Jam synchronizing time code is
the same as regenerating code, with
one exception: if you stop the original
time code from playing once jam sync
has been started, the jam sync genera
tor will continue to generate code. This
is especially useful for code that is too
short at the end of a tape, or that has a
discontinuity within a take. Some
generators can jam sync going back
wards, extending the front of the tape,
as well. In both refresh and jam sync
mode, you can either choose to copy the
user bit information or generate new
user bits - a different date, for ex
ample.

Reshaping is a process that trans
fers the existing time code through a

signal conditioning circuit that re
squares the code waveform. Reshaping
is similar to refreshing, but it cannot
repair missing bits. In many cases,
however, reshaping works adequately
for the budget.

20.2.6 SMPTE-To-MIDI
Conversion

Used in conjunction with SMPTE
Time Code, MIDI provides a powerful
extension to the automation capabili
ties of a synchronized system. (MIDI is
detailed in Section 19.)

The device that makes this possible
is the SMPrE-to-MIDI Converter, a
unit which reads SMPrE Time Code
and translates it to MIDI clock with
Song Position Pointer data. The
converter serves as the interface
between the SMPrE-synchronized
system and the MIDI-synchronized
system. Stand-alone converters which
interface with computer sequencers are
available from several manufacturers.
In addition, some sophisticated synthe
sizers having built-in sequencers are
capable of reading time code and
performing the conversion internally.

In the studio, SMPrE-to-MIDI
conversion is a tremendous aid in
combining pre-sequenced MIDI instru
mental parts with multitrack overdub
bing of acoustic instruments, vocals
and so on. In live sound reinforcement,
virtual tracks of music and/or or
console automation data may be stored
in MIDI sequences, then played back
in synchronization with multitrack
audio, video, or film. This technique is
seeing increased use, particularly in in
dustrial production. It provides first
generation sound quality for the
sequenced music parts, enhances the
polyphonic capability of live ensembles
far beyond what the budget might
otherwise allow, and affords greater
creative leeway for the engineer.



20.~ Edlr Drclslox
Ilsrs

The Edit Decision List (EDL), was
designed in the 1960's as an editorial
standard supporting the video indus
try. Today, the EDL has evolved into a
specific list containing edit events
(cues), relative to SMPTE time code,
for both video and audio production.
An EDL can be generated at any time,
although it is customarily created
during the video off-line editing proc
ess, and is continually updated each
time an edit event is performed by the
operator. These events can later be fed
into a computer either manually or
digitally. Digital data for early system
was stored on punch tape, and now is
stored on floppy or hard disks. The
events in computer memory are re
executed automatically in order to
create a final on-line master tape.

Note: A pioneer in the field ofEDLs
is a company known as CMX, and
consequently, you may hear old
timers speak of "CMX editing" even
ifthe specific EDL system has not
been manufactured by CMX

20.3.1 The Video Editing
Process

While this is a handbook on sound
reinforcement, we must mention video
here because the EDL - which is now
used for audio production - originally
came from the video world, where it is
still widely used. First, master video
tapes are shot (typically on one inch
tape). Then these masters must be
edited. One inch editing time is
expensive, so the masters are trans
ferred (copied) to a more cost effective
medium - video cassette or laser disk.
The copies, whose SMPTE time code is
identical to that on the original tapes,
are edited, while the originals (for now)
are not touched. The end result ofthis
stage is called the off-line edit. The
computer then prints out the EDL, a
typed listing of all the off-line edits.
Then in the on-line editing bay (i.e.,
the studio containing the more costly
one inch video equipment), the EDL
that was prepared during the off-line
edit is fed into another computer. This
computer commands an automatic
assembly of the corresponding master

tapes. During this process, last minute
on-line EDL updates (such as fades,
dissolves, wipes, and special graphics
like paint box) can be made. The final
result ofthis process is called the on
line edit, and this is what airs. It is
important to note that video tape is
never physically cut; video edits are
simply a succession of transfers. The
final on-line master is a first genera
tion dub made from segments of other
tapes via EDL control.

EDLs are now prepared for audio
productions, too, although most often
they pertain to audio which is being
edited to synchronize with video or film
(i.e., for a music video). The list for
mats are no different for audio or
video, just the tape machines and the
computer interfaces.

20.3.2 Examples of EDLs

An EDL not only provides a progres
sive account of all edit events and their
sources, but a verbal description of
each event, and how it is to be proc
essed. In the following examples, you
can see portions of actual edit decision
lists. Each horizontal line across the
page represents a single edit event.
Here is a brief description of the
information contained in each line,
from left to right.

1. The first vertical column represents
the event number. Directly under
is the edit description, if any.

2. The second column is the tape
identifier (ID).

3. The third column describes whether
the edit is video (V), or audio (A).
Audio edits generally specify which
track is to be edited (AI) or (A2).

4. The fourth column represents how
the edit is to be processed. Some of
the choices are cuts (C) or dissolves
(D). A dissolve occurs when the end
of one cut (program segment)
overlaps the beginning of the next.
Even a fade to black is in reality a
dissolve from picture to black.

5. The fifth column represents the edit
in point of the source material.

6. The sixth column represents the
edit out point of the source mate
rial.

SECTiON 20
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of 7 seconds and 14 frames (i.e., about
7.5 seconds) from master SMPTE time
1 hour, 15 minutes, 50 seconds, zero
frames to 1 hour, 16 minutes, 7 sec
onds, 14 frames. This is obviously a
rapid series of very brief cuts with 22
events in less than 8 seconds.

7. The seventh column indicates
where the source material is to be
inserted into the composite master.

8. The eighth and final column indi
cates where the end of the source
material falls on the composite
master. This column also indicates
the overall running time.

In Figure 20-5, we see a segment of
an EDL which covers a total play time *' ,4i)

I:i 0'"
w$-1f .48:s-:
~~

~&" ~
~~ et .§'

'lJ\J" ~ ~o

flJ'" .b-'lJ
0 c;'lJ~~ •~

~ 4'" ~o flJQ6
~V" '" ~ c~ ~
~-. ,\-V. 0 0 0.... '-$' ~

'lJ~ ~ ~~&'lJ it ",'/j
~4 «\."ff ~v <\,_. ~ c,'lJ

....;. ~. ~. bj.. <:;. o,§
G~' G~' G~' G~' G~:-$'a:J

Figure 20-5. An example of an edit decision list (EDL)
derived from a segment of a TV news show promo

(shading added to clearly indicate columns)

NETWORK "6:00 NEWS - THE ANCHOR WOMAN" PROMO 5-28-89

01:15:51:08

01: 15 : 51 : 2 4 >()1:15:5~Ho

01:15:52:09
01:15:53:18
01: 15: 54: 03 <OJUI5:54::18
01: 15: 54: 18 "":"'C)

01:15:55:06
01:15:56:06 v'c .... ""'>U;£..D

01:15:56:25 'TI:II~'C)

o1 : 15 : 5 7 : 12 >(T:L:'i5::5~L:O'7

01:15:58:07
01:15:58:23
01:15:59:20
01:15:59:20
01:16:00:04
01:16:01:00

01:16:02:07

01:16:04:18
01:16:04:28
01:16:06:12
01:16:07:07

01:15:50:00 U:l·:Jl5::olJ:tfU
01:15:50:00

00:00:00:00
00:04:26:19

00:02:17:05
00:11:26:13
00:06:44:14
00:04:20:10

'A'TITLE:
FCM:
001
001

FCM:
002

FCM:
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017

FCM:
018

FCM:
019
020
021
022
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TITLE: JOHN JONES RH:BCM 4-6-89 GALLAGHER CMX FORMAT
GVG SUPER EDIT V4.02 SYSTEM 51EM SE32785 UNITEL WEST #6
DROP FRAME CODE

00:00:39:00 00:00:10:00

00:00:00:15 00:00:10:00
02:34:33:06 00:00:10:00

00:00:00:15 00:00:12:08
01:12:36:23 00:00:12:08

01:12:37:23 00:00:13:08
02:34:25:03 00:00:13:08

02:34:26:03 00:00:14:08
04:43:51:06 00:00:14:08

04:43:52:06 00:00:15:08
04:09:17:02 00:00:15:08

* @ 50%

Figure 20-6. Another segment of an edit decision list (EDL),
this one from a dramatic video program, includes examples

of notation to describe varous edit points

In the example of Figure 20-6, we
see an initial edit event of 30 seconds
elapsed time - n musical cut from
track 2 of audio tape recorder (ref 149).

The second through sixth events
span an elapsed time of six seconds
and 26 frames (nearly seven seconds),
and constitute a series of brief video
dissolves from cuts on video machines
1,2 and 4.

As you may imagine, the EDL for a
relatively short 20 minute show can
run many pages in length. This is not
as intimidating as it may seem, since
the EDL is arranged in a logical
chronological sequence, and any given
edit point can be searched and located
with the editing computer. The printed
lists are useful for quickly seeing the
overall plan, and for making notes
about planned edits.
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Ifyou already understand the loga
rithm (log for short), you can skip this
section ofthe handbook. Ifyou con
tinue reading Section 3.4, we'll assume
you're one of those people who avoided,
muddled through, or otherwise re
mained unaware of this corner of
mathematical manipulation. Relax,
you're not alone. We11 keep this discus
sion as simple as possible, given the
subject matter.

A.1 Raising Numbers to a
Power: The Key to Logs

Before we define a logarithm, let's
look at a few familiar mathematical re
lationships that should make sense to
everyone.

PROBLEM: What is the square
of3?

PROBLEM: What is the square
of5?

PROBLEM: What is the square
oflO?

102 =100

In all three equations, we have
raised a number to the second power
(squared it), and have come up with a
result. Now, let's label the component
numbers in these equations:

The number being raised (3,5 or 10)
can be considered the base.

The number to which the base is
raised (2 in each case) is the loga
rithm, abbreviated log.

Base Log Antilog

-, / /
32 =9

The resulting value (9, 25 or 100) is
the antilog.

A.2 Simple Logs (and
Antilogs) to the Base 10

Any number can be used as a base,
but in the calculations we use to
describe SPL, dBm, and other quanti
ties in most sound systems, the base 10
is standard. When we write "log," we
nearly always mean "log base 10," or
"loglO" unless otherwise noted.

Let's restate the equation in the
last problem of Section 3.4.1, using
logarithmic terminology.

PROBLEM: What is the antilog of
2? We assume base 10, as indicated
by the subscript "10" after the "log".

antilog1o 2 =? (answer is 100)

What we're really expressing by
"antilog.; 2" is "what is 10 raised to the
second power?" The answer, the
antilog, is "100."

Now, suppose we know the antilog,
and want to solve for the log, the "2" in
this case. Let's restate the problem.

PROBLEM: What is the log
of lOO?

loglO 100 =? (answer is 2)

or, restating the same thing, assuming
a base 10,

log 100 =? (answer is 2)

Does this begin to make any sense?
Ifnot, here are a few more sample
problems (intentionally using whole
numbers so you can follow the math in
your head).

PROBLEM: What is the log of
WOO?

log 1000 =? (answer is 3)

The log (assumed base 10) of 1000 is
3. This tells us that 1000 is 10 raised to
the third power (10 -10 -10 = 1000).



PROBLEM: What is the log of 10?

log 10 =? (answer is 1)

The log of 10 is 1, i.e. 10 raised to
the first power is 10 (10 • 1 = 10).

A.3 Less Obvious Logs To
The Base 10

What about expressing numbers
that are not multiples of 10? Logs are
just fine here, too, but the actual
numbers may extend to many decimal
places. For example...

PROBLEM: What is the log of 50?

Log10 50 = 1.698970

This tells us that 10 raised to the
1.698970 power is 50. In other words....

101.698970 =50

It's pretty difficult to do this math
with a pencil, so how did we know that
the log of 50 is 1.698970? In this case,
we switched on a scientific calculator,
keyed in 50 and pressed the "log" key.
The calculator gave us the result.
Books are available that have page
after page of log tables for almost any
number you're likely to need. Either
way, you can obtain the log. Let's look
at another example.

PROBLEM: What is the log of 2?

Log10 2 =0.3010299957

The log of 2, then, can be rounded off
to 0.301. This means that 10 raised to
the 0.301 power is 2.

At this point, we can generalize and
provide an equation relating the
antilog (the number for which you
want to find the log) to the log (the
power to which 10 must be raised to
equal the antilog),

Log10A =L

where A is the antilog, and L is the log.
You can see the relationship oflogs to
antilogs in the following table.

Table A-I. A few representative
logarithms

Log tables, or a scientific calculator,
will provide the log for virtually any
number. Let's take a number out of
thin air: 127.6. The calculator tells us
the log of 127.6 is 2.105850674. Raise
10 to the 2.10585 ... power and you'll
get 127.6. What good is all this? There
are several advantages:

A) Logs allow us to represent rela
tively large numbers with relatively
smaller numbers (the log of 1
million is 6).

B) Logs relate more closely to the
scaling by which the human ear
perceives loudness. Because the ear
evaluates levels along a logarithmic
scale, the decibel (which relies upon
logs) is a more meaningful unit.

e) Logs can be more easily manipu
lated when multiplying and divid
ing large numbers, as explained in
the following text.

Appendix A
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A.4 Mathematical
Properties of Logs

Logs make it easier to multiply and
divide large numbers.

EXAMPLE: How do we multiply
two numbers, A and B, using logs?
(i.e., what is log (A • B)?)

First, find the log of A. Then find the
log ofB. Then add the two logs together.
Thus,

log (A • B) =log A + log B

We see that instead of multiplying
two numbers, one can take their logs,
then add the logs. Adding logs of num
bers is the same as multiplying the
numbers themselves. Let's verify this
relationship using actual numbers.

EXAMPLE: Multiply 100 times
1000 using logs.

log (100 • 1000)
1000

We see that the log of 100 times 1000
is 5. To check this, we can take the
antilog of 5... and the result is 100,000.
(10 raised to the fifth power is
100,0001). Check Table 3-5 if you want
to verify this.

EXAMPLE: Multiply 7 x 9 using
logs.

log (7· 9) =log 7 + log 9

Looking at Table 3-5, we find the Log
of7 and the log of9...

log (7. 9) =0.84509804 +0.9542425094

log (7 • 9) =1.799340549

If we raise 10 to the 1.799340549
power, well get the same result as
multiplying 7 times 9 (that is, 63). To
check this, we could look up the log of
63 ... which turns out to be 1.799340549.

To divide two numbers, we can sub
tract their logs.

EXAMPLE: How do we divide two
numbers, A and B, using logs? (i.e.,
what is log (A + B)?)

First, find the log of A. Then find the
log of B. Then subtract one log from the
other. Thus,

log (A+ B) =log A-log B

We see that instead of multiplying
two numbers, one can take their logs,
then subtract the logs. Subtracting logs
of numbers is the same as dividing the
numbers themselves. Let's verify this
relationship using actual numbers.

EXAMPLE: Divide 1000 by 100
using logs.

log (1000 + 100) = log 1000 -log 100
=3-2
=1

We see that the log of (1000 divided
by 100) is 1. To check this, we can take
the antilog of 1. .. and the result is 10.
(10 raised to the first power is 10.) This
can be verified with Table 3-5.

EXAMPLE: Divide 8 by 4 using
logs.

log (8 + 4) =log 8 - log 4

Table 3-5 tells us the logs for 8 and 4...

log (8 + 4) = 0.903089987
0.6020599913

log (8 + 4) = 0.3010299957

Again, consulting Table 3-5, we find
that the antilog of 0.3010299957 is 2.
Of course, you already knew that 8
divided by 4 is 2, so this seems like a
lot of work for nothing. But when very
large numbers are involved, the logs do
make things easier.

We won't go into much more detail
here. There are negative logs (which is
the same as raising a number to its re
ciprocal power, which is to say, lover
the number raised to its log). The log of
a reciprocal is called a colog. You can
check a math textbook if you really
want to explore this. What's more
important for our purposes, however, is
to grasp the relationship of logs to
decibels.



A.5 One More Look At
Logs and Decibels

First, let's restate the formula for
the dB as:

EXAMPLE: How many dB greater
is 9 watts than 2 watts?

Appesdix A

= 10 • (log 9 - log 2)
= 10 • (0.9542425094 - 0.3010299957)
= 10 • 0.6532125138
= 6.53 dB

We could go on to derive the log of
4.5 and multiply it by 10... but you may
not know the log of 4.5. However, in
Table 3-5, you do have the logs of 2 and
of9, so lets use the alternate method
for solving this problem.

dB = 10 log (A+ B)power

dB SPL or

dBvolts or
dB = 20 log (A+ B)

amps

In each case, A and B are two
values, so the dB is expressing the
ratio of the powers as a logarithm. Now
let's plug in some actual numbers. The
"B" in each case can be recognized as a
reference value. Ifwe want to express
"dBm," then "B" is 1 milliwatt, or 0.001
watts. The "A" in the equation is the
power value we wish to restate in dBm.

dB
power = 10 log (A + B)

= 10 • log (4.5)

EXAMPLE: How many dBm is
1 watt?

dBm = 10 log (A+ B)

whereB = 1 mW

dBm = 10 log (1 + 0.001)
= 10 log (1,000)
= 10· 3
=30

So we see that 10 watts is +30 dBm.
You will recall that the log of one

number divided by another can be
obtained by subtracting the logs, so
here's an alternate way to solve the
above equation:

EXAMPLE: How many dBm is
1 watt?

dBm = 10 • log ( 1 + 0.001)
= 10 • (log I-log 0.001)
= 10 • (0 - (-3»
= 10 • (0 + 3)
= 10· 3
=30

You may have gathered that the log
of 0.001 is -3, which is 11103. This second
method of solving the equation yields
the same result.

Suppose we want to know how many
dB greater one power level is than
another... just the ratio, not referenced
to 1 milliwatt, 1 watt or any other
specific value. The same technique
applies.

Is this correct? Is 9 watts 6.5 dB
more than 2 watts? Well, we know that
twice the power is a 3.01 dB increase.
From 2 watts to 4 watts is 3.01 dB, and
from 4 watts to 8 watts is another
3.01 dB, so 8 watts is 6.02 dB more
than 2 watts. Yes, it looks like 9 watts
is probably 6.5 dB more than 2 watts.

The above argument shows that a
1 watt increase (from 8 to 9 watts)
represents slightly less than 1/2 dB
increase. Ifwe compare 2 watts to
1 watt, that 1 watt increase represents
3 dB (twice the power). The important
point here is that dB is a relative scale.
The absolute power (or voltage, etc.)
involved is not so important to the way
we hear as is the relative power. We
perceive a 10 dB increase to be twice as
loud... regardless of how many watts
more power it takes to obtain that
10 dB increase.*

* While the absolute power makes no
difference, the volume or sound level does,
so this statement is not entirely accurate. A
10 dB difference will not sound quite the
same at very low volume levels as at high
volume levels due to the changing sensitiv
ity of our ears. However, at moderate
listening levels, the above relationship is
basically true.
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A
Absorption coefficient, 54
AC power,

lifted grounds, 339
lifted neutral, 340
safety tips, 341
standards, 337
turn-on sequencing, 341
voltage verification, 337ff

Acoustic lens, 221
Acoustic transduction (speaker motors)

linear electromagnetic motor, 210
piezoelectric bimorphs, 211

Analyzers
dynamic range, 110

Analyzers
real time (RTA), 107, 311
spectrum, 107

Aphex (see "exciters"), 279
Attenuator

external pad, 177
switchable in console, 173

Audio signal
amplitude, 2
level, 2
phase, 2, 3

Automation
of console functions, via MIDI, 390
of signal processing, via MIDI, 390

B
Back wave, 215
Balanced inputs

common mode rejection, 167
differential, 167
discrete vs IC diff amps, 168
transformer vs electronic, 167, 168

BBD (Bucket Brigade Device), 269
Beamwidth, 214, 234
Biamplified (or triamplified) systems, 225
Block diagrams

definition of, 61£f
notational conventions, 66
relation to schematic diagrams, 62
symbolic conventions, 63

Boundary effects
absorption coefficient, 54
on loudspeaker SPL, 229
reflection, 53
refraction, 53
transmission, 53

c
Cables

noise exclusion, 185
importance of good quality, 281
losses, 288
multi-core, 289
self-capacitance, 283
shielding, 282
single and dual conductor shielded,

284ff
snakes, 289
speaker, 288
strain relief, 287
unshielded, 288

Clock frequency, 268
CMX,406
Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR),

169
Common Mode Voltage (CMV), 169,334
Compander

compression ratio, 270
definition of, 41
wireless intercom use, 136
wireless mic use, 144

Compressor (also see "cornpressor/limiter")
altering dynamic range, 39
definition of, 39

Compressor/Limiter
altering dynamic range, 41
attack rate or time, 272
definition of, 41
definition of, 270
detection methods, 271
release rate or time, 272
rotation point, 273
setup procedures, 272

Concert sound system, 320ff
Connections, balanced and unbalanced,

326
Connectors

audio, 291
binding post, 355
phone plugs, 291
phone plugs, 355
phono (RCA), 297
polarity of, 357
spade lug, 355
tini plugs, 293
TiplRing/Sleeve (TIR/S), 291
Tip/Sleeve (T/S), 291
wiring instructions, 292ff
XLR,299

Converter
Analog to Digital (ADC), 264, 268
Digital to Analog (DAC), 265, 268
Impedance, 153

Cooper Time Cube, 262
CPU (central processing unit), 265
Crest factor, 312
Crossover

active, low level, 225
crossover point (or frequency), 222
definition, 222
electronic, 225
electronic, choice of frequency &

slope, 358
passive, high-level, 223
slope, 222

Crossover network (see "crossover")

D
Decibel

converting dBV to dBu or dBm, 24
dB PWL (definition of), 26
dB SPL (definition of), 25
dBm (definition of), 22
dBu (definition of), 22
dBV (definition of), 23
dBv (definition of), 23
definition, 19ff

relating dBV, dBu and dBm to
specifications, 24

relation to acoustic levels, 25
relative vs absolute levels, 21

Delay
Delay, 269
Digital Delay Line (DDL), 67, 267
tape, 266

Direct box, 335
Directivity factor, 234
Directivity index, 234
Dispersion, 234
Distortion

harmonic (definition of), 81
harmonic (factors affecting specifica-

tion),84
harmonic (measurement of), 82
how much is tolerable, 86
intermodulation (definition of), 85
intermodulation due to Doppler, 237
intermodulation (measurement of), 85
intermodulation (SMPTE specifica-

tion),85
masking effects, 112
source of, 236ff
total harmonic (definition of), 81
transient intermodulation (definition

of),86
Doppler distortion, 237
Dorrough (see "Loudness, monitor"), 312
Drivers

compression, 218
cone type, directional characteristics,

213
low frequency, 212
phasing plug, 218
piezoelectric, 211
polarity, 218
throat, 218

Dynamic range
acoustic, 33
alteration thereof, 38
compression, 39
definition of, 33
electrical, 33
excess versus inadequate, 37
limiting, 40

E
EBU,398
Echo chamber (see "Reverberation")
Echoplex, 267
Edit Decision List (EDL), 405
Equalizers

graphic, see "graphic equalizers", 251
multi-band, 246
origin of term, 244
paragraphic, 254
parametric, 248
peaking characteristics, 246
Q, 248, 250
room tuning, 254, 370
shelving characteristics, 245
sweep type, 248
tone controls, 244
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Equipment rack
configuration, 342
EIA standard, 342

Exciters, 279
Expander

action of, 274
applications, 276
definition, 274

F
Feedback

control indoors, 354
control via loudspeakers, 353
effect of mic placement, 131
effect of number of open microphones,

130
maximum gain available before, 47
reduction in stage monitor system,

186
reduction via directional mics &

loudspeakers, 49ff
reduction via equalization, 181
reduction via polarity reversal, 181,

186
relation to acoustic gain, 48

Fiberglas batting, 216
Filters

anti aliasing, 258, 265, 266
for loudspeaker protection, 256ff
high pass (low cut), 256
horizontal (sliding), 258
low pass (high cut), 257
notch type (for feedback reduction),

354
slope rate specification, 99
turnover frequency specification, 99

Flanging
how achieved, 277
reel flanging, 277

Fletcher - Munson (also see "loudness"),
29

Frequency dividing network (see "cross
over")

Frequency response
compact disc, 75

general discussion, 9ff
effect of cables thereupon, 12
environmental effects thereupon, 17
flat, 75
FM broadcast, 75
of a loudspeaker, 231
octave & 1/3 octave measurement of,

11
specification from plot, 10
specification (general), 72, 74

G
Gain, 28
Graphic equalizers

block diagram, 68
combining vs non-combining, 253
definition of, 251
for contour of response, 252
for feedback avoidance, 252
for feedback reduction, 187
1.8.0. band centers, 11,251
narrow band, 251ff

Ground loop
elimination, 337
formation of, 29ff
prevention with mic splitter, 183
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Grounding
adaptor, 339
chassis, 327, 330
definitions, 327
earth, 327
lift switches, 332
multiple point, 330
of AC outlets, 338ff
rod, 338
signal, 327
single-point, 330
techniques for practical use, 332
telescoping shield, 331

H
Harmonics, 16
Headroom

definition of, 35
how much is adequate?, 42
improvement from biamplification,

225ff
related to SIN ratio, 35

Hearing impaired, 171
Helmholz resonator, 215
Horns

compound flare rate, 219
constant directivity (CD), 221
exponential, 216, 219
flare rate, 219
folded, 217
high frequency, 219
low frequency, 216
radial, 220
scoop, 217
W-bin,217

IMD (see "Distortion, Intermodulation"),
85

Impedance
bridging, 87
definition of, 87, 233
effect on level, 94
hi-fi versus professional inputs, 95
implications of mismatches, 90
in various equipment, 325
input and output, 88ff
load, 87
loudspeaker, 233
matching, 87
mismatch, 87
output load, 94
overload, 94
relation to frequency, 91
source 87

Inductive loop, 171
Input transducers, 5
Inverse square law, 43ff

L
LDR (Light Dependent Resistor), 272
Level

definition of, 28
in various equipment, 325

LFO (Low Frequency Oscillator), 70
Limiter (see also "compressor/limiter"), 40
Load

CSA specification factors, 94
effect on output voltage, 95
UL specification factors, 94
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Loading
eighth space, 230
half space, 229
quarter space, 229

Loudness
compensation, 31
definition of, 29
equal loudness contours, 29
Fletcher & Munson equal loudness

curves, 29
monitor, 312
phons, 29
Robinson & Dodson equal loudness

curves, 29
Loudspeaker

connectors, 355
coverage, 351ff
directional characteristics, 234
fill systems, 364ff
HF driver protection, 363
placement considerations, 351
polar plots, 235
polarity, 368
recommended wire gauge, 355
SPL estimation, 351
system setup, 360
system testing, 306, 362, 368
optimization, 361
time/phase coherence, 361

Loudspeakers
buzzing sounds, 238
coil rubbing, 240
constant voltage distributed systems,

208
failure due to DC, 241
failure due to oscillation, 241
failure modes, 238
full range, configurations, 228
full-range (definition), 5
impedance calculations, 205
improper operation, 239
low frequency enclosures, 214
low frequency enclosures, horn

loaded, 216
low frequency enclosures, vented, 215
manufacturing defects, 238
midrange (definition), 5
monitor (definition), 5
monitor placement & aiming, 189
narrowing dispersion, 350
series and parallel connections, 206ff
side fill, 178
subwoofer (definition), 5
supertweeter (definition), 5
tweeter (definition), 5
widening dispersion, 349
woofer (definition), 5

Low Frequency Oscillator, 70

M
M-S microphone, 132
Manchester bi-phase modulation, 398
Metric specifications (conversion table),

103
Microphone preamplifier, 67
Microphone splitting

example, 318
general discussion, 182
without a transformer, 185
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Microphones
air pressure, 5
balanced vs unbalanced, 127
calibrated, 105
carbon, 115
ceramic, 116
condenser, 14, 113
contact, 5, 118
crystal, 116
definition of, 113
differential, 120
dynamic, 113
electret condenser, 114
for stereo recording, 131
frequency response, 124
hand-held, 116
high impedance, 127
lavalier, 117
low impedance, 127
multi-element, 120
noise cancelling, 120
output level, 126
overload, 126
parabolic, 119
phantom power, 130
piezoelectric, 116
pop filters, 129
pressure response, 118
pressure zone, 118
proximity effect, 125
PZMT" (see "mic., pressure zone")
ribbon, 14, 114
sensitivity, 126
shock mounting, 117
shock mounts, 129
shotgun, 119
Soundfieldt'", 120
transient response, 125
velocity, 5
windscreens, 129
wireless (see "wireless microphones")

Microphone pickup patterns
bidirectional, 123
cardioid, 121
figure-S, 123
general discussion, 121
hypercardioid, 123
omnidirectional, 117, 121
supercardioid, 123
two-way cardioid, 120

MIDI
automation, 389
channel messages, 374
channels and tracks, 383
controllers, 378
data structure, 373
definition & origins, 371
feedback, 392
for musical instrument control, 375
hardware configuration, 372
implementation charts, 380
mapping devices, 388
mergers, 387
MIDI Manufacturers' Association

(MMA),372
modes, 374, 377
patch editor/librarian functions, 379
patchers, 388
quantizing, 386
sequencers, 385
sequencing, 382

--~>.~-~-------
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song editing, 386
specifications, 371
step editing, 386
stuck note, 392
sync to media, 391
system exclusive, 374, 388
system messages, 374
system real time, 374
thru boxes, 387
time delay, 393
troubleshooting, 391

Mixers, 154
Mixing consoles

fader types, 156
pan pot, 157
summing amplifier, 157ff
summing resistor, 157
block diagram, 150ff, 166
definition of, 149, 155
dynamic range, 172
gain structure, 172
headroom, 169
indicators, 170
input attenuation, 173
maximum voltage gain, 167
placement in house, 190
pre & post fader considerations, 155
relation to preamp and mixer, 149ff
SIN ratio, 166
specifications, 162
sub-mixer interface, 176

Multi-core cables, 183
Musical Instrument Digital Interface

(See "MIDI")

N
Ni-cad batteries, 137
Noise

buzz, 80
definition of, 75
equivalent input, 78
hum, 80
in loudspeaker specification, 231
modulation, 112
output, 78
pink,75ff
popcorn, 80
RFI,80
SCR dimmers, 80
shaping filters, 77
sidebands, 112
static, 80
white, 75ff
action of, 273
applications, 275
definition, 274

Nyquist frequency, 265

o
Ohm's Law

for simple DC circuit, 193ff
nomograph of equations, 195
pertaining to power, 194

Operating levels
expressed in dBm and dBW, 93
high, line, low, medium, microphone,

92
speaker, 93
standard, 92

Oscillator
for driver testing, 305
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low frequency (LFO), 268
sine wave, 305

Oscilloscope
definition, 307
for obtaining specifications, 101
for output level measurement, 308
photos, 10lff

Output transducers, 5
Oversampling, 266

p
Peak Programme Meters (PPM), 166
Phantom Power, 130
Phase shifter (see "phasing")
Phase testing (see "polarity testing")
Phaser (see "phasing")
Phasing, 278
Phon (see "loudness")
Pickups

contact, 5
laser, 5
magnetic, 5
optical, 5
phonograph, 5

Polarity testing, 309
Power amplifiers

bridged operation, 200
definition, 193
effect of clipping, 201
FTC preconditioning, 198
gain and power, 196
matching to loudspeakers, 204

Power rating
EIA,232
general, 197
loudspeakers, 231
peak, 232
program, 231
related to SPL, 202
RMS,231

Preamplifiers
definition of, 152
impedance converter, 153
microphone, 152
phonograph (RIAA), 153

PZMTM (see "Microphone, Pressure Zone")

R
Radio Frequency Interference, 80
Reverberation

chamber, 261
critical distance, 58ff
definition, 259
description, 57
digital, 264
duct type reverb, 262
early reflections, 259, 266
echo chamber, 259
echoes, 259
Fitzroy equations, 57
Hopkins-Stryker equations, 57
Norris-Eyring equations, 57
plate type, 264
relationship to signal delay, 260
RT6o ' 57, 260
Sabine equations, 57
spring type, 262

RFI (see "Radio Frequency Interference")
Ringing, 111
Ringing out a stage monitor system, 181,

187
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RMS
definition of, 27
incorrect use in speaker specs, 231

Robinson & Dodson (see "loudness")
ROM (Read Only Memory), 266

S
Sample and hold, 269'
Sampling rate, 265, 268
SCR (see "Silicon Controlled Rectifier")
Signal processors

chorusing, 269
definition, 243
flanging, 269
gain measurement, 307
location in sound system, 317ff

Signal-to-noise ratio, 35
Silicon Controlled Rectifier

creation of noise, 80
elimination of dimmer noise, 182
noise and relation to CMV, CMRR,

169
Sine waves, 3
Slew rate, 199
SMPTE (see also "Synchronization")

code error, 402
conversion of time code to MIDI, 405
copying time code, 405
definition, 395
edit decision list (EDL), 405ff
frame rates, 400
LTC (longitudinal time code), 401
printing time code to tape, 404
standard house curve, 314
time code structure, 398ff
VITC (vertical interval time code),

401
Snake (see "cables, multi-core ")
Society of Motion Picture and Television

Engineers (see "SMPTE")
Sound pressure level measurement, 310
Sound propagation

humidity effects, 46
temperature effects, 46
wind effects, 45

Sound waves
amplitude, 1
compression, 1
cycle, 1
frequency, 1
pitch, 1
rarefaction, 1

Speaking voice
frequency range, 15
intelligibility, 15
presence, 15

Specifications
ears versus test equipment, 105ff
frequency response vs. frequency

range vs. power bandwidth, 72
filters, 99
golden ears, 106
graphic versus printed, 74
harmonic distortion, 81ff
impedance calculations, 205
intermodulation distortion, 85ff
loudspeaker power ratings, 204
loudspeakers, 230ff
MIDI, 371
mixing consoles, 162
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power amplifiers, 197ff
power bandwidth, 198
purpose, 71
questionable example, 71
square wave tests, 100
test signals, 107
tolerances, 72

Squelch, 148
Stage monitor

definition of, 178
how to set up a system, 178
mix quality, 180
mixing console setup, 318
mixing consoles, 178
system example, 323
why it is not part of house mix, 179

Standing waves
definition of, 55
nodes & antinodes, 55
relation to wavelength & frequency,

56
room modes, 56

Synchronization (see also "MIDI, sync to
media")

address lock, 402
basic theory, 395
bi-phase, 397
chase lock, 402
click track, 396
definition of, 395
event triggers, 403
flying offsets, 403
FSK (Frequency Shift Keying), 396
house, 397
MIDI clock, 396
pilot tone, 397
pulse methods, 396
slew, 403
SMPTE time code control of tape

machines, 402
timepiece methods, 397
via flywheel lock, 402

T
Termination resistor, 312
THD (see "Distortion, Total Harmonic")
TIM (see "Transient Intermodulation

Distortion")
Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS), 255
Time-Energy-Frequency (TEF) , 255
Topaz (see "Transformers, power line

isolation")
Transformers

audio signal, types, 333
balanced & unbalanced connection,

334
constant voltage distribution, 208
direct box, 335
Faraday shields, 169
for AC safety, 170
impedance matching, 170
in preamplifiers, 169
isolation from noise, 184
mic splitter, 178, 183
power line isolation, 341
termination of, 334
testing, 171

Transient Intermodulation Distortion
(TIM)

not evident in static tests, 111
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reduction by amplifier low-pass
filtering, 13

Triamplified system, 225
Troubleshoooting (see also "Loudspeakers,

failure")
MIDI, 391
buzz, 344
distortion, 345
hiss, 344
hum, 343
sound system, 343
static, 344

u
DART, 372

v
VCO (see "Voltage Controlled Oscillator")
Volt-ohm meters (VOMs)

continuity measurement, 304
definition, 303
digital (DVM), 303
voltage measurement, 304

Voltage Controlled Oscillator, 70
Volume, 28
VU meters, 170

w
Weighting characteristics

A weighting, 30, 79
B weighting, 30
C weighting, 30
DIN weighting filter, 79
O.S.H.A. preferences, 30
specifications, 31
SPL meters, 310

Wireless intercom
base stations, 133
battery selection, 137
definition of, 132
diplexer, 137
frequency allocation, 135
full-duplex, 134
glossary, 138
half-duplex, 134
integrated systems, 135
noise reduction, 136
side tone, 137
simplex, 133
types, 133

Wireless microphones
antenna placement, 142
companding, 144
compatibility, 145
definition of, 139
diversity reception, 142
dropout, 142
equal gain combining, 143
frequency allocation, 140
glossary, 148
maximal ratio combining, 143
polarization diversity, 143
pre- and de-emphasis, 145
pre and post detection, 144
space diversity, 142
technical problems, 141

x
X-Y microphone configuration, 131
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This handbook is a product of
"desktop publishing." A few small
sections were written many years back,
when on a Vydec word processing sys
tem, which was "state of the art" in
1974. (It had an 8" 250K floppy disk
not a then-standard cassette tape 
and a full page 8-lf2" x 11" display!)
The Vydec data was later transferred
to a Corvus Concept system, which also
had a full-page bit mapped display, and
featured an MC68000 CPU, 720K 5-W'
floppy disk, a network with multiple
hard disks, and what we considered to
be among the most advanced word
processing software available in 1982.
The bulk of the text for this handbook
was written and edited with that
Corvus system, and early drafts were
printed on various daisywheel and dot
matrix printers.

Well, the "state ofthe art" is con
stantly in flux. The Corvus system is
long gone, replaced in 1986 by an
Apple Macintosh system. The copy was
ported to the Mac as ASCII (American
tandard Code for Information Inter
change) text, both via direct cable con
nection and local modem interconnect.
Ralph's copy came via modem, too;
early on from his Apple He, and later
from its replacement - a Macintosh.

Once the ASCII text was in our
Mac, we massaged it with special
software that converted the straight
quotes (like "this") to curly quotes (like
"this"), removed hard carriage returns
except at the end of paragraphs, and
did other "clean up" functions. This
process was relatively straightforward.

Drawings were prepared with a
variety of programs, including
MacPaint, MacDraft, MacDraw, Full
Paint, Super Paint, and Adobe Illustra
tor. Many illustrations were developed
by digitizing photos or drawings with
an Abaton Scan 300 scanner and C
Scan software, then either "editing"
them in Super Paint or Desk Paint, or
redrawing them in Adobe Illustrator.
The connector wiring photos are the
only conventionally stripped half-tones
in the book, taken from photos we shot
years ago for the original PM-1000
manual. These illustrations, and the
text, were turned into a near camera
ready proof in the first edition using a
page layout program, Aldus'
Pagemaker 1.2.

After the various consultants and
proofreaders had an opportunity to
mark up that copy, we decided to
completely reformat the handbook.
Aldus had released Pagemaker 2.0a,
which offered major improvements in
type kerning (letter spacing) and in the
way it handled illustrations. We recast
all body type, changing from Helvetica
to New Century Schoolbook. The first
edition's main headings are in Mon
terey bold, some sub-heads are in
Helvetica bold, and the captions are in
Times bold.

Hardware and software have contin
ued to evolve rapidly. We began laying
out the first edition with a Macintosh
Plus (1MB RAM), a 30 MB hard disk,
and an Apple Laserwriter. The second
edition was created on an accelerated
(33 MHz 68030) Mac 11 with 5 MB
RAM, a 19" diagonal monochrome
monitor that can display the better
part of two pages at full size, and over
240MB of on-line hard disk storage
(this handbook alone occupies over
13 megabytes). The second edition also
was reformatted and recast, this time
in Pagemaker 3.01a. Many of the illus
trations have been revised, or com
pletely redrawn with updated software
for improved quality.

A few pages of this book (table of
contents and index) were typeset on a
Linotronic L300, which provided about
8 times the resolution ofthe laser
printer, and made these pages of very
small type a lot easier to read. Master
artwork for the rest of the book was
generated by a Qume ScripTEN laser
printer.

One of the most satisfying aspects
in our production of this book was the
ability to get exactly what we wanted,
and to make the compromises we felt
were appropriate whenever something
didn't quite work. "Desktop publishing"
did more for us than secure total
control of the job, it greatly enhanced
our creative ability to convey our
thoughts with no intermediate inter
pretations by artists who might not
share our insights into the finer points
of sound systems and equipment.
Ultimately, we did not save time so
much as we improved and perfected
the end product. Ifwe did our job
correctly, you should not be aware of
how this book was created.
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